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PREf'-CK

The Princeton University Conference on Partially Ionized Plasmas
including the T.iird Symposium on Uranium ??asraas has been undertaken with the
support of the Research Division of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. It has the enthusiastic sponsorship of Mr. F. Carl Schwenk,
who is Director of the Research Division and Dr. Karlheinz Thorn, Manager of
the Plasma Program.

The Conference is he ing held ac a time of ferment in this field
especially regarding the possibilities for nuclear pumped lasers. Fundamentals
of both electrically and fission generated plasmas have been studied for a
considerable time and will be reported at the Conference. Research in gaseous
fuel reactors using uranium hexaflotiride vill be described and their and
other parcially ionized plasma applications will be discussed.

The members of the Conference Committee are listed on the following
page. Their willingness to serve is acknowledged and greatly appreciated.
Mr. F. Carl Schwenk is thanked for his luncheon speech entitled ?UTURE POWER
SYSTEMS IN SPACF. and Dr. Theodore B. Taylor, Chairman of the Board of the
International Research and Technology Corporation is thanked for his
challenging dinner talk NUCLEAR PCWER RTSKS AND SAFEGUARDS.

The preparation of the papers for this Conference and their
presentation are greatly appreciated and the attendance and participation
of many prominent workers in the field are recognized as essential to the
success of the Conference.

The administrative assistance of the Princeton University Conferei 'e
Staff and The Aerospace Systems Laboratory is gratefully acknowledged.

Conference Co-Directors:

September 1976
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Welcome

Robert G. Jahn
Princeton University

It is my great pleasure to welcome you all
here to this conference on Partially Ionized
Plasmas including the Third Symposium on
Uranium Plasmas. It is a particular pleasure
first of all because I see so many close personal
friends and colleagues involved in the program
and in the audience; colleagues from both other
academic institutions and the industrial sector,
and especially our very good body of friends
from the space agency. I also find it a particu-
larly happy occasion to welcome you here because
of the quality of the program that has been
assembled by Karl Thom and his committee. From
what could have been a very disparate and polyglot
specturm of topics, they have put together a
meeting of great interest and considerable
cohei nee. I am looking forward to participating
in i s much as I possibly can.

Then, coo, it is a meeting which covers a
field that we here at the School of Engineering
and Applied Science have identified as one of
those relatively few areas in which we are
going to attempt to have something to say. This
has been the case for many years. A significant
number of our faculty and a corresponding cadre
of research staff and graduate students have
worked in the areas that are the concern of this
conference for many years, and you will hear from
some of them during the course of the meeting.

Also, this subject we are discussing over
the next few days is a particularly appropriate
one to be aired in an academic institution. It
is not a field that has enjoyed by any stretch
of the imagination the priorities and the high
pressure of some other research activities in
this country. We certainly do not compete with
the big programs of controlled fusion, defense
systems, etc. Notwithstanding, it is an area
which has been ripe for good scholarship, for
careful and leisurely work, the joy of exploring
side avenues and checking allowed alternative
possibilities and seeing some substance begin
to grow out of this nebulous domain in which we
began many years ago. I have the sense right
now that the field is coming ripe for some
very significant developments out of the basic
science, and I hope we see some of that coming
to fruition here in the next two or three days.

In addition to satisfaction in the meeting
and my hope that you will all share our interest
in this program, I hope you will have some fun
while you are here and take the opportunity to
enjoy our campus and our town and to see the
various technical activities here within the
school. Thank you all for coming.



Purpose

J. P. Layton
Pr:lnceton University

During the past several years a numl er of new
avenues of ressarch on partially ionized plasmas
have opened, particularly in the area of
fissioning and fission-fragment excited plasmas
and in nuclear pumped lasers. Important progress
has also been made in the science and technology of
uranium hexafluoride cavity reactors. This
conference will review past accomplishments, survey
current research, and examine future growth of the
science, technology and applications in these
interesting and potentially important topic areas.
Workshop discussions will concentrate on the
status in the various areas of this field,
including the identification, of new research
tasks.

As I have observed the field over some period
o£ time, fission plasmas have not received the
broad fundamental attention which they deserve.
Considerable ground work has been laid, and it is
to be hoped that in publishing the proceedings of
this conference and in future papers, theses, and
articles in archive journals 'hat the topic of
fission plasmas arid other partially-ionized
plasmas will begin to receive the attention that
is warranted by the kinds of applications which
appear to be offered in a number of future tech-
nologies.

Some fields suffer from too much physics. I
am not sure that, even with some tongue in cheek,
I can offer the fusion field as suffering in that
way, but perhaps. Sometimes engineers over-react

by rushing in to developmei.t efforts involving
industry spending of tremendous sums without an
adequate technology I'ase or bor.ifide applications.
So far work in fission plasmas hasn't erred in
either of those directions, and I hope that it
can be kept from such errors. As I have seen
research here in the academic thicket at Princeton
for 25 years, a much closer working relationship
between practitioners in the basic sciences and
those employing the engineering approach is highly
desirable. Engineers also have to get a broader
understanding of their overall responsibilities in
bringing new technologies into use than they have
had in the past.

I have been a missionary for systems analysis,
particularly of the broad and parametric sort, for
a number of years and have found there are a
lot more savages than there are missionaries. How-
ever the way to nirvana is undoubtedly as hard on
the savages as it is on the missionaries. It is my
purpose to urge the need to pursue the overall
topic of partially ionized plasmas from both basic
science and technology standpoints, but it also
needs to be tied together in an analytical way
from the syflte-s and applications viewpoints. It
is hoped that this field will move toward its
applications with better balance than has been
evident in many fields involving sophisticated
science, high technology and expensive develop-
ments.

I offer Figure 1 as presenting an essential
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message in how to consider an overall system. This
is a sheet that we m\de up in The Aerospace Systems
Laboratory (TASL) here at Princeton when we were
undertaking Che parametric systems amly?.is of
fusion power stations. It attempts to identify
an economically and environmenLally viable station
as the whole system. The point is that the fusion
reactor system at the center has to derive inputs
from and is dependent on the concept and definition
of all the other systems that make up the station,
as well as on the demand and other considerations
to provide outputs of value to prospective users.
This approach needs to be applied to partially
ionized plasma systems at the same time that basic
feasibility is being resolved to assist in planning
the research and technology programs and in
identifying the economic applications.

Methodologies are available for reducing the
block diagram of Figure 1 to an overall parametric
systems analysis basis. The TASL approach to the
analysis of nuclear fusion systems is shown in
Figure 2. The interdependence and interaction
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Figure 2 TASL Approach to the Analysis of Nuclear
Fusion Systems

between the three primary analytical concerns -
performance, operstions and economics are indicated
as well as the feedback to the power demand and
other considerations such as the environment in
the concepting and definition of the overal?
system and its i.omponent5.

Figure 3 shows how the parametric performance
of a typical thermodynamic system can be handled
by preparing physically based mathematical models
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Figure 3 TASL Approach to the Parametric Per-
formance Analysis of a Typical Ihermo-
dynamic System

for computer analysis and relating them to reality
by reference to existing point designs. Any
analysis of future technology is essentially
uncertain and therefore probabilistic. A method
for handling uncertainty in parametric systems
analysis is presented in Figure k. Although the
amount of data required is substantial such an
analytical process is ultimate!;' necessary to
provide proper benefit/cost p.nd risk analyses
needed by a decision maker before proceeding with
large scale 2nd very expensive developments.
Fortunately, the entire process does not need to
be activated at the outset since much can be, and
needs to be, learned from simple and partial
analyses while the basis for the final analysis is
being established.

I will not at this time belabor these points
by a more detailed discussion. My purpose v;as to
argue that much work lies ahead - conceptual,
analytical and experimental before major systems
based on partially ionized phasmas are realized.
Tt is the purpose of this conference to examine
where the field stands at the present time and to
project a course for the future.
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Background

Jerry Grey
Consultant

This conference has two major branches of
effort: one is in electrically-generated plasmas
and one is in fission-generatad plasmas. These
aie the subjects of. the first two sessions. A
third area, not covered at this conference, is
coisbustion-generated plasmas (seeded or not) which
have been principally considered for MHD systems.

Although the electrically-generated and
fission-generated plasma technologies have enor-
mously disparate backgrounds, as Dean Jahn
mentioned earlier, the modern concepts dealt
with in this conference both started about the
same time: the late '40's and early 'SO's. The
first paper on fission-generated plasmas was
published by Shepherd and Cleaver in 1951,
although there was considerable discussion before
that time in the '40's. In that field, inciden-
tally, thy most extensive literature coverage
appeared in the first two symposia on uranium
plasmas, of which this one is the third. Those
two volumes, both of which came out in the early
part of this decade, constitute an excellent
background in the field.

In electrically-generated plasmas, theie ..s
an enorroous electrical engineering literature,
dealing primarily with switching arcs. Classical
texts such as Cobine were published some time
ago. The modern science and technology of the
subject of this conference, partially ionized
dense plasmas, came about with the proliferation
of thermal arcjets which occurred sometime in
the 'SO's. There was a major growth in that
field in the late 'SO's and early '60's.

In each of these two primary branches there
were two najor-sub-branches, giving four almost
different topics to discuss. In the fission area,
there are the open-cycle concept and the closed-
cycle concept. In electric generation, we have
steady and pulsed generation of plasmas.

Looking first at electrically-generated
plasmas, in the steady state area, I will deal
only with relatively modern developments. The
first real push was in the commercial applications
of resistance-heated gases. Although induction
heating technology existed at that time, the
companies in the field such as Giannini, Thermal
Dynamics, Humphreys, and LinJe were principally
concerned with commercializing this new science
and technology as rapidly as possible using
resistance-heated plasma devices. There was a
fair amount of growth in the fields of plasma
spraying, welding, and cutting (replacing oxy-
acetylene torches), and also in the development
of an effective research tool for those who
wanted to study very high teaiperature partially
ionized plasmas.

The most advanced wort: in this field was
done principally in the testing area, and the
most elaborate tools for generating and studying
steady stats arc-heated plasmas were those
developed for siiwilation of atmospheric reentry,
wh.\?.h was one of the key technical problems in
the rapidly-growing ipace program. The only way
one could simulate reentry was to generate the
equivalent stagnation temperatures, and the
best way to do this was with a controlled
atmosphere using electrically-haated gases. Some
elaborate wind tunnel facilities wore built up
at KPAFB, AEDC, Ames and other centers, cul'ina-
ting in the enormous 50-iuegawatt electric tunnel
developed and built at Wright Field in the late
'60's. These facilities still exist; they are
still quite actively used and continue to develop.

During this time, also, there was considerable
interest in continuous arc-jet capabilities for
space propulsion. Here AVCO was the spearhead,
although some early work ijas done by Giannini
and a number of other laboratories, including
NASA and the Air Force. There is a current rs-
surgence of interest in thermal arcjets for
propulsion, despite their relatively low
efficiency compared to some of the others, and
whether or not this develops is a matter for
resolution in the near future.

Most of the work on these steady state
plasma generators was done in gasas. Air
was particularly useful for the simulation of
reentry, but a lot of work was done in nitrogen
in the commercial arc-jets and also in wind
tunnels, as well as argon and helium for con-
venience in basic research. For propulsion,
hydrogen was the principal gas.

During this time, however, there was some
interest in developing higher conductivities
by the use of potassium and other seeds. There
was also a fair body of work in the alkaline
metals, lithium in particular, at Los Alamos
and Langley. Toward the end of this era the
development of inductively-heated plasmas,
particularly useful for simulating fission
plasmas, began tc accelerate.

In the pulsed plasma area, the early
technology was developed by Winston Bostick
at Stevens Institute of Technology in his
plasmoid experiments. A propulsion effort at
Republic Aviation formed the early engineering
phase of these devices, but by far the bulk of
the technology and the literature was developed
here at Princeton under Dr. Jahn's direction.

In the fission-generated plasma area, all
the early work was propulsion oriented. The
concept of a new high-thrust, high-specific



impulse rocket technology for space flight was
the motivating factor. The open cycle was
earliest; preliminary work was directed at
some form of containment, or separation of the
fissirning plasma material from the propellai.t;
that is, uranium is a poor propellant and hydrogen
is a good one, and so one would like tc generate
energy in the uranium and exhaust only the hydro-
gen.

The earliest studies were based principally
on stabilized vortex separation; e.g., theoretical
analyses by Kerrebrock, Meghrebiian, Rosenzweig,
Easton and Johnson, and Grey, The effort began
to expand significantly, only with the introduction
of the coaxial reactor concept, which Weinstein
and Ragsdale suggested in an American Rocket
Society paper around 1960. The program then
grew rapidly under Frank Rom's direction at
NASA's Lewis Laboratory, extending to a number
of laboratories around the country. These studies
were reviewed in a comprehensive serie: of
papers, mainly by Rom and Ragsdale, in the
mid-'60's and early '70's.

The principal effort continues to remain
in fluid mechanics and heat transfer: the
basic problems of containment and how to heat
the propellant fluid without burning up the walls
of the rocket engine and nozzle. Tbsse are
covered in a survey paper by Herb ijeinstein.

The early studies were mainly cold flow
simulation, which led to the spherical geometry
that has been examined in most detail. Hot-flow
simulations used induction heated plasmas, which
simulate the active heating of a plasma while
it is simultaneously being cooled by the propell-
ant, modeling the open-cycle system more effec-
tively. These studies were done by the TAFA
division of Humphreys. Ward Roman brings this
effort up to date by describing the current
United Technologies Research Center program.

There were extensive and extremely capable
heat transfer studies performed, particularly
in the radiation field, principally by United
Technologies and Lewis researchers. They devel-
oped an extensive and basically new technology
in dense plasma radiation.characteristics. The
current approach is to be all-inclusive, to look
at all the possible energy contributions, as is
described in a paper by Smith, Smith and
Stoenescu.

One of the key elements in absorbing radiated
heat transfer in hydrogen in certain important
ranges of the spectrum was by seeding the gas
with tungrten or graphite particles. A number
of capable studies, both theoretical and experi-
mental, were done in this field, the experimental,
work mainly by Chester Lonzo at Lewis in the
mid-'50's, and most of the theoretical work at
United Technologies. There were also significant
contributions by Georgia Tech and the University
of Florida..

There was fairly extensive study in the
nucleohic area. Nucleonic criticality was one
of the essential elements. The early cavity
reactor studies by George Safonov in tk-c early
'SO's were rudimentary, but the essential con-
sideration of nucleonic criticality was txtenduJ
rapidly by such people as Carroll Mills at Los
Alamos. There was extensive experimental simula-
tion of the plasma core system by Kunze and
his collaborators at Idaho in the mid to late
'60's, using uranium foils distributed throughout
a cavity to simulate the hydrogen plasma, which
gave some substance to the nucieonic calculations.

The first basic problem with the fissioning
plasma-core system, aside from the question of
fundamental feasibility, was that aJ.l of the
concepts were too big. To get nuclear criticality
in a plasma core, it was necessary to ase dimen-
sions of the order of several meter., as well
as very high pressures, giving rise to systems
of enormous mass.

The second basic problem was that as the
volume got bigger, so much energy was deposited
in the walls and in the solid structure that
it couldn't all be absorbed by the inflowing
propellant. It was necsssary to have some
external method of "dumping" the excess energy.
A radiator was first suggested b> Meghrebiian
around 1960, and then as the systems concepts
matured, it appeared that radiaticn of external
heat was going to be necessary.

Two relatively recent developments attempted
to cure these problems. The first was Hyland's
concept, published in 1970. Instead of depending
totally on the plasma core itself for criticality,
Hyland placed some solid fuel elements in the
reflectors which surrounded the cavity to
generate a substantial fraction of the total
reactor energy. This allowed him to shrink
his reactor down to a dimension of somewhat
less than a meter and made the system look a
little more practical. However, it aggravated
the second problem; that is, even more heat
was now generated in tne solid material, and
therefore much more energy had to be extracted
by external systems. A method for utilizing
that external energy, developed by Layton and
Grey some time ago, is the dual mode concept
which Stanley Chow discusses in his paper.

The major efforts in plasma-core technology
terminated with the demise of the NASA nuclear
program in 1973. The feasibility of neither the
open cycle nor the closed cycle concepts had
yet been developed; that is, the basic feasibility
of containment, and ability to operate as a
system. Tne remaining work in the field, which
is the subject of this conference, has been
supported primarily by NASA's research division.

The other basic approach to plasma-core
utilization was the closed cycle. The concept
of using a completely closed '•ontainment system
to hold the uranium plasma and separate it from
the hydrogen was actively pursued by McLafferty's
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group at United Technologies. This idea of
using a fused silica container surrounding the
plasma region and transmitting energy totally by
radiation from th£ plasma region to the hydrogen
was an obvious outgrowth of the problems asso-
ciated with the hydrodynamic and other containment
problems of the coaxial flow concept. The basic
problem was radiation heating in the fused silica
and how to avoid it. One approach, stabilization
of the vortex flow necessary to produce a convec-
tive separation of the hot gases from the vortex,
saw a great deal oi excellent fluid dynamics
research, as well as the radiative heat transfer
work cited earlier. Recent studies in these areas
are reported by Krascella, by Blue and Roberts,
and by Levy.

In addition to the two basic coaxial-flow
and closed-cycle ("light-oulb") concepts, there
are also a number of cher approaches. The
magnetic and electric body-force containment
concept was studied very early, by Gross and
others. The idea of using MHD-driven vortices was
examined by Romero and several others. There
was serious consideration for some time of the
plasma core reactor as a source for MHD power.
Principal studies were by Rosa, and more recently
by J.R. Williams at Georgia Tech. There is
currently a resurgence of interest in this
application.

This leads us into the next phase: what
is going on today and what areas are most fruitful
for exploration? First of all, there seems to
be a renewal of interest in the whole propulsion/
power application for fission plasmas and for
electric propulsion. Schwenk provides an intro-
duction to and a summary of that subject.

A major recent effort has been the use of
fission-generated energy for stimulating lasers.
There are a number of papers on this topic. There
is also a major effort underway in uranium hexa-
floride utilization as a research tool, the sub-
ject of another series of papers.

There are a host of potential.new applica-
tions. The energy crisis fostered the dragging
out of all the old dogs to take a new look at
them and see if there are any new applications.
There are some interesting new applications in
space, as discussed in detail in several papers.
These will be elaborated upon in the workshop
sessions, which have the purpose of setting
the stage for a whole new era of partially
ionized plasma research and applications based
upon the growing interest and the active research
effort that is going on today in a number of
new directions.

ADDITIONAL COMMENT BY CARL SCHWENK

Since 1973 our program has become more
basic. That has been an advantage to us. We
have given the idea of the UF, plajma a lot more

attention because of several factors. It might
just be-the most useful form of a fissioning
gas, and it certainly is a lot easier to work

with. In addition to the experimental advantages
it gives, it may also be a very attractive energy
scurce.



ON THE EMISSION MECHANISM IN HIGH CURRENT HOLLOW CATHODE ARCS*

M. Krishnan
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey

Abstract

Large (2 cm-diameter) hollow cathodes have been
operated in a magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) arc over
wide ranges of current (0.25 to 17 kA) a*d mass
flow (10 3 to 8 g/sec), with orifice current den-
sities and mass fluxes encompassing those encoun-
tered in low current steady-state hollow cathode
arcs. Detailed cathode interior measurements of
current and potential distributions show that maxi-
mum current penetration into the cathode is about
one diameter axially upstream from the t ip , with
peak inner surface current attachment up to ore
catjiode diameter upstream of the t ip . The spon-
taneous attachment of peak current upstream of the
cathode tip is suggested as a criterion for charac-
terist ic hollow cathode operation. This empirical
fiiterion is verified by experiment.

Cathode cavity conduction processes are commented
on briefly; the emission processes at the cathode
surface are examined in some detail. It is shown
tha*. thermionic emission cannot account for the
observed current in such MPD discharges. Field
emission from micro-spots moving rapidly over the
cathode surface is shown to be a possible primary
emission mechanism in such cathodes. Possible
enhancement of the emission due to the photoelectric
effect is- also investigated. From order-of-
magnitude considerations, i t appears that a form of
field-enhanced photoelectric emission can account
for most of the observed current in the MPD hollow
cathode, thus suggesting a possible novel emission
mechanism for other hollow cathodes. The emission
model preferred has not been experimentally veri-
fied.

I. Introduction

Since the early part of this century, the precise
nature of the electron emission from cathode sur-
faces in arc discharges has been the subject of
considerable theoretical and experimental investi-
gation. Despite this effort, in many types of
arcs, satisfactory theories do not exist for the
cathode surface electron emission processes. One
such poorly understood arc is the hollow cathode
arc.

Hollow cathodes were first used to advantage by
Paschen*- ' as early as 1916 in spectroscopic studies
where such cathodes were shown to be capable of
simultaneously providing high electron number den-
sity and relativelytlow temperature ions and neu-
trals in an essentially field-free cathode cavity.
More recently, hollow cathodes have been used as
electron emitters in advanced ion thrusters where
they exhibit longer lifetimes than oxide coated or
liquid metal cathodes.(2) As sources of dense,
highly ionized plasma, hollow cathodes have also
been investigated at the Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory and at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. These researchers point out the important
features of a hollow cathode discnarge:(3)

(a) the discharge creates a very pi re external
plasma (low contamination by cathode materi-
al,) dense, (neM013-10"cm-3) and highly
ionized (up to 95%);

(b) the cathode enjoys a reasonably long life-
time, despite high current densities and high
-.athode wall temperatures (> 2500°K).

An important part of hollow cathode research dealt
with the study of the noise oscillations of the
1 '•*charge(4) , since i t was interesting to evaluate

'Hties of using hollow cathode arcs as
a source of quiet plasma for experimental work on
wave propagation. Hollow cathodes were also stud-
ied extensively in Europe in ths nineteen sixties
(5,6). Large hollow cathodes are currently finding
<-ppli~ations in high power laserswJ and in the
production of high power neutral beams for plasma
heating in con'rolled thermonuclear fusion reactors.

Despite the fairly exhaustive studies conducted
at these various research establishments on the
influence of the various parameters (geometry, gas
flnw rate, current, external pressure, axial magnet-
ic field strength, electrode temperature, etc.) on
the performance of the hollow cathode discharge as
an efficient source of dense, highly ionized plasma
and as an efficient, long lived electron emitter,
the physics of processes inside the cathode cavity
are s t i l l poorly understood. One major reason for
this lack of understanding is that tho typical
cathode dimensions of most of these researches are
so small (0.1 to 0.3 cm. inner diameter) as to pre-
clude detailed diagnostic probing of the cavity
interior. Such diagnostic probing is essential to
identify the dominant physical processes of emis-
sion, ionization and conduction inside t' 'How
cathode cavity. In the few instances v large
hollow cathodes have been used, the h- lergy
levels of a steady-state arc discharr -- in them-
selves not conducive to the use of s. a diagnos-
tics.

There is therefore a strong motivation for the
detailed diagnostic study of a large diameter
hollow cathode in a relatively low energy environ-
ment. The MPD arc facility at Princeton (Fig. 1.)
is ideally suited to such an endeavor for two
reasons:

(a] the large cavity dimensions permit the detail-
ed study of the plasma by probing, photo-
graphic and spectroscopic observations.

(b) the total energy content of pulsed, quasi-
steady MPD discharges is low enough to per-
mit the use of small diagnostic probes or"
simple construction, with no cumbersome heat
shielding required.

This paper describes the results of detailed
measurements made inside the cavity of large (Z-cm-
diameter) hollcw cathodes, over a wide range of

•This work supported ^v NASA Grant NGL-31-001-005. +Now at Mason Laboratory, Yale Univ., New Haven, CT.



currents and mass flows as stated above. In sec'.ion
II the experimental apparatus and diagnostic tech-
niques are briefly described. Section III summa;.
rizes the major experimental results. Jection IV
begins an analysis of the cathcde surface emission
processes by examining thermioni -̂ emission. 7n
section V field emission from rhe cathode surface
is discussed. The third possible emission mecha-
nism, photoelectric emission, is examined in sec-
tion VI, followed by a summary in section VII. .

I I . Experimental Apparatus

The quasi steady MPD accelerator with a hollow
cathode is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Argon
propeliant (at feed rates from 10-3 to 16 g/sec} is
injected into the discharge chamber through a fast-
acting solenoid valve fed from a high pressure
reservoir. The gas can enter the discharge chamber
either through the hollow cathode, or through tix
outer injectors set in the insulating plexiglas
backplate, or thrown both.

Current to the discharge is supplied as a fast,
lisetime (< 5 psec) flit-top pulse typically of
1 msec duration by .an 84 station LC-ladder network.
(8) Charged typically to 4 kV, this 3S kJ network
(with a total capacitance of <..2 mfd] provides,
when discharged through a variable impedance^ ; in
series with the accelerator, currents from as low
as 0.2S kA up to 17 kA.

The cylindrical arc chamber is 12.7 cm in dia-
meter and S.I era deep. The hollow cathode is
located on axiss screwed into an insulating circu-
lar plexiglas backplate. The coaxial annular
aluminum anode, displaced slightly downstream from
the cathode t ip , has an i.d. of 10.2 cm, an outer
barrel diameter of 18.8 cm, and a thickness of 1 cm.
The particular hollow cathode dimensions and j, jm-
etry are noted in the subsequent text where appro-
priate.

The plasma formed in the. discharge chamber during
every (y 1 msec) firing of the discharge exhausts
into a glass bell jar vacuum tank with an i.d. of
4S cm, 76 cm long, evacuated to some 10"3 torr
prior to each discharge by a mechanical pump. A
probe carriage mounted inside the tank, controllable
in two dimensions from outside the tanX, allows de-
tailed probing both inside and outside the hollow
cathode.

The self-induced magnetic field everywhere Within
and about the hollow cathode is measured by an
induction coil with an i.d. of 0.0S cm and an o.d.
of 0.3 cm, wound from 350 turns of #44 magnet wire.
The magnetic probe signal, proportional to dB/dt,
is passively integrated through a 10 msec RC inte-
grator and displayed'on a Tektronix 551 oscillo-
scope. At very low currents, the rather low mag-
netic field signal from the integrator is boosted
by a Tektronix AM502 differential amplifier, with
gain selection from 102-105, before being read on
the oscilloscope.

A single Langmuir probe, consisting of a cylin-
drical tungsten wire 0.025 cm in diameter, imbed-
ded in a quartz tube of o.d. 0.02 cm with only the
end face of the tungsten exposed to the plasma,
is used to measure plasisa floating potentials.

In addition to spectral photography of the dis-
charge with interference f i l ters , emission spectra

from the hollow cathode discharge ivere obtained
using a Steinheil GH glass prism spectrograph which
recorded radiation over the spectral interval from
4200 8 to 6200 8.

III . The Search for Hollow Cathode Operation
jr. Large Hollow Cathodes

1. Uninsulated Hollow Cathodes

In the first phase of the experiments, the hollow
cathode was uninsulated, so that current attachment
could occur on the outer cylindrical surface, face,
or inner cavity of the cathode. The purpose of these
experiments was to determine whether hollow cathode
operation, with preferential current attachment
inside the cathode cavity, could be obtained in large
hollow cathodes in an MPD arc. For typical MPD
discharge currents of kiloamperes, the orifice dia-
meter of the cathode (y 1 cm) was chosen such thai
two arbitrary scaling pa^amaters, a mass flux m/s
and a current density J/zy where s is the cathode
orifice area, were comparable to typical mass fluxes
and current densities in low current, steady-stato
hollow c. jhode arcs. A typical uninsulated c; thodr
is shown in Fig. 2a. The cavity dimensions ire
noted on the figure.

With this hollow cathode, when argon gas was in-
jected both from inside and outside the hollow
cathode to the discharge, current attachment occur-
red predominantly from the fa and outer surface
of the cathode, with no visible plasma formation
inside the hollow cathcde, as shown in Fig. 3. Fig.
3a shows the camera perspe;tive used in photograph-
ing the 16 kA, 12 g/sec discharge through a 4880 8
Ar II narrow bandwidth interference f i l ter . Fig. 3b
shows clearly that the luminous regions of the dis-
charge are outside the hollow cathode cavity, while
the cavity itself appears quite dark.

Even when gas was injected soIeiy through the
hollow cathode, magnetic field measurements revealed
that there was negligible current attachment inside
the cathode cavity. Fig. 4 shows enclosed cun^nl
streamlines in and p.bout the hollow cathode cavity
derived from the magnetic field measurements for a
current of 29 kA, at a mass flow of 0.3 g/sec. The
figure shows that a mere 3% of the 29 kA discharge
penetrates the cavity under these operating condi-
tions.

These early experiments indicated that merely in-
stalling large hollow cathodes in an MPD arc does
not guarantee significant current attachment inside
the cavity, accompanied by formation of a stable
cavity plasma. A carefu) search was therefore re-
quired to identify specific operating conditions
under which the discharge would spontaneously
emanate from within the cavity. To facilitate this
search, i t was decided to insulate the face and
outer surface of the hollow cathode, thereby forcing
the current to attach inside the cavity. Under con-
ditions of 'forced' plasma formation within the
cavity, controlled variation of three key independent
variables, cathode geometry, mass flow rate, and
discharge current, might then lead to the empirical
identification of necessary conditions for charac-
ter is t ic hollow cathode operation in MPD arcs. The
validity of such empirical criteria, if identified,
could easily be tested by removing the insulation
of the hollow cathode; to observe whether, under
these specified operating conditions, the discharge
now preferentially emanates from the cavity interior,



in spite of the available external conducting sur-
face.

2. Insulated Hollow Cathodes

a. Effects of Cathode Geometry Changes. In the
first series of experiments with fully insulated
hollow cathodes, two of the independent variables,
current and mass flow, were fixed, and the effects
of cathode geometry changes on the cavity discharge
were examined. For all insulat>d cathodes, gas was
injected only through the hollow cathode to the \
discharge, with the outer injector orifices scaled.

The first question to be answered was /lethar by
forcing current attachment inside the cavity, a
stable discharge could be maintained in t'ies<: large
cathodes. Current and potential distribui iois were
measured insids the cavity of hollow c&thcde HC
"III , shown in Fig. 2e, and were found to bo quasi-
steady and azimuthally symmetric. The surface
current distribution,for J=7 kA, nr=4 g/sec, was
determined by translating the magnetic proje
axially upstream frora the cathode tip at a radius
of 0.8 cm, with the 0.3 cm-diameter probe touching
the cathode inner surface. This surface current
distribution, drawn normalized by the enclosed
current at the cathode tip, is shown as the dashed
curve in the upper half of Fig. 5. For reference,
HC VIII is shown in cress-section at the top of the
figure.

The surface current density profile, deduced from
the enclosed current profile^} is shown as the
heavy line in the upper half of Fig. 5. It should
bs noted that the peak current density (> 1 kA/cra2at
this operating condition), occurs at the cathode t ip .

The lower half of Fig. S shows floating potentials
on the hollow cathode axis obtained using the Lang-
muir probe. The potential profile shows that coin-
cident with the region of high current density
current attachment is a region of weak axial poten-
t ia l gradient, < 10 V/cm.

To obtain further information on the physical
processes occurring in the hollow cathode, a few
near-infrared spectrograms of the discharge were
recorded using another insulated cathode, desig-
nated HCI, shown in Fig. 2b. The near infrared
sj.jctrai region contains a number of strong neutral
argon lines which are more readily identifiable
than those neutral lines in the visible part of the
spectrum, since the latter tends to be dominated by
ionized.argon and impurity lines. Fig. 6 compares
the spectral interval from 6500 A to 8600 A for the
uninsulated hollow cathode in the 29 kA, 0.3 g/sec
discharge with that for the fully insulated cathode,
HCI, at 7 kA and 4 g/sec. Both spectrograms were
recorded looking directly upstream into the cavity
along the axis. Fig. 6a shows that the distribu-
tion of radiance of the spectral lines does not
reflect any of the cathode geometric features des-
pite the measured 0.8 kA (see Fig. 4) attaching
inside the cavity for this 29 kA, 0.3 g/sec con-
dition. The AI lines are barely discernible inside
the cavity and there is no continuum radiation.

In dramatic contrast, the spectrum of the fully
insulated cathode discharge shows a sharply defined
continuum in the cavity with AI and All lines
brightly superimposed on i t (Fig. 6b). There is
very l i t t l e radiation recorded beyond the ca\r cy
at this exposure, with a high level of radiant flux
emana'ting from the cavity.
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Having satisfactorilv obtained a quasi-steady
azimuthally symmetric discharge inside large hollow
cathodes by forcing the current to attach inside
the cavity, the effects of cathode geometry varia-
tions cci Id now be examined. Some of the many
cathode configurations examined are shown in Fig.
2b, c, d, e, f, g and h. As shown in the figure,
different tip geometries as well as different inner
electrode shapes were examined. In particular, the
conical coniigurations, Fig. 2f, g, may be consider-
ed as steps in the transition from a hollow cathode
with a cylindrical cavity to a solid electrode with
a flat face.

Despite these many drastic changes in cathode
geometry, the measured current anci potential dis-
tributions inside the cavity of these hollow cath-
odes, at fixei current, 7 kA, and mass fiow, 4 g/sec,
are all nearly identical to those shown for cathode
HC VIII in Fig. 5. The characteristic features of
high current, high mass flow hollow cathode opera-
tion that emerge from these studies ar? described
elsewhereU0) in detail. They can be summarized
as follows:

(a) For all insulated configurations, the discharge
current attaches to the downstream portion of
the cavity with a peak surface current density
at the cathode tip in excess of 1 kA/cm2.
The region aver whJcn 80% of the current at-
taches is 0.6 cm long, coincident with a weak
central axial electric field of less than
10 V/cm.

(b) measured radial profiles of floating potential
inside the cavity licate that the bulk of
the potential drop occurs near the inner cath-
ode wall, while the cavity interior is nearly
field-free.

Due to the insensitivity of the details of the
current air1 potential distributions inside the hol-
low cathoue cavity to changes in cavity geometry
at fixed high values of current and mass flow, i t
WRS decided to select one particular cathode that
was most amenable to diagnostics, and to study this
cathode for wide variations in the other two inde-
pendent variables, current and mass flow. The
cathode de=lgn selected, designated HC XII, is
shown in F^g, 2h.

b. Effects of Current and Mass Flow. For the
fixed cathode geometry HC XII, current and poten-
tial distributions inside the cavity were measured
over as wide a range of currents anJ mass flows nas
possible™' with the given experimental facility.
Local measurements of magnetic field and floating
potential inside the cavity were made for currents
from as low as 0.25 kA up to 17 kA, with mass flows
from 10"3 up to 16 g/sec.

Fig. 7 shows the surface current density profiles,
obtained from magnetic field measurements(9J, at
various mass flows from 5 x 10"3 up to 0.4 g/sec in
HC XII, with the current in all cases fixed at
0.25 kA. Frr>m these current density distributions,
three characteristic features emerge:

(a) As the .argon mass flow is reduced from 0.4
g/sec to 6.1 g/56c, the peak in the surfpee ;
current density moves from 0.3 cm to 1.9 cm
upstream of the cathode orifice. Over this
same range in mass flow, the length of the



cathode (measured from the end) over which
80% of the input current is found to attac'li
to the surface, increases from 0.7 to 2.2 *m.

(b) Correspondingly, the current attachment at
the surface becomes more diffuse, leading,
for a fixed current, to a dnp in the peak
current density.

(c) Further reduction in mass flow from 10"' t/sec
to 5x10"3 g/sec causes the peak in tne cur-
rent distribution to move downstream towards
the open end of the cavity.

Fig. 8 shows surface current density profiles for
a fixed, higher current cf 0.9 kA and mass flows
from 5x10"3 g/sec to 8 g/sec. Here, just as at
0.2S kA, the current density peak moves first up-
stream from the cavity end and the current attach-
ment becomes more diffuse as the mass flow is re-
duced, fron 8 to 6.6xlO"2 g/sec. Again, s t i l l
further reduction in mass flow, from 6.6xlO"2 to
5x10"3 g/sec, causes the peak current density to then
move downstream towards the cavity end. However,
the maximum peak penetration at the higher current
is only 0.9 cm, compared to a maximum peak pene-
tration of 1.9 cm at the lower current of 0.25 kA.

Fig. 9 shows similar surface current density dis-
tributions for a high current of 4.7 kA. At this
high current, unlike at the lower currents, the
current density distributions are observed to be
quite insensitive to changes in mass flow. For all
mass flows, the peak current density occurs between
0 and 0.3 cm from the cavity end, and, in all cases
80% of current attachment to the surface occurs
over a length of 0.9 cm from the cavity end.

The data presented in the preceeding three fig-
ures m?.y be cross-plotted to demonstrate the effec c
of discharge current on the cavity current distri-
butions as shown in Fig. 10. Here, for a fixed
mass flow of 0.2 g/sec, the surface current distri-
butions are plotted for three currents. These
distributions are shown normalized by the peak
current density in each case to facilitate their
comparison an a linear scale. The figure shows
that as current is increased from 0.25 to 4.7 kA,
the peak current density moves nearer the cavity
end, while current attachment occurs over shorter
cathode channel lengths. To examine whether this
trend continues to still, higher currents, the sur-
face current distribution was measured for a cur-
rent of 17 kA. This distribution, also sh I in
Fig. 10, shows that the peak current densit occurs
s t i l l nearer the cathode tip with a shorter cathode
length (0.8 cm from the orifice) used for 90%
current attachment to the surface.

The length of the cathode cavity over which 90%
of current attachment to the surface occurs is
defined as the active zone length of the cavity.
Fig. 11 summarizes the surface current density
measurements by graphing active zone length against
mass flow rate, with discharge current as a para-
meter. The surface current density distributions,
characterized by an active zone length, are seen
to be most sensitive to changes in lbiss flow at the
lowest current (0.25 kA), becoming least sensitive
at the highest current (4.7 kA). The maximum
penetration of current into the hollow cathode
decreases as the current is increased from one
cathode diameter at 0.25 kA to approximately one-
i.enth of the cathode diameter at 4.7 kA.

The experiments described above reveal signifi*
cant changes in surface current conduction with
changes in current and mass flow. To cltain a
more coraprehensive picture of the energy deposition
patterns inside the volume of the cathode cavity,
these surface measurements were supplemented by
complete map-' of magnetic field and floating poten-
tial throughout the volume of the cathode cavity.

Fig. 12 shows, on a cross-sectional view of
cathode 1ICXII, contours of constant current and
constant floating potential at a fixed current of
0.25 kA for mass flows of 0.4 g/sec (upper part of
figure) and 0.1 g/sec (lower part of figure). At
this current of 0.25 kA, Fig. 7 shows that these
mass flows represent extremes in the penetration of
current into the cathode cavity.

For both mass flows, the equipotential lines are
approximately radial in the bulk of the cavity
plasma, iiaplying a negligible radial field in the
volume of the cavity. Ir. addition, the potentials
show a weak axial field of less than 4 V/cm. Since
the cathode itself is the zero volt equipotential
in both cases, all the radial equipotential contours
must bend parallel to the surface somewhere close
to it before leaving the cavity. If the potentials
bend within the debye sheath separating surface
from quasi-neutral plasma, high radial fields
(y 10° V/cm) would exist at the surface. The
implications of Juch fields for surface emission
processes are discussed later.

From the intersecting grid of current and poter-
t ial lines, the power density, j / E , in any volu_,
segment of the plasna can be easiTy determined.
The results of this computation are graphed in
Fig. 13a, b which show power density as a function
of axial position within the cavity, with radius
as a parameter. For both mass flows i t is observed
that the pjwer density profiles near the surface
are qualitatively similar to the current density
profile measured at the same radial position.
Furthermore, in both cases the power density pro-
file retains i ts form well into the plasma, thus
corroborating the significant difference in cavity
current penetration inferred earlier from the sur-
face current density measurements.

In summary, by forcing the current to attach in-
side the hollow cathode cavity, the search for
hollow cathode operation in large hollow cathodes
in the MPD arc has revealed that the current at-
taches to the surface in one of two characteristic
distributions of surface current density:

(a) At high currents, high mass flows or at very
low mass flows, the peak current density
occurs at or very near the cathode tip and
the bulk of current attachment to the surface
occurs within a limited axial region upstream
of the cathode tip. This mode of current
conduction is characterized as forced current
attachment inside the cavity.

(b) For lower currents, at intermediate mass
flows, the peak current density occurs
measurably upstream of the cathode t ip , and
a longer length of cathode surface is utilized
for current attachment, resulting in more
diffuse current conduction at the surface.
The spontaneous attachment of current at a
point upstream of the cathode t ip might be
construed as being truly characteristic of
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hollow cathode operation, wherein physical pro-
cesses peculiar to the cavity determine the
particular choice of location alonjj the inner
cathode surface from which most of the currant
i s conducted.

The first of the abovs two hypotheses has already
been tested in the early experiments with uninsulat-
ed hollow cathodos. As shown in Figs 3 ar.d 4, when
the current is high (7 kA) then for both mass flows
of 6 g/sec and 0.3 g/sec, there is negligible cur-
rent attachment within the cavity, the bulk of cur-
rent prefering to attach to the exposed face anil
outer surface of the hollow cathode. Since thera
is negligibla spontaneous cavity current attachment
under these conditions, i t is evident that upon
insulating the face and outer surface of the cathode,
at similar conditions of high current (4.7 kA) and
mass flows (4 g/sec and 0.4 g/sec), the current is
being forced to attach inside the cathode cavity,
with a "forced" current density distribution ts
shown in Fig. 9. The test of hypothesis b) above,
i s described in tho next section.

3. Characteristic Hollow Cathode Operation

An empirical criterion for characteristic hollow
cathode operation in an MPD arc is that the peak
surface currsnt density spontaneously occur upstream
of the cathjdo tip along the innei cylindrical
surface, as for example, at J=0.2.'> kA, fh=0.1 g/sec,
in Fig. 7. To test this criterion, the insulation
on the face and outer surface of cathode HC XII was
completely removed, and at the same operating con-
dition of J=0.2S kA, HFO.1 g/sec, the surface
current distribution inside the cavity for this
uninsulated cathode was measured. This distribution
is shown as the heavy line in Fig. 14a. Also shown
in the figure as a dashed line is the measured sur-
face current distribution foi the insulated version
of the same cathode at the same current and mass
flow. The two distributions are normalized by the
peak current density in either case. Ihe strong
similarity between the two distributiosis demon-
strates that, when the current and mass flow inside
the cathode are properly adjusted for a given
cathode geometry, the discharge does prefer to run
from within the cavity interior in spite of the
available external conducting surface.

To supplement the current measurements inside the
cavity, photographs of the discharge were also
taken for the uninsulated cathode at J=0.2S kA,
m=0.1 g/sec. A typical photograph, taken without

any spectral filtering and time-integrated over
the, discharge duration, is •shown in Fig. 14b. The
rad-j.ice outside the cavity is so low at this
exposure that the cathode is not visible at a l l .
To provide a sense of perspective, the discharge
was first photographed as in Fig. 14b and then,
illuminated by a spot lamp, the discharge chamber
was imaged on the same film, using different cam-
era settings. A typical double exposure i s shown
in Fig. 14c. Figs. 14b, c, show that the discharge
radiap.ee emanates predominantly from the cathode
cavity interior, with a marked absence of radiance
from outside the cavity. This is in sharp con-
trast to the picture obtained with an uninsulated
cathode at auch higher current (16 kA) and cathode
mass flow (6 g/sec), in which the cavity i t se l f is
observed to be quite dark (Fig. 3). Finally, in
Fig. 14b i t is observed that the downstream 0.8 cm
of the cathode cavity appears darker than the region
upstream of i t . The lowering of- intensity of radi-

ance in this region is consistent with the lower
surface current density measured in this region
(Fig. 14a.) and the correspondingly lower volumetric
energy deposition (Fig. 13b).

In sumnary, the spontaneous occurrence of a peak
current density upstream of the cathode t ip , and
the strong similarity hetween the cavity current
distributions for the insulated and uninsulated
cathode is deeded strong evidence for the conclusion
that this type of surface current distribution, and
the values of current and mass flow at which i t
occurs, are indeed characteristic of hollow -athode
conduction for the given geometry.

From the experimental results ptesented above,
interesting dependencies have been reveale-i of the
cathode cavity conduction patterns on both mass flow
and current for a fixed cathode geometry. These
measurements were not made in sufficient detail to
enable the construction of a detailed analytical
model of the cathode conduction and emission proces-
ses. Furthermore, certain physical parameters
germane to the construction of such models, such as
electron number density, temperature, state of
ionization of the plasma, heavy particle temperatures,
etc . , have not been directly measured in this work.
The approach, therefore, is semi-empirical, but
nevertheless useful insofar as i t discriminates
between several candidate models and thus defines
specific directions in which further research might
be conducted.

A phenomenological conduction model, consistent
with all of the ji:easured current distributions, is
describe! in detail elsewhere.OW In brief, the
mean free path, A , for escape through the cathode
orifice of energetic electrons in the distribution
tai l , is identified as & characteristic conduction
dimension. When A* is very short or very lo~g
relative to the cavity, diameter, conduction Is
electric field dominated, occurring mostly from the
cathode tip. When A* is roughly one cathode dia-
meter, the resultant axial conductivity gradient
opposes the field gradient, thus moving peak cur-
rent attachment up to one diameter upstream of the
tip.

This paper focuses on emission processes at the
MPD hollow cathode surface. Thres major possible
emission mechanisms are investigated: thermionic,
pure field, and photoelectric emission. We begin
with thermionic emission.

IV. Thermionic Emission

1. Uniform Thermionic Emission

The emitted thermionic current density at a metal
surface is given by the Richardson-Dushmann equation:

J th = AT2 exp(-
kTJ (1)

where A - 60 A/cm2 °K* for tungsten, T is the cath-
ode surface temperature and<P, the work function,
is about 4.5 e.v. for pure tungsten. Fig. 15 is a
graph of thermionic current den: ty versus cathode
surface temperature for the tungt n hollow cathode.
Also shown on',the figure are typic, -""asured
average surface current densities, <j for the
range of arc current from 0.25 to 4.7 kA. From
these current densities and the Richardson emission
curve, i t is clear that hollow cathode surface
temperatures of order 3200 °K or greater are required
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if thermionic emission is to be the major source ol"
electrons in the discharge. For currents grerter
than 4.7 kA, ^he maximum thermionic emission, cor-
responding to the Dciling point of tungsten, is
still not sufficient to account for the total emit-
ted current at the cathode surface. For the lower
currents of 0.25 and 0.9 kA, the cathode, if hot
enough, could provide the necessary emission cur-
rent density. It is therefore instructive to
estimate the temperature rise at the hollow cathode
surface due to the discharge at these operating
conditioKs.

The discharge is assumed to provide a constant
flux, F , of heat radially to the cathode surface.
The heat is assumed to flow purely radially inside
the cathode and the cathode wail is assumed to be
infinite in radisi thickness. The problem can then
be treated as one-dimensional heat conduction in a
semi-infinite slab with a constant flux, F , inci-
dent upon it. The solution of the appropriate heat

. (-1diffusion equation is standard. ( 2) We shall save
space here by simply showing a sketch of thd pro-
blem (below) and quoting the resul::

TUNGSTEN HOLLOW CATHODE
(SEM1-INFNITE SLAB)

j 0
| (DUE TO PLASMA)

CATHODE
CENTERLINE

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: t = o

T(r=oo)=0

The temperature anywhere in the cathode is then
given oy:(12J -

4 -(r-r ) (r-r ) (r-r

(2)

where K is the thermal conductivity of tungsten and
>f is its thermal diffusivity.

The temperature at the cathode surface (r = r ) is
2FQ " c

Typically, the HPD hollow cathode takes about 10"*
sec to reach a quasi-steady state. For thermionic
emission to be significant, the surface temperature
should therefore rise to temperatures of order
3000°K or greater in this time. For this time
scale, and for characteristic values of the physical
constants K and"){» Eq. 3 reads:

T(rc,t) = (2.2 x 10'
2) FQ (°K)

where F is in units of cal/cm*-sec.

Typically the energy flux to the cathode in an
arc discharge is only about 10% of the total energy
in the discharge. The rest is distributed among
anode heating, gas heating, gas flow power, radia-
ted power and frozen flow power. We shall, however,
assume that all the power in the discharge goes into
the cathode surface and thereby obtain an estimate
of the extreme upper limit to the temperature rise

at the cathode surface.

For the higher current of 0.9 kA, with a measured
terminal voltage of roughly 40 V, the total dis-
charge pjwer is:

PTOTAL
x 10 cal/sec

Experiments have shown that the plasma inside the
hollow cathode forms over a length of typically one
cathode diameter. The surface area of the cathode
which is directly heated by the plasma is therefore:

S = TTX D x D = U.3 ctiT

where D is the cathode inner diameter of 1.9 cm.
The average heat flux to the surface, F , i s thus:

^TAL = 7.6 x 102 cal/cm2-sec

For this value of F , Eq. 3 gives a temperature
rise at the cathode surface of only 17°K. Also,
Eq. 2 shows that, on the time scale of 10~"sei;,
heat has not diffused more than 0.2 cm into the
cathode. Since the cathode wall is 0.6 cm thick,
our earlier assumption of the cathode as a semi-
infinite slab is justifiable. At the higher cur-
rent of 4.7 kA, with a terminal voltage around 120
v, the surface flux, F , is a factor of 15 higher
than at 0.9 kA. Even so, Eq. 3 then gives a maxi-
mum cathode surface temperature rise of only 260°K.

This simple analysis shows therefore that due to
the short duration of the MPD discharge, the cath-
ode is not significantly heated by the discharge.
Uniform thermionic emission in the MPD hollow cath-
ode is therefore not likely as the major source of
electrons. There is, however, the possibility that
the cathode surface is not heated uniformly but in
localized spots distributed over the surface. The
electrons emitted from these local hot spots could
be scattered rapidly to appear to cover the whole
surface; since the magnetic field measurements were
made at a distance of 0.15 cm away from the surface,
due to the 0.3 cm dimension of the probe itself, the
probe could have measured only a "smoothed out" cur-
rent density near the surface. However, this pos-
sibility can be negated by a very simple analysis
as follows in the next subsection.

2. Thermionic Emission from Localized Hot Spots

Let the number of local hot spots be N. Let the
area of each hot spot be A. The average current
density of each spot is therefore:

where J is the total discharge current. Now in
general when a current j g of electrons is emitted
from a spot, the ion current, j^, returning to that
spot along the field lines is smaller than j .
This is especially true in an arc where the sheath
drop is low (typically 10-20 v), for then the ioni-
zation efficiency of the emitted electrons is quite
low thus producing a smaller ion current than the
emitted electron curient.O3) This return ion cur-
rent density when multiplied by a voltage drop
across the sheath gives the flux, PSPOT'

 i n c i d e n t

upon each spot. In arcs in general, u the ratio
Cj/j ) varies from as low as 10-3 up to 1.(13,14)
For our purposes here, we choose the highest pos-
sible value so as to maximize the heat input to
the cathode -not. The maximum flux, FcpQT» f°

r a

typical sheath drop of 40 volts (a large estimate
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for MPD operating conditions) is therefore:

M X T5
Now the largest possible value of J/NA if the
emission is thermionic is about 700 A/cm2, corres-
ponding to the boiling point of tungsten '"0m Fi^.
IS. ttfith this maximum value of J/NA, the flux into
the spot be-.omes:

FSPOT,max. = 7 U °
With this flux, Eq. 3 yields a maximum temperature
rise at the spot of only 150°K.

It is therefore clear that whether the heat from
xhe discharge is assumed to cover the cathode sur-
face uniformly or to heat any number of localised
spots distributed over the surface, the discharge
energy is not sufficient to heat any portion o£ the
cathode surface to temperatures above about 500°K,
assuming thermionic emission alone is present. If,
however, the maximum spot density is not limited to
the rather low thermionic values but is several
orders of magnitude higher, as for example, with
field emission^ then the incident power density to
the spot can ir fact be high enough to cause melt-
ing of the individual spots. This point is dis-
cussed in the next section. Here we conclude that
thermionic, emission alone is not likely to provide
the measured current in the MPD hollow cathode.

V. Field Emission

On the basir, of his pioneering work oh, electro-
static probe theory, LangmuirCl*) recognized that
if there is a large number of positive ions in the
probe debye sheath, it is possible to pull electrons
out of the metal by lowering the potential barrier.
Mackeown(lS) conducted a detailed theoretical in-
vestigation of Langmuir's hypothesis. His major
contribution to the theory was the inclusion of
the effect of wall-emitted electrons on the sheath,
giving rise to Mackeown's equation of bipolar space
charge movement:CIS)

J^c •= 7.6 x 105 V2 {j + (J:;)
2-j_}, [v2/cm2] (4)

where0C is the cathode surface electric field and
V the potential drop across the sheath. In 1928
Fowler and Nordheim published a classic study of
electron emission in intense electric fields.^6)
Their emission equation is:(16)

Je=j_=1.54xl0"jC
2/O)exp{-6.8xl07ij>2/^c>, [A/cm

2] (5)

where î  is the work function of the metal, already
referred to earlier. WasserabCl?) carried out a
theoretical investigation using Eqs. 4 and 5 for a
mercury arc. He emphasizes that if the total cur-
rent density, j = j + j , is known, then j + and j_
are each uniquely determined by the two equations,
for a specified cathode drop V and woi!: function,
\J. The result of his graphical evaluation'*'-' is
shown in Fig. 16 for a rather low work function of
y> = 2v. The figure may be interpreted as follows:
with small values of j there is no adequate field
for significant electron emission, j therefore
varies proportionally to j. At large current
desntities, j is practically constant since, when .
dealing with extreme fields, C'vlO6 V/cm), a small
alteration of j + produces a large alteration in j_,
therefore j_ is proportional to j.

By considering the energy balance and the slight
ionization ability of the cathode emitteH electrons
as mentioned above (see ComptonU3)) t Wasserab
proves the condition.

If, for example, we make q = 10, then, from Fig. 16
we observe that even with the small wOTk function
of 2v the field emission mechanism is possible only
tor current densities >10 A/era2. In the spirit of
an- optimistic estimate of the total current density
requirement for uniform field emission, we might
assume that q is as large as-unity; i.e. the ion
and electron currents to the cathode surface Lre
eq-ial. Then, Fig, 16 shows that total surCace cur-
rent densities of order lGr A/cm2 are still required
according to Wasserab1s model, for pure field emis-
sion at this low work function of 2v. Such current
densities are three orders of magnitude largnr than
the highest measured surface current densities in
the MPD hollow cathode, (see Fig. 9). The work
function used in the above calculations must be
considered as being very low, even taking into ac-
count the eventual influence of oxide layers on the
tungsten surface. Kith more realistic values of <£j
Ĉ f = 3.5 to 4.5v) it has been shownC9) that still

higher current densities are required for field
emission than those quoted above for if = 2v.

It is therefore clear that for pure field emission
from the cold MPD hollow cathode, high fields
(> 106 V/cm) and high current densities >106 A/cm2

are required. With debye sheaths of order 10~5cm
in thickness and sheath drops of order 10-20 volts,
the necessary high electric fields are certainly
possible at the hollow cathode surface. However,
the high current densities require that the emission
be localized into many spots distributed over the
active surface of the cathode. As mentioned earlier,
these intense local sources of electrons, if they
existed, could not be detected by the magnetic field
probe due to its size and distance from the cathode
surface. Also, the uniform grayish appearance of
the cathode actire surface could be accounted for
by a rapid, random movement of the spots all over
the active surface durii.g the discharge. Such a
movement could be caused, for example, by smoothing
out of ths metal surface due to bombardment of ions
returning along the field lines to the spot. The
resultant lowering of the local electric field
might cause the spot to wander to a region of higher
electric field, and so on. Apart from ion bombard-
ment smoothing, the surface of the spot could pos-
sibly be smoothed by local melting. Consider for
example the case j = j = 106 A/cm2. Such an icn
current density incident upon the spot, falling
through a sheath potential of about 20v, will cause
the temperature of tht spot to reach the melting
point of tungsten within less than 30 Usec, accord-
ing to Eq. 3 above. Such local melting mig.it cause
the local electric field Co drop considerably and
hence cause the emission site to wander to an un-
heated region where the surface is still rough.
Meanwhile the molten spot nay solidify and be
roughened again by random ion bombardment, thus
maintaining the chain of spot movement.

iVe conclude here that whereas conditions in the
MPO hollow cathode might be appropriate tc- cold
field emission, such a mechanism does impose strin-
gent requirements on the nature of the emission
sites and is practically impossible to verity
experimentally.
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VI. Photoelectric Emission

Although photoelectric cathode emission has been
recognized as being important in glow discharges for
many years, and has been discussed extensively by
Loeb(l" and others, it appears to have received
Scant attention in the literature on high pressure
arc discharges. In particular, in hollow cathode
discharges, the efficient confinement of radiant
energy by the cathode cavity intuitively suggects
the possibility of photoelectric enhancement of
the surface emission. It is surprising, therefore,
that to the best of our knowledge, no quantitative
estimates of the photoelectric emission have been
reported for hollow cathodes, particularly in situa-
tions where thermionic, pure field, fohottky and
other secondary emission processes have all been
shown to be inapplicable.*^) I" the following, a
rudimentary analysis of the rat? .;ion processes
inside the MPD hollow cathode *jads to the conclu-
sion that under certain conditions it is possible
for photoelectric emission to account for more than
45% of the observed cathode current. This stresses
the need for a careful experimental study of photo-
emission at the surface of MPD hollow cathodes and
suggests that photoelectric emission cannot be
lightly dismissed from ensideration as a primary
emission mechanism in hollow cathode discharges.

1. Maximum Photoelectric Yield

The maximum possible vacuum photoelectric yield
at the MPD hollow cathode surface is estimated as
follows: First the simplifying assumption is made
t'nat all of the energy in the radiation field in-
side the cavity arises from a single resonant elec-
tronic transition from the first excited state to
the neutral or ion ground state of argon. This
assumption is reasonable for a near LTE argon plasma
in which the resonant energy gap for the neutral
atom (Arl) or singly charged ion (Aril), ̂ 10v, is
much larger than that for the higher excited tran-
sitions. Two cases are considered: a weakly ion-
ized plasma at low currents^ ' in which al) the
radiant energy is assumed carried by 11.6v resonant
photons of Aril, and a strr-.gly ionized plasma at
.ligh currents'- ' in which 17.lv Aril resonant pho-
tons are assumed to carry all the energy in the
radiation field. An upper bound to the resonant
quantum flux in either of these cases incident
on the cathode inner surface can be obtained by
assuming that all of the energy in the cavity dis-
charge is in fact in the radiation field (and
neglecting end losses). If this maximum possible
quantum flux is multiplied by a maximum quantum
yield at the surface (ejected electrons/incident
quantum}, one then estimates the maximum primary
photoelectri- current at the cathode surface.

The value of the quantum yield depends on the
energy of the incident quantum, and is quite sensi-
tive to the angle of incidence and the orientation
of the electric field vector of the incident quan-
tum. It has been shown experimentally(20) that
light obliquely incident on a photosurface consist-
ing of a liquid sodium-potassium alloy yields a
much larger photocurrent (higher quantum efficiency)
when the electric vector is contained in the plane
of incidence than when it is directed normal to
that plane. The ratio of photocurrents for the two
polarizations is a function of the angle of inci-
dence and reaches a maximum of about 60 for 60°
incidence. The magnitude of this effect for ultra-
violet light incident upon a tungsten surface is
not precisely known but must be accounted for by
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proper averaging procedures ir. any detailed analysis
of photoemission in the MPD hollow cathode. For our
purposes hare, in order to estimate the maximum pos-
sible photoelectric yi.2ld, we assume the highest
reported yield for tungsten in the wavelength range
of in teres t (700-1000 A). This value, = 0.2, was
measured(21) from a tungsten surface contaminated by
oxide films, absorbed gases, e t c . , not unlike the
MPD bellow cathode surface.

Table I below, sh™s the upper bounds of the vacuum
photocurrent deruit ies for the lowest current (0.25
kA) at a mass flow of O.i jj' '-*^ SI lc i f o r t h e highest
current (4.7 kAj at a mass i"w. of 0.1 g / s e c , respec-
t ively. For comparison, th t second column of tlfe
table shows the measured average surface currei.t
density at both of these operating conditions.

Table I
Comparison of Calculated Photo-Current Density

with Measured Surface Current Density in Hollow Cathode

Operating
Conditions

J
0.25.kA

m
0.1 g/sec

J
4.7 kA

m
0.1 g/sec

Type of
Plasms

Weakly
Ionized
All Ar I
2-level
Atomic
System

Strongly
Ionized
Al) Ar II
2-leve'
Atomic
System

Maximum Pos-
sible Vacuum
Photoelectric
Current Den-
sity, A/cm2

7.6

•

387

Measured Average
Surface Current
Density, A/cm2

22

830

Frosi able I it is evident that if all of the power
in the cathode region of the MPD hollow cathode arc
is incident upon the tungsten surface as high energy
resonant quanta, then the resulting photoelectric
current could account for between 25 and 50% of the
total discharge current. Thus far in the calculation
we have not considered the effect of the cathode sui--
face electric field on the emission. The presence
of a strong (M06V/cm) electric field at the cathode
surface can change the photoeirission characteristics.
C22] in effect, the field can, under certain cir-
cumstances, cause an electron in an excited state
within the conduction band of the metal to tunnel
through the surface potential barrier and be emitted
as a photo-electron. This has tha net effect of in-
creasing.the quantum yield fiom the vacuum photo-
elsctric yield generally measured experimentally and
used in our calculation above.

In principle, it appears possible therefor t
if a significant fraction of the power in de
region in the MPD hollow cathode is incident
the cathode surface as high energy quanta, the.. .
field enhanced photoelectric effect can account for
all of the measured surface current. The task that
now remains is to investigate the collisional and
radiative processes occurring in the volume of the
hollow cathode plasma ir. order to determine what
fraction of the power in the cathode.region does in
fact reach the cathode surface as high energy



radiation quanta. This is dons in the next two
subsections<

2. Estimate.of Wet Fraction of Cathode Region
Power Available to the Radiation T'ield •

In the MPD hollow cathode, s'.ncc most of the_cur-
rent is carried by electrons, the ohmic power j«E,
is invested primarily in the electrons. The elec-
trons then transfer, by elastic and inelastic col-
lisions, some of this invested power to the heavy
particles. The flow a^c of the- cathode orifice of
heavy particles heated by electron clastic scatter-
ing, of hot electrons themselves, of radiation, and
also of heavy particles in excited states ("frozen"
flow power losses) represents a fraction of the
cathode region power that cannot be introduced into
.the surface us i-adiation. When these individual
"orifice loss" components are estimated for dif-
ferent hollow cathode operating conditions and
added together,(9) it is found that only 10 to 15%
of the. cathode region power leaves via the orifice;
the majority of the power can therefore be intro-
duced, into the radiation field inside the cavity,
thus justifying one of the assumptions made in the
previous subsection.

3. Integrated Line Intensity in the Hollow Cathode

We have assumed earlier that all of the power in
the cathode region is contained in a.single optical
transition, for either the weakly ionized Ar I plas-
ma or the strongly ionized Ar II plasma. It re-
main"; to be shown, therefore, that the integrated
line intensity from the resonant op"ical electronic
transition in an Ar I or an Ar II p'.asma at speci-
fied densities and temperatures can, in fact, be as
large as the total power in the. cathode region of
the MPD .hollow cathode plasma. This is done as
follows:

For'the two operating conditions listed in Table
I, the absorption coefficient at line center, k ,
is evaluated using: C "

Table II(9)

- A2

) (-£)(—•> A,, N, (6)

Here X is the wavelength at line center (in this
case the wavelength of the resonant transition);
g., and g are the statistical weights of the reso-
nant and ground state,respectively; A,^ is the
Einstein coefficient forthe resonant transition,
and N. is the number density of atoms or ions in
the ground state. In writing k in the form of Eq.
6, it has been assumed that the number density of
atoms or ions in the resonant state is much lower
than that in the ground state. Also, other pro-
cesses that could contribute to the broadening of
the absorption line have been neglected in compari-
son with Doppler broadening. When collisional
broadening is important, the value of k can be
considerably less than that given by Eq? 6. How-
ever, even when the damping ratio is 1, that is to
say when coliisipnal broadening and Doppler broad-
ening are equally important, the value of k is
still as high as 32% of its pure Doppler broadened
value,(23) y0I typical MPD hollow cathode condi-
i.iotis the damping ratio is in fnct quite smallf^)
(VL0"5). We may therefore retain the analytically
simple form of Eq. 6 and estimate k quite accur-
ately under these conditions. The values obtained
are shown in Table II, below.

Absorption Coefficient at Line Center, k

Type of Plasma

0.25 kA, 0.1 g/sec
All Ar I Plasma
\Q = 1067A, T o ̂  2300-!K

4.7 kA, 0.1 g/sec
All Ar II Plasma
X - 723X, T 'V 4.6 x 10 °K

k
0

2 X 103

5.4 x 102

From Table II, the large values of k , for a
cathode cavity dimension of 1 cm, indicate that the
resonance radiation is very effectively trapped
within the cavity plasma. The spectral radiance of
the resonant radiation at line center, ^^.l^-i, can

therefore be approximated by the blackboOy radiance,
\(v )» at tne given frequency and at the tempera-
ture°of the electrons, T . The total intensity of
the resonant line radiation is then given by:

TOT
x W x Av_ [W/cm] (7)

where iv_ is the Doppler half-width of the line and
W is the equivalent width of the line defined as the
width (given in Doppler half-widths) of tbdt fre-
quency interval of Ihe nearby black-body spectrum
necessary to radiate the same total energy as the
spectral line in question. Equation 7 may now be
used to estimate the equivalent width of the reso-
nant line necessary for this single line to radiate,
as a black-body., a tota' power equal to the cathede
region power in the MPD hollov.' cathode. The results
of this calculation, detailed elsewhere,(9) are
presented in Table III, where the equivalent width,
W, and the quantity W x Av_, which expresses the
equivalent width 111 angstrom units, are given for
two different electron temperatures, for er^h of the
two operating conditions already referred to above.

Table III
Equivalent Width for Single Line to Radiate

Total Cathode Region Power(9)

Type of Plasma

0.25 kA
0.1 g/sec
weakly ionized

4.7 kA
0.1 g/sec
strongly ionized

Electron Temperature
Te, e.v.

l.S
2

4
5

W

650
93

72
27

X D
3,8
0.54

1.3
0.53

Table III .shows that, the necessary equivalent
widths for a single line to radiate the total cath-
ode region power into the cathoik
sensitive to T . At T = 1.5

d &

r'ace are quite
u the 0.25 kA
1 .v. for the
_;,e necessarv

weakly ionized plasma, l"J and ';
4.7 kA strongly ionized plasma.
equivalent widths are observed t j tie 3.8 and 1.3 A,
respectively. At f i r s t glance these widths seem
unreasonably large. However, resonance broadening
of spectral l ines can lead to very large line
widths, par t icular ly in^high density plasraas( >Z5>
Recent measurements (26J of ths half-width of the
1235.8 A resonance line of Krypton behind a Mach 12
shock at conditions of neutral density, N M0 1 8 cnr ' ,
N M018cm-3, and T = 1 s .v . , show that the reso-
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nance line is 10 to 20 A wide, "hese post-shock
plasma conditions are not unlike those in the MPD
hollow cathode and hence the equivalent widths
required from Table III are quite plausible.

The equivalent width of a spectral line has also
been numerically evaluate to —r •-•:•_ i_r a ̂ u i i'our
5 l̂ ijif.LcunL rigures by Jansson and Korb.*- ' They
present a table of values of W for different values
of damping ratio, a, and the product k £., where £
is a characteristic dimension (cathode cavity radius
in our case). For an estimated value of a - 10"3

in thijJlPD hollow cathode, Die data of Jansson and
Korbv" ' were used to plot a graph of W versus k It,
.shown in Fig. 17. Also shoun in the figure is a
graph of W versus k £ for a higher damping ratio of
unity. °

As shown in Fig. 17, the,equivalent widths of the
resonance lines of'Ar I and Ar II, when the damping
ratio is 10"3, for values of k^l given in Table II
are roughtly 10 to 20. From Table III, the equiva-
lent widths necessary fur these resonance lines to
radiate all of the cathode region power are between
650 and 93 for the Ar 1 plajma, at temperatures be-
tween 1,5 and 2 e.v.: for the Ar II plasma, they
are between 72 and 2 7 for temperatures between 4
and 5 e.v., respectively. The agreement even to
jnly a factor of 10 between the equivalent widths
obtained by the above two different approaches is
close enough to und"rscore the possible importance
of the photoelectric effect in the MPD hollow cath-
ode. At higher neutrnj densities and lower heavy
particle tempeiatures than those assumed in the
calculations above, which are quite likely under
some operating conditions, the damping ratio may be
quire a bit larger than 10~3. As an example of the
effect of a higher damping ratio on the equivalent
width, the data of Ref. (27) have been plotted for
a damping ratio of unity in Fig. 17. Now it is
observed that at the k i appropriate to the Ar I or
the Ar 11 plasma, equivalent widths of 102 or great-
er are possible. From Table ill this would then
mean that the total cathode region power could be
radiated in the resonance line at temperatures
lower than those discussed above.

The significance of the above calculations is
that in the MPD hollow cathode, due to the imprison-
ment of the resonance radiation, the intensity of
the resonance lines can be built up to their maxi-
mum possible equilibrium value, given by the Planck
function, thus giving rise to a sufficiently high
flux of high energy quanta to the cathode surface
with a resulting photoelectrically emitted current
which is of the same order of magnitude as the
observed discharge current. Photoelectric emission
thus is a possible uniform primary emission mechan-
ism in hollow cathode discnarges.

Large hollow cathodes in a variety of configura-
tions have been successfully operated in high cur-
rent MPD aics without the assistance of auxiliary
heating, low work function inserts, or external
keeper electrodes. By examining current and poten-
tial distributions inside the hollow cathode cavity
over a wide range of currents and mass ..flows, an
empirical criterion for characteristic hollow cath-
ode operation has been identified. Thermionic
emission has been shown to contribute negligibly
to the emitted current in these MPD hollow cathode
arcs. Field emission from micro-spots on the

cathode surface, and also a form of field-enhanced
photoelectric emission, have been suggested as the
primary emission mechanisms in such cathodes.
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DISCUSSION
J. L. MASON: How dependent is yo^E electrodynamic
flow modelling on the fluid dynamic modelling, the
turbulent flow modelling - do you have to make some
assumptions regarding the velocity d is t r ibut ions ,
for ejtample, and are such assumptions really
important to your development of the e lec t ro-
dynanic flow modelling?

M. KRISHNAN: I have not solved the analytical
problem owing to the complex nonlinear coupling
of electrodynamics with the fluid dynamics incide
such a discharge. But Ke did do an experiment in
which flow to the hollov cathode was cut off a l to -
gether, and different ambient p re f i l l prfissi' -es of
argon (corresponding to analytically estimated
flow s t a t i c pressures for each mass £low) were set
in the discharge vessel . Tlie surface current
dis t r ibut ions measured witli ambient gas in the
cathode were very similar to those measured at the
same current with different mass flows through the
cathode. We thus tentat ively conclude that It is
in fact the s t a t i c pressure component of the
flowing gas in the hollow cathode that is
predominantly responsible for establishing the
current conduction pat tern. Thus fluid dynamics
appear to be relat ively unimportant to the
electrodynamics in such discharges.

J . F. DAVIS: Is i t possible hat at high
pressures, larPL • numbers of ar-^"" i corns arrive
at the ca<-;.ode surface as moltci les ,-nd that
thereto.e s?1 f-absorption of vacrjm ul !:ra-violet
photons is hindered? \

M. KfUSHNAN: The press-ire inside the cat. ode
cavity varies froir as low as ^ \Q~1 _orr Jt. to
^ 1 ) 0 to r r . Even at the higher pressures ,^'he
cat.lode plasms .is a hot plssiia and I wi/uld '.,
therefore say that there arc not a signif j.caa •.
fraction of molecules in r.b is discharge. \

M. CAMMELL: The temperatures estimated In
uuch a pl^sira are aroaic? 20,000°K at which
molecures ct^npt exist in any significant /
fraction. v<.
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A SCALING LAW FOR ENERGY TRANSFER
BY INELASTIC ELECTRON-MOLECULE COLLISIONS IN MIXTURES

George K. Bienkowski
Princeton University

Princeton, N. J.

Abstract

The equation governing the electron energy
distribution in the presence of a spatially uniform
electric field in a weakly ionized gas has been re-
formulated into an integral equation for the loga-
rithmic slope of the distribution function. For
gas fixtures in which the dominant electron energy-
lass mechanism is by vibrational excitation of the
molecules, this equation is suitable for approxi-
maue analysis and exact numerical solution by iter-
ation. Super-elastic collisions are easily in-
cluded in this formulation, and do not seriously
effect the convergence of the numerical scheme.
The approximate analytical results are only quali-
tatively correct, but suggest appropriate param-
eters which correlate the exact numerical results
very well. The distribution function as well as
certain gross properties such as net energy trans-
fer into vibration, mean energy, and drift velocity
depend primarily on a single non-dimensional param-
eter involving only E/N and the cross sections.
This parameter can be physically interpreted as the
energy gained from the field between succ ..ive
inelastic collisions divided by fhe typical inelas-
tic energy loss per collision. Results for mix-
tures of CO, He, and N2 are presented and shown to
correlate most of the properties.

I. Introduction

A common and very effective way to transfer
energy preferentially into vibrational states is by
electron impact in a gas discharge. Many practical
infra-red lasers, such as CO and C02 depend criti-
cal iy on this process. The analysis of the per-
formance of such a device depends critically on
these electron impact excitation rates. Nighan1

has shown that using a Boltzmann distribution based
on the mean electron energy can lead to erroneous
results. The determination of the correct electron
energy distribution function is therefore critical
to the analysis an; design of electrically excited
molecular lasers.

In most laser codes the electron distribution
effects the results directly through the excitation
rates:

S i j ( e ) f e ( e ) e d E (1)

where N} is the number density of the molecule in
i'th state, ne the electron number density, Sjj(e)
the inelastic cross section for the i to j tran-
sition by electron impact at energy e, and fe(e)
is the electron distribution function. When quasi-
steady results are desired the significant param-
eter becomes the net power into vibration which is:

Pvib * N ne f
where

„(£)«!£ (2)

(3)

and N is the gas number density, while £jj is the
energy exchange in the i ->• j collision. In either
case the results are sensitive to the behavior of
the distribution function, because the most rele-
vant cross sections tend to be relatively sharply
peaked at precisely the energy where the distribu-
tion function is varying most rapidly. The vari-
ation of the distribution function in turn is
dominated by the behavior of precisely those cross
sections.

2 3
In most previous work ' the electron distri-

bution function is computed for a specific electr-ic
field (E/N) and gas mixture under the assumption
tha. only the excitations from the ground state are
important in determining this distribution. For
lasing situations where a large number of higher
vibrational states may be appreciably populated
this assumption may need to be relaxed. This has
been recognized before and some calculations esti-
mating the effect of higher vibrational level popu-
lations and super-elastic collisions have been pub-
lished. '>* The techniques used have generally
relied on modification of techniques developed for
zero vibrational temperature and become progres-
sively more difficult to apply as the vibrational
temperature becomes large. In addition roost of the
•"•evious calculations have been made, for specific
m..;tures and presented as examples with no scaling
laws proposed. Judd^ showed that the mean electron
energy IT acts as a normalization parameter inde-
pendent of mixture ratio for the prediction of
rates in CO2-N2-He mixtures. Unfortunately to find
this parameter for a specific mixture ratio one
must essentially do the entire calculation or at
least determine a cross plot of u versus the mix-
ture ratio for the specific gases considered.

This paper re-formulates the equation for the
electron energy distribution function in a way that
suggests natural scaling parameters that can be
computed a priori, and is amenable to numerical
computation over a very wide range of vibrational
temperatures.

II. Basic Assumptions and Formulation

Formulation .

A standard spherical expansion (up to second
term) for the electron distribution function, in a
spatially homogeneous weakly ionized gas leads to



the equation for the spherically symmetric part f0
as Dresented bv Niahanl;

s i j

.-+*•$ •

where

uW =-
•£ 6 s

s T

(4)

(5)

The symbols previously defined which depend on
species have been superscripted with the letter s.
Qms(e) is the electron-molecule momentum exchange
cross section for s.pecies s, 6f is the ratio Nf/N
while 6s = Ns/N = * Nf/N. For convenience fo(e)
can be normalized in such a way that

/fo(E) (6)

The second term f](e) is directly related to the
derivative of f0 and leads to the drift velocity.
f] must remain small with respect to f0 in order
for the entire procedure to be justified.

Equation (4) can be changed to a pure integral
equation by considering the negative of the loga-
rithmic slope of f0 as the new variable

d in f(e)
(7)

The incorporation of detailed balance on the molec-
ular level (with no degeneracies)

leads to the equation

u ( e ) B ( e ) = J J S
s i j > i

- «• exp

(8)

B(n)dn)

(9)

j
This equation is suitable both for some approximate
analysis and for numerical integral iteration. The
equation is essentially exact within the standard
assumptions of slight ionization level, two term
spherical expansion, and small mass ratio of elec-
trons to neutrals. Any successful analysis of
Eq. (9) is going to require either complete know-
ledge of all the cross sections and population
levels, or additional approximations and simplifi-
cations. Since the former is not available we pro-
pose certain simplifications that will retain the
essential features of the problem and are not
drastically inconsistent with the expected cross
section behavior.

Additional Approximations

No experimental and only limited theoretical
results'" for electron-impact cross sections with
vibrationally excited molecules exist. Since in a
laser related situation some estimate of the effect

of these collisions is better than complete neglect,
the following simple assumption is used. The exci-
tation process from level i to i+n is in all re-
spects equivalent to the excitation process from
level 0 to level n; i.e., the inelastic c/oss sec-
tions and their associated energy losses depend on
the level difference n, but not the identity of the
levels:

(10)
Eol

The assumption on the energy losses involves essen-
tially the neglect of anharmonicity and its direct
effect on Equation {9) is not expected to be ser-
ious. The assumption about the cross sections is
much more difficult to justify and is undoubtedly
not true in detail, the general level of the cross
sections is, however, consistent with Chen's re-
sults** for N2 even though the energy dependence is
not correct.

Incorporating the assumptions (10) with Eq.
(9) reduces the double sum (over i and j) into a
single one over n = j-i. The resulting equation is:

/• i+ T leol/ f
B(n)dn

where

S _
a -
n

AS/XS

j=n

(ID

(12)

The effect of the vibrational (and electronic)
level populations now enters the problem solely
througn the parameter ajj. In a situation where
vibrational excitation is dominant and the lowest
levels can be approximated by a Boltzmann distribu-
tion function at an equivalent vibrational temper-
ature T v o based on the 0 to 1 population ratio, of)
becomes exp(-ne|-]/kTV0). For typical lasing situ-
ations in CO where the "plateau" region of the
vibrational level distribution is 10-2 to 10"J of
the ground state vibrational population this ap-
proximation is a very good one. Within these
assumptions Equation (11) can serve as the starting
point for deducing effects of mixtures through the
parameters 6s and Sp, and the effect of elevated
vibrational energy through 0s, as determined by the
parameter T v o.

III. Approximate Solutions

Vibrational Collisions

In the region of energies where vibrational-
excitation collisions are dominant, the character-
istic range of integration on the right-hand side
of Eq. (11) is E 0 a typical vibrational energy
spacing. Now the logarithmic slope B is assumed
to be approximately constant over an energy range
£Q and al s o large enough so that integrals from
e + E 0 to E + 2e0 can be neglected compared to
integration from E to e + Eg. These assumptions
incorporated into Eq. (11) lead to an approximate
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equation for g = e0B:

where

and

s a n d sv (15)

while e is an energy value between 0 and e 0 which
defines an average value of 3y. Formally £ is
defined by the relation:

= S V ( E + E ) E / e'
exdx

The parameter R(g,eo/kT ) can again be formally
defined as vo

T )
vo

(£+eox)e dx

•v. . ' '&

sSv(e+E)/ e dx (17)

R(e. Eo/kTVp) ^ ST (e+e)/S»(e+e) iMhen e «
 eo/kTV0

and the whole term is negligible for eo/kTvo » T.
When 3 is near VkTvo> R(S. EoAT vo) approaches
unity and clearly represents a detailed balance
between vibrationally exciting and supsr-elastic
collisions. Equation (13) can be solved for any
number of approximate representation of K(3,E 0/
kTvo) but the number of assumptions already incor-
porated in its derivation do not warrant anything
but the simplest solution. The term involving
R(S, E0/kTv) is assumed to be negligible except-
when 0 % E0/.kTV0 at which point $ = £0/kTv is the
appropriate solution. The results of thi£ simple
approximation are shown in Figure 1 with e = £ 0/2.
The approximate solution for S varies linearly
with the parameter M(e) when M(e) « 1 and as
^ f T when M(E) >-• 1.

Electronic Collisions

The approximate solution above did not explic-
itly depend on the fact that the dominant inelas-
tic processes were vibrationa't excitation. The
assumption that the logarithmic slope is approxi-
mately constant over the characteristic energy,
range e 0 (the typical energy toss), however, makes
the approximation inappropriate in the energy
range where electronic collisions are dominant.
A reasonable approximation can be obtained pro-
vided the cross sections in this energy range can
be approximated by a simple step function followed
by a slow 1/e decay.

Sj,(e)

Substitution of Eq. (18) into Eq. (11) together with
the assumption that % $ ( % ) » 1 leads to the fol-
lowing approximate solution for 6e =

 E
mB (e):

em

1-e
(19)

l-e

where

The function Ei(x) is the standard exponential inte-
gral

Ei(x) -
•'—CO

(21)

ng\ The result for eg » 1 (a reasonable approximation
within the expected range of validity) is shown in

(18)

Figure 1.

Basic Parameters

Aside from the obvious parameter eo/kTvo which
measures the importance of super-elastic vibrational
collisions, the electric field E/N appears in a non-
dimensional grouping of the form involving a charac-
teristic inelastic energy loss and the square root
of the product of the momentum and inelastic cross
sections. In the region of dominant vibrational
collisions this modified E/N parameter appears to be
1/«/M(E). while for electronic ekcitation region,
the parameter is 1/Sm. In either regime the param-
eter can be viewed as the ratio of energy gained
from the field by electrons of energy e between two
successive inelastic collisions to the character-
istic energy loss for the relevant inelastic process.
The generalized parameter is therefore E £(E)/e?
where ec is obviously chosen either as £p for yibra-
tional collisions or s,,, tt; the electronic excita-
tion process. The only pa. rietar requiring expla-
nation is the length scale He). Under the assump-
tion of a random walk of the electrons with many
elastic energy-conserving collisions between succes-
sive inelastic collisions £ ( E ) ^ -JHc(e) Am(e) where
Nc is the number of elastic collisions between two
inelastic collisions and ̂ m the momentum mean free
path is the characteristic distance between elastic
collisions. Nc in turn can be considered to be
\/\n- Substitution of simple formulas for the mean
fre<3 paths in terms of the cross sections leads to
the result:

for vibrational excitation

for electronic excitation (22)

Indeed while certain aspects of the approximate solu-
tions shown in Figure 1 are certainly of doubtful
accuracy the relevance of the energy ratio E£/e

c is
physically obvious and should be the principal param-
eter determining the local behavior of the distribu-
tion function. Figure 2 in fact shows that while
the approximate solutions are not qualitatively
correct, the parameters mentioned above do a very
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good job of correlating a very large number of
exact numerical solution for many mixtures of CO,
N2, and He (see Section V).

V. Numerical Solution

Basic Procedure

Equation (11) is amenable to straightforward
iteration as a numerical scheme of solution. Con-
sidering Eq. (11) in the form

B(e) = K(B(e),e)

where K is an integral operator, an iteration
scheme of the form

(23)

B(n)(e) = [K(Bn"1(e).e) + xB(rM)J/(l+x) (24)

is used. Iteration is continued until

< a B
(n-l) (25)

where a is a specified accuracy.

The procedure is insensitive to tht choice of x as
long as B never approaches l/kTv0 and generally
takes 5 to 10 iterations. This remains true as
long as the parameter nv = NkTv0 -J (3QmSv)max/E
< "x. .9.

For low fields and hign vibrational tempera-
ture nv > .9 and the super-elastic collisions prac-
tically balance the vibrationally exciting col-
lision in the energy range where the vibrational
cross sections are high. The operator K becomes
very sensitive to small errors and the convergence
of the iteration process given by Eq. (24) becomes
strongly dependent on the value of x. Since the
major part of the problem comes from that region
of energy space where the local B(e) is very close
to l/kTV0, an additional stabilization scheme is
introduced to dampen large fluctuations in this
energy range. The scheme is operative only when
successive iterants on B(e) lie on opposite sides
of a specified thin strip about l/kTV0 (l/kTVo ± Y)-
The final approach to the converged solution is
therefore unaffected by this procedure. Addition-
ally, tests have been performed where x is reduced
to zero once the solution has approached within a
required accuracy, and further iteration has not
indicated any instability.

Solutions have been obtained for many cases
where nv > .9 with values of x varying between
about 2 and 5. The number of iterations to con-
vergence is higher than for the fly < .9 situation
but generally 12 to 15 are sufficient.

Calculations

All the calculations reported in Section VI
were performed with the accuracy, a, set at 10-3,
on an IBM 360-91 computer. Each iteration takes
from .1 to .1 seconds depending on the number of
species, cross sections, and energy points used.
A check on the validity of the results is pro-
vided by an overall energy balance. This was
found to be always satisfied to better than 15!.

A series of calculations were performed for
several mixture ratios of CO-He, C0-N2, and C0-H2-He,
for a number of (F./N)'s. The energy range was gener-
ally from E£=0 to eu

=19» with spacing Ae=.O5 up to
e=5.0 and AE=.25 for e=5.0 to eu=19.0. For the
range of E/N's used the upper limit on the energy £u
did not influence the solution in the relevant ener- '
gy region as long as eu > 10. The vibrational cross
sections for CO were taken from Schulz' and Boness
and Schulz8. A single electronic-excitation cross
section with a threshold of 6 volts and magnitude of
10" 1 6 cm2, as used by Nighan', was used for CO. The
nitrogen vibrational cross sections were taken from
Schulz? andBonessand Schulz" while electronic and
ionization cross sections were taken from Engelhardt,
Phelps, and Risk9. The momentum cross sections were
taken from Hake and Pheips10 for CO, from Engelhardt,
et al.9 for N2, and from Frost and Phelps11 for He.

VI. Results and Conclusions

Scaling Parameter

As suggested bj ? approximate solution the
local logarithmic slope should be primarily depen-
dent upon the parameter M(e) within the range where
vibrational collisions are dominant. The results
of all of the runs were thus plotted as 8 = -e9
d In f/de versus M(e) with e0 chosen as the moie
fraction averaged vibrationa] spacing.

(26)

A summary of the results is shown in Figure 2 to-
gether with the approximate solution. As might be
expected the correlation is best at high values of
the slope B and poorest at low values. In addition
there is noticeable separation between the results
where the cross section is rising with increasing
energy from those where it is falling. The corre-
lation is, however, in general better than is the
quantitative agreement with the approximate solu-
tion. The results suggest that scaling of the
local behavior of the distribution function from one
mixture to another and one E/N to another can be
accomplished by examining the M(e) parameter, with-
in the energy range where vibrational collisions are
dominant.

Carbon Monoxide-Helium Mixtures

The desired results such as f(e) and its vari-
ous moments must of course depend on the shape of
the cross sections as well as some characteristic
value of M(e}. In order to test the correlating
value of the parameter M(e) without too much "in-
fluence of different cross section shapes, a series
of calculations for mixtures of CO and Helium here
performed for identical values of the parameter

(27)

but different mixture ratios (from 100% CO tc 52 CO)
and E/N's. The results for the distribution func-
tion are shown in Figure 3 for two different a's.
While there is some spread of the results the param-
eter appears to be a very good measure of the ef-
fectiveness of the electric field. If the results
had been plotted for common values of E/N rather
than a no apparent correlation would exist JS E/N
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for 100% CO has to be about 8 times larger thah for
5% CO in order to achieve similar behavior. The
fraction of the input powor going into vibration is
showiin Figure 4 as a function of the parameter a.
The correlation is extremely good and indicates
that a ^ 1 is a good indicator where energy begins
to go into electronic states. All of fha results
for T v o < !500 are virtually indistinguishable from
the results without super-elastic collisions, but
begin to deviate significantly for higher vibra-
tiona] temperature. Is can be seen from the curve
for T v o = 5000°K, high vibrational temperature pro-
duces a reduction of energy into vibration at a
fixed a. A more detailed examination of the frac-
tional power into each process involving (Av = 1,
2, 3, ... etc.) change in vibrationaT energy also
shows a remarkably good correlation with the param-
eter a.

The equivalent electron temperature or 2/3 the
mean electron uurgy has generally been considered
a useful indicator of the state of the electron gas
in a discharge and has been previously used as a
correlation parameter for CO2 mixtures.5 Figure 5
shows this effective electron energy versus the
parameter a for iwo different vibraCionaJ temper-
atures and different mixtures of CO-He. The cor-
relation is again remarkably good and suggest that
the mean energy would also correlats the results as
in CQ2. The parameter a, however, is a much more
useful scaling parameter as it can be computed
simply from given quantities such as E/N, cross
sections, and species concentrations. It can be
used in preliminary design of experiments by pre-
dicting the required change in the electric field
to maintain similarity of electron-vibrational
pumping under changes of mixture ratios of the gas
constituents.

The parameter a appears to be an adequate cor-
relating parameter for CO-He mixtures since the
shape of the cross section product Qffl(e)Sv(e+e0/2)
is only very mildly dependent on the mixture. The
product (Qm Sv),,,^ is therefore an adequate measure
of the local slope B over the entire relevant energy
range rather than simply at the point of maximum
slope. If this parameter is to be useful over a
wid'ir range of mixture gases including other vibra-
tional ly active species, the effect of cross sec-
tion sh«pe must be included.

Carbon Monoxide, Nitrogen, and Helium Mixtures

In ordsr to assess the importance of the cross
section shape in.the correlation, a series of cal-
culations for CO-N2 and C0-N2-He mixtures were
performed. The effect of cross section shape can
be primarily represented by the location of the
peak en and a half-width 6, as can be seen from
soma sample plots of the product of the cross sec-
tions in Figure 6. Note that in spite of the far
greater structure in the vibrationat cross sec-
tions for N2, the product (Qm Sv) is not very dif-
ferent in gross behavior from CO-He results, and
the major features, can be fitted fairly well by the
expression

V v ' (Vv>max (28)

Since the distribution function f(e) involves an
integral over the slope B(a(e) ), any correlation
for f is going to necessarily involve the cross
section shape parameters ep and 6. The

normalization of f further complicates the problem.
A relatively simple correlation can be jbtained, how-
ever, by noting that for a large part of the range
of parameters

H(e) -v. X- e
1 ' or

(29)

Since the slope normalized by 6 is more convenient
for integration, a new parair.Pter

E/N (30)

'max

becomes a more useful measure of the effect of the
electric field, and f can be shown to be

F(a*,x) (31)

where x = (e-ep)/6. fn can be estimated a number of
different ways, but the most convenient is

(32)

where x0 is the location of the peak of \e f{e) and
can be either estimated using the correlation for 8
or more simply tafcen as a constant.

Figure 7 shows f/fn versus x for two different
values of a* for several mixtures. The correlation
within the region of vibrational excitation is re-
markable. The curves separate substantially at
higher values of x where electronic excitation is
important. This is not surprising as the electronic
cross sectigns will certainly not scale with the
parameter a , and are cleariy different for N2 arid
CO. Figur" ' ~*-iws the fraction of the input power
going into ..t'jn:! excitation versus the param-
eter a*. While t.̂ .-e is a noticeable difference
when Ng is included, a ± 10% correlation can still
be achieved over a significant range of a*. Similar
plots versus E/N for different mixtures would show
no apparent correlation. Figure 8 can be used di-
rectly in preliminary design of discharges for laser
applications. Scaling from one mixture to another
by changing E/N to keep a* constant will preserve
similarity of the power input into vibration.

Figure 9 shows the mean electron energy e nor-
malized by cD, and the drift velocity Vn normalized
by V

(33)

versus the parameter a . Both quantities correlate
very well for a* < 1. While the drift velocity is
correlated to within about ± 10% over the range of
a* shown, the mean egergy shows a substantial sys-
tematic spread for a > 1. While a complete expla-
nation of this effect has not yet been obtained, the
much greater dependence of the mean energy en the
high energy portion of the distribution function
suggests that the difference in electronic cress
sections is primarily responsible, fork is in pro-
gress to incorporate the electronic cross sections
into an additional non-dimensional parameter that
will correlate the behavior at high a*.
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Summary of Conclusions

Reformulation of the equation for the electron
distribution function into an integral equation for
the logarithmic slope has led to both approximate
analytic solutions and numerical results by itera-'
tion with super-elastic collisions included. The
major results of this approach have been the follow-
ing:

1) Within the region of dominant vibra-
tional excitation the local logarithmic
slope is primarily dependent upon the local
product of the momentum and total vibra-
tional cross sections (Qm Sv) multiplied
by a characteristic energy loss squared
(£0

2) and divided by (E/N) . This sug-
gests a scaling law for mixtures and with
respect to the field E/N.

2) Super-elastic collisions play little
role in the major results until Eo/kTvo < 2.
Foi' sufficiently low electric field and
high kT V 0 the super-elastics produce a
local equilibrium with vibrational states
in the energy range where vibrational
cross sections are high. This reduces
the net energy going intc vibration and
produces the previously observed raising
of the "tai1" of the distribution function.

3) For mixtures involving only one vi-
brational ly active species correlation of
the distribution function and its impor-
tant moments can be achieved by the param-
eter a (Eq. 27) based on the peak of the
cross section product alone. This is
possible because the cross section shape
is little changed with mixture ratio.

4) For more varied mixtures such as
CO-Nj-He the parameter can be conveni-
ently modified to a* (Eq. 30) and the
results have to be appropriately normal-
ized by parameters involving the cross
section shape parameters E and &. The
correlation for the distribution function,
vibrational pumping and drift velocity is
quite good, while for the mean electron
energy the correlation fails for a* > 1.
This is probably a direct result of the
much greater dependence of the mean
energy on the high energy portion of the
distribution function where electronic
collisions are dominant.
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dominant effect. —Analytic solution from
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Figure 3. Numerical Results for the Distribution
Function in CO-He Mixtures at
Tvo = 1500°K. a. 5% CO-95% He mixture,
b. CW CO-50% He mixture, c. )00% CO
gas.
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Figure 6. The Product 01" Elastic and Inelastic
Cross Sections versus Energy in CO-Nj-
He Mixtures.
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Figure 7. The D i s t r i bu t i on Function i n C0-N2-He
Mixtures a t Two Values o f a . © 55! CO-
95% He. & 10% CO-90% N2- Q 5% CO-5%
N2-90X He.
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DISCUSSION

D. A. McARTHUR: Hov much does you/ method depend
on the cross-section displaying very narrow width?

G. K. BIENKOWSKI: I have primarily been motivated
to do this for vibrarional processes. For laser
applications, one is interested '*n narrow widths
because that is how one it tram, iltting the energy
into vibrations preferentially I mentioned
briefly an approximate solution. I also looked in
the energy range $her' electronic transitions are
taking place. It •- can go to the other limit
where the cross-section -3 relat'vely ilat at the
threshold and is relatively flat over other regions,
one can use a son.jhat 1 ifferent approximation and
also come up with a similar result, and ther?
would now be also a correlation f~:. a relativcs;y
flat cross-secti. 1 wherein the correlation wcuid
depend somehrw on the levei of »-he cross-secto.-,
and presu..dbly the energy would have something to
do with the threshold energy. The specific
correlation I discussed here does depend on the
fact that one has a relatively high cross-section
over a relativel> narrow rang<- of energy. There-
fore almost the en*ixe process locally is deter-
mined by what is happening locally and the slope is
very high. So one <"oes not have to go very far
away from that region to produce essentially the
main part of wnere the distribution function is
varying.
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Pli ',£R-SUSTAINER GLOW DISCHARGE OPERATION IN STATIC CARBON MONOXIDE LASER MIXTURES

Daryl J. Monson and Craig M. Lee
Ames Research Center, NASA, Moffett Field, California 94035

Abstract

Theoretical studies"show that efficient opera-
tion of CO electric-discharge supersonic lasers
requires discharge methods that allow separate con-
trol of electron density, ne, and reduced electric
field, JS/N (or electron energy). To date, external
ionization by an electron beam has been successfully
demonstrated in these lasers. Other promising (but
unpraven) possibilities include ultraviolet photo-
ionliation, ionization by nuclear reaction products,
and a high repetition race series of controlled
avalanche ionization pulses (i.e., pulser-sustainer).
We wish to report here successful operation of the
Vulser-sustalner concept in large-volume static
room temperature CO lassr mixes. (The concept has
previously been demonstrated in small-volume static
CC2 Laser mixes.) High voltage pulses and ultra-
violet sparks at 33 kHz combined with a separate
low voltage sustainer electric field produce spa-
tialty uniform plasmas in a 3.0 liter volume. Com-
pletely independent control of ne and E/N is demon-

. scrated. The tests are preliminary to testing of
the concept in supersonic flow. Results include
for se\'ei .il pure gases and mixtures the following
inea:!urements: catbode-fall voltage; self-sustaining
E/N; recombination rate coefficient; average plasma
ne; average discharge input power; and the maximum
discharge energy loading without arcing. Modifica-
tions being made to the system to allow higher
pressures and energy loadings without arcing, and
to a31ow operation in supersonic flow ara discussed.

I. Introduction

The CO electric-discharge supersonic laser
showt great promise for both high efficiency and
pover. To achieve this, however, will require
discharge methods whicli uncouple the plasma produc-
tion from the process of adding energy to the gas.

- In particular, desirable discharge methods will
-••\"ibi.tie an external ionization source with a low-
volc&ge sustainer electric field which "tunes" the
electrons to an energy sufficiently high for effi-
cient vibrational excitation of CO but not high
enough for electronic excitation or additional
ionization. (Self-sustaining discharges operate
at high electric fields which produce all three
efiects.) To date, external ionization by an elec-
tron beam has been successfully demons: rated in
this laser.2 Other promising, though unproveu,
possibilities include ultraviolet photoionizatlon,3

ionization by nuclear reaction products,*• and the
pulser-sustainez: method.5'6

jk'e wish to report in this paper operation of
the pulser-sustainer method in large-volume static
room temperature CO laser mixes. The tests are
preliminary to testing of the concept in supersonic
flow. Basically, the method applies two discharges
to t-he gas. The first fast high-voltage pulse
creates a uniform plasma between the electrodes
using t only a otoall amount of energy. Then, the
second 2iw-volCage sustainer discharge adds energy
to the gas during the recombination period follow-
ing thi> ionizJug pulse. Reilly5 first applied the
method in slowly-flowing C02 laser mixes using a
single ionizing pulse. Then Hill6 extended the

method potentially to continuous operation by using
a string of ionizing pulses at a high-repetition
rate such that only a small amount of recombination
occurred between pulses. He demonstrated the
method in 0.3-2-volume static C02 laser mixes for a
period extending to one traversal time through a
subsonic flow device (i.e., 1 msec).

The test setup used here for CO laser mixes is
similar to that used by Hill and wij 1 be described
in Section II. The results of the tests will be
described in Section III, and the conclusions of
this study will be given in Section IV.

II. Experimental Apparatus

The electrode geometry used in this study is
sketched in Fig. 1. The electrodes are located
transversely across a supersonic channel, although
for purposes of the present tests the channel was
blanked off and filled with static CO laser mixes
at room temperature. The electrodes are separated
by 5.5 cm with a discharge volume of 3.0 P.. (This
is an order of magnitude larger than for Hill's
initial tests.) The electrodes are aluminum with
sand-blasted surface^ and edges that are rounded
but do not conform to a Rogowski profile. Two
rows of ten UV spark pins each are located 10 cm
respectively up and downstream of the main elec-
trodes. (Hill located spark pins behind a porous
cathode.) A high-repe ition-rate high-voltage
pulse forming network7 is connected to both the
spark pins and the main anode. The pulser contains
a 0.002-iiF capacitor charged to 23 kV. A fast-rise-
time quenching spark gap switches the charged capac-
itor into the gas at a repetition rate ol 33 kHz.
Because the spark pins are pointed and the down-
stream ones are closely spaced from ground, they
break down a fraction of a microsecond before the
main electrodes. This produces a background of
low-level preionization for uniform plasma produc-
tion in the discharge volume. (Each pin is coupled
through a 0.00005-yF capacitor so that most of the
pulse energy goes into the main discharge.)
Finally, a charged 15-uF sustainer capacitor is
used as a constant-voltage pumping source during
recombination. A large inductor is placed in
series with the sustainer capacitor to isolate it
from the ionizing pulses.

uv SPARK PINS

ELECTRODE

DIMENSIONS
CHANNEL HEIGHT: S.5 cm
CHANNEL WIDTH: 6 0 cm

DISCHARGE VOLUME: 3.0 lileis

Fig. 1 Sketch of the CO pulser-sustainer discharge
laser.
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The blnnked-off test channel was outgassed and
pumped out to 5 u pressure before commercial grade
gases were loaded into it for testing. The impu-
rity level for the tests is estimated at about
200 pptn, with about half coming from the gas bottle
and h-ilf from the residual outgassing in the plexi-
glas channel. Sustainer voltages were measured
with a Tektronix high-voltage probe and sustainer
currents with a Pearson current probe, and both
were recorded with an oscilloscope camera.

III. Results and Discussion

Results will first be presented of cathode-
fall voltage measurements made in CO, N2, He, and
Ar alone and in various combinations of interest for
CO electric-discharge lasers. Then measurements
of self-sustaining discharge reduced electric
field, E/N, will be presented for these same gases.
Finally, measurements of the important operating
characteristics of a pulser-sustainer glow discharge
in these gases will be presented and discussed.

The total voltage across a glow discharge con-
sists of the drop across the thin cathode-fall
layer plus the drop across the positive column.
Only the positive column is usable for exciting a
laser gas, with the cathode fall serving only to
liberate electrons from the cathode to keep the
discharge operating. For normal laser geometries,
the cathode fall voltage is a small fraction of
the positive column voltage and can safely be
ignored. However, for the closely-spaced trans- .
verse electrode geometry and ^ubatmospheric pres-
sures of the present tests, the cathode-fall volt-
age is a significant fraction of the total voltage
and must therefore be accurately known if the posi-
tive column voltage is to be computed. Unfortu-
nately, published values8 of cathode-fall voltages
for pure gases are sparse and for mixtures do not
exist. Accordingly, we measured cathode-fall volt-
ages in our test setup for several gases and mix-
tures. This was performed by the traditional
method of striking a DC glow discharge across the
electrodes, and then reducing the pressure to a low
value (less than 1 t.orr) until the positive column
voltage was negligible.and the measured voltage
reached a minimum.

The cathode-fall voltage measurements are
presented in Fig. 2. They are plotted against the
mole fraction of CO in the indicated mixtures. The
values range between 200-400 V. Notice that for
CO in N2 or Ar, the voltage gradually decreases
with the fraction of CO from the high value for CO
to the lower values for the other two gases. For
CO in He, however, the voltage stays up close to
the value for CO even for. very small fractions of
CO. Notice, also, that our measured results for
pure gases are considerably higher than the pub-
lished values in Cobine.8 This is not surprising,
however, since Cobine points out that the results
one obtains are highly dependent on gas purity and
cathode surface condition. We established that our
results for pure Ke were sensitive to gas purity by
observing that the cathode-fall voltage increased
frcm its initial value after several minutes in the
plexlglas channel. (This it'- consistent with the
previously discussed results for small fractions of •
CO in He.) T'.»e same test with the other gases
showed no voltage change with time. Except for He,
we feel the main reason for our higher cathode-fall
voltages is the oxide layer on our electrodes com-
pared to the pure aluminum surfaces reported in

Cobine. The condition of our cathode surface is
closer to current laser practice, however.

We had some doubts that the cathode-fall volt-
age results measured in a DC discharge at low pres-
sure would apply to a pulser-sustainer discharge
at much higher pressure. Accordingly, we performed
a test for most of the gases in Fig. 2 where we
operated a short burst of the pulser with the sus-
tainer voltage turned down to a low value. Although
we had some problem reading the voltages accurately
at low values due to interaction between the pulser
and the sustainer, we observed that at sustainer
voltages above the values given in Fig. 2 the plasma
remained conducting, whereas below those values the
current was zero. We are thus confident that the
values gii'en in Fig. 2 are accurate cathode-fall
voltages for our pulser-sustainer tests.

SYMBOL KEY
i CO
o CO/Nj
D CO/H6
O CO/Ar
> CO/N2/HC 1/2/5
• CO/N2/He, 1/4/3
< co/Na/ar, 1/2/5
< CO/N2/A , 1/4/3

2.

0 100.

• He
• Ar

COBINE, REF.8

0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
mole FRACTION CO

Fig. 2 Catnode-fall voltages for CO gas mixes and
aluminum cathode.

Having estfilished 'the cathode-fall voltages,
we proceeded to measure the self-sustaining E/N for
many of the same gases and mixtures. We did this
to establish the upper limits on sustainer voltage
for pulser-sustainer operation, and also to estab-
lish at what average electron energies self-
sustaining discharges operate for these mixtures.
The tests were performed by applying single high-
voltage pulses to the gas to create a plasma, and
then raising the voltage on a small 1-uF sustainer
capacitor to the point where the measured peak
voltage across the gas reached an asymptotic value.
The cathode-fall voltages in Fig. 2 were then
subtracted from the measured maximum voltages.

The results for self-sustaining E/N are shown
in Fig. 3. They are plotted against the mole frac-
tion of CO in the indicated mixtures. We feel our
results may be somewhat low since we experienced

(l.l)
(1.0)

g

& 0(1.2-1.4

0(0.9-1.0)

B«.2>

)

0(1.1 -I.4J

SYMBOL KEY
0 CO
v N 2

• Hz, DENES, REF. 3
a CO/N2

• co/He
0 CO/Ar
> C0/N2/He, 1/2/5
• C0/N2/He, I/4/S
< CO/Mj/Ar, 1/2/5
« CO/N2/Ar, 1/4/3
hOT£ - u, leV) IN PAREN

0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
mote FRACTION CO

Fig. 3 Self-sustaining E/N for CO gas mixtures.
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premature corona breakdown from the anode to our
spark pins at the highest sustalner voltages. For
cases where two points are given, they represent
measurements at two widely different pressures in
order to verify the pressure independence of the
results. The only measured published value we
could find to compare with was from Denes and LowUe9

for pure N2. Our value is slightly higher and
agrees with Denes and Lowke's value when they delib-
erately added a small amount of H2O to their gas to
increase the electron dissociative attachment rate.
Thus our fairly high impurity level (about 200 ppm)
may account for our high N2 result. For a few of
the mixes, the estimated avsrage electron energy is
shown in parentheses beside the data point. These
were obtained from computer solutions of the elec-
tron distribution function.10'11 The results con-
sistently indicate self-sustaining discharge elec-
tron energies slightly above 1 eV. Since efficient
vibrational excitation of CO occurs at an energy
of 0.5-0.7 eV,J0 this verifies the statement that
we made in the introduction that self-sustaining
discharges operate at voltages too high for effi-
cient operation of CO lasers.

Following measurement of the cathode-fall volt-
ages and self-sustaining electric fields, we per-
formed pulser-sustainer discharge tests in many of
the same gases at the test conditions previously
stated in Section II. The procedure we istd was to
turn on a burst.of the pulser lasting 150 usec, end
then raise the sustainer voltage to a point just
below the arc-formation limit. This represents
about 6 pulses at the stated repetition rate and
approximately simulates one flow traversal time
through the discharge when the laser is operated
with supersonic flow. A typical oscilloscope volt-
age and current trace from such a test is shown in
Fig. 4, For this example, about 90 kW of discharge
power is being added to the gas. Notice that the
current trace takes about two pulses to build up to
a full value because of the inductor in series with
the suetainer capacitor. The inductor also causes
the slow rise of current after each re7io.iizing
pulse and the corresponding drop in the discharge
voltage. A smaller inductor will speed up l-he
recovery of the voltage and curre .;, but it cannot
be made so small that the pulser current is shunted
into the sustainer capacitor. The voltage droop
observed during the burst is caused ty depletion of
the 15-uF sustainer capacitor energy. (Future tests
will use a 1200-uF capacitor bank to allow testing
to 1 msec without a voltage droop.)

VOLTAGE, 10001
volts [

100
SUSTAINER
CURRENT, 50

amps
0 16080 120

TIME, /isec

Fig. 4 Current and voltage traces for power loading
in 50 torr 1/2/5, CO/N2/He.

A summary of the pulser-sustainer test results
for the various gas mixtures is given in Table 1.
Results are quoted for each mixture ; ' :he pressure
that gave the maximum energy loading. Also, mix-
tures are listed In order of increasing energy load-
ing. The results shown for positive column
discharge power are computed by subtracting the

cathode-fall voltages in Fig. 2 from the measured
voltages.

Consider the results for discharge power and
energy leading for CO in He listed in Table 1. The
results clearly show a trend of both Increasing
power and energy loading as the fraction of CO is
decreased. The maximum power of 115 kW and energy
loading of 0.14 eV/CO molecule both occur for 5%
CO. Large fractions of He seem to effectively
suppress arcing and allow discharge operation at
considerably higher pressures and powers. Also
because the fraction of CO is lower, the energy
loading per CO molecule also goes up. Computer
studies1 show that an energy loading above
0.1 eV/CO molecule is generally required for these
lasers to "turn on," and 0.5 eV/CO molecule is
required for them to reach their maximum efficiency.
The present results show that we have exceeded
threshold for mixtures with less than 10% CO, but
that we are still considerably below the desired
energy loading.

Replacing part of the CO in a mixture by N2 is
seen to have a desirable effect 'Jrom Table 1. The
presence of N2 allows operation at considerably
higher pressure and power without arcing. Our
highest measured power of 171 kW was achieved in
the 2.5%,CO, 2.5% N2, 952 He mix. Notice that the
energy loading wiHi N2 is only up slightly, however.

Compare the sustainer E/N and corresponding
electron energies listed in Table 1 with the self-
sustaining values given in Fig. 3. The present
values are observed to be much lower, thus verifying
that we have achieved independent control of ne and
E/N. The values achieved for electron energy are
actually slightly lowev than the optimum range of
0.5-0.7 eV desired.10

The average electron densities achieved were
computed from the measured currents and computed
drift velocities :<1^ for some of the mixtures.
They are listed ir. Table 1. The values range fi nn
2-4x10*! cm"3 with the highest values being for
mixes with low fractions of CO. This compares with
2xl0n cm"3 achieved by Hill6 in his pulser-sustainer
tests.

Finally, electron-ion recombination rate coef-
ficients were computed for many of the mixes from
the measured decay"rate of the sustainer current
after the last pulse. The values listed in Table 1
all fall slightly less than 10~7 cm3 sec"1. These
values agree with measurements by Douglas-Hamilton13

In CO where the impurity level was noj carefully
controlled (as in our case), but our v. lues are
about a factor of 5 lower than those measured by
Center111 where the impurities were very carefully
controlled. We see a weak trend of increasing rate
coefficient with decreasing fraction of CO, but this
may be entirely due to the increasing pressure
level.1!*

The results of this paper show that we have
achieved the energy loading "threshold" for one gas
exchange time in the CO supersonic laser but that
we are still well short of the maximum desired. He
are presently making several design changes that
should allow us to operate at higher pressures,
voltages and energy loadings without arcing. The
most important of these is that we are making new
electrodes with edges that conform to a Rogowskl
profile. (We have noticed in our present tests
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that when we arc, breakdown invariably occurs at
Che electrode edge.) Also, we are increasing the
number and decreasing the diameter of our spark
pins to provide more UV light for pre-ioriiiration.
Finally, we plan on operating our pulser at a higher
voltage, a higher repetition rate, and cutting down
its circuit inductance in order to achieve higher
peak currents (and therefore higher electron den-
sities) in each pulse.

Beyond the above changes, the only way for us *
to get higher energy loadings with supersonic flow
is to increase the gas residence time in the •
discharge. This c<in be done by making the discharge
longer in the flow direction or replacing He by Ar
to slow down the gas. To check out this laat idea,
we replaced He by Ar for a few of the mixtures
listed in Table 1. The result was that we had arc
formation at all useful pressures and energy load-
ings. Thus, Ar does not appear desirable for CO
pulser-sustainer discharges. This is in contrast
LO e-beam CO supersonic lasers which operate best
with Ar.2

Although the present results are only tor
static gases, we plan next to try the pulser-
sustainer concept in supersonic flow. There we
expect our biggest problem will be "blowing out" of
the discharge downstream. In order to solve this
expected problem, we plan on trying two solutions.
First, we are going to recess ovr electrodes behind
dielectric grids similar to those successfully used
by Tulip and Seguin15 in a flowing C02 laser. This
does two things for us. It presents a smooth sur-
face to the flow while we retain shaped electrodes,
and it traps a static low-density plasma behind the
grids above the electrodes to hopefully help keep
the discharge stationary. (We have tried out grids
over our electrodes in a static gas and they don't
seem to affect the glrw stability.) Second, we
plan on trying a resistive anode^ to try _o keep
the discharge spread out over the electrodes.

IV. Concljsions

We have demonstrated operation of a pulser-
sustainer glow discharge in static 3.0-i-volume CO
laser mixtures for times simulating one gas exchange
through a supersonic laser. Completely independent
control of ne and E/N is achieved. Electron den-
sities in the range of 2-4x10" cm"3 and average
electron energies in the range of 0.4-0.5 eV are
attained. This is slightly below the range of elec-
tron energies that efficiently excites the CO laser.
A maximum discharge power of 171 kW is loaded into
the gas at a pressure of 221 torr. This represents
an energy loading of 0.16 eV/diatomic molecule for
one gas exchange time and exceeds the "turn on"
value of 0.1 eV/CO molecule for this laser. It is
still short of the desired value of 0.5 eV/CO mole-
cule, however. Best discharge operation is shown
to occur for low factions of CO in He. Replacing
part of the CO with N2 allows higher pressure and
higher power operation without arcing. It is
observed that Rogowski-shaped electrodes will be
necessary to achieve higher pressures and energy
loadings without arcing. Mixtures with Ar rather
than He fail to produce a good discharge at any
useful condition. Cathode-fall voltages between
200-400 V are measured, depending on the mixture.
These are slightly higher than classical values for
an aluminum cathode. Electron-ion recombination
coefficients in the range 0.4-1.0x10"7 cm3 sec"'
are measured. These compare favorably with past
measurements in gases with similar impurity levels.

Finally, self-sustaining discharges are shown to
operate at electron energies exceeding 1 eV, which
exceeds the range for efficient vibrational excita-
tion of CO. This establishes the need for discharge
methods such as the pulser-sust3iner which can
operate at a lower electron energy.
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*
Mb!

CO/N2/He

' 1/0/0
.0/1/0
1 1/0/1
• 1/2/5

1 1/0/4
1/0/9

' 1/1/18
1/0/19

_ l/l/ST

-

Optimum
Pr'eaaurk
(torr)

'22 .
30
36
50
60
79
102
160 •
221

E/N
(10-J6J? cm»)

2.6
4.0
1.7
1.3
0.9
0.9
0.9

; 0.6.
0.5' "

DISCUSSION

Electron
Energy
(eV)

% 0.5

> 0.7
0.4
-
0.5
0.4
-
-
•

r *'

Electron
1 Density
(1011 cm"3)

2.2
3.2 ,
2.3
-
3.4
3.4

3.8

-

Recombination
• Rate

Coefficient

(10"''cm3 aec"1)

0.4
0.5
0.7
> -t

0.6
0.8
-
1.0

<

Disch. go Power
(kW>

Total,

72
97
82
88
90

JU3'
' 152

138
' 200

•

,Positive
Column

52 ''
74
61 ,.
66 '
64
86
123
115 .
171

•"Energy
* Loading
(eV per
diatomic
molecule)

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.041
0.05
0.11
0.13
.0.14
0.16

J; LAUDENSUGER: <I havt a .couple of question* on
your UV pre-ionization. It.ia experimentally
evident that things likt that work in helium but
not in argon. Do you feel that the mechanism'for
this pre-.ibnii»tion ia the ionization in the volum*
of thil gaa 6t photo excitation of the electron* at
th* surface of the electrodes?

D. H. MONSON: We haye operated thia device vith
-dielectric grids over races*ed electrodes w h e n
they are shielded from the UV,-and we get the sane
performance then as v« do when the electrodes, arc
esyond to UV.

J.
the COT

Do you feel that you are ionising

D...H. HONSOH:. I think we are ibniiing the
iapurities^ "We feel that most of our impurities
tn the static teata arise fro* the plexiglass
chamber which is pumped down to about 5 nicrons,
aad therefore continue* butgassing. So we
inevitably have hydrocarbons.,. We catlaate about
100 parta per million of Impurities. ' So these-
tssts do have a*aeed gaa in the mixture.

J. LADDEHSLAGEk: Do you hav*. any feeling for why
the argon system doein's work: i t v i i becausa the .'
photon energy ia lower or »erh«ps the de-iohixation
tlme'of argon is much greater?

D. M. MOHSOM: Perhaps we. are not photo-ionizing
enough in the argon to create the' init ial glow.
He can.opcrate «t.»ery low densities in argon,"
but whir, wa e«\to useful pressure rangaa, arcing
acts In right "»jay. < .

1 ' • . %
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Abstract

The effect of electron bombardment ion thrust-
er magnetic field configurations on the uniformity
of the plasma density and the ion beam current
density are discussed. The optimum configuration
is a right circular cylinder which has significant
fields at its outer radii and one end but is nearly
field free within the cylinder and at the extrac-
tion grid end. The production and loss of the
doubly charged ions which effect sputtering damage
within thrusters are modeled and the model is ver-
ified for the mercury prcpellant case. Electron
bombardment of singly charged ions is found to be
the dominant double ion production mechanism. The
low density plasma H O 6 elec/cm3} which exists in
the region outside of the beam of thrust producing
ions which are drawn from the discharge chamber is
discussed. This plasma is modeled by assuming the
ions contained in it are generated by a cliarge ex-
change process in the ion beam itself. The theo-
retical predictions of this model are shown to
agree with experimental measurements.

Introduction

Ion thnsters hold a promising position in the
space propulsion program because of their high ex
haust velocity capability. Applications for these
devices which are of current interest range from
low total impulse satellite stationkeeping missions
through the higher total impulse comet rendezvous
and out-of-ecliptic primary propulsion missions.

The basic cylindrical thruster is shown
schematically in Figure 1. Its operation can be

ANODE POLE
PIECE

CATHODE
POLE
PIECE

Fig. 1 Divergent Magnetic Field
Thruster Schematic

understood by recognizing that electrons are pro-
'duced within the region bounded by the cathode pole
piece and baffle and that they are drawn from this
region toward the anode through the aperture ad-
jacent to the baffle. The •vSOV potential differ-
ence across the baffle aperture, which is maintain-
ed by the anode, accelerates these electrons to
sufficiently high energies that they can effect
ionization of propellant which has been fed into
the chamber by the mechanism of electron bombard-
ment. The magnets shown in Figure 1 establish a
magnetic field of the order of SO gauss between the
anode and cathode pole pieces which has a typical
line of force like the critical field line shown.
The bulk of the high energy electrons (primary
electrons) coming through the baffle aperture re-
side within the region defined by the surface of
revolution of this critical field line and the
screen grid and this is therefore the region within
the discharge plasma where the bulk of the ions are
produced. As the primary electrons have collisions
they lose energy and they, together with the elec-
trons knocked from the atoms, combine to form an
electron group having a Maxwellian distribution.
The low energy Maxwellian electrons are then col-
lected by the anode. Ions are free to drift around
the discharge chamber under the influence of minor
electric field and diffusive forces until they hit
a conducting surface and are neutralized or until
they drift into the vicinity of the grids and are
extracted from the discharge chamber at a high
velocity thereby producing thrust. Ion extraction
is accomplished by a large electrostatic field
established between the two grids and the velocity
of the thrust producing ions can therefore be con-
trolled by simply adjusting the r potential dif-
ference through which the ion fairs in passing
from the discharge chamber to the ion beam poten-
tial (typically of order 1000V).

The typical mercury discharge chamber plasma
has an electron density of 1 0 u cm"3 and a neutral
density of 1O1Z cm"3. The electrons have the two
group composition mentioned with primary electrons
constituting of the order of 10% of the total.
Primary electrons have an energy near 3OeV while
Maxwellian electrons generally have a temperature
near 5eV.

One additional component not show;, in Figure 1
which is essential to ion thruster operation is the
neutralizer. This device which is located down-
stream of the grids simply emits electrons which
are drawn into the ion beam to effect charge and
current neutrality of the beam plasma. Thrusters
are generally classified by the diameter of the
beam they produce '0) and thrusters which produce
beams from 5 cm to 1.5 m in diameter have been
tested. The testing discussed here has however
been conducted on 15 cm diameter thrusters only.
The dishing of the accelerating grids shown in
Figure 1 is employed to insure the grids will de-
flect in a predictable manner and hence not short
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unciar the influence of thermal loads from the dis-
charge chamber plasma.

The low-thrust nature of ion thrusters neces-
sitates long operating times to achieve mission
objectives and this necessitates long component
lifetimes. The downstream (accelerator) grid is a
crucial component subject to life-limiting erosion
as a result of charge-exchange ion sputtering^.
This erosion process occurs when a high velocity
propellant ion exiting the grids captures an elec-
tron from a nearby low velocity neutral propel]ant
atom. The result of the process is a fast moving
neutral and a slow ion. The ion is frequently
drawn back into the accelerator grid because its
velocity is insufficient to enable it to escape the
adverse electrir field and the resulting impact on
the accelerator grid causes the sputtering damage.
The rate of sputter damage is directly proportional
to the ion current density from the thruster and
because it is generally highest on the center!ine,
grid srosion is also greatest on the centerline.
Since the thrust of the device is directly propor-
tional to ion current the longest lifetime will be
achieved in the thruster opsrating at a given
thrust level which has the most uniform radial beam
ion current density profile. A thruster having a
uniform ion current density beam should then
operate and produce thrust as the accel grid erodes
uniformly.

Cusped Magnetic Field Thruster

The flatness of an ion beam current density
profile is frequently defined as the ratio of
average-to-peak current density—a quantity re-
ferred to as the flatness parameter (F). Divergent
magnetic field ion thrusters like the one shown in
Figure 1 have flatness parameters near 0.5 while a
value of unity would be ideal. It has been argued
that this quantity is low for the divergent thrust-
er because of neutral propellant atom proceeding
from the upstream to downstream ends of the thrust-
er is much wore likely to be ionize if it is near
the thruster centerline than it is if it is near
the outer radius. This condition exists because
atom; passing near the centerline are exposed to
iodizing plectron region defined by the critical
fiald line all the way from the baffle to the grids
while those with trajectories near the outer radii
would be exposed over the distance "L" ified
on Figure 1.

The cusped magnetic field thruster of Figure 2
is designed to increase the path length of pro-
pellant atoms through the ionizing electron region
at the outer radii thereby increasing the ir • beam
flatness parameter and hence the lifetime of ..he
grids. As indicated by Figure 2, this is accom-
plished through the addition of a center pole piece
and the installation of magnets to produce a north-
south-north pole configuration as one proceeds from
the cathode to center to anode po!e pieces. This
produces magnetic lines of force like those sug-
gested by the dotted lines joining the pole pieces
and suggests the increase in the length "L" sug-
gested by Figure 2. A second (rear) anode has
also been added to this thruster to facilitate uni-
form electron collection—this rear anode is de-
signed so it can be moved axially during thruster
operation to vary the characteristics of the dis-
charge chamber plasma.

Iron filings maps showing lines of force for

-FRONT ANODE

-FRONT ELECTROMAGNETS
VREAR ELECTROMAGNETS

Fig. 2 Cusped Magnetic Field Thruster
Schematic

the cusped and divergent magnetic f i e l d configura-
tions are shown in Figure 3 for the 15 cm diameter

f |-—FRONT
__ J POLE PIEC f ~ POLE PIECE J\

tr-X'•''•'.-. ' '.-:' - . " • ' •' \i CATHODE y \'• ^-- -":': ^'~''1. '"

h<gr.; • V-Vff~--' : ; - . , ' POLE PIECE k c : - ; ; : ^ . ; ;

A CUSfVD FlFL1- GEOMETRY B. DIVERGENT FIEuD GEGMETRY

Fig. 3 Iron Filings Mapa

thrusters used in this test. Actually the diver-
gent field map shown was obtained using the cusped
field thruster operating in the north-nortn-south
pole configuration, but the field shape is essen-
tially the same as that observed in a thruste*1 not
having the center pole piece.

Langmuir probe measurements were made through-
out the discharge chambers of the cusped and di-
vergent field thrusters when mercury propellant was
being used. These data were then analyzed using
the two electron group theory of Strickvaden and
Geiler4. Using Haxwellian electron temperatures:.
primary electron energies and densities of these
species the frequency of occurrence of ionizing
collisions (v) was calculated at each probing lo-
cation. Figures 4 and E present constant col-
lision frequency contour lines obtained from such
an analysis for the cusped and divergent field
geometries respectively. The contour lines have
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NORMALIZED COLUSIC'n FREQUENCY CONTOUR

ION PRODUCTION REGION BOUNDAPY

Fig. 4 Collision Frequency Contour Ma?
(Cusped Field Thruster)

, =0 .2

NORMALIZED COLL.SiON FREQUENCY CONTOUR

ION PRODUCTION REGION BOUNDARY

Fig. 5 Collision Frequency Contour Map
(Divergent Field Thruster)

beon normalized with respect to the maximum colli-
sion frequency calculated for each configuration and
the innermost lines represent the contours on which
the collision frequency is 90% of the maximum. The
outermost lines are contours corresponding to 20%
of the maximum. The dotted lines define the region
in which theory suggests the bulk of the ionizing
reactions (^95%) occur.

Both the iron filings maps of Figure 3 and the
collision frequency contours of Figures 4 and 5 sug-
gest the change to the cusped magnetic field con-
figuration should result in a more uniform ion
density profile in the thruster because it facili-
tates more uniform radial profiles of the ion pro-
duction rate. Figure 6 shows normalized ion beam

NORMALIZED CURRENT DENSITY ~ )/fave
. THRUSTE3 _F

O V
O

O
o

O SERT n 0.49
A CMF L/D = 0.53 0.64
O CMF L/D = 0.30 0.68
O CMF L/D = 0.23 0.70

- IDEAL PROFILE

NONDIMENSIONAL RADIUS ~ rfromtt

Fig. 6 Current Density Profiles

current density profiles measured using a Faraday
probe. The profiles are for a divergent field
thruster (designated SERT II for Solar Electric
Rocket Test II) and three cusped magnetic field
thrusters (CMF) each having different lengths (L).
The flatness parameter (F) and the current density
curves themselves both show that the -rusped field
thruster produces much flatter profiles. The varia-
tion in the length of the cusped field thruster is
observeJ to have a small effect of the ion beam
flatness, but other performance considerations sucli
as the energy cost of producing the ions (discharge
1 ss) suggest the cusped field thruster having the
'.<.-'Tth-to-diameter ratio of 0.3 is preferred.

Re-exami ation of Figures 3fl and 4 suggest that
the ion beam profile could be flattened more in the
cusped field thruster if the penetration of the
magnetic field into the discharge chamber could be
reduced to effect a more uniform ionizing collision
frequency over the chamber. This reduction in mag-
netic field penetration is the objective of the
multipole magnetic field configuration.
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Multipole Magnetic Field Thruster

A sketch of the 15-cm diameter multipole
thruster is shown in Figure 7. The magnetic polar-
ity of the pole pieces alternates, giving the over-
all field shape shov-. in Figure 8. (Different
numbers of pole pieces were used to investigate the

Eiec'rjmagneTs

Fig.

-Stainless steel

7 Mtipole Magnetic Field Thruster
Schematic

effects of discharge chamber length. Figure 7
shows 4 side or cylindrical pole pieces, while
Figure 8 shows 7.) Anodes are located between pole
pieces so that the energetic electrons must pass
through the fringe magnetic field to reach the
anodes. Because these fringe fields extend only a
short distance into the discharge chamber, most of
the chamber has a very low field strength. This
low field strength, of course, results in a uni-
form distribution of ionizing electrons, hence a
uniform plasma density. The refractory wire loop
'near the center of the chamber serves as the source
of ionizing electrons in this thruster which is
presently not equipped with the baffle/cathode pole
piece arrangement shown for the divergent field
thruster of Figure 1. -

The multipole thruster can be considered a
logical extension of the cusped field design to
more pole pieces, inasmuch as the pole pieces are
fabricated in a similar manner from sheets of soft
ion, with electromagnets used between adjacent
pole pieces. But this multipole design is also
related to that of Hooreb and Ramsey6, primarily
in the large number of pole pieces used and the
general discharge chamber shape. Moore and Ramsey,
however, used permanent magnets as pole pieces with

Fig. 8 Iron Filings Map
(Multipole Thruster)

the magnetization direction either towards or away
from the center of the discharge chamber. If per-
manent nagnets were used in the multipole thruster
studied herein, they would replace the electromag-
nets between pole pieces, rather than become the
pole pieces.

Performance of a b.l cm long discharge chamber
operating on argon is shown in Figure 9 in terms of

1200c-

Chamber Length = 5.1cm

1000-

•a 8oo •

s eoo -

400-

200,
0 2 4 6

Maximum Magnetic Induction,)
8KI0-»

Fig. 9 Effect of Magnetic Field Intensity
on Discharge Loss
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beam ion energy cost (discharge loss) as a function
of magnetic induction measured at a location near
the pole pieces. Varc is the voltage difference
between the emitter wire and the anodes and Iarc is
the cathode emission current. The propel 1 ant flow
rate (m) is expressed in rnlliamps in a^jrdance
with the convenient convention of assigning one
electronic charge to each neutral atom entering the
chamber. The use of eight electromagnets resulted
in curves in Figure 9 that did not quite match
those obtained with four at the same magnetic in-
duction. The trend of decreased discharge loss
with increased magnetic field strength, though, is
clear. The higher magnetic field is presumably
snore efficient because it is more effective in con-
taining energetic electrons. A simplified model of
electron containment is indicated in Figure 10(a),

Uniform

Strength

Field

(a) Simplified Deflection Configuration

rewritten as

2rcB = 6.74 x 10"
3/E^" ,

where 2rc is depth of the fringe field above the
anode and B is the magnetic field in this region.
The produce 2rcB can be thought of as the number of
flux lines per unit anode length, sM is plotted
against electron energy in Figure lu(b). The dis-
tribution of these flux lines with distance from
the anode is not important. For example, half the
field strength extending twice as far from the
anode would have the same effectiveness in deflec-
ting electrons. This conclusion is also valid for
the more realistic case of field strength varying
with distance from the anode, which can be shown
for increments of deflection angle instead of cir-
cular electron orbits. For a varying magnatic-
field strength, the inteyral of magnetic field
strength

B=0
/ B x d i
anode

is the proper quantity to use in place of ZrJl. In
this case the integration is carried out to the
first point of negligible field strength (B=0).

The fringe field integral was evaluated nu-
merically and was found to vary with location in
the discharge chamber. The largest departures from
mean values were found at the two corner anodes.
As shown in Figure 11 for the eight magnet config-
uration at 10 amperes magnet current, the magnetic

(b) Required Flux per Unit Anode Length as a

Function of Electron Energy

Fig. 10 Electron Interaction with Fringe
Magnetic Field above Anode

with the fringe field represented by a region with
uniform field strength above the anode. Picking a
direction of motion for the electron such that the
electron has the deepest penetration of this fringe
field, it is evident from Figure 10(a) that this
penetration corresponds to two electron cyclotron
radii. The electron cyclotron radius rc (in tn) is
given by

rc = 3.37 x 10-
5/E^/B,

where Ee is the electron energy in eV and B i« the
magnetic field in Tesla. This equation can be

/ / m i i
'Plane o* Measurement

8x10'

Pole - piece
Location

O Side
D Corner

Distance from Pole-piece
Centerline , cm

Fig. 11 Magnetic Field Between Pole Pieces

field drops to near zero field strength much faster
in the corner than in the side location (typical ?f
the rest of the chamber). This more rapid drop is
due to the interference of the two corner fields.
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In fact, integration from a location flush with the
inside edges of the pole pieces yielded 88 x 1CT6
Tesla-meters (88. Gauss-cm) for the side location,
and only 42 x 10"6 Teila-meters for the corner
location.

The variation of discharge losses with magnet
current is shown in Figure 12 for the aight-magnet

7 0 0

600

-500

5400

3 0 0 -

200,

O Corner only
D Corner out
A All Anodes

4 6 8
Magnet Current, amps

10

Fig. 12 Variation of Discharge Ion with
Magnet Current for Different Anode
Configurations (Argon Propellant)

configurati .1 with different anode configurations.
Operation with corner anodes alone gave the poorest
performance at low magnet currents, while operation
was not possible with this configuration at higher
currents. The exclusion of the corner anodes gave
the best performance at low nagnet currents, but
resulted in little difference at higher currents.

The data of Figure 12 are consistent w'th
electron loss to corner anodes being the major
limiting factor in multipole chamber performance.
Further, the fringe field above the corner anodes

. at 10 amperes is sufficient to give good contain-
ment of ionizing electrons. From Figure 11, the
fringe field integral at this location was found
to be 42 x ]0-6 Tesla-meters at 10 amperes. For a
50 volt discharge (and about 50 eV primary elec-
trons), Figure 10(b) indicates an integral of
48 x 10-6 Tesla-meters should be adequate. The ex-
perimental and theoretical values of fringe field
integral are thus, in good agreement. There are
other factors involved in discharge losses, however.
Additional tests have shown a slow decrease in
losses occurs for additional field strength in-
creases until the integral is about twice the theo-
retical value given in Figure 10(b). Design for
fringe field integrals somewhat above the theoret-
ical value is therefore recommended.

In the tests described above, all anodes were
flush witlt the inside edges of the pole pieces
(see Figure 7). The containment of electrons can
be equalized for all anodes by changing the field

strength of corner pole pieces. A simpler approach,
though, is to use the same magnetic field design for
all pole pieces and to recess the corner anodes.
The electrons are then required to go a short dis-
tance beyond the inside edges of the pole pieces to
reach the anodes. It was found in additional tests
that an anode -ecess equal to 10 percent of the
pole-piece spacing gave a fringe field integral at
the corner anodes that was about equal to the same
integral elsewhere in the chamber. A discharge
chamber with corner anodes recessed in this manner
has been tested and found to perform well. Tests
with argon, xenon and mercury propel 1 ants are
presently being conducted to determine the ion beam
flatness parameter of this thruster; preliminary
data suggest flatter ion beams than those observed
in the cusped field thrustar.

Discharge Chamber Model

The need for long thruster lifetimes dictates
the need for low erosion rates on surfaces exposed
to the thruster discharge plasma as well as n the
accelerator grid. The plasma contituent which ap-
pears to cause the bulk of the erosion on these in-
terior surfaces is the doubly charged ion which is
frequently present in significant numbers and which
obtains twice as much energy as a singly charged ion
passing through the same sheath potential to a col-
lision with a surface. The objective of this model
was the prediction of doubly charged ion densities
as a function of thruster design and operating
parameters. The analysis and verification have been
carried out for a mercury plasma.

In order to develop a model for determining the
double ion density in the discharge chamber only
those ionic and atomic species which wert consid-
ered significant in determining the double ion den-
sity were Included.' The significant species were
selected as those which have substantial electron
impact cross sections of formation over the elec-
tron energy range of interest so that large numbers
of these excited atoms or ions will bs produced.
These states also have sufficiently long effective
lifetimes so that they can pari'cipats in production
processes before they decay. Only those reactions
which lead directly or indirectly to the production
of double ions were included.

Figure 13 is a discharge chamber reaction

Fig. 13 Discharge Chamber Reaction
Schematic
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schematic showing these dominant species and the
reactions in which each specie can participate.
The symbols used represent the following species:

Hg° - neutral ground state mercury
Hg - metastable neutral mercury {63Po and

63P2 states)
Hgr - resonance state neutral mercury

(63P! and 6^, states)
Hg - singly ionized ground state mercury
Hg - singly ionized metastable mercury

(62D3^2 and 6
2D5/2 states)

Hg - doubly ionized ground state mercury

The arrows in Figure 13 indicate the various
interaction routes considered in the analysis.
Three different types of reactions are indicated in
this figure. The first type of reaction occurs
when an electron interacts with an atom or ion pro-
ducing a more highly excited specie. This reaction
is indicated in Figure 13 by an arrow going from
one specie to another more highly excited specie
(e.g. the production of double ions from singly
charged ground state ions). The production of a
more highly excited specie also represents a loss
mechanism for the less excited specie. The reverse
reaction in which, for example, an ion captures an
electron is neglected because of its low probabil-
ity.

The second type of process considered is that
of an atom or ion going to a plasma boundary. Such
a boundary could be either the discharge chamber
wall on which the atom or ion would be de-excited
or it could be a grid aperture in which case the
atom or ion would be extracted from the discharge
region and replaced by an atom from the propellant
feed system. In either c s e this represents a loss
rate for any of the excited states, lhese losses
to the boundary are indicated in Figurp 13 by the
dotted lines to the wall of the chamber. The
large arrow back to the neutral ground ;tate repre-
sents the resupply of neutral ground state atoms
either from the walls or from the propellant supply
system.

A third type of reaction shown in Figure 13 is
relevant only to the two resonance states. The
resonance states differ from metastable states in
that they have a very short lifetime before iey
de-excite spontaneously by emitting a photon of
light. However, the energy of this photon is such
that it is readily absorbed by a nearby neutral
ground state atom producing another resonance state
atom. Since the transport time of the photon is
small compared to the excited state lifetime the
excited state can be considered to exist contin-
uously. Eventually the photon can diffuse to a
boundary where it will be lost; this is equivalent
to the loss of a resonance state atom.

By equating the production and loss rates of
each specie on the basis that equilibrium exists
one can solve for the density of each specie of
Figure 13 in terms of the plasma properties, the
volume and surface area of the region in which
ionization takes place and the ionization and ex-
itat ion cross sections for the reactions. The
model was sec up so this could be accomplished on
the digital computer using a plasma described in
terms of average values of primary electron energy

and density and average values of Haxwellian elec-
tron temperature and density. The details of the
model are described in References 7 and 8.

In order to verify the model, several thrust-
ers of different sizes and plasma characteristics
were operated while simultaneous measurements of
discharge plasma properties and the double and
single ioii composition of the thrust beam drawn
from the thruster were made. Typical plasma prop-
erty information obtained in a 15 cm dia divergent
field thruster are shown in Figure 14. In order to

Fig. 14 Typical Plasma Properties

orient these plots, an ion extraction grid (screen)
and the critical fiftld line are identified. Plasma
property data like that of Figure 14 were averaged
using weighting factors determined to be appropri-
ate for this analysis and double ion concentrations
were calculated from these input data. Figure 15
shows a typical comparison of the measured and cal-
culated double-to-single ion density ratio. The
variable on the abscissa in this plot, propellant
utilization, is the ratio of propellant that is
dvawn from the truster as ion current to the total
propellant input to the device. The two plots
shown were based on data from thrusters which used
two different types of ion accelerating grid
systems. T'» theoretical data of Figure 15 show
good agreement with the theory and therefore con-
firm the model's validity.

Detailed examination of the model shows that
single ion production via the intermediate meta-
stable and resonance states is appreciable but
that double ions are produced primarily by elec-
tron bombardment of singly charged ground state
ions at normal thruster operating conditions. On
the basis of this latter observation one can de-
velop a simpler model considering only the singly
charged ionic ground state to doubly charged ionic
route for double ion production. The doubly
charged ion density (n++—nr3) is then given by the
following equation for a region of uniform plasma
properties:
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Fig. 15 Double-to-Single Ion Density —
Comparison of Theory and
Experiment

where ne =n + nmx

— D ) " 3

is the total electron density

n is the primary electron density—m"3

n is the Maxwellian electron density—nr3

V is the volume of the ionizing electron
region—m3

A is the surface area of the ionizing
electron region—m2

s r
) is the velocity of primary electron

having an energy ?„ -m/sec
o+ (E) is the cross section for the singly-

to-doubly ionized transition at an
energy E - m 2

v m ( E ) is the velocity of electrons at energymx E - tn/sec

(dn^/n^) is the Maxwellian distribution
function

lm is the Maxwell ian electron temperature-eV
e is the electronic charge constant -

1.6 x 10-19 coul
m,. is the mass of an ion - kg
and Reference 8 contains the required cross
sections and a plot of the solution of the
integral appearing in this equation as a
function of Maxwellian electron temperature.

This equation suggests that the double ion

density can be reduced most readily by reducing
the electron density. In order to maintain other
thruster performance parameters this reduction
should b<? accompanied by an equal increase in the
volume-to-surface area ratio. Because electron
density is a squared term and volume-to-surface
area is a linear one the net effect is a decrease
in double ion density.

Charge Exchange Plasma

Depending upon the point at which the charge
exchange process occurs between ions and neutrals
in the beam, the slew ion which is produced may be
able to leave the beam plasma with an energy of a
few eV rather than bijing drawn back into the grids.
These then constitute the charge-exchange plasma
that surrounds the ion beam and thruster. A typ-
ical plot of plasma density against radial dis-
tance (downstream of the thruster) is shown in
Figure 16. The Debye distance is typically less

20 30
Rodiol Distance, cm

Fig. 16 Separation of Plasma into Ion-beam
and Charge-Exchange Regions

than 1 mm in the ion beam, so the electron and ion
densities are essentially erjjal in Figure 16. The
central hump represents the beam of high energy
(•x/IOOO eV) ions, while the more uniform region
farther out is dominated by low velocity charge-
exchange ions. Because the charge-exchange ion
density decreases slowly with increasing distance,
a significant plasma density can exist near much
of an electrically propelled spacecraft. This can
present a serious problem for the solar array from
which operating power is obtained in that the trend
is towards higher array voltages for higher elec-
trical efficiency, and this increases the tendency
for the array to interact adversely with the
charge-exchange plasma.

A typical survey of plasma density near a
thruster resulted if the map of Figure 17. The
dashed line shows tne approximate boundary between
the ion beam and the surrounding charge-exchange
plasma, with the location of this boundary deter-
mined by plots similar to Figure 15. The electron
density («e) within the ion beam where the plasma
potential is V obeys the "barometric" equation

"e = "e.ref exp[-eV/kTe],
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1.49 x (l-nu)

where To and T- are the neutral and electron tem-
peratures in °K and A is the atomic weight of the
propellant atoms. With the further substitutions" -
of 500°K for To> 58,000 °K (5 eV) for Te, 200.6 for
the A of mercury, and 6 x 10-19m2 for o c e of
mercury at 1000 eV, tne plasma density becomes

3.3 x

ce

Fig. 17 Map of Electron/Ion Density
Near Thruster

which was introduced by Sellen et aj.^ and verified
by Ogawa et al.'°' ' . ne ref in this equation is
the electron density at a location where the po-
tential is defined as zero and Te is the electron
temperature. Agreement with this equation means
that contours of constant ion density are also
equipotential contours. Further, the electric
field direction is such that charge-exchange ions
are accelerated toward regions of lower plasma
density.

The total production rate of charge-exchange
ions Nce can ke calculated from the efflux of ions
and neutrals, together with the charge-exchange
cross section. Assuming for simplicity that all
the ions leave along the axis of the accelerator
system, free molecular flow for neutrals give: a
total production rate of

M _ b J ce

where Jf, is the ion beam current in amperes, nu is
the propellant utilization, o c e is the charge-
exchange cross section in m2, rb is the radius of
the accelerator system (ion beam) in m, e is the
magnitude of the electronic charge in coulombs, and
v0 is the average neutral velocity (/8kT0/m0) in
m/sec.

A simple isotropic model can be obtained by
assuming that the charge-exchange ions are dis-
tributed uniformly in all directions from an effec-
tive source downstream of the thruster. This ef-
fective source is assumed to be one beam radius
downstream of the accelerator system, although the
exact location will not be important at the usual
radial distance of a solar array. To simplify the
model for plasma density, the minimum ion velocity
for a stable plasma sheath,'2

is used in place of the more complicated self-
consistent solution for charge-exchange ion veloc-
ity. (The charge- xchange ion velocity outside of
the ion beam depends on the local plasma potential,
but the plasma potential is determined by ion den-
sity, which depends on ion velocity.) The pla-..ia
density n c e at a radius R from the effective
source then becomes

The densities measured along a radius normal
to the ion beam direction should agree best with
the isotropic model since charge-exchange ions have
free access to that direction and yet it is well
away from the beam ion trajectories. The theoret-
ical variations of plasma density from the preced-
ing equation are shown in Figure 18 together with
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Fig. 18 Comparison of Theoretical and
Experimental Electron/Ion Densities
Normal to Ion-beam. Axial Position
7.5 cm Downstream of IE cm Thruster.

experimental data. The agreement between the two
is good for a plasma process. The simplifying
assumptions were conservative in nature (that is,
tending to give higher plasma densities), so the
theory was expected to give higher densities than
the experimental data.

The charge-exchange plasma is not distributed
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isotropi'.-ally at a given radius. No ions are
jniti.11.7 directed in the upstream hemisphere.

"Only the electric fields surrounding the ion beam
serve to deflect charge-exchange trajectories into
this upstream direction. Experimental plasma po-
tential Measurements showed that the electric field
cutside *tie beam was nearly antiparallel to the
baam direction. Using this observation, together
with .the additional observation that the electron
temperature'outside of the beam is about half that
inside tlie beam, the plasma density at an angle (e)
between 90 and 180 degrees from the beam direction
can be derived as

' nce = nc6s 9o'exp £-ctn
2e],

where nct! OQ is the plasma density obtained from
the isotropic model for the same radius R. This
theoretical angular variation is compared in
Figure )'i with experimental data for the same ra-
dial distance. The theoretical density is shown as
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Fici. 19 Comparison of Theoretical and
. Experimental Electron/Ion Densities
at 34 cm Radius and 7.5 cm Down-
. stream of 15 cm Thruster.

uniform for angles less than 90 degrees in
Figure 19. This is because no deflection of ini-
tial trajectory direction is necessary to reach
these directions. The experimental data should
be larger than theoretical density at a small
enough ingle with beam direction because beam ions
which wjll be included in the experimental measure-
ments are not considered in the model. This fail-
ing of the model is not a problem because the.up-
stream direction is the one of most interest for
interactions of thrusters with solar arrays and
other spacecraft components.

The charge-exchange plasma Model described
above is sufficiently accurate for a qualitative
estimate of interaction effects. More exact esti-
mates,, though, will require tests of the specific
spacecraft configuration. Examples of the 1 imita-
tions of this model were obtained recently using
cones downstream of the thruster. It was hoped
that these cones would collect most of the charge-
exchange ions and thereby greatly decrease the
plasma density upstream of the thruster. The ex-
perimental reduction was much less than expected.
It appeared that the charge-exchange ions negoti-
ated trajectories around the ends of the cones far
easier than would be expected fro.,i the angle vari-
ation predicted by the model presented above.
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DISCOSSIOM

J. P. LAYTON: Wb e does the lifetime situation
stand now with respect to the kind of applications
that are starting to look attractive?
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P. J. WILBUR: For thruster applications, life-
times of "critical components like the cathode, in
excels of 20,000 hours have been demonstrated in
the laboratory. Thrustets have been tested over
10,000 hou'rs, and tests are in progress now which
extend bevond that. For other applications, we
have a broad-beam ion source here which we use for
other purposes like ion milling and machining
functions and sputtering functions. The lifetimes
there cart be far in excess of those associated .with
spacecraft because we can use carbon grids and
they have very long lifetimes associated with them.
Lifetimes are adequate for ground-based appli-
cations, and I feel that they are adequate for
most missions as weH.

J. P. LAYTON: Is enough now known about these
to scale them to any size or power level?

P. J. WILBUR: Tests have been run on thrusters
which range in size from 5 cm in diameter to
1% meters in diameter. There is a wealth of
knowledge available on scaling. While analytical
modelling has been moderately successful, the
empirical approach to designing these thruste.s
is quite well developed.

J. P. LAYTON: How are the efficiencies of these
thrusters at the lower effective jet velocities?

P. J. WILBUR: The efficiencies are*still good.
Typically the potentials that we are accelerating
the ions through are of order 1000 volts now and
we can get efficiencies of around 70%.

W. F. von JASKOWSKY: I was intrigued by your
statement in the abstract that your model can
predict the density of doubly charged ions
accurately. Do you use for that prediction
empirical propellant utilization data?

P. J. WILBUR: In that mode'!, you input to the
model the plasma properties, the electron temper-
atures and densities that exist in ^he disch rj;e
chamber. You also iput to it the propellar.t
flow rate. It calculates the loss rate for ions
and the loss rate for neutrals, assuming free
molecular flow for the neutrals and bohm velocity
losses associated with the foTis. It then solves
using experimental cross-section for trie most part,
for the densities of resonance, metastable, singly-
ionized and doubly-ionized species that are present
in the discharge chamber. We 'nave measured the
double-ion densities coming out In the beam using
a mass spectrometer and we have measured the plasma
properties in the thruster simultaneously, and we
have put the plas^t properties into the computer
program and it calculates within the 10% the
double-ion density that we measured coming out of
the beam. So the verification has been on double
ior.s.

M. KRISHNAI): Have you observed any change in the
ionization efficiency in the discharge region
when going from the divergent to the cusped
magnetic field configuration?

P. J. WILBUR: No, the cost of producing ions is not.
influenced significantly by the change in magnetic
field configuration so far as we have learned.
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AN EFFICIENT PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTING PARTIAL
IONIZATION OF A GAS IN NUMERICAL FLUID DYNAMICS

S. Sarrdbba and L»Quartapelle *

"CBSNEF, Nucl.Engng.Dept.i Politecnico di Milano
Milano, Italy 20133

Abstract.

A numju^ical procedure is described that
for the first time allows efficient solu-
tion for the three nonlinear and implicit
equations of state relating the equilibrium
properties of a partia.lly (and singly) io-
nized neutral gas. Energy-, pressure and Sa
be equations are encountered when solving
•_ne conservation l&\»~z of fluid dynamics.

In the computation, the values for the
intensive variables, that is pressure,
temperature and ionizetion coefficient,
are iteratively obtained with a given ac~
curacy starting from assigned values for
energy anc volume per unit mass. Iterative
computation is performed only when the va
lue for the ionization coefficient lies
within the lower and.the upper bounds fix-
ed by the required number of significant
digits; otherwise the two explicit equa
tions of -state for nonionized or for fully
. ionized gases are employed.

This procedure has been applied to the
.̂ fcudy of partial, ionization produced in o-
ne—dimensional propagation of strong shock
waves in hydrogen gas. The peaked shape of
the density ratio, vs. shock strength is . -•
clearly shown. The same procedure would
also be easily applicable to steady or un-
steady multidimensional flows where non-
uniform ionization plays a substantial ro
le. .

. I. Introduction

P7.1oblems occur in gas dynamics where
partial ionization of a monatomic gas has
• a relevant influence on the fD.ow character
istics. Cases are offered by •f;he domain of
strong shock waves propagation both in pre_
•sence and without magnetic .field '• Or by
the stellar atmospnercs with the influen-
ce of partial icaization on the pulsation

phenomena . The theoretical and numerical
study of this class of problems requires
the solution of the coupled system of con
stitutive equations and fluid dynamic
conservation equations. Notable difficul-
ties are encountered when dealing wit;, e—
quilibrium partial ionization as described
by Sana equation. Indec? the nonlinear and
implicit dependence jf temperature and par
tial ionization on conserved quantities
prevents any direct solution.

An efficient procedure is therefore pre
sen ted for solving the vliree equations of
state of a partially ionized g&s as requi-
red by the commonly used finite difference
schemes of numerical fii'i.d dynamics.
The -?anp,e of applicability covers
any singly ionizable monatoj.: c gas
in situations of thermody.amic equilibrium
when radiation energy contribution; can be
neglected.

IT.'The equations of state of a
partially ionized .gas

First, the general foiro of the equations
of state fir a partially ionizable perfect
. gas must be established. When radiation ef-
fects are omitted and theimodynamic equili-
brium is. taken for granted, it is

=£N (1+00 JtT+MttkT . +N ( ,

OC2

2
h

(I)

(-•)

3/2 T..
) exp(-~). (3)
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Here N is the ntmsber of atoms per unit
ra^iss; P,T,CC, E and V are the thermodynamic
variables) that is pressure, temperature,
ionization coefficient, energy and volume
per unit mass, respectively. '-. is the io—
nization temperature, u •> s the electronic
partition function, w is the electronic ex-
citation energy. Subscript o stays for the
neutral atom while subscript 1 distinguishes
the ion « Explicit forms for u and w
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are given by Zel'dovich and Raizer .

The method for computation which is de-
veloped applies within the domain of first
iorization of any atomic gas. For sake of
definiteness, however, our treatment focu-
ses to the sole case of atomic hydrogen.
Now for a generic gas we will assume that
the excit3d• states of atoms ajid ions'have
a negligible influence on the themtodynamic
equilibrium. Therefore U Q = 2 , u,»1
ar.d w =w =0. Particularly, for hydrogen
gas it is always u =1 and w =0, and

the preceding assumption amounts only to
disregard the electronic excitation spe£
trum of the neutral atom.

Then, by the use of dimeris? on less va-
riables equations (1-3) become

e E= — (1 + a ) t-i-B. j

p = (i+a) t/v ,

-2 ' JAl
1-a

vt J /*exp(-

U)
\5)

(b,

definitions hold as follows a s
/E , v = v/V , p = P/p , c a T/T
\ F , VQ=N(U /2u ){iid/Zm M^*' ,
/

where definitions hold as follows a sO£,
e a E/E , v = v/V , p = P/p , c a T/T. and
E =
P°=E / . .
o o o

Dealing with hydrogen gas numerical va
luer foi *"he intrinsic constants are
T, =1.56 .105 «K , kN = 8.3(7 .10? e.t\g/°Kg
arid 2u /u =1. So that E =1.30 .1013 erg/g,
VQ=4.O3 cm3/g and PQ= 3?22-1O12 dyrc/an2l

Equations (4-oexpress the relations
that the five tbexmodyi.amic variables i ,e ,
v,p and t obey at equilibrium. In numeri-
cal computation "5 of fluid dynamics the f i -
nite dii ."erer.ee sch'jnes' vroeu'Je at any
nesh point and at .̂uy time step the values
of energy and .volume per unit mass. These
schemes then require for the next time step
tne kno-ledge of pressure and, possibly,
temperature and ionization coefficient.

1 In -her words, i t is necessary to solve
the three equations (4—6) with respect
to the three unknowns p,t and a starting
from assigned values of e and v. A demand
which results into a highly nonlinear and
implicit problem.

I I I . The method of solution

ta effective numerical procedure for the OT
lution of this problem should meet two main
requirements. Fxrst, the computation of
the comolicated set (4-6) mu t̂ be avoided,
as far as the gas i s in a r.unionized or
fully ionized state, for under these cir
cumstances the condition a=0 or a=1 holds
and use can be made of the simple and
explicit relations that result froru (4)

and (5). Second, the solution must produce
numerical values of prescrioed and, desira-
bly, variable accuracy. In this respect, we
proceeded according with a line which seemSj
so to say, to kill the two birds with one
stone.

Let us indeed assume that we need results
with n significant digits. This n-eans that
the gas can be considered, as nonionized
when a<10~n= a. ,, whereas it can be re-
garded as fully'ionized 'When a > 1-10*"n=a

i l '
known in advance. We can determine 'frora
equations (4-6) for a l l v two func 4ons
e , t f (v ) and e (v), which hold f.-i ;j.e
two"cases a =a. . and a- = a , respect i -
vely. The construction of e. ^(v) and

to be made only afz i.he begin—
of computations. It i s performed by

evaluating the coefficients of a suitable
power expansion. Obviously, different

Now suppose that the rari£e v

e (v)
lin

.

es oC r lead to different functions e. Av)
, n d e ( v )

After this preliminary construction ,t;iven
a pair (e, v),the computation prooeecs ai
fol.Tows. The values e. f•'••') and e; (v)are
coraputed ana compared with e. If e §c;. ,,(v)
for e^e (v)), the simple equation.-,1"?
state for the nonionized (or for the fully
ionized) perfect gas allow to deteimire the
pressure p and the temperature t, directly.
On the contrary, if e. „ < e < e , the two
unknowns p and a are eliminated from (4—6)
to obtain a si i.gle'equation in x t

fit) = a(t) -(?-a(t)) vt3/2exp(-i/-)=O, (7)

where a(+:) = (2/3 e-t)/(2/3+t). Then, given
the pair (e,v) the equation is solved for
t ard the root is utilized to compute a
and p through (4) and (5).

To solve (7) we have resorted to search
algorithms, for the efficient iteration
function methods lack the initial approxi-
mation which may guarantee convergence.
Instead, it is always possible to generate
a temperature interval [*•,>*!,] such that
f(t1)f(th)<0 and the root t

ftf [t .tj .
In other words, it is possible to con-
struct an interval [tn ,t J -uitable for
starting any search algorithm.

Since for a fixed v, a is an ever—increa
sing function of t, the extremes can be
set at t± = (e-1)/3 and t =2./3e; these
two values correspond with the two cases
:f complete lonization and.null ioni^ation,
respectively. The 3ower extreme t̂ i how-
ever, may become negative and cause com—
putationPl difficulties. Therefore, for
all practical purposes reference has been
made to the value tn = max{(e-i)/3j C.O1|.
Finally,it is worthy to say tnat, after •
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the evaluation of the various possible
search algorithms, we found that binary
jiearch behaves Well when the requirement
is for one or two significant digits. In
all other cases, appreciably higher effi~
cienr^es can be obtained by adopting the
false posit j in metiicc

IV. A test c a a on gas dynamic ionia-
ing~ shock wave

As a test case for the numerical pro-
cedure we have'considered the problem of
partial ionization produced by a plane
snocft wave5. The one-dime.nsiop.al flow
has been simulated by solving rh3 equa-
tions of gas dyna-nics in a finite diffe-
rence fjMi/. TI:»i ir.clusi-r- nf \ho nrt-i °2.
e.i-al viscosity teim allows smoothing
of shock discontinuities.

Values of the thermodynamic quantities
have been computed in the downstream re-
gion for various upstream conditions and
compared with the exact values. These vai-
lues have been obtained 'oy .ising Hugoniot
relation for the partially ionized gas.
Let us refer by subscripts u and d to the
upstream and downstream regions, respsc—
tively. Figure 1 and 2 display downstream
ionization coefficient a as a runction of
vpstream Mach number M = Uu/W;,. here I) is
gas velocity and W=(dp/3p) s ^ p / Q / ^
stays for cound velocity.
Equation <• '4 - 6) allow to obtain
explicit expressions for dependences of
c , c and (Sp/c>p)T upcn t and a . Figures
1 and 2 show six different profiles per-
taining to specific volumes ' v =10', 10",
"1O3, 10*-, io5, IQ6. ijigner values for vu

correspond with increasingly higher values
for a<j. Similarly, Figures 3 and 4 give
the dependence of the density ratio R=v /v.
for the same families of upstream condi-
tions. We note m passing that m Figure 3
-curves merge towards the left end where
ionization is practically absent. This
fact is due to the well known scaling of
the type K = f(tj,t .) valid for a perfect
gas without ionization. The values obtain-
ed in numerical gas- dynamics simulation
are represented in the figuresby means of
dots. The agreement among theoretical (com
puted̂ l values and simulated values is ex-
cellent.

For the computation- of exact values of
a and K, the Hugoniot relation,

(4-6), to arrive -it the form

ed"eu (Pd+Pu> ̂ V V W

has been applied to the gas defined by

K2-2 [?cd( 1+ad)«d-ztu( 1«u)-au

-tud+au)=0. (9)

Given this, the density ratio k must bs
obtained by iteration. Indeed; assigned che
upstream values (t , a ), equations (9)and
(6) express how K depends on one of the two
variables t, or a . Let us fix, for instan-
ce, t^ and start from a temptative value for
K. Then relations (6) provide a value ror
a which may be introduced in (9) to give
a closer approximation for K. Computation
is rer eated until satisfactorily convergent
results are obtained.

V. Conclusion

The numerical procedure has been applied
with considerable success to the propagation
of a gas dynamic ionizing shock wave.
Its domain of applicability, however, exten
ds to any steady or unsteady multidimensio-
nal flow where nonuniform ionization has a
role. Particularly, the procedure is tai-
lored for situations wheT>e the exs.cc amount
of partial ionization has ̂ sensible effect
on other physical properties.
Examples are given by the dynamics of epti
cally chin radiative gases with radiation
losses O'di2) and by magnetogasdyncimicj, when
electrical conductivity depends on a varia—
ble electron density.
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Abstract

A kinetic model is developed for a plasma ger
er-\ted by fission fragments and the results are
employed to study He plasma generated in a tube
coated with fissionable material. Because both the
heavy particles and electrons play important roles
in creating the plasma, their effects are consider-
ed sltmltaneously. The calculations are carried
out for a range of neutron fluxes and pressures.
In general, the predictions of the theory are in
good agreement with available intensity measure-
ments. Moreover, the theory predicts the experi-
mentally measured inversions. However, the calcu-
lated galu coefficients are such that lasing is not
expected to take place in a helium plasma generated
by fission fragments.

Introduction

Increased interest in gas core reactors1 ari
the recent demonstration ot direct nuclear pump-
ing2'1* focused attention on plasmas generated by
the high eneTgy fission fragments. Such systems
are rather complex and the plassi* generated in them
is, in general, not in thermal equilibrium. There-
fore, before one can predict their performance
characteristics, one needs to develop a detailed
and self-consistent kinetic model capable of pre-
dicting the behavior of the plaomas generated in
these devices.

Several authors have analyzed the space-
det indent volumetric production of ions by fission
fragments passing through a background gas. Both
Leffert, et al.5 and Nguyen and Grossman6 der'ved
expressions for the spatial distribution of fission
fragment production. In both of these analyses an
energy Independent empirical value W is assumed for
Che amount of energy required to produce an Ion
pair. The former utilized both linear and square
energy-loss models for the heavy particles, while
Nguyen and Grossman used the Bohr stopping equation
for fission fragments. Rather than rely on am em-
pirical constant Mlley and Thiess7'6 derived an ex-
pression for the lonization and excitation rates
which takes into account the effect of the energy
distribution of the Incident particles. Such a
calculation requires estimation of the energy de-
pendent cross section for ex<*'_ation and lonization
by heavy charged particles. . 3ethe-Born type re-
presentation was employed for the case of helium
excitation by alpha particles and fission frag-
ments7'6, and later Guyot, et al.9 employed
Gryzinski cross sections1 for helium ionization by
alpha particles and lithium ions.

The calculation of the electron energy distri-
bution function in electric discharges and in the
absence of a high energy volumetric source is a
standard procedure. However, these are only a few
analyses of distributions resulting from a flux of
high energy particles where there is a high energy

t Supported, lev part, by NASA Grant NSG 1058.
* Research Assistant.
**Professor.

volumetric electron source. Calculations using a
Monte Carlo method were carried out by Wang and
Miley11. Later, Lo12 and Lo ami Miley13 used a
simplified version of the Bolcztnann equation to de-
termine the electron energy distribution in a he-
lium plasma produced by a mono-energetic electron
source. More recently, Hassan aid Deese1* pre-
sented a more elaborate Eoltzmaun equation formula-
tion which took into consideration the primary
electron spectrum.

In general, theoretical studies of excited
state densities have assumed the electron distribu-
tion function to be a Maxwellian at some character-
istic temperature. Russell15 used such an assump-
tion in calculating excited state densities in
argon. Leffert, et al.5 and Rees, et al.16 also
studied nobls gas plasmas assuming the electron
distribution function to be Maxwellian. More re-
cently Maceda and Miley17 calculated the number
densities of the helium excited states using the
non-Maxwellian dist outions of Lo and Miley13;
their results indicate a number of possible inver-
sions.

In addition to the above analyses, there exists
a number of experimental investigations dealing
with nuclear pumped lasers and laser enhancement.
Work carried out before 1972 is summarized in Hef.
18 while a summary of the nuclear laser effort at
the University of Illinois along with an exhaustive
list of references on virtually every aspect of
radiation produced noble gas plasmas is included in
the work of Thiess19. Of particular interest here
are experiments studying individual atomic transi-
tions at various pressures and additive concentra-
tion under fission fragment excitation. The earli-
est study of fission fragment excited spectra is
that of Morse, et al.20 who examined the effects
of fission fragment radiation on He, Ar, N2, and
air. Guyot21 measured the production of helium
metastables by BI0(n,a) fitision fragments, while
Walters22 measured the relative intensities of the
various transitions in both helium and argon.

As a result of the numerous research efforts
outlined above, actual nuclear pumped lasing has
just recently been reported by several authors.
McArthur and Tollefsrud reported lasing action in
carbon monoxide as a result of nuclear excitation
only. Helmick, et al.3 demonstrated direct
nuclear pumping In He-Xe gas mixtures. A third
case of direct nuclear pumped lasing is that of
Deifoung* in a neon-nitrogen mixture. Obviously
the nuclear pumped gas laser research effort is
still in its early stages with the validity of the
concept having been demonstrated oaly recently.
Historically experimental research work has demon-
strated the feasibility of a particular laser con-
cept, with subsequent theoretical development
directed towards understanding the actual process-
es Involved and op.inization of operating condi-
tions .

The object of this investigation 16 the de-
velopment of a theoretical model for a plasua
generated by high energy fissioa transients.
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The kinetic model treats particles In different
quautum states as different species and uses the
multifluid conservation equations oir mass, momentum
and energy to describe the resulting system. It
takes into consideration the following kinetic pro-
cesses: ionization, excitation and deexcitation,
radiative recombination, spontaneous emission, as-
sociative lonlzation and dissociative and colli-
sional recombination. Because both the heavy par-
ticles and electrons play Important roles in cieat-
lng the plasma, their effects are considered simul-
taneously. The rates of reactions involving elec-
trons were calculated using electron distribution
functions obtained from a solution of a Boltzmann
equation appropriate for plasmas generated by fis-
sion fragments11*.

T -

where T. is the initial gas temperature.

(5)

The properties of the electrons are determined
from an electron Boltzmann equation. The equation
employed is that developed in Ref. 14. For the
high pressures of interest the plasmas generated by
the fission fragments are slightly ionized. There-
fore, using the Lorentz gas approximation, the re-
sulting Boltzmann equation for a quasi-steady plas-
ma can be written as1"

3fo e £ i a f o _ eEi 3 r 2. vjfo
mT "W} 3mv2 3v

 tv -" v dx±

The above model is employed to study a helium
plasca generated by fission fragments. Helium was
chosen because of the availability of experimental-
ly measured cross sections and rates and because of
the availability of in-reactor measurements22. In
general, the results show good agreement with ex-
periment. Moreover, they Indicate a number of pos-
sible laser transitions; all of them,, however, are
in the IR region.

Analytical Formulation

The systems to be modeled here are those appro-
priate for nuclear pumped lasers. Typically, they
consist of tubes coated with fissionable material
and filled with gas at some given pressure and tem-
perature. The tube is placed In the high neutron
flux region of a reactor. Under neutron bpnbard-
ment fission fragments emerge from the coating and
enter the gas. The ensuing energy transfer results
in ionization and excitation of the background gas.
A schematic of the slab geometry employed in this
analysis is shown In Fig. ]L.

Treating particles in different excited states
as different species one can utilize the multifluid
conservation equations to describe the plasma gen-
erated by the fission fragnents. For the condi-
tions under consideration, the steady state approxi-
mation is appropriate. In this approximation, the
effects of gradients are assumed negligible. Thus,
the conservation of species equations,

3ns

IF
+ V I + R

reduces, as a result of this approximation, to

I + R » 0 .

(1)

(2)

In the above equations, s is a charged particle or
any quantum state of the background gas and, for
species s, n s is the number density, Us is the
velocity and la and Rs are the production rates per
unit volume resulting from nuclear and kinetic
sources, respectively.

For very low Mach numbers the momentum equation
reduces to

p = const. (3)

where p is the pressure, while the energy equation
takes the form

where

Qs(v')fo' - v* Qs(v)fo]

= 0 ,

Imv^Imv2.!,

(6)

(7)

v is the velocity, e is the electric charge, m Is
the electronic mass, M is the mass of the heavy
particles, H Is the gas number density, V is the
collision frequency, 1/2 ravs^ is the excitation
energy, Qs is the excitation cross section and
(3fo/3t)c is the source term resulting from primary
and secondary ionization and recombination. An ex-
plicit expression for (3fo/3t)c together with the
method of solution of Eq. (6) are given in Ref. 14.

The quantities Is and R8 must be determined be-
fore the above system of equations can be solved
for the various species present. To determine Is
and Rs, one needs to specify the Important kinetic
processes in the system. The major reactions in-
cluded here, which are appropriate for noble gases,
are

1. Fission fragment excitation

ff + X •»• X. + ff

2. Fission fragment ionization

f f + X + X + + e + f f

3. Spontaneous emission

X± + X. + h

4. lonization and recombination

Ij + e * X + + e + e

5. electron excitation and de-exclta-lion

X± + e t X. + e

6. Radiative recombination

X + + e + X + h

7. Excitation transfer

X. + X t. X. + X
3 *

8. Dissociative recombination

xt + e t X. + X

where P̂  Is the power Input and Q is the conduction
and radiation losses. For optically thin highly
conducting gas, Eq. (4) reduces to

9. Collisional recombination
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10. Associative ionization

X + X., -* X* + e

11. Electron stabilized recombination

12. Neutral stabilized recombination

13. Metastable lonization

X* + X* ->• X+ + X + e

14. Charge Transfer

X+ + M * M+ + X

15. Penning ionization

X* + M •+ M+ + X + e (8)

whore M represents a substance other than the back-
ground gas or an impurity.

The tetm Is Is a result of reactions of type 1
and 2 while Rs is obtained from reactions of type
3-15. In general, for a reaction of the type

a i A i a s As + a t At

the contribution to the production rate of species
s is

a a,
as k V nj <10)

where a^ (S. = i, j, s, t) denotes a stochiometric
coefficient. The quantity k is the forward rate
coefficient and is given by

k dVj (11)

where, for^species i, f. Is the energy distribution
function, V^ is the velocity, gy = jv^ - Vj| and
cry is the collision cross section. If. 1 repre-
sents the stationary background gas and j a fission
fragment or an electron, then Eq. (11) reduces to

(12)

The rate coefficients for reactions involving
the background gas (or gases) are usually obtained
from experiment. On the other hand reactions in-
volving the fission fragments and electrons can, in
principle, be calculated according to Eq. (12) from
collision cross sections determined from experiment
or theory and appropriate distribution functions.
In this work the electron distribution function Is
calculated from Eq. (6). Unfortunately, the situa-
tion with regards to fission fragments is not well
understood; this is because the fission fragments
are characterized by initial energies ranging from
50 to 115 Hev, initial charges from 16c to 24e and
masses from 70 to 160 atomic mass.units. In addi-
tion no data is available an cross sections for
lonization and excitation by fission fragments.
Because of these uncertainties, the contribution of
the fission fragments to excitation and ionization
was estimated using two different approximate
methods. In the first, the procedure outlined in
Ref. 6 was used to-estimate the average energy de-
posited in the gas per unit volume per unit time,
Ef. The average number of ions produced per unit
volume per unit time is given by dividing Ef by W,
the energy expended per ion pair produced. Simi-
larly, the total number of excited states produced

is determined by dividing Ef by Ws_, the energy ex-
pended per excited state produced. Rees '•t al.'°
determined that the total excited particl-. produc-
tion rate from fission fragment is .53 times the
ion production rate, thus

W/.53 . (13)

This procedure determines only the total number of
excited states produced by fission tragments and
some model for the distribution of these states
must be adopted. Because of the absence of a gen-
erally accepted procedure for the distribution of
excited states a number of models have been employ-
ed here and these are discussed under Results and
Discussions.

The other approach uses the procedure of Thiess
and Mlley8 which is based on a heavy particle dis-
tribution function derived from a sesiempirical
slowing law together with ionization and excitation
cross sections based on the Born or Gryzineki ap-
proximations. To utilize this procedure one needs
to assume that the fission fragments fall into two
groups: a light group with an average mass number
of 96 and an average charge of 20e and a heavy
group with an average mass number of 140 and an
average charge of 22e.

Results and Discussion

The above model is applied to a study of He
plasma generated by fiss •.on fragments and the re-
sults are compared with the measurements of
Walters22 who employed a tube of radius 1.85 cm
coated with UjOg. To conform to the conditions of
the experiment, the calculations allow for the pre-
sence of a nitrogen impurity In tiie system. For a
given pressure, temperature, neutron flux and tube
dimensions, the above model is capable of predict-
ing the number densities of the helium excited
states, the atomic and molecular ions and the elec-
trons. From this, one can calculate the relative
intensities and gain coefficients. For the calcula-
tions presented here, the gas temperature is as-
sumed constant at 300°K, while the pressure ranged
from 100-760 Torr, the neutron flux from 3.8 x
1 0 " - 10!6 neutrons/cm2.sec. and the nitrogen con-
centration from .001 to 50 parts per million.

All helium excited states with a principal
quantum number of 5 or less are included In the
calculations. The rates or cross sections for the
reactions of types (3) through (15) indicated in
Eq. (8) were obtained from Eefs. 23-54 while
Einstein coefficients for spontaneous emission were
taken from Refs. 55 and 56. Because the experi-
mental data is Incomplete the products or the rates
of some reactions had to be estimated and these are
discussed next.

At the high pressures of interest here the re-
combination process in ncble gases is complicated
by the formation of molecular ions.' For pressures
greater than 5 Torr the reaction

He + 2 He HeJ + He (14)

quickly converts atomic ions into molecular ions2 3.
The molecular Ion recombination is governed by
three reactions2*•2s
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e + Het •+ He + He

e + e + He* •* He + He + e

e + He + He* -* 2 He + He (15)

where He denotes an excited state. The distribu-
tion of excited states produced by these reactions
is not well known. However, recent studies25~27

indicate that at least 70% of the excited states
produced are atomic metastables in the pressure
range of interest here. Although potential energy
curves indicate other states such as the 23P states
are produced in molecular ion recombination57, it
is assumed that He in the reactions indicated in
Eq. (15) are atomic metastables.

Rates for associative ionization are available
for atomic states of principal quantum number 3 and
triplet states of principal quantum number 4, Refs.
26, 28-30. Cioss sections for the excitation trans-
fer reactions are available for n = 2 and n = 3 but
only for the triplet states when n = 4, Ref. 26.
Because! there processes are important in the deter-
mination of the final distribution of excited
states some estimate of the unavailable rates is
required. It is assumed here that the associative
ionizacion rates for n = 5 states are the same as
the corresponding n = 4 states while the associa-
tive ionization cross sections for the n*F states
are assumed equal to those for the n*D states.
Moreover, three calculations were carried out in
which the cross sections for associative ionization
and excitation transfer reactions of the triplet
n = 4 states were assumed to be one-third of, equal
to, and three times the corresponding singlet re-
action cross seciions. Comparison of calculated
and measured excited states showed that better
agreement with experiment Is obtained when Q(4'x) £
Q(43X). Therefore, unle.-.s Indicated otherwise, all
caic-jle.tions reported here employ this assumption.

As indicated earlier, when a 'W value is used
to estimate the total number of excited states
fiv.ther assumptions are needed to indicate which
states are excited. From a study of the spectra of
noble ^ases generated by the impact of alpha par-
ticles,, Bennett56 suggested that most of the ex-
cited, states in He are n'P states with the majority
of them in the 2lP state. His conclusion was based
on the fact that calculated excitation cross sec-
tions, based on the Born approximation, are highest
for the n'P states. This assumption is contrasted
with that of Guyot2 where he assumed that most of
the excited atoms resulting from the impact of
alpha particles are in the 2SS state and these are
converted to the 23S states by electron impact.
Calculations using both of the above models were
carried out; for these calculations a yalue of

Comparison of the results with the experiments
of Walters22 requires that the effect of a nitro-
gen contaminant be taken into considrration. The
yas used in the experiment contained a nitrogen
contaminant of approximately 50 parts per million.
T!ie affect of she pressure or. the number densities
of the electrons and tht two metastable states is
jiiven in ?ig. 2 while Fig. 3 shows the effect of
pressure on several of the higher states with and
without a 50 parts per million nitrogen contaminant.
For these figures, the neutron flux is 3.8 x 1 0 n

neutrons/cm .sec. Considering pure helium first,
it is seen that the electron number density de-
creases as the pressure increases. This is because
the dominant helium recombination process Is the
neutral stabilized recombination of the molecular
Ion and this process becomes more efficient as the
pressure increases. The dominant processes govern-
ing the excited states number densities are elec-
tron excitation from the ground state and the meta-
stable state 23S, ex-.itation transfer, associative
ionizatijn and spontaneous emission. As the pres-
sure increases, the decrease in the electron den-
sity coupled with the Increased effectiveness of
the associative ionization and excitation transfer
results in the decrease of the excited states shown
in Fig. 3. Only the 23S and 2]P states show an In-
crease as the pressure increases; the rapid recom-
bination resulting from the last reaction In Eq.
(15) accounts for the 23S behavior.

As Is seen froit Figs. 2 and 3, L!;3 effect of
nitrogen on the various species is quite signifi-
cant. Both the helium molecular ion and the meta-
stables are quickly converted to nitrogen ions
whose dominant recombination process is dissocia-
tive recombination. This not only loxrers the con-
centrations of the He ions and metastables but
changes the electron number density variation with
pressure as well. When nitrogen is present the
dominant recombination process is the f~vo-body
dissociative recombination. This process does not
become more efficient as pressure increases and as
a result the electron number density Increases with
an increase In pressure. Thus, the net effect of
nitrogen Is two-fold: it lowers the number density
of electrons and metascables making electron exci-
tation from metastable states less important and,
it changes the number density dependence on pres-
sure. As a result of this, one would expect a
significant effect on the higher excited states as
well. Because the electron number density in-
creases with pressure the electron excitation rates
increase with pressure. Thus, as is seen In Fig.
3, the marked decrease in excited state population
with pressure in the case of pure helium is not as
pronounced when nitrogen is present. The figure
also shows that the magnitudes of the number den-
sities decrease with pressure.

The results indicated in Fig. 3 do not exhibit
the peak around 200 Torr shown in Figs. 4-9 of Ref.
17. Both Walters22 and Thiess19 suggest that the
associative ionization process tnay be a three-body
process of the form

He + 2 He -+ He* + He O ')

rather than the two-body process

He + He •+ He* (17)

assumed here. If this process is indeed three-body
in. nature Its effectiveness will increase with
pressure.

A study of the variation of the number densi-
ties with neutron flux for f j case of a pure foli-
um gas at 100 Torr has also been carried out. . ae
behavior of the electrons and jietastables is given
in Fig. 4 and that of sc 5 higher states is shown
in Fig. 5. The number densities of the higher
states increase linearly with the flux at lower
neutron flux levels. As the electron number den-
sity increases, the electron stabilized three-body
recombination becomes important. Thus, population
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densities highly dependent on electron excitation,*
rates do not increase as rapidly at higher flux
•levels. • . .

Because the nitrogen contaminant has a signifi-
cant effect on the number densities, a determina-
tion of the concentration range where its effect
becomes insignificant is of interest. Figure 6
shows a plot of the electron and metastable number
densities vs. nitrogen concentration at 100 Torr
and a neutron flux of 3.8 x 1011 neutrons/cm2.sec.
As is seen from the figure, the effect of nitrogen
is negligible below a concentration of 10~8.

All of the above results assume the 2'P state
to be the only excited state produced by fission
fragments. Calculations using the procedure of
Ref. C, the TM model, have also been carried out.
Boltzmann plots showing log XI/gĵ A = log[hcn^/4irg^](
where X is the wave length, I is the intensity, A
is Einsteir's transition probability, gj is the de-
generacy, h is Planck' c. constant and c is the speed
of light, vs. eu, the energy of the upper level,
for pressures of 100 and 760 Torr are given in Figs.
7 and 8 for the 2]P model and in Figs. 9 and 10 for
the TM model. Error bars in these graphs indicate
the spread in Walters' experimental data. Using
the TM model, the triplet states are considerably
underpopulated relative to the singlet states. Be-
cause Walters found the triplet states to be of
the same order of magnitude for states with n = 3,
it appears that the 2*P model is more appropriate.

As is seen from Fig. 7, the 2*P model gives
good agreement with experiment at 100 Torr; the only
discrepancy being the n3D states which are over-
populated compared with the experimental measure-
ments. At 760 Torr the agreement of the 2!P model
with experiment is not as good as at 100 Torr. All
triplet states except Lhe 33S are predicted to have
a population greater than experimentally measured
values. This could be due to an improper pressure
dependence for associative ionization as discussed
earlier. In general, singlet states have much

higher emission coefficients and as a result, cas-
cade losses play a larger role in the singlet sys-
tem. The triplet system on the other hand is pre-
dominantly governed by associative ionization and
excitation transfer processes and these have a
greater dependence on pressure. Thus, it is ex-
pected that triplet states number densities will
decrease more rapidly with pressure. Calculations
have also been carried out assuming fission frag-
ments produce only 2lS slates. However, for this
case the 2JS nunber density is higher than the 23S
number density and this is not in agreement with
available experiments21.

When studying pure helium, two population in-
versions have been found throughout the entire
range of pressures, neutron fluxes and fission
fragment excitation models examined on the 3!P -
3lD (95.76U) and 4>P - 4:D (216u) lines"'". In
addition, for pressures less than 200 Torr and
neutron fluxes less than lO1* neutrons/cm2.sec. the
TM model prgdicts an inversion of the 3lS - 2'P
line (7281 A ) . The expression for the gain coef-
ficient is given in the Appendix. The gain coef-
ficients together with other inversions, operating
conditions and fission fragment models employed
are summarized in Table 1. The addition of the
nitrogen did not change the above results. How-
ever, the gain coefficients &re slightly decreased
because of greater depopulation of excited levels.

Figures 7-10 show only states of principal
quantum number four or less; these states were the
only states considered in the determination of the
Inversions present. Excitation transfer cross sec-
tions are not available for the n = S states an-! as
a result these states are overpopulated. The im-
portance of these reactions can be seen by perform-
ing calculations where these reactions are neglect-
ed for all states. The Boltzmann plot for such a
case is shown in Fig. 21. Comparing Figs. 7 and 11,
it is clear that excitation transfer plays an im-
portant role in determining the relative population
of excited states and consequently, the presence of

Table.1 Rain Coefficients

Transition

3lp

31 P

3lp

3XP

3XP

41?

41?

Ah
A **

A P

43D

3*5

-lh
- 3u

- 3HD

- 2XD

-3h
-Ah

1

-4 1!)

-4*1)

-A
- 4 3 P

- 2 ^

Wavelength

95.76 v

95.76 u

95.76 y

95.76 V

. 95.76 i!

216 u

216 u

216 u

216 \i

216 v'

21b v

7281 A

Excitation
• Model

2lp

2lp

2lp

2-F

TM

2XP

21?

2 ^

2-P

TM

21?

TM

Pressure
Torr

100

760

100

760

760

100

760

100

760

760

100

100

Heutron
Flux

3.8 x 10 1 1

3.8 x 1011

1.0 x 1016

3.8 x 1011

3.8 x 10 1 1

3.8 x 1O11

3.8 x 10 1 1

1.0 x 3.O16

3.8 x 1O11

3.8 x 1011

1.0 xlO 1 6

3.8 x 1 O U

0.0

0.0

0.0

5 x 10"5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

5 x 10"5

0.0

0.0

0.0

Gain
Coefficient

0.28 x 10~9

0.76 x 10"11

0.14 x 10~5

0.42 x 10"11

0.15 x 10"9

0.12 x 1O"9

0.24 x 1O"11

0.16 x 10"6

0.14 x lO"11

0.11 x 10"10

0.20 x 10"5

0.24 x 10"8
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Inversion.
sumes

Similar conclusions hold when one as-

3 Q(43X) (18)

as is seen from comparing Figs. 6 and 11.

Concluding Remarks

Considering the incompleteness of available
cross sections, the predictions of the model are in
good agreement with available relative intensity
measurements and measured inversions. However,
more complete rate data is needed for the accurate
predictions of other possible inversions involving
the higher states. The calculated gain coefficients
are so small that, because of cavity losses, lasing
is not expected to occur in helium. Thus, helium
is not a good candidate for a nuclear pumped laser.

Appendix: Gain Coefficient

The possible jsing transitions in atomic heli-
um involve electronic state transitions. The gain
coefficient for transition from upper level m to
lower level n is

Y(v) • A &-h G(V)

n(2,2) ( T ) j ^ g ^ + 0.52487 exp [-0.7732 T] +

2.16178 exp [-2.43787 T] -

* ,,„ •,*-* J>-14874 . ,18.03236.43? x 10 T sin ( p 7 6g 3 -

. 7.27371) .

The required parameters for helium are60'6"

d - 2.576 x 10"8 cm

(A8)

e » 10.22 "K

Ig » 24.586 ev .
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Fig. 1 Slab approximation of cylindrical geonetry.
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ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS AND RADIATION TRANSPORT IN URA: IjJM PLASMAS

G. Miley, C. Eathke*. E. Meceda and C. Choi
Nuclear engineering Program
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Abstract

Electron energy distribution functions have

• been calculated in p U" -plasma at 1 atmosphere
for various plasma temperatures. (5000 to 8000°K)

and.neutron fluxes (2 x 10 " to 2 x 10 neutrons/

(cm -sec}), Two.sources of energetic electrons
are included; namely fission-fragment and electron-
impact ionization, resulting.in a high-energy tail
superimposed or the theraali.̂ ec electron distribu-
tion. Consequential derivations from equilibrium
collision rates are of iiiteret; relative to direct
pumping of lasers and radiation emission. Results
suggest that non-equilibTium excitation can best
be achieved with an additive gas such ss helium or
in loweT temperature plasmas requiring UFg.

An approximate analytic model, based on
continuous electron slowing, has been used for
survey calculations. Where more accuracy is re-
quired, a Monte Carlo technique is used which
combines an analytic representation of Coulombic
collisions with a random-walk treatment of in-
elastic collisions. The calculated electron dis-
tributions have beon incorporated into another
code that evaluates both the excited atomic state
densities within the plasma and the radiative
flux emitted from the plasma. Only preliminary
results are available from the latter code at
this time, however.

Introduction

Knowledge of distribution functions is essen-
tial to understanding radiation-induced plasmas
and their applications. Prior to the present
uranium plasma calculations, workers at Illinois
considered various noble gases, both as potential
nuclear-pumped laser candidates and to gain ex-
perience with analytic techniques with simpler

cases. G. Miley*• ' ' developed techniques to
calculate the energy distribution of the primary

ions. Subsequently, P. Thiess and G. Miley
reported early calculations for helium at the 2nd

(41
Uranium Conference; R. Lo and G. Miley1 first
reported the calculation of a full distribution of
electron energy in a helium plasma created by
•nuclear radiation in 1974; and B. Wang and G.

Mi ley *• ' developed a Monte Carlo simulation model
to evaluate the distribution function more pre-
cisely for cases both with and without an applied
electric field. While consuming more computer
time, the Monte Carlo method is viewed as a bench-
mark for testing analytic techniques which must,
of necessity, contain many approximations.

Evaluation of the electron energy distribu-
tion and the resulting excited state densities in
uranium-UF, plasmas are necessary to accurately

determine the ladiation omitted from a gaseous-core
uranium reactor such as if currently under experi-
mental study at Los Alamos Scientific Labora-
tory. ' A gaseous-core uranium reactor is a po-
tentially important source of radiation for the
various applications such as chemical processing,
isotope separation, and direct pumuing of gas

lasers.™

While early experiment! will use UF,, our

calculations to date have concentrated on uranium
plasma? for two reasons: First, an opportunity *o
develop the appropriate cross-sections and calca-
lational techniques is afforded while working with
a simpler, one-component case, and secondly, the
uranium plasma is of ultimate interest for high-
grade power reactors.

Plasma temperatures ranging from SOOO^K to
8000°K at a pressure of 1 atm (the boiling point
of uranium is 4407°K at 1 atm) hith neutron fluxes

from 2 x 10 to 2 x 10 neutrons/(cm -sec) are
considered. The uranium plasma under study is
unique in that it is a fissioning plasma. The
neutron flux within the plasma causes fission-
fragments to be formed. They in turn produce a
non-Maxwellian electron flux which excites the
atoms in the gas, c mating radiation emission.
Two important questions result: Are there any
inverted energy levels that could lead to lasing?
Does the line structure tha: is superimposed on
the emission continuum caust any unique features
relative to other uses?

The study' has two distinct aspects: First,
the effect of fission-fragments on the electron
energy-distribution function in the plasma is

evaluated. ' Parametric studies of the neutron-
flux (a measure of the fission-fragment density)
and the temperature dependence of the distribution
function ire included as part of this work.
Second, the excited-state densities within the

(9)
plasma are studied. ' Possible inversions are
sought and the radiative transport of photons, i.e.
the plasma emission spectrum, is considered.

In determining the rate of occurrence of fis-
sion reactions, the urai.iura is assumed to consist

entirely of the U isrtope. Furthermore, the
neutrons are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium
with the plasma so that the fission cross-section
can be averaged over the neutron flux distribution
using an effective neutron temperature. Some
allowance for spectrum hardening is made in the
more strongly absorbing cases.

Theoretical Models

In subsequent sections we concentrate on the
electron energy distribution created by fission

This work is supported by the U.S. NASA Grant_KSG-1063.

Present Address: Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08540
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fragments. Over the density range of interest,
electron-impact excitation-ionization dominates
over tne contribution by direct fission-fragment
collisions. Consequently, it is important to
have the correct energy-spectrum for primary
electrons produced by fission-fragment impact, and
this is calculated by techniques developed by Guyot

For the plasma parameters mentioned above, the
densities of the various plasma constituents can bo
predicted by the Saha equations, and the densities
are illustrated in this Fig. 1. A first urdci-
approximation of the perturbation to these den-
sities caused by the production of fission-frag-
menr generated electrons is only of the order of
1/10% for cases of interest here. Therefore, i.
further correction for radiation tffeccs is
generally negligible.

Despite their small number, the high energy
electrons in the tail of the distribution make a
significant contribution to excitation reactions,
hence, th tail is calculated explicitly. An
approximate, but useful, analytic formulation for
the distribution function is obtained with the
assumption of continuous slowing down of electrons.
In an infinite, isbtropic medium and in the absence
of external forces or fields, the steady-state
solution for the distribution function at high
energies {i.e. for energies where recombination is

negligible) is found to be1-11'12^1

1 S(E') dE'

dEr
dt E

E > ET

The denominator, jj-jg, of :-;q. (11 gives the

energy loss rate of an electron at energy E due to
Coulombic collisions and inelastic collisions
(ionization and excitation of neutral and singlely
ionized uranium). It is composed of a sum of en-
ergy loss rices Tor each type of collision, i.e.,

dE,
dt|ionization

collision?

dF _ JEI
dt ~ dt|coulombic

collisions

dt|excitation
collisions

Numerous treatments for

(2)

dE,
existICoulorabic

collisions
in the literature, such as the t'okker-Planck

model.^ ' However, the electron density in the
uranium plasma is unique in that it does not satis-
fy the conditions necessary for Dsbye shielding,
e.g. in a typical case less than one electron is
contained per Debye sphere. Consequently, the
more general energy loss rate of T. Kihara and

(14)
0. Aono1 '
interactions.

is used, which incorporates collective

In the case of ionization and excitation, the
energy loss rate may be obtained by

dt|E = <E>loss £3)

where v is the speed of a vest electron relative to
thermal electrons and E is the macroscopic inelas-
tic cross section. The average energy loss per
collision, <E> is defined as

loss

loss" JasjFiw
do(E.E')
— d£T-~

<J(E)

where E is Che energy of a test particls and E1

is the energy lost by the test particle as a re-
sult of a collision. The microscopic cross sec-
tion, o(E) and the energy transfer differential

(4)

cross section, are calculated from a

Gryzinski modfc!

e t , l . ^

using the data of Parks,

for uranium atomic states.

While there are many uncertainties in these
cross section estimates, this approach is the only
one feasible in view of the scarcity of experi-
mental data or detailed calculations. While
absolute magnitudes for the resulting distribu-
tions will reflect this uncertainty, hopefully
relativs comparisons among the various calcula-
tions will be more accurate.

I.i the numerator of Eq. (1), the quantity
S(E') is the electron production rate from all
sources per unit spatial volume per unit energy.
The electron sources are of two types, categorized
according to their origin; namely, nascent elec-
trons and secondary electrons. The former elec-
trons are the result of fission-fragment-induced
ionization of uranium while the latter are the
result of electron-induced ionization of uranium.
Since the secondary electron source is dependent
upon the nascent electron source and the manner in
which they thermalize, an expression for the total
source, S(E) cannot be known a priori. Conse-
quently, S(E) and the distribution function f(E)
must be calculated in an iterative manner.

Comyutatlonal Techniques

The starting point in the iterative scheme is
the calculation of the nascent electron source S

o
which requires a knowledge of the fission-fragment
energy distribution. A simple estimate of this
distribution can be obtained using the equivalence
of Eq. (1). The source of fission-fragments is so
narrow in energy that it can be considered as a
delta function; but two distinct fission-fragments
result from a single fission event at average
energies of 67 MeV and 98 MeV and masses of 140 amu
and 96 amu, respectively. Then, the fission-frag-
ment distribution is

S<
dEt
dt E

(5)
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Fig. l. The density of the uranium plasma con-
stituents plotted versus teraperat re
assuming a pressure of one atmosphere.

where S' represents the number of fission events/

(cm -sec) and ̂ j-L is the energy loss rate of a

fission-fragment at energy E. The quantity Sp is
determined by the choice of the neutron flux and
the temperature which indirectly yields the uran-
ium density and an averaged fission cross section

characterized by the plasma temperature.^17^

The fission-fragments experience electron
capture over their entire track such that
1 ~ % v/vQ where qQ and vQ represent the initial

charge (~16e) and velocity, respectively. Conse-

quently, the energy loss — is a minimum at the

beginning of their track. A semi-empirical for-

mula'' ' for the energy loss of a fission-frag-

ment at energy E is given by

dx = Xup"

-1/2

(6)

where EQ is the birth energy of the fission frag-
ment and \ is its range (the latter is obtained
from Eq. 3.50 of Ref. 18). Then, the fission-
fragment distribution is

(7)

where M is the mass of the fission-fragment and
the relationship dE/dt = v dE/dx = /2E/M • dE/dx
has been utilized. The nascent electron source
term SQ appearing in Fig. 2 is then obtained by
averaging the fission-fragment distribution ov«r a
Gryzinski energy-transfer cross-section for ic.n-
ization events, generalized for heavy, multi-
charged ions. C15'10)

The nascent electrons S relax into a primary

electron distribution f (E) according to Eq. (1).

During the thermalization process, the primary
electrons further ionize the background uranium
generating a source of secondary ilectrons S^ '")

(as with S , S, is obtained by averaging the pri-
mary electron distribution over a Gryzinski
energy-transfer cross-section for ionization).
This first generation of secondary electrons dis-
tribute themselves in energy as prescribed by
Eq. (I), i.e. insertion of S,(E) in the equation

yields f.(E), producing a second generation of

secondary electrons S,(E). This process is con-

tinued until the sum of S.(E)'s converges to S(E)

and likewise the sum of the f. (E)'s converges to

f(E) (see Fig. 2). Convergence is readily ob-

ENERGY, eV

Fig. 2. The nascent source (....) versus energy
as well as the distribution function
plotted versus energy. The distribution
consists of a Maxwellian (-) and the
converged solution of the high-energy
tail (-•-). The initial tern in the
series representation of f(E is also
plotted (--).
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tainable within a few iterations, in agreement with
earlier observations of a similar process by Fano

and Spencer. '

Crucial to the evaluation of the electron
energy distribution function is the accurate repre-
sentation of the inelastic cross sections. Since
they have not been measured experimentally, they
were computed from a hydrogen model of

Gryzinski, ' modified for uranium by utilization

s)f the atomic state daca of Parks. '

As seen from Fig. 3, the uranium corss sections
exhibit an abrupt rise at the threshold energy.
The appearance of discontinuities in the slopes of
the cross sections are indicative of one electronic
state's participation in an event being over-
shadowed by another state; e.g. the discontinuity

in the slope of the U ionization cross section at
18 eV represents the appearance of an inner-electron
ionization process which, at high energies, over-
shadows the ionization of the outer-most electron.
At very large energies, the fine structure of the
energy levels gives way to an 1/E energy dependence.

Iff1

o io"'8

a) 10

o
I02

.-23

-kxC.TATION OF^ U
•J lu

fU°
IONIZATION OF< U*

BY ELECTRON
IMPACT

10° 10'
ENERGY, eV

F.'g. 3. The ionization and excitation cross

sections for U, U+, and U++ versus energy.

The excitation cross sections are found to be
largsr in magnitude than the corresponding ioniza-
tion cross sections. An analogous trend is ob-

servei for cesium (see L. J. Kieffer's work" ')
which is quite similar in electronic structure.
These trends can be attributed to the fact that
such c-oss sections are in general inversely pro-
portional to the energy transferred. Then, the
smallei energy transfer afforded by excitation
collisions results in the increased probability of
their o:currence over ionization collisions.

Results, Distribution Calculations

Upon accumulation of the necessary cross
sections, energy loss rates, source terms, and
species' densities, the distribution function may
thien be evaluated as previously desi .-ibed. Results

of such calculations were illustrated earlier in
Fig. 2. It is observed that the distribution
function is essentially composed of two parts: a
thermalized bulk electron population plus a high-
energy tail. While the present technique assumes
that, based on_earlier arguments, the lower energy
distribution (< 15 eV) follows a Maxwellian shape,
two points should be stressed: First, the relative
amplitude and temperature of this distribution have
been determined in a self-consistent manner rela-
tive to the' tail electrons (recall the balances
previously cited). Second, fcr present purposes the
main region of interest is the high-energy tail
which can cause non-Maxwellian excitation and
ionization. The bulk of the low energy elect' us
are energetically unable to cause excitations.
Their only role is as a s.lowing-down agent for
high energy electrons, and, to a first approxima-
tion, this is not too sensitive to the details of
the low energy distribution.

At lower energies, near the region where tha
tail of the distribution and the Maxwellian join,
the assumption of continuous slowing down is poor
since the energy loss per collision can be com-
parable to the total electron energy. Since this
region is important for subsequent excitation cal-
culations, a more precise Monte Carlo modt;l was

employed for select cases. ' ^ Tiis method em-
ploys a governing Boltzmann equation vhich relaxes
the assumption of continuous slowing for inelastic
collisions. The solution employs a-i analytic simu-
lation of Coulombic collisions while ionization and
excitation events are simulated in a tradit -ial
Monte Carlo, i.e. random walk, fashion. The secon-
dary electron avalanche is included explicitly. A
comparison of tne Monte Carlo and analytic results

is shown in Fig. 4 for a neutron flux of 2 x 10

neutrons/(cm -sec).

The Monte Carlo results consistently fall be-
low the analytic model, and this is attributed to
the error introduced by the continuous slowing ap-
proximation in the latter. Fortunately, the error
is not so great, however, as to completely invali-
date the analytic model which it is thought can
still provide insight into trends>

Parametric studies indicate that the amplitude
of the high-energy tail is roughly linearly propor-
tional to the neutron-flux level and inversely pro-
portional to the temperature (see Figs. S, 6 and 7).
In both cases, the trends observed essentially fol-
low the electron source term S(E) of Eq. (1). In-
creasing the neutron flux increases the nascent
electron source term while decreasing the tempera-
ture results in an increase in the uranium density

[(n - (kT/p)"1] which in
electron source term.

turn increases the nascent

The absolute magnitude of the high-energy tail
is also dependent upon the fraction of the energy
loss rate of Eq. (1) contributed by Coulombic drag
relative to inelastic collisions. As noted
earlier, in cases where Coulombic collisions are
important, the unified slowing model has been em-
ployed to account for collective behavior. The
relative importance of this is illustrated in Fig.
8 for a case where Coulombic collisions are the
dominant energy loss mechanism. It appears that
the correction for collective effects is of order
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ENERGY, eV

Fig. 4: A comparison of Monte Carlo results (A's)
and analytic solution (dahsed line] for
various temperatures at a neutron flux of

12 2
2x10 neutrons/(cm -sec). A Maxwellian
distribution = solid line. A vertically
displaced analytic solution is also pre-
sented (-.-).

of 20%. This is not too serious, then, when it
is considered that many of the cross-sections in-
volved contain much larger uncertainties. Still,
the unified model has been retained in the calcu-
lation since it is not difficult to do so and
since this avoids unnecessary inaccuracies.

The tail of the electron distribution is much
lower in magnitude relative to the thermalized
Maxwellian in uranium than was the case found

earlier in noble gases such as He.^4>S^ This occurs
because of the large contribution from thermal
ionization at the elevated temperatures involved.
Consequently, the contribution to excitation from
tail electrons is not so important in the uranium
cases. Still, since, as shown in Fig. 5, the
energy levels of interest fall in the region of
the tail, the latter electrons cannot be ignored.
For example, for the'plasma conditions of 8000"K

and 2 x 1 0 ° neutrons/(cm2-sec), the calculated

distribution causes 6 x 10 more excitation

events/fern -sec) than would a Maxwellian distribu-
tion.

Since the non-Maxwellian region is of interest
for pumping laser lines, these results suggest
that pure uranium may not be .as interesting for
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Fig. 5. The effect of varying the neutron flux
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Fig. 6. The distribution function versus energy
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neutrons/cm -sec for temperatures of 8000°
K, 7000°K, 6 0 0 0 % and 5000°K.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the effect of using dif-
ferent Coulombic slowing treatments.

this purpose as hoped. [This arg'iient assumes
coilisional excitation; a recombination laser
might be very attractive.] There are two ways to
improve the situation, however. First, the ther-
malized electron population will lie at lower en-
ergies in low-temperature UF& plasmas, and this

should lead to a dominance of tail-excitations.

Second, as suggested by recent calculations,
mixtures such as He-U, Ar-U, etc. should be con-
sidered. Then, tail electrons can be used to ex-
cite the added gases which are selected to have
energy levels that fall in the higher energy re-
gion (e.g. -30 eV for He).

Excited State Densities and Radiation Transport

Techniques and data necessary to evaluate
radiation transport in an uranium plasma have
been developed over the past year. This work is
still in process, but a brief description of the
work to date will be presented.

To determine the excited state densities we
consider the processes illustrated i.i Fig. 9. The
electron distribution discussed above generates
the excited state densities within the plasma.
Radiation emitted from the excited states is ampli-
fied or absorbed within the plasma, possibly al-
tering the excited state densities. Consequently,
the radiation and state densities are coupled with-
in the plasma.

NEUTRON FLUX
CAUSES FISSION
FRAGMENTS TO BE
PRODUCED

FISSION FRAGMENTS
PRODUCE A NON-
MAXWELLIAM ELECTRON
FLUX

CGENERATES EXCITED
STATE DENSITIES
WITHIN THE PLASMA

7
EXCITED ATOMS AND
IONS EMIT RADIATION
WITHIN THE PLASMA

ABSORPTION AND
AMPLIFICATION OF
RADIATION WITHIN
THE PLASMA ALTER
EXCITED STATE
DENSITIES

Fig. 9. Schematic representation of physical
processes within a uranium plasma.
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Before such calculations are possible, a model

of uranium energy structure is necessary. J The
state energy levels and inverse lifetimes were ob-
tained using data from NBS ( 2^ and LASL.(25'26)

Using the intensity data in these reports, energy
levels and inverse lifetimes were computed and

normalized to the lifetime data of (Close.1- •'

An example of the energy levels and the rela-
tive inverse lifetimes derived in this fashion is
given in Table I. These results are obtained on
the basis of a j-j coupling scheme which was se-
lected to be consistent with the original analysis
of measured radiation intensities. It is to be
noted, for example, that a spontaneous emission of

radiation from an initial state, 14644 cm , to the

final state, 0 cm" , is at least twice more prob-
able than a transition to a higher final state;

620 cm" , about four times more than to the final

state 6249 c m , etc. Further discussion of these
results is given in Ref. 23.

The time dependen' rate equation for excited
state q is

dN

P(V) N
v

g(v)

(E) dE

Dq V*

- N (E) dE

- \j ,(E) dE

dEi dEth (8)

In our model we assume a steady-state solu-
tion, hence the time derivative is set equal to
zero. Since the system is large [e.g. about 1-m
long with a 1-m diameter based on an experimental

plasma design at Los Alamos^ •"], we assume an in-
finite medium system wb^re diffusion losses are
negligible. With these two assumptions, Eq. (8)
reduces to a matrix equation of the form

B N
pq q V

As a test of the validity of this model, ini-

tial calculations were done for helium. Some re-

sults from this study are reproduced in Table II .There,

experimental values^ ' for fission-fragment ir-
radiation of He are compared with the theoretical
computations for a single step (Case I) and
double step (Case II) excitation. ("Double
step" refers to excitation collisions originating
from metastable states whereas "single step"
processes start from the ground state.) Dis-
crepancies arise due to the significant contri-
bution of Maxwel liars distribution, expecially
for the more realistic conditions of Case II.
However, it is important to notice that there are

inversions predicted for the 3 P-3 D and 4 P-4 D
states. These results are described in more de-
tail in Ref. 9. Comparisons with other data and
calculations, to the extent possible, showed good
agreement, lending confidence to the model.

Radiation from the uranium plasma will con-
sist of a continuum black-body type radiation with
a discrete line structure superimposed. The con-
tinuum will be calculated using conventional tech-
niques while perturbations due to line structure

Table I. Relative inverse lifetimes for some states of UI based on Ref. 24,. Ref. 25

and Ref. 26. Energies are in cm" . * indicates data is from Ref. 24.

FINAL STATE

15721

15638

15632

14644

13463

.001455*

.00143*

.00457*

.00642*

.00178*

.00127*

.004*

.00281*

.00094*

.00203*

.00101*

.00075S

.00047

. 00266

.00168

.00213

.001S9

.00096 .00014

.00316

.OO25S

.00296

.001S7

.00239

.00137

.00348 .00103

.00356

.00237

.00166

.00319

.00370

.00047

.00152
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Table II. Fission-Fragmsnt Excitation of He.

°3'P

93'p
n3'0

SHIPMAN

1.7

2.83

CASE I

1.189

1.982

CASE H

0.693

1.155

n4.p

"I'D

g4'o
 nt'p

94'P
n4'D

1.8

3.00

0.855

1.425

0.65

1.083

will be obtained from the excited-state density-
calculation described above. A code to do this
has been devised that divides the plasma into dis-
crete regions to account for temperature and
density variations. An iteration technique is em-
ployed to account for the radiation and state-
density coupling, but this connection should only
be important for a few strong lines.

Conclusion

Cross sections, lifetime data, etc. and
methods have been developed for the calculation
of the electron energy distribution in a fission-
ing uranium plasma. This is the first time such
results are available. The thermalized component
tends to dominate in high-temperature, pure uran-
ium. It is suggested, however, that high-energy
electrons in the tail of the distribution may be
very effective in producing non-equilibrium exci-
tation in mixtures where the additive gas has a
relatively high threshold energy for excitation.
The noble gases are examples of potentially at-
tractive additives.

These methods of analysis are now being ap-
plied to lower temperature UFfe which is of prime

interest for near-term experimental endeavors. In
addition, radiation emission spectra from the uran-
ium plasma are under study.
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Abstract

Scattering of electrons by UFs molecule uas
studied at impact energies ranging from 5 to 100 eV
and momentum transfer, elastic and inelastic
scattering cross sections were determined. The
measurements also yielded spectroscopic informa-
tion which made possible to extend the optical
absorption cross sections from 2000A to 435A. It
was found that UFS is a very strong absorber in
the vacuum UV region. No transitions were found
to lie below the onset of the optically detected
3.0 eV feature.

I. Introduction

Considerable need has developed recently for
spectroscopic information and electron collision
cross section data for UFS in connection with
the UF6 gas core reactor, isotope separation
schemes and nuclear pumped lasers. Theoretical
methods are not expected-to yield reliable
predictions for such a complex molecule and elec-
tron impact T.aasuremints have not been reported
in the literature.

He summarize here the results of our investi-
gations concerning electron scattering from UFs .
Some of these results have been published or
submitted for publication very recently*"^ and
some of them are reported for the first time.

The photoabsorption spectrum of UF6 has been
studied by many workers. Recently, DePoorter and
Rofer-DeFoorter obtained detailed absorption
spectrum and absolute absorption cross sections
in the 2000 to 4200A region. Rabideau5 also made
absolute photoabsorption cross section measure-
ments in the 1950 to 2500A spectral region. An
investigation of the absorption spectiMm of UF6
at low temperatures, in both solid and vapor
phase, was carried out by Lewis et al between
2000 and 4300A. No such studies are available
for wavelengths less than 2000A.

The techniques of electron impact spectro-
scopy can be utilized (at high impact energies
and low scattering angles) to give optical
absorption cross sections. 9 On this basis
Huebner et al10 have reported apparent oscil-
lator strength distributions for a number of

molecules. Generally their data agree well with
optically measured values even for incident
electron energies as low as 100 eV. The same
technique is utilized in the present investi-
gation to extend the photoabsorbtion cross
sections from 2000A to 435A.

At low incident energies and high scattering
angles the electron impact energy-loss spectra
are dominated by optically-forbidden transitions
and yield information which is not available
by the means of conventional optical spectro-
scopy.ll This method was utilized here to search
for optically-forbidden states.

The electron scattering intensities in both
energy regions have been normalized to yield
differential and integral cross sections and
some of these results are reported here.
Evaluation of the laboratory measurements are
still in progress and will be reported later.

II. Apparatus and Method

Details of the experimental procedures have
been published elsewhere.1~^»12,13 Briefly, the
apparatus consists of an electron gun which pro-
duces a colligated, energy-selected beam of elec-
trons of impact energy Eo. The electron bejra
crosses the target UFa beam at 90°. This target
beam is generated by flowing the UFS through a
capillary array. Electrons scattered through a
solid angle dfi (~ 10"3sr) at .-.n angle 8 with re-
spect to the incident electron beam are detected
and energy analyzed. An energy-loss spectrum is
obtained by using pulse counting and multichannel
scaling techniques. The energy resolution was
about 80 meV (FWHM). The incident energy scale
was calibrated against the He 19.35 eV reso-
nance and the true zero scattering angle was
determined from the symmetry of the scattering
intensity around the nominal zero scattering
angle. The critical features in the present
experiments were that a. the gun, electron
optics, and detector were differentially
pumped relative to the scattering chamber., and
b. the target UF6 beam was condensed on a liq-
uid nitrogen cold trap placed immediately
above the scattering region. Even with these
precautions, the electron optics became poi
soned by the UF6 after two weeks of operation.

^Supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under Contract
No. NAS7-100 to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and in part by ERDA Order Ho. LS-76-5.
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III. Elastic Scattering IV. Photoabsorption Spectrum arid Cross Sections

The elastic ittering intensity (which
includes rotational and vibrational contributions
within the instrumental resolution) was measured
as a function of scattering angle at fixed impact
energies ranging from 5 to 75 eV. Under identical
conditions the same procedure was applied to He
and the ratio of the UFe scattering intensity to
He scattering intensity was determined. From
these intensity ratios absolute elastic scattering
cross sections for UFe were obtained by a pro-
cedure utilizing He elastic scattering cross
sections as secondary standards. The details of
tht: procedure are described in Ref. 1. The
differential and integral elastic cross sections
as well as the momentum transfer cross sections
are summarized in Table I.

The electron impact energy-loss spectrum
obtained at 100 eV impact energy and 5° scatter-
ing angle should be very closely the same as
the optical absorption spectrum. This spectrum
(Fig. 1) was utilized to get the generalized
oscillator strength distribution or the relative
optical absorption cross sections in the 4000 to
435A region. The relative values were normalized
to the absolute scale with the help of the cross
sections of DePoorter and Rofer-DePoorter at
2255A (5.5 eV). For detailed discussion see
Ref. Z. The results are given in Table II and
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. There is an excellent
agreement between-the optical and the electror.
impact results in the overlapping region except
at around 3-4.5 eV energy losses where the cross

TABLE I. UF6 Differential Elastic Cross Sections CT(8), (10"
aom3/sr). The

percentages contributed by the extrapolations of o(6) between 0
and 20° and between 135° and 180° to the elastic integral ajic".
momentum transfer cross sections are shown in parentheses. The
data reported here for the 5 aV electron impact energy have been
obtained by extrapojating a(6) values at other energies.

Eo (eV)

6(deg)

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135

INTEGRAL

(io-aV)

Mom. Transfer

(io-2°m
a)

5

1.60
1.30
1.20
1.10
0.88
0.70
0.52
0.34
0.25
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.20
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
'0.15
0.13
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.12

4.3
(23%)

2.4
(27%)

10

3.75
2.90
?.50
2.15
1.75
1.35
1.00
0.68
0.50
0.40
0.37
0.38
0.40
0.43
0.44
0.^4
0.43
f .41
0.40
0.40
0.41
0.41
0.43
0.45

9.6
(25%)

5.9
(32%)

15

7.00
5.60
4.30
3.30
2.25
1.60
1.15
0.90
0.84
0.98
1.25
1.45
1.40
1.38
1.25
1.15
0.95
O.9C
0,82
0.78
0.82
1.00
1.30
1.85

25
(397.)

24
(55%)

20

12.50,
8.00
4.50
2.60
1.60
1.15
1-09
1.15
1.25
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.28
1.10
0.95
0.86
0.62
0.58
0.57
0.60
0.66
0.78
0.90
1.15

27
(43%)

19
(46%)

30

5.80
4.00
2.75
1.80
1.45
1.35
1.25
1.10
0.90
0.74
0.60
0.48
0.42
0.36
0.34
0.39
0.47
0.50
0.52
0.56
0.64
0.80
1.00
1.35

17
(43%)

13
(54%)

40

8.20
3.10
1.50
1.45
1.45
1.30
1.15
0.86
0.68
0.66
0.65
0.54
0.45
0.36
0.31
0.30
0.30
0,32 .
0.35
0.40
0.58
0.82
1.10
1.40

19
(55%)

13
(58%)

50

9.40
3.50
2.15
1.95
1.95
1.40
1.00
0.63
0.52
0.53
0.53
0.46
0.38
0.2/
0.19
0,20
0.21
0.23
0.31
0.50
0.74
1.10
1.40
1.70

22
(59%)

13
(55%>

60

6.00
2.10
1.95
1.80
1.45
0.98
0.64
0.46
0.41
0.50
0.38
0.28
0.21
0.17
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.22
0.32
0.53
/.80
1.10
1.35
1.55

18
(60%)

75

3.20
2.50
1.95
1.40
1.05 •

0.74
0.54
0.42
0.J5
-0.29
0.25
0.23
0.22
0.23
0.23
0.24
0.28
0.33
0.41
0.51
0.60
0.74
0.86
0.94

9,5
(38%)

?.O
47X)
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ENERGY LOSS, eV

Energy-loss spectra of UFe at 5°
scattering angle for 75 eV and 100 eV
electron impact energies.

sections are small and the electron impact curve
could have some non-optical contributions.

A quantity of interest for some applications
is the integral cross section OjOPt for a
particular band between energy losses Ej and E3 .
This can be obtained by:

opt (1)

We have calculated the integrated photoabscrption
cross section using Eq. (1) with Ei =2.5 eV and
Efe = E where E is the energy of any portion of the
spectrum. The results are shown in Fig. 4 and in
Table III. From tht.se data the integrated cross
section for any arbitrary energy loss interval
can be easily obtained.

From Fig. 3 we find that the spectrum of UFe
at wavelength less than 2000A exhibits consider-
able structure and the spectral features compris-
ing this structure have stronger photoabsorpfion
cross section than those observed above 2000A.

TABLE II

Photoabsorption cross section per electron volt, da/dE, for selected values
of th^ electron energy loss E. The wavelength X equivalent to each energy loss E is
also shown. rhe da/dE values are the smoothed values obtained from Fig. 3.

E(oV)

4.0
4 .5
5.0
5.5
6.0'
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5

10.0
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.5
15.0
15.5
16.0

•(nm)

310.0
275.5
248.0
=525.5
206.6
190.8
177.1
165.3
155.0
145.9
137.8
130.5
124.0
118.1
112.7
Iu7.8
103. j
99.2
95.4
91.9
88.6
85.5
82.7
30.0
.'7.5

(10"' ' '

0
0
0
1
1
0
1
2
4
•1

3
2
0
0
1
1
2
7
7
5
4
2
3
2
2

-/dE
cm3 eV"1)

.014

.086

.15

.15

.27

.99

.15

.49

.03

.65

.11

.72

.92

.88

.76

.57

.30

.66

.17

.29

.22

.99

.41

.87

.99

E(eV)

16.5
17.0
17.5
18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5
20.0
20.5
21.0
21.5
22.0
22.5
23.0
23.5
24.0
24.5
25.0
25.5
26.0
26.5
27.0
27.5
28.0
28.5

X(nm)

75.2
72.9
70.8
68.9
67.0
65.3
63.6
62.0
60.5
59.0
57.7
56.4
55.1'
53.9
52.8
51.7
50.6
49.6
48.6
47.7
46.8
45.9
45.1
44.3
43,5

da/dE
(10 1 ? cmE eV"1)

3.06
3.26
3.34
3.34
3.64
i.76
3.76
3.83
3.76
3.64
3.64
3.45
3.26
3.37
3.14
3.07
3.45
3.45
3.26
3.26
2.88
2.38
2.88
2.79
2.68
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Fig. 2 A comparison of the present results
(Curve A) with the photoabsorption spectra
of DePoorter and Rofer-bePoorter have been
•normalized to the data of DePoorter and
Rofer-DePoorter at 5.5 eV. The correspond-
ing wavelengths (X) in nanometers are
indicated on top of the figure.

Fig. 3 Photoabsorption cross section of UFg
derived from the electron impact
energy loss data of Fig. 1 and
normalized as indicated in Fig. 2.

TABLE H I

Integral photoabsorption cross section, CTj between energy losses 2.5 eV and E
The wavelength X equivalent to each energy loss E is also chown.

2(eV)

4.0
4 .5
5.0
5.5
6 .0
6.5
7.0
7 .5
8.0
8 .5
9 .0
9 .5

10.0
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.5
15.0
15.5
16.0

Mnm)

310.0
275.5
248.0
225.5
206.6
190.8
177.1
165.3
155.0
145.9
137.8
130.5
124, C
118.1
112.7
107.8
103.3
99.2
95.4
91.9
88.6
85.5
82.7
80.0
77.5

5
2
9
3
1
1
2
2
4
5
7
8
9
9
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2 .
2 .

.66

.83

.48

.43

.06

.55

.10

.82
,65
.99
.06
.63
.49
.89
06

.12
22
44
73
07
26
43
59
74
86

(cms)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10 "2°
10"1B

10"l«

lO" 1 7

10" 1 7

lO" 1 7

io~17

10~17

I O - 1 7

i o - "
lO"17

10"17

io-1 7

lO" 1 6

io-1 6

10" i e

10"1B

10" l s

10"16

10"16

io-1 6

10'1S

lO"16

lO"16

E(ev)

16.5
17.0
17.5
18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5
20.0
20.5
21.0
21.5
22.0
22.5
23.0
23.5
24.0
24.5
25.0
25.5
26.0
26.5
27.0
27.5
28.0
28.5

Mnm)

75.2
72.9
70.8
68.9
67.0
65.3
63.6
62.0
60.5
59.0
57.7
56.4
55.1
53.9
52.8
51.7
50.6
49. G
48.6
47.7
46.8
45.9
45.1
44.3
43.5

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6.
6.

°T

.01

.14

.27

.42

.56

.74

.89

.05

.22

.39
55

.71

.87
00
15
27
40
54
67
79
93
05
17
29
39

(en3)

x 10"1S

x 10"16

* W~ltx 10"16

x 10"1S

x 10~ ie

x 10"1E

x 10-16

x 10"16

x 10" i e

x 10"1G

x 10-16

x lO"16

x 10-16

x 10-1B

x 10-16

x 10-16

x 10-16

x 10"1S

x lO"16

x 10-16

x 10-1 6

x 10" l e

x lO"16

x 10"16
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ENERGY LOSS, eV

28

Fig. 4 Integral absorption cross sections
between energy losses 2.5 and E eV as
obtained from Eq. (1).

V. Electron Scattering at Low and
Intermediate Impact Energies

In Fig. 5 are shown energy-loss (AE) spectra
at an incident electron energy (Eo) of 20 eV,
and at scattering angles (9) between 20° and
135°. The elastic scattering peak (AE = 0 eV)
is shown for each spectrum. Also shown above
the top spectrum is the optical absorption
spectrum of gaseous 'JF6.6>7 The locations of
all peaks, in eV, are also indicated.

No transitions are found to lie below the
onset of the first-detected feature at 3.0 eV.
This is also confirmed in spectra (not shown)
taken at Eo = 10 eV, even closer to threshold.
The feature in the J.0-3.6 eV region must
correspond to the lowest triplet and singlet
charge-transfer excitations from a tiuo orbital
centered on the fluorine atoms to !:he azu
uranium 5f orbital." In general, the variation
with 9 of peak intensities in an energy-loss
spectrum is known to give important information
about the spin multiplicity of electronic
transitions involved. For example, spin- and
dipole-allowed transitions are strongly forward
peaked in 6, while spin-forbidden transitions
involving shorter-range exchange forces tend to
be nearly isotropic.il The fact that there is
no substantial change in Fig. 5 of the lowest-
energy feature with 9 is very likely due to the
strong spin-orbit mixing in these states,
and/or to contributions from overlapping singlet
and triplet vibronic excitations (including hot
bands)." One also sees in Fig. 1 that the ratio
In the optical spectrum of the (optically-
allowed) 5.8 eV to the 3.3 eV (lowest—nergy)
feature is ~ 10a, while in the 20° spectrum
it is ~ 50. This fact points up the overall
optically-forbidden character of the 3.3 eV
feature.

Fig. 5 Energy-loss spectra of UFS at 20 eV and at
the indicated angles. The elastic peak
is shown at AE = 0. The optical absorp-
tion spectrum of DePoorter and Rofer-
DePoorter is shown for comparison. The
peak energies in eV for both the
optical and the electron impact spectra
are indicated.

Other differences between the optical and
electron scattering spectra exist in the
intensities of features in the 3.6-5.0 eV
region relative to the 5.8 eV excitation, first,
the 4.2 eV excitation is greatly enhanced
relative to the 5.8 eV feature in the electron-
scattering spectra, and is clearly separated
from the optically-allowed transition for 8>20 .
This fact indicates that the 4.2 eV excitation
is optically forbidden. Second, the fairly
strong optical absorption at 4.8 eV is observed
to "fill in" at 9 = 20° but is practically
absent at higher angles. This is indicative of
a weak dipole-allowed transition. This feature
has indeed been interpreted as a vibrationically-
allowed transition.6 We also note that the
features observed above AE = 6.2 eV have not
previously been reported.

An estimate of the absolute differential cross
sections for the intlastic excitations can be
obtained by measuring inelastic-to-elastic inten-
sity ratios directly from the spectra (using the
appropriate scale-change factor) and multiplying
these ratios by the normalized absolute elastic
DCS listed in Table I.

The interpretation of the UFs spectra or the
determination of optical and electron impact
cross sections in terms of individual transitions
is quite difficult. Work is in progress along
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tKis line. An example of the unfolding of the
10 eV, 60 spectrum is shown in Fig. 6. At the

Fig. 6

i 5
ENERGY LOSS leV>

Decomposition o£ UFg energy-loss
spectrum.

present time, the results can be given only as
electron impact excitation cross sections per
unit energy-loss rnnge at various energy losses
or as the value of the cross section associated
with a broad spectral feature without specifying
the e:xact nature of the underlying transition(s).
An example of this latter procedure is given in
Fig. 7 and Table IV. The differential and
integral cross sections for the broad features
peaking at 3.3, 4..2 and 5.6 eV energy losses at
10 eV electron impact energy are given. These
resulrs have been obtained by determining the
scattering intensity ratios at the specified
peaks with respect to elastic scattering,
correcting this ratio for the difference in the
width of the inelastic and elastic features,
then utilizing the absolute elastic cross
sections of Ref. 1. Due to the uncertainties
associated with the shape of the inelastic
features, with the interpolations and extra-
polations of the experimental measurements
(which were carried out only at 20, 60, 90 and
135° scattering angles) and with the normali-
zation procedures, th^se cross sections are
considered to be accurate to within about a
factor of two.

M 80 100
SCATTERING ANGLE <OEG)

Fig. 7 Differential cro=s sections at 10 eV
impact energy for elastic scattering and
excitation of the features at 3.3, 4.2
and 5.6 eV energy-losses.

Table IV. Differential and integral electron
impact excitation cross sections for
the broad features located at 3.3,
4.2 and 5.6 eV energy losses.
(10~19 eir3/sr units)

6(deE)

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140

3.3 eV

80
41
21
13
9.2
7.0
5.8
5.0
4.5
4.4
4.6
5.3
6.5
8.7
14

Cross Section

4.2 eV

140
100
70
51
38
28
21
16
14
13
14
17
21
29
40

5.6 eV

3,000
1,250
510
280
170
120
88
70
58
51
50
53
60
71
81

119.2 367.3 1,895
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Abstract

In pursuit of nuclear pumped lasers,
experimental efforts have been directed
towards the measurement of population in-
versions in gases and determination of the
fission fragment interaction processes
involved. Spectroscopic analysis of fis-
sion fragment excited He, Ar, Xe, No, Ne,
Ar-N2, and Ne-N2 have been conducted.
Boltzmann plot analysis of He, Ar and Xe
have indicated a nonequilibrium, recombin-
ing plasma,and population inversions have
been found in these gases. The observed
radiating species in helium have been
adequately described by a simple kinetic
model. A more extensive model for argon,
nitrogen and Ar-N2 mixtures was developed
which adequately describes the energy flow
in the system and compares favorably with
experimental measurements. The kimitie
processes involved in these systems are
discussed. These models have indicated a
need for the measurement of the kinetic
processes in fission fragment excited
gases. A Cf252 source was used with a
photon counting system to measure the
life-times and collisional rate coeffi-
cients for gases excited by fission
fragments. Experimental measurements of
the energy deposition properties of fis-
sion fragments emanating from uranium
oxide coatings were also performed. To
develop efficient nuclear pumped lasers,
the energy density requirements are high.
These problems are discussed and a fis-
sioning uranium plasma energy source is
indicated. Spectral emission from Ar-N2-
UFg mixtures have shown that the addition
of UF6 has adverse affects on the emitting
species. Further research is clearly in-
dicated to understand the properties of
fission fragment excited UF6 and other
gases which is necessary for the develop-
ment of high-powered, efficient, nuclear
pumped laser systems.

I. Introduction

The nieasurement techniques described
in the following are intended for genera-
tion of design information for the eventual
construction of an efficient nuclear
pumped laser.

The desireO information, therefore,
deals with the detection of population
inversions existing in a fission fragment
excited gas — for the sake 'of achieving
laser action — and with the explanation
of the excitation mechanism itself — for
the sake of obtaining a laser which has an
efficiency large enough to be of practical
interest.

The usual method of generating fission
fragment excited gases for research purposes
is to line a test cell with a uranium oxide
coating. The test cell is Chen filled with
the gas of interest and exposed to a neutron
flux, usually in a nuclear reactor.

The usual method of exciting a nuclear
pumped laser is depicted in Figure 1. The

SS Suppoi" Ro; NoCI Window^ rAI Window

HV Connect OuaMz Tube Poly«lftyi»ne Al Plates

Figure 1. Section Drawing of Laser Assembly

device contains two stages, an electrically
excited stage and the nuclear stage. BoLh
stages are within the same cavity. The
electrical stage serves for alignment pur-
poses only and is not energized during
neutron irradiation. The nuclear sjage is
surrounded by a polyethelene moderator, if
a fast burst reactor is used as a neutron
source.

The approach for a practical nuclear
pumped laser is twofold, namely surface or
volume excitation.

Surface excitation would surmise the
use of a large surface area of solid fissile
material in form of thin coatings, while
the concept of volume excitation would em-
ploy a fissioning gas.

Both approaches show advantages and
disadvantages. Since the main advantage of
nuclear pumping seems to be the potentially
very high input power density, volume exci-
tation seems to have an advantage for large
devices just on account of geometry. In
principal, at best 50X of all fission frag-
ments generated will ever enter the laser
gas in the case of surface excitation, a
limitation which does not hold for volume
excitation. However, the particularities
of the structure of the UFg molecule may
prevent the buildup of laser action in an
added laser gas. For this reason, further
research in both fields, surface and volume
excitation, is necessary.

II. Fission Fragment Excitation

One of the purposes of the research
decr-ribed in this chapter is to investigate
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processes involved in the fission fragment
excitation of gases. In addition, the
research is aimed at the detection of pop-
ulation inversions created by fission
fragments.

Fission fragment interaction with
gases can be distinguished from other
charged partioles due to their higher mass
(-97 for the light fragments and ~138 for
heavy fragments) and their higher initial
charge (20e and 22e, respectively). The
fragments are bom with average energies
of 95 and 67 MeV . It should be noted
that due to fission fragment's higher
initial charge, many of the primary ions
produced upon interaction with a gas : will
have charges exceeding unity. These doubly,
triply or even higher ionized particles
will quickly react with surrounding un-
charged particles, forming ions of lower
charge. Therefore,, ,the-distribution of
ions, excited- -iut-ŝ  arici jjxcited neutrals
produced by fitsi'on-')ir.agments is conceive-
ably different" that/ orid generated by other
forms of ionizing 'radiation which displays
less energetic interactions.

To study fission fragment excitation,
the spectroscopic analysis of the radia-
tion produced in a gas of interest by the
interaction of charged particles was
undertaken. Generally the experimental
apparatus consists of a cylindrical test
chamber lined with a U23502 or U2j508
coating. This test chamber was pumped̂ down to
10 "^ torr before being filled with the
test gas. The fission fragment excitation
of the test gas is achieved by inserting
the test chamber into the University of
Florida Training Reactor. Upor; irradia-
tlc~. with neutrons, the uranium oxide
coating emits a fiss'<•"•> fragment flux into
the test gas.

It the gas being excited by any means
is in local thermodynamic equilibrium and
optically thin, the observed radiation
intensity can be described by:

I - no £ e-
E^kT !f A.o u A

This relation can be rearranged as:

where c

In

nohc

U

= In c - .4=

x constant.

(D

(2)

partial pressure of radiating species

statistical weight

partition function

excitation energy

temperature

transition probability

Planck's constant

Boltzmann's constant

velocity of light

wavelength

For a Maxwell-Bolanarm distribution of ex-

cited states, a plot of ln(—r-)vs. excitation

energy should result in a straight line,

having the slope of - ,4p Any deviation

from straightn^ss indicates over or under
population.

A typical example is shown in Figure 2

4.0

1.0

BOLTZMANN PLOT

Species - Argon II
Pressure = 450 torr.
Temperotare = 82262.7 Peg. K

9 20 21 22 23

'Jpper Stole Energy- EV

25

Figure 2. Nuclear Energy Produced Non-'_quilibrum
of Excited .Ions.

for states of Aril, excited by fission
fragments.2 Since the gas was close to
room temperature, it is obvious that the
slope of the line does not describe a
physically realized temperature. The ob-
served states are nowhere near a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution within the energy
interval observed.

A measurement of the relative popula-

tions ( - to the factor î -) depends on the

accuracy of the intensity measurement and on
the accuracy of the knowledge of the tran-
sition probability. While the first is no
particular problem, the latter certainly is.
As a rule, only a few gases (e.g., H and
He) are available for which most transition
probabilities are known with satisfactory
accuracy. Based on this method, the popu-
lation inversion compiled in Table I have
been detected.3' h

Measurements of the intensity of
spectrum lines as a function of pressure
give additional information on the excita-
tion mechanism.3 The points in Figure 3
indicate the measured intensity vs. pressure
for several He lines excited by fission
fragment. The population and depopulation
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GAS

Hel

Hel

Xell
Xell
Xell

TABLE I . Experimentally Observed

UPPER LEVEL

4 lP
3 'P

(3p) 18 1 / 2

(3p)6d*P3/2

(3p)7s4Pl /2

LOWER LSV".L

" 4 'D
3 'D

(3p)6p4P^/2

(3p)6p*P3/2

(3P)6p4p ! /2

Population Inversions

TRANSITION

?.16)J

95y

436 9A

4180A

4296A

INVERSION RATIO

3.5 (max)
1.5 (max)
5.35
8.61

21.00

id

He I

^ 4 — I

. Hel

He I

He I

6678. It 23.07ev

i

728I.3S 22.92ev

5015.71 23.09ev

4921.9* 23.74e»

i

•

A

0 100 ZOO 300 40C 500 609 700 800

Pressure Oorr.)

Figure 3. Pressure Dependence of Fission
Fragment Excited Helium Lines

reactions of the two levels between which
the transition under observation occurs,
have ro be described by a rate equation
approach. The solid lines in Figure 3
were obtained with the following very sim-
ple model. The mechanisms accounted for
are:

1) direct formation of an excited state by
the reactions

ff + He •* He* (n,£) + ff (3)

e" + He ->• He* (n,£) + e" (4)

2) excitation transfer between levels

He*(n,-£) + He -<• He + He*(n,£') (5)

and by means of trapped resonance
radiation.

3) radiative decay by spontaneous emission

4) depopulation by collision losses as in
the reaction

He* + 2He •+ He2+ + e" + He (6)

and various other reactions with im-
purities.

The rate equation for this model is:

(7)

dt
(8)

where f is the formation rate; a-jj , aj^,
the transfer rates i-̂.j an-i j^i, respec-
tively; c, deexcitation by collision; and A,
transition probability. The rates f, a, and
c are per unit pressure.

In this simple model, the energy stor-
age capability of the metastable states of_
the noble gases was neglected. The specific
energy available in these excited states of
the rare gases has led to the production of
many well-known laser systems (e.g., He-Ne,
He-Xe, Ar-N2). The collisions between
metastable argon atoms and nitrogen cause
excitation of the N2(C3nu) state which .
gives rise to the second positive group
emissions.

Experiments were undertaken whereby
various quantities of N2 were added tc ar-
gon and the spectral output of the argon
and nitrogen w«re monitored.5 Figure 4

10' iOz 10' I C 10*
Nitrogen Concentration (ppm)

10"

Figure 4. Meosurtd Populations of An 2p Level
and N2C State vs 'k Concentration
for Fission Fragment Exciforion.
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indicates the populations of the 2p levels
of argon (Paschen notation) arH he N2(C3iIu)
state (designated N2C) versus nitrogen con-
centration for a total pressure of one
atmosphere. The N2 second positive group
is a prominent emission in all of the
spectra containing N2- The red Arl lines
originating from the 2p levels of argon are
all strongly quenched by the nitrogen,
whereas the Aril lines (e.g., 4545A) are
not radically affected. This suggests thai
the Aril excitation may be direct while,
for the Arl lines, it may not.

To evaluate this data, a more sophis-
ticated rate equation model than that used
for helium was developed. For this study,
the excited levels of argon were divided
into six groups as indicated in Table 2.
Each group was treated as a single excited
level and assigned a transition probabili-
ty that was an average over the gA values
of the levels of that group. As indicated
earlier, the energy deposition by fission
fragments in a gas is primarily in the
production of delta rays, and it is the
delta rays and their secondary electrons
that are primarily responsible for the
excitation of the gas.

A resonably complete set of discrete
ionization cross sections for argon exci-
tation by electrons is given by Peterson
and Allen.6 They used combinations of
data and theoretical extrapolations of the

generalized oscillator strengths. Their
calculations result in the final popula-
tion for each excited state as a function
of incident electron energy. These popu-
lations are a result of the degradation
of the primary electrons and all genera-
tions of secondary electrons and is
presented as an efficiency where:

E = W t N/E, (9)

where, Ŵ ^ = threshold of the level i;
N = number of excitations;
g = energy of the incident elec-

tron.

The efficiency versus incident electron
energy is relatively constant for inci-
dent energies above approximately 80 eV.
In Table 2 are tha results of Peterson
and Allen that correspond to our six
groups of the atom and for the ion for
incident electron energies of 100 eV.

From Platzman,7 the average energy
loss per ion pair, W, can be related to
the equation:

where, the energy necessary to produce
an ion;

TABLE 2. PROPERTIES OF THE SIX GROUPS OF ARGON

GROUP .

AR(1)

AR(2)

AR(3)

AR(4)

AR(5)

AR(6)

AR*

AR #

(ADJUSTED)

LEVEL REPRESENTED
[PASCHEN NOTATIOH)

is

2P

2s,3s',3d

3P

'id

HIGHER LEVELS

2 P 5 2 P 3 / 2

AVERAGE
ENERGY
(EV)

11.68

13.21

14.1

14.59

14.77

15.2

15.7
15.7

AVERAGE
GA (X 10"8

-

1.3

0.5

0.055

0.1

0.021

—

£
.08

0.04

0.04

0.0C5

0.008

0.019

0.56
0.594

# EXCITED/IOOEV
ABSORBED

.685

.303

.284

.034

.054

.125

3.44
3.79
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E e x = the energy for the excited atom
in state g;

F s e = the energy of the subexcitation
electrons;'

N e x/N. = the ratio of number of excited
atoms to the number of ions.

For the noble gases, the quantity E~i
exceeds the ionization energy I because of
the energy used in producing excited ions
and multiply charged ions; The ratio of
Ei/I for the noble gases is approximately
1.06. This results in the adjusted value
in Table 2 for the e of Ar+. Using Eq.(10)
and the values in in Table 2, approximately
60% of the deposited energy is used in the
formation of ions, 20% in the formation of
excited states and 20% of the energy is
left in subexcitation electrons. Thus,
since a large portion of the deposited
energy is used in the formation of ions, the
resultant spectrum will, at least in part,
be determined by recombination processes.

For pressures above a few torr, recom-
bination in argon will proceed predominately
through the molecular ion ArJ and not the
ion Ar+. This is due to the rapidity with
which the ion is converted into the molecu-
lar ion by the process:

(11)Ar"1" + Ar + Ar •* Art + Ar.

The recombination of the molecular ion has
a large rate coefficient and proceeds by
the process of dissociative recombination.

Arz(v) + e t (Ar|)unstable - Ar* + Ar + K.E. (12)

where, v indicates different levels of ex-
citation of the Art. The spectrum emitted
in argon afterglows has indicated that the
kind and number of excited species produced
by dissociative recombination is dependent
upon the initial energy of the Ar|. Figure
5 shows a single stable potential curve
of the molecular ion and single repulsive
branch of the unstable excited molecule.9

Higher vibrations levels of the molecular
ion will have smaller recombination coef-
ficients and dissociate upon recombination
into higher excited states of the atom.

To develop the model for the Ar-N2
system, the interaction of fission frag-
ments with a gas was divided into three
categories. First is'the excitation of the
primary gas, Ar, by the incident fragment
and secondary electrons. For the present
analysis the argon ion, Ar+, and six groups
of excited levels of the atom, Ar(l)-Ar(6)
was considered as discussed above. The
second category to be considered was ef-
fect:* taking place in the argon after the
primary excitation has been produced. An
excited level of the atom may be further
populated by cascading of higher laying
populations into this level, by collisional
excitation caused by electrons and atoms,
and by dissociative recombination into
this level. Deexcitation takes place via

INTERNUCLEAS SEPARATION

FIGURE 5: DISSOCIATIVE RECOMBINATION PROCESS Hi ARGOH

collisions with electrons or atoms, spon-
taneous emission and collisional processes
leading to formation of molecules (dimers).

To account for recombination effects,
the molecular ion was divided into two

groups, ArJ' and Ar^". The Ar 2' comprises

the lowest excited levels of the molecular

ion which dissociate upon recombination in-

to Ar(l), Ar(2) and Ar(3). The ArJ" will

comprise all higher states of the molecular

ion and will be assumed to dissociate upon

recombination into Ar(2), Ar(3), Ar(4),

Ar(5), and Ar(6) and will also have colli-

sional losses to form ArJ' upon collisions

with argon or impurity gases.

Two levels of the molecular argon were
considered. First, the 3p levels of argon,
Ar(4), will rapidly undergo 3-body colli-
sions to produce a molecule Ar2", the upper

level of the 2250A continuum observed in
the experimental studies.1" Secondly, the
argon metastable, Ar(l) , will, also be con-
verted by 3-body collisions to form an
argon eximer, Ar2'. Transitions from these
dimers to the repulsive ground state will

give rise to che 1250A continuum.

The third category of interactions is
due to the additional events caused by the
addition of a second gas, in this case
nitrogen. The addition of nitrogen will
provide a path for collisional transfer of
excitation from the argon to the nitrogen.
The nitrogen will have two additional ef-
fects on the kinetics. First, it will
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change the electron energy distribution,
and secondly, it will collisionally relax
the vibrational levels of the molecular
ion. Both these latter two effects will
undoubtedly change the excited species
produced upon dissociative recombination.

Clearly to describe the system re-
quires the knowledge of a large number of
reactions. Considered in the present
model were 89 reactions for 20 species.
The flow chart in Figure 6 summarizes the
reactions considered in the Ar-N2 system.

r

measured populations of the argon 2p level
and the N2C state from Figure 4. The
model solutions are within a factor of ten
of the measured populations (within exper-
imental error) and adequately predict the
relative change in magnitude of the mea-
sured populations versus nitrogen concen-
tration.

An experiment by DeYoung" was recently
successful in lasing an argon 3d-2p transi-
tion by using the 3He(n,p)T reaction to
excite a 3He-Ar gas mixture. Lasing was

FIGURE 6. KINETIC MODEL FOR ARGON-NITROGEN MIXTURES EXCITED BY FISSION FRAGMENTS
The population of the species present

can be found by solving a system of non-
linear simultaneous equations. Initially,
each species equations was formed as a
differential equation in time using all
the source and sink reactions for that
species. Then the differential equation
is set to zero for the steady state case.
The equations were solved using a Newton-
Raphson iterative procedure for nonlinear
simultaneous equations.

Computer solutions of the excited
state population densities were obtained
for a number of cases upon varying the
nitrogen concentration, pressure, and
energy deposition form. Figure 7 indicates
the computer solution for the population of
the species of interest versus nitrogen
concentration at one atmosphere total pres-
sure using an energy deposition rate
germane to the experimental results. The
heavy dark lines in Figure 7 indicate the

achieved at 1.79 microns in atomic argon
at a total pressure ranging from 200 to
700 torr with 10% argon. The model pre-
dicts this population inversion. Figure 8
indicates the populations predicted by the
model for various argon species based on
2 ppm nitrogen. Note that the Ar(3) group
population (3d levels) exceeds the popula-
tion of the Ar(2) group (2p levels). The
energy deposition rate used assumes a
uranium coated tube of 1.0 cm radius and a
fission density of 4xlO12 fissions/cm3-sec
in the coating.

Thus, it has been shown that the model
describes the experimental results of fis-
sion fragment excitation of Ar-N2 system
with a reasonable accuracy. In addition,
the model has indicated its usefulness by
predicting a physically realizable nuclear
pumped laser.
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Figure 6- Population of Argon Excited Species
«s. Pressure for 2 pom Nz.

Ill. Lifetime Measurements

One shortcoming of the methods de-
scribed so far is the questionable accuracy
in the knowledge of transition probabilities
(or radiative life-times of the states) and
colllsional life-times. This problem can
be alleviated somewhat if radiative life-
times of the states are measured at the
same experiment, where the relative line
intensities are measured.

This can be done using a very moderate
fission fragment flux. In the experiments
described in the following," a Cf252source,
located inside a small vacuum chamber, em-
ploying sapphire windows, was used. Cf"2
undergoes spontaneous fission, and the
source used emitted about 6 x 103 fission
fragments per second. Figure 9 shows the
experimental setup.

TO GAS HANDLING AND
VACUUM SYSTEM

j OELAY I

STOP TIME TO
PULSE HEIGHT
CONVERTER

START

MULTICHANNEL
ANALYSER

FIGURE 9. SYSTEM FOR LIFETIME
MEASUREMENT

The birth of a fission fragment is
signaled by a burst of y-emission, which is
detected by the plastic scintillator and
attached photomultiplier. The resulting
pulse starts the time to pulse height con-
verter. The fission fragment traverses
the vacuum chamber in a time small com-
pared to the radiative lifetime of the
atomic or molecular state under observa-
tion. Therefore, when the transition from
the excited state to a lower state is
finally made, a light pulse is emitted and
observed by photomultiplier number 2 (PM2).

The time to pulse height converter
assigns this pulse a certain height, de-
pending on the time passed after the start
pulse. The multichannel analyzer will
then, store this pulse according to its
height in the appropriate channel. The
resulting distribution of observed pulses
is an exponential decay as a function of
channel numbers. The decay constant gives
the collisional lifetime of the state.
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An example is given in Figure 10 which

N 2 800 Ion-

Figure 10-

Time tnono sec)

Decay Curves for Nitrogen C*Hi State

shows the decay curves for 800 torr N2 and
100 torr N2- The time resolution of the
system is 2.5 nsec. The radiative lifetime
(or transition probability) can be obtained
by measuring the collisional lifetime as a
function of pressure and extrapolating back
to zero pressure. Figure 11 shows this for
the upper level of the 3371 N2 line. The
measured radiation lifetime is 45 nsec,
which compares favorably with the litera-
ture values as indicated on the figure.

In order to apply this technique for
measurement of population inversions, the

Ar/N2 system was chosen as a test case. The
C^nu->-B3n transition has been lased using
an electron beam by other research groups." ̂
A computer model predicting the populations
of the two levels involved was published in
reference 14. The so predicted populations
are reproduced in Figure 12.

From this figure, the lifetime of
N2(B) is 131 nsec and of N2(C) is 18 nsec.
The result of the measurement of these
lifetimes using our system is shown in
Figure 13. Our result is 300 nsec (as
compared to 131 nsec) and 40 nsec (as com-
pared to 18 nsec). However, our gas
pressure was .1 atm as compared to 3 atm.
A correction for the pressure difference
would bring the two sets of data to a
better agreement.

3371 N2

Measured Lifetime 4? nsec
Published Values

25 50 100 200 400 600

P (torr.)

Figure I I . Measurement of The Radiative Lifetimes

CLIO,

0.0
20 40 60 100 120 140 160 180 200

Figure 12. Population Densities of N2(B) and N2(C) vs.

Time Due To Excitation of 3 Atm. A R » 5 % N 2

By A Z5^ft ,20NS2 Beom. (Atter Ret 14)

The advantage of the method described
above is that it allows for search of pop-
ulation inversions caused by fission frag-
ment excitation, without having to use a
reactor, and the resulting complexity of
the measurement procedures. The question
which has to be addressed next is the ex-
trapolation of the results obtained with
these low fission fragment fluxes to
higher fluxes which are typical for nuclear
pumped lasers. The one test case described
above seems to support the scaleability
towards higher f luxes;. However, further
research is needed.

IV. Measurement of Fission Fluxes

Emanating from Coatings

As indicated above, it is of interest
to know: (a) How much energy is deposited
in the laser gas, (b) Optimum coating
thicknesses to maximize energy deposition
and minimize cooling requirements, (c) The
angular distribution of fission fragments
emitted from coatings of different thick-
nesses, (d) The possibility of increasing
energy deposition by increasing the surface
area of the coating through surface cor-
rugation.
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Figure 13- Lifetimes of Excited Nitrogen Levels
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Initial measurements use the chamber
shown in Figure 14. An aluminum chamber

Silicon Surfact Barrl»r D«!«ctor

Lno.ll Changa*

Figure 14. Fission Fragment Range and Energy
Detector (FFRED)

was constructed which could be evacuated or
filled with gases at various pressures. The
fission fragment source-was a U-235 U3O8
coating about 0.5cm x 2cm long made by the
lacquer painting and firing technique. The
coating can be rotated for angular distri-
bution measurements. A silicon surface
barrier detector about 2 cm in diameter de-
tected the emitted alpha particles and
fission fragments. The detector could be
placed at various distances from the source
to vary the geometrical efficiency or an-
gular resolution. The entire assembly was
placed in a polyethylene moderator with a
10 Ci Pu-Be neutron source to provide the
neutron' flux.

Coatings of various thicknesses of 93%
enriched U-235 were made and the thickness

assayed by alpha counting in a 27r-gas flow
counter and by ••' servation of the 133 keV
gamma rays fro_i :.he U-235 decay chain using
a large Ge(Li) detector. (Host of the alpha
particles actually were produced by 0-234
decays.)

Pulses from the surface barrier de-
tector were analyzed in a multichannel
analyzer and typical spectra for two dif-
ferent thicknesses are shown in Figure 15.

i
1900

s

1140

f 380

Counting Time * 60 min.
Coating Thiclinass:

— D - 4.5u

^ 0 32 64 96 128 160 192 224
% Channel No. (Energy- 1

Figure 15. Typical Spectra af Fission Fragments Worn Two
Different Source Thicknesses

The 4.5 micron coating produced more fis-
sion fragments, but mainly at lower energies
where they are far less efficient at de-
posting their energy in gases.

F5.gure 16 shows the total number of

One Hour Counts

/

OS I *
(# of ALPHASl/250,000

Figure 16. Fission Fragments Observed vs. Coaling
Thickness

observed fission fragments versus the
number of alpha particles counted. The
experimental points deviate from a straî it
line for the larger count rates where the
coatings are thick enough to allow the
alphas to penetrate. Some thick coatings
were made on corrugated surfaces (grooves
milled in the stainless steel backing
plates) and the results fell on top of the
rther data indicating no improvement in
the fission fragment fluxes for those
geometries and coating thicknesses.



Angular distribution measurements on
the fragments are continuing and measure-
ment of the absolute energies deposited in
different gases at different pressures are
being made.

V. A Spectroscopic
Study of a Fissioning Gas

One advantage of nuclear pumping over
conventional laser excitation methods is
the potential to obtain higher energy den-
sities in a nuclear pumped laser. The
achievement of high energy deposition into
the lasing gas is thus of key interest.

The alternative approach is to employ
a volume source of fission fragments. Sources"
made of solid fissionable'materials, as
c'.escribed in the previous chapter, are
limited by th^ fact that source thicknesses
cannot exceed the range of fission fraf
ments in the material. As pointed out, in-
creased energy deposition can be obtained
only by increasing the source surface area
(i.e., many sources) or the neutron flux.
Bemuse VFf, is the only known uranium bear-
ing as at physical conditions of interest,
it is the prime candidate to serve as a
fission fragment source in a nuclear pumped
laser. Information is thus required on the
suitability of UF6 as a laser gas itself
and the compatibility of laser gas mixtures
with UFg. Therefore, a spectroscopic in-
vestigation of light emitted by fission
fragment excited UF6 and UF6-Ar-N2 mixtures
was conducted. I5

The fission fragment flux supplied by
the fissioning UF6 was augmented by a flux
emitted from a 3 micron thick, 93% enriched
U02 planar source mounted along the inside
wall of the gas cell. Arl, Aril, N2 and

N^ emissions from the gas were spectro-
scopically monitored i-ver the 2200-8000A
range as a function of UFg concentration in
a 10:1 Ar-N2 gas mixture at a total gas
pressure of 760 torr.

The results indicated in Figure 17
show that all optical radiation from the
fission fragment excitation of the

N2 and N2 molecule is severly quenched by

the addition of UFg to the gas mixture.
T..e radiation coming from Arl is actually
enhanced by small concentrations of UFg
and not as sevarly quenched by higher
concentrations of UFg. Radiations coining
from Aril is relatively unaffected by low
concentrations of UF5 and is moderately
quenched at higher concentrations of UFg.
Pure UFfj was found to emit no radiation
due to fission fragment excitation over
the spectral region investigated. The
results of this study suggest that signi-
ficant additional work will be required
before a satisfactory fissioning laser gas
mixture is identified. There is no .indi-
cation however, that such a mixture cannot
exist.

3577 NaCO.I) (2x 10-*)

.0.01 0,1 ' 1.0

UF<-, -Admixture (%)

Figure 17. Relative Intensity of As I, Anil , N 2 ,
and Nt As A Function of UFS

Admixture. Wavelength In A
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DISCUSSION

D. C. LORENTS: I would l ike to comment about your
quenching studies of UFj. There are two poss i -
b i l i t i e s . One i s that It i s just pure optical
absorption by the UF6; the othei- Is that i t i s
quenching of some excited s tate in the energy flow
chain. Did you look at the re lat ive in tens i t i e s
of the 1-0 vs the 0-0, in order to i so late that?
Right in that region, there i s a sharr dip in the
absorption cross-sect ion of UF,.

6

J. P DAVIS: He considered absorption because the
sails we were using were three feet leu 3 and the
active volume was only about 11 inches of that, so
we feel that a large percentage of quenching was
by absorption.

D. C. LO5ENTS: As far as I can see, the model you
have is exactly the same model we use in the
electron-beam excitation, but you said that there
were some differences.

J. P. DAvis: I have tried to take into account
excitation of the upper state by higher es.cite<3
stsces of argon collisionally exciting the nitrogen.
!>y doing that, I could find agreement with the
observed intensity of argon versus nitrogen
concentration and also more adequately jescribe the
population of the nitrogen. I was also then able
to describe the relative trer.ds of the argon
continuum at 2250 8. Even though a small
percentage of the energy was flowii.g through these
upper excited states of argon, it w;is the purpose
of the study to try to describe thostf states too.
,Host of the ennrgy is traveling very quickly
through the metostable states, et a pressure of
one atmosphere.

G. H. MILEY: Do yju account for a chang? in
electron energy -listrlbucion in the calculation?

J. F. DAVIS: No, I didn't take into accourt any
change of the Boltanann electron energy distri-
bution with additional nitrogen.

G. H. MILEY: So this mixture will last with
electron beams interacting with any gas or gas
mixture.

J. F. DAVIS: When a fission fragment interacts
with a gas, it is like a small e-beam; and we have
a lot of small low-energy "beams corresponding
to each fission fragment. So I feel e-beam
excitation and fission-fragment excitation are
similar in that respect.

G. H. MILEY: How many groups of e-beams dr> you
need to duplicate fission fragment excition?

J. F. DAVIS: With f .ssion-fragment excitation,
you have localized elfctron ionization, leading
to polymer recombination effects, but F you
proceed to a high enough fission fragment flux,
such localized effects will begin to average out.
We feel that Be have accomplished this in the
present case.

M. KRISUNAW: In your model of dissociative
recombination, you say that molecular ions from
different vibrationally excited levels result in
dissociated atoms in different electronic con-
figurations. Since electronic excitations
involved energies of •— 1 e.v. and vibrational
excitations involve much lower energies ~ 0.1 e.v.,
it appears that the bulk of the energy for
electronic excii_ation upon recombination arises
from the dissociation energy of the molecule.
If this is so, vibrational excitations should
no play a major role in this recombination model.
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Abstract

The neon-nitrogen laser has generated consider-
able interest having been pumped directly by nuclear
radiation. Lasing was observed on two transitions
of atomic N, the 3p P3 •*• 3s^ P 3 (8629.24 A) and the

3p2 D° + 3 S
2 P 3 (9392.79 A ) . lie Ne-N2 system also

lases In an afterglow of an electrical discharge,
which has similar characteristics to a nuclear radi-
ation generated'plasma. In order to determine the
physical proce ses for pumping this laser, a de-
tailed study of the afterglow system has been per-
formed. The pumping mechanism has been found to be
collisional-radiative electron-ion recombination.
Microwave quenching of both the laser and spon-
taneous afterglow light have shown cohclusively
that a recombination process directly -iroduces a
nitrogen atom in either the upper laser level or,
more likely, in a higher lying energy level which
rapidly de-excites to the upper laser level.
Studies of the temperature dependence of the recom-
bination coefficient Indicates a colllsignal-radi-
ative process allowing the recombinlng ion to be
tentatively identified as N • Since this process
is highly compatible with the reactor produced
plasma, it is not unreasonable to assume that this
recombination process is also the pumping mechanism
in the nuclear excited case.

I. Introduction

The electrically-eKcited neon-nitrogen laser
was discovered in 1964 and several subsequent
papers have appeared. Lasing occurs on several
transitions of atomic nitrogen during the afterglow
of an electrical discharge and will hereafter be
referred to ns the afterglow neon-nitrogen laser.
Lust, year Interest was greatly revived in the neon-
'iirogen laser when DeYoung et al, succeeded in
pumping this laser directly with nuclear radiation.
They observed lasing on two transitions of atomic
nitrogen: 3p V5/2 •* 3sz P 3/ 2 (9392.79 A) and

3p 2 P°./2 + 3s
2 P 3 / 2 (8629.24 A ) .

The results of a detailed Investigation of the
afterglow neon-nitrogen laser's pumping mechanism
are presented here. The research was undertaken in
order to provide a better understanding of the
nuclear pumped laser which is necessary to fully
evaluate the laser's ultimate applicability and to
help identify possible analogous systems for nucle-
ar pumping. The afterglow system was chosen for
study because of the difficulty of doing diagnos-
tics in the reactor environment. Since the charac-
teristics of both the afterglow and nuclear-radia-
tion-generated plasmas are dominated by their low
electron temperatures, it is quite probable that
the pumping mechanism in both systems would be the
same.

ENERGY LEVEL DIOCRAM OF N,

\ N(4S°).Nt3P>

Sp^^-flQ&a rci.69eV \ \ 10.69 P

0.4 08 1.2 lfi 2.0 H4 2B 32 56 4 0 4.4 4.8

Fig. 1. Partial potential energy diagram of the S2
molecule also showing soae levels of W*",
atomic nitrogen and excited neon species.

The problem of the pumping mechanism is best
described by considering the potential energy
diagram of Nj shown in Fig. 1. Also shown in this
figure are the lasing levels of atomic nitrogen.
As can be seen, it requires a minimum of 21.76 eV
of energy to simultaneously dissociate N, and ex-
cite atomic nitrogen to the upper laser level.
Since in neon-nitrogen lasers the neon density is
typically 103 to 10 times greater than the nitro-
gen's, most of the input energy will go into the
neon. Thus, the energy to pump the laser must come
primarily from collisions of nitrogen with excited
neon species. However, even Ne+ haF insufficient
energy to excite the laser in one step. Therefore,
the pumping process requires a minimum of two
steps.

The fact that the neon-nitrogen laser operates
in the afterglow strongly suggested that recom-
bination was playing an integral role in the pump-
ing mechanism since it is a major process in after-
glows. Since two recombination processes, dis-
sociative and collisional-radiative are rapid
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Fig. 2'.f Schematic of the microwave quenching
experiments.

enough to be of importance and are both inversely
p ortional to electron temperature, the tech-
nique of microwave quenching was employed. In
this technique the electrons are selectively heated
by a microwave pulse, and, as a result, the after-
glow light which is primarily produced by recom-
bining electron-ion pairs is "quenched." A dia-
gram of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig-
2. The effects of electron heating on both the
laser light and the spontaneous sidelight were
monitored.

The microwave quenching experiments, to be
described in part A. of the next section, have
shown that the neon-nitrogen laser is pumped
directly by a recombination event. Further micro-
wave quenching experiments described in part B
of the next section, have shown that: die process
is most likely collisional-radiative recombina-

II. Results and Discussion

A. Microwave Quenching Experiments

The effects of microwave heating of the elec-
trons on both the laser signal and the spontaneous
emission of atomic nitrogen and neon have been in-
vestigated. The laser was found to be pumped
directly by recombination. This conclusion is
based on the following data.

Figure i .hows the effect of microwave heating
on the laser Itself. The top trace shows the laser-
Ing in the afterglow in the absence of microwaves.
The second trace shows the laser output as it was
perturbed by the microwave pulse shown in the
bottom trace. The laser intensity has obviously
been quenched, indicating the inhibition oi. some
process by microwave heating. Obviously, the elec-
trons are not "cooled" by the microwaves, hence
direct excitation from a lower state can be ruled
out; it must be pumped from above. Thus, recom-
bination must be playing an integral role in the
. pumplr,d, process.

Now consider Fig. 4 where the effect of micro-
wave heating on Che spontaneous sidelight of an
atu;nlc nitrogen laser transition (93,93 A) is com-
pared to that of a neon line (8654 A). Note that
the time responses of the neon and nitrogen after-
glow light to the microwave pulse are virtually

Fix. 3. Effect of microwave heating of tj}e elec-
trons on the laser output (9393 A);
(a) laser output in absence of microwaves,
(b) laser output perturbed by microwaves,
(c) current, (d) microwave pulse.

Fig. 4. Effect of microwave heating of electrons
on both nitrogen's and neon's spon-
taneous sidelight;, (a) nitrogen (9393 A)
(b) neon (8654 A), (c) current, (d) micro-
wave pulse.

identical. This implies that the role of recom-
bination cannot be an indirect process, but must be
directly pumping the laser. To elaborate, Atkinson
and Sanders* proposed an indirect pumping scheme:

Ne* + e Ne (M) + Ne

Ne (M) + N 2 * Ne + N +

(1)

(2)

Here a neon metastable, Ne (M), collides with a
nitrogen molecule, N , that is sufficiently excited
to allow the moleculg to be simultaneously dis-
sociated and leave a nitrogen atom, N]IT, in the
upper lasing level. Recombination enters the
pumping process as a major production mechanism of
neon metastables. This or similar pumping schemes
can account for quenching of the laser pulse by
microwave heating since the neon metastables will
cease to be produced. However, it cannot account
for the near identical time responses of the neon
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and nitrogen afterglow light. While it is true
that electron heating inhibits p-oduction of neoi.
mats;tables, it leaves those already produced un-
affected. Therefore, since the process in Eq. (2)
takes time, the response of the nitrogen afterglow
light to the microwaves would be expected to be much
slower than neon's response. Since it was not, the
upper laser level must be being populated directly
by a recombination event. That is, a process of the
form

+ e => H,, (3)

Here XN represents the ion which upon recombin:'.ng
yields atomic nitrogen either directly in the upper
laaiug level or in a more highly excited state that
rapidly de-excites to the upper lasing level. This
recombination can be either dissociative or col-
lisional-radiative. There were several candidates
for the recombining ion: _J,+*. Netfi N and
N+. Note that N 2

+ and N|*'i must be highly ex-
cited, matastable-like states in order to dis-
sociate to. the upper laser level upon recombining.
Although buch states are possible, they have noc
been observed and have a low probability of exis-
tence. Similarly NeN"^ while energetically pos-
sible, has not as yet been observed. The experi-
ments whi allowed the ion to be identified as If1*
are desci ed in the next section.

B. Sensitivity of the Recombination to Electron
Temperature

+* -f-
Of the possible recombining ions, N , NeN

and Nj all must recombine dissociatively to yield
atomic nitrogen while N + recombination must be
collisional-radiative. The theoretical collisional-
radiative recombination rate" varies T- T~"/2
while dissociative recombination9 variese •>. Ig" '

2.
Thus, H"1* could be Either inferred or eliminated as
the recombining ion by measurement of the electron
temperature dependence of the nitrogen recombination.
Measurement of the electron temperature dependence,
using microwave quenching techniques, indicated
that the recombination was collisional-radiative,
suggesting that the recombining ion was fT*. Thus
Eq. (3) could be written more explicitly as:

N + +• 2e N** + e

hv
w
(5)

Here the double-barred arrows imply net rather than
direct processes and N * represents any energy level
above the upper lasing level, N .

UL
In studying this recombination process, the

absolute temperature was not determined. Instead,
microwave quenching of the neon-nitrogen mixture
was used to compare the temperature dependences of
the neon and nitrogen recombination coefficients.
Since the temperature dependence of neon recom-
bination is well known^ 11,12 such a comparison
could provide information about the recombination
process in nitrogen.

In Fig. 5, the ratio of quenched to unquenched
light was plotted as a function of the attenuation
of microwave power for both neon and nitrogen. The
ratio of quenched to unquenched light provides a
measure of the temperature-dependent recombination
coefficient. Although the absolute electron tem-
perature corresponding to each microwave attenuation
was not known, the electron temperature was common
to both neon and nitrogen recombination events.

S
i-
I

3

a

N 9386.8 A
He 8654A

40 torr Ne
12.8 mtorr N,
20 A
64 i±s into ofterglow

24

ATTENUATION OF MICROWAVES !N db

Fig. 5. Comparison of the electron temperature
dependence of the recombination coef-
ficients of neon and nitrogen at 40 ton
total neon pressure.

The data shown in Fig. 5 were obtained at a
total neon pressure of 40 torr, a pressure at which
the dominant recombination process in neon is dij-
sociative.13,14,15 Consideration of the data in
Fig. 5 shows that the nitrogen spontaneous light
was much more sensitive to the electron temperature
than that of neon. This difference implied that
the recombination process producing excited atomic
nitrogen was different from the dissociative
process known to be dominant for neon under these
conditions. Thus, these results seemed to rule
out a dissociative recombination process for
nitrogen, indicating that the meohanisiu must be
colli«<onal-radiaf<"c. Given the probable avail-
ability of If1" as tr_ recombining ion, tUc suggestion
of a collisional-radiative mechanism for nitrogen
recombination seemed i reasonable one.

The sensitivity of neon and nitrogen recom-
bination to electron temperature was also measured
at total neon pressures of iU t.orr and 6 torr. The
results are shown in Figs. 6 ar.d 7, respectively,
which can be compared with the 40 L O T data in
Fig. 5. The figures show that a total i.ecm pressure
of 20 torr, the difference between the temperature
dependence curves for neon and nitrogen is not as
great as the difference a'- 40 torr. At a total
neon pressure of 6 torr, the curves for neon and
nitrogen are nearly identical.

This change in the temperature dependence for
neon, indicates a change in the recombination
mechanism with decreasing pressure. This is as
expected since the dissociative recombination
process, which dominates for neon at 40 torr, is
limited by the formation rate of Hfc2 •

 Hnicll> i n

turn varies15 as P*« Thus at low pressures the
formation rate of

pressu
is too slow, and the
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collisional-radiatlve mechanism dominates for toth
neon and nitrogen.

C. Additional Considerations

The proposed pumping mechanism can be farther
considered An terms of its ability to account fur
the lasing observed. A first consideration is
whether the collisional-radiative ' .uanism would
be fast enough to produce the oba<=rve<-' laser power.
A recombination coefficient was estimated using the
peak laser power (1 mW.N, and the electron density
(1013 cm"3) inferred from earlier microwave data.
The estimated value of 5 x 10 cm3 sec~̂ - seemed
reasonable in the light of the theoretical values
for collisional-radiative recombination coef-
ficients given by Bates at al. Thus the esti-
mated recombination coefficient for the neon-
nitrogen laser seemed compatible witli a collisional-
radiative mechanism.

An additional consideration is whether suf-
ficient N* can be produced to support a collisional-
radiative laser mechanism. Figure 8 shows a number
of possible pathways for production of N . Since
most of the cross-sections involved are unknown, an
exact calculation of the rate of If*" formation is
not possible. Estimates of N* production by the
more likely pathways do not rule out the formation
of sufficient If*" to support lasing, although the
kinetics are made somewhat unfavorable by the

Fig. 6. Comparison of the electron temperature
dependence of the recombination coef-
ficients of aeon and nitrogen at 20 toir
total neon pressure.
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g. 7. Comparison of the electron temperature
dependence of the recombination coef-
ficients of neon and nitrogen at 6 torr
total neon pressure.
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requirement for two collisions with excited neon.
In this-regard, the kinetics of formation of any
other proposed recombining ion would suffer from
even more serious problems due to the same require-
ment for two collisions with excited neon. How-
ever, given that sufficient nitrogen atoms are
present from the active discharge (and prior ones),
the Penning reaction of neon metastable with
nitrogen atoms is estimated to be quite adequate
to produce the required IT1" ions.

The helium-nitrogen and argon-nitrogen systems
were also briefly investigated. The helium-
nitrogen systeir has previously been reported to
have lased on the same transitions as does the
neon-nitrogen laser. Microwave quenchiag experi-
ments on the helium-nitrogen laser showed that this
system was also being pumped directly by a recom-
bination event. The argon-nitrogen system, however,
could not be made to lase. These results tend to
eliminate NelT" as the possible recombining ion
since the existence of the analogous ion, HeN is
extremely improbable and the known ion1'' ArN* does
not yield a laser. Also if the Penning reaction is
a major production mechanism of N as suggested
above, the helium metastable could undergo the same
reaction but the argon metastastable has insuffi-
cient energy to ionize ground state atomic nitro-
gen. Thus the helium-nitrogen and argon-nitrogen
results are compatible with the pumping mechanism
being collisional-radiative recombination of {&•

III. Summary

Microwave quenching experiments have shown that
the neon-nitrogen afterglow laser is pumped direct-
ly by a recombination event. Measurements of the
electron temperature dependence of the recom-
bination coefficient have implied that this process
is collisional-radiative recombination. This
allows the recombining ion to be identified as if*".
The process of collisional-radiative recombination
is highly compatible with the nuclear-radiation-
generated plasma which has high electron densities
at low temperatures. Therefore, it is not unreason-
able to infer that the pumping mechanism for the
nuclear-pumped neon-nitrogen laser is the same as
for the afterglow laser. It should be pointed out,
however, that the steps leading to the formation
of H* could be quite different in the two lasers.
Indeed, initial indications are that these steps
are different and research is being pursued in
this area.
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Abstract

Lasers pumped by energetic charged particles
created directly by nuclear reactions have come
into existence through the use ox either Boron-10
or Uranium-235 coatings. A new class of nuclear-
pumped lasers using the He reaction has been
developed at the Langley Research Center. Since
helium is a major constituent of many gas lasers
of interest, it is convenient to replace the usual
•*He with the 3He isotope. In a thermal neutron
flux, the 3He(n,p)3H reaction deposits energy
nearly uniformly throughout the laser volume. The
charged particles created (proton of 0.57 MeV and
3H oi 0.19 MeV) ionize and excite the gas media.
By this method direct nuclear pumping of a 3He-Ar
(10% Ar) laser has been achieved. Results of
reactor experiments are presented which show the
scaling of laser output at 1.79u (Ar I) with
neutron flux and tota1. 3He-Ar pressure. Other
laser systems presently under study at th.2 Laneley
Research Center include the %e-Ne-C>2 (8446 A 01)
system. Spectra of nuclear pumped 3He-Ne-O2
taken at die Aberdeen Army Pulse Radiation Facility
will be presented. The above systems aie consid-
ered to be "proof of principle" systems and future
more practical nuclear-pumped lasers, using
excimer species, will be discussed.

I. Introduction

Attempts at pumping gas lasers by charged
particles created from nuclear reactions have been
made for many years.1'2 Figure 1 shows the Major
nuclear reactions used to pu>-.p the lauer medium.
Recently, however, rapid progress has been accom-
plished in direct nuclear excitation with the
development of nu:lear-pumped lasers using either
uranium-2353>4>5 or boron-105 coatings on the
internal walls of the laser cell. Coatings are
basically inefficient for nuclear pumping since
fissions occur primarily inside the coating and
most of the charged-particle energy (80%) is lost
in the coating. Since all the energetic charged-
particles are created in the wall coating and then
travel inward toward the laser cell centerline,
homogeneous volume pumping cannot be realized.
This effect results in such problems as the "gas-
focusing effect" zX. higher pressures.

A much more efficient means of laser pumping
incorporates the 3H3(n.,p)3H reaction. The 3He
reaction is initiated by a thermal neutron which
is absorbed by the 3He nucleus. The nucleus
then disintegrates, producing a proton of 0.57 MeV
and a triton of 0.19 MeV. Both these charged
particles ionize and excite the gas medium

homogeneously. Thus, homogeneous pumping can be
achieved even at high pressures assuming no degrada-
tion of the neutron flux. Since He is a major
constituent of many gas-laser systems, it is con-
venient (although expensive) to replace 4He with
the He isotope. The 3He reaction has previous-
ly been investigated with encouraging results but
no proof of lasing.^'^ We describe here the achiev-
ing, for the first time, of a nuclear-pumped laser
using the volumetric 3He reaction. This is the
second most fundamental advancement in nuclear-
pumped laser research; the first advancement was the
demonstration of nuclear lasing by use of wall coat-
ings. These advancements are expected to lead to
an eventual self-critical nuciear-pumped laser
system using UFg.

I. B10(n,(x)Li or U235tn,f)FF

Y 8 NEUTRON REACTOR
FLUX

ALUMINUM TUBE

LASING GAS'' U^or ~B"> COATING

H«3f LASING GAS

IE. V FLUX_ V FLUX
REACTOR

Figures 1.

LASING CAS

Nuclear reactions for direct nuclear
excitation of lisers.

* This research has been carried out under partial support from NASA Grant NSG-1232.
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II. Direct Nuclear-Pumped Volumetric
3He-Ar Laser

Argon has many laser transitions which operate
with high gain in the infrared region of the spec-
trum. Thus, it is a good candidate for volumetric
nuclear pumping. In a recent experiment at the
Army Pulse Radiation Facility, a mixture of
3He-Ar was found to lase when exposed to the neu-
trons from a fast burst reactor.

-i-EA3 SHIELDING

OUTPUT

BEAM SPLITTER

BORON SHIELD

Figure 2. Experimental setup for nuclear-pumped
laser experiments at the Army Pulse Radiation
Facility.

The reactor experiment setup is shown in
Fig. 2. The laser cell was constructed from quartz
tubing, 81 cm long and 2 cm diameter, with each end
cut at the Brewster angle. A dielectric-coated
flat back mirror (99.5% reflective at 1.7p) and a
2-meter radius of curvature output mirror (1%
transmission at 1.7u) were used to form the optical
cavity. A 61 cm long by 15.5 cm diameter poly-
ethylene moderator was placed around the laser cell
to thermalize the fast neutrons generated by the
Army Pulse Radiation Facility fast-burst reactor
at the Aberdeen Proving Ground. A vacuum and gas-
handling system was attached to the laser cell.
The cell was baked-out prior to filling with
research grade 3He-Ar and base pressures on the
order of lir6 Torr were achieved. Electrodes were
also attached to the laser cell which allowed
electrically pulsed lasing at 1.79u at low pres-
sures (50 Torr}. Using the electrically pulsed
discharge the cavity mirrors and detection system
were aligned. The detection system consisted of a
variable filter wheel and an InAs (at 300°K)
detector placed in a shielded cavity about 20
meters from the reactoi-. No radiation, gamma, or
neutron noise was observed from the shielded InAs
detector during any neutron pulse. The detector
was calibrated for power output by using a c.w.
3.39y He-Ne laser.

Figure 3 is a photograph of the laser output
signal (upper trace) and the moderated neutron
pulse (lower trace]. Note the sharp laser thresh-
old during the rise of the neutron pulse which is
typical of nuclear-pumped lasers. The shape of the
laser signal shows that energy is being deposited
in the gas as long as a neutron flux is available
and terminates only when the neutron flux ends.
The laser produces an essentially steady-state
output since the atomic and molecular processes

Figure 3. The upper trace shows the total laser
output. The sharp threshold at ^2.5 * 1016

n/cm^-sec indicates lasing action. Total pres-
sure is 200 Torr 3He-Ar, 10% Ar. The average
moderated neutron flux across the length of the
laser cell is 8,4 * 1016 n/cm2-sec. The modera-
ted neutron pulse shape is shown in the lower
trace.

operate on a much shorter time scale than the laser
pulse shown in the photograph. The duration of the
lasing pulse is simply dependent on the duration o£
the neutron flux available.

When the back cavity mirror was blocked, no
lasing signal was observed. Al.so, when ^He was
substituted for 3He during a neutron pulse, no
detectable output was observed, Thus, the 3He
reaction did indeed pump the laser medium producing
the first volumetric nuclear-puraj/ed laser.

Figure 4 shows the scaling of the laser output
at 1.79u with the average moderator neutron flux
over the length of tae polyethylene moderator. A
definite lasing threshold was noted at 1.4 * 1016

n/cm^-sec. Nott that with most high-gain c.w.

50 r—

30

3 20

12x10"

Average thermal neutron flux, n/tm -sec

Figure 4. Laser output power (mW) at 1.79ii is
shown vs. average moderated neutron flux along
the length of the quartz laser cell. The total
pressure was held constant at 400 Torr 3He-Ar,
10% Ar. The laser threshold for low yield neu-
tron pulses was 1.4 * 10*6 n/cm^-sec.
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noble gas lasers, saturation effects appear soon
after threshold is reached. Nevertheless, the out-
put power of the nuclear-pumped laser continues to
increase with neutron flux over the range investi-
gated. The highest power output at 1.79M was 50
mW with approximately 10sW deposited in the gas
volume.

Figure 5 shows the scaling of laser output
power at 1.79ti with total pressure. , Here the Ar
concentration was held constant at 10%. Lasing
took place from 200 to 700 Torr He-Ar. Further
studies are needed to determine the minimum and
maximum pressures for laser operation. Also, the
gas mixture of 10% Ar in 3He used in the experi-
ments may not be optimum for nuclear pumping. It
is important to note that lasing took place at 700
Torr 3He-Ar. This is the highest pressure
reactor-driven nuclear-pumped laser to date, and
demonstrates that a homogeneous discharge can be
produced at high pressure with volumetric
excitation.

300 400

Total He-Ar pressure, Torr

Figure 5. Laser output power (mlV) at 1.79p is
shown vs. total ^He-Ar pressure with the Ar
concentration held constant at 10%. The average
moderated neutron flux was held constant at
7.6 x 1016 n/cm2-sec.

III. Electrically Pulsed He-Ar Laser

Using a fast-burst reactor to pump a lasei
medium is a slow process at best. On the average,
only five reactor pulses per day can be achieved.
Thus, it is desirable to use other means to study
and optimize the laser parameters before nuclear
pumping is attempted. With the He-Ar laser it
has been found that a high-pressure (100 Torr)
electrically-pulsed laser could be used to opti-
mize the laser parameters.

Electrical lasing occurs, in the laboratory,
at three wavelengths: 1.79M, 2.31jj, and 1.27M.

Only the 1.79M transition lases at high pressures
(> 50 Torr He-Ar) and in the afterglow of the
pulsed discharge. Thus, the 1.79M transition was
thought to.be the best candidate for.nuclear
pumping for two reasons: First, high-pressure-
electrical lasing was achieved which indicated
that pressure broadening of the transition did
not adversely affect lasing behavior; and, second,
electricai lasing too): place in the afterglow of

the discharge which indicated that processes such
as collisional radiative recombination were import-
ant and lasing did not depend on a very sharp rise-
time excitation pulse. The 1,27M transition was
found to be selfterminating; lasing stopped inside
the voltage pulse and the transition was ruled out
for nuclear pumping. Further research is needed at
the reactor to definitely show that nuclear-pumped
lasing is not occurring at 1.27M and 2.313p.

T0IA1 f HSSUBE (H.-Art,I0«!

Figure 6. Electrically pulsed laser output at
1.79M VS. total pressure of He-Ar in Torr
for varying concentrations of Ar. Electrical
pumping (E/P) was held constant.

Energy level Diagram ol He-Ar Laser

Figure 7. Energy level diagram of the He-Ar
laser system showing the He atomic metastable
species (far left), He2 molecular species and
the argon laser transitions of interest.
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632.8 nm (reference laser*

640.2 nm We)

844.6 nm
electrically
excited laser

667.8-nm (He) i

706.5 nmlHel j

0.001 torr-O^ 1.6torr-Ne, lOOtorr- He

0.04torr-O2, lOtorr-Ne, 600turr- He

Nuclear Excitation 0.02torr-O2, 5torr-Ne, 300torr- He

Nuclear Excitation a008torr-O2, 2torr-Ne, 133torr- He

427.8 nm (N2 I

xl

X2

xlO

850

WAVELENGTH, nm

Figure 8. Comparison of nuclear and electrically e?;cited
^He-Ne-02 spectra. The nuclear spectra at 600 Torr
is 10 times as intense as the spectra at 133 Tor?. The
average thermal neutron flux r s held constant at
5 x 1015 n/cm2-sec.

Figure 6 displays the results of a concentra-
tion study of lasing at 1.79u versus total pres-
sure of He-Ar. From the figure it appears that
10% Ar is very near the optimum concentration of
Ar in He and, thus, this was the concentration
used in the reactor experiments described earlier.
Again, further research is needed to confirm chat
the electrically pulsed afterglow optimum concen-
tration of 10% is the same optimum concentration
under reactor excitation. It is hoped that elec-
trically pulsed afterglow studies will help pre-
dict other more powerful and efficient nuclear-
pumped lasers.

IV. Laser Excitation Mechanisms

Figure 7 is an energy level diagram of the
He-Ar laser system. Note that there is no direct
matching of energy levels between the helium and
argon atoms. In the electrically pulsed laser
experiments, lasing at 1.79ii was found in the
afterglow, thus, direct electron input excitation
of the upper laser level should be ruled out. The
only other process that can adequately account for
laser pumping is collisional radiative recombi-
natior of electrons with argon ions. The argon

ions can be produced either by Penning ionization
(ty He 23 S metastable) or by direct electron
impact ionization of argon. Collisional radiation
recombination then occurs, eventually populating
the upper laser level, the 3d [1/2]° state."
(The excess energy of recombination can be carried
by either an electron, neutral atom, or molecule.)
The 1.79u transition probably has a higher gain
than the 2.313u transition and thus effectively
quenches lasing on 2.315u at higher presjures.

The addition of chlorine to the He-Ar laser
was found to produce a substantial improvement in
Jaser output^'1^ (factors of 2 to 6). This has
been attributed to the depopulation of the argon 4S
levels by resonant transfer to chlorine. Thus,
back excitation from the 4S to the 4P[3/2Jj lower
laser level is reduced and output power at 1.79u
increases. This same process will be attempted in
the nuclear-pumped laser experiments.
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V. He-Ne-O^ Spectra by Nuclear Excitation

The spectra shown in Fig. 8 is a comparison
of He-Ne-02 spectra taken under nuclear and

; electrical pumping. The top trace is the
: He-Ne-02 spectra with lasing occurring at 8446 2
1 in' 01 under electrically pulsed excitation. The
lower three traces show ^He-Ne-02 spectra taken
with nuclear excitation using the same laser

; cavity and cell used for the electrical excitation
spectra. Note that: nuclear excited lasing at
8446 8 is conspicuously missing from the nuclear

• induced spectra. Lasing has not been achieved in
, 3He-Ne-02 for total pressures from 30 to 600 Torr
and average thermal neutron fluxes from 8 * 10^5
to 5 x 1016 n/cm2-sec. Although lasing did not
occur, the spectra of the nuclear and electrically
pulsed discharges are very similar. The broaden-

' ing of the nuclear spectra at high pressures is

most probably due to the high-intensity light
•spilling over into adjacent channels of the opti-
cal multichannel analyzer used for recording the
spectra.

These results indicate that the electrically
pulsed discharge at high pressures (>50 Torr)
.nay have the same dominant process as the nuclear-
induced discharge. This should help.inraiensely in

prc 'icting and optimizing future nuclear-pumped
lasers. ,•

VI. Summary

Listed in Table 1 is a sumn* >r r of all nuclear-
pumped lasers as of May 1976. Th. Jast four
nuclear lasers have been pumped with reactors and
are the most important for practical applications.
Very rapid progress is now being made in this new
field. The two major means of energy deposition,
coating and volumetric sources, have been demon-
strated, with the goal of a self-critical nuclear
laser still being agressively sought. After
examination of Table 1, it is encouraging to note
that operating pressures are rapidly increasing.
This is important if high-power nuclear lasers are
to become a reality. In the future more attention
must be paid to higher pressure excimer laser
systems. Such systems are ideally suited for
nuclear pumping since they operate at high pressures
and have high saturation intensities. The lasing
wavelengths are approaching the visible region of
the spectrum which is of major interest in laser
fusion and isofope separation. The duration of the
lasar output is also increasing and has reached
essentially steady-state opeiation. This is of
major importance since one of the major advantages
of the nuclear-pumped laser is that it has the
potential of being the only practical steady-state
high-power laser system. Laser power outputs and
efficiencies have been quite small (except for the
CO lasei) Lmt this has been due to the high-gain

NUCLEAR PUM-.D
LASERS

(May 1976)

Y-Pumped
KF laser
Los Alamos

y-Pumped
Xe Amplified

spontaneous
emission

Livermore

Fission Fragment
CO Laser

Sandia Labs

Fission Fragment
He-Xe Laser

Los Alamos

B10(n,cx) L i 7

Ne-N2 Laser

Univ. of I l l ino is

He3(n,p)H?
He-Ar Laser
NASA-langley

WAVELENGTH

- 1700 S

5.1-5.6 vm

3.0-4.2 urn

8529 I
and

9393 8

1.79 v

PRESSURE
(TORR)

1.3

5,200
7,800

10,500
13,000
15,700

100

200

75-400

200-700

THERMAL
FLUX

THRESHOLD

(n/cm2 -sec

- 5 x l 0 1 6

3 x l 0 1 5

i x l O 1 5

1.4xlO16

ENERGY
OEPOSITE

(J/D
TIME

PERIOD

= 923
12 nsec

5x10^ to
15xl0 J

17nsec

200
150 usec

50
150 usec

313 t:>
1000

10 msec

24 to 270

150 us

LENGTH OF
LASER

OUTPUT

12 nsec

31-10 nsec
A.S.E.

50 usec

235 usec

6 msec

550 psec

PEAK POWER
DEPOSITED

(W/H)

8 x 1 0 1 0

2.7 X 10 1 1

to ,-.
, x 10n

f.3 x 106

3.3 x 105

3 x 10*
to 5

1 x 10a

.6 x 105

t o K
.8 x 10 6

PEAK LASER
OUTPUT
(WATTS)

(J/ i )

S x 10*
92.3

Z - 6
0.?

> .01

2.8 x 10'5

1.5 x 10'3

2.4 x 10"5

0.05

Table 1. A table of all published nuclear-pumped laser
. results as of May 1S76. The Y-pumped results were obtained
from underground nuclear explosions; the other lasers are
reactor-driven.
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laser systems studied thus far. Future research
must move in the direction of low gain, high-
saturation-intensity laser systems. In this re-
gard, the excimer system appears very encouraging.

The assistance of the staff of the Aberdeen
Army Pulse Radiation Facility and of Mr. J. Fryer
is gratefully acknowledged.
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DISCUSSION

ANON: Did you test lasing by detuning the
cavity?

R. J. De YOUNG: No, we didn't detune because of
the experimental difficulty involved. However, we
did, under conditions ideal for lasing, replace
the ^He with ^He in the cavity. We observed no
lasing, thus concluding that it is quite definitely
the 3He reaction that is pumping the laser and not
any stray gammas or fast neutrons.
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. , RECENT NUCLEAR PUMPED LASER RESULTS

G. H. Miley, «. E. Weljs, M. A. Akerman and 3. H. Anderson
Nuclear Engineering Program
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Abstract

Recent direct nuclear pumped laser research
at the University of Illinois has concentrated on
experiments with three gas mixtures (Ne-N,, Ke-Ne-

Oj, and He-Hg). One mixture has been made to lase

and gain has been-achieved with the other two. All
three of these mixtures are discussed with partic-
ular attention paid to He-Hg. Of interest for DNP

work is the 6150-A ion transition in Hg . The
upper state of this transition is formed directly
by charge transfer and by Penning ionization.

Introduction

Research on radiation-induced plasmas has
been pursued at the University of Illinois since

1963. In the last decade, work has concen-
trated on plasmas suitable for nuclear la-
sers. " ' Previous reviews of this effort were
presented in Refs. 14-18. Other experiments have
dealt with nuclear enhancement of electrically

pumped gas lasers.C19'23) Also, more recently the
possible use of nuclear pumping for laser fusion

applications has been proposed. '

Recent Direct tJuclear jumped (DNP) laser re-
search at the University of Illinois has centered
on three gas mixtures. The first is neon-nirrogen
which has been made to lase in the U. of I. TRIGA

reactor. *• ' The second is helium-neon-oxygen,

for which gain has been measured. *• •* The most
recent work has concentrated on helium-mercury,
in which gain also has been achieved. Work on the
first two mixtures will be briefly reviewed while
He-Hg results will be described in detail.

The Ne-N2 DNP Laser

The neon-nitrogen laser is important for
several reasons. It has the bhortest wavelength
and lowest neutron flux threshold of any DNP laser
demonstrated to date. Also the pumping mechanism
appears to lead the way to an important class of
recombination driven DNP lasers.

The electrical pumping mechanism of the neon-
nitrogen laser has been shown to be recombination.

Recent studies by G. Cooper, et al.'- ' indicate

that collisional-radiative recombination of N in-
to the upper laser level is the most probable
pumping mechanism. The basic question unanswered,

however, is how N+ is so efficiently formed in the
radiation induced plasma. As can be seen from the
energy-level diagram of Fig. 1, this would require

5 0 -

40

10

IMPORTAf; r MECHANISMS

IN TH£ Ne-N2 LASER

IM
-E9.6 eV

0 N -

Fig. 1. Energy level diagram of *-he Ne-N, DNPL.

a two-stsp process if direct neon-nitrogen col-
lisions are involved because the energy levels of

Ne and lower excited states are too low for one-
step excitation. Further, there is strong evidence
that absorption of nitrogen on the laser tube wall
plays a role in the process. This has been demon-
strated by the dependence on the previous history
of nitrogen in the laser cell. We are currently
pursuing research to understand this very compli-
cated process.

Since the bulk of electrons in a DNP plasma
are low energy, recombination can be more effi-
cient than in electric field sustained plasmas

where the electron temperature is high. '

In present experiments the laser is placed
next to the reactor core and external optics are
aligned to focus laser light on the slits of two
monochromators and an S-l photomultiplier. This
is pictured in Fig. 2. A fan, driven by a high
speed electric motor, alternately unblocks and
blocks the back mirror so that gain and/or lasing
can be positively identified.

This work was supported by the Physical Science Division of ERIH.
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REACTOR EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

NEUTRON PULSE AND
TRIGGER LASER OUTPUT RECORDED

.TRIGSER

FWII8 S - l -
, BEAM <
*v -f

'.HEATH
EU-700

1 RCA
"31034

JARRELL-ASH B2-000
0 5 METER EBERT

Fig. 2. Reactor experimental setup.

While lasing has been achieved with uranium

coated tubes in other experiments, *• " a

0.4 mg/cm coating of B is normally used on the
inside surface of an aluminum tube which forms the
laser discharge region. Excitation is then pro-
vided by the reaction:

D io 2.3 MeV

Figure 3 shows a typical Ne-N2 laser output

with the neutron flux profile superimposed. The

top trace shows the 8629-A laser line which tends
to cut off near the peak of.the neutron pulse.

The 9393-A transition shown on the trace lases
about two Billiseconds past the peak. This dif-
ference ir. timing is attributed to competition for
excitation between the upper states.

Particular attention should be paid to the
chopping of the signal which is the result of a
fan inside the cavity (see Fig. 2). This provides
an easy, but conclusive, proof of lasing even
though the laser is behind 11 feet of concrete
shielding.- The saire technique provides a sensi-
tive method to measure gain and this will be dis-
cussed later with regard to optimizing He-Ne-02

and He-Hg mixtures. In addition to these details
of the Ne-N2 laser, a peculiarity with respect to

the tine histoty that may hold the key to the N
production mechanism in the reactor should be
mentioned. When a small amount of N2 is added to

the normal mixture, lasing almost stops during the
next pulse. Subsequent pulses where no N^ is

added yield much J-arger laser signals. The cycle
is repeated when another small amount of nitrogen
is added. This behavior, diagramed in Fig. 4, is
interpreted as resulting from nitrogen being ab-
sorbed on the wall such that emission during the

reactor pulse in some way contributes to N pro-
duction and subsequent lasing by recombination as
discussed earlier.

He-Ne-02 Optical Gain

Early work with a Ne-02 laser utilizing B

as the source of excitation showed promise.
However, results were erratic and it was difficult
to control the small 02 concentration required due

to absorption on the tube wall. The discovery
that the addition -<f large amounts of helium made
high pressure electrical lasing possible was a

breakthrough/34' It also made possible the use

of the He (n,P)T reaction to produce excitation in
the reactor, effectively controlled the oxygen
absorption and provided effective pumping by col-

N e - N ? DIRECT NUCLEAR PUMPED LASER

9393A
LASER OUTPUT

8629A
LASER OUTPUT

PEAK NEUTRON
PULSE

TOTAL LASER AND
SPONTANEOUS
OUTPUT
(S-l PHOTOMULTIPLtER)

5 msec/DIV.

Fig. 3. Oscilloscope trace of Ne-N2 DNPL. Shows

laser output vs . time.
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Fig. 4. Variation of tota! output vs. number of
reactor pulse in a series of 10 pulses.
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lision transfer. While actual lasing was not
achieved, extensive chopper experiments (using
the fan as previously described to alternately
unblock and block the cavity) conclusively demon-
strated gain on the 8446-A line (the same line
used in-the electrical He-Ne-O2 laser). This is

illustrated in Fig. 5 where the chopped output from

8446 A is shown along with two other lines, 777S A

and 8780 A. Kith helium pressures of 700 torr and
a 0.2% (>2 concentration, gain was observed. The

unblocked to blocked ratios of the two other lines,
though within the high reflectivity bandwidth of
the cavity mirrors, are roughly two, i.e.' near the
value expected for spontaneous emission. Since
neither line is expected to invert, this demon-
strates that the technique is working when com-

pared to the 8446 A output where ratios approaching
5 are observed. Such measurements indicate a gain
of ~0.9%, has been achieved with a mixture of 0.2%
02 and 0.52% Ne at pressures up ta 1 attn. Optimal

mixtures are discussed in some detail in Ref. 28,
and it is thought that higher neutron fluxes and
rise time could lead to sufficient gain to make an
attractive laser. If successful this could replace
Ne-N2 as the shortest wavelength to date.

He-Hg Optical-Gain

This mixture differs from the first two mix-
tures in that energy transfers directly from
helium ions and metasr.ables to the upper laser
level via thermal-energy charge-exchange and Pen-
ning ionization of metastable states, respectively,
(see Fig. 6) This pumping mechanism is compatible
with radiation-induced plasmas. The potential use

of He to achieve a volume source of excitation at

UNBLOCKED-BLOCKbD RATIOS FOR

TRANSITIONS IN OXYGEN a NEON

3OoVi-

CAVITY
'TUNED

B446A-0

77754-0

8780A-N.

TIME (lOmsec/cm)

Fig. 5. Unblocked-blocked ratios vs. tine. Shows
comparison between 8446 A oxygen tran-
sition exhibiting gain, and two others
that do not.

HELIUM-MERCURY LASER
ENERGY LEVEL DIAGRAM

20eV

lOeV -

OeV<—
He

Fig. 6. Energy level diagram for the helium-
mercury system. The 6150 A-transition

from'the 'P5,2
 level is shown.

high pressures is an important feature of He "<»
Finally, when it lases, it will provide an t
in the visible range.

The 61S0-A transition was first men cd as
a possible Direct Nuclear Pumped Laser by

Andriakhin who reported a large light output
in the visible region of the spectrum when a He-Hg
laser was operated in a pulsed reactor. At the
University of Illinois a hollow cathode laser de-
sign was adapted to operate next to the reac-
tor core. The hollow cathode was a 60-cm length
of aluminum cylinder 2.5 cm in diameter with an

internal coating of B . It seives a dual purpose
of being a hollow cathode for the electrical laser
and providing the nuclear reactions for the DNP
laser. The electrodes were contained in a pyrex
tube that was wrap7id with three sections of
heater tapes. By heating the tube,the density of
mercury within can be controlled. Three chromel-
alumel thermocouples are used to monitor tempera-
tures along the laser. Mercury is contained in
two reservoirs which are maintained at a tempera-
ture slightly lower than that of the main tube.
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Again, a chopping fan in the laser cavity
provides unblocked to blocked measurements (see
Fig. / ) . The laser is mounted on an aluminum car-
riage and placed next to the core of the reactor.

HELIUM-MERCURY LASER
HOLLOW CATHODE DISCHARGE

Fig. 7. He-Hg laser and carriage used in these
experiments.

The placement of the laser is similar to the
Ne-N2 experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 2.

The laser is evacuated with a forepump, and then
filled to the desired helium pressure When the
reactor is pulsed, signals such as those shown in
Fig. 8 are observed. The top trace shows the nodu-

lated 6150-X signal produced by the chopper fan.
The middle trace displays the neutron pulse while
the bottom trace shows the modulated signal with

the monochromator set at 6560 A. The light thus

collected could be from the 6560-A He-II transi-

tion, or the 6563-A H-I transition due to a gas

impurity. As with the Ne-N, experiments shown

earlier, this transition should not be inverted.
It lies within the high reflectivity range of the
cavity, hence, serves as a reference to demon-
strate that no extraneous effects are occurring.
As expected, the unblocked-blocked ratio for it is

o

~2, whereas the 6150-A ratio is -5 providing a
clear demonstration of gain.

Unblocked to blocked ratio data from Fig. 8
are shown as a function of neutron flux in Fig. 9.

o
The 6560 A ratios remain at ~2 within the accuracy

o
of the measurement. The 6150-A ratios increase

from ~2 at 4 x 1014 n/cra2-sec to 4.8 at 3 x 1015

2 14
n/cm -sec, sugg.sting a threshold for gain <10
n/cm -sec. In later experiments, the mirror
alignment and mercury pressure were optimizei' and
even higher ratios, approaching 8 were obtained.
This is also shown in Fig. 9.

RATIO COMPARISON

600T0RR HELIUM
6mT0RR Hg

3.3xio'5n-cm2-sec'

Fig. 8. Ratio comparison showing 6150-A Hg-II
transition with gain, and another tran-
sition for which gain is not expected.
The helium and mercury pressures were 600
Torr and 6 mTorr respectively.

UNBLOCKED/BLOCKED RATIOS

VS

NEUTRON FLUX

6 6 0 A

CAVITY

OPTMIZEO

6560 A

600 TCRR HELIUM

6 mTORR MERCURY

0 1 2 3 4

NEUTRON FLUX (X's |O15]

Fig. 9. Bottom two curves: Variation of un-
blocked-blocked ratios vs. neutron flux
for Fig. 8. Top curve: The 6150-A
ratios vs. neutron flux for more optimal
conditions.

The gain can be predicted from our unblocked
to blocked ratios using the approximate ray-
tracing theory oS Ref. 28. In the present case,
gains up to 1.5%/m are estimated. Losses for the
present cavity are >5%, but if these losses can
be reduced somewhat, the gain may be sufficient
for lasing. If not, use of a higher neutron flux,
such as can be obtained with a fast burst reactor,
may be required.

Another important variable is the gas pres-
sure. Preliminary attempts to optimize this are
shown in Fig. 10 in which the unblocked to blocked
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?ig. 10. Ratios vs. helium pressure, showing a
maximum value around 600 Torr.

ratio is shown as a function of helium pressure
for a fixed mercury pressure (~4 mTorr). A broad
peak is observed near 600 Torr helium pressure.
A similar curve with mercury pressure as the
variable shows ~4 mTorr to be the optimum mercury
pressure.

He-Hg Spectra

.* A camera compatible with the CCA McPherson
EU-700 monochromator was constructed to photo-
graph the spectra generated in reac-or tests of
DNP lasers. Figure 11 shows a side view cutaway
of the reactor thruport, in which the laser plasma
tube is placed, while the nonochromator and camera
are at the exit. Poloroid 57 film was used
to photograph the spectra, though the camera is
compatible with any 4"x5" sheet film.

Figure 12 is a photograph of the helium-

mercury spectra between 5450 A and 6400 A. ^'

The left strip shows the spectra created during a

TRIGA REACTOR
CORE

Fig. '11. Reactor arrangeaent for making photo-
graphic spectra measurements (r.ot to
scale).

HELIUM-MERCURY SPECTRA

I-5461-1

-2848-

O 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

HELIUM PRESSURE, TORR

-6150-•

i
100 TORR !00 TORR 5 TORR

1 . t 1
NUCLEAR ELECTRICAL

EXCITATION EXCITATION

Fig. 12. Spectra for three different conditions:

On the le-.'t the 6150-1 line is present at
100 Torr with nuclear excitation, while
two electrical excitation spectra are
shown at right for comparison.

neutron pulse at 100 Torr helium pressure. The
right strip shows the same tvelength range at 5
and 100 Torr, but with electrical excitation only.

It is observed that the 6150-A line is present
in the 5-Torr electrical case but disappears at
100-Torr. In the nuclear case it remains clearly
visible at l^Q-Torr, emphasizing that there is a
difference i.i pumping mechanisms whereby high
pressure operation with nuclear pumping may be
uniquely possible. The excitation mechanisms are
not well understood yet, however, so the details
of the mechanisms involved must await further
study.

There ar^ other differences between the two
spectra that do not show up in this reproduction

of the spectra. Two Angstrom resolution has been
achieved with the camera-monochromator combination

and an integrated neutron flux of 6.6 x 1014 n/cm2.

Conclusion

Several schemes for producing DNP lasers hav^
been described along with the experimental work
that has been accomplished to date. A nuclear
pumped laser operating on two wavelengths in the
near IR and two other systems that have nuclear-
induced population inversions have been discussed.
One of these, the He-Hg system, potentially offers
a visible laser. In addition, a simple means of
identifying gain using a modulated cavity has been
described. Finally, a means of photographing spec-
tra and some results with He-Hg have been de-
scribed.

DNP laser research at the University of
Illinois has centered not only on a search for
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high pressure, high power nuclear lasers, but also
on a search for the unique mechanisms that will
allow suitable systems for future applications to
be predicted.

Figure 13 lists a summary of nuclear lasers
produced as of May 1976,C27,30-32,35,36) that
utilize research reactors and have been described
in archival literature. Referring to the Illinois
results, the Ne-N2 laser exhibits the lowest ther-
mal neutron flux threshold, shortest wavelengths,-
and longest duration of any of the DNP lasers.
Further, it appears to employ a recombination
pumping scheme, that could be the precursor of
other more efficient and powerful lasers. The
He-Ne-O, and the He-Hg systems are both promising
in that gain has been observed experimentally.
They represent a search for suitable lasers that

utilize He as a volume source, i.e., they car;
operate at high pressure, and also have wave-
lengths in or near the visible.
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Fig. 13. Summary of DNPL experiments performed
with research nuclear reactors.
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NUCLEAR FISSION FKAGMDT UCITATION
-..'.-. OF ELECTRONIC TRANSITION USIR MEDIA

.. D. C. Lorents, H. V. McCusker, and C. K. Rhodes
. ' Molecular Physics Center
Stanford,Research institute, Menlo Park, California M035

. .'• A b a t r a c t ' ; • ••' ..;•' : •' •' "

> ; . . . ',. •; . - . . : • - . . • ' • ' • - ' " ' , . ; • • • . • • ' , ',

Tha propartlaa of high -energy electronic tranii-
tlon laaara axcited by fission fragments 'a're •••. '
examined. SpacUlq charactarlatica of tha aadla
including d*nBity,'excitationrateB, wavelength,
kinatlca, 'fissile material; scale ai*e, and medium •
uniformity are.assessed. Tlie use of epithermal
Mutrons^ homogeneously.mixed fiaalla material, and

'special high cross aactlon nuclear'isotopes to op-
timise coupling of the energy to the medium are'
shown- to ba important conaldarationa maximising thj
scale size, energy deposition, and medium unifor-
mity. , A performance limit point of :~ 1000 J/lita/.1

in ~ 100 voiee pulaaa.ia aatabiiahed for'a larga '
claaa of syatans' operating in tha near ultraviol'.t
aid viaible .spectral r«jion», It ia damonatrataii
that *-bea* axeltation can be uaad to aiwilate
nuclear puaping conditions to facllitatta the search
for candidate aedia. Experimental data.for <the

vkineticn of a'XeF* laser operating-in Ar/Xe/Fj/OFg
mixtures are given.' These;raactor-puaped systems
axe. suitable for scaling to voiaua on the order of

Table I

Operating characteristics of SPR III

,_.••••'•• :•..•..-:•'•"'••"•'•;- -i» ' I n t r o d u c t i o n . •-..'.' .,;;'"'

* - ? 1 ' " " • ' • ' • • • ' ' " ' " " ' " . * • • • •• " • ' ' •

Pulsed neutron generators are a compact source
of enorabus energy in; the fora of' fast fission
fragments. The Sandia SPR III reactor, whose

1operating; paraaeters are suanarisad in Table I, ra-
preaenta a modern configuration which dissipates
several i^gajoulea of'energy in a single pulse. '
Efforts have W e n underway for aeveral years to
realise methods for producing coherent radiant
energy with a nuclear anargy source.''' The first-
successful efforts.to obtain laser oscillation in

.fisaion-fragaeat-puaped media were recently report-
ed in several laboratories,3 In this paper,,wewill
discuaa the considerations necessary to efficiently
convert fission fragment energy to coherent radia-
tion. Several critical, aapecta of this coupling
will be exaained, particularly specific aediua
caaracterietics such as density,.wavelength, kine-
tic*, fissile material', scale sise, energy deposi-
tion, and uniformity'. We will show that officiant
coupling of a.pulsed reactor with m appropriate
gain medium will result in aegajoule outputa of
.coherent energy at ultraviolet and viaible wave--

Neutron Flux (cavity) r '<" 1019 n-see~l ca"a

Prompt Neutron Pulse Width -~ SO fee

Average Neutron Energy ~ aoo keV

Cavity Volume • ~ IS liter

II. Keactor-Medlum Coupling'

A. Inera-y Deposition. Medium Penalty and Coapoaition

Optical flasion-fragaent-excltad laser systems
require efficient coupling of the fission fragment
.energy to the laaer nediua. The basic fission
process involving uranium la

+ U 3 * zi z
a

v n

which released ~ 165 NeV of kinetic energy In the
two highly, ionised fragments. These fission frag-
ments transfer their energy to a host aediua by
several processes, including charge exchange, colll-
alonal stripping, direct lonlzation^ and Auger pro-
cesses, all of which lead to ionlza'tioh- and excita-
tion of the host material. As ,tbe considerations of
Laffert, sees, and Jamaraon* indicate,'the energy
per ion pair produced by fission tragaenta in rare
gases, Wff, is close.to the corresponding value,
W#, for electrons. This is reasbaable physically
because the ionization and excitation In both cases
la produced largely by secondary electrons at ener-
gies much lower than that of the primary particle.
To a good first approximation, then, ~ 50% of the
energy depoalted in-dense'rare gases by fiasion frag-
pents will produce electronic excitation, just as In
the case of electrona.5 Therefore, we can apply the
knowledge'gained recently froa energy transfer stu-
dies of e-beaa-excited rare gases and rare gas
mixtures to the potential fisslon-fragment-puaped .
m e d i a . .. •'•• • v ' ''.'". ' v ; ' ""' '.- •'' ' "• ;-.-

In general, we desire a aediua whose properties
ara such that it minimises the kinetic losses
through efficient coupling to the upper laser level *
while simultinoously utlllilng physical aechaalsaa
that.are basically insenaitive to the kinetic teap-
erature. The maiii limitatlona om the optical- gala '
Include gas heating, optical absorption by all
species present, and medium lnaoaogaalety. The 11- '
aitatlon due to gas heating arise* froa the fact'
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that many laser molecules dissociate at elevated
temperatures. This effec'; establishes an upper
limit on the energy deposited in the gas (and
therefore on energy output), and we can estimate
that upper limit as follows. The deposited energy,
E d, is related to the optical efficiency -7), the
medium density p, and the maximum permissible
temperature rise of the medium ATg, by the speci-
fic heat equation

3pkAT,
B

2(1-11) (2)

For example, if we restrict ATg to £ lOOC^K and
assume T| = 0.10 and a host material consisting of
argon at a density p^r =" 10 cm"*5 (~ SO amagats),
these conditions permit an energy deposition E d of
2 x 10 joules/liter and provide (at the stated
efficiency) ~ 2 x 103 J/liter of laser energy.

At the high gas density indicated, the fission
fragment range will be low Ci'jj < 1 nra1).4 This
imposes the condition that the fissile material be
homogeneously incorporated into the laser medium
if we are to achieve uniform deposition over dimen-
sions R ^> Rff• Homogeneously mixed fissile mater-
ial also insures efficient deposition of the fission
fragment energy in contrast to configurations in-
volving foils of fissile material located at the
boundary of the medium, for which only ~ 20% of the
energy is deposited in the gas. On the other hand,
it requires the existence of a fissile material
(such as UFg) that is volatile at moderate tempera-
tures.

The density of fissile material required to"-
generate a given energy deposition can be calcula-
ted from the relation

Ed = PfTsfTsf (3)

where j n is the neutron flux, < O"j > is the fission
cross section averaged over the neutron energy
spectrum, T is the neutron pulse duration, and e^
is the energy released per fission. The cavity .
neutron flux typical of current pulsed reactors
(SPR III) is approximately 10 1 9 n/cm2-sec in an
~ SO \xsec pulse as indicated in Table I. In order
to maximize the fission cross section of the fis-
sile material, the neutrons must be moderated to
low energies. We assume that this moderation pro-
cess can reduce iialf the neutrons to E n ^ 0.4 eV
within a pulse length of ~ 10 see" (passage of
'the neutrons through 2.5 cm of polyethylene will
produce this partial moderation). Fission cross
sections 7'8 for U ,34 and Am242"1 as a function of
neutron energy are presented in Figure 1; these
curves show the importance of moderating the neu-
tron energies.

For these conditions, fission-generated energy
deposition is shown in Figure 2 as a function of
II235 and Am m. These estimates were made assum-
ing a flat energy distribution for neutrons over
the range 0 < E n

 s 0.4 eV, We see that ~ 100 torr
2 3 5 leads to a deposition of 6 kj/4, while the

r! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2

E n ieV)

Fig. 1 Fission cross sections Cj as a function of .
neutron kinetic energy E n for U

23^ and Am 2 4 2 m.

same energy density can be achieved with approxi-
mately one tenth the fissile material density for
Am becausa of its larger fission cross section
at these neutron energies. Reducing the neutron
energies to thermal values would in turn reduce the
amount of u""7 required for a given energy deposi-
tion, but it would also increase t.ne pulse length
and reduce the power density. On the other hand,
americiuni has a high fission cross section for neu-
tron energies as high as 1 eV. Other transplutonic
materials such as Cm24^ which has a fission cross
section ^>1(' and other properties intermediate1*
between those of u 2 3 5 and Am 2 4 2 m will be discussed
in section E. These densities of fissile material
are low enough that they may not interfere with the
basic kinetics of the excitation process; we ad-
dress this point later.

The ability to deposit the maximum permissible
' energy density in a laser gas mixture can be
achieved with e-beams as well as with this proposed
fission-fragment-pumping technique. A aajor advan-
tage of the latter technique is that the pumped
volume is limited only by the range of low energy
neutrons, which is on the order of meters, whereas
e-beam systems are limited by the range of high
energy electrons, which is on the order of centi-
meters. Furthermore, the weight and volume of a
reactor pump is expected to be substantially smal-
ler than that of an e-beam pump of comparable
energy.

Be conclude on the basis of the above considera-
tions that the laser medium for a high energy
fission-fragment-pumped laser will consist of a
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Figure 2 Deposited energy Ed as a function of
fissile material density pf for U

2 3 5 and Am242m

assuming the performance characteristics of the
SPR III pulsed reactor as noted in the text. The
vapor pressure of UFg (111.9 torr) at 25°c is
indicated.

large volume, high density gas (e.g., argon) con-
taining a homogeneous mixture of ~ 10 to 100 torr
of a volatile fissile material. The ai.ual laser
molecule could be any of several candidates already
demonstrated with e-beam-excitation, e.g., Ar-N2,
Ar-J-2, XeO, ArF, KrF, or XeF. It is essential that
the laser kinetics allov/ essentially cw operation
in order to utilize all the excitation from the
relatively long pulse of neutrons, but this is
apparently the case in the systems suggested.

B. Scale Dimensi -ng and Medium Uniformity

The maximum volume that can be pumped by neutron-
induced fussion is set by the range of neutrons in
the medium, which is set in turn by the scattering
and absorption lengths for the neutrons. The
scattering length will be governed by the primary
constituent, say Ar, which has a total scattering „
cross section for thermal neutrons of ~ 10~24 cm2

ponds to a scattering length of ~ 1C meters. The
absorption will be due to the volatile fissile
specie; total neutron capture cross sections are 1.5
to 2 times the fission cross sections shown in Fig-
ure 1. The absorption length will in fact be con-
trolled by the energy deposition by the relation

JnT ef (4)

for .the conditions described above, this is on the
order of 3 meters. Thus, the maximum dimensions of
the pumped volume will be governed by absorption of
neutrons. It is this ability to uniformly pump such
large volumes that provides the major scaling advan-
tage of taia proposed techDique.

The range of the neutrons is sufficiently large
that the transit time of moderated aeutrons through
the gas can exceed the neutron pulse length. In
fact, for 0.2 eV neutrons (vn ~ 6 x 10

5 cm/sec), the
distance travelled during a 100 t*sec pulse is ~ 60
cm. For very large volumes, the neutron pulse will
be essentially a travelling excitation wave. This
should not be a problem if appropriate output coup-
ling of the laser energy can be achieved.

It ijj important that the neutron velocity be large
compared to acoustic velocities, vs, so that pulse-
generated disturbances do not disturb the optical
homogeneity of the flow.12 Since vs =5 5 x 10

4 cm/
sec, this is always true. However, acoustic dis-
turbances could arise near the boundaries at the end
of a long pulse, since R di S t u r b a n c e ~ vs-T ~ 5 cm
for T = 10"^ ser Use of'fissile materials with
large fission cross sections for epithermnl neutrons
allows minimal pulse lengths, which also m.nimizes
the effects of acoustic disturbances.

C. Kinetic Properties

Fission-fragment excitation of dense atomic gases
occurs, as noted earlier, by the sai.te basic mecha-
nisms as excitation by energetic electrons. This
enables direct utilization of the considerable kine-
tic knowledge acquired in studies of electron-beam-
excited material. In particular, electron beams
excite the rare gases and produce metastable atoms
and excimers with an energy efficiency5 of ~ S0%.
In addition, several e-beam-pumped laser media have
been demonstrated in the visible to near uv range
that utilize energy transfer from excited rare gas
donor species to either atomic or molecular accept-
ors. Among these are Ar/l^, Ar/^, XeO, raie-gas-
halides and He2

+/H2'

(Ar40). For Ar densities of 102VcmJ, this corres-

It follows that these previously demonstrated
media will function properly under excitation by
fission fragments provided that (a) at the densities
required the fissile additives do not interfere
appreciably with'the kinetic processes, (b) tr.c
neutron transport, apart from fission, is not ad-
versely affected, (c) any additional optical losses
arising from the fissible additive are sufficiently
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small', and (d) the laser medium can operate quasi-
cw. Points (a) and 'c) will establish an upper
limit on the fissile additive, and thereby the
achievable energy deposition as shown in Fig. 2.
Point (b) is not a limiting factor for the mater-
ials, densities, and scale dimensions under consi-
deration. Issue (c) is examined in section D be-
low.

It is important to note that the kinetic studies
that will be required to evaluate candidates for
fission-fragment excitation can be 'alidly perfor-
med on media excited with electron beams over most
of the desired parameter space* The comparison
between e-beam and neutron-induced fission excita-
tion is illustrated in Figure 3. In principle,
electron beam machines can be used to simulate
nuclear excitation and demonstrate lasing charac-
teristics within the entire space below the limita-
tion established by the foil, which includes all
but the highest energy operating points in Fig. 3,
Roactors such as SPR III can be used tc evaluate
the operational behavior at the limits of the high
energy performance of media whose kinetic and opti-
cal characteristics had been obtained by simpler
methods.

) M I I I ] TTI

Figure 3 Excitation rate (P/V) in watts/cm3 as a
function of excitation time T for high pressure
rare gas materials by conventional pulsed electron
beam devices and fission fragment concepts coupled
to a pulsed reactor. The electron beam foil limi-
tation is indicated.

From the kinetic viewpoint, we desire a minimum
required fissile additive density pf. This favors
the use of high fission cross section materials
and high neutron fluerice reactor concepts [c.f.

Eq. 3J. Although many volatile compounds involving
fissile material are known, UF£> because of its
high vapor pressure at room temperature and its
low radioactivity, is an obvious initial candidate.

To test the feasibility of these suggestions, we
have made e-beam excitation studies of the fluores-
cence of XeF from mixtures of Ar/Xe/F2 to which
depleted UFg v/as added. Measurements of the fluor-
escence spectrum, fluorescence intensity, and
fluorescence decay time r" Jxl- ~ 3511 A wfire made
on the gas mixtures' excited with a Febetron 706
and the results are shown in Table II. We note
first that the XeF is not formed in material con-
taining only UFg. In light of the quenching data
noted below, we conclude that the reaction

k
(5)

is relatively slow, with a rate k s 10 cm /sec.

Table II

XeF fluorescence measurements
in Ar/Xe/F2/UFg mixtures

(pressures in torr)

Xe* + UF5 -» XeF* +

Ar

1500

1500

1500

1500

760

760

760

760

Xe

10

10

10

10

40

40

40

40

F2

4

4

0

o

4

4

4

4

UF6

0

4

4

100

0

4

10

50

XeF Spectra
Observed

normal

normal

none

none

Emission

Intensity

1

1

0.6

0.36

Xenon fluoride emissions are easily seen with 4
torr of F2 and no UFg; when 4 torr of UFg is added
to this mixture no change is observed in the spec-
trum intensity, or decay rate of the XeF . For
mixtures containing 50 torr of UFg and only 4 torr
of F2, the XeF* is approximately one-third ad in-
tense as with no UF-, indicating that X^ quenching
by UFg is of the order of 0.1 thai of F^. These
results indicate that UFg is quit-' inert it> reac-
tion with electronic excited states, and may be
added in quantities at least equel to the laser
additive. These observations ha''e extremely impor-
tant and positive implications for fission fragment
pumping using UF6-

D. Medium Optical Characteristics

Optical losses due to the fissile additive may
•prevent laser action, even when no kinetic inter-
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ference is present. For illustration, we show in
Figure 4 the optical absorption cross section of
UFg as a function of wavelength in the range 200-
400 nm according to the recent data of DePoorter
and Rofer-DePoorter.16 Naturally, the best region
for oscillation in a medium containing UFg is at
wavelengths from 400 nm to the infrared where the
absorptions are known to be very small. Never-
theless, it may be possible to operate successfully
in the region near the deep absorption minimum at
~ 340 nm, which very closely matches the I2* s&d
XeP transitions. Indeed, it may be that tha blue
band of XeF ~ 42OoA is a better candidate since
UFg absorption in that region is extremely low.
Again, the use of lower densities of high fission-
cross section material would undoubtedly mitigate
this problem.

•- 233.7 K DJ7 ton

* 263.1 K 7.26 ton

• 272.5 K 16.32 urt

> 296.1 K 91 .SO ton

3D0O

WAVELENGTH (Al

Figure 4 Optical absorption cross section of UFg
in the range 200-400 nm according to the data of
DePoorter and Rofer-DePoorter. The positions of
the XeF* (351 nm) and I2* (342 nm) laser transitions
are also indicated.

E. Special Nuclear Materials

The previous discussion has shown that nuclear
materials with high fission cross sections, parti-

cularly in the epithermal region, reduce many of the
limitations which arise in the consideration of ex-
citation of laser media by fission fragments. Sev-
eral transplutonic materi?4ls represent an improve-
ment over u 2 3 5 by up to roughly a factor of ten.
An example of this comparison is illustrated in
Figure 2, which compares the performance of U23*>
with Am242111. Other materials such as Cm245 and
Cf 2 4 9 also have very attractive properties. Tho
main parameters of interest are the nuclear life-
times, the resonance integrals for fission (Inf)
and neutron capture (Inv)> the availability, and
the existence of f. suitably volatile compound as a
carrier.

Table III contains the lifetimes and resonance
integrals for several nuclear materials. ' " We
observe that Cm245 has a lifetime roughly one third
that of Pu239, decays solely by a emission and has
a large ratio of fission to capture resonance inte-
grals. Although some reasonably volatile metal-
organic compounds of the ^ransplutonics such as
Am and Cm are known to exist,18 insufficient data
are currently available i'or a complete evaluation.

Table III

Properties of transplutonic materials

Isotope

U235

PU239

Am242"1

Cm245

Cf249

2

8

TJ (yr)

7 x 108

.4 x 104

152

.5 x 103

350

lit (»)

275

301

1570

750

1610*

1 Iv <b>
144

200

(200)

101

625

*Dominated by a resonance at Bn = 0.7 eV with an
area of 8000 eV-barns.

0.5
dE

III. Conclusions

Estimates of the performance limits of fission
fragment excited laser systems radiating in the near
ultraviolet and visible regions indicate that ex-
tremely high energy outputs appear feasible using
pulsed reactor neutron generators. Transverse
scale dimensions of greater than oae meter appear
practical. Scale size and medium density considera-
tions show that high density gas phase media con-
taining homogeneously integrated fissile material
are superior to foil configurations. The use of
fissile materials with large fission cross sections,
particularly in the epithermal range, increase the
medium scale size and relax kinetic and optical
constraints. Simulation of the conditions produced
by fission fragment excitation can be achieved over
most of the relevant parameter space by studies of
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cand .date media with excited electron beams. Sys-
tems -jf this nature may have application as phofco-
1/ti . drivers for the high peak power systems
r-squ red for laser fusion.
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R. V.- HESS:
mixtures ?

DISCUSSION

Did you pump with noble gas-alkali

D. C. LORENTS: No, we have not looked at noble
gas-alkali systems in our laboratory. We have
looked at Zenon-Mercury. That system seems to
be rather complicated, and I would not recommend
it.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGHER POWER FISSION-FRAGMENT-EXCITED
CO LASER*

D. A-. McArthur
Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

Abstract

Since our initial observation of lasing
at \ ^ 5p in cooled, reactor-excited CO,
we have continued to develop this laser in
a small experimental program. The early
gain measurements and laser feasibility
experiments did not use parameters typ-
ical of efficient electrical CO lasers,
but did show that the CO laser is prom-
ising as a potentially efficient reactor-
excited laser. In our recent experiments,
we have observed that moderate dilution
of the CO with Ar lowers the reactor ex-
citation threshold for lasing. We have
also developed very smooth and rugged
fission coatings on ceramic substrates,
to minimize fouling of laser mirrors.
Finally, a new laser apparatus has been
constructed which more closely resembles
large electrically-excited CO lasers.
In initial experiments this new laser has
produced a laser energy ^ 15 mJ (or ̂  100
W peak power), which represents a factor
of 50 increase in laser energy and a mod-
erate increase in efficiency. Measure-
ments of the energy emerging from the
foils indicate that excitation of the gas
is still below optimum values. Laser ac-
tion at room temperature has also been
observed. Modifications to the new ap-
paratus are being made to permit system-
atic variation of parameters, which
should lead to further efficiency im-
provements .

I. Introduction •'

When the Sandia nuclear pumping pro-
gram began in late 1972, there was no
clearly demonstrated case of laser action
using only a laboratory nuclear reactor.
Because of the relatively high excitation
rates available from our SPR-II reactor,
we decided to survey a number of possible
laser media that had been studied by ear-
lier workers, in an effort to observe at
least one clear-cut case of lasiny. No
evidence of lasing was seen in CO2, DF,
HF, He-Ne, and Ar , although intense
light emission was often seen. However,
the emission either decreased when laser
mirrors were added, or was independent of
laser mirror orientation.

Because of the relatively low power in-
put rate available with nuclear pumping,

it appeared that the a, 5y wavelength
laser operating on the vibrational bands
of CO might be very suitable for reactor
pumping. This laser is a very efficient,
electrically-excited laser, operating be-
tween vibrational levels which have very
long lifetimes even at high pressures.
Finally, selective excitation is not re-
quired to obtain an inversion, since a
strongly non-equilibrium population dis-
tribution spontaneously develops iri CO if
the gas is highly excited vibrationally
yet remains translationally cold. Thus
the most important uncertainties were how
much gas heating would be caused by fis-
sion fragment excitation, and what frac-
tion of the fission fragment energy
would go into vibrational excitation of
the CO.

Early in 1974 optical gain was ob-
served in pure CO gas cooled initially
to 77 K. After making initial studies
of the gain as a function of wavelength
and excitation rate, a laser apparatus
was constructed, and clear evidence of
lasing was obtained. This evidence con-
sisted of a >103-fold increase in the
signal seen by a distant detector, only
when highly-reflecting mirrors were
placed in the apparatus and were properly
aligned. A small laser energy was also
measured, from which an estimated laser
efficiency ^0.1% was obtained. These
results, the first clear demonstration
of lasing in a medium excited only by
fission fragments, were described in an
internal report in July, 1974,' and pub-
lished in the literature after a patent
application was filed.2

II. Potential Efficiency of

Reactor-Excited CO

The initial series of gain measure-
ments in pure CO showed a factor of ten
smaller gain amplitude, compared to that
observed in electrically-excited CO
lasers.3 Otherwise, the gain hehavior
was similar to pulsed electrically-
excited" CO lasers in overall time depend-
ence and in its dependence on the vibra-
tional band and the rotational quantum
number within each band. Fig. 1 shows
measured peak gain in pure CO for a reac-
tor temperature rise AT_ of 320°C, with

is
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Fig. 1 Measured Peak Gain in CO and
Calculated Wavelength
Dependence of Gain.

calculated gain curves for various gas
temperature assumptions. A threshold
energy deposition was also required to ob-
serve gain: Fig. 2 shows that the gain on
the X = 5.27 y line goes to zero well be-
fore the gas energy deposition (which is
proportional' to ATR) approaches zero,
The smaller gain magnitude could well be
caused by the low excitation per CO mole-
cule associated with the undiluted CO gas
used. Intensity modulation of 'the probe
laser beam and a pressure rise in the
gain cell upon excitation both indicated
the presence of some gas heating by the
fission fragments. The widths of the gain
pulses increased slightly for the higher
-v bands, which may also indicate gas
heating.

Fitting the gain measurements with an
approximate steady-state vibrational dis-
tribution, assuming a transient gas tem-
perature ranging between 80 K and 150 K,
implies that 25 to 70 percent of the
deposited fission fragment energy is ap-
. pearing as vibrational excitation of pure
CO.4 Demonstrated physical mechanisms
which might contribute significantly to
such high vibrational excitation efficien-
cies are direct vibrational excitation by
low-energy secondary electrons, and

50

40

POLY. ( A 1.6 cm
THICKNESS j o 2.0 cm

100 200 300 400 600 800 1000

REACTOR dT (°CI

Fig. 2 Dependence of Gain on Energy
Deposited in Pure CO.

conversion of electronic excitation of CO
molecules into vibrational excitation.
Other possible mechanisms are direct vi-
1-rational excitation by recoil ions, and
v^brational excitation resulting from re-
combination of complex ions such as
(CO)2

+."

The Sandia program has continued to
concentrate on th" development of the CO
reactor-excited laser, because our initial
measured efficiency with CO is still much
higher than those of the reactor-excited
He/Xe or Ne/N2 lasers,5 and because of
the high vibrational pumping implied by
our initial gain measurements. Prelim-
inary systems and reactor design studies
also showed that very large lasers It.,
J 1 «J) could be built if ei high-
efficiency laser medium could be found.6

These large lasers would use arrays of
thin foils to excite the laser medium,
and could potentially achieve overall ef-
ficiencies t 10% with an efficient laser
medium, in spite of the inherent foil
losses. Since electrically-excited CO
lasers have achieved efficiencies > 60%,
and since the CO wavelength has potential
applications to laser pellet fusion, the
laser-heated-solenoid fusion concept, and
weaponry, further development of the reac-
tor-excited CO laser was undertaken.

III. Experimental Development Steps

A. Lasing in CO Diluted with Ar

One of the first development steps was
the demonstration that CO/Ar mixtures
could be made to lase with direct nuclear
pumping, and the qualitative demonstration
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that CO/Ar laser mixtures have a lower
threshold than pure CO.6 Jr or Sj are
often used as diluents in electrical CO
lasers, because they allow a fixed amount
of excitation energy to be concentrated
in the vibrational modes of fewer CO mole-
cules . This concentration greatly in-
creases the gain and efficiency of the
laser. The lower threshold observed with
nuclear-pumped 50/50 CO/Ar mixtures indi-
cates that this process is also occurring
to some extent in nuclear pumping.

B. Foil Coating Developments

In our nuclear-pumped laser research
we have chosen to excite the gas with a
thin fission foil coating, on a substrate
with high thermal conductivity and spe-
cific heat (alumina). Compared to homog-
eneous excitation with He3 or UF6, exci-
tation with a foil ailows much greater
flexibility in choice of laser gas mix-
ture and laser wavelength. We have also
used uranium oxide coatings rather than
metallic uranium foils, because the thin
oxide coatings are chemically stable at
high excitation densities even in the
presence of reactive laser gases, and be-
cause the substrate acts as a heat sink
which reduces the danger of destroying or
warping the exciter foil at high excita-
tion densities. The reliability of the
laser apparatus and the amount off excita-
tion of the laser gas are determined by
the foil coating quality. Therefore, we
have put considerable effort recently into
new foil construction methods and into
methods for measuring the energy output of
the foil, which are described in this sec-
tion.

In our previous experiments the energy
emerging from the fission foil coatings
'and therefore the excitation energy of
the gas) was calculated, by using a three-
dimensional neutron transport coc!e to cal-
culate the fission density in the foil
coating,7 and then assuming a perfect,
93%-enriched 235U3Oaor

 23SUO2 coating to
calculate the fraction of the fission
fragment energy emerging from the coat-
ing.8 The neutron transport calculations
were checked by measuring the thermal
neutron fluence at the alumina cylinders
for a known geometry.1 No independent
check was mad 2 of the parameters which de-
termine the foil energy output and ef-
ficiency (foil ,thickness, chemical compo-
sition, and isotopic enrichment). How-
ever, there were qualitative indications
(size of laser pulse energy, size of pres-
sure rise in the excited gas) that the
early foils were emitting the expected
amount of energy. A severe disadvantage
of these earlv foils was that at high ex-
citation densities they release X flakes of
coating material, which fouled the laser
mirrors and prevented laser action unless
the mirrors were cleaned or replaced

after each reactor burst.

To improve the bonding of the foil
coatings to the substrate, and to improve
their mechanical quality and uniformity,
an improved foil coating process was dev-
eloped,9 which has resultedwin very
smooth, durable UaOe foils on Al20aand BeO
substrates. These foils cannot be
scratched off the substrates, and the foil
surface replicates the initial smoothness
of the ceramic substrates, so that high
optical reflectivity is obtained for high
angles of incidence. Thus we no longer
have any problems with foil flaking or
damage by the neutron irradiation rates
routinely used.

However, it appears that these new
foils are generating significantly less
energy than expected from the measured
neutron fluence which irradiates them.
For example, lower laser energies and
lower pressure rises in the excited gas
than expected have been observed in ex-
periments using these recently-constructed
foils. Therefore, measurements have been
made of both the total energy created in
the foil (which is related to the foil
coating enrichment, the total mass of
uranium, and the neutron fluence which ir-
radiates the foil) and the fission frag-
ment energy emerging from the foils
(which is related to the foi] structure
and enrichment). We believe that these
calorimetric measurements are the first of
this type for nuclear-pumped lasers, and
an improved laser efficiency measurement
should result from data of this kind.

Figure 3 shows a special calorimeter
(the Fission Fragment Calorimeter), de-
signed to measure directly the energy
emerging from the fission foil coating.10

The calorimeter element consisi;s_of a 1.9
cm diameter cylinder of 3.6 x 10 3 cm
thick aluminum, suspended by four 1:J x
10 2 cm diameter tantalum support wires.
The element is surrounded by a thick alum-
inum collimator and support structure
which restricts the length of exposed
element to about 2.2 cm. The calorimeter
assembly fits into the 2.7 cm diameter
alumina fission foil with a small clear-
ance. The element temperature rise is
meftjured by a thermopile consisting of
four chromel-constantan thermocouples ce-
mented to the upp«ir end of tt s element,
with their reference junctions heat-
sinked to the calorimeter"support struc-
ture .

To measure the total energy produced
in the foil coating, the alumina cylinder
is used as a calorimeter, its temperature
rise being measured with a ribbon-type
copper-constantan thermocouple bonded to
the outside surface of the cylinder at
its axial center. The reference junctions
in this case were protected from direct
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Fig.. 3 Diagram of Fission
Fragment Calorimeter.

irradiation by fission fragments, but not
heat-sinked to any structure. The entire
alumina cylinder was isolated from the
stainless steel walls of the vacuum cham-
ber by small felt pads and a thin plastic
support.

Figure 4A shows a typical alumina tem-
perature rise signal, which has a small
negative background component (which is
probably caused by differential radiation
heating of the reference junctions and the
measuring junction). The fission foil
temperature signal is delayed by thermal
conduction through the wall of the alumina
cylinder, and reaches nearly its final

• value in = 0.3 sec for an evacuated laser
chamber. The alumina temperature rise
measures the average fission energy/cm2

retained by the entire cylinder.

Figure 4B shows a typical Fission
Fragment Calorimeter signal, which in an
evacuated laser chamber measures the en-
ergy per cm2 emerging from the fission
coating over an axial region .A 2.2 cm long
(after an t 30% correction is made for the
geometrical collection efficiency of the
calorimeter element). The background
signal of the "Fission Fragment Calorimeter

KEASUREHENT. OF FISSION FOIL EFFICIENCY

A. FOIL SUBSTRATE TEMPERATURE RISE

1.25 DEG. C/DIV.
0.5 SEC/DIV.

B, FISSION FRAGMENT CALORIMETER

0.11 J/CM2 - DIV.

0.5 SEC/DIV.

Fig. 4 Typical Alun>".na
Temperature Rise and Fission Fragment

Calorimeter Signals.

was measured to be £ 5% at the peak of the
calorimeter signal, by covering the sens-
itive area of the calorimeter at the col-
limator surface with thin sheets of al-
uminum or plastic.

The axial variation of the fission
fragment flux was also measured in two
ways (Figure 5): (1) The fission frag-
ments emerging from the coating were col-
lected on a strip of thin aluminum, and
the axial variation of the fragment 6
activity was measured;:* and (2) the den-
sity of fission fragment tracks in a
Lexan target was measured as a function
of axial position.12

The fission fragment activity data of
Figure 5 were used to calculate the fis-
sion energy created per unit area of the

1.2
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Fig. 5 Measured Axial
Variation of Energy Output of

Fission Foils.
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foil at the same axial position as the
Fission Fragment Calorimeter. The ratio
of these signals yielded a measured foil
efficiency of 12 + 2%, which is in good
agreement with the calculated efficiency
(12%) of a perfect U3Oacoating having the
measured thickness of 5JJ.S However, the
magnitudes of both energy signals are
lower (by a factor of ^ 3.5) than would be
expected from the measured thermal neu-
tron fluence and the assumption of 93% en-
richment. The simplest resolution of this
discrepancy would be to assume that the
foils are actually about 30% enriched.
Samples of i_he coating solution have been
sent for enrichment analysis, but the re-
sults are not yet available.

One of the recently-constructed alumina
cylinders was also sectioned, polished,
and observed under an optical microscope
(Figure 6). Identification of the size of
the foil coating is not very precise, be-
cause of surface distortions produced by
the polishing process, and because some
slight discoloration extends into the
alumina substrate. A very thin black
region of thickness "v< 3—5vi appears in the
sections, but it may be a crackk instead
of a coating. Because these octical ob-
servations are not very precise.. samples
are now being prepared for electron
microprobe analysis, to make a qvanti'-.a-
tive measuTF,i!K!nt of the uranium distri-
bution . \

SECTION THf-.t)iJGH FISSION TOIL \
A, IN REFLECTED LIGHT -\

•*-Fon.
FPCUY

B. IN POLARIZED LIGHT

AL 20 3

If laser gas is added to the chamber,
a different time dependence is obtained
for the alumina substrate temperature
rise. For an evacuated chamber with the
fission fragment calorimeter removed,
most of the emitted fragment energy will
be deposited in the opposite surface of a
long alumina cylinder, and the tempera-
ture rise will be characteristic of all
the fission energy created in the foil.
However, with a high-preSsure gas fill,
all the emitted fission fragment energy
would be deposited in the gas, and could
contribute to heating of the alumina only
by thermal transport back to the foil
surface through the gas. The calculated
time constants for thermal conduction to
the foil surface range from -\< 0.15 sec at
100 Torr CO to -v. 0.6 sec at 400 Torr CO,
for example.'3 The presence of the gas
also increases the heat conduction be-
tween tfc' alumina cylinder and the walls
of the laser chamber, but calculations of
this heat loss show that it is not a
function of pressure in the range from
100 to 400 Torr,13 and is very slow com-
pared to the time behavior of the alumina
temperature. Figure 7 shows the alumina
temperature rise for 104 Torr and 400
Torr of a 50/50 CO/ftr mixture, and the
temperature difference between the two
cases. It appears that the higher-
pressure gas is absorbing from 10-15% of
the energy from the foil (as expected
from the foil efficiency measurement),
and is returning almost all of it to the
foil over about a 5 sec- time period,
which is much longer than the calculated
thermal relaxation time of heated CO or
Ar gat '3 These data then raise the pos-
sibility that much of the energy deposited
in the gas is being stored (perhaps as
vibrational energy), converted slowly to
thermal energy, and then conducted back
to the relatively cool foil. Further
experiments with gases which quench vi-
brational excitation, and efforts to re-
duce the background signal, are planned
to test this hypothesis.

i

SU
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Fig. 6 Optical Observation of
Foil Coating Region
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Fig. 7 Effect of Gas Pressure on
Foil Substrate Temperature Rise.
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C. Folded-Patn Laser

To obtain a valid laser efficiency
measurement, the laser must have a high
total gain and be operating well above
threshold. The SPR-II reactor produces a
high neutron flux only over a limited
region of space, so to obtain a high total
gain it is necessary to fold the excited
optical path back and forth in this small
region. The segments of the optical path
should also be approximately horizontal
so that gas decomposition products do not
tend to collect on the folding mirrors or
the Brewster windows. Finally, the mirror
mounts should be designed so that optical
alignment can be performed after the laser
excitation chamber is in thermal equilib-
rium at 77 K. An apparatus with these
features, the Sandia Folded-Path Laser, is
shown in Fig. 8. Excitation is provided
by an array of cylindrical fission foils
surrounding the folded optical path.
This apparatus scales up the total gain
by about a factor of 12 (neglecting losses
in the folding mirrors and differences in
the average excitation over the larger
volume).

Preliminary data have been taken with
this apparatus at relatively low excita-
tion levels, because of neutron absorption
in the complex apparatus and the low en-
ergy output of the new foils. Weak laser
pulses have been observed as late as 0.6
to 1.2 msec after the neutron excitation
pulse, which indicates that energy can be
stored in the laser medium. To obtain re-
liable lasing it was necessary to align

the laser mirrors aftor the apparatus•had
approximately reached thermal equilibrium.
The measured laser energy has been in-
creased by a factor of ^ 50 to 15 mj
(corresponding to ^ 100 watts power),
without optimizing any parameters such as
gas mixture or output mirror coupling.
Taking into account the measured lower en-
ergy output of the fission foils, the
(non-optimized) laser efficiency is % 1%
at 77°K.

Experimental problems in the apparatus
have .nade systematic parameter variations
difficult: vacuum leaks develop when the
temperature is cycled, beam distortion
results from cooling the Brewster windows.,
and the thermal equilibration time of the
massive apparatus is > 5 hours. Modifi-
cations are presently being made to cor-
rect some of these problems. We expect
further improvements in efficiency and
energy output as a result of optimizing
laser parameters.

IV. Observation of Lasing at
Room Temperature

Many experimental problems cau be
avoided, and useful parameter studies
made, if laser action could be obtained
at room temperature with this new, longer
laser. Therefore searches for lasing
were made in CO/N2 and CO/Ar mixtures at
a gas temperature ^ 300 K. Laser action
was not observed in 50/50 or 25/75 CO/N2
mixtures, bur several laser pulses were
observed in 50/50 CO/Ar (the only mixture
tried). Figure 9 shows a typical laser

u/ui w w uu uu w
Fig. 8 Drawing oi! Sandia Folded Path Laser, Showing Gas Excitation

•Cylinders and Level of Liquid Nitrogen Coolant.
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OBSERVATION GF USING IN
CO/AR AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

LASER PULSE AND FAST NEUTRON PULSE

5 VOLTS/DIV

100 fiSEC/DIV

Fig. 9 Observation of Laser
Action in CO/Ar at Room

Temperature.

pulse (solid curve), % 50 ysec wide and
beginning slightly after the peak of the
fast neutron pulse from the reactor
(dashed curve). Data were taken for two
different thicknesses of polyethylene
moderator, and with and without Brewster's
Angle Windows (B.A.W.) in the laser cav-
ity. Figure 10 shows that increasing the
neutron moderation and removing the B.A.W.
reduce the laser threshold by = 30%. The
laser energy was not measurable with a :
laser calorimeter, but was obtained by in-
tegrating the Ge:Au detector signal traces.

• Using reasonable values for the losses
in the laser cavity mirrors, B.A.W., and
the pathfolding mirrors, the gain coef-
ficient at T = 300 K is o > .04 percent/cm,
or about a factor of 10 lower than meas-
ured previously at 77 K.

The observation of lasing at 300 K is
also indirect evidence that an appre-
ciable fraction of the fission fragment
energy is converted to vibrational exci-
tation of the CO gas. The gain measure-
ments at T i 77 K discussed in Ref. 4 and
Section II imply high vibrational excita-
tion efficiency, if vibration-vibration
(V-V) relaxation is sufficiently fast at
these low temperatures. However, it has
been proposed instead that the observed
gain might result from a small amount of
direct excitation to levels with v ^ 12,
followed by very slow V-V relaxation out
of.these levels.1" Since the V-V rates
^ary rapidly with gas temperature, these
rates are as much as 500 times faster at
T = 300 K than at T ^ 100 K. if slow V-v
relaxation were responsible for most of
the gain observed, it would be expected
that the gain would drop by a factor
100 in going from a gas temperature of
100 K tz> 300 K. Since lasing is observed
at 300 K, the gain appears to decrease
by only about a factor of 10 over this
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Fig. 10 Dependence of Laser
Energy on Reactor Energy Deposition.

temperature range, which implies that slow
V-V relaxation is not the dominant cause
of the gain observed at I i 100 K.

V. Conclusions

The physics of the CO excitation pro-
cesses will determine whether a very ef-
ficient (<\. 50%) CO reactor-excited laser
can be made, and also determine exactly
how the laser must be constructed. The
most important physics uncertainties are:
(1) What fraction of the input energy
goes directly into gas heating, and by
what paths? (2) What fraction goes
rapidly into vibrational excitation, and
by what paths? and (3) How does the ex-
citation change with changes in the gas
mixture?

Several experimental approaches are
now being pursued at Sandia to answer
these questions. Tn the limited gain data
available at present there are no strong
indications of an unusual vibrational
distribution. However, if more accurate
gain measurements over a wider wave-
length range were made for various gas
mixtures, a much better picture of the ex-
citation process might emerge. Laser en-
ergy and spectrum measurements might
yield insight into the excitation pro-
cesses, if the focusing effects caused by
non-uniform gas excitation do not disrupt
the lasing process too much. An accurate
method for measuring the gas temperature
as a function of time during the excita-
tion pulse is also being developed.

As an example of how the answers to
these questions may affect the laser
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construction, if the gain drops primarily
because of gas heating, it may be pos-
sible to re-cool the gas in an expansion
and extract the available vibrational en-
ergy as CO laser light.
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Abstract

In a prematurely aborted attempt to demonstrate
the feasibility of using a gas core nuclear reactor
as a rocket engine, NASA initiated a number of
studies on the relevant fluid mechanics probl.~ns.
These studies were carried out at NASA laboratories,
universities and industrial research laboratories.

- Because of the relatively sudden termination of
most of this work, a unified overview was never
presented which demonstrated the accomplishments
of the program and pointed out the areas where
additional work was required for a full under-
standing of the cavity flow. This review attempts
to fulfill a part of this need in two important
areas.

Introduction

The concept of a gas core nuclear reactor
appears to have first been discussed in the open
literature about 20 years ago. The context in
which it was discussed was as a rocket engine. The
obvious advantages of the proposed engine was that
the propellant could be heated to very high tem-
pera Lures, resulting in high specific impulse and
that- high propellant flow rates could be achieved
resulting in high thrust levels. No other ad-
vanced concept proposed at that time promised this
highly desirable combination of the requirements of
manned, interplanetary travel.

The coaxial flow gas core.reactor concept as
first proposed, was deceptively simple.1 A low
velocity inner stream of fissioning fuel gas was
surrounded by a very fast-moving propellant stream.
The hot inner gas transferred energy to the outer
stream by thermal radiation, which was absorbed by
the propellant because it was seeded with absorbing
particles. In theory, at least, enough fuel could
be fed into the cavity to maintain a critical mass.
However, there were some economic limirat ions on
the rate of fuel loss. The fluid mechanics studies
which were undertaken to determine the rate at
which fuel had to be fed into the reactor cavity to
make up for ths loss are the subject of this re-
view.

The early fluid mechanics studies were begun be-
fore extensive nuclear studies had been made. In
the earliest studies, it had not been apparent that
the fuel had to be present in a large fraction of
the cavity diameter and that the cavity length-to-
diameter ratio had to be of the order of one.
These conditions were necessary in order to keep
the critical mass requirements within reason. From
these early studies and the simultaneous nuclear
studies, the idea of a reactor cavity with samll
L/D and large fue^ volume fraction emerged.

The fluid mechanics studies were redesigned to
take into account the new picture of the cavity

* Work performed under NASA Grant NSG7039

geometry. As further work progressed, it was seen
that the flow was actually a turbulent, entrance
region flow, almost totally dependent on the in-
let configuration and conditions. The flow was
transitional and unique, and the usual assumptions
of similarity and self-preservation were not valid
for analytical studies, making necessary a large
experimental program. Furthermore, in the actual
reactor cavity, extremely largo temperature and
density variations would exist and a fundamental
understanding of the c; -ity flow was seriously
lacking.

A program was set up t>, ASA to develop the
basic understanding for the coaxial flow GCR fluid
mechanics so tuai. concept feasibility could even-
tually be determined The program involved several
laboratories after the '.nitial concept formulation
at Lewis Research Center. These were Lewis, United
Aircraft Research Laboratories, Princeton Univer-
sity and the Illinois Institute of Technology.
Later, Aerojet Nuclear Company and the TAFA Divi-
sion of the Humphreys Corporation were included.
The experiments and analyses were carried out at
the installation most suited for the type of work
involved.

In January 1973, policy and budgetary factors
forced the termination of much of NASA's space
nuclear program. Almost all of the fluid mechanics
research in Che coaxial flow GCR program ended
abruptly. A unified overview was never presented
which demonstrates the accomplishments of the pro-
gram and points out areas where additional work is
required for a full understanding of the cavity
flow. This review is an attempt to fulfill a part
of this need.

The sp.ace limitations on this paper make it
impossible to discuss all of the work done within
che program. The two areas where discussion and
comparison of work is most useful are in the
a) the factors which influence containment in cold
flow studies; and b) the effects of heat generation
on containment. The work in these areas have cot
received any critical review in the past. There-
fore, this paper will be limited to discussion of
these two areas. The papers discussed are limited
to those from which the author feels a significant
point can be made. Some important work has been
neglected because of the space limit. The review
is structured in such a way as to compare and con-
trast' the related work of the program, rather than
to preserve the chronological orjer of the work.
Unfortunately, in such a structuring it often
happens that a single work is discussed in several
parts without ever giving the whole. However, it
is felt that the significant results of the program
will be made more clearly visible with this
approach and apologies are tendered to the authors
whose works have been so treated.
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Factors Influencing Cold Ylc<- Containment'

In order to discusa the factors which Influence
containment of Inner, stream fluid in a confined
coaxial flow, it is necessary to describe the
various sub-regions of flc« that exist along with
their dominant characteristics. Figure 1 is a
schematic of confined coaxial flow with the sub-
regions labeled. Starting at the upstream center
is the inner stream potential core. This region is
dominated by inertia! forces and pressure rather
than shear forces. The shear forces do, however,
control its size and for some cases the inner po-
tential core nay not.exist. Surrounding the po-
tential core is an annular raising region which
separates the inner and outer stream potential
flows. Xt is a transitional shear layer with a
rapidly growing turbulence level (for the typical
turbulent case). It is dominated by the velocity
difference between potential floss and the shapes
of the inner and outer stream velocity profiles at
the tin of the separating duct. The inner and
outer stream turbulence levels and scales also
have a moderate effect on the aixing region. The
outer fluid potential flow is also dominated by
inertial forces and pressure as well as by con-
tinuity effects due to the growing boundary layer
on the confining duct. The annular mixing region
thickens downstream to the point where it a s ^ a
with itself and the inner stream potential core
ends. At this point it can be said that the momen-
tum defect of the trailing edge wake disappears.
The flow downstream of this point is made up of at
most, three regions. They are the jetlike or wake-
like (depending on velocity ratio) "free" shear
flow region, the outerstretim potential flow and the
duct boundary layer. For enough downstream, the
"free" shear flow region and boundary layer will
merge and eventually fully-developed pipe flow will
be approached in the duct.

The regions of interest in this paper are chose
upstream of the merger of the duct wall boundary
layer and the "free" shear flow as contained by
the dashed line in Figure 1. The main parameter
for determining the nature of the flow is the
velocity ratio of the streams. The Reynolds number
has a second order effect and only on certain
regions of the flow. The variation of velocity
ratios can be broken up into three ranges for pur-
poses of discussion.

When the velocity ratio is close to one, the
predominant feature of the flow is the annular
mixing region separating the potential flows. This
mixing region is the wake from the trailing edge of
the separating duct. Its spreading rate is
affected by the velocity profiles In both streams
at the trailing edge of the separating duct, the
velocity difference across the region and by the
turbulence levels In both streams. The effects of
the initial turbulence becomes more pronounced as
the scales become of the order of the mixing region
thickness or greater, and, possibly, as the fluc-
tuating velocity magnitude becomes of the order of
the velocity difference or greater.

These effects are brought out in photographs of
bromine-air coaxial flow experiments performed at
Lewis Research Center.Z'3> The experiments were
performed for a range of velocity ratios and inner
and outer stream Reynolds numbers. At each set of
values of the parameters, runs were made with

honeycomb inserts in: a) neither duct; b) the inner
stream duct; c) the outer stream duct, d) both
ducts. For the outer-stream-to-inner-stream
velocity ratios of about 0.2 to 2, the mixing
region appeared laminar for inner jet Re of 2400
or less. With a honeycomb section inserted in
the inner stream duct only, the laminar appearance
remained for almost all inner jet Re achieved, up
to about 4000. There are two resulting effects of
this homeycomb which can affect the mixing region
transition. First, the velocity profile will be
very flat and the total momentum defect will be
decreased substantially. When the inner stream has
the higher initial velocity, this decrease in
mom. ntum defect may be the most stabilizing feature
of the honeycomb. There will also be a decrease in
the scale of turbulence due to the honeycomb since
the scale will be bounded by the width of the
honeycomb passages rather than the duct diameter.
The authors Imply that this is probably the pri-
mary stabilizing effect. When the honeycomb was
also added to the outer stream inlet, the stabiliz-
ing effect was diminished but did not disappear.
When the honeycomb was present in the outer stream
only, the mixing region waj turbulent over a wider
range of parameters than with no honeycomb at all.
Of the conclusions to be reached from all this
data, the most clearly visible is that the outer
stream velocity profile has a great effect on the
mixing region *or velocity ratios close to one.
The thicker it is, the more stable the region is.
This fact Is borne out by the suffer region studies
which are discussed subsequently. .The outer stream
turbulence appears to have a lesser effect on
transition. Another conclusion from the above is
that inner stream turbulence has some effect and
decreasing its scale is stabilizing. However the
changes in turbulence scale have not been separated
from changes of the inner stream boundary layer
thickness and the annular wake momentum defect in
these s*- ' • It also apprars that decreasing
the mome deCec. while only narrowing the wake
a small auou::i iy stabilizing. When both honey-
combs were present and the wake was very narrow
the result was destabilizing even though the
momentum defect was smallest as were the turbulent
scales. The stability of the annular mixing region
is probably governed by the level of vortlcity in
the region more than any other factor. The turbu-
lence in both the inner and outer potential flows
is decaying and instabilities in the mixing region
are growing. The local vorticity will affect the
rate at which the instabilities grow.

Ths annular mixing region becomes of decreasing
importance as the velocity ratio deviates from one.
As the velocity ratio becomes very small compared
to one, the flow becomes that of a primary jet
entraining a surrounding, secondary stream. Re-
circulation zones can be set up if the secondary
stream can not meet the entrainment requirements
of the primary Jet. This recirculation zone is in
the form of a ring pressed against the outer duct
wall a few diameters downstream of the initial
face.-' This range of velocity ratios is not the
one of interest here, and will not be discussed
further.

The range of velocity ratios of interest for
the coaxial flow GCR contains alI those above a
value of about 2 or 3. The mosv pertinent feature
of this range is the solid cylindrical wake of the
inner duct rather than the wake of Its thin wall.
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The wake is partially filled by the inner stream
fluid and for lower values of the velocity ratio
the wake effect is partially mitigated. This can
be thought of in terms of there being enough inner
stream fluid to satisfy the entrainment require-
ments of the outer stream flow. However, as the
velocity ratio becomes large enough, there is not
enough inner stream fluid to satisfy the entrain-
ment requirements of the outer stream and some-
thing similar to separation takes place with the
development of radial pressure gradients and re-,
circulating eddies behind the blunt cylinder end.
Figure 2 shows the development of the recirculation
eddie as velocity ratio is increased. As the inner
stream is entrained or accelerated along its outer
edge, the streamlines move outward as they come
closer together. Streamlines close to the center-
line must diverge as a result of the deceleration
of the fluid in order to satisfy the continuity
condition. Thus, a region of positive pressure is
generated on the centerline. If the pressure rise
exceeds the dynamic head at the centerline, rever-
sal of the flow takes place with the formation of
a recirculation eddy. In this case, it is said
that the inner stream cannot Beet the entrainment
requirements of the outer stream. If, however, the
momentum of the inner stream is high enough, the
accelerated outer region will reach the centerline
before a complete reversal can take place. Here,
the entrainment requirements are met.

The velocity is not the only factor in deter-
mining if recirculation will take place in a given
coaxial flow. As has been mentioned before, the
outerstream velocity profile is also very important.
Its effect has been illustrated in terms of the
flow induced upstream along the centerline by a
cylindrical vortex sheet downstream of, and at the
radius of, the inner duct.^ This vortex sheet
represents the boundary layers of the inner and
outer streams. The thinner the dominant cuter-
stream boundary layer is, the more "concentrated"
its vorticity and the greater the strength of the
vortex sheet. When tae induced velocity, which
increases with vortex.sheet strength, reaches the
magnitude of the inner stream velocity, recircula-
tion is incipient.

The containment of inner stream fluid can now be
discussed in terms of the regimes and types of flow
possible. It Is obvious that recirculation will
strongly enhance mixing and result in poor contain-
ment because the inner stream will be mixed inter-
nally with recirculated fluid and rapidly acceler-
ated by and mixed with outer stream fluid, usually
in a highly turbulent process. If recirculation is
prevented from occurring, then the mixing takes
place in the annular mixing region followed by the
cylindrical wake. The containment will be affected
by the magnitude of the velocity gradients and the
level of the turbulence. Suppressing the turbu-
lence and maintaining small gradients will increase
containment and these two conditions can usually be
accomplished simultaneously.

It was recognized rather early in the prograTn
that large velocity gradients in th£ initial plane
(narrow outer stream boundary layer on the trailing
edge) would greatly affect mixing and an analytical
investigation was performed which demonstrated thJs.
The investigation was on the effects of a momentum
buffer region on the mixing and containment. It
was found that there were optimum values of buffer
region velocity ratio and thickness. The initial

profiles of ail three streams were taken as plug
without singularities at the ends of the separating
ducts. The total outer stream flow remained con-
stant while the amount in the buffer region was
varied. This latter condition caused the outer
stream to inner stream velocity ratio to increase
as the buffer region was made thicker. However,
the general conclusion that decreasing the velocity
gradients or vorticity increased containment was
demonstrated for the restricted range of conditions
studied in this work.

Q

In an experimental investigation done at IIT in
order to study the effects of free stream turbu-
lence on the mixing, velocity and concentration
profiles were measured for initial velocity pro-
files which were different from those in a previous
investigation. These profiles did not differ
markedly but it rtill can be seen from the results
that when the initial, outer stream boundary layers
in the second investigation were thicker, higher
containment was the result. In this investigation,
a screen was placed In ;:he outer stream upstream of
the initial face. This resulted in lower turbu-
lence intensities in the outer stream, and a change
In outer stream initial velocity profile due to
tripping of the boundary layer on the outside of
the inner duct. Results vith the screen were com-
pared to similar results taken with a boundary
layer trip device whicr gave an outer stream pro-
file similar to that with the screen but with
higher turbulence intensities. Little difference
In mixing and containment was seen due to the dif-
fering turbulence intensities. However, the
velocity ratio was quite high in most of the cases
of this investigation and the solid cylindrical
wake effect was the dominant one. For the cases
where velocity ratios were high, the existence of
a recirculation eddy was shown by moving a thread
of cotton along the centerline and observing it
being pulled upstream near the exit of the inner
duct.

A series of experiments performed at UARL ' '
12 was conducted to determine how containment could
be improved by tailoring initial velocity profiles
and turbulence levels. In a coaxial flow experi-
ment, Scott industrial foam was placed across the
entire duct at the inlet plane. It was shown that
recirculation was suppressed up to very high
velocity ratios. The effect of the foam is clearly
seen in Figure 3. In frames a and b, no foam was
present and the inner stream, visualized with
iodine, shows large scale turbulence on the edge
and rapid mixing. In frames c and d with foam
present, it is seen that the inner stream has a
smooth edge and maintains its integrity to a much
higher velocity ratio. In a parallel investigation
at IIT, shadowgraphs of a similar experiment were
obtained and are shown in Figure 4.1-> Scott foam
was placed at the initial face of the same appara-
tus used in reference as shown in the first frame.
Pictures were taken at several velocity ratios with
and without a cone that produced, in a crude way,
a buffer region between inner and outer streams.
The inner stream was freon 12 and the outer stream
was air. It can be seen here a]so, that the inner
stream maintains its integrity and shows smaller
turbulence scales with the foam present and that
the cone provides for a wider Inner stream and a
smaller scale nf turbulence. What is most impor-
tant In these two figures is that the innc . Team
decreases in width going through the foam.
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The radial pressure gradient which is set up by
the entrainment of inner strnam fiaid and results
in.a high pressure region at the upstream end of
the recirculation eddy when foam is not present
causes instead a radial inflow Inside the foam.
The initial profile at the downstream end of the
foam is much smoother and monotonically increasing
from the center]ine to the beginning of the outer
duct boundary layer. Because this new initial pro-
file has no minimum surrounded by inflection
points, the shear layer generated turbulence, is of
much smaller scale and lower intensity. The effect
of the foam on the free stream turbulence is prob-
ably of' no importance at all. The major effect of
the foam then is on the initial velocity profile
and the elimination of the radial pressure gradient.
The work at UARL also included detailed measure-
ments on a coaxial flow with a buffer layer and the
Scott foam and it was shown that containment could
be increased dramatically over a fcwo-sr.rearn system
without foam.

The investigation that initiated work on the
spherical geometry with coaxial flow was carried
out at Lewis Research Center.•*•* It was noted that
because of pressure vessel design and wall cooling
requirements, a spherical cavity shape would be
more likely than a cylindrical one. The investiga-
tion was to determine if the spherical shape could
be used advantageously fr.t increasing cortainment.
In the proposed design, propellant would be intro-
duced all along the cavity wall to satisfy the wall
cooling requirements and also to induce the inner
stream to occupy a greater fraction of the cavity
volume. The flow experiment was carried out in a
two-dimensional cavicy with flat top and bottom
and curved walls. The inner stream was smokey air
introduced through a "shower-head" nozzle. Outer
stream air entered all along the porous curved side
walls. Pictures taken through the flat top were
used to obtain concentration measurements and for
flow visualization. The propellant entered the
cavity with a radially inward directed velocity •
which was adjuoted to be fairly uniform over the

whole length of curved wall. The results were very
encouraging. The flow appeared to be steady with
a large volume of dense, smokey air in the middle
of the cavity. Containment was calculated, based
on the measured density of smokey air at the
showerhead exit to be very large at a flow rate
ratio of 25. These results were understood to be
of a very preliminary nature because it was a two-
dimensional mockup of a three-dimensional flow and
the Reynolds number of 1100 was quite low. How-
ever, they indicated that further work was warran-
ted.

A series of experiments were then performed at
UARL to determine containment levels in a spherical
cavity.15,16 I n a n exploratory study, various
types of fuel or inner stream injection configura-
tions were studied separately and then the best
design was used in an exploration for the optimal
outer stream injection configuration. The spher-
ical configuration for the "best" case containment
studies is shown in Figure 5. The inner stream is
injected through a porous sphere. The outer stream
is injected at the top and bottom of the cavity
with a tangential velocity component but the cen-
tral section gives essentially, only an axial com-
ponent of velocity to the propellant. The reasons
for this design being the "best" for spherical
geometry is that it comes closest to the

cylindrical case in design. Containment measured
in the spherical geometries at UARL was always
lower than that measured in cylindrical designs.
The basic problem of the spherical design is in
the radial pressure gradients which exist with
curving streamlines. The tangential component of
the ourer stream at the top of the cavity sets up
a rad. \ pressure gradient with a pressure minimum
at the enterline near the fuel injection point.
This pressure gradient apparently works against the
entrainment of inner stream fluid by the outer
stream. However, at the downstream end of the
cavity, the inward curving streamlines must begin
to curve back out so that '•he fluid can exit the
chamber through the nozzle This reverse curva-
ture causes a high pressure area at the centerline
near the cavity exhaust. This high and low pres-
sure system is very favorable for the formation of
large recirculation eddies. These large eddies are
visible in many of the flow visualization studies
with spherical geometries. Furthermore, the
pressure field set up around the fuel injection
location is very complex because of the pressure
gradients and may tend to influence the inner
stream fluid velocity profile at the injector sur-
faces while the entrainment necessary to "pull"
the inner stream out to large radius against the
pressure gradient probably also results in in-
creased mixing of streams.

The conclusion that can be drawn from these
containment studies at this time is that contain-
ment in cold flow studies is greatest when the
radial pressure gradients are minimized and the
initial velocity profiles are smooth, monotonic and
have small velocity gradients. This combination of
virtues nas best been accomplished in the cylindri-
cal coaxial flow experiments conducted at UARL.

Effects of He.it Generation on Containment

Most of the studies dose on the containment of
fissionable material or fuel in the cavity con-
sidered only the cold flow of gases. The effects
of the very large heat generation rate in the fuel
gas were neglected because of the difficulties
encountered in treating them both analytically and
experimentally. The few studies that have betsn
performed on "hot flows" do not readily yield
values for containment but rather indicate how the
heat release will affect the containment as it is
determined from cold flow studies.

The experimental work done on hot flows include
a series of investigations by Grey and coworkers at
Princeton University on a flowing argon plasma and
cold coa>..'.cl stream of several different gases. 17«
18,19 Cold flow data was also taken for comparison.
Their work also included an analysis of coaxial
flow mixing. Both laminar and turbulent flows
were investigated. The earlier work centered on
the laminar case, but results showed that a
laminar flow could not be maintained in their ap-
paratus. In the turbulent flow studies, maps of
concentration, velocity and temperature were ob-
tained with a cooled probe technique. The flow in
this system was dominated by a wake effect which
the investigators attempted.to quantify, and high
inlet turbulence level. Schlieren pictures of the
flow field showed that the coaxial field fluid
which issued from a section, of Cujes maintained its
individual jet stratification for at least one
inner jet diameter downstream, inhibiting mixing to
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some extent. However, the wake effect was, in
general, so strong that mixing occurred very
rapidly. The important conclusions that were drawn
from this work are that the effect of core tem-
perature on the concentration profiles are not
large and that containment of argon within a cylin-
der defined by the argon inlet duct diameter is
essentially complete. Furthermore, the spreading
rate of the argon appears to be less with the hot
flow cases than in similar cold flov; caies. These
conclusions are stated here because they are in
disagreement with published results from a later
series of arcjet studies.

This later series of hot flow studies was done
at the TAFA division of the Humphries Corp.20»21«22>
" TAFA's objective was to develop an induction
heated plasma simulation of a gas core reactor.
Data consisting of concentration, temperature and
stagnation pressure measurements'" were taken in a
coaxial flow of argon plasma and air or hydrogen.
The plasma was induced by a radio-frequency field
after the arc was started up with a D.C. discharge.
The air/argon mass flow ratios used were 0.6, 5.55
and 19.7 and the hydrogen/argon mass flow ratio
was limited to jne value of 1.67. Both hot flow
and cold flow runs were performed and it was con-
cluded from a comparison that "the plasma elimin-
ates all turbulent recirculation present in the
cold flow and appears to behave as if it had a
definite skim or boundary similar to a gas/liquid
interface." Some of the hot and colS flow con-
centration data is reproduced in Figures*""**,
Figure 6 shows concentration measurements for cold
laminar, axial flow of argon and air. Both streams
have equal volumetric flow rates of 100 SCFH. The
parabolic lines of constant mole fraction are cited
as evidence of purely laminar flow. However, the
data apparently invalidate the concentration
measuring scheme tmployed. The mean mixed mole
fraction of air for this case is 0.50. Yet at two
diameters downstream, the parabolic flow averaged
mole fraction of air is at least 0.70. Further-
more, at this axial station the velocity profile
is probably closer to plug than parabolic, and a .
plug profile averaging would give a mean, mixed
mole fraction of air of about 0.8. This indicates
that concentration measurements are accurate to,
at best, about + 50%. Other data is presented for
cold and hot flows successively for different mass
flow rate ratios. In these cases there is a
tangential or swirl component of the velocity of
the argon to stabilize the arc.

The discrepancy between the measured concen-
trations and the mean mixed mole fraction exists
for the cold flow" case of each of the mass flow
ratios investigated. The equal velocity case,
Walr/ W a r g o n « 0.67, is shown in Figures 7 and 8
for the cold flow and hot flow, respectively. In
the cold flow case, at 2" downstream the air mole
fraction is shown as 0. r. at the centerline. The
region off the centerline must have considerably
higher mole fractions of air yet the mean mixed
mole fraction of air is 0.451 according to a mass
balance. Another peculiar feature of the TAFA
results is visible in Figure 8 for the hot flow.
At the initial plane of the mixing region the
argon concentration ranges as high of 0.50 in the
entering air stream. This peculiarity exists in
mnst of the remaining data for both hot and cold
flow.

One possible explanation for the disagreement

can be based on the measuring device employed. A
sample of fluid was removed from the flow field
with an aspirating probe. If the probe sucked in
fluid at a rate higher than the local flow rate in
the field, it would perturb the flow field con-
siderably and result in the measurement of a con-
centration averaged over a volume quite large com-
pared to the probe tip*

Another observation that can be made from these
data is that the inner stream spreads rapidly
radially outward past the radius of 'the argon duct.
This is In direct disagreement with essentially all
other cold coaxial flow experiments with the outsr
stream to inner stream velocity ratio substantially
greater than one. ' The Princeton hot flow
studies which also had a swirl component to
stabilize the arc, show a decrease in spreading
rate from the cold flow to hot flow experiments as
do the TAFA experiments, but the Princeton measure-
ments also conclude that the argon does not spread
beyond the inner duct radius. Stagnation pressure
traverses for both hot and cold flow cases were
also made at TAFA. The probe used was the samp-
ling probe. However, no attempt to orient the
probe in the streamline direction was made so that
pressures reported may not be true stagnation
pressures. These apparent inconsistencies and dis-
agreement with previous work make it premature to
base conclusions of high containment o,. the TAFA
work.

A second conclusion drawn from the TAFA work is
that the plasma has a "hard skin." Tl.-s is based
on high speed photographs showing 250 micron
tungsten particles "bcun^ing" off the plasma fire-
ball". It is not clear that this conclusion has
been confirmed by reference tc obsarvations made by
other investigators working wi .h arcs wh.'-.h are not
in Be fields. jin alternate possible explanation of
the bouncing relates to the Leidenfrost phenomenon
which explains why a drop of water will bounce off
a hot f; -ing pan. The tungsten particle would
begin to vaporize as it entered the very hot plasma
region. The high rate of vapor generation would
then drive the particle back out of the arc.

It is also true thar electrostatic tj.ei.ds exist
in the plasma due to the RF field. Calculations
of the electrostatic force required to balance the
gravitational force on the paryide indicate .•
charge equivalent tc 103 to 104 electrons on the
surface of the tungsten is required. It is
possible that a char? . of this magnitude could be
accumulated by the tungsten as it passes through
the outside fringe of the plasma since tungsten
would tend to "poison" the at . These alternative
explanations for the bouncing particles a.e also
not conclusive. However, the existence of a "hard
plasma skin" should be left open to question until
it is confirmed in a plasma without an RF field.

In a later report covering tests "'hic.i were
carried out by TAF\ on a curved -, ermeable wall in-
duction torch, the plasma was maintained by vapor-
izing solid material which ionized. ̂ 2 Aftei start-
up, the plasma was fed by the vaporized solid with
no through-put of ionizing gas. The solid to cool-
ant gas mass flow ratio w?s bi tween 1/IjOO to . .
1/5000. Because of the very different processes
taking place, the relationship to containment re-
quirements in a cavity reactoi are not clearly
established.
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In this report, experiments were also carried
out with a flowing argon plasma and with a coolunt
gas flow all of nhich entered the flow field
radially through a porous wall. In these tests, as
in the previous ones, the hot flow conditions were
said to prevent' all .recirculation due to wake
effects. This could be explained as being due
rather to the rapid expansion of the argon stream
which In turn is due to its rapid temperature rise.
In tac~, a gas experiencing a temperature change
from 300°K to 9000°K would'expand in volume fcy a
factor of 30. Since the confining walls prevent
radial; expansion of the argon, the axial velocity
of the argon increases by a factor on the order of
30. lit all the tests performed at IAFA, except one,
the initial (cold) velocity ratio was about 34 or
less, ;ind the exceptional case was about 45. If
these ratios are divided by 30, It Is seen that
actual velocity ratios in the plasma region are
order one or less, so that the strong wake effect
which causes recirculation is just not present in
the hot. flow cases. This axial expansion of the
inner tti-eam is also apparent in the Princeton
work where velocity traverses are presented.
However, the incomplete data sets make it difficult
to demonstrate it quantitatively. Figure 9 shows
a case with initial velocity ratio of about 1 where
initial Velocities are based on initial plane
average conditions. However, the centerline tem-
pera tute at the initial plane of tae mixing region
is60C0°R, arid the centerline velocity is almost 3

. times the coolant gas velocity. The eenterline
temperature decays to 3000°R in two diameters and
the' centerlins velocity falls to about half of the
initial value, indicating expansion and contraction
take pl.<ce almost entirely in the axial direction,
for these experiments where the outer fluid was not
confined.

An analytical study of the effects of heat gen-
eration on an entrance region coaxial flow was
performed at IIT. In this study, the equation
set was' formulated to represent the gross behavior
of the if low field and to avoid the complexity of a
more- detailed analysis. The field was modeled as
a. laminar, confined coaxial flow for which the
boundary layer assumptions are valid. Only radial
radiative transport of energy vas considered and
the two fluids were assumed to be lsmiscible. The
results for one typical case are shown in Figure
10. Here z is axial distance made dimensionless
on outer duct radius times Reynold's number, and
a ia the location of the interface between the two
immiscible streams. Subscript a is the value of
tha Inner stream property at the interface. The
cenfcerline velocity chauges from 1/10 the outer

. stream value at the initial plane, to 1.4 times the
'initial value of that of the outer stream. The
centerlii.a temperature increasfis very rapidly and
then actually falls off slightly as the thermal
radiation becomes dominant. It is also seen that
the interface location falls rapidly from 0.7 to
about 0.3 as the centerline velocity increases by
a factor of 14 and centerline temperature increase,,
by a factor of. only 3. If the velocity increase
was due only to thermal expansion axially along
the centerline, the velocity change' there would be
only by,about a factor of 3. However, there is
expansion of all the inner stream due to heat
generation and the energy radiated to the outer
stream causes expansion of the outer stream also,
and all this fluid expands radially inward to some
extent, because of the confining wall. This ef-
fect, coupled with the buildup of the wall boundary

layer accounts for the additional increase in
centerline velocity. This type of behavior is
indicated in the TAFA results for their hot flow
cases (Figure 8). In all their cases, the lines of
high constant mole fraction of argon stretch out to
a considerable extent in a narrow region along the
centerlihe. This is consistent with the idea of
a radially shrinking, axially expanding core of
argon.

It is difficult to draw conclusions from the
relatively small amount of --ark done on how the
internal heat generation affects containment. In
the discussion of the previous section, it was seen
that cylindrical coaxial flow gave the best cold-
flow containment found to date. However, the
cylindrical boundary causes large axial accelera-
tion when internal heat generation is present. It
is possible then, that a spherical cavity outer
boundary may be desirable for containment with heat
generation. The key to success would be to use the
induced radial pressure gradients to force the
thermal expansion to take place radially instead of
axially while mixing and entrainment are minimized
by inducing axial streamlines downstream of the
expansion.

It would appear at this time that the most im-
portant work still to be done to evaluate the co-
axial flow GCR concept feasibility is in this area
of coupling the heat generation to the fluid
mechanics. Both experimental and analytical
studies are necessary to determine optimal cavity
shape and inlet flow details. The untimely ter-
mination of the major part of the GCR program
ended several efforts in this area before they
obtained the definitive results necessary to make
a realistic evaluation of concept feasibility.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of Flow Regimes in Ducted Coaxial Flow
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AIR OUTER STREAM

a ) - Cuaxial flow at a mass /low ratio o) 30; no foara
material.

b ) - Coaxial flow at a mass flow ratio of 50; no foam

nv.erial.

c ) - Coaxial flow at a mass flow ratio of 30; with foam
material present.

d ) - Coaxial flow at a mass flow ratio of 130; with foam
material present.

Figure 3. Coaxial Flow With and With-
out Foam Covered inlet(1°)

INNER
STREAM
FREON-12'

CONE

a) Schematic of Configuration

b) Foam Without Cone, vo/v^ = 25.

c) Foam With Cone, vo/vi = 25.

d) Foam Without Cone, vo/v. = 75.

e) Foam With Cone, v,,/\>^ = 75.

Figure 4. Shadow graphs of a Freon 12
Air Coaxial Jet System Downstream of
a Foam Covered Inlet.(13)
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Figure 5. Cross-sectional Sketch of Spherical Cavity (16)

F igu re 6. LAMINAR MIXING PATTERN FOR ISOTHERMAL COi'DITIONS
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11 i SCFH Air

iO Mole fraction air

mean nixed
stole fraction
of air 0.451

.5 1 .s 2 . 5 3.5 inches downstream

Figure' 7. MKff'G MAP WITHOUl PLASMA.
AIR/ARGON MASS RATIO-0 .6T™

111 s c m Air

I I I Li.
.5 1 .5 ' 2.5

_1
3.5 inches downstream

Figure 8. MKING MAP WITH PLASMA .
AIR/ARGON MASS RATIO=0 . 67 ( Z O '
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DISCUSSION

J. L. MASON: Isn't the analytical modelling of
this kind of flow extremely difficult because
of the need of fitting flow that requires
different models together with complex boundary
conditions in between?

H. WEINSTEIN: The analytical modelling is very
difficult. I tried to brin; that out when I said
that this was an entrance region flow and you get
none of the benefits of similarity or self-
preservation. You can't characterize the
turbulence. The turbulences in the mixing
regions are different. He have free-shear
generated turbulence in the annular mixing region;
we have boundary layer turbulence decaying in that
region. He have free-stream turbulence which has
only minor interaction with the flow. We have
turbulence which is building in the outer stream
boundary layer. Nobody really knows how to treat
the Interaction of the different kinds of growing
turbulence.

J. L. MASON: You mentioned that there was a
capability of maintaining laminar flow under one
scheme of interest.

H. WEINSTEIN: It Is not laminar flow. I tried to
say that the integrity of the st-o* is preserved.
I didn't want to say laminar flow. These are
unstable flow situations. We can delay transition
but we can't prevent it. These are transitional
flows, and we are going to get turbulent transition.
We would like to delay transleion somewhat, because
the L/t ratio is very small, and if we can delay
transition a little it would be helpful.
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PROEERTIES OF RADIO-FREQUENCY HEATED ARGON CONFINED URANIUM PLAS11AS*

Ward C. Roman
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

United Technologies Research Center
East Hartford, Connecticut

An experimental investigation was performed to
aid in determining the characteristics of uranium
plasma core reactors. Pure uranium hexafluoride
(UFg) was injected into an argon-confined, steady-
state, rf-heated plasma within a fused-silica
peripheral wall test chamber. Exploratory tests
conducted using an 80 kW rf facility and different
test chamber flow configurations permitted selection
of the configuration demonstrating the best con-
finement characteristics and minimum uranium com-
pound wall coating. The test chamber 'selected was
10-om-long and 5.7-cm-inside diameter; operating
pressures were up to 12 atm. A UFg handling and
feeder system to provide a controlled and steady
flow of heated UFg at temperatures up to, 500 K and
mass flow rates up to 0.21 g/s was employed.
Follow-on tests were conducted using the UTRC 1.2
W r°f induction heater facility at rf power levels
up to 85 kW and test times up to kl.5 minutes. To
permit estimating the total uranium atom number
density radial profile and confined uranium mass
in the rf uranium plasma, combined plasma emis-
sion and dye laser absorption measurement tech-
niques were employed. A cw single-frequency
tunable dye laser and optical scanning system
were adapted to operation at the A = 591.51* nm
uranium (UI-neutral atom) line (laser line half-
width = 10"^ nm). The results indicated the -tal
uranium atom number density reached a maximum . -'

• approximately- ICy atoms/cm^ at the centerline of
the plasma (T^ = 98OO K). To permit a detailed
post-test analysis of the milligram quantities of
residue deposited on the different•components of
the test chamber, profilometer, IR spectrophoto-
meter, scanning electron microprobe, x-ray diffrac-
tometer, electron microscope, and Ion Scattering
Spectrometer instruments were employed. Uranyl
fluoride (UQ2F2) was the principal compound found
on the test chamber peripheral wall. The overall
test results demonstrated applicable flow schemes
and associated diagnostic techniques have been
developed for the fluid-mechanical confinement and
characterization of uranium within an rf plasma
discharge when pure UFg is injected for long test
times into an argon-confined, high-temperature, '
high-pressure, rf-heated' plasma.

Introduction

Fissioning uranium plasma core reactors (KIR)
based on the utilization of fissile, nuclear fuel in
the gaseous state could be used as a prime energy
source for many spase and terrestrial applications.
In addition to aerospace propulsion applications,
several new space power and/or terrestrial options

are being considered; these Include:
(l) Direct pumping of lasers by fission

fragment energy deposition in UF, and
las ing gas mixtures.

{2) Optical pumping of laserr by thermal
and/or nonequilibriurn electromagnetic
radiation from fissioning UFg gas and/or
fissioning uranium plasmas.

(3) Hiotochemical or thermochemical processes
suoh as dissociation of hydrogenous
materials to produce hydrogen.

CO MHD power conversion systems for gener-
ating electricity.

(5) Advanced closed-cycle gas turbine driven
electrical generators.

Reference 1 discusses the overall status of
plasma core reactor technology, the vaiious energy
conversion concepts, conceptual designs of various
configurations, and a summary of all current
research directed toward demonstrating the feasi-
bility of fissioning uranium FCR's.

A principal technology required to establish
the feasibility of fissioning uranium plasma core
reactors is the fluid mechanical confinement of the
hot fissioning uranium plasma with sufficient con-
tainment to both sustain nuclear criticality and
minimize deposition of uranium or uranium compounds
on the confinement chamber peripheral walls.
Figure 1 is a sketch of one unit cell configuration
of a plasma core reactor. The reactor would con-
sist of one or more such cells imbedded in
beryllium oxide and/or heavy-water moderator and
surrounded by a pressure vessel. In the central
plasma fuel,zone, gaseous uranium (injected in the
form of UFg o r other uranium compound) is confined
by argon buffer gas injected tangentially at the
periphery of the cell. In applications in which it
is desired to couple thermal radiation from the
fissioning uranium plasma to a separate working
fluid, the thermal radiation is transmitted through
the argon buffer gas layer and subsequently through
internally-cooled transparent walls to a working
fluid channel such as shown in Fig. 1. The
channels would contain particles, graphite fins,
or opaque gases to absorb the radiation. The mix-
ture of nuclear fuel and argon buffer gas is with-
drawn from one or both endwalls at the axial
centerline. For other applications in vhich it is
desired to extract power in the form of nonequi-
librium, fission-fragment-induced short wavelength
radiation emissions, the transparent wall would be
removed and a medium such as lasing gas mixtures
would be mixed with either the fissioning uranium

•Research sponsored by HASA Langley Research Center, Contract HAS1-13291, Mod. 2.
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fuel or buffer gas. The reason for this distinction
is that most transparent wall materials have
intrinsic radiation absorption characteristics at
t:-,e 3hort wavelengths expected to be emitted from
the plasma in the form of fissirn-fragment-induced
nonequllibrium electromagnetic radiation.

A long-range program plan for establishing the
feasibility of fissioning gaseous UFg and uranium
plasma reactors has been formulated by HASA.
Reference 2 summarizes the plan which comprises the
performance of a series of experiments with
reflector-moderator cavity reactors. A review of
the past work is contained in Eef. 3. Los Alamos
Scientific laboratory (lASL) is currently perform-
ing these cavity reactor experiments.

Integrated into this plan is the relppment
of equipment and techniques to demonstrate operation
of an argon/UFg injection, separation, and recircu-
lation system to efficiently separate UFg from
argon in a form adaptable to subsequent recycling
in the rf-heated uranium plasma experiment. Also
included will be continued experiments to demon-
strate techniques for minimizing the deposition of
uranium compounds in the exhaust duct systems*

The uranium plasma experiments described
herein comprise part of the development of the long
lead time technologies required to proceed with the
uranium plasma core reactor experiments.

Other previously reported experiments'^) have
been conducted on the confinement of argon rf
plasmas. These tests were directed primarily
toward development of a high-intensity, high-power-
density plasma energy source (equivalent black-body
radiating temperatures ^ 6000 K). Some of these
initial exploratory tests included direct injection
of very dilute mixtures of UFg (typically, 1% UFg
in an argon carrier-gas) into the argon rf plasma.
Coating of the fused-silica peripheral wall
occurred but short-time sustained plasma operation
was demonstrated.

The study described herein presents some
recent results of the uranium plasma confinement
tests with pure UF6 injection and the associated
diagnostics and measurement techniques as applica-
ble to plasma core reactors.

Description of Principal Equipment

The experiments reported herein were crnducted
using the UTEC 1.2 fW rf induction heater system
operating at approximately 5.h MHz. The rf output
was supplied by two power amplifier tubes (kkO kW
output each) which drive a resonant tank circuit;
the output of the two power amplifiers was

, resonated by a push-pull resonator. The entire
resonator section consisted of two arrays of ten
vacuum capacitors located within a 1.7-in-dia
cylindrical aluminum test tank. The rf power was .
deposited into the plasma by a pair of single-turn
9-cm-dia water-cooled work coils. The front of

the test tank was a removable dome containing five
10-cm-dia windows for observation and/or diagnostic
equipment access.

In support of the rf plasma•experiments, a UFg
handling and feeder system to provide a controlled
and stegdy flow of heated UFg at temperatures up to
500 K was employed. Figure 2 is a schematic dia- >
gram of the UF, handling and feeder system. The
system was designed to provide UFg mass flow rates
up to about 5 g/s and subsequent possible injection
of UFg into test chambers operating at pressures up
to approximately 20 atm.

The principal components of the system were
the UFg'boiler, the boiler heat supply system, and
the UFg condenser (exhaust) system. The boiler was
a 21 Monel cylinder rated at 200 atm working
pressure. Monel was selected because of its res:* -
tance to chemical attack by hot, pressurized UFg.
A beat exchanger to provide internal heating was
located in the bottom of the bciler. The thermo-
couple walls, heat exchangers, and UFg flow lines
were all fabricated from g.'t-ami-Or Monel tubing.
As shown in Fig. 2, electrical resistance heater
tape was wrapped around the majority of con-ponents.
In the tests reported herein, use of the electrical
heater assembly surrounding the UFg boiler was
sufficient to provide the required flow rates; in
future tests employing higher Wf, flow rates for
longer periods, electrically-heated gaseous Hg will
be supplied to the UFg boiler heat exchanger.
Based on the results of exploratory UFg handling and
flow metering tests, the need for elimination of as
much contamination as possible from the UFg supply
and flow handling system became apparent.

A Matheson UFg calibrated linear mass flow
meter (Monel transducer) was located in the UFg
transfer line to provide on-line determination of
the UFg mass flow rate prior to entering the UFg
injector within the test chamber. The exhaust
froa the test chamber, craprisei. of argon, UFgj and
other volatile uranium compounds, was collected in
the UFg condenser system located downstream of the
test chamber. A neutralizing trap (NaOH+H^O) was
located downstream of the condenser system to
remove any residual uranium or uranium compounds
which passed through the flow trap shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 is a sketch showing a cross section '
of the basic test chamber configuration employed
in the 1.2 MJ rf induction heater tests with pure
UFg injection. For simplicity, only half the
symmetric chamber is shown. This test chamber
configuratl T. was selected based on the results of
exploratory rf plasma tests using the UTRC 80 KW
rf "induction heater facility''). "Jhese exploratory
tests were conducted at an rf frequency of 13.56
MHz and with the test chamber at atmospheric
pressure and discharge power levels on the order
of 10 kW. Four different test chamber flow config-
urations were tested to permit selection of the
configuration demonstrating the best uranium vapor
confinement characteristics and minimum wall
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coating. The test chamber configuration show:i in
Fig. 3 incorporated s.evsral features including the
ability to change: the axial location of the on-
axis UFg injector, the injection area,of the argon
vortex injectors, and the ability to vary the dis-
tribution of exhaust gas flow and cooling water,to
the different components. The left endwall (not
shown in Fig. 3) had provision for removing the
exhaust gas through an axial bypass annulus located
on the periphery of the endwall. Figure k contains
a photograph showing details of this test chamber
configuration with a uranium rf plasma present as
viewed through the center view port of the test
tank. The argon vortex was driven from the right
endwall by a set of eight equally-spaced stainless -
steel vortex injectors located tangent to the
periphery of the endwall. In addition to the axial
bypass provision in the left er.dwall, both endwalls
had the option for removing varying amounts of the
exhaust gas through the on-axis thru-flow ducts.
As shown in Fig. 3, the UFg injector, located on-
axis and concentrically within the right endwell,
was fabricated from a 50-cm-long three concentric
copper tube assembly and in the majority of tests
was located with the injector tip extending 2 cm
into the test chamber. High pressure water (20
atm) heated to approximately 350 K via a steam heat
exchanger flowed at O.lU V s between the concentric
tubes, of the UFg injector. This provided cooling
relative to the hot plasms environment while still
maintaining a high enough temperature in the injec-
tor to permit flowing the pressurized gaseous UFg
without solidification in the UFg transfer line/
injector. A vacuum start technique was used in all
tests; the rf plasma was ignited at approximately
10 mm Hg using breakdown of the argon gas at a
resonator voltage o± about 4 ktf.

The total power deposited into the uranium rf
plasma was obtained from an overall test chamber
energy balance by summing the power lost by radia-
tion, power deposited into the annular coolant of
the peripheral wall, power deposited into the end-
wall assemblies, power conveeted out the exhaust
ducts, as well as, power deposited into the heat
exchanger and UFg injector assembly.

, The power radiated from the uranium rf plasma
was measured using a specially constructed radio-
meter and chopper wheel assembly. The total power
radiated from the plasma and in selected wavelength
bands was calculated assuming, isotropic radiation
including allowance for blockage due to the rf work
coils. Still pictures (using neutral density
filters) taken through the various view ports were
used for estimating the discharge diameter and
shape.

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the' optical
diagnostic system used for the absorption and
emission measurements in the rf plasma tests with
pure UFg injection. A uranium lamp (hollow cathode
type) was used as the reference standard. A con-
focal Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer with a free
opectral range of 8 GHz ( «10"z nm) was used to

define and calibrate the tuned wavelength spectrum.
A power meter (together with a beam splitter) was
used to permit continuous monitoring of the dye
laser output power at the particular wavelength line
selected. A phase-sensitive-detector and lock-in
amplifier and a dual set of chopper/signal generator
assemblies (capable of multiple frequency operation)
were ur.ed in the system, as shown in Fig. 5. A
pair of fixed front surface mirrors were used to
direct the approximately 1.5-mm-dia laser beam into
the aluminum test tank (parallel to the major axis
of the discharge). A beam expander (1.5-cm-dia
aperture) and collimator was located inside the test
tank. Another fixed front surface mirror was loca-
ted in the test tank approximately 6 cm behind the
axial aidplane of the fused-silica tube test chamber
at an angle of 1*5 deg to the discharge major axis.
The centerline of the expanded and collimated laser
beam traversed the concentric set of fused-silica
tubes which form the test chamber, 0.75-cm-.. .'-axis,
as shown in Fig. 3. The laser beam exited from the
aluminum test tank through an aperture and the
central view port. A 10-cm-dia aerial lens (f/l.8,
focal length = 3^.3 cm) was located inside the test
tank to aid in focussing the laser beam onto the
slit of the monochromator and to correct for the
beam divergence through the test chamber. The final
optical tracking system used for making the chordal
scans of the plasma emission and absorption, as
shown in Fig. 5, evolved after several preliminary
designss ray tracing analyses, and bench test
experiments. The optical system design had to
account for a certain amount of refractio.. through
the test chamber geometry employed. The effect of
the concentric fosed-silica tubes was twofold.
The lafractive effects of concentric, right circu-
lar cylinders filled alternately with gas, quartz,
water, quartz, and air were calculated and are
easily predictable. The second" effect (surface
imperfections), however, was not smoothly varying
and cannot be compensated for in the lens and
optical system design. This effect had to be
calibrated out for each test (i.e., once the
rotational orientation of the two concentric
fused-sillca tubes was selected, they were main-
tained in that orientation until completion of that
particular test). The remainder of the optical
diagnostic system included a fixed front surface
mirror, a 10-cm-dia, 20-cm-focal length lens, a
rotating front surface mirror, and a 0.25 (f/3.5
optics) or 0.5 m (f/8.6 optics) monochromator sys-
tem. The output signal from the photomultiplier
(S-20 response) was connected to a signal processor
and displayed on a strip-chart recorder. A
specially constructed rf shielded signal generator
and controller system was used for operating the
mirror motor drive. The mirror drive assembly had
an independent frequency, amplitude, and off-set
control. The system was set-up to image a source
of cross-sectional radius 1.5 cm without vignetting
within the monochromator system. Since the source
and slit exist in conjugate planes at a magnifica-
tion ratio of 1.57, the 25 Mm square sjit
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arrangement used in the monochromator represented
a scanning aperture 39 P<" square at the plane of the
plasma discharge centerline (both emission and
absorption). For emission measurements, the dye
laser beam was blocked and the chopper assembly
(85 Hz) located adjacent to the central view port of
the test tank was used. For absorption measure-
ments, the chopper assembly adjacent to the dye
laser head was used (650 Hz). Calibration checks
were included to "erify that the dye laser output
beam ( A= 591,5U nm) power remained essentially
constant for relatively long-time periods. Fine
tuning was accomplished during the actual UPg rf
plasma tests by tuning the central frequency con-
trol of the dye laser system to maximum absorption.
The. A= 591-51* in uranium line was selected because
it is a relatively strong uranium I (neutral atom)
line and appears well-defined in the spectral
emission scans. The lower state for this line is
the uranium I ground state. The half-width of the
laser line at this wavelength was approximately
AA= 10-1* nm.

The signal generator u,^ controller for the
.scanning mirror was set up to provide a different
scanning rate (approximate factor of 2X) between
the plasma discharge centerline to tb*e 1.5 cm off-
axis location and the return scan from the off-axis
location back to the discharge centerline.
TVpically 10 s was required for a scan. The opt'cal
tracking system was checked out first with only an
argon rf plasma present. This permitted a verifi-
cation of tracking reprod'ucibility and isolation of
the instrumentation from extraneous vibration and/
or rf interference effects.

To permit a detailed analysis of the samples
of residue collected from the various components of
the test chamber after rf plasma tests with pure
UFg injection, the following UTRC instrumentation
was employed. Of these, several have unique
features.

1. Rrofilometer — permitted quantitative
determination of the magnitude of surface coating/
etehing/iirosio4 that may take place on the surface
of the futjed-silica tube.

2. IR Spectrophotometer — permitted com-
pound identification using IK spectrophotometric
absorption measurements (2.5-1+0 MM wavelength
range) of reference material, standard compounds
and small samples of residue removed from test
chamber components.

3. Scanning Electron Microprobe —
permitted determination of the elements present in
the residue samples and also scanning electron
micrographs. Showed topographical and composi-
tional variations and permitted x-ray mapping of
the individual elements present.

h. X-ray Diffractometer — permitted
identification of compounds present in the residue
samples by subjecting them to copper Via radiation

and comparing the resulting x-ray diffraction
patterns with reference standards.

5. Electron Mi 3roscope using selected area
diffraction (SAD) — permitted identification of
compounds present in the residue samples by subjec-
ting them to electron bombardment. Also provided
indication of relative crystallinity of the
material.

6. Ion Scattering Spectrometer (ISS)/
Secondary (or sputtered) Ion Mass Spectrometer
(SIMS) — permitted identification of the.various
elements and compounds present in the residue
samples. The unique features of this instrument
that distinguish it. from the other instruments
described above are (1) it is sensitive to just the
outer monolayer of the surface; (2) its sensitivity
is as high as one part of a monolayer per million;
(3) it gives positive identification of the com-
pounds; and, (k) it can detect hydrogen and dis-
tinguish isotopes of uranium.

Discussion of Test Results

TABLE I is an example of the typical operating
conditions obtained in the emission and absorption
measurement tests conducted in the 1.2 Ml rf plasma
tests vith pure UFg injection using the test con-
figuration shown in Fig. 3. For this particular
case, the mass flow rate of the injected UFg was
3.2 x 10"2 g/s. In other tests, chamber pressures
up to 12 atm and rf plasma power levels up to 85 kW
were employed.

To establish the range of dye laser uranium
line absorption (i/lo) levels through the plasma,
several preliminary tests were conducted for
various mass flow rates of UFg. The dye laser line
was set at the peak of the \= 591.51* nm line
(Uranium I-neutral atom) and the 1.5-ram-dia beeio
(typically 50 mW) traversed the plasma discharge on
the centerline axis at the axial midplane location
(see Fig. 3). UFg mass flow rates employed ranged
from 1.3 x 10-2 g/ s to 8.2 x 10"

2 g/s. For refer-
ence, at the UFg mass flov rate of 8.2 x 10"^ g/s
approximately 9°>?o of c'ne incident intensity of the
591-51* mn dye laser line was absorbed in a single
pass through the uranium rf plasma. After
operating for approximately 1.5 minutes at this
flow rate, the UFg injector valve was rapid]/ shut
off. The signal did not immediately return to the
initial value because of outgassing of residual
hot UF'k in the transfer lines and injector assembly.
Trace amounts of UFg were still observed entering
the plasma after approximately 10 minutes. After
waiting for all the residual UFg to outgas, the
signal approached the initial value, indicating a
very small amount of wall coating had occurred.
Post-test inspection of the inner fused-silica
tube verified' this condition.

The introduction of pure UFg directly into
the plasma resulted in a significant increase in
the total radiation emitted from the plasma (220
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to 1300 nm range) as measured with the radiometer
system; a significant amount of this radiation
increase occurred in the visible and near-UV wave-
length bands.

Figure 6 shows an example of the radial
vajiation in the uranium rf plasma temperature and
transmission as determined from the single wave-
length ( \= 591.54 nm) chordal scan measurements,at
the axial 'midplane,of the emissicn and absorption
using the instrumentation shown in Fig. 5. The
tnordal scan measurements of thf emission and
'absorption by the uranium plasma served as input
data to a computer program used to calculate the
emission and absorption coefficients. Previously
developed analytical techniques fur absorption/
emission coefficient determination for optically-
thick plasmas were nvlapted to the UTRC data
acquisition system^,7J. Prior measurements con-
ducted with similar geometries indicated vortex-
confined rf plasma di .charges of this type to be
rotationally.symmetric. Rotational symmetry of the
plasma facilitates reduction of the measured
chordal emission and absorption data to eorre-?
sponding radial data by means of the Abel inversion
procedure. Under conditions of local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LIE) and for plasma transmission
between approximately 0.2 and 0.8 (i.e., 0.2Vl/los
0.8), analytical techniques have been developed for
determining the radial spectral absorption and
emission coefficients. Since the absorption and
emission coefficients are related via Kirchhoff's
law, the radial temperature profile can be deter-
mined without knowledge of particle densities or
transition probabilities. This is particularly
important for uranium where much data are still
unknown. Hie sketch in the lower portion of Fig. 6
is a simplified cross section of the test chamber
and indicates the location used for the chordal
scan measurements. Also shown for reference in
Fig. 6 is a temperature profile determined from an
argon-only rf plasma test under similar test condi-
tions, but with no injection of UFg. In addition
to the centerline maximum temperature peak of about
98OO K, e distinct off-axis temperature peak of
about 8700 K is also evident for the uranium
plasma case. The introduction of pure UFg into ths
rf plasma resulted in a suppressed temperature
profile at tlie off-axis position between a re.dial
distance of approximately 0.2-0.8 cm. The off-axis
peaks can be attributed primarily to the mechanism
of depositing rf power into an annular region.

To complement these measurements and verify
v.he validity of the results, separate Uranium I
( X= 591-54 nm) absorption line width measurements
were made using the dye laser system shown in Fig.
5. This information was used to calculate an
absorption coefficient from which comparisons were
macu- between the neutral (Ul) uranium number den-
sity l^dial distribution as determined from
emission calculations and from absorption calcula-
tions; reasonable agreement was obtained.

To aid in the determination of the total
uranium atom number density distribution within the
rf plasma discharge, UFO and/or UFg/Ar equilibrium
calculations were made for the current range of
test parameters utilizing a computer code based on
the procedure described in Ref. 8 (ptrtial pressures
from 10"^ to 1 atm and temperatures from 300 to
10,000 K). The following species were included: UFg,
UF5, UF^, UF3, F, F", F2, U, U

+, U++, U+++, and e\
Figure 7 is an example of these calculations for
the equilibrium composition of UFg at a partial
pressure of 10"3 atm. For all practical purposes,
at pressures of approximately 1 atm, complete
thermal decomposition of UFg has occurred at temp-
eratures of about 5000 K. Figure 7 illustrates the
mole fraction of the various constituents as a
function of temperature. Note the very steep
slope of the mole fractions of the various fluoride
compounds of uranium in the 2000 K regime and
that St approximately 7000 K, the concentration of
singly-ionized uranium (UII) increases; separate
measurements of the rf plasma characteristics
indicate that the rf plasma with argon vortex
buffer gas injection only has average temperatures
in excess of 7000 K for the type of operating
conditions reported herein. In all the calcula-
tions, local thermodynamic equilibrium was assumed
and lowering of the ionization potential was not
included. Similar calculations of the variation of
the total number density of uranium atoms and ions
as a function of UFg injection partial pressures
with equilibrium temperature as the variable
parameter have also been completed for UFg/Ar mix-
tures at various total pressures.

It was anticipated that operating the rf
plasma with pure UFg injection at relatively high
power and pressure levels may have resulted in
significant pressure broadening to the width of the
uranium, X = 591.51* nm, emission and absorption
line, lo better estimate the absorption 1-ne half-
width, several nieasuretaents were made at different
pressures corresponding to approximately the same
test conditions. Calculations of the doppler width
for the uranium A= 591-5^ nm line (no pressure
broadening) at 1000 K yields a half-width of
approximately 3.75 GHz. The doppler line width
varies as the square root of temperature. There-
fore, at a temperature of approximately 10,000 K,
the doppler width would be approximately 2.3*+ GHz.
This compared favorably with the 2.5 GHz. experi-
mentally measured using the dye laser system and
spectrum analyzer. At a chamber pressure of 2 atm,
the measurements indicated a line width vat one-
half maximum intensity) of approximately 3.5 GHz.
For reference, 8 GHz corresponds to 10"^ nm.

Additional calculations were completed using
these data, the partition functions for Uranium I
and II as a function of temperature^"', the radial
distributions of temperature and transmission
shown in Fig. 6, and the variation of uranium
neutral atom number density with UFg partial
pressure to calculate the neutral uranium ntom
number density as a function of rsdjus.
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Figure 8 shows the results obtained for Che
radial variation of total uranium atom (UI+UII+UIII)
number density as a function of radial disH nee
from the centerline of the rf plasma with pure UFO

injection corresponding to the test conditions'given
in TABLE I and Fig. 6. The numbers in parentheses
are corresponding estimated values of the total
uranium species partial pressure in atm. In this
particular case, the total uranium atom number,
density reached-a maximum of approximately 10
atoms/cnP at the centerline of the plasma. Based on
this plot, an estimate was made of the total con-
fined uranium masssbased on these measurements of
the neutral uranium species; this value was calcu-
• lated to be 0.03 mg of uranium. The calculations
also indicated that a relatively large fraction of
the total confined uranium atoms existed at the
outer portion of the plasma discharge.

These results were coppared to the uranium
total number density obtained from independent x-
ray absorption measurements.'-^' At comparable test
conditions to those shown in TABLE I and assuming
a 23"cm-diagonal path length and a 9-5-cm-diagonal
path length, the corresponding uranium total number
densities were 2.8 x l O ^ and 6.4 x 1016 atoms/cm^,
respectively. The agteement is reasonable when one
considers that the x-ray measuremem.s included con-
tributions due to all species (including cold UF6
etc. in the boundary). Other x-ray measurements
at higher UFg injection mass flow rates (up to 9.3
x 10~2 g/s) resulted in uranium densities up to
approximately k x 10^7 atoms/cm3.

The photograph shown in Fig. 9 illustrates the
degree of wall coating incurred on various fused-
siliqa tube peripheral walls after tests with pure
UFg injection. Eart of the tests included incor-
poration of different modifications to both the
test chamber and flow control scheme to further
improve the confinement characteristics of the
uranium plasma while at the same time aid in min-
imizing the wall coating by uranium compounds.
These fused-silica tubes were subssquently analyzed
during post-test inspections. The degree of coating
extended from a relatively heavy to a fairly light
coating as can be seen in the photograph in Fig. 9.
The majority of the coating occurred in the central
region of the fused-silica tubes. Some residue
was also observed at both end regions adjacent to
the 0-ring seal location. A representative example
of the IF spectrophotometric absorption measure-
ments taken of some of the residue collected from
the inside surface of the fused-silica tube after
the plasma tests with pure IFg injection is shown
in Fig. 10. In all cases a thin wafer KBr matrix
was used with the Perkin-Elmer IR spectrophoto-
meter to obtain the IR absorbance trace as a func-
tion of wavelength. In tl majority of the tests
the IE spectrophotometric measurements indicated
a combination of uranyl fluoride and uranium oxide
present on the inside surface of the fused-silica
tube; traces of SiOg, silicon grease and water
vapor were also noted.

A follov-on series of long run time uranium rf
plasma testa indicated that the addition of silicone
grease to the 0-rings and use of as-received UFg
(i.e., no NaF filter) resulted in a significant
contribution to the residue coating on the fused-
silica tubes. I&rt way into the test series it
became obvious that the use of silicon 0-rings, and
unflltered argon from the labosatory bottle farm,
also resulted in an increase in the residue depos-
ited on the fused-silica tubes as a function of
test time. To aid in reducing this residue, the
0-rings were coated with Hel-F oil. This particular
lubricant, arrived at after trying other materials
such as hydrocarbons, fluorosilicone, and halo-
carbons, provided th? seal necessary between the
fused-silica tube and the endwall while eliminating
the silica gel present in the silitfone grease which
apparently reacted on the surface and caused
additional deposits. With the 0-ring lubricant
change, filtering the as-received UFg through a NaF
trap to remove the hydrogen fluoride contamination,
and filtering the argon through a zeolite trap
resulted in a reduction in the residue wall coating
by approximately a factor of 2. In a test employing
all these modifications, the uranium rf plasma was
operated continuously for Ul.5 minutes at a UFg
flow rate of 2.2 x 10"2 g/s; 30.k mg of total
residue was deposited on the peripheral wall.
Approximately 10 mg of this was attributed to the
lubricant initially applied to the 0-ring seal
which remained on the fused-silica tube.

In other tests, aimed at determining the range
of mass flow rates of injected UFg possible,
greater than an order of magnitude increase in flow
rates were achieved (21 x 10~2 g/j) while still
maintaining the rf plasma in a confined-steady-state
mode.

Results of measurements using the profilometer
indicated the maximum residue wall coating on the
ID of the fused-silica tube to be approximately
1 urn in thickness; detailed analysis of the surface
indicated a combination of residue deposition and
surface etching had occurred. The electron photo-
micrographs and x-ray mappings of the sample
residue indicated the predominance of uranium and
silicon as compared to fluorine and oxygen. The
results from the x-ray and electron diffraction
analyses indicated traces of several oxides of
uranium. This was also verified by the IR
spectrophotometry absorption measurements shown in
Fig. 10. Another check on the predominance of
UOgFg was obtained froa measurements using the
secondary ion mass spectrometer (SIMS). Based on
the Atomic Mass Units fflMU) between 225 to 300, the
presence of various uranium oxide compounds was
verified.

Additional analyses were also conducted of the
resiine coating on the endwall surfaces, UFg injec-
tor, and exhaust ducts. In general, the following
trends were observed'. UF4, UO2, and UO2F2 were
identified as residue constituents on the endwall
surfaces. The same constituents were identified as
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•being present on the UFg Injector; in addition,
/ oiV^ wa.. also detected. The electron mioroprobe

x-ray cupB al>o showed the distinct presence of Cu
3ti quantities comparable to the V. The exhaufrt
ducxfi contained traces of U02F2, 'Ĵ Og, and UF^.
*fce electron photomicrographs of the various samples
<jf .resi-tae removed from the different components

.each possessed a different crystalline structure.
Recall tha; UO2P2) V02, SiOa (and a trace of "VUOj)
vere identified as residue constituents on the
fused-silica tube peripheral wall.

Thp analysis techniques developed and applied
luring this portion of the research program will be
applicable to future experiments which include

'- fipvelopmem of techniques for reconstituting the
gaseous ccipounds in the plasma exhaust mixture,
minimizing the wall coating, and conditioning the
exhaus+ pas such that it is in a form suitable for
rein.i' f-.icn :nto the plasma (recycled-closed-loop
operation).

', A mmary and Conclusions

An expr: ineital investigation was conducted
•using an srgpn vertex confined uranium rf plasma
discharge to aid in developing the technology
necessary for designing a self-critical fissioning
•iranium plasma core reactor. Pure UIV was in.jeeted,
usi.:<? a specially developed Iffg transfer and injec-
tion s/stem, into a 5.7-cm-ID by 10-cm-long test
chamber obtaining the plasma and comprised of a
water-coo].-d fused-silica tube peripheral wall and

• copper eniwails. Complementary diagnostic instru-
mentation and measurement techniques were developed
-<fcich permitted characterizing the uranium plasma
and traces of tht uranium compound residue
deposited on the t?at chamber walls. Included was
an optical scanning method for uranium plasma
emission end absorpt'on measurements using a ew
single-frequency tunable dye laser system. These
measurements provided input to a computer program
(optieallj thick case) w.hich calculated the
spectral emission and absorption coefficients and
the corresponding radial temperature profile using
Kirchhoff's law. Ifce measurements indicated, at
chamber pr :• .sures of abcut 2 atm, rf discharge
pawr levels of about 60 kW, and injected UFg mass
flow rater of approximately 3 x. 10"2 g/s, that
uranium plasma temperatures of 9^00 K occurred at
the plasma centerline loca+ion with a distinct
off-axis peak (=8700 K) occurring at an r/R = 0.6.
Edge ..of plasma temperatures were approximately
6(X ~> K. I'rom these data and additional experi-
mental measurements of the uranium neutral atom
(iJl) absorption line width ( = 3.5 GHZ at A= 591.9*
mi), the radial variation of total uranium atom
(UI+UII+UIII). number density within the rf plasma
was determined. (Approximately 101" atoms/cm3 at
the axial tnidplane center line of the rf plasma
discharge1;) These atom number densities were
found to fcs comparable by two independent measure-
ment techniques (x-ray absorption measuretner.ts and
U plasma emission/absorption measurements).

Modifications made to the test chamber .
configuration and flow control scheme and evaluated
by the various analysis techniques resulted in a
reduction in the residue material deposited on the
components of the test chamber. At UFg aiass flow
rates of 2.2 x 10"S g/s, test times up to lt-1.5
minutes were achieved with less than about 20 mg of
actual uranium compound residue wall coating. In
separate tests to maximize the UFg mass injection
flow rate, up to an order of magnitude increase was
achieved (2.1 x 10"1 g/s) while still maintaining
the plasma in a confined mode of "operation. Six
different complementary analysis techniques were
employed and uranium compound reference standards
developed at UTRC to permit post-test characteriza-
tion and identification of the residue coatings
deposited on the peripheral wall of the test
chamber. The "mist-like" residue found on the
inside diameter of the fused-silica tube during
post-test analysis was identified as primarily
uranyl fluoride

The overall test results have demonstrated
that applicable flow schemes and associated
diagnostic techniques have been developed fvr the
fluid-mechanical confinement and characterization
of uranium vapor within a plasma discharge when
pure UFg, is injected steady-ste+° for long test
times into an argon-confined, high-temperature,
high-pressure, rf-heated plasma.
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List of Symbols

AMU

f

Io

1A0

logloC

I

raAR

rA0)

Atomic mats unit, dimensionle

RF operating frequency, MHz

Incident or source intensity,
arbitrary units

Transmission, dimensionless

Absorbanee, dimensionless

Liters

Argon mass flow rate, g/s

HUII

"UIII

UFg mass flow rate, g/s

Number density of neutral uranium
atoms, atoms-cm~3

Number density of singly-ionized
uraniua atoms, atoms-cm~3

Number density of doubly-ionized
uranium atoms, atoms-cm"3

Total number density of uranium
atoms, atoms-cm"3

Pressure, atm> ran Hg, or toir

Chamber pressure, atts

Total rf dishcarge power, kW

Radius of plasma, cm

Radial distance, cm

Temperature, deg K

Wavelength, nm or microns

Mole fraction of species i,
dimensionless

Wavelength-band, nm

<x,T Designation of different
crystalline forms of uranium
compounds :

Table I

Summary of Operating Conditions for Chordal Scan
Measurements of Test V Conducted in 1.2 MW RF
Induction Heater With Bf Plasma and Pure UFg

Injection

See Fig. 3 for Sketch of Test Chamber Configuration
See Fig. 5 for Schematic of Diagnostic System Used

for Chordal Scan Measurements.

Argon Injection Mass Flow Rate 2.58 g/s

Argon Injection Velocity 21.6 m/s

Percent Axial Bypass Flow !<8

UF& Injection Mass Flow Rate 3.2xlO"2g/s

UFg Injection Velocity 0.7 m/s

Mass Ratio 0.012

Chamber Pressure 1.95 atm

RF Discharge Power 58 kW

RF Operating Frequency 5.1<21O MHz

Power Radiated (220-1300 nm) 19.5 kW

Fraction of Total discharge
Power Radiated. . 0.31*

Discharge Diameter at Axial MMplane* • 2.8 cm

Test Time 2 rain

Residue Deposition 8.1 rag

Working fluid
channels containing
(.articles, graphite
fins or opaque gsses

internally cooled
transparent wall

(-0.50 M-{

Fig. 1 Details of Plasma Core Raa.rtor Unit Cell.
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UFg Condenser system

1$ Control vaivt

@ Thermocouple

JPTJ Pressure transduce*.

IT) Flownister

;- i > ' U . .. .
UFg Bailer System

Fig. 2 Schematic Diagram of UFg Transfer System.

. Spectrum
analyzer -^y—•

Pov">'

Test chamber

Fig. 5 Schematic of Optical Diagnostic System Used
for Absorption and Emission Measurements in
RF Plasma Tests With1 Pure UFg Injection.

,-Frobing dye laser
beam cenfe.rllne

«
injector

Secllon AA '—A d siliccf tubes

Yig, 3 Sketch of Test Chamber Configuration Used
in Tests in 1.? IVW RF Induction Heater
With Pure UP^ Injection.

F=2.4atm Qi=52kw f=5.4Z78 MHz d =2.9 cm

mAr=2.2.G/S myp =0.0S G/S

Fig. k Thotograph of RF Argon Plasma in 1.2
RF Induction Heater Test Cuamber With
Pure UFg Injection.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
i -cm

Fig. 6 Example of Results of Radial Variation in
Temp rature and 'Xransmission Obtained With
Pure UFg Injection Into RF Argon Plasma.

0.05 -

6000

T- PEG K

8000 10.000

Fig. 7 Equilibrium Composition of UFg at s
iteetial Pressure of 0.001 atm.



Fig. 8 Radial Variation of Total Uranium Atou
(U3J,UII,UIII) Number Dearity for UFg iff
Plasma Test Case V.

Fig. 9 Photograph of lused-Silica Tubes 'Jsed in
RF Plasma Tests Viith. Pure UFg :.njection
e.:id Incorporating Modifications to Test
Chamber/Flcv Scheme:.

MOO

H2O

DISCUSSION

D. H. DOUGLAS-HAMILTON: What kind of radiation
intensities do you expecf to propagate through
your quartz window?

W. C. ROMAN:
centimeter.

About 27 kilowatts per square

T. S. LATHAM: Another point we are discovering
with UFg is thnt it is a very strong UV absorber
which means that the radiating i,pectruE is very
much like a black body at che edge of the fuel
cloud, and we have less UV content with uranium
hexaflouride as a nuclear tue! ciian we used to
calculate for pure uranium. So the UV loading
on the fused silica walls wid. LT^ fuel shouH
be substantially reduced over what it was wit[t
pure- fuel.

1600 1400 1000 600 200

H2O SiO2 UO2F2 UO2

Wavenumbot, A - cirr 1

Fig. 10 Example of IR Spectrophotometry Absorption
Measurements Obtained IYom Post-Test
Analysis of Residue "Wall Coating.
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THE EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF URANIUM HEXAFLUORIDE*
AT HIGH TEMPiSRATORES

H. L. Krascel la
! United Technologies Research Center

' East Har t ford , Ct.

•j .•*•- . . Abstmjt

An experimental study was conducted to ascer-
tain the spectral characteristics of uranium
hexafluoride (UFg) and'possible UF̂  thermal decom-
position products as. a function of temperature
and pressure. ,• . .

Relative emission mc-asurements were made for
UFg/Argon mixtures heated in a plasma torch over
a range A temperatures from 800 to about 36OO K
over a vavelength rangR from 80 to 600 nm. Total
pressures were varied -Torn ,1 to approximately
1.7 »tm. Similarly absorption measurements were
carr'pd out In the visible region from h20 to •
580 nil over a temperature range from about 1000
to 1800 K. Total pressure for these measurements
was 1,0 atnu

The emission results exhibited relatively no
emission at wavelengths below 2*0 nm over the
range of temperatures investigated. At tempera-
tures in excess of 1800 K an additional emis-
sion oand centered at 310 nm appears and becmes
more well defined at higher temperatures. Essen-
tially no pressure effect was observed with re-
spect to emission at pressures up to 1.7 arm.

"Effective" spectral absorption cross-sections
were determined at, five temperatures '-etween
1000 and 1800 K and in the wavr]ength region
between )'2O and 580 nm. The cross-sect? TIS ranged
in value from about 9 x 10"20 to 2 x 10-19 cm2.

I . Introduction

Extensive experimental and theoretical research
has been conducte'd with respect to various
aspects of fissioning gaseous plasmas over the

. past two decaces. These studies have been general-
ly .directed toward high performance nuclear .
space projulsion systems^. Iu addition tc space
applications, the Plasma Core Reactor [TC3)
concept nan beer, recognized as a possible candi-
date energy source for various terrestrial
applications2. The very high operating tempera-
tures generated by fissioning plasmas tend to
enhance efficiencies of various thermodynamie
oy:\es -ompared to conventional power generating
systems or nuclear reactors with solid fuel

"Research sponsored by HASA Langley Research
Center, Contract HASI-I329I Mod. 2.

elements. Furthermore, the high operating tem-
peratures associated with gaseous fissioning reac-
tors provide a source of very intense electro-
magnetic radiation with a number of possible appli-
cations involving direct coupling of energy by
radiative processes.

Although most of the applications of the PCR
require extensive basic research and technolo-
gical development, the potential benefits fron the
use of these devices uarra.it continued investi-
gation of the concept. Possible PCR space and/or
terrestrial applications are: *

(1) High-thrust, high-specific-impolse space
propulsion systems.

(2) Advanced high-temperature, closed-cycle'
gas turbine electrical power generation.

(3) MM) conversion systems fcr electrical
pewer generation.

(h) Photochemical and/or thermoehemical
^vocessing.

(5'< Mreot pucplr.g 01 lasers by deposition 0/
llssion fragment, pnergy in UFg or other gas mix-
tures .

(6) Optical pumping of lasers by thermal
and/or nonequillbrium radiation emitted by a
gaseous fissioning 'JFg or uranium plasma.

A typical unit cavity of a PCR device is
illustrated in Figure 1. In the PCR concept a
high-temperature, high-pressure plasma ia sustained
via the fission process in a uranium gas injected
as UFg or othei- uranium compound. Containment of
the plasma is accomplished fluid-mechanieally by
means of an argon-driven vortex which also serves
to thermally isolate the hot fissioning gases
from the surrounding wall.

For applications vhieh employ thermal radiation
emitted from the plasma, an inten-aily-cooled
tranbparent wall can be employed to isolate the
nuclear fuel, fission fragments, and argon in a
closnd-circuit flow loop and permit transfer of
the radiant energy from the plasma to an external
working fluid. For applications which employ
fission fragment induced short wavelengtU non-
equilibriUD. radiation emitted from the plasma,
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the working fluid such as lag ing gases can be
either mixed'with fissioning gas or injected into
the peripheral buffer gas region such that there
is no blockage of radiation due to the intrinsic
absorption characteristics of transparent
material wavelengths.

Three fundamental area? of research are re-
quired to demonstrate the feasibility of the PCR
concept: (1) nuclear criticality; (2l f'.uid
mechanical confinement; and, (3) transfer of
energy by radiation processes. Various aspects
of these areas of technology are currently being
investigated at United Technologies Research Center
(VTRC). In addition, cavity reactor experiments
which employ gaseous OTV are currently being per-
formed at Los Alamos Scientific laboratory (IASL)
as part of the planned NASA'program to determine
the feasibility of plasma core reactors.

The present report summarizes recent results of
emission and absorption measurements in hot UFg/
argon mixtures at various wavelengths, Temperatures
and pressures. These data are required to provide
basic absorption data for radiation transport
calculations and reictive emission data fJr sub-
sequent cvaparison cf theoretical calculations with
experimental results.

II.

The equipment used in tlie experimental evalua-
tion of the spectral properties of UF5 und possible
UFg decomposition products consisted of three major
components. Iheae were the plasma torch-optical
plenum assembly, the monochromator, and the UF£
transfer system'. A schematic of the overall system
is shown in Figure 2; detai ls of these components
as well as other auxil iary equipment are discussed
in the following sections.

Plasma Torch-Plenum Assembly

A plasma torch faoi_Jty, designed s«nd developed
by UTRC, was used to prolific hot UFg/argon mixtures
for a l l experimental deterainat i :>•". A cross-
sectional schematic of the plasma t.'rch i l l u s -
t ra t ing the major torch corarcneuts i i depicted in
Figure 3* The principal component*, of1 th<? torch
are a pin-type cathode, a liojiiw conically-shaped
anode, an ar^on injector, a UF̂  injector and two
external magnets. The cathode is a hemispherical-
tipped 2 percent thoriati-d tungsten rod 0.1 sm in
diameter and was provided with m^ans for indepen-
dent water coolirg. The cathode extended par-
t i a l l y into the water-cooled coniceu ly-shaped
copper anode as shown in Figure 3- Argon was
irjocted tangentially through eight equally spaced
0.016-cm-diameter holes Ircated a t the base of the
eathude assembly. The aerodynamic swirl imparted
by the argon injection system was augmented magne-
t i c a l l y b; means of two external magnets located
concentrically about the anode as s"iown ir.
Figure 3-

A Rapid E lec t r i c , Model SRV/MAN, 200 kw dc
power supply was used to provide power to the d i s -
charge. The external magnets were supplied by
Hypertherm, Model H-1AU dc power supplies rated a t
16.2 kh (90 v, 180 A) with a 60 percent duty cycle.
The large magnet was connected to -wo paral le led

- units to provide higher current (360 A) and thus ,
a greater magnetic f ie ld . The smaller magnet was
supplied by one unit .

A UFg injector was located immediately adjacent
to and downstream of the anode. Preheated UFg
was injected into the aigon stream heated by the
torch via two 0.0l5-cm-diameter holes. The aero-
dynamicall; mixed high temperature gas stream was
then introduced into tne cylindrical s t a in less - s t ee l
plenum (see Figures 2 and 3) . The plenum was
equipped with six optical ports (3 oppositely posi- '
tioned pairs) which enabled viewing the high tem-
perature gas stream spectroscopically in absorption
or emission. The optical path through the mixed gas
stream was 10.2 cm in length. The hot exhaust gases
were subsequently cooled in a heat exchanger con-
s is t ing of multiple copper coils prior t o being
neutralized in a sodium bicarbonate trap system (See
Figure 2 ) .

A high pressure (kC atm; water pumi was used
to provide cooling water for c r i t i c a l torci. compo-
nents. Separate water flow loops wern used '.o coo1,
the 'uthode, anode, exterral magnets .ind the OTV
injector. Water cooling was not provided for tr.e
optical plenum. Each cool.ing water flow loop con-
tained a flow meter to mor.itor water volumetric flow
and a thermocouple to monitor exit wat^r tempera-

te. Inle t water temperature was aino monitored
aieano of a thermoccup ?. Thus, power dissipation

in ""arious componertT couj •: be calculated- Simi-
la r ly a flow meter \ras in. .*.:ied in the arson l ine
to the torch to pro\ ide me'ins for quanti tat ively
measuring argen ma'.<3 flow in the system. Three
them- couples weve attached to the plenum to moni-
to r wall temperatures in the vic ini ty of the optical
ports as shown in Figure 3- A fixed thermocouple
was inserted into the hot, gas flow downstream of
the plenv.t and immediately > ^c the heat ex-
changer. In addit ion, a sca-.inlr^, thermocouple system
(tungsten - 5 percent "f?eaiuni vs tungsten - 26 per-
cent rhenium thermocouple) was ins ta l led such that
temperature scans could be made in the UFg/argon
mixture para l le l to the optical r s th .

The plenum w?.s equipped with both a transducer
and a gauge for mor'torirg votal prersure in the
system. All thermocouples associated with monitoring
va te r , component and exit-gas temp-"ature were
copper-constan-an. Temperatures were monitored by
means of an eisht ohanne'. Sanborn recorder.

Monochromator

.. McPherson Model 235, half-meter scanning mono-
chroa»*or of the Seya-Uamioks type was used for a l l
spectral measurements. Iiitra;ic? anc. exit s l i t
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systems contained three slit widths; 100, 200,
and tOO nm. A 1200 G/tnm and a 300 G/nvm gratings
were available for use. The 1200 u/mm grating was
blazed at 150 nm and covered the range from 50
. to about 300 nm. The 300 G/mm grating was bl- i
at 550 nm and covered a wavelength range from 5l>
nm to about 1200 nm. Scanning speeds could be
varied in twelve steps from 0.025 nm/min to
100 nm/min for the 1200 G/mm grating and from
0.1 nm/min to 400 nm/mln for the 300 G/mm grating.

The radiation detector system consisted of a
MoPherson Model 650 detector assembly and a
Model 790 detector electronic system. The detec-
tor contains a sodium salicylate coated window
and an EMI Model 9-635B "dialkali" coated phoU-
multiplier. The sodium salieylate-photomultipller
system is sensitive from 50 to about 600 nm.
The 600 nm upper wavelength limit is dictated by
the photodetector cut-off. The detector output
•nas monitsreri on one channel of a Hewlet-Packard
dual channel recorder.

A 2.5 cm diameter transition section approxi-
mately 30 cm in length was vwecl to provide an
enclosed optical path between the plenum and the
monochromator. The end of the ^ransition piece
in contract with the inner wall of the plenum
was fitted with a 0.6 x 1.°. cm slit to minimize
flow of UFg into the external optical path.
The transition section was equipped w.'th a window
mount to pe-nit use of a lithium fluoride window
when scanning at wavelengths above approximately
120 nm. In addition, an argon purge system was
installed in the transition section to provide a
slight back-pressure of gas with respect to the
plenum in order to prevent flow of UFg from the
plenum into the monochromator or onto the win-
dows. In addition, the monochrnmator housing and
the window assembly used in conjunction with the
tungsten-halogen source lamp for absorption measure-
ments were provided with argon purging to prevent
possible contamination by UFg vapors.

UFg Transfer System

The transfer system consisted of a two I
Monel supply canister rated at 200 atm with
appropriate shut-off and metering valves as
indicated in Figure 2. Two chro- ,1-alumel thermo-
couples were installed in the a -^ter to moni-
tor the temperature of the UFg liquid and gas
phases. A Ifctheson linear mass flow meter was
used to determine UFg' mass flow rates during
various experiments. The mass flow meter output
was, continuously monitored oo the second channel
of the Hewlet-Packard dual channel recorder during
all tests involving UFg flow. The canister,
valves, oass flow meter and all lines in the UFg
transfer system were electrically heated by means
of Variac controlled heater tapes. Chromel-
alumel thermocouples were placied in various com-
ponents to monitor temperatures at strategic
locations in the UFg flow loop.

III. Experimental Procedures

A series of preliminary experiments were con-
ducted to determine the operating parameters of
the plasma torch system and to establish cooling
water flow requirements for the facility. This
series of tests was conducted with argon flow
only; no UFg was used nor were spectral scans
made. During these tests water flow and tem-
peratures were monitored as well as temperatures
for various system components. Similarly, gas
exit teaiporatures were measured. In addition,
these tf:sts indicated that run tir -_• decreased
markedly (about 3 minutes) at operating condi-
tions which yielded temperatures above approxi-
mately 2000 K. The limiting factor was primarily
attributable to thermal overloading of the exter-
nal magnet power supplies.

It should be noted that, the flow rate of argon
determines the fas-mixture tempeiature in tne
plenum to a very large degree. Thus, variation
of the argon flow to obtain various UFg-to-
argon mass ratios was precluded. Changes in UFg-
to-argon mass flow were accomplished by varying
the quantity of UFg inu_cted into the gas stream.

Subsequently, spectral studies with flowing
UFg were undertaken. Normal procedure involved
initiating the discharge on argon injected at a
low flow rate to facilitate start-up. The argon
flow and discharge current were then increased
to predetermined values and the system allowed
to equilibrate. Spectral scans were then con-
ducted to determine the emission from argcn without
UFg flow. Prior to starting, the UFg transfer
system was preheated to a temperature of approxi-
mately t30 K. UFg was not injected until the
injector temperature was greater than 350 K to
prevent condensation of UFg in the injector
ports with resultant clogging of the UFg injector
system. After the UFg injector reached operating
temperature, UFg flow war initiated and moni-
tored by means of the lineai mass flow meter until
constant flow was obtained.• Constant UFg flow
usually was achieved between 30 to 60 seconds
after flow was Initiated. Spectral scans in
either emission or absorption were commenced

Temperature scans were taken immediately after
the spectral scans were completed. The tempera-
ture and spectral scans were not conducted simul-
taneously because of objectionable photodetector
noise levels generated by the scanning thermo-
couple drive-motor.

Spectral data were recorded at a rate of 400
nm/min when using the 300 G/mm grating and at 100
nm/min when using the 1200 G/mm grating. The
high scan rates were required because of realtively
short plasma torch operating times at high tem-
peratures and to minimize exposure of the equip-
ment to hot corrosive UFg. Monochromstor slit
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width was constant at 100 pm for all emission

and absorption measurements.

Initial spectral results were of poor quality
because of high noise levels due to mechanical
vibrations. Subsequently, the monochromator
table was equipped with "isopads" and additional
mounting support provided for the plasma torch-
plenum assembly. In addition, a metallic bellows
was installed in the transition section between
the plenum port and the monochromator entrance
slit to minimize vibrational coupling between the
two systems. With these changes the vibration
was reduced to negligible levels.

A tungsten-helogen lamp (quartz envelope)
was used as the radiation source for the absorp-
tion measurements. Absorption measurements were
conducted as follows. First, a spectral scan
was made at a given argon mass flow rate and gas
temperature to determine the emission due to hot
argon. In all cases investigated no argon emis-
sion could be observed except under very high
amplifier gain as compared to the lamp or UFg
emission. Consequently, the incident radiation,
Io, was measured by irradiating the hot argon
with the lamp at the specified operating condi-
tions. Next, a UFg flow was established and the
combined radiation, Iujy + 1^, (from the lamp
and UF6 emission) was measured. This determina-
tion gives the total radiation emitted by the hot
UP< and the quantity of lamp radiation which is
transmitted through the plasma. Finally, the
emission due to UFg, i.e., IUFCJ u a E determined
with the lamp extinguishheu. Thus the relative
intensity transmitted through the absorbing
plasma was determined and is given by:

V ' (1)

Shut-down procedure involved termination of
UFg flow followed by careful purging of UFg
transfer lines and the UFg injector system with
argon preheated to a temperature of approximately
500 K. Failure to adequately purge the system
with hot argon invariably resulted in condensa-
tion of UFg upon cooling and complete clogging of
the small ports in the UFg injector.

Wavelength calibration of the two gratings was
periodically effected using a mercury discharge
lamp placed at the entrance slit to the mono-
chromator.

IV. Results and Discussion

Relative Spectral Emission

A series of twenty-six separate emission scans
were made for wavelengths in the region between
120 to 600 nm. The 300 G/mm grating was used for
these studies along with the lithium fluoride
window. ; The window was utilized to eliminate the
possible contamination of the monochromator com-
ponents by UFg. Experimental parameters inclu-
ding temperature, UFg and argon mass flow rates,
the calculated partial pressure of UFg and the
UFg-to-argon mass flew ratio are summarized in
Table I for these twenty-six runs. The pressure
in the optical plenum was maintained at 1.0 atm
for all twenty-six cases described in Table I.

It should be noted that the'maximum range for
a sheathed tungsten thermocouple is approximately
3000 K. Therefore, the value of 356O K (scan
number 26) represents the result of three tempera-
ture estimates. These are: (1) an extrapola-
tion of the thermocouple calibration curve to
higher temperatures, (2) heat balance for the
system which defines an average gas temperature
and (3) a correlation between observed tempera-
ture profiles (obtained vith the scanning thermo-
couple) and an average gas temperature as deter-
mined by the thermocouple in the partially cooled
gas stream well downstream of the optical path.

Three representative gas-mixture (.UFg/f.rgon)
temperature profiles are shown in Figure '+ as a
function of relative position along the optical
path iu the plenum immediately adjacent to the
UFg injector. The profiles are relatively flat
usually exhibiting a maximum temperature variation
of less than approximately 100 K. Since a rela-
tively large thermocouple was used (O.32 cm-dia)
the steep temperature gradient adjacent to the
walls of the optical plenum are not evi-«it in
Figure h. Wall temperatures measured at the outer
siirfaee of the plenum ranged from 800 to about
1500 K and depended essentially upon the argon
flow rate and the run duration. There was no
direct correlation between wall temperatures and
gas temperature since spectral scans were init-
iated as soon as possible to reduce run time and
exposure to UFg. In essence, equilibrium tetween
the gas-mixture and wall temperature was not
necessarily established prior to spectral scan-
ning. The effect of this thermal nonequilibrium
of the walls 01, spectral scans was negligible as
noted on repetitive spectral scans at nearly iden-
tical gas temperatures but different wall tem-
peratures .
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Results of typical emission scans are illus-
trated in Figure 5 as a function of wavelength
for several temperatures between approximately
1000 K and 36OO If. The relative intensities shown
in Figure 5 have been corrected for various varia-
ble experimental parameters such as photodetector
response and different scale factors. The emis-
sion due to argor. was always found to be negli-
gible compared to UFg (at least 1 order of magni-
tude less)j thus no correction for argon emission
was required.- In addition, the measured relative
emission intensities have been normalized by
dividing the corrected intensities by the corres-
ponding calculated partial pressure of UFg.
Therefore these-results illustrate the emitted
intensities per unit pressure (nun Hg) of UFg
injected into the system.

The long wavelength limit (580 nm) was dic-
tated by the photodetector response which rapidly
approached zero between 580 and 600 nm. In all
cases experimentally investigated, the emitted
intensity reached negligible levels between 250
and 300 nm. Ho significant emission was observed
at wavelengths less than about 250 nm at all tem-
peratures although wavelength scans were made
down to the lithium fluoride cut-off at approxi-
mately 120 nm.

All spectral traces shown in Figure 5 exhibit
similar characteristics particularly in the visible
region between 380 and 580 r.m. The first appearance
of a new emission band at a wavelength of about
310 nm is noted at about 1800 K and becomes more
pronounced with increasing temperature. In
addition there is an enhancement in emission at
wavelengths less than about 380 nm. with an in-
crease in temparature.

The spectral emission results of Figure 5
were integrated between 300 and 58O nm to deter-
mine the variation in relative total emission as
a function of temperature. These calculated total
emission results are depicted in Figure 6 as a
function of temperature and are normalized with
respect to the integrated results at 35^0 K.
Ho data below 300 nm or above 58O nm were used
because of the very weak signal observed. The
total intensity between 300 and 580 nm increases
rapidl/*uf to a temperature of about 1700 K and
then much less strongly at higher temperatures
as shown in Figure 6. The emission increases
approximately by nine orders of magnitude between
800. and 36OO K. A summary of these results as
well as integrated intensities at lower tempera-
tures is shown in Table II. Equivalent inte-
grated blackbody. <iata over the same temperature
range and in the same wavelength range are also
illustrated by the dashed line in Figure 6.

Fractional integrated intensifies per 40 nm
wavelength intervals were calculated from the
results of Figure 6. These calculated results
are shown in Figure 7 as a function of the wave-
length at the center of each 40 nm interval for

four representative temperatures between 1400
and 36OO K. The results in Figure 7 illustrate
the enhanced emission at wavelengths below-400
and 450 nm as the temperature is increased and
the corresponding decrease in emission vith
increasing temperature at longer wavelengths.
Additional calculated fractional intensities not
shown-in Figure T are tabulated in Table III
for all temperatures investigated.

The calculated equilibrium composition of a
UFg/ai'gon mixture is shown in Figure 8 as a
function of temperature at a \,otal pressure of
one atmosphere and for a part'al pressure of UFg

. equal to 0.5 mm Hg. Comparison of the spectral
emission results of Figure 5 with the composition
data of Figure 8 indicate that the appearance of
the new band (peak X ~ 310 nm) occurs at about
1800 K and approximately coincides with the appea-
rance of the UF5 decomposition products, UF^ and
UF as well as fluorine atoms, F. Assignment of
the band to a specific species is not possible
on the basis of these data. Further assessment
.of the spectral results with specific components
from the thermal decomposition of UFg are pre-
cluded becauue of the complexity of the compo-
sition scheme at higher temperatures.

It is known from black-body relationships
that only about 0.21 percent of the total emitted
radiation occurs at wavelengths less than 300 nm
for a black-b^dy at a temperature of 35OO K-
Therefore relatively little emission of radiation
was anticipated for UFg and/or its decomposition
products at the same temperature or at lower
temperatures. Although the previously described
experimental results indicated no radiation below
250 nm at any temperature, a series of three
emission scans were oade to confirm these results "
and to examine the spectral region below the
lithium fluoride wavelength cu-̂ -off at approxi-
mately 120 nm. Thase scans were accomplished
in a windowless mode using the 1200 G/mm grating
at temperatures of 10S0, 1400 and 2280 K.
Additional experimental parameters are enumerated
in Table IV. Ho radiation (line, band or continuum)
was observed in confirmation of the previous
results. Therefore, additional scans in the win-
dowless mode were discontinued.

A final series of six emission studies were
conducted at total plenum pressures up to 1.7
atm to examine the effect of pressure on the
emission from hot UFg and its thermal decompo-
sition products. The various experimental para-
meters for these cases are summarized in Table
V. The result of these tests did not indicate
an appreciable pressure effect as shown by a
comparison of the relative spectral emissions at
a temperature of about 2400 K for a total pressure
of 1.0 and 1-7 atm (see Figure 9). Similar
results were obtained at other temperatures and
pressures. The two curves depicted in Figure 9
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are also indicative of the reproducibility of the
. previous emission results at similar temperatures
observed in the scans at a total pressure of
1.0 atm.

Spectral Absorption

Finally, a series of five experiments were
performed to ascertain the absorption character-
istics of. UFg in the visible region and at ele-
vated temperatures. A typical set of transmission
results at a temperature of 1270 K are shown in
Figure 10 as a function of wavelength between 420
and 580 run. The figure illustrates the source
intensity (tungsten-halogen lamp) Io, the combined
intensity from the emitting UFg plus the trans-
mitted source intensity (lUFg + !•%) &s well as
the emission from the hot UFg, I

The relative spectral transmission derived
from the results of figure 10 and similar results
for other temperatures are shown in Figure 11.
These data were used to determine an "effective"
spectral cross-section over the wavelength of
interest as follows:

I.
_£ = exp - (cr NI) (2)

where I^A is the transmission (Figure 11), N,
the number density, L the path length and <J the
cross-section. The quantity a is an "effective"
cross-section since th° UFg may be partially
decomposed, particularly at higher temperatures.
Furthermore', the individual spectral details
associated with each absorbing species cannot be
ascertained. Therefore, the particle density
factor serves to define an "effective" cross-
section per unit UFg pressure. Calculated "effec-
tive" cross-section results are graphically depic-
ted in Figure 12 as a function of wavelength at
the temperatures studied.

The magnitude of the "effective" cross-section
varies from about 2 x 10"1? cm2 at short wave-
lengths to a minimum of approximately 9 x lO"2^
cm2 at the long wavelengths. Tabulated values of
the cross-section at 10 nm intervals are summarized
in Table VII for the five temperatures investi-
gated.

IV. Conclusions

The broad-band relative spectral emissi m
characteristics of UFg and its thermal decom-
position products have been experimentally examined
over a range of wavelengths (80 to 600 nm),
pressures (1.0 to 1-73 atm) and temperatures
(800 to 36OO K). The "effective" absorption
cross-sections of UFg and its thermal decomposition
products have been determined over the wavelength
range from 420 to 580 nm and at five tempera-
tures between approximately 1000 and 1800 K.

The following conclusions are inferred from
these experimental investigations:

\. The total integrated intensity between
300 and 580 nm increases with temperature between
800 and 3600 K. The increase in intensity between
800 and 36OO K is about nine orders of magnitude.

2. There is no significant emission of
radiation at wavelengths bitween 80 and approxi-
mately 250 nm for the temperature regime inves-
tigated.

3. The appearance of a new emission band
centered at approximately 310 nm is associated
with the appearance of substantial quantities of
UFg thermal dissociation products at temperatures
in excess of 1800 K.

4. The emission of radiation from UFg

or its dissociation products does not exhibit
a measurable pressure dependence at total pres-
sures up to 1.7 atm.

5. The "effective" absorption cross-sections
at wavelengths between 420 and 58O nm vary from
9 x 10"20 to about S x 10"!9 cm2.
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G/mm Number of lines or grooves/mm of grating
surface

I Relative intensity for absorption
measurements, see Fig. 12 - dimensior *

Io Relative source lamp intensity or Inci-
dent intensity - dimensionless

It Relative transmitted intensity - dimen-
sionless

I^(T) Relative spectral emission at tempera-
ture T - dimensionless
Relative total or integrated emission
at temperature T, dinr -.sionless
Relative integrated spectral emission
per wavelength interval, - dimensionless

L Path length - cm
m Mass flow rate - g/sec
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-3Kumber density, cm'
Pressure, atm or.mmHg
Rs:ative position - dimensionless
Absolute temperature - K
Wavelength - nm or ft
Effective crosa-section - cm2 per molecule
ofUFg .

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL COMDinOBS
FOR EMISSION STUDIES

(Lithium Fluor ide JJittdov, 120 < \ < 600 nm)

• p t o t a l = 1-0 *t™ * ' "

No.

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

IP
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26

Temp.
K

810
1070
1030
1260
1320
1330
1330
1330
1340
1360
l4oo
1400
1400
1510
1510
1530
1680
1730
1810
i860
2060
2300
2430
2740
2770
3560*

•"UFg
g / s

0.062
0.056
0.016
0.010
0.046
0.048
0.035
0.050
0.012
0.002
0.065
0.065
0.042
0.014
0.011
0.020
0.12
O . U
0.012
0.043
0.0086
0.0084
0.0056
0.016
0.026
0.013

~Ar
g / s

0.79
1.46
1.21
1.08
2.49
1.93
2.49
2.49
1.46
1.08
2.49
3.16
1.47
2.49
1.10.
2.49
1.48
3.49
1.46
3.49
4,71
5.08
fi.08
5.46
4.91
5.46

UFg
mm Hfi

6.8
3-2
1.1
0.80
1.6
2 . 2
1.2
1.7
0.71
0.16
2.3
1.8
2.5
0.48
0.86
0.70

6.9
2.7
0.71
1.1
0.16
0.14
0.10
0.25
0.53
0.21

w i t . . I f TI\

7.9 xlO"2

3.8 xlO"2

1.3 xlO"2

9-3x10-3
1.8 xlO"2

2.6 xlO"2

1.4 xlO"2

2.0 xlO"2

8.2x10-3
1.9x10-3
2.6x10-3
1. ix lO- 2

2.9 xlO"2

5-6x10-3
1.0 xlO"2

8.0x10-3
8.1 xlO"2

3.2 xlO"2

8.2x10-3
1.2x10-£

1.8x10-3
1.7x10-3
1.1x10-3
2.9x10-3
5-3x10-3
2.4x10-3

•̂ Estimated value - see text for discussion

TABLE II

SUMMARY OF TOIAL IHTEHSITIES
INTEGRATED HETOEEK 300 AMD 580 MM

Temp.
K

810

1050

1260'

1340

l4oo

1520

1710

1840

2060

2300

2430

2760

3560

Ho.*

1

2,3 ' '

4

-j thru 10

11, 12, 13

14, 15, 16

17, IS

19, 20

23

2 2

23

24, 25

26

It.W

1.63 X lO"1*

4.12 x 1 0 " 1

1.38 x 101

1.55 x 103

3-78 x 103

6.45 x 103

2.78 x 101*

4.43 x 10^

7.46 x 1011

1.11 x 105

1.62 x 105

2.43 x 105

7.21 x 105

Denotes runs which were averaged.

Wavelength
Interval

ran

300-340

340-380

380-420

420-460. '

460-500

500-540

54O-5BO

356O°K

4.72

8.64

15.5

20.3

19-3

17.1

.14.5 .

2740°K

3.51'

7.15

15.7

21.8

19.9

17.9

14.8

_ SUMMARY

243O°K

4.76

8.52

14.3

21.5

20.1

17.1

13.6

OF FRACTIONAL

23OO°K

3.68

7.28

15.2

28.2

20.5

17.7

13.4

2O6O°K

. 3.47

8.56

14.8

22.9

19.2

17.0

14.2

TABLE I I I

IMTEHSIEEEAT VARIOUS

Fractional Intensities

181O°K 17OOCK 1500°K

2.12

6.83

U . 9

20.4

22.3

20.2 '

16.9

1.53

5.12

9.19

20.5

23.1

21.7

18.8

1.67

4.56

12.9

22.7

22.2

19.9

16.2

TEMPERATURES

l4oo°K

1.17

4.00

9.86

21.0

24.4

21,4

18.2

133O°K

0.44

2.09

8.27

23.2

24.4

22.8

19.7

1260°K

.490

1.73

10.41

22.4

23.5

22.1

19.5

1050°K

.094

.790

6.88

23.4

25.5

2?.O

=0.3

31O°K

.012

.223

7.46

32.1

31.3

22.8

7.09
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TABLE IV

SUMMABt OF

CONDITIONS FOR EMISSION STUDIES

(Windowless Mode, 80 < \ < 300 nm)

ptotal

Mb.

27

28

29

Temp.
K

1050

1400

2280

• 1.0 atm

Sis mm Hg &

.043 1.46 2.53 2.5 x 10-2

.044 2.49 1.52 1.8 x 10"2

.046 5.10 0.78 9.C

TABLE V

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITION FOR EMISSION STUDIES AT HIGH PRESSURES

(Lithium Fluoride Window, 120 < \ <. 600 na)

Ho. K g/s g/s mm Hg ~u*'6' ~Ar atm

30 1050 .056 XM 3.29 3.8xlO"2 1.22

31 1350 .044 1.93 I.96 2.3xlO-2 1.37

'32- 188O .012 3.49 2.96 3.4x10-3 1.63

33 2030 .043 4.71 0.79 9 .1x lO" 3 1.62

34 2410 .009 5.O8 0.15 1.8 x lO" 3 1.73

TABLE VII

SUMMARY OF "EFFECTIVE" CROSJ-SECTIONS
AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES

Wavelength "•*• Cross-Section, cm » -
nm T a 98O K 1050 h 1270 K l4to) K 1770 K

420

430

440

450

460

470

480

490

500

510

520

530

5iO

550

560

570

580

5.75-19 6.03-19 8.54-19 6.02-19 4.82-19

5.21 5.46 7.52 4.99 4.53

4.71 4.94 6.6k 4.06 4.21

4.24

3.85

3.51

3-18

2.91

2.71

2.55

2.44

2.4o

2.44

2.53

2.71

2.98

3.38

4.45

4.03

5.82

5.09

3.68 lt.43

3.33 3.84

3.0 3.34

2.81)

£.67

2.56

2.52

2.56

2i66

2.84

3.13

3.54

3.31

2.63

2.17

1.84

1.57

2.92 1.36

2.59 1.18

2.38 1.10

S.26 1.02

2.28

2.40

2.66

3.07

3.69

3.92

3.29

3.05

2.74

2.50

2.30

a.10

1.97

9-69-ao 1.83

e.91 1.90

9.91 1.93

8.91

8.91

2.10

2.30

TABLE VI

SUMMARY OF EXPERJMEPflAL CONDITIOMS
FOR ABSORPTION STUDIES

(Li th ium F l u o r i d e Window, 420 nm < \ < 580 run)

total
1..0 atm

Thermal radiation

UF5 fuel

injection

Thru-flow

Nuclear fuel
Working

Argon f l « i d

buffer gas

Fig. 1 Schematic of a unit cavity
of a plasma core reactor.
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• - Metering valve
a • Shut-off valve
B- Two way valve

t>- Pressure gauge

0- Thermocouple
locations

LN2 trap

scrubber

Heat exchanger
Monochromator

Plenum

Argon Heater
in . .

I Flow meter
Argon in

Argon

Fig. 2 Schematic of UFg plasma toreii system.

Magnetic coils

inc' T o

Optical
J view ports

Scannin
thermocouple

L.

-J

Coofing water-
X wall thermocouples

3fig- 3 Schematic of plasma torch assembly.

(Data taken at optical port
adjacent to UFg Injector)
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Atypical temperature profiles along
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the relative spectral
intensity of UFg at various tempera-
tures between 1000 and 3600 deg. K.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of relative spectral emis-
sion at total pressures of 1.0 and
1.73 atm'.
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Fig. 10 Typical relative intensity results

for absorption measurements.
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Fig. 11
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Wavelength,A -nm

Relative spectral transmission at
various temperatures.
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Fig. 12 "Effective" spectral cross-section
at various temperatures.
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URANIUM PLASMA EMISSION AT GAS-CORE REACTION CONDITIONS

M. D. Williams, N. K. Ja'.ufka, and F. Hohl
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Langley Research Center

Hampton, Va.

and

J. H. Lee
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tenn.

Abstract IMA

The results of uranium plasma emission produced
b)' two methods are reported. For the first method
a ruby laser was irocused on the surface of a pure
U 2 3 8 sample to create a plasma plume with a peak
plasma density of about 10 2 0 cm"3 and a tempera-
ture of about 28,600 K. The absolute intensity of
the emitted radiation, covering the range from SCO
to 7000 S was msasured. For the second method,
the uranium plasma was produced in a 20 kilovolt,
25 tilojoule piisma-focus device. The 2.5 MeV
neutrons from tie D-D reaction in the plasma focus
ate moderated by polytbvlene and induce fissions
in thfc U 2 3 S. Spectra •: f both uranium plasmas were
obtained over the range from 30 to aOOO 8.
Because of the low fission yield the energy input
due to fissions is very small compared to the
total energy in the plasma.

I_. Introduction

Electromagnetic radiation is expected to be the
prime medium for obtaining high- gr^e power from
plasma-core reactors. The same radiation *il!
play an important role in the internal transfer of
energy and stead'-state operation of the reactors.
Effective development of these reactors requires a
knowledge of their spectral characteristics at
expected operating conditions. Two experiments at
the Langley Research Center produce uranium
plasmas that approximate gas-core reactor condi-
tions and have b»«n used to record segments of the
spectrum from th3 x-ray region to'the near infra-
red region.

II. .'lasroa- Focus Experiment

The plasma-fosus apparatus is a coaxial plasma
gun connected to a capacitor bank. Figure 1 is a
cross-sectional view of the gun's coaxial cylindri-
cal geometry. The center electrode is 5 cm ii»
diameter and t.ie inside diameter of the outer
electrode is ".0 cm. Inner and outer electrodes
are,connected to lower and upper collector plates,
respectively, which are, in turn, connected to a
capacitor bark through spark-gap switches. The
capacitor bank stores 25 kJ of energy at 20 kV.
When ;discharj!ed, a current sheath forms over the
surface of tiie insulator at the base of the center

'electrode.' fhe J x B force drives the plasma up
; the annular region between ths electrodes. Just

•'/ past the end of the center electrode the plasma is
'forced toward the gun's axis by the strong self-
-; induced magnetic field. The plasm reaches the
: focus condition just as the capacitor bank reaches
. -a iaximum cirrent of one neganpere in three micro-

seconds. Deuterium (at -5 Torr pressure before
the discharge) is swept before the plasma sheath

URANIUM

Figure 1. Plasma Focus Electrode Arrangement

e focal position to form a very hot
io- i0 uciisc i>10-°/tm-') plasma which

to the
(SO x io£ iO uciiao i>lGls/cm-} plasma which emits
intense bursts of neutrons, gammas, x-rays,
•and practically the entire EM spectrum. Simul-
taneously, the end of the center electrode begins
eroding at its centerline. A solid uranium sample
placed at this position is partially evaporated by
impingement of energetic electron and ion beams
emitted from the plasma-focus region. The uranium
plasma rises about 2 cm above the electrode sur-
face in less than 2 microseconds. Neutrons (-10y)
produced by the plasma focus are reflected back

TO 2M VACUUM UV
SPECTROGRAPH

10 li ENTRANCE SU1
URANIUM SAMPLE

URANIUM PLASMA
PLUME

500 m LASER

Figure 2. Experimental Arrangement for the
Laser Produced Uranium Plasma Experiment
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into the uranium plasma by a polyethylene moderator
which surrounds the focus and is about IS cm away.
The temperature and pressure of the uranium plasma
have been estimated at 1 to 5 eV and 160 to 800
atmospheres, respectively.

Thus, the plasma-focus experiment produces a
uranium plasma which approximates expected gas-
core reactor conditions, including some fission
action of the uranium 23S.

III. Laser Plasma Experiment

The laser plasma has been produced by focusing
the radiation of a Q-spoiled ruby laser onto the
flat surface of a solid ifi3® sample. Four to six
joules of energy were contained in the laser pulse.
The pulse duration r.t half-maximum was 20 nano-
seconds. The uranium sample was contained in a
vacuum chamber at the focal point of a quartz lens
near the entrance slit of a spectrograph. Figure
2 shows the general experimental arrangement.
Plasma created by the laser's rapid heating of the
sample expanded perpendicular to the sample sur-
face. Placement of th' "sample relative to the
spectrograph entrance slit made possible the obser-
vation of different cross sections of the plume.
Each cross section exhibited different plasma
conditions. A cross section near the surface was.
found to a2'proximate gas-core reactor conditions
of temperature (-38,600 K) and pressure
(-500 atm.).

5000
WAVELENGTH. A

Figure 3. Spectra of Uranium Plasma and Carbon Arc
(a) Calibrated and time-resolved spectrum of
uranium plasma 0.25 mm from sample surface;
(b) Phototube data scaled in volts;
(c) Unsealed carbon arc spectrum. •

V 125

I 75

j§ 50

25

3000 4000 6000SHOO

WAVELENGTH. A

Figure 4. Comparison of Uranium Plasma and
Blackbody Emission, (a) Calibrated uranium
spectrum 0.5 mm from sample surface;
(b) Spectrum of 38,600 K blackbody.

IV. S-pectra

Visible spectra from 3S00 K. to 7000 8 and ultra-
violet spectra from 300 A to 1600 A have bean ob-
served in the laser plasma experiment.

The visible spectra were recorded with a half-
meter monochromitor equipped with a 1200 line/mm
grating biased at 5000 8. Phitomultiplier tubes
were used to observe 8 A portions of the spectrum
and the resulting electrical pulses were recorded on
oscillograms. A carbon arc was used to calibrate
the absolute intensity of the spectrum. The result-
ing data were computer processed aiid are shown in
figure 3. Figure 4 is a comparison of these data
with the curve for a 38,600 K blackbody.

TheJJV spectrum wus recorded in a similar experi-
ment. A 2-meter vacuum spectrograph/monochroaiator
was used with sodium salicylate-coated photomulti-
plier tubes U, record the spectra at 25 X intervals.
The data are shown in figure 5. An absolute inten-
sity calibration of this spectrum was not made due
to the lack of a good UV standard. Instead, inten-
sity sstimates were calculated by using the best
available data on the optical components involved.
The corrected spectia shows a cont'iiuum peak at
750 A. This corresponds to a blackbody temperature

800

WAVELENGTH, A

1600

Figure 5. Time-Resolved Ultraviolet Spectrum of
Uranium Plasma Generated Near the Edge of the
Sample Surface, (a) Blackbody curve (38,600 K)
normalized to the peak of the corrected spectrum;
(b) Corrected spectrum; (c) Phototube data.

400 1630 2000

Figure 6.

100 1200

WAVELENGTH, A

Density Trace of Spectrogram of Uranium
Plasma
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°f SS.jjOO k. For the estimated particle density
of 102U cm"3, the plasma pressure was about 500
atmosphere?. A spectrogram (Fig. 6). was made to
provide better wavelength resolution. It shows the
magnitude of line emission and other structure in
comparison to the continuum emission, ihe maximum
instantaneous power of the observed plasma was of
the order of 1 0 n W/mz.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

SPECTRUM OF U 2 5 3

SPECTRUM OF U 2 3 5

7000

WAVELENGTH, A

Figure 7. Absolute Intensity of Uraniun
Plasma Emission

Visible and ultraviolet spectra were also ob-
served from the plasma-focus experiment. Visible
measurements ranged from 3500 8 to 10,000 8 in the
near IR. The experimental apparatus was similar
to that used in the visible laser plasma measure-
ments, including a caxbon arc calibration source.
Both U2ia and U " b were used to generate the ob-
served plasma in an effort to detect any spectral
differences caused by fission action. Figure 7
shows the resultant measurements. Each data point
is the average of many shots due to experimental
nonreproducibilities. However, within experimental
error, no differences could be detected between the
spectra of U 2 3 5 and I)238. Also, no" nonthermal
radiation peaks could be detected.

The search for a spectral difference between
plasmas of the two isotopes was extended into the
extreme' ultraviolet spectrum. A one-meter Seya-
Namioka spectrograph/monochromator viewed the
spsctrum from approximately 100 8 to about 600 8.
A 1-meter grazing incidence sgectrograph covered
the spectral segment from 30 A - 400 X. Bot;h
spectrographs were connected to the experiment
through a special differentially-pumped vacuum
system. First, the Seya-Namioka spectrograph was
used. Its spectrogram (Fig. S) revealed the possi-
bility of a spectral difference between the two
isotopes at wavelengths less than about 200 8. So
the Seya-Naroioka spectrograph was replaced by the
grazing incidence spectrograph to provide lower
wavelength coverage with greater spectral resolu-
tion. The grazing incidence spectrogram (Fig. 9)
revealed a radiation peak at about 93 8 which
varied greatly in intensity from shot to shot.
There appeared to be a larger peak, for the U23S

results. However, because of the large intensity
variation from shot to shot, no definite difference
in the spectrum from the two uranium isotopes

could be establishes. The intensity variation of
t̂he peak at 93 h could net be corrected with any
experimental parameter sa^h as neutron yield and i;
probably due to nonreproducibilities An the observ-
ed plasma. Both spectrographs used a plat.'nom-
coated grating ruled with 600 1 xjies/mra' at a 1°
blaze angle. At ah 85° angle of incidence the
blaze wavelength of Lhe grazing incidence spectro-
graph was about 93 A. This contributed to the
amplitude of the observed peak. No calculations or

U 2 3 8 ,n .

100 300

A . Angstrom

500 600

Figure 8. Comparison of Plasma Focus Produced
U-238 and U-235 Plasma in the Region From
100 to 600 Angstroms

s
£

i\
1 \

U - 235
focus SV
Pressur.? 6Torr

U -J38
Focus I IV
Pressure M Torr

150 „
Wavelength, A

210 270

Figure 9. Comparison of Plasma from Produced
U-235 and U-238 Plasma in the Region From
30 to 270 Angstroms

comparison to a UV source were made to establish
absolute intensity values. Three factors are be-
lieved to be the major contributors to the apparent
continuum of the spectrograms: (1) Light diffract-
ed from the central image; (2] Light scattered b.
the ruled edges of the grating and a very light
film on the grating surface; (3) the compacting of
many line transitions at some wavelengths. Hence,
the spectrogram is primarily due to line transi-
tions of uranium and copper (eroded from
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electrodes). The copper lines were verified by
replacing the uranium sample at tht end of the
plasma-focus electrode b/ a. copper sample. Figure
10 shows that indeed son,e of the lines observed in
the .uranium plasma were cojxer lines. It also
shows that most of the radiation peak at 93 A was
real (not due to the blaze effect) and was caused
by the uranium plasma.

150 210
Wavelength, A

i,L..hJ
270 33ti 390

Figure 10. Comparison of Plasma Focus Produced
Copper and Uranium Spectra

Ibl COPPtR PLASMA

L_

V. Conclusions

Spectral segments from the near infrared to the
soft x-ray region have been recorded using two ex-
periments which produce uranium plasmas that simu-
late expected gas-core reactor conditions. These
spectTa illustrate qualitatively and, in the
visible region, quantitatively the radiation
characteristics that may be expected from gas-core
reactors operating at several hundred atmospheres
pressure and several eV temperature. Line emission
and other structure were insignificant compared to
continuum radiation from the infrared region to
several hundred angstroms. Intensities approached
those of a blackbody of the same temperature. No
large nonthermal radiation features could be found
at tae high plasma temperatures and pressures
investigated. At wavelengths shorter than those
where blackbody radiation is significant, line
radiation was prevalent, especially at approxi-
mately 93 8. X-ray spectra indicate that.line
emission will make an important contribution to the
total x-ray energy. No radiation effects from
fission action was detected. However, this was
proiably due to the low fission yield available in
the experiment. Much higher fission yields may yet
prove to be the cause of nonthermal features in the
radiation spectrum.
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WAVELENGTH. Jt

Figure 11. Comparison of Soft X-Ray Spectrum
from Copper and Uranium Plasmas

A segment of the soft x-ray-spectrum (3^ - 98;
emitted by uranium and copper plasmas in the plasma
focus are represented in figure 11. These spectra
were obtained with a bent crystal spectrograph and
recorded on x-ray film. The uranium spectrum
shows a significant increase in white x-ray emis-
sion which varies with the si[uare of ttie atomic
number. It also shows characteristic lines at
4.7, -1.9, S.6, 8.7, and 8.8 X. Especially strong
lines below the 4 A wavelength may be due to non-
thermal electron beams (E > 5 KeV) from the •
plasma focus. The expected large density of highly
energetic electrons associated with fission frag-
ments in a gas-core reactor could produce similar
hard radiation with deleterious effects on the
first reactor wall.
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Co
• STUDIES ON COLOR-CSmER FORMATION IN GLASS UTILIZING MEASUREMENTS

MADE DURING 1 to 3 KeV ELECTRON IRRADIATION*

K. J. Swyler and P. W. Levy
Brpokhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York 11973

Abstract .

•"• The coloring of NBS 710- glass has been studied
using a new facility for making optical sbzorption
measurements during and after electron.irradiation.
The induced absorption contains three Gaussian
shaped bands. The color center growth curves con-
tain two saturating exponential and one linear
components, After irradiation the coloring decays
and can be described by three decreasing exponen-
tials. At room temperature both the coloring
curve plateau and coloring rate increase with in-
creasing dose* rate. Coloring measurements made at
a fixed dose rate but at Increasing temperature
Indicate: 1) The coloring curve plateau decreases
with Increasing temperature and coloring is barely
measurable near 400 C. 2) The plateau is reached
more rapidly as the temperature increases. 3) The
decay occurring after Irradiation cannot be de-
scribed by Arrhenius kinetics. At each temperature
the coloring can be explained by simple kinetics.
The temperature dependence of the decay can be
explained if it is assumed that the thermal untrap-
ping is controlled by a distribution of activation
energies.

I. Introduction

The search for materials which will remain
transparent to light while subjected to intense
nuclear irradiation requires both engineering and
basic radiation damage data quite different from
that generally available from completed studies.
As is well known, almost every normally transparent
substance becomes colored by exposure to radiation.
Some materials, e.g. photochromlc glasses, become
colored in the process of absorbing rimpletely
negligible amounts of energy. In contrast, sub-
stances like very pure fused silica or crystalline
AI2O3 do not become colored in the vlaible until
the radiation has imparted hundreds of joules.
The coloring of these substances is clearly attrib-
utable to color-center formation. Unfortunately
almost all of the available information on radia-
' tion induced color-center formation is not appro-
priate for evaluating materials which must remain
transparent during energetic particle irradiation.
In the past almost all studies on the coloring of
glasses and crystals were lade by irradiating the
samples in an x-ray or gamm-ray source or in a
reactor and then taking the samples to a spectro-
photometer for measurement at a later time.
Clearly, if the absorption changes appreciably
between irradiation and measurement such measure-
ments do not provide data that is applicable dur-
ing irradiation. In particular, if the coloring
contains a large decaying component, measurements

made in this way will seriously undeiestimate the
absorption during irradiation.

In addition to the uncertainties introduced by
making measurements sometime after Irradiation,
very little data is available to evaluate effects
dependent on tvo other important practical param-
eters, sample temperature and irradiation dose rate
It is well known that the F-center formation in the
alkali-halides does not have a simple dependent on
temperatures. Also, at a given temperature both
the coloring rate and the maximum coloring increase
with Increasing dose rate. Roughly the same be-
havior is to be expected from fused silica and
other glasses. However, there is very little data
available to test this supposition.

To study the basic physics of radiation in-
duced electronic and atomic displacement processes
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Figure 1. The experimental facility for measuring
clerical absorption and luminescence during and
after 0.5 to 3.0 HeV electron irradiation.
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Figure 2. The control and data acquisition
syetec for the double-buam spectrophotometer
shown In Figure 1.

and to obtain engineering data on radiation effacts
in nonmetals two f. lities have been constructed
at Brookhaven National Laboratory to make optical
measurements during irradiation. Inasmuch as
measurements can be made during and after irradia-
tion they are not subject to the inadequacies
described above. One of these special facilities
is used to study the optical properties of samples
during 60Co Irradiation. It has provided data on
the coloring of KC11 and NaCl;! at room temperature,
KC1 at 85K, the effect of strain applied during
irradiation on KC1," the coloring of barium alumno-
borate glasses at room temperature,5 and the color-
ing, radioluminescence and thermoluminescence of
natural and synthetic quartz between 80 and 300K.6

The barium alumnoborate glass sturty provided many
results which will be described in a later section.

The other facility, which will be described
briefly In the next section, is used to simultane-
ously measure the optical absorption and lumines-
cence of substances during irradiation with elec-
trons at any energy between 0.5,and. 3 MeV. This
equipment provides data OIL the absorption changes
occurring after irradiation and, in addition, on
any phosphorescence occurring after irradiation.
Most importantly, the absorption and luminescence
measurements are not restricted to a single wave-
length. An entire 256 point absorption spectrum
and a 256 point luminescence spectrum can be re-
corded every 40 seconds'. At the moment, these
measurements cover the range 200 tn 4QQ nra or bVO
to 800 nm. However, the range can be extended tc
11 microns cr more by installing suitable light
sources and detectors.

A small number of radiation Induced coloring
studies utilizing measurements made during garama-
ray irradiation were cited above. Even fewer
studies using measurements made during electron
irradiation can be found in the literature. In-
cluded in these is a study of the electron bombard-
ment induced coloring of fused silica,7 particular-
ly the absorption at 215 nm with the sample at
various temperatures between 100 and 500 C. A
survey of the radiation induced absorption and the
radioluminescence of optical glasses, AI2O3, crys-
tal quartz and fused silica produced by 2.5 MeV
electron irr liation has been reported recently.8

In addition, there are a number of studies on
radiation effects in fibre optics that contain a

large amount of information on the radiation in-
duced coloring of glasses.9"12 Lastly, there are
previous reports on the radiation induced coloring
of the K3S 710 glass described in this paper.13~1?

For convenience. Information in the previous re-
ports which is particularly pertinent for this dis-
cussicn is included here. Consequently, the room
temperature jf.udies at different dose rates and the
resolution of the growth and decay curves Into com-
ponents are described in reference 13. Additional
studies describing the coloring and decay at a
constant dose rate and at different temperatures
will be described in this paper.

II. The Facility for Making Optical Measure-
ments During Electron Irradiation

The equipment used to make optical measure-
ments before, during and after electron irradiation
is illustrated in Fig. 1. Electrons at any energy
between 0.5 and 3.0 MeV are produced In a vertical
electron accelerator. After emerging from the
accelerator they are magnetically deflected 90
degrees into a horizontal tube that transmits the
beara into the irradiation chamber. This tube is
equipped with a variety of focusing coils, several
Faraday cups, and a thin gold scatterer. The
Faraday cups and scatterer can be inserted or re-
moved from the beam at will. The thin gold scat-
terer Insures that £he sample is uniformly irradia-
ted. The beam parameters can be adjusted with the
sample In place but not exposed to radiation. Wilen
desired, the irradiation is Initiated, or termi-
nated, by a fast acting cup which can be moved in
or out of the beam within 0.5 seconds. During
irradiation the been traversing the sample is
monitored by a Faraday cup located downstream from
the sample. The incident electron energy is always
adjusted to insure that the particles pass through
the sample. With the arrangement described above
it is possible to obtain reproducible irradiations
at known beam currents and avoid all of the diffi-
culties associated with "turning-on" the acceler-
ator.

400 600 800

TIME, sec .
600 800

Figure 3. F-center growth and radioluminescence
from single crystal LiF during Irradiation. After
irradiation this sample did not exhibit detectable
phosphorescence and the radiation induced coloring
changed very little.



NBS 710 GLASS - .1BS0RPTI0N MEASURED DURING AND AFTER 1.5 MeV ELECTRON IRRADIATION

I I I I • i

Figure 4. A "3-D" plot of the s.bsorption induced in NBS 710 glass by 1.5-MeV electron irradiation and
the decay of the absorption afttx the irradiation has been terminated. Spectra were recorded at 40 secor'
or longer intervals. Every otheir spectrum has been omitted.

The simultaneous optical absorption and lum-
inescence measurements are made with the computer
controlled double-beam spectropliotometer shown in
Fig. 1. Monochromator Ho. 1 provides a monochro-
matic beam for absorption measurements. The beam -
is chopped, split into sample and reference beams,
and focused by the optical system into sample and
reference images in the target chamber. Both beams
are subjected to equal changes in window absorption
and luminescence, air glow and any other perturba-
tions occurring during and after irradiation.

After passing through the target area the
beams are focused on monochroEtators Nos. 2 and 3.
Monochromator Ho. 2 serves both as a tunable opti-
cal bandpass filter for absorption measurements and
as an analyzing monochromater ::or luminescence
spectrum measurements. When operating in the band-
pass mode the monochromators prevent all lumines-
cence from reaching the photot jbes except that in
specified wavelength regious. In the presence of
luminescence from the sample tills increases the
signal to noise ratio for absorption measurements
by orders of magnitude. Actually, for all measure-
ments' described in this paper, a bandpass monochro-
mator, No. 2, was used only in the sample beam.
The reference beam was focused directly on the
photomultiplier. This arrangement is demonstrably
quite adequate for the glass studies described
below since they did not exhibit strong lumines-
cence.

The monochrotnator Is entirely computer con-
trolled. As many as 256 preselected points may be
measured, during each scan. If all 256 points are
recorded the scans may be repeated every 40 sec.
or at longer intervals. Scans with fewer points
require less time and at a single wavelength data
points may be recorded at millisecond intervals.
The computer specified wavelengths, time Interval
between scans, number of signal, averaging cycles,
etc. At each wavelength four measurements are
made to determine the optical absorption and lum-
inescence. They and other functions of the control
and data acquisition system are outlined in Fig. 2.
la the present configuration the sample to refer-
ence beam intensity ratio is determined before
each irradiation measurement and often checked
afterwards. Tests over long periods of time and
day-to-day experience Indicate that this ratio
remains so stable, there is not necessity to install
devices to measure this ratio <?jring measurements.

After each scan the absorption and luminescence
data and other information such as sample current,
beam current, etc., is transferred to magnetic tape.
In turn, the .recorded data is processed on a large
computer. An absorption and luminescence spectrum
is obtained for each scan. These spectra are fully
corrected for absorption and luminescence in the
target windows, air glow surrounding the irradiation
chamber or attributable to exchange gas in the
sample furnace, etc. It is particularly noteworthy
that the luminescence spectra may be fully corrected
for radiation Induced self absorption in the sample.
Thus one can determine unequivocally if a change la
luminescence is real or is caused by self absorption.

A typical data set for a sample which exhibits
strong radioluminescence is shown in Fig. 3. This
plot shows both the radioluminescence and the F-
center absorption exhibited by single crystal LiF
during electron irradiation. Spectra are shown at
40 second intervals. After 450 seconds the elec-
tron beam was "turned-off" by interposing the rapid •
acting Faraday cup. During irradiacion the lumin-
escence rises rapidly to a constant value, remains
at that level until the irradiation is terminated,
and then drops abruptly to a negligible level.
Concomitantly, the LiF F-center absorption increases
monotonically and when the beam is interrupted the
absorption drops negligibly or not at all. LiF is
the only substance measured to date which, at room
temperature, does not show large absorption changes
when the irradiation is terminated.

The absorption spectra obtained from NBS 710
glass recorded during and after Irradiation is
ehown in Fig. 4. This plot was made from separate
measurements in the 200 to 400 and 400 to 800 run
regions and "joined" during computer processing.
It shows both growth and coloring during irradia-
tion and the decay occurring after the irradiation
was terminated. This glass does not, for all
practical purposes, eahibit luminescence during
Irradiation nor phosphorescence after irradiation.
This data will be used to illustrate many of the
radiation induced color center growth and decay
kinetics illustrated in the next section.
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III. The Kinetics of Radiation Induced Color
Center Growth

To begin this discussion of color-center for-
mation during irradiation and the growth or decay
of centers after the irradiation, consider the pro-
cess that applies to a single center, or, equiva-
lent ly, a single absorption band. This may be
assumed to be formed by trapping of an electron on
an electron trap. However, with straightforward
changes in charge (sign) the discussion applies
equally well to centers formed by hole trapping.
First, electron traps occur in crystals and
glasses at points where the normal lattice is
perturbed. This can occur at lattice sites con-
taining substitutional impurities, at vacancies
or divacancies, or where interstitial atoms occur
between the atoms on normal lattice sites. These
defects may, or may not, be in valence or charge
states Jifferent from that associated with the
normal lattice at the same point. For example,
if a negative atom is missing from the lattice, to
form a negative ion vacancy, the lattice will be
lacking an electron, i.e. there will be a local
charge unbalance. Next, if a radiation-induced
ionization electron comes close enough to the
negative-ion vacancy it will be trapped. In fact,
an electron trapped on a aegative-ion vacancy is
the well-known F-center. Such centers have many
of the properties of atoms and molecules and im-
part color to che host crystal by undergoing
optional absorption transitions. Similarly, two
side-by-side vacancies (a divacancy) may trap two
electrons to become an M-center. Likewise a Ca**
ion on a normal Na+ lattice site has a high prob-
ability of being an electron trap since local
charge neutrality may be established by trapping
a charge of this sign. A very large number of
different kinds of defects can be electron traps.
Even neutral substitutional atoms such as a K* ion
c a Na+, site may be traps. In certain crystals,
at 'aw temperatures, charges may be "self-trapped"
on normal lattice sites. An example is the self-
trapped hole which forms V^ centers in alkali
haj'ides. However, for this discussion it is
necessary to consider only the more common defect
and impurity related traps.

3.0
PHOTON ENERGY {eV>

Figure 5. A typical radiation induced absorption
spectrum foi NBS 710 glass. The spectrum has been
resolved iuco three Gaussian shaped bands.

Each type of trap undergoes a number of dif-
ferent radiation related processes. The important
processes will be described below, in turn. Let
No be the concentration of traps prior to any
irradiation. Typical values of No are in the 10

11*
to lO'Vem3 ranges. Consider first the processes
that occur during irradiation. Let tj> be the dose
rate. It can be expressed in any unit but it is
convenient to think of it in teems o£ ion pairs
per unit time created by the incident radiation.
Then if N(t) is the concentration of color centers
which have already been formed by irradiation at
time t, the concentration of uncolored centers or
empty traps is (No-N). The probability that these
empty traps are converted to centers at time t is
proportional to the product of (No-N) and the ion-
ization electron concentration <(i or fiJ>(N0-N) where
fifi is simply the fraction of uncolored centera con-
verted to centers per unit time.

Up to this point it has been assumed that the
number of traps is fixed, a contention that is
most appropriate for impurity related traps. How-
ever, in many cases defect related traps may be
introduced during irradiation. In this case the
concentration of traps, both filled and unfilled,
could be a complicated function of irradiation
time. In fact, the numerous different color
center vs. dose, or growth, curves obtained for
the barium alumnoborate glasses, described in
reference 5, can all be "explained" by different
trap vs. dose curves. Only the simples possible
curve will be considered here. That is, It will be
assumed that the trap concentration can be de-
scribed by the equation P = Bo + kijit where P is the
total number of traps at time t. This is equiva-
lent to assuming that the trap concentration
initially has the value Ho and increases linearly
with irradiation time or dose. In this situation
the rate of color-center formation is glvan by
f<p(No + k<(iT - a).

2 4 .6 8 10
TIME, IN UNITS OF 10* SEC

Figure 6. Growth curve of the absorption at 4.0 eV
vs. irradiation time in NBS 710 glass.- The dose
rate was 2.2 Mrad/h. The solid line through the
data points was computed from the equations in the
text and contains two saturating exponential and
one linear components.
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In addition tu color-center formation by
charge trapping there are two important processes
that reduce the rate of color-center formation
during irradiation. The first or these is elec-
tron-hole recombination. The probability that a
trapped electron will encounter a mobile ioniza-
tion produced hole is proportional to the product
of the trapped electron concentration, N, and the
mobile or free hole concentration. The latter is
proportional to the dose rate; more specifically
it is i)>Th, where T^ is the hole lifetime. Thus,
at any time t, when the trapped electron concen-
tration is N, the probability of recombination is
given by <j>rN. The quantity r includes T[, and
other factors such ai3 the cross-seccion for re-
combination.

The other important process which tends to
reduce the trapped electron concentration is
thermal untrapping. This is well known and is
usually called an Arrhenius-type process. The
probability that a trapped charge can escape from
the trap by thermal motion is proportional to
s exp(-E/kT) where s is the "attempt-to-escape"
frequency, E is the activation energy for untrap-
ping, and k and T have the usual meaning. Thus
if at time t there are N trapped charges the
number escaping per unit time is just uN where
u - s exp(-E/kT).

So far only thermal untrapping from the color
centers thermselves has been described. The infor-
mation available now indicates that more than one
process may contribute to the observed decay of a
given center. For example, part (one component
of)•of the decay can be attributed to untrapping
from the center and other parts (components) to
electron-hole recombination with holes thermally
released by hole traps. Also, as discussed in
detail below, it would appear that the color center
decay processes may be more complicated than the
simple Arrhenius process.

3 4 5 6

TIME, IN UNITS OF 10** SEC

Figure 7. Decay of the absorption at 4.0 eV in
the SBS 710 glass after irradiation. The solid
line through the data points was computed from
the equations in the text anu cottains three
exponential components.
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Figure 8. Growth of the radiation induced coloring
at 2.6 eV in NBS 710 glass at different dose rates.

The simplest equation which might be expected
to realistically describe the growth of color
centers during and after irradiation can be
obtained by combining the coloring, recombination
and untrapping processes described above. Namely,

f(f>(N0 + k* - N) - rijiN - uN . (1)

If the sample is uncolored when the irradiation
is started, i.e. if N=0 at t=0, the solution of
this is

This can be written

-at
N = A1(l-e ) + aLt

where

(f+r)(Hu

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

This simple treatment predicts that the
growth curve will, ia general, contain a lineai:
and saturating exponential component. Also, it
predicts that the constants in the growth curre
have explicit, dependencies on the dose rate. For
example equation (5) indicates that the exponen -
tial constant aj is a linear function of the lose
rate with a non-zero intercept if u j6 0. This
accurately describes the growth of F-centers in
KC1 at 85K3 and the coloring of one preparation
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of barium alumnoborste glass.5 However, coloring
curves obtained from a large fraction of the sub-
stances studied to date contain 2, 3, or occasion-
ally 4, saturating components. There are a large
number of- different ways of extending the treat-
ment given above to Include more than one saturat-
ing exponential component. These range from simple
ones, e.g. there could be two types of percursors
for a given center; or complicated situations
which cannot be described mathematically other than
by coupled differential equations. s » l 8 « 1 7 In any
case, it appears that appreciable physical Insight
about the radiation induced coloring process can
be obtained by analyzing data in terms of the
(admittedly) simple treatment described above.

IV. The Decay of Color Centers After Irradiation

As mentioned above, there are very few sub-
stances that do not show color-center decay after
being irradiated at room temperature. In fact,
the only example in this category that we can cite
is the F-center coloring of LiF. In terms of the
model developed above the decay behavior should be
particularly simple, namely, if D o color centers
are present at the termination of irradiation the
concentration D at a later time t is D»Doexp(-ut).
Obviously, a plot of In D vs. t should be linear.

Most Importantly, u»s exp(-E/kT) and a plot
of In u vs. 1/T is the well-known Arrhenius plot
from which one obtains the activation energy E
from the slope and a quantity proportional to 8
from the intercept. Decay <jata at different well-
controlled temperatures is needed to determine an
accurate value of E.

The currently available data, most of which
is confined to room temperature, indicates that
the radiation induced color centers do decay ex-
ponentially at room temperature. However, with
few exceptions, the observed decay consists of
two or more components. One class of explanations
for multiple components is discussed In ref. S.
Here it is sufficient to point ou': that a center

1.0 i-
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Figure 9. Decay of the absorption in NBS 710
glass after the samples were colored at different
dose rates.

2.0

DOSE RATE , Mrod/h

Figure 10. The exponential growth constant a^,
obtained from the data shown in Fig. 8. The growth
kinetics described in the text predicts that this
quantity will be a linear function of dose rate.

may decay by thermal untrapplng of the trapped
charge and by recombination with opposite sign
trapped charges released by other traps. In this
way any number of decay components may occur.

There is very little, if any, data available
to determine if the temperature dependence pre-
dicted by this model is obeyed. One of the prime
objectives of the study described in this paper in
to determine if this model applies to radiation
induced color centers in glass. As will be shown,
it apparently does not.

V. Radiation Induced Color Center Formation
in MBS 710 Glass

Many of the initial measurements on this
glass, made with the equipment described above,
are given in reference 15. A number of these will
be described here, but only those that are neces-
sary Co provide reasonable understanding.

Experimental Details: All measurements
described below were made on NBS 710 glass which
consists of 70.5% S102, 8.7X Na20, 7.72 K2O, and
11.6% CaO. Samples were roughly 1 by 2 cm and
1 mm thick. The largest surfaces were polished and
accurately parallel. The electron beam energy was
1.5 KeV which is more than sufficient to insure
that the incident particles pass entirely through
the sample. This is necessary to prevent charge
buildup In the glass. The samples were irradiated
in either the "room-temperature" irradiator or In
a (stainless steel furnace. The latter consists of
a solid stainless block with two fused silica
optical windows and two thin "havar" windows to
transmit the electron beam into the furnace,
through the sample and into a Faraday cup. Elec-
trical heaters are contained in the block. The
sample contains helium at a pressure sufficient to
insure that the sample remains at the furnace
temperature. Measurements indicate that the glass
temperature is known to about one degree and a
worst case calculation Indicates that during
Irradiation the maximum uncertainty is 3, or at
most 4, degrees. The furnace is electronically
controlled and remains within 0.1C of the Indicated
temperature.
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Optical measurements w«re made befn *° - during
and after irradiation. Usually, one measurement Is
made, at: a given temperature and beam current, in
the 200 to 400 nm range and another in the 400 to
800 ins range. During processing the data is
"joined" to produce numerous absorption spectra
such as is illustrated in Fd.g. 4.

The dose imparted to the sample, i.e. the dose
rate, is computed from the measured beam*current,
the sample thickness, and published dE/dx tables.
In the 1 to 3-MeV range dE/dx is almos : independent
of E which means that energy degradation in the
gold scatterer, havar windows, etc. does not intro-
duce uncertainties. At the moment the absolute
dose rates given below may be in error by as much
as 40 or 50 percent'. However, the error in the
relative dose rates is only a few percent.

Absorption Spectra: An absorption spectra
recorded at room temperature is shown in Fig. 5.
Also, this figure shows the resolution of the
spectrum into Gaussian shaped absorption bands.
Although it is not illustrated, all spectra record-
ed at higher temperatures can be resolved into the
same set of bands. This is ,-iso true for spectra
recorded after the irradiation is terminated.

Growth and Decay at Room Temperature and
Different Dose Rates: Absorption spectra were
recorded at room temperature and at dose rates
ranging from 0.81 to 3.72 Mrad/h. In every case
the decay was also studied. A typical growth curve
is shown in Fig. 6. This and all other growth
curves are accurately represented by the equation

a(t) (6)
1=1

The solid line through the data points (most easily
seen in the 0 to 103 sec region) was computed from
equation (6) after the constants had been deter-
mined with a computerized best fit procedure. More
explicitly, the. growth curves are very accurately
described by equation (6).

35-
NBS 710 GLASS, 4.0«V

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12
IRRADIATION TIME IN OMITS OF 10* SEC.

Figure 11. The growth of the absorption at 4.0 eV
in WoS 710 glass at different temperatures and at
a constant dose rate of approx. 1 Mrad/hour.
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Figure 12. The decay, following irradiation, of
the absorption at 4.0 eV for each of the growth
curves shown in Fig. 11.

A typical decay curve, obtained after the data
used for Fig. 6 had been recorded, is shown in
Fig. 7. Although it is hard to discern, this
figure contains a curve through the data points
computed from the equation

a(t) exp(-d.t')
i

(7)

where t' is the time after the irradiation is term-
inated and the constants were obtained by a best-
fit procedure. In other words, the decay occurring
after irradiation is very accurately represented
by the sum of three exponential components.

Growth curves obtained at four different dose
rates are shown in Fig. 8. Three of the corres-
ponding decay curves are contained in Fig. 9.
After these curves have been fitted to equations
(6) or (7), data is available to evaluate some of
the predictions obtained from the "simple kinetic
treatment" described above. For example, equation
(4) predicts that the exponential constants, the
a^, should be linear functions of the dose rate.
That this is observed is shown by Fig. 10. From
such results one concludes that the simple kinetic
treatment adequately describes the coloring of NBS
710 glass at room temperature.

Growth and Decay at a Constant Dose Rate and
at Different Temperature: The growth of the radia-
tive induced coloring of the NBS 710 glass at diff-
erent temperatures and at a fixed dose rate of
approx. 1 Mrad/hour is shown in Fig. 11. It is
apparent that there are two marked dependencies on
temperature. First, as the temperature increases
the steady-state or equilibrium level of the color-
ing decreases. However, in contrast, the rate of
approach to the equilibrium level increases with
increasing temperature. Also, in the temperature,
dose rate and irradiation time regimes covered by
this data there are not any indications that the
coloring curves contain a maximum. In other words,
the ct'vs do not increase to a maximum and then
decrease as the irradiation continues. A detailed
analysis of the growth characteristics will be
published elsewhere.
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Figure 13. An Arrhenius plot computed from decay
data, for the NBS 710 glass, such as is shown in
Fig. 12. The activation energies obtained from
this plot are much too snail to attribute the
temperature dependence shown in Fig. 12 to simple
Arrhenius kinetics.
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Figure 14. Part of a trap density vs. activation
energy distribution curve obtained by applying the
Primak-Holmes analysis to decay data such as is
shown In Fig. 11. This plot supports the conten-
tion that the observed dependence of the decay
data on temperature can be attributed to a distri-
bution of thermal untrapping energies.

The decay of the coloring after irradiation,
recorded with the samples maintained at the irradi-
ation temperature, is shown in Fig. 12. Although
not illustrated by plots, all of thase curves can
be accurately resolved into exponential decay com-
ponents. This is in accord vith the room tempera-
ture measurements and the kinetic theory described
above. An Arrhenius plot constructed from the
decay data is shown in Fig. 1.3. This plot is rot
in accord with the kinetic theory In two respects.
First, the points are not linear and, second, when
it is assumed that the data can be approximated by
straight lines the activation energies obtained are
appreciably too low to account for the observed
decay at the different temperatures. Thus one must
conclude that the decay is not attributable to a
simple Arrhenius process. More specifically, one
must conclude that the decay cannot be described
by the u = s exp(-E/kT) equation.

Distribution of Activation Energies: There
are a number of physical processes which could
account for the color-center decay measurements
made after irradiations at different temperature.
These include tunneling, combinations of tunneling
and Arrhenius processes, temperature assisted
tunneling, recombination of so-called geminate
pairs, and processes involving distributions of
activation energies. This last mentioned situa-
tion arises whan the thermal untrapping process is
characterized by a distribution of activation
energies, not by a single energy.8'17

In probability terms, the usual single valued acti-
vation energy Is characterized by a delta-function
distribution whereas the non-single-valued case is
characterized by a probability distribution in E
space. A good example is a Gaussian distribution
specifying the density of traps with activation
Energy E. In this case, traps characterized by
the entire distribution of activation energies are
filled when the sample is irradiated at low temper-
ature. At an intermediate temperature the shallow
or low activation energy traps are emptied as soon
as they trap charges. Finally, If a sample Is ir-
radiated at a very high temperature all traps are
unstable and no trapped charges ere retained.

Because of the random nature of glass lattices
it Is likely that they will exhibit distributions
of activation energies and other parameters. For
example, a given defect in crystal quartz will have
the same local surroundings wherever it occurs.
In contrast, in fused silica the same defect will
be subjected to local surroundings which vary from
point to point. Thus the thermal untrapping
energy, E, will be the same for each trap in crys-
tal quartz. However, in glassy quartz the energy
will be spread out in a distribution. The larger
the local fluctuations the wider the distribution.
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A method for determining distributions of
thermal untrapplng energies has been worked out by
both Primak18 and Holmes.19 The details are too
lengthy to reproduce here and can be obtained from
the original references. However, the data shown
In Fig. 12 Is quite suitable for this purpose.
Figure 14 shows the distribution obtained when the
method is -applied to the 26, 67, and 112C curves
and it is assumed that s » 1012. At such tempera-
tures, the structure in the data to the left of the
peak could represent the actual distribution, or
it might be the result of approximations included
In the analysis, or a combination of these. The
curve to the right of the peak should be indicative
of the distribution in the energy region that is
unstable at the indicated temperature. The exten-
sion of each data set to higher activation energies
requires decay data for impractically long times.
In any case, the data is sufficient to indicate
that the observed dependence on temperature, i.e.
data in Figs. 11 and 12, can be explained by
assuming that the activation energy for thermal
untrapplng is not single-valued but can be de-
scribed as a distribution of trapping levels and a
range of activation energies. Perhaps it need not
be stated explicitly, but this conclusion does not
rule out the possibility that this data represents
still another process; it indicates that the ob-
served dependencies are compatible with the
assumption that the activation energies are de-
scribed by a distribution;

VI. Summary

Using recently completed equipment for making
optical absorption during electron irradiation, the
radiation induced coloring of NBS 710 glass has
been studied at room temperature at various dose
rates, and at different temperatures using a fixed
dose rate. At room temperature, the coloring
curves recorded during irradiation and the decay
of the coloring after irradiation are in accord
with a simple kinetic theory based on three postu-
lates: 1) the color-centers are formed by charge
trapping on defects that exist in the sample before
irradiation and increase linearly during irradia-
tion, 2) the color-center concentrations are
diminished during irradiation by electron hole-
recombination and by thermal untrapping, and 3)
the decay occurring after irradiation results from
thermal decay. The measurements made at tempera-
tures between room temperature and 400C indicate
that the coloring during irradiation is in agree-
ment with the simple kinetic theory but the de-
crease occurring after irradiation is not in accord
with the postulated Arrhenius type thermal decay.
These are a number of different physical processes
that could account for this discrepancy. The data
obtained to date indicates that the observed decay
is consistent with the assumption that there is a
distribution of activation energies for thermal
untrapping from the observed color-centers, in
contrast to the single-valued energy usually
observed..

This data, as well as measurements made on
alkali halloas,1"* indicates that studies on
irradiation induced coloring are best made by mak-
ing measurements during irradiation. In fact, it
would appear that this is the only reliable way to
determine if materials to be used during irradia-
tion will maintain the required characteristics.
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DISCUSSION

J. BLUE: In your basic assumption that the
optical effects are oniy due to trapped electrons,
is it possible there that the conduction electron
density gets high enough that there is an inter-
action between the light and electrons in the
conduction band?

P. W. LEVY: At some level the effects that I have
been talking about will perhaps be low, and then
be comparable to such things as the conduction
band, or rather the free-carrier absorption in these
materials. Under the very high do.se rates that are
applicable to this discussion, there is a possi-
bility that there is a free atom contribution to
the absorption. The data to confirm that is not
available. I have snid everything in terms of
electrons. You can apply this same idea for
whole color centers and mixtures.
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HEAT TRANSFER EVALUATION TN A PIASMA CO«E REACTOR

Donald E. Smith, Timqthy M. Smith and
Maria L. stoenescu

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Abstract

Numerical evaluations of heat transfer in a
fissioning uranium plasma core reactor cavity,
operating with seeded hydrogen propellant, have
been performed. A two-dimensional analysis is
based on an assumed flow pattern and cavity wall
heat exchange rate. Various iterative schemes were '
required by the nature of the radiative field and
by the solid seed vaporization. Approximate for-
mulations of the radiative heat flux are generally
used, diie to the complexity of the solution of a
rigoro sly formulated problem. The present work
analyzes the sensitivity of the results with re-
spect to approximations of the radiative field,
geometry, seed vaporization coefficients and flow
pattern. The results present temperature, heat
Tlux, density and optical depth distributions in
the reactor cavity, acceptable simplifying assump-
tions, and iterative schemes. The present calcula-
tions, performed in cartesian and spherical
coordinates, are applicable to any most general
heat transfer problem.

Problem Definition

The complexity of rigorous calculations for
a general heat transfer analysis in highly radia-
tive media makes the use of approximate formula-
tions particularly attractive. The most appropriate
compromise between simplicity and accuracy has to
be determined finally by the purpose of the evalua-
tions.

The energy conservation for a unit volume of
a one-component gas in steady state is given by
Equation (1). The. solution of this equation for
the spatial distribution of the enthalpy requires
additional information on the flow, the shear
stress tensor and on conductive and radiati ve heat
fluxes.

Both for the implications it has on the com-
putational procedures' and for tYj self-consistency
of equation (1) it is important to know whether the
heat fluxes are completely described by the para-
meter temperature.

Three cases are differentiated on Table 1
for the correlation between the radiative heat flux •
and the temperature: One, in which the radiative
heat flux in a given point depends on the local
temperature, valid, as seen further, for a gas in
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), grey and
optically thick; the second, in which the radiative
heat flux depends on the temperatures of all the
regions in the gas, valid for LTE, and the third,
in which the radiative heat flux canr.ot be described
by the temperature, and data on bound electron and
atomic velocity distribution functions is necessary.

Various expressions of the radiative heat
flux are shown in relations (2) - (8). The general
expression of the radiative heat flux is presented
in relations '.2) - (2b) and is illustrated in
Figure 1. The radiative heat flux calculation

requires the knowledge of all local emission
absorption and scattering coefficients, and inte-
gration over directions, at each point in space,
for every frequency interval. The spectral source
function, including the scattering source is re-
presented in relation (2c), and may depend on
temperature for LTE or on atomic distribution
functions for non-equilibrium (NE) . The magnitude
of the radiative intensity resulting from relation
(2) may differ considerably from an equilibrium
black body intensity at the local temperature. It"
the medium would have uniform temperature, includ-
ing the boundaries, the calculated intensity would
be equal to the source function of the nearest
element, therefore equal to the black body intensity.
For a nonunifonn temperature medium, the radiative
hea*". flux is different from zero and contains, in
LTE, information on temperatures of various regions
of, the gas.

Fig. 1. Variables in radiative heat
transfer equations.

Relation (3) is a contracted form of
relation (2), valid for cases in which the source
function, absorption coefficient, and boundary
value of the spectral intensity have a planar
symmetry (thus the surfaces A and B are parallel
planes), and the scattering part of the source
function is negligible. (An equivalent of rela-
tion (3) for a spherically symmetric spatial
distribution is described in a future publication).

For LTE conditions, the source functions in
relation (3) depend exclusively upon the local
temperature, as expressed in relation (4), or in
relation (5) wnich represents the analogue of re-
lation (4) for the total radiative flux, if the
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absorption coefficient is independent of frequency
("grey gas").

Further simplifications of relation (5) may
be obtained for specific distributions of the
properties of the medium. Relation (6) is valid
for slowly varying T with respect to the optical
depth; relation (7) is a variant of relation (6) •
for large optical depth between the oo.rnt at which
the heat flux is calculated and one of the bound-
aries; and relation (8), known as the "diffusion
approximation", represents a similar variant for
large optical depth throughout the medium.

The conductive heat flux for quasi-
equilibriura situations and in the absence of
diffusion currents, is represented in relation (9)
and is therefore a function of the local tempera-
ture and pressure.

It results that for a system in LTE, equa-
tion (1), completed with the appropriate relation
froid (2) - (8) for the radiative heat flux, and
v?i th relation (9) for conductive heat flux, and
with assumptions concerning the flow pattern and
shear stress tensor, constitutes an apparently
self-consistent.nonlinear, second order differen-
tial equation for the unknown temperature.
(Complete self-consistency would exist for a flow
pattern independent of temperature.) For a system
in NE additional equations or experimental data
jftre needed for the optical coefficients.

In the present study the shear-stress tensor
is considered negligible, ar.d variant (10) of the
energy conservation equation is solved numerically
in two dimensions, in polar and cartesian coordi-
nates, for a nuclear gas core reactor cavity.
Equation (11) represents the expansion of equation
(10) in spherical coordinates. As the heat trans-
fer in the present reactor concept is mostly
radial, part of the results are given for a one-
dimensional solution of equation (11), along the
radius, for assumed non-radial transfer.

Computational Procedure

Three separate procedures have been develop-
ed to integrate equation (10) and therefore deter-
mine the energy distribution and transfer in a Gas
Core Nuclear Reactor.

The first procedure is a radial one-
dimensional solution of equation (11) completed
with any of the expressions (6), (7) or (8) for
the radiative heat flux and with (9) for the con-
ductive heat flux. Assumptions are made for the
distrioution of the polar temperature gradient
and, consistent with the mass continuity equation,
for the distribution of mass flow rate. Equation
(11) is itegrated numerically propagating solu-
tions for temperature and heat flux from the cavity
wall to the cavity center, for guessed boundary
values of the temperature and heat flux at the
wall. Due to the nature of relations (7) and (8)
which determine the heat fluxes at given radius
as function of temperature and mass flow rate
values at larger radii previously considered in
the amputation (the velocity profile is necessary
to determine the stage in the seed vaporization
process which contributes to the local opacity),
Uie solution is completely determined by the
boundary and does not require iterations on

temperature profiles. The requirement of zero flux
at the cavity center is set to determine iteratively
either the pressure or the fuel radius. If
relation (6) is used for the radiative heat flux
instead of (7) or (8), the solution propagation
from wall to center becomes iterative on the temp-
erature profile itself which greatly complicates
the procedure indicated on Table 2 but only slightly
alters the solu'-ion. For this reason all results
shown for the one-dimensional radial analysis are
based on expression (7) for the radiative heat flux.

The second procedure is similar to the first,
but here the radiative heat flux is calculated
directly from relation (2) through a numerical
integration of the radiative intensities. Itera-
tions on entire temperature profiles are involved.
The convergence has been tested on a trial case,
however only results from the first iteration are
presented here.

The thiv<3 procedure is developed to model
the two-dimensional behavior of the physical
parameters in the propellant region. The method
consists of an iterative search for a consistent
two-dimensional temperature profile. The iteration
proceeds by improving the values.of certain func-
tions and their derivatives with respect to the
non-radial direction. The method employs a two-
dimensional version of equation 7, 9 and 10, and
has proven to be rapidly convergent.

Description of Results

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show cavity profiles
for variations in propellant mass flow rate, cavity
pressure, and seed vaporization rate, respectively.
In each of these figures^ the solid-line profile
represents a result for a nominal case, character-
ized by the following parameters:

Cavity wall temperature

Total heat flux incident on
cavity wall

Cavity pressure

Cavity radius

Propellant seed mass fraction

Propellant mass flow rate

Uranium fuel pressure fraction

Normalized seed vaporization rate

V = 1.6 x 10 Thermal neutron flux at the fuel
neutron/cm s edge

Values of these parameters for eanh figure
(2) - (4) are nominal unless otherwise indicated.
In each case treated, the fuel radius is adjusted
so that boundary conditions are satisfied.

In Firure 5, the total heat flux for the
nominal conditions is shown together with its
radiative and conductive components.

Figure fia shows, for the propellant region,
the nominal radiative heat 1 lux, which was calcu-
lated using relation (7), and also the radiative

T
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P

R
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M
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Mf

R
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= 600°K

= 1.72 X 10
erg/cm -s
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heat flux found by .a numerical integration of ra-
diative intensities using relations (2) and (2b) '
and the nominal temperature and absorption co-
efficient profiles. Equilibrium values were taken
for emission coefficients. Relation (7) predicts
significantly larger values than those predicted
by (2) and (2b) in the optically thin region of
the propellant. Figure 6b makes the same com-
parison in the fuel region as does Figure'6a in
the propellant region, except that, due to large
values of absorption coefficient in the fuel, far
greater accuracy was required for the numerical
integration of intensities. The nominal radiative
heat flux (relation (7)) has the smallest values in
Figure 6b; successive degress of accuracy in in-
tegration of intensities (relations (2). (2b))
produce successive profiles which approach the
nominal profile from above.

Conclusions

The computational procedures developed have
the capability of analyzing a general heat trans-
fer problem in one or two spatial dimensions. They
are able to take into consideration data on LTE or
non-equilibrium optical coefficients, ojtical
properties of the boundaries and data on vapori-
zation kinetics of solid particle additives. The
results provide information on energy transfer and
distribution in a Plasma Core Fissioning Reactor
for given boundary conditions and negligible shear-
stress tensor, and constitute a partial analysis
of a coupled heat-transfer C > fluid-dynamic
study.

The heat transfer analysis is performed
rigorously, though the presented-results are based
on local thermodynamic equilibrium emission co-
efficients. The diffusiof. approximation of the
heat flux was proven inappropriate to describe the
propellant region, particularly the transparent
domain containing vaporized seed.

The conductive heat flux is treated assuming
negligible diffusion of various comFonets at the
uranium-plasma-propellant interface and negligible
turbulent mixing, as if an ideal perfectly flexible
and transparent wall would separate the two media.
Both assumptions are clearly unrealistic. Though
the radiative heat flux dominates the heat transfer,
and is independent of the type of flow for similar
mass distributions, the conductive and radiative
heat fluxes have the same order of magnitude in
regions of high temperature gradients, and errors
in the conductive heat flux evaluation influence
the overall results.

An effort continuation in the study of heat
transfer and fluid dynamics of highly radiative
gases is estimated necessary, before reliable
predictions of advanced concepts performance
could be made.

Fig. 2a. Variation of Temperature with
Propellant Mass Flow Kate.
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Fig. 2b. Variation of Total Heat Flux with
Propellant Mass Flow Rate.
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Fig. 2c. Variation of Radiative Heat Flux
with Propellant Mass Flow Rate

Fig. 2e. Variation of Optical Depth with
Propellant Mass Flow Kate - Fuel Region.
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Fig. 2d. Variation of Optical Depth with
Propellant Mass Flow Rate - Propellant Region.
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Fig. 2f. Variation of Uranium Fuel Density
with Propellant Mass Flow Rate.
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Fig. 3a. Variation of Temperature with
Pressure •

Fig. 4. Variation of Optical Depth with
Normalized Seed Vaporization Rate - Propellant
Region
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Fig. 3b. Variation of Total Heat Flux with
Pressure

Fig. 5. Total Heat Flux and Components
Nominal Case
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Fig. 6a. Comparison of two Physical Models
of Radiative Heat Transfer - Propellant Region

Table 1.

Correlation between Radiative Heat Flux

•"rad

Srad

(r)

<r) i f

r ad

(?) B f

(r) = f

and Temperature

•+ T(r)

T(r) ,pj LTE,grey,thick

T(all r),p,boundary radiation! LTE

bound electrons and atoms
energy distribution funot..ions I

Table 2.

One-Dimensional Heat Transfer Flow Chart

Input System
Parameters

Input lower and upper bounds for R

yes

Guess new R using bisection
method

Propagate values for temperature,
total heat flux, radiative heat
flux, conductive heat flux, and
optical depth from cavity wall to
cavity center.

Use the following relations for
propagation

#10 energy balance
# 9 conductive heat flux

either #6, #7, #8 radiative heat
flux

is Qtot(r=o) = 0?

Redefine bounds for R,_

print
error
message

STOP

yes
output
solution

None: Physical properties of
plasma {p r a , etc.) are
dependent on Known local
properties (T, P, etc.)
of the plasma.

10 15 20 25

RADIUS (cm)

Fig. 6b. Sensitivity of Intensity
Integration to step size - Fuel Region
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Total energy conservation equation, stea3y state: Spectral radiative heat flux for planar symmetry:

p v grad — + div(v'T) + div q

+ div q = £ S - " s
rad p m

H v p v
—• s e + •* * + *— = — •
p atomic 2 p p

(1, % ""Jo ^ °

(la)

I . e

B
vo vo
cos8

cose
vo
TVO
cos 9

H - total enthalpy per unit volume

e . - internal atomic energy plus kinetic
atomic a t o m i c energy

p - mass density

p - scalar pressure

v - average flow velocity

T - shear stress tensor

q - conductive heat flux

q - radiative heat flux

IS - sun of energies from all sources

S - mass source

s - index ranging over component species of
gas

Spectral radiative heat flu*:
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Spectral radiative heat flux for planar

symmetry and LTE:
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Radiative heat flux for planar symmetry,

LTE, and 'grey' gas:

q „Trad 2ir
S B AI E, (T - T ) - 2ir I E, (r )o 3 o o o 3 o

Conductive heat flux

q = - k grad T
c c

(9)

Energy conservation, scalar pressure, steady stafce
**- *

-20 E 2 ( T - / , dx* (5)

Equation (10) in spherical coordinates

3T 1 3 , 2 , 2 ,

Radiative heat flux for planar symmetry,

LTE, 'grey' qas/ ', _: ' =0

~ TS- (sine sine (11)

dx I

- to)j

TB . T , {TB _
o o 3 o o

T o E 3 ( T o ' + E 4 t T o - V + V V " I I <6>

R-idiative heat flux for planar symmetry.

32T4 B
LTE, ' g r e y ' g a s , —r— = 0, T - T >> 1:

2 ° °

q r a d E 3 ( T o J

dT f

-2" sr K * B . " . ' -II
i f TB - T >> 1

o o (7)

Radiative heat flux for LTE, 'grey' gas.
B0, T - T » 1, T » 1:
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RESEARCH OK PLASMA CORE REACTORS

G. A. Jarvis, D. M. Barton, H. H. Helmick, William Bernard, and R. H. White
University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New .Mexico 875*15

Abstract

Experiments and theoretical studies
are being conducted for NASA on critical
assemblies with one-rmeter diameter by one-
meter long low-density cores surrounded by
a thick beryllium re"lector. These assem-
blies, make extensive use of existing nu-
clear propulsion reactor components, facil-
ities, and instrumentation. Due to ex-
ccssive porosity in the reflector, the
initial critical mass was 19 kg U(93.2).
Addition of a 17-cm-thielt by 89-cm-diametor
beryllium flux trap in the cavity reduced
the critical mass to 7 kg when all the
uranium was in the zone just outside the
flux trap. A mockup aluminum UFg container
was placed inside the flux trap and fueled
w:'.th uranium-graphite elements. Fission
distributions and reactivity worths of
fuel and structural materials were measured.
Finally, an 85,J00 crr.3 aluminum canister
in the central regioft was fueled with UP6
gas and fission density distributions de-
termined. These results //ill be used to
guide -..he cesien Df a prototype plasma
core reactcr which will test energy removal
by optical radiation.

T. 3. La-ha- ir.d collaborators1 at
the United rechr.zLo%ies Research Center
(iJTRC) have recently suggested several
attractive applications cf cavity reactcr
systems aiiried at meeting future critical
energy r.eeds. Uranium fuel in gaseous or
plasma form permits operation at much
higher temperatures than possible with
conventional solid fueled nuclear reac-
tors. Higher working fluid temperatures
in general imply higher thermodynamie
cy-rle efficiencies, whicl lead to proposals
for advanced closed-cycle gas turbine
driven electrical generators and MHD power
conversion systems for electricity produc-
tion. Cycle efficiencies ranging from 50
to 65 percent are calculated for these
systems.

Further, the possibility of energy
attraction in the form of electromagnetic
radiation allows consideration of many
photochemical or thermochemical processes
such as dissociation of hydrogeneous
m.iterials to produce hydrogen. Lasers may
be energized either by direct fission
fragment energy deposition in uranium
hexafluoride (UFg) and lasing gas mixtures
or by optical pumping with thermal or non-
equilibrium electromagnetic radiation
flowing out of the reactor.

This work was supported by the Research
Division, Office of Aeronautics and Space
Technology, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, NASA Contract No. W-13755.

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
(LASL) has a modest program to acquire ex-
perimental and theoretical information
needed for the design of a prototype plasma
core reactor which will test heat removal
by optical radiation. Experiments are be-
ing conducted on a succession of critical
assemblies with large low-density cores
surrounded by a thick moderating reflector.
Static assemblies, first with solid fuel,
';hen with UFg in containers, will be fol-
lowed by others with flowing UFg.

Plasma Core Assembly (PCA) Design

In the first quarter of 197^, a joint
working group formed by NASA from LASL and
UTRC pevsonnel produced an engineering fea-
sibility design study revealing the possi-
bility of constructing a large beryllium
reflected cavity reactor from existing nu-
clear propulsion program materials and con-
trol components.2

Reactor Component Availability

Substantial quantities of beryllium
reflector parts Kere stored at Los Alamos
and the Mevada Reactor Development Station
after the termination of the nuclear pro-r
pulsion program. Beryllium reflector as-
semblies from 11 Rover/NERVA reactors, re-
presenting an original cost of approxi-
mately $5 million, were transferred to Los
Alamos> Also, four additional beryllium
reflector assemblies, including a set of
18 stepping motor driven control drum actu-
ators, were available at Los Alamos.

LASL Facilities

The facilities of the LASL Critical
Experiments Group include three remotely
controlled critical assembly laboratories,
called Kivas, equipped with a variety of
critical assembly nachines of varying com-
plexity. A central control building hous-
es control rooms, offices, and laboratory
space. Parts of these facilities are
available "for the initial phases of the
plasma core reactor project.

The cavity-type assemblies will be on
the "Mars" critical assembly machine
(Fig. 1) located in Kiva 1. This machine
was built early in the Rover program and
was used for neutronic and core optimiza-
tion studies for the- Kiwi, Phoebus, and
Nuclear Furnace reactors. Early berylli- '
um-reflected cavity reactor experiments
were also performed on this machine.'J1*
Figure 1 shows the Mars machine with a
Phoebus II reflector installed. The over-
all size is similar to that of the planned
cavity assemblies. Some of the 18 control
drum actuators are visible above the
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reflector.

The principal features of the Mars ma-
chine are:

1. A framework that includes a base
plate for supporting the reflector, an upper
platform for mounting the existing control
.drums, and a personnel platform,

2. Provision for removing a fueled
core from the reflector. The core is sup-
ported on the platen of a hydraulic cylin-
der, which is centered beneath the reflector
and can be retracted as a safety device.

3. Provision for removing the core
from beneath the machine. The lowered core
assembly rests on a cart that may. be rolled
out on guide rails from beneath the re-
flector to provide easy access for altera-
tions to the core.

Reflector Design

The critical assembly reflector design
makes use of beryllium from most of the
Rover reactor types. Figure 2 shows reflec-
tor parts from several of the Rover reactors
assembled to form a cross section of the
cylinderical reflector wall. Figure 3
identifies major Rover beryllium components
by location. The end plugs of Nuclear Fur-
nace, Pewee, and Honeycomb reflector pieces,
shown in Fig. 2 and 3, consist of beryllium
that averages 90% of normal density. Graph-
ite fillers, 38-mm thick separate these
from 190-mm-thick NRX and Kiwi B sectors of
beryllium also at 90$ normal density. A
succeeding graphite annuli.s Hk-rnn thick is
followed by a 203-mm-thlck Phoebus II as-
sembly which contains 1*-' control drums and
is beryllium at 87.5% normal density.

All of the Rover beryllium reflector
components have holes In them required for
coolant flow, tie rod access, instrumenta-
tion lead channels, reflector density ad-
justment, and control drum containment.
These lead to loss of neutrons by streaming
and result in increased critical mass if
left unfilled.' Calculations indicate a re-
activity loss of about 25$ for each percent
reduction in the density of the Be reflec-
tor.

Figure k shows the calculated penalty
for substituting a 50-mm annular zone of
graphite for beryllium as a function of
the location of the graphite in the reflec-
tor. In the outer two-thirds of the re-
flector, high purity graphite is a good
substitute for beryllium but is of little
help in the inner region. The reflector
encloses a 1.02-m-diam by 1.05-m-high cavity
in which the various solid and gaseous ura-
nium fuel cores will be studied.

Experimental Program

Core Number 1

A homogeneous uranium distribution in
the cavity, simulated by use of uranium

metal foils laid on a set of ten equally
spaced aluminum discs, Fig. 5, had a crit-
ical mass ox" 19-kg U(93.2). The reactivity
swing for the 18 control drums was 6.1$.
Figure 6 gives the control drum calibration
curve. Measured reactivity worths of core
materials are uranium 73tf/kg, aluminum
-3<t/kg, and graphite 2.Si/kg.

Core Number 2

An early goal for the Plasma Core As-
sembly was to operate with a central zone
of UFg gas surrounded by a zone of solid
uranium fuel. To mock up this situation
core number 2 consisted of uranium metal
foil attached to a 0.9^-m-diam Uhin-walled
aluminum cylinder, Fig. 7, centered within
the cavity. A critical mass similar to
that for core 1 was indicated by subcrit-
ical comparison.

The critical mass of about 19 kg is
more than a factor of two higher than cal-
culated for uniformly distributed fuel in
an idealized reflector, indicating under-
moderation in the reflector and/or con-
taminants having high thermal neutron ab-
sorption cross sections in the beryllium
and graphite. Neutron leakage through the
large number of small straight coolant
channels in the beryllium also tends to in-
crease the critical mass value.

The beryllium specification limited
the iron content to less than 0.18? by
weight. One-dimensional criticality cal-
culations showed that this amount of iron
would increase the critical mass by about
9%. Two-dimensjonal'criticality calcula-
tions indicated that two hundred parts per
million boron containment in the graphite
would account for the excess critical mass
if boron alone were the cause. The large
critical mass is believed to be due to a
combination of the effects discussed
above.

Core Number 3

The simplest solution to the neutron
undermoderation problem was to add a zone
of beryllium to the cavity. A suitable
beryllium annulus 0.55-m i,d. by 0.89-m
o.d. by 1.0^-m high, Fig. 8, was former!
from Pewee and Honeycomb parts. This
structure had a mean density 85% that for
normal beryllium and was surrounded by a
0.9^-m-diam aluminum cylinder to support
uranium metal foil. The initial critical
mass with all uranium in the outer fuel
zone was 6.84-kg U(93.2).

The reactivity worth of the control
drums is influenced by the amount of ura-
nium in the core. Since core number 3
with its added inner beryllium zone sharp-
ly reduced the critical uranium loading,
the control_drums were recalibrated, using
positive period measurements. The reac-
tivity swing for one control drum is 22.H
cents, giving 4.03$ for the 18 control
drums. Figure 9 gives the calibration
curve for the entire 18 control drums.
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The control drum worth is now only two
thirds that for the empty cavity config-
uration of cores one and two, but is con-
sidered adequate for the planned experi-
ments.

Table I lists the reactivity worths of
uranium, aluminum, and carbon for indicated
positions in core number 3«

It should be noted that the uranium
worth values of Table I imply an apprecia-
bly greater fission density in the central
zone than in the outer fuel zone. The
additional neutron moderation in the flux
trap results in a central zone uranium re-
activity worth six times that for uranium
in the outer zone. As the fission density
in a highly thermalized system varies as
the square root of the reactivity, VFQ in
the central zone will benefit from a fis-
sion density enhancement of about 2.4 over
that for uranium in the driver zone.

The effects of flux trapping by an
additional beryllium zone within a cavity
surrounded by an undermoderating reflector
was examined using one-dimensional neutron
transport calculations on an equivalent
spherical moekup of the PCA cylindrical
geometry. The calculated fission density
in the central zone was 2.3 times that for
the outer or driver fuel zone.

Core Number ft

Core number ft uses the beryllium flux
trap of core 3 and uranium-graphite Rover

fuel elements in the outer driver zone,
Pig. 10. The inner experimental zone is
provided with a mockup of an aluminum UFg
container to be used in later experiments.
Low density uranium-graphite fuel elements
are used in this region to simulate UFg
loadings.

Table'II gives the loading specifica-
tions for the uranium-graphite fuel ele-
ments.

Figure 11 shows the available fuel
element holes in the driver and experimen-
tal zones. Figure 12 shows core No. ft
positioned to be raised into the PCA re-
flector.

Material Reactivity Evaluations

Reactivities for uranium and other
materials were measured in the central ex-
perimental and driver zones. Results
agreed with those found for core 3.

As seen in Table 1, uranium has a much
higher reactivity worth in the inner zone
than in the outer or driver zone, so that
the critical mass will decrease as uranium
is added to thp central region of the
core. Figure 13 shows the measured vari-
ation of critical mass with the fraction
of fuel in the inner zone.

Fission Density Measurements

Fission density distributions were
determined for two different core loadings

TABLE I

REACTIVITY WORTHS OF MATERIALS IN PCA CORE NO. 3.

Mater,

U (93.5%)

U (93.5%)

Al

Al

Honeycomb C

PCA Reflector C

Material location

On axis

Near end of Al support

On axis

At Al support

On axis

On axis

Worth In cents/kg

+ 3350

+ 554

- 10.8

- 3.0

- l.ft

- 3.2

TABLE II

Element Location

Driver zone

Experimental zone

Uranium Density

too mg U/em3

100 mg U/cm3

Uranium/Element

82,,8 g

20.7 g
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for the experimental and driver fuel zones
by beta scanning U-loaded Al wires irradi-
ated in the central holes of selected fuel
elements. Figure lH shows the fuel ele-
ment configuration and wire locaticns.
Figure 15 shows the core mid-plane radial
fission distribution. The fission density
rises slowly from the center outwards.
The ratio of the central element to driver
element fission density values is 2.110,
in good agreement with the value of 2.4
noted in section III-c which was determined
from uranium reactivity measurements. Fig-
ure 16 gives fission distributions for two
central fuel zone axial positions.

Core Number 5

UFg gas was used as the fuel for this
core in the inner zone using the UTRC dou-
ble walled canister and gas handling sys-
tem. A Be flux trap separated the gas from
a driver fuel element zone composed of
lightly loaded uranium - graphite fuel rods
described in the previous section. Figure
17 is a photograph showing the canister
mounted on a ram underneath the reflector
ready for assembly. Two pie sections of
the lower Be end plug have been removed to
show the flex lines that connect the can-
ister to the gas handling system in the
foreground.

Figure 18 is a schematic of the gas
handling system. 235uFg in the supply bot-
tle is a solid at room temperature. This
bottle is immersed in a hot water bath and
heated for one hour at about boiling tem-
perature (SS^C). This converts the solid
to a gas and by suitable valving, a known
amount of the gas is trapped in the trans-
fer bottle of the same manifold. Verifica-
tion of the amount of gas in the transfer
bottle is obtained by weighing the bottle
and contents. The entire gas system and
canister are next heated to about 66°C
using heat tapes and hot flowing He gas.
This requires about three hours. The UFg
now remains in the gas phase for critical
operations.

Recovery of the UFg is accomplished by
pumping down the canister and gas system
through a glass liquid nitrogen (LN) trap.
Material recovery is evaluated by weighing

the glass trap and contents. After com-
pleting the recovery cycle, we find very
little residue in the canister, as affirmed
by running the reactor at delayed critical.
However, weighing showed that some UFg re-
mained in the transfer system. We suspect
that the majority of this material is in
the corrugated flex lines linking the gas
system to the -canister. Table III shows
the results obtained from out two transfer
operations.

UFg Reactivity Evaluation

A lightly loaded Kiwi fuel element
was placed in the region between the can-
ister and the Be flux trap in order to re-
evaluate the reactivity worth of uranium in
the central region. A value of 2,95
cents/g U was obtained which translates
to 1.99 cents/g UFg. An Initial operation-
al limit of one dollar for the gas in the
core restricts the UFg to a minimum of 50
grams.

Three fission density distributions
were measured in the gas core along paths
as indicated in Figure 19. U-loaded Al
wires were placed on the central axis and
on a parallel line displaced 10 cm radi-
ally from this axis. Another wire was on
a diameter at the mid-plane of the core.
The wires were irradiated for 10 minutes
at a power level of about 70 watts and
then scanned with a beta counter to obtain
the data plotted in Figure 20. We found
similar distributions for the two core
loadings of 12 to 2<4 grams of UFg, The ra-
dial traverse, not shown, is flat to with-
in 0.1?, as expected for such a light ura-
nium loading. An earlier experiment noted
in section III-c, using 393 grams of ura-
nium in a solid uranium-graphite fuel mock-
up of the gas core, had a 3% rise in fis-
sion density from the center to the core
edge, indicating a slight uranium self
shielding effect. The axial fission den-
sity falls off about 8% from the mid-plane
to the core end. This results from holes
in the reflector end walls for plumbing
and thinner beryllium in this region.

Concluding Remarks

A beryllium reflected critical

TABLE III

SUMMARY OF DELAYED CRITICAL RUNS ON PCA

Run

Run

1

2

UFg Gas
Transferred

(g)

12.0

24.6

Reactivity

Change
(cents)

20

50

UFg

Recovered
(g)

3.6

14.9

UFg left
in canister

(g)

2.2

2.5

UFg left
in lines

(g)

6.2

7.2
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assembly has been constructed which is
suitable for performing tests on static
and blowing UFg cores and' ultimately on ad-
vanced models employing hydrodynamlcal con-
tainment of tne UFg by a flowing buffer gas.
Dividing the core Into a driver zone con-
taining a major fraction of the fuel In
solid form separated by a neutron flux trap
from a central experimental zone for gase-
ous fuel has several advantages:

1. The fission density in the gas
fueled region is boosted by a factor of 2.4
over that in the driver zone.

2. An idea] gas core geometry with
length about three times the diameter is
available.

3. Initial evaluation of reactor
safety problems for the flowing UFg fuel-
ed core critical.
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Pig. Rover beryllium reflector
components used in PCA.

Fig. 1 Mars machine with Phoebus II;
Rover Assembly.
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Fig. 3 Plasma core assembly
reflector.
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Fig.4 Reactivity loss associated with
substitution of graphite for Be.
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Fig. 6 Control drum calibration curve
for core number one.

Fig. 5 Core No. 1
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, too

Fig. 7 Cere No. 2

Aluminum cylinder
for uranium foils

Pig. 8 Core 3

0 6C 120
Control drum angle-degrees

Fig. 9 Control drum calibration for
core number three.

V
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Fig. 10 Core number four with partial
load of U-graphite driver fuel
rods.
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Aluminum Spacer Rings
For Outer Fu.it Pods
11.04 in O.a it O.9O I.D.1

-Aluminum Spocer DIskt
For Inner fuel Rods
(0.55 m Otamettr)

Pip., 11 Aluminum support structure for
' supporting U-graphite rods for
core number four.

6 7
Critical mass kg U(93-2)

Pig. 13 Critical mass dependence on
fraction of V in the center fuel
zone.

O -100 ma U/cc Uranium- Graphite Rods

®-400mg U/cc Uranium - Graphite Rode

Fig. 14 Fuel element loading and wire
positions for core No. H

Fig. 12 Mars machine with core
number four ready for
assembly.
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Uranium Graphite
Fuef Elements-*.

o On axis

* JO cm off-axis
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Pig. 30 Axial fission
distributions, core No. 5

DISCUSSION

ANON: Why did you use argon as yourbuffer gas?

T s LATHAM. A r g o n l s a h l g h e r density buffer
gas, giving a higher density per mole. Thus at
a given pressure, more UFg can be -confined with
argon rather than helium.

To UFt

Supply

Fig. 19 Location of fission wires in
core number five.
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PARAMETRIC ANALYSES OF PLANNED FLOWING UEANIUM HEXAFLITORIDE CRITICAL EXEERIMEHTS*

R. J . Rodgers , Research Engineer
and

T. S. Latham, Chief Project Engineer
United Technologies Research Center

East Hartford, Connecticut

Analytical investigations were conducted to
determine preliminary design and operating charac-
teristics of flowing uranium hexafluoride (UFg)
gaseous nuclear reactor experiments in which a
hybrid core configuration comprised of UFg gas and
a region of solid fuel will be employed. The
investigations are part of a planned program
involving National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (HASA), Los Alamos Scientific
.jeboratory (LASL), United Technologies Eesearch
Center (UTRC), and other organizations to perform
a series of experiments of increasing performance,
culminating in an approximately 5 KM fissioning
uranium plasma experiment.

The results, indicate that confined flow tests
of a gaseous UFg-uranium fuel element hybrid core

• configuration appear feasible. A preliminary .
design is described for an, argon buffer gas con-
fined, UFg flow loop system for future use in
flowing critical experiments. Flowing gaseous UFg
wculd be confined within the cavity core canister
by tangential injection of argon buffer gas to
produce a radial inflow vortex flow pattern.
Initial calculations to estimate the operating
characteristics of the gaseous fis-foning UFg in a
confined flow test at a pressure cr k atm, indicate
temperature increases of approximately 100 and
1000 K in the UFg may be obtained for total-test
power levels of 100 kW and 1 MJ for test times of
320 and 32 s, respectively.

Introduction

Extraction of power from the fission process
with the nuclear fuel in gaseous form allows
operation at much higher temperatures than those of
conventional nuclear reactors with solid fuel
elements. xgher operating temperatures in general
lead to more efficient thermodynaoic cycles and, in
the case of fissioning uranium plasma core reactors,
result in many possible applications employing
direct coupling of power in the form of electro-
magnetic radiation.

A program plan for establishing the
feasibility of fissioning UFg gas and uranium
plasma reactors has been formulated by NASA and is
described in Refs. 1 and 2. Briefly, the series of
r»» . ir tests consists of gaseous nuclear reactor
-•xperiisents of increasing performance, culminating
in an approximately 5 MW fissioning uranium plasma
reactor experime;-^. Initial reactor experiments
, will consist of low-power, self-critical cavity

reactor configurations employing undissrelated,
nonionized UFg fuel at neai minimum temperatures
required to maintain the fuel in gaseou., form.
Power level, operating temperature, and pressure
will be systematically increased in subsequent
experiments to approximately 1000 kW, 1800 K, and
20 atm, respectively. The final 5 MW reactor
experiment will operate with a fissioning uranium
plasma at conditions for which the injected UFg will
be dissociated and ionized in the active raaetor
core.

Cavity reactor experiments have been conducted
to measure critical masses in cavity reactors at
both LASL and at the National Reactor Testing
Station (NRTS) in Idaho Falls. Critical mass mea-
surements have been made on both single cavit/ and
multiple cavity jonfipurations. In general,
nucleonics calculations have corresponded to within
a few percent of the experimental measurements. A
review of these experiments is contained in Ref. 3.
These studies provide the basis l'or selecting
additional experiments to demonstrate the
feasibility of the plasma core nuclear reactors.

Analytical investigations described herein
were performed to formulate a preliminary design
for an argon-buffer-gas-confined UFg flow systea
loop, ttis design will be used in future cavity
reactor experiments in which hot flowing UFg is to
be confined within a cavity core canister by
tangentially injected argon buffer gas. Calcula-
tions of principal operating parameters for 100 kW
• and 1 tW cavity reactor experiments with buffer-gas
-confined flowing UFg were made to define the con-
trol requirements for the gas flow systems and the
reactor experiments.

Initial Reactor Series Tests

The initial series of planned low-power
critical cavity reactor experiments has been
conducted at LASL. These critical cavity reactor
experiments consisted of sequential tests on the
following core loading configurations: (l)eistri-
buted uranium foil core loadings in a right circu-
lar cylinder, 1-m-dia by 1-m-long cavity surrounded
by a 50-cm-thick beryllium reflector-moderator, and
(2) hybrid fuel loading configurations in which the
central S't'-cmniia by 1-m-loug pottion of the core
cavity volume contained An aluminum (Al) canister
filled with a gaseous UFg-Helium (He) mixture
surrounded by a 17.2-em-thick annular beryllium
moderator region surrounded in tain by a rggion
containing solid nuclear fuel elements. Results
of the foil loading tests are described in Ref. k.

•Research sponsored by Los Alamos Scientific laboratory, Contract XP5-5W*7l|--l.
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The tests were conducted to determine critical
Bass loadings, control drum calibrations, end
overall control drum reactivity worth, reactivity
worths of the structural Al, and the reactivity
penalty due to holes required in later experiments
for introducing increased amounts of gaseous UFg
and for observing possible fission gragmeet
induced electromagnetic radiation emission.

The second series of planned cavity reactor
expc-\xents will employ flowing gaseous UFg-He
mixtures. The experiments will employ a hybrid
fuel loading geometry in which pproximately
10 percent of the core cavity volume will contain
a canister similar to that used in the initial
critical experiments. In the planned experiments,
gaseous UFg will be mixed with varying amounts of
He and circulated within a closed flow loop
through a canister located in the central region
of the core. That portion of the total flowing
UFg inventory contained in the core canister will
be included in the total critical mass loading.
The remaining portion of the flawing UFg inventory
will be contained in the flow lines and associated
hardware external to the cavity volume. UFg not
in the canister is not neutronically part of the
active core except for that UFg contained in the
flow lines within the lower section of reflector-
moderator. Initially, most oi' the fuel loading
will be comprised of solid fuel in zhe form of
distributed uranium foil or solid fuel elements
fabricated for earlier Rover program1 reactors.
The flowing UFg testa will be conducted using
the canister and. gaseous circulation flow system
described in Ref. 5. These tests will provide
basic reactor physics and engineering data for de-
sign of subsequent reactor tests in which flowing
UFg will be fluid-meehanically confined away from
the canister peripheral walls by argon buffer gas.

Reflector Moderator Configurations
The basic beryllium reflector-moderator was

assembled from available materials from the Rover
program'1'. The reflector-moderator configuration
is shown in Fig. 1. The reflector surrounds a
right circular cylindrical cavity approximately 3k- '
cm-dia x 1-m-long. The reflector-moderator config-
uration contains an approximately 6.5-cm-wide
annulus for locating solid fuel or distributed
uranium foil between the inner Bewee Beryllium and
the outer beryllium reflectors. Critieallty Mea-
surements'^) indicated that a uranium foil loading
of 6.7 kg was required for criticality with unlO
formly distributed foil in both the gap between the
inner Pewee beryllium and outer beryllium reflec-
tors, and the central cavity. The reflector-modera-
tor configuration shown in Fig. 1 is well-suited
for flowing UFg critical experiments in which the
core canioter would be located within the approxi-
mately 5U-cm-dla x 1-m-long cavity. The total outer
beryllium reflector thickness is =50 em.

The reflector-moderator is mounted on the
Pajarito Critical Assembly Facility at LASL. This
facility is described in detail in Ref. 6. The
critical assembly facility has a framework which

includes a base plate for supporting the reflector,
an upper platform for nouritirjg the control drums,
and a personnel platform. In addition, provision
is made for removing the fueled core from the
reflector by lowering a platen on a hydraulic ram
centered beneath the reflector. Further provision
for renoving the cure from beneath the machine is
also made. When lowered, the core assembly rests
on a cart which may be rolled out on guide rails
from beneath the reflector to provide easy access
for maintenance and modification of the core
assembly.

Analyses of Flowing 'JF6 Experiments

With Buffer Cas Confinement

As part of the cavity reactor experimental
program continuing at LASL> the third phase of the
planned series will involve performing reactor
experiments in which flowing UFg will be fluid-
mechanically confined in a central volume of a
core cavity by A or He buffer gas injected
tangentially from the cavity peripheral walls.
The objective of the cavity reactor experiment
program is directed toward demonstrating the
feasibility of fissioning uranium plasma reactors.
Toward this end, a final approximately 5 Mf
reactor experiment will operate with a self-
critical fissioning uranium plasma confined by A
buffer gas at conditions such that the injected
UFg will be dissociated and ionized in the
reactor core. In examining a near-term series of
buffer gas confined UFg experiments, a hybrid
reactor (driver zone plus a fissioning UFg gaseous
core) configurations will be used to determine
the operating characteristics as well as to obtain
basic engineering data for plasma core reactors.
The hybrid fuel and reflector-moderator configura-
tion which is shown in Fig. 1 and which is
assembled for flowing UFg and static UFg cavity
reactor experiments, could also be employed in the
initial buffer gas confined UFg experiments.

Core Canister Assembly and Gas Flow Systems

The results of a preliminary design of an A
buffer gas confine; UFg canister, UFg and f flow
system, and a UFg separation and reprocessing
system for use in these future cavity reactor
experiments are indicated in sketches of the
core canister assembly and schematic diagram of
the flow systems shorn ir. Figs. 2 and 3,
respectively. Ths- core canister assembly is made-
up of two concentric 6061-0 Al eanisteis and has
an approximately 3*t-cm-ID inner canister The
outer canister is 37-cm-dia and is used tc provide
a flow region for thermal control of the inner
canister, as well as a safeguard against leakage
of the fuel into the external environment. The
overall length of the canister assembly is
approximately 91* cm. The canister dimensions are
such that it occupies a volume of approximately
O.OB n?. A continuous flow of A buffer gas- is
injected tangentially from a single slot which
extends along the entire length of the canister
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peripheral wall. lire tangential injection of A
buffer- gas ereatss a radial inflow vortex and,
therefore, a radial pressure gradient within which
the fuel is contained. Sons of the injected A
flows directly through the buffer gas region and
prevents the fuel mixture from reaching the periph-

• eral wall. This bypass flow if withdrawn through a
perforated section of the peripheral wall which
extends along the entire length of the inner canis-
ter and which is just upstream and adjacent to the
A injectiOE slot. The bypass flow is then removed
from the canister assembly via an axial duct loc-
ated behind the perforated section of the peripheral
wall and between the inner and outer canister walls.
The ratio of bypass flow to thru-flow is adjusted
to give the best fuel containment. Some of the A
buffer gas flows radially inward in the endwall
boundary layer and is removed from the cavity via
thru-flow ports located on the centerline in both
endwalls.

Continuous fuel injection into the vortex flow
will be accomplished from one endwall through dis-
crete injectors usually located at a constant radius
well away from the centerline, typically 75 to 80
percent of the canister radius. Some of the injec-
ted fuel is confined within the vortex central
region. However, a portion of the fuel mixes
raj ily with the A buffer gas flow in endwall
boundary layers and exhausts with the A flow. The
thru-flow exhaust stream typically consists of a
high concentration of confined fuel and A buffer
gau. The bypass flow consists of mostly A buffer
gas with small concentrations of fuel. In addition
to the canister, the buffer-gas-confined UFg flow
systems sh ?ig. 3 consists of the fuel
repBoces' _ . /stem, a fuel recirculation system,
and a buffer gas recirculation system.

The fuel reprocessigg system is used to treat
the effluent flow from thi canister. Its primary
purpose is to separate the UFg from the A*buffer
gas, This is accomplished by cold trapping in a
continuously sequenced set of heat exchangers.
After a prescribed desubliming time, each heat
exchanger will be evacuated to remove the regain-
ing noncondensible gases, then heated to drive the
pure gaseous UFg to a condenser where it will be
liquefied. The minimum UFg concentration in the
outlet process gas stream is limited by its temp-
erature and corresponds to the UFg vapor pressure
at that temperature. The temperature of the out-
let process gas stream is approximately 225 K for
which the corresponding UFg vapor pressure is
approximately 0.001 atm. The trace UFg remaining
in the process gas stream will In removed from the
gas stream in a KaP absorption-desorption bed.
Desorption of the WaF bad can be effected subse-
quent to the reactor test or series of tests.

The fuel recirculation system Mhicn is
composed of a pump, heater, and connecting heated
flow lines, is used to process liquid UFg and to
provide for re-injection of UFg into the oore
canister in gaseous form. The buffer gas

recirculation system which is composed of an A
pump, heater and connecting flow lines, is used to
process the A buffer gas for re-injection into the
core canister. The buffer gas has been stripped of
trace UFg quantities by the BaF chemical trap. A
more detailed description of the flow systems is
given in Kef. 7.

UF6 Contained Masa Calculations

Extensive experiments have been conducted to
determine the containment characteristics of
radial-inflow vortexes for application to the gas
core nuclear rocket programf""11). The results of
those experiments also ha^e application in the
plasma core reactor program l-»"*)} as well as the
buffer gas confined flowing UFg cavity reactor
experiments. In these investigations, a light gas,
air or He, was used to drive the vortex and a
heavy gas was injected separately to simulate
gaseous nuclear fuel to be contained within the
central region of the vortex test chamber. Fluid
mechanics experiments have indicated that a radial
inflow vortex is well-suited for applications which
require the preferential containment of the heavy
gas within the light gas created vortex flow. The
radial-inflow flow pattern is characterized by an
essentially laminar radial stagnation surface
across which there is no inward radial buffer gas
flow. The radial position of this surface is
nominally defined to bt uhe edge-of-fuel location;
that is, the radial locfa on outwardly beyond which
the density of fuel is assumed to be essentially
zero. The radial stagnation surface can be located
as far from the centerline as 80 to 90 percent of
the total vortex radius. In a fissioning UFO fuel
region a negative temperature gradient through the
buffer gas region to the peripheral wall, insures
that a positive density gradient exists through the
buffer gas region and this should reduce the
diffusion of fuex radially outward through tfce
buffer gas.

Calculations were performed to determine the
muss of UF6 which can be confined in the central
region of an A vortex .within e core canister with
the same voluae and dimensions as shown in Fig. 1.
In this configuration, the UFg is contained withir
a vortex flow and away from the canister wallbjiy A
buffer gas injection tangentially from the periph-
eral wall of the canister. Based on containment
experiments of isothermal two-component gas
vortexes'^), a radial stagnation surface was
selected for the calculations at a fuel region to
cavity radiaa ratio of 0.75, where the cavity
radius is 16.92 cm. The cylindrical length of the
fuel region was taken to be approximately 91 cm.
Both the A and fuel mixture (UFg and He) are t^ be
injected initially into the cavity at a temperature
of approximately 400 K.

Calculations of the amount of UFg w&ich could
be contained within the above described fuel
region vere performed with the following assump-
tions : (l) the density at all locations in the
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fuel region is constant and equal to the density of
A at the radial stagnation surface which is assumed
to be at a temperature of 400 K; (2) the fuel
region gaseous constituents (UFg-He-A) are at a
uniform temperature equal to or greater than the. A
buffer gas tepperature of 4oO K; (3) the ratio of
total volume-averaged partial pressure of the fuel
mixture, (Wg+He) in the entire canister to the
buffer gas pressure at the peripheral wall, p/jQp
is between 0.3 and 0.4. "he results of calculations
of the mass of UFg contained in the vortex for total
cavity pressures of 1, 4, and 10 atm and for
temperatures between 400 ana 2000 K sire shown in
Fig. 4. The UFg contained mass is relatively
insensitive to temperature and ranges from approxi-
mately 45 to 450 g as the total pressure within the
canister is varied from 1 to 10 atm. These are the
approximate ranges in the variables of pressure,
temperature, and mass of UFg expected in the A
buffer gas confined flowing UFg low -power r-cavity
reactor experiments. The Al-canister will be loc-
ated in a cylindrical cavity approximately 54 cm in
diameter and 100 cm in length. The UFg fuel con-
tainment canister, hybrid fuel and associated
reflector-moderator configuration, as shown in Fig.
1, will be used in this series of reactor experi-
ments .

Calculations of operating characteristics of
this reactor configuration wer^ parformed, based on
a maximum total number of fissions per tests of
1 x 10l8. This fission limitation has been useu to
conform to present operating procedures for critic".!
tests at the LASL Pajarito site. The calculated
critical laass of a similar configuration was k.3T
Kg of U (0.935 U-235) as reported in Kef. 12, was
obtained using a spherical reactor model in a one-
dimensional neutron transport theory computer code
calculation. The calculation also assumed a rela-
tive fission power density (specified as W/g of
U-235) for fuel In the canister to that in the
surrounding solid fuel to be 2.3 as calculated and
reported in Kef. 4. The UFg fission rate ratio is
a function of the fission power density ratio,
(<iUP6/(JS0L:I:D. between UFg and solid fuel; the UFg
mass, Mypg, contained in the cani&ter; and critical
ra3/5s, MQ, and is given by the expression

F Rv

where the UFg is assumed to b'e 0.935 U-335. The
variaxicn of UF- fission ratio with contained
mass of UFg is shown in Fig. 5. As the fission
rate ratio varies from 0.01 to 0.20, the corres-
ponding mass of UFg contained in the canister
varies from approximately 30 to 685 g.

Operating Power Deposition Levels

The characteristicsvariation of total
operating power with, the associated maximum time
at which the reactor experiment can bp operated at
that power level such that the total number of
fission is equal to 1 x 101" is shown in Fig. 6.
The total power r°ng,es from 32 Ml to 8,89 kW as the
ti^e at these power levels varies from 10 to 3600 s,
respectively.

A substantial portion of the total energy
released is associated with the solid, static fuel
region and, therefore, an important feature of the
A buffer gas confined UFg flowing experiments is to
determine the distribution of power which.can be
deposited in the UFg gaseous fuel contained in the
canister. The variations of power depssited in the
UFg is shown in Fig. 7 for total operating tiiiies
between 1 and 360 s, The manner in which the power
deposited in UFg varies for a given total operating
time at power is shown as the fission rate ratio of
UFg to total fission rate varies from 0,01 to 0.20.
For example, at a fission rate ratio of 0.10, the
power deposited in the UFg ranges from 3.2 MJ to
8.89 W for a maximum operating time at full
power which varier from 1 t-> 360 s, respectively.
As discussed previously, these ranges of power and
time are determined by a value for total number of
fissions per test equal to 1 x iO^aand the cale
cuiated ratio of fission power deDsity of UFg to
solid fuel of 2.3.

Based on the probable values of canister
dimensions, buffer gas"injection geometry,
temperature, and vortex flow parameters, a nominal
design value for total buffer gas weight flow of
200 g/s was estimated for the confined UFg flowing
reactor experiment. Also, based on isothermal
fluid mechanics flow experiments^"), an A bjrpass
ratio of O.96 has been chosen which should provide
good fuel mixture1 containment in the central region
of the vortex flow. This infers that O.96 of the
total injected A flow will be removed from the
canister through a perforated section of canister
wall via the axial duct located behind this section.
Tho remaining A flow is removed from the canister
with the fuel mixture via the on-axis thru-flow
ducts. The average time the A resides in the j?r -
ister between injection and removal is designated
as the A residence time and is estimated as, T ^ =
Mft/Ŵ , where % is the mass of the A contained in
the canister and % is the total A weight flow.

Calculations were performed in which the fuel
residence time was equal r.o both one and five times
the buffer gas residence tine. Fuel weight flow can
then be determined by the relationship between
mass, residence time, and weight flow. As a result
of the variation in fuel weight flow, energy will
be removed by convection from the fuel adxtuie in
the canister at different rates. This effect has
been included in the results shown in Fig. 8, where
the variation in power deposited in UFg, for total
pressures of 1, 4, and 10 atm and for fuel to
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buffer gas residence time ratios, TJ./TA, of 1 and
Z, are shown as a function of time at power to reach
a given bulk-average fuel mixture temperature. For
example, when 60 W is deposited in the UFg, the
reactor could operate at power for 30 and 3U s,
respectively, \s? % total canister operating
pressure of k atm and fuel-to-buffer gas residence
time ratios of 1 and 5. The variation in the
required time at power to reach a given gasbbulk-
averaged temperature is shown in Fig. 9 for total
pressures of 1, k, and 10 atm,,fuel-to-buffer gas
residence tine ratios of 1 and 5 and
ratios of 0.3 and O.k.

The parametric calculations described above
were performed over the ranges of pressure,
temperature, power, and gaseous residence time in t
the canister, for vortex containment geometry and
conditions which are expected to exist in the UFg
confined experiments. A relationship exists between
the temperature and containment characteristics of
the gas in the buffer-gas-confined fuel region.
The analytical constraint assumed for containment
is to require that frcm the radial stagnation sur-
face inward, the density at any location be equal
to the density of the A buffer gas at the radial
stagnation surface. With this constraint and for
a given total canister gas pressure, there exists
an upper limit on the amount of UFg (which has the
highest molecular weight) that can be mixed with A
and He at a given temperature. Thus, a further
increase in the amount of UFg confined in the fuel
region can occur if either the total canister gas
pressure increases, or if energy is added to the
fuel region gas such that the fuel region tempera-
ture insreases while the total canister gas
pressure and density in the fuel region remain
fixed. In the latter instance, constant density
is at aed by replacing some light gas, He, by an
equivalent amount of heavy gas, UFg.

Summary of Results

and 5 times the buffer gas residence time, respec-
tively. A considerably higher total power would be
required to bring about a 500 to 1000 K increase in
UFg gas temperature. The small amountsof UFg con-
tained,* hO g, and short residence time of i;he
gases, at a pressure of 1 atm, do not appear to be
conducive to generating a hot UFg gas. The results
in TABLK I, for which the total canister pressure is
It atm, are considerably mere interesting. Tempera-
ture increases in the UFg gas of 100 to'approxi-
mately 1000 K have been calculated for a total power
level between 100 kW and 1 JW, respectively. An
important effect to be cognizant of is illustrated
by comparing the results for a pressure of k atm as
the total power is increased. For equivalent gas
residence times, the amount of UFg which can be
contained increases as the gas temperature increases
In order to satisfy the conditions of constant total
pressure and a constant total density in the fuel
region equal to the A buffer gas density at a
temperature of U00 K. Therefore, for an initial
UFg contained mass, as the total power is
increased, the power deposited in the UFg increases
proportionately with an accompanying increase in
UFg gas temperature. This allows an increase in the
contained UFg mass until a new steady-state level is
reached.
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List of Symbols

UF5 fission rate/total fission rate,

dimensionless

Critical mass, Kg of U

Mass of confined UFg, g

Molecular weight of UFg/ g/moleWUF6

^ - 2 3 5 Molecular weight of U-235, g/mole

Ratio of volume-averaged fuel to
peripheral wall pressure, dimensionless

PTOT
Total pressure^, atm

Total power, W

Power deposited in contained UFg, B 01 iB

Gas temperature, deg K

Temperature at edgcirof-fuel, deg K

Tims of full power, s

Time at power to reach temperature,

Creek Symbols

^ Argon residence time in canister, s

ij. Fuel residence time in canister, s

Power density ratio, dimensionless

TABLE I

CALCULATED OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS FOR ARGON
BUFFER-GAS COHFUJED UFg CAVITY REACTOR

EXPERIMENTS

Total F i s s ions = 1 x IO 1 8

Power Density in UFg = 2 . 3 Power Density
i n Solid Fuel

Total Pressure ,
atm 1 1 It If 1* U

Total Power,
100 100 100 100 1000 1000

Power Deposited
in UF6, Hf 1.3 1.3 It.8 5.2 56 65

Maes of UFg
Confined, g 37 38 150 162 175 205

Temperature
Increase in
UFg, K 5 27 20 100 2lfO IOUO

Test Time, s 320 320 320 320 32 33?

Fuel Mixture
Residence Time,
s 0.3 1.5 1.2 6.0 1.2 6.0

Argon Residence

Tine, a 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1,2 1.2
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DISCUSSION

J. BLUE: If the object of this, experiment is to
obser-re the uranium plasma with a fairly high
fission density, another way to do this without
having the complications of criticality would be
- to take the aluminum can and have it bombarded
with 100 microamperes of 500 MEV protons. You
could achieve the same. kind, of fission product
power densities without the complications of
criticality an! it would allow you to do some
instrumentation that you are not able to do in a
reactor environment'where you have to bring
diagnostics into a high fluK region or else you
have to take your instruments so far away that the
information obtained is diluted in value.

R. J. RODGERS: What is the deposition profile of
the proton beam in the gas? Does it really
simulate energy deposition in the gas?

J. BLUE: Energy deposition in the gas is the
result of the protons causing fission, so when a
uranium fission, there is very little difference
whether it was fissioned by a neutron or a proton.
It is true there'is some difference in the energy
distribution. The protons themselves also pro-
duce ianization of the gas. The ionizatio.i caused
by the protons is very much like the ionization
:aused by gamma rays* So it would be unreasonable
to expect that the protons would do anything that
would be drastically different. The advantage with
proton beams is that you can-focus them onto the
region and you can make the density higher because
you make the volume smaller than the volume you
are talking at t here.

T. S. LATHAM: We have done years of small-volume
simulation with our RF plasma experiments. One
of the things we are striving to do now is to
get up to Cannister sizes and flow volumes that are
more like full-scale devices,

H. H. HELMICK: The reason we are doing criticality
experiments is that in looking at all the options
at LASL, these are tie cheapest experiments. To
mount an experiment at LAWF is a very long leadtime
job that is pretty expensive because of the large
number of people involved in that facility; we know
that sooner or later we need to do the checkouts
we are talking about now, and since it is easy to
conduct this with merely a four-man team, it is a
factor of 20 cheaper than equivalent experimental
time at LANF.
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CIRCULATIG3 SYSTEM FOR FLOWING URAHIUM
HEXAFLUOKIDE CAVIfY REACTOR EXPERIMENTS*

J. P. Jaminet and J. S. Kendall
Power Systems Technology Section, Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

United Teciinologies Research Center
East Hartford, Connecticut

Research related to determining the
feasibility of producing continuous power from
fissile fuel in the gaseous state is presented. In
addition to high-thrust, high-specific-impulse space
propulsion applications, development of gaseous
nuclear reactors could open new options for meeting
future energy needs. Accomplishment of the UFg.
critical cavity expeslaents, currently in progress,
and planned confined flowing .UFg initial experiments
requires development of reliable techniques for
handling heated UFg throughout extended ranges of
temperature, pressure, and flow rate. The develop-
ment of three laboratory-scale fle» systems for
handling gaseous UFg at temperatures up to 500 K,
pressures up to approximately 40 atra, and continuous
flow rates up to approximately 50 g/s is presented.

A UFg handling system fabricated for static
critical tests currently being conducted at Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) is described.
The system -was designed to supply UFg to a double-
walled aluminum core canister assembly at tempera-
tures Between 300 K and UOO K and pressures up to
h atm. A second UFg handling system designed to
provide a circulating flow of up to 50 g/s of gas-
eous UFg in a closed-loop through a double-walled
aluminum.core canister with controlled temperature
and pressure is described. This system will be
used in planned cavity reactor experiments at LASL
in which UFg will flow through an active cavity
reactor core region. Data from flow tests using
UFg and UFg/He mixtures with this system at flow
rates up to approximately 12 g/s and pressures up
to k ata are presented. A third UFg handling
system fabricated to provide a continuous flow of
UFg at flow rates up to 5 g/s and at pressures up
to toatm for use in rf-heated, uranium plasma
confinement experiments is described.

Introduction

Research to investigate the possibility of
producing continuous power from fissile fuel in the
gaseous state is presently being conducted. In
addition to high-thrust, high-specific-impulse
space propulsion applications, development of
gaseous fueled nuclear reactors could open new
options for meeting future energy needs, such as:
(1) magnetohydrodynamic electric generating power
systems; (2) photochemical or theroochemical
dissociation of water to produce hydrogen; and

(3) direct nuclear pumping of lasers by fission
fragment energy deposition in UFg and lasing gas
mixtures.

Extraction of power from a fission process wi';h
nuclear fuel in gaseous form allows operation at
much higher temperatures than conventional nuclear
reactors, leading to more efficient thermodynamic
cycles. The continuous peprocessirg of gaseous
nuclear fuel leads to a low steady-state fission
product inventory in the reactor and. limits the
buildup of long half-life transuranium elements.

A series of experiments utilizing a beryllium
reflector-moderator cavity critical assembly has
been initiated at LASL to establish the feasibility
of fissioning UFg gas reactors and/or uranium
plasma reactors.° The cavity critical assembly,
shown in thefphotograph in Fig. 1, has provision
for raising or lowering a fueled core from the
reflector and removing the core from beneath the
reflector assembly. A core Canister assembly con-
taining gaseous UFg is positioned within the
reflector cavity. Cavity configurations of
systematically increasing complexity will be used
to progress from simply distributed uranium foil
experiments to the use of flowing, vortex-confined,
gaseous UFg fuel. Future experiments are being
planned in which an approximately 5 JW self-critical
fissioning uranium plasma core reactor will be
operated.

Aceomplishmen. of the static UFg critical
cavity experiments, currently in progress, and
planned confined flowing UFg initia: experiments
requires the development of reliable techni -'ues
for handling heated UFg throughout extended ranges
of temperature, pressure, and flow rate. This
paper describes the development of three
laboratory-scale flow systems for handling gaseous
UFg at temperatures up to 500 K, pressures up to
approximately kO atm, and continuous flow rates up
to approximately $0 g/s.

TIFg Handling System for

Static Critical Tests'

A UFg handling system was fabricated for
static critical tests currently being conducted at
LASl£. The major components of the static
handling system are the thermally controlled hi
capacity UFg supply system, the 85 Z internal
volume double-walled aluminum core canister

•Research sponsored by Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Contracts XP^-5W>59-1 and
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and the Ng flow system used for core canister
thermal control. The, aluminum core canister is
similar to that used in the flowing UFg handling
system and is described in detail in the following
section.

The general arrangement of the static UFg
handling system is shewn in the photograph in Fig.
2. The system is mounted on a movable frame and is
attached through stainless steel flexible hoses to
the double -vailed aluminum core canister assembly.
This allows the core canister assembly to be raised
and lowered into position within the cavity critical
assembly. Materials in the handling system were'
olimited to the use of Monel,' stainless steel, and
aluminum due to the extreme chemical reactivity of
UFg., Gaseous UFg Is introduced into the canister
by control of the UFg supply oven temperature. The
UFg is removed from the cavity and returned to the
supply cylinders by cryopumping and desublimation. •
Also shown in the photograph are connections to
vacuum and eold-brap systems for purging and filling
of the UFg handling system.

The UFg supply system is designed to supply
UFg to the core canister at temperatures between
300 K and U0O K and pressures up to h atm. The
system is shewn schematically in Fig. 3. This
system consists of four 1000 ml Mbnel cylinders
connected through a manifold to the UFg supply line

'• which is in turn directly connected to the aluminum
core canister. The cylinders are located within a
circulating flow oven whose temperature can be
controlled within approximately -1 C. The oven
provides the heat required to vaporize UFg within
the supply cylinders and produce the desired test
pressure. The supply system is double-valved to
reduce the possibility of leakage of UFg into the
oven environment. Each cylinder is equipped with a
manual Monel diaphragn shutoff valve. In addition,
the manifold connectirjg the four supply cylinders
is equipped with a stainless steel remitely
actuated bellows valve. A copper coil is soldered
to the bottom of each cylinder through which liquid
Kg may be passed to cryopump the UFg out of the
canister and into the cylinders.

Thermal control of the UFg supply in the core
canister and flexible ducts connecting the care
canister to the UFg supply is provided by tlowing
heated Hg through the flexible duets and core
canister assembly. The Hg flow system is elso
shown in the schematic in Fig. 2. The major compo-
nents of the N2 system are the bellows pump, Ng
heater, pressure control system, and Ng flow meter.
A bellows pump having a 2.U- i/s capacity is
utilized to provide a flow of circulating Ng
through the, system. The pressure within the %
system is automatically adjusted, using a pressure
control system, to a value greater than the core
canister pressure. The N2 is heated by a 2500 W
resistance heater located downstream of the bellows
pump in the flow system. Also included in the N2
flow system are a flow meter, pressure gages,
'control valves, and associated equipment utilized

in tests to determins the flow characteristics of
' the Hg loop. Static pressure and vacuma leak tests
were performed on the gas flow system upon comple-
tion of fabrication. The UFg system was determined
to be helium leak tight over the range of pressures
from approximately 5 x 10"° atm to 10 atm.

A series of initial tests using this equipment
vas conducted to verify the operational character-
istics of the system. Thermal response tests were
conducted to determine the rate of heatup and cool-
down of each system component. This information
was necessary for documentation of the transient
thermal characteristics of the system. The results
of the thermal response tests indicated that no
rapid rate-of-change temperature fluctuations are
likely to occur in the system diiring the static
critical tests.

UFg Handling System for

Flowing Critical Tests

A UFg handling system was designed and
fabricated to provide a circulating flow of up to
50 g/s of gaseous UFg or a UFg-He mixture in a
closed-loop.with controlled temperature and
pressure.3 The major components of the flowing UFg
system are similar to the static UFg handling sys-
tem except for the addition of a UFg pump, flow
loop, and flow and pressure instrumentation.

The UFg and Ng circulation system including
the core canister is completely enclosed within a
Lucite safety enclosure to prevent any possibility
of UFg leakage to the surrounding environment. A
30,000 2/min airflow is continuously exhausted
from the safety enclosure .,0 a scrubber system. In
the scrubber the airflow is continuously washed by
a spray of water/sodium bicarbonate solution and
then passed through an absolute HEPA filter prior
to venting to the atmosphere. The HEPA filter
removes > 99-999 percent of all particles greater
than 0.3 M m <Ha.

The UFg circulation system shown in the
photographs in Figs, k and 5 is mounted on a
movable frame and is attached through flexible
lines to the double-walled aluminum core canister
assembly. The circulation system equipment is
shown in the photographs in Figs. 1* and 5 prior
to installation of heating tapes and insulation
used during test operation. Gaseous UFg is intro-
duced into the circulation system by increasing the
UFg supply oven temperature, thereby creating a
high UFg vapor pressure. The UFg is removed from
the circulation system by desubliming the UFg from

a UFg-He mixture which is continuously pumped
through one of the oven supply cylinders. The,
circulation system equipment is designed for
operation at test pressure levels up to h atm and
temperatures up to 400 K.

Details of the UFg circulation system are
shown in the schematic in Fig. 6. The circulation
system equipment is comprised of two gas flow
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systems, the UFg supply and f.1 ow system and -the H2
flow system. The UFg supply system consists of two
1.0 liter volume UFg supply oylinders which are
connected through appropriate valving and piping to
the UFg flow, or circulation, system. One of the
cylinders is a single-port Monel cylinder which
provides a convenient location for additional UFg'
storage. The other cylinder, called the transfer
cylinder, is a stainless steel cylinder designed to
allow flow through the cylinder from the UFg circu-
lation system. This design provides for removal of
the UFg from a UFg-He mixture in the circulation
system by continuous desubliming of the UFg as the
UFg-He mixture flows through the cylinder. The
cylinder has two close-coupled valves allowing the
cylinder to te removed from the oven for filling and
weighing. Weighing of the cylinder before and after
a UFg transfer is the method utilized to determine
the exact amount of UFg which hi either transferred
into or removed from the circulation system. The
present accuracy of the weighing procedure is
estimated to be ^0.5 g. >JFg is transferred into
both cylinders by eryo-pumping and removed by heat-
ing to produce a high UFg vapor pressure. A copper
coil is brazed to the bottom of each cylinder
through which liquid H2 is passed to cryo-pump or
desublime the UFg into the cylinder. »During the
cryo-pumping or desubliming process the upper
halves of the cylinders are heated to approximately
350 K using the supply system oven to prevent
plugging of tfce cylinder ifilet.tubing with UFg. A
vacuum connection is provided in the cylinder flow
loop to provide for removal of any air that is
trapped intthe lines when the transfer cylinder is
reconnected into the loop.

The cylinders are located within an air circula-
ting-flow oven whose temperature can be controlled
within approximately ±1 K. The oven provides the
heat required ~o vaporize UFg within the' cylinders.
and produce a desired UFg vapor pressure. The
heated UFg fron the supply cylinders is used to
charge the complete circulation system including
the double-walled core canister assembly.

The UFg flow system consists of a 2.h Z/s
bellows pump, a Monel venturi and differential
pressure transducer assembly, and appropriate
tubing, flexible hoses, and valving to allow cir-
culation of UFg through the double-walled core
canister assembly. The bellows pump was modified
for operation at temperatures up to h^O K by
thermally-isolating the motor from the pump body
and replacing the crank bearings with special high-
temperature versions. The pump is located in a
sealed enclosure which is pressurized and heated by
the N2 flow system. This configuration greatly
increases the efficiency of the pump at high system
static pressures by eliminating the differential
static pressure across the bellows.

All components and tubing are wrapped with
heater tapes and covered with at least 1.3 cm
thickness of Carborundum "Fiberfirax" insulation to
maintain the UFg In. a superheated state by reducing

thermal losses. To prevent condensation on the
solid su: faces within the circulation system,
temperatures in the circulation system are main-
tained at least 25 K .greater than the saturation
temperatures corresponding to the system opeisatlag
pressure. Thus, at a system pressure of i atm, the
temperatures are maintained at values of approxi-
mately kOO K or higher.

Pressure measurements of the UFg circulation
system were made using three special Monel 6.8 atm
maximum full-scale absolute pressure transducers.
A Monel venturi was used to measure the UFg-He
mixture flow rate in the UFg circulation system. A
special wet/wet-type 0.3^ atm maximum differential
pressure transducer made of 316 stainless, steel was
usdd to measure the differential pressure across the
venturi assembly.

Thermal control of the UFg in the core
canister assembler and flexible ducts is provided by
flowing heated Wg through the annular regions in the
core canister assembly and the coaxial flexible
metal ducts (see Fig. 6). The heated H2 flow sys-
tem consists of two 14,000 rpm centrifugal blowers
in series, a 750 W resistance heater, and a heater
temperature controller. The two 1^0 elm maximum
centrifugal blowers for circulating the heated Kg
were modified for operation at temperatures up to
1+50 K and pressures up to 5 atm by substituting
viton gasket material and fabricating metal cases
to replace the original plastic cases. The Ng flow
rate is maintained constant and is monitored by
measurement of the pressure difference across the
blowers. In initial tests of the 1^ flow systeo at
a system pressure of 1 atm, tests with two different
flowmeters resulted in aa Ng flow rate of approxi-
mately 225 slm with a total differential pressure
across both centrifugal blowers of 0.22 atm. All
subsequent tests were conducted without a flowmeter
in the N2 system to minimize thermal losses and
with the II2 system differential pressure across the*
blowers equal to approximately 0.22 atm.

The Kg flow system is designed to be main-
tained at a pressure slightly higher than the UFg .
system pressure during UFg flow tests. This serves
to eliminate any possibility of UFg leakage into
the H2 flow loop which would increase the diffie
eulty of recovering the UFg. Any UFg remaining in
the IPg circulation system or that has escaped into
the N 2 flow system can be removed by using the N 2

purge and vacuum system shown in1Fig. 6. The
vacuum system flow is first passed through a cold
trap maintained at liquid Kg saturation temperature,
78 K. The flow then passes through a HaF chemical
trap before being exhausted from the vacuum pump
to the scrubber system.

Core Canister Assembly

The core canister assembly shown in detail in
Fig. 7 is nadeup of two concentric 6061-0 aluminum
canisters. Alloy 6061 was selected as the primary
canister material due to its low thermal neutron
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cross section, strength properties, and weldability.
The physical dimensions were chosen such that the
approximate 85 i volume of UFg contained within the
inner canister will occupy approximately UO percent
of the volume enclosed by the reflector-moderator
configuration. The core cnniPtcr and flexible metal
hose assembly is designed to be raised and lowered
into and out of Its operating position within the
cavity critical assembly. The 3^-00-01. inner can-
ister has provision for positioning fission wires
at two locations and also has provision for Install-
ation of a 13-cm-dia fused-silica window at the top
of the canister for transmission of possible fission
fragment-lnducedopptlcal radiation emission which
oay be produced during the cavity experiments.
During the tests described herein, an aluminum plate
with provision for pressure and temperature sensors
was installed in lieu of the fused-silica window.
The 37-ea-OD outer canister is designed to enelot
an tmnular flow regioa for thermal control of the
Inner canister. During flow tests'the inner canis-
ter contains flowing UFg at a preselected pressure
and temperature. The heated UF5 flows to and from
the core canister via heated flexible ducts. Control
of the UFg temperature in the core cauister assembly
and coaxial flexible ducts is provided by flowing
heated nitrogen to the annulus in the core canister
and coaxlnl flexible ducts. The canister design
for the present flowing UF6 cavity reactor experi-
ments is similar to that fabricated for the static
critical experiments. However, several changes
have been made in the flowing UFg canister design.
These include provision for the continuous flow of
UFg into acd out of the canister, the addition of
larger diameter tubing for the Inlet and outlet
flow, and a larger diameter (13 cm) viewport at the
top of the canister.

: Final assembly leak tests were performed on the
core canister assembly both during and upon comple-
tion of fabrication. The inner •. Ister was evac-
uated to approximately 10*5 Torr and leak tested
using a helium leak detector. After completion of
assembly of the outer canister around the inner
canister, the outer canister was also evacuated to
approximately 10"5 Torr and leak tested using a
helium leak detector. The helium leak detector was
sensitive to a leak rate of approximately 3.5 x
10 "^ std. cc/s. Static pressure tests up to 6 atm
were also conducted on the complete core canister
• assembly. No leakage was noted in any part of the
oanister core assembly during any of these tests.

Results of USg Circulation System Tests

Initial UFg circulation system tests consisted
of vacuum leak tests in which the complete UFg sys-
tem was sealed-off and the rate of pressure rise
monitored. This test resulteC in a pressure rete-
of-rise of approximately 3.7/xm/hr from a hase
pressure of 10"5 Torr over a 72 hour time period.
Initial UFg circulation system flow tests consisted
of flow measurements with 1 atm pressure of He in
the system. . The three absolute pressure transr
duoers were monitored and indicated pressure pulses
of less than 1 percent of full-scale at the outlet
of the bellows pump.' However, considerable

pulsation at a frequency of 28.2 Hz was noted in
the output of the differential pressure transduce*
at the venturi. These pressure pulsations origin
nated from the bellows pump.

The output of the k pressure transducer'' was
measured using a Honeywell Visicoraer. All h trans-
ducers were calibrated in-situ in preliminary tests
using a Wallace and Tiernan O76.8 atm maximum full-
scale pressure gage connected to the flow system.
During initial operation of the flow system, the
proper heater control settings to provide approxi-
mately uniform temperature around the flow system
were determined. The flow system was operated at
teiaper/itures up to approximate^ 36O K and the UF£
supply >_ven up to ^50 K. . Using the inlet and cnt-
let temperatures at the core canister, it was cal-
culated that the totsl thermal loss to the atmo-

• ,,, iIom t h e c o r e canister was approximately- l8.1

„ „ tar fuel operating temperature of 338 K.

The UFg circulation system was operated as
follows. Beginning with the system initially
billed with dry He at 1 atm, the H2 flow system was
filled to 1 ato and all heaters, as well as the UFg
bellowE pump ei.d Hg blowers, were turned on. The
heater controllers were u.Tjally set higher than the
normal operating setting initially and gradually
reduced during the system heutup to shoi-ten the
heatup tims. The complete flow loop reached normal
operating temperatures in less than 1 hoar.

The initial loading of UFg into the circula-
tion system was accomplished as follows. The en.11-
plote UFg circulation system, with dry He at 1 atm,
and the H2 flow system were brought up to the
desired operating temperature. The bellows pump
was shutoff and the heated He evacuated from the
UFg circulation system. UFg from the supp?.y oven
at a temperature of approximately 1*25 K (greeter
than 10 atm vapor pressure) was then piped to the
UFg circulation system. A transfer of '' of UFg
to the circulation system was then aci .shed.
For the measured circulation system < . of 90-05
/this quantity of UFg results in a s pressure
of approximately O.kx atm at a temperature of 3^0 K.

Following the introduction of the UFg into the
circulation system, flow tests were conducted
using first pure UFg and subsequently various UFg-
He mixture ratios. Additional He was then added to
bring the circulation system to a preselected total
pressure. He was used in the circulation system to
tailor the LVg-He Mixture density to correspond to
that of pure UFg at the higher temperature which
will exist in the planned critical fissioning UFg
cavity experiments. This provides data enabling
better simulation of the core canister flow condi-
tions expected in fugure tests.

The results of initial tests with He only,
UFg only, and UFg-He mixtures are shown in Fig. 8.
wherein the fuel mass flow rate is plotted versus
the total pressure in the circulation system and
core canister. The three flow loop as composi-
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tions are delineated as indicated by the three
types of symbols. The variation In mass flow rate
at a given total pressure for the He and UFg-He
data was obtained by throttling the circulation
system flow using valve No. 2 (see Fig. 6) during
dynamic tests.

As would be expected, the mass flow rate
'. j increases with increasing gas density, or system
total pressure and with increasing gas molecular
weight. The'maxitaum mass flow rate obtained was
12.5 g/s at 3.55 atm pressure. Future tests are
planned in which much greater loadings of UFg In
the circulation system at temperatures up to
approximately 1+50 K will be conducted. It should
.then be possible to obtain the approximate 50 g/s
]design mass flow rate of the system.

Dynamic simulation pressure tests of the
circulation system were conducted in which the
inlet and outlet valves (Nos. 2 and 3 in Fig .6)
were throttled or shut off completely for short
periods of time with the bellows pump operating.
In all tests, the pressure changes were slow and
easily controlled. This Is to be >acpected since
the core canister volume (851 ) Is large compared
to the capacity of the bellows pump (Z.k i/s).

A spec1 -1 UFg transfer test using the transfer
and recovery sy3tem in the s'.pply oven was conduc-
ted. Using a transfer bottle containing $89 g of
UFg in the supply overi, 25 g of UFg was transferred
to the evacuated and heated circulation system.
Helium was then added to bring the circulation sys-
tem up to 1 atm total static pressure. Recovery of
the UFg-He mixture was then accomplished as follows.
Referring to Fig. 6, Valve 1 , the air-operated
valve, and the four hand valves in the transfer
bottle loop in the sapply oven were opened. Valve
2 in the circulation system was throttled almost
completely closed allowing only a slight bypass
flow in the main UFg circulation system. The
supply oven and, therefore, the upper half of the
transfer bottle was heated to approximately S50 K.
Liquid K2 was simultaneously passed through the
transfer bottle cooling coils thus chilling the
lower half of the bottle. After approximately one
hour of operation, measurements indicated that 20
±0.5 g of the 25 *0.5 g of UFg originally trans-
ferred into the circulation system were recovered.
This was accomplished using the original transfer
bottle in the supply oven which therefore still
contained 76!+ g of UFg at the start of the recovery
operation. Evidence from this test indicates this
transfer and recovery system will be suitable for
use in flowing UFg critical experiments.

UFg Handling System for

RF Plasma Confinement Tests

A high pressure UFg supply system for rf
plasma confinement tests vas fabricated to supply
UFg to testRohambers operating at pressures up to
20 atn anfl to provide UFg at mass flow rates up to
5 g/s. The principal components of the system are

the UFg boiler, the boiler heat supply system, and
the UFg condenser system. A schematic diagram of
the flowing UFg system is shown in Fig. °.

The UFg boiler was fabricated by electron bean
welding two 200-atm-rated working pressure, It
capacity, Honel gas sampling cylinders to form a
single 2 1 capacity cylinder. A aultiturn coil
heat exchanger, fabricated from 6.1>-am-dia Monel
tubing, was installed in the bottom of the UFg
boiler. Thermocouple wells which protrude into
the gaseous or liquid UFg are installed at the top
and bottom of the boiler.

Two 1750 W semlcylindrieal electrical heaters,
which surround the boiler, were used to bring the
boiler to desired equilibrium temperature and
pressure prior to flowing UFg from the boiler.
During flow conditions, gaseous !^ heated by
electrical heaters may be supplied to the heat
exchanger In the UFg boiler. The Jig flow rate and
electrical r-wer may be varied to control the
amount of heat supplied to the heat exchanger in
the UFg and, thus, to control the rate of evapor-
ation of UFg in the boiler. During period when no
UFg is flowing, the hot N2 can be bypassed around
the boiler.

During operation of the system, the gaseous
UFg flows from the boiler, through a metering
valve and a i-fetheson linear u ass flow meter prior
to entering the test chamber. The gaseous UFg is
collected in the UFg condenser systeti located
downstream of the simulated experiment chamber.
The condenser consists of two 500 ml capacity 120
atm stainless steel cylinders immersed in a bath
of liquid N2. A 6.1 £/s vacuum pump is used to
evacuate the system before UFg flow tests are
Vnitiated. During tests the vacuum pump was
isolated from the flow system by a welded bellows
valve. After completion of a test the trapped
UFg was heated and transferred to a NaOH trap for
removal of UFg by chemical reaction as NagUO^ or

A number of initial tests were made of the
high pressure UFg flow system. All UFg flow lines,
valves, and the flow meter were netted by means of
electric heating tape. Recorders were used to
monitor thermocouples, pressure transducers, and
flow meter output. At a UFg boiler temperature
of 500 K and a pressure of approximately UO atm a
maximum UFg flow rate of 5.6 g/s was achieved.

. The high pressure UFg handling system was used
extensively in rf-plasma confinement tests to
simulate flow and thermal conditions expected in
initial uranium plasma core reactor experiments.'
During these tests the system operated reliably
and satisfactorily met the flow and pressure
requirements of the plasma test program. The
operating experience gained In the tests with all
three UFg handling systems verified the importance'
of maintaining uniform system temperature, minimum
water vapor content, and system cleanliness to
insure system performance i^A reliability.
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Future work on UFg handling systems involves
the development of UFg flow systems for cavity
critical experiments in which UFg is continuously
injected and confined in an argon vortex flow in
the cere canister. Equipment for continuously
separating the UFg from the argon and reprocessing
the UFg for reuse is presently being designed.^
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Fig. 5 Photograph of Core Canister for UFg
Flow Tests.
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DISCUSSIOK

T. C. MAGUIRE: Do you have- to worry about
decomposition products Interacting with th<?
aluminum?

T. S. LATHAM: The answer to the question is "no.
The UFg does not react with water vapor that may
be trapped or other impurities. That is what
causes the deposition on tt.e materials.
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Measurements of Uranium M»ss Confined In High Density Plasma*

R. C. Stoeffler
Power Sy**ems Technology Section, Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

United Technologies Research Center
East Hartford, Connecticut

Abstract

An x-ray absorption method for measuring the
amount of uranium confined, in high-density, rf -
heated uranium plasmas is described. Preliminary
tests were conducted to calibrate the measurement
system using argon, uranium hexafluoride (UFg), and
mixtures of argon and tteg at room temperature. A
comparison of measured absorption of 8 keV x-rays
with absorption calculated using Beer's Law
indicated the method could be used to measure
uranium densities from 3 x l6'-6 atoms/cm3 to
3 x 101^ atoms/em3.

Tests were conducted to measure the density of
' uranium in an rf-heated argon plasma yith UFg in-
jection and with the power to maintain the dis-
charge supplied by the United Technologies Research
Center (OTRC) 1.2-JB rf induction heater facility.
The uranium density was treasured as the UFg flow
rate through the test chamber was varied. A maxi-
mum uranium density of 3.85 x 101? atoms/cm3 was
measured. •.

The aystem consisted of an x-ray generator,
the test chamber for containing the test gases, and
the.x-ray detection components. Eight Kev x-rays
emijtted from the target of a CA 8-S/copper x-ray
diffraction tube were collimated with a 0.025-nm-
wide slit and reflected at the Bragg angle from a
nagnesium oxide crystal monoctarooator before
passing through the test chamber. The test chamber
consisted of a 57-mm-ID fused-silica tube with
metal endwalls having 0.025-mm-thiek beryllium
windows. The x-rays were detected using a Norelco
scintillation detector. .A Tennelec TC 216 linear
amplifier and single-channel analyzer was used to
process the output signal from the scintillation
detector and to provide an input signal into a
Tennelec 5^5 counter-timer and a TC 590 ratemeter.

I. Introduction

Research to investigate ihe prospects for
producing nuclear power from fissile fuel in the
gaseous state has been conducted for several years.
Most of this work was concentrated on the gaseous
nuclear reactor technology required for high-per-
formance space ;ropulsion systems. However, in
addition to high-thrust, high-specific-impulse
space propulsion applications, gaseous fueled
nuclear reactors offer several new options for
meeting future energy need*.

Extraction of power from the fission process
with nuclear fuel in gaseous form allows operation
aVmnch higher temperatures than conventional
nuclear reactors. Higher operating temperature, in'
general, leads to more efficient thermodynamic
cycles and, in the case of fissioning uranium
plasma core reactors, results in applications using
direct coupling of energy in the form of electro-
magnetic radiation. The continuous reprocessing of
gaseous nuclear fuel leads to a low steady-state
fission product inventory in the reactor and limits
the buildup of long half-life transuranium elements.

Cavity reactor experiments and theoretical
analyses perforatd over the past fifteen years have
demonstrated that available analytical techniques
for calculating cavity reactor nuclear characterls-
tics are reasonably accurate1. These studies have
provided a basis for selecting additional experi-
ments to demonstrate the feasibility of plasma core
nuclear reactors.

The x-ray absorption method described in this
paper was developed to provide a method for mess
suring uranium density in two-component UFg con-
finement experiments which will be accomplished
prior to the planned future cavity reactor experi-
ments. The x-ray method can be used to measure
uranium densities of 101(> atoms/cm3 to lO1? atoms/
cm3 expected to be present in these experiments.
Present optical methods, are not veil suited for
measurement of uranium densities greater than
approximately 10** atoms/cm^ in the experimental
configuration used in the two-component tests.

II. System for X-Ray Absorption Measurements •

The system used to make UFg and argon x-ray
absorption measurements during calibration and rf-
heated uranium plasma tests is shown schematically
in Figure 1. 'the system consists of the x-ray
generator, the test chamber for containing the test
gases (argon, UFg and argon-UFg mixtures), and the
x-ray detection components. The x-ray generator
consists of a Diano Corporation CA 8-S/copper x-ray
diffraction tube with an XRD-6 x-ray power supply -
and controller supplied by single phase 220 V/UO A.
service through a 7.5 kVA isolation transformer. ;
The emitted x-rays Irom the target pass through a
eollimator with a vertically oriented O.O25-an-
wide slit and are reflected at the Bragg angle, for
8 keV (A =» 0.15^ run) x-ray« from a magnesium oxide
crystal monochromator before passing through the
test chamber. The test chamber, consists of a

•Research sponsored by NASA Langley Research Center Uhder Contract NAJI-13291, Hod. 2.
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f>7-mm-ID fused-silica tube with metal endwalls. The
endwalls contain ports for supplying and exhausting
test gases'and x-ray viewing ports having windows
which appear almost totally transparent to 8 keV
x-rays. The distance between the windows is 22.4
cm. The x-rays were detected using a Norelco
scintillation detector (photomultiplier tube with a
thallium-activateu sodium iodide crystal mounted in
a lighttight enclosure at the window end) with a
high voltage 0.9 kV regulated dc power supply. A
Tennelec TC 216 linear amplifier and single-channel
analyzer is used to process the output signal from
the scintillation detector and to provide an input
signal into a Tennelec TC 5^5 counter-timer and a
TC 591-" ratemeter. The. ratemeter output signal was
recorded using strip chart recorders. The
scintillation detector output was also displayed
using an oscilloscope. The ratemeter and oscillo-
scope signals were used as visual aids during
alignment of tha components of the x-ray measure-
ment system.

III. Description of Chamber-Crystal-Slit System
and Procedure Used in Calibration Tests

Details of the test chamber and the chamber-
crystal -slit arrangement used during calibration
tests are shown in Figure 2a and the photograph in
Figure 3. The- test chamber consists of a 57-mm-ID
fused-silica tube and two copper endvells. The
x-ray beam from the x-ray coiilimatbr (having a
0.025-mm-wicle vertically-oriented slit) was reflec-
ted at the Bragg angle toe 8 keV x-rays parallel
to the chamber axis through 6.35-mm-dia ports
located in each endwall. The ports were sealed
using 0.125-mm-thiek nylar windows. X-rays trans-
mitted through the detector viewing port are
detected, through a 0.635-mm-wide slit (vertically
oriented) using the scintillation detector. During
these tests, the crystal was located approximately
3.8 cm from both vhe exit of the x-ray collimator
and the source viewing port window and, the- 0.634-
mm-wide slit was located approximately Z.^k cm and
12.7 cm from the detector viewing port window and
detector, respectively (as measured along the beam
path).

Calibration tests were made, using this test
chamber-crystal-slit system, with pure argon, pure
UFg, and argon-UFg mixtures at 300 K in the test
chamber. During tests with pure argon or pure UFg>
x-ray absorption was determined by comparing the
x-ray intensity, Io, obtained with the chamber
evacuated to the.x-ray intensity, I, obtained vl-th
the chamber at known pressures of argon or UFg.' •
Absorption measurements were made for argon
pressures from 5 mm Hg (1.7 x 101? atoms/cm3) to
700 mm Hg (2.4 x io!9 atoms/cm^) and UFg pressures
from 5 mm Hg (1.7 x lO1^ atoms/cm3) to 86 mm Hg
(2.9 x 101" atoms/crn^). The following procedure
was used in calibration tests with UFg-argon mix-
tures. Io was measured with the chamber evacuated.
The chamber was filled with UFg to a known
pressure (UFg pressure ranged from 5 mm Hg to 52.5
mm Hg). Argon'was added to the chamber at partial

pressuressin steps up to 700 mm Hg. At each step
the intensity, I, was measured. The absorption by
UFg was determined by comparing I for each UF6 and
argon partial pressure with the intensity, Io,
.multiplied by l/l0 for the partial pressure of
argon as calculated from Beer's law.

IV. Description of Chamber-Crystal-Slit System
and Procedure Used in RF-Heated Plasma Tests

Details of the test chamber and chamber-
crystal-slit arrangement used during the rf-heated
plasma tests are shown th Figure 2b and the photo-
graph in Figure k. The rf-heated plasma test con-
figuration differs slightly from that used during
the calibration tests. The system is arranged so
that the x-ray beam traverses the plasma core
region diagonally (path length equal to 23.0 cm)
passing tnrough the chamber axis where the maximum
uranium density is expected to occur. Accordingly,
6.35-mm-wide by 19-mm-long x-ray viewing ports are
located in the brass endwalls, as shown in Figure
2b, to allow passage of the x-ray beam. During
these tests 0.025-mm-thiek beryllium windows were
used to seal the viewing ports. X-rays transmitted
through the detector viewing port are detected by
the scintillation u 'tector through a 0.635-mm-vide
vertically oriented slit mounted on the face- of the
detector. The crystal was located approximately
12.7 en and h.k cm from the exit of the x-ray
collimator (with O.O25-mm-wide vertically oriented
slit) and source viewing port window, respectively.
The 0.635-mn-«ide slit mounted on the face of the
detector was located approximately 4.6 cm from the
detector viewing port.

This test chamber-crystal-slit system was
calibrated using pure argon and the procedure
described previously. Argon absorption measure-
ments were made for argon pressures from 50 mm Hg
(1.7 x IO18 atoms/cm3) to 1790 mm Hg (5.8 x 1020
atoms/cm3).

The following procedure was used to determine
uranium density from x-ray absorption measurements
in an rf-heated argon plasma with UFg injection.
The x-ray intensity, Io, was measured with the test
chamber evacuated. Argon was injected tangentially
(through vortex injectors shown in Figure 2bl) into
the test chamber and exhausts to vacuum through an
axial thru-flow exhaust and axial bypass exhaust
duets. The chamber pressure was maintained at 10
mm Hg until the rf discharge was initiated and then
increased to a pressure sufficient for operation
with UFg injection, approxinately 1275 mm Hg (power
to maintain the discharge was supplied by the OTEC
1.2-Mtf rf induction heater facility). The varia-
tion of x-ray intensity, 1^, with amount of rf
power supplied to the rf-heated argon plasma was
measured (rf power was varied from 30 kW to 56 kW).
UFg was injected axially into the test chamber and
the variation of x-ray intensity, I. with UFg flow
rate vas measured (UFg flow rate was varied from
0.013 g/s to 0.134 g/s in a series of thirteen
tests). UFg density was determined by computing
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the ratio l / lA = (l/lo)/(lft/lo) for comparable it
power levels) and using Beer's law, l / l o = e ^ i 1 1

where /i is the absorption cross section for uranium
in cm2/atom, ( M = 1.12 x 10^-9 cm?/atom for uranium
and 8.0 keV x-rays), % is the number density in
atom/cm3, and L is the path length in cm.

V. Results From Calibration Tests
With Pore Argon

Data obtained using the calibration system and
the rf-heated plasma system and pure argon at 300 K
are presented in Figure 5. The measured variation
of fraction of x-rays transmitted, I/Io, with variet
ation in argon pressure, PA, is coppared with the
theoretical variation calculated using Beer's law
and the perfect gas law. Data obtained using thf
calibration system are given by the circular
symbols and data obtained using the rf-heated
plasma system are given by the triangular symbols.
Agreement between experiment and theory is good for
intensity ratios up to approximately 10~2 (argn
pressures up to approximately 900 mm Hg). At
pressures greater than 900 mm Hg the argon appears
(except for one data point) less dense than that
predicted using Beer's law. It is possible that
the x-zuy beam is not monochromatic aijd that at
large values of absorption, l/lo less than 10~

2,
the intensity of high-energy components (possibly
harmonics) in the beam becomes important relative
to the intensity qf tne primary components
(absorption decreases with increasing x-ray energy)
making the measured argon density appear less than
that given by theory. It would be possible to
operate at argon pressures greater than 900 mm Hg
and intensity ratios greater than 10~2 by using an
x-ray tube having a target such as molybdenum which
emits x-rays having energies (17.8 keV) greater
than those emitted from a copper target x-ray tube.
However, measurement of uranium densities near
lO1^ atoms/cin3 would be more difficult (theoretical
l/l0 = 0.992 for 17.3 keV x-rays compared with
O.971* for 8 keV xrrays).

VI. Results From Calibration Tests
• With Pure UFg

Data obtained using the calibration system and
pure UFg at 300 K are presented in Figure 6. The
measured variation of the fraction of x-rays
transmitted, i/lg, with UFg pressure, Puyg, is
compared with theory.

During these tests it was necessary to
replenish the UFg supply system with UFg. Data
obtained "before the'UFg was replenished is in good
agreement with theory. Curing initial tests con-
ducted p.fter the UFg was replenished, the system
was contaminated (p.pparertly with HF since the
quartz test chamber and pressure gauge glass were
etched) and apparent uranium and fluorine, com-
pounds were deposited in the system (white deposits
on inside of quartz tube are evident in Figure 3).
During subsequent calibration' tests it appeared
"that the injected UFg reacted with the contaminants

in the system resulting in a reduction of UFg
density with time and, therefore, an increase in
x-ray intensity with time. The data obtained during
these tests have been corrected for the timewiee
drift in x-ray intensity. These data are also in
good agreement with theory; however, the discrep-
ancies between experiment and theory are greater
than those which occurred before the system was
contaminated. In general, the(agreement between
data a2!d theory is good. However, for intensity
ratios, l/lo, greater than approximately 10"

2 (UFg
pressures greater than apprjximately 60 mm Hg) the
UFg (as did argon) appears less dense than that
predicted using Beer's law.

VII. Results From Calibration Tests
With Mixtures of Argon and UFg

Data obtained using the calibration system ancl
mixtures of argon and UFg are presented in Figure
7. Data obtained before and after apparent con-
tamination of the system (open and solid symbols,
respectively) are presented for UFg partial
pressures from 5 mm Hg up to 52.5 mm Hg and argon
partial pressures from 0 to 700 ram Hg. In general,
the data indicate fair agreement with theoretical
intensity ratios. The date also indicate that the
measured density of UFg decreases with increasing .
argon pressure and that this difference increases
with increasing UFg pressure. _ This behavior would
be expected, based on results obtained for pure
argon and pure UFg, when the partial pressures of
argon and UFg are such that the total fraction of
x-rays transmitted is lees than about 10 . The
dashed curve through the data in Figure 7
corresponds to a total fraction of x—ays trans-
mitted equal to 10"2. For data located to tb?
right of the dashed curve the total fraction trans-
mitted is less than 10"2 and to the left greater
than 10~2.

VIII. Results From Tests
With RF-Heated Uranium Plasmas

X-ray absorption measurements were made in a
series of thirteen tests to determine uranium
density in rf-heated uranium plasmas. During these
tests 3-2 g/s of argon were injected tangentially
around the UFg which was injected axially at flow
rates between 0.013 g/s end 0.131* g/s. The
chamber pressure was controlled to be 1275 mm Hg
and the rf~power in the plasma increased from 38
kW at a UFg flow rate of 0.013 b/s to 75 kW at a
flow rate of 0.131* g/s. The flow was exhausted
through the thru-flow and axial bypass exhausts.

In some tests the rf-power deposited in t .
plasma with UFg injection was greater than that
which could be maintained with pure argon buffer
injection. To determine uranium density by com-
paring x-ray intensities obtained with and without
UFg injection, it was necessary to isolate effects
of changes in rf-power level. The variation of
intensity ratio, Î /l-,, for pure argon, with
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amount of rf-power deposited in the plasma vas
measured and is shown in Figure 8 (circular
symbols), A straight line approximation is used to
represent and extrapolate the data to rf-power
. levels which occurred during operation with UFg
injection. The measured variation of intensity
ratio, l/l0, for argon-UFg mixtures with rf power
is also shown in Figure 28 (square symbols with UFg
flow rates in g/s given next to the symbols).

The fraction of x-rays transmitted through the
UFg, l A A > vas determined using the measured frac-
tion transndtted through the argon-UFg mixture,
l/lOJ and the fraction transmitted through argon
I A A O obtained from the straight line approximation

• shown in Figure 8, at equivalent rf-power levels.

The intensity ratio l/lo was used with Beer's
law for uranium to calculate the uranium number
density. The variation of uranium number density
with .UFg flow rate is shown in Figure 9. The
variation is presented for assumed UFg path lengths
of 23.0 cm and 9.5 cm (circular and square symbols,
respectively; with rf-power levels noted next to the
symbols). The data indicate that the uranium
number density increases with increases in UFg flow
rate and that the rate of increase decreases for
UFg flow rates greater than approximately 0.08 g/s.
Maximum uranium densities of 1.65 x 10^-7 atoms/cm^
(path length = 23.0 cm) and 3.85 x 101? atoms/cm
(path length ='9.5 cm) were measured for a UFg flow
rate equal to 0.093 g/s.

In some tests at UFg flow rates greater than
approximately 0.093 g/s tee measured x-ray
intensity decreased with time (for fixed test con-
ditions ) indicating that UFg or uranium compounds
were being deposited on the windows. Further
evidence that UFg or uranium compounds had been
deposited on the windows was obtained in subsequent
tests with pure argon after the UFg injection was
stopped. X-ray intensity ratios were significantly
less than those attained witjt pure argon prior to
UFg injection. The data presented ia Figure 8 were
obtained from tests in which the x~ray intensity
obtained with UFg injection did not decrease with
time and in whi&i intensities obtained with pure
argon subsequent to tests with UFg injection were
approximately the same as intensities obtained
prior to UFg injection.

The results presented here indicate that this
x-ray absorption technique can be used to supple-
ment the optical methods for determining the amount
and distribution of uranium vapor confined in the
uranium plasma for rf tests in which the atom
density of confined uranium might be expected to
exceed levels greater than approximately lO1^
atoms/cm3.
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Fig. 1+ Photograph of System for UFg X-ray
Absorption Measurements in RF-Heated
Plasma Tests.
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DISCUSSICrt

M. D. WILLIAMS: I noticed you use a magnesium
oxide crystal for re f lec tors . What is the
reflectance of that crystal? Wh.it is the sigt.al-
to-noise ra t io?

R. C. STOEFFLER: Signal-to-notse ra t io was at
least 100 for the cases where «e were measuring
thti Tnaxium densi t ies ,

R. X. SCHNEIDER: Why did you < ose the X-ray
technique as compared to regulai nuclear assay
techniques?

T. S. LATHAM: Me' haven't looked at nuclear array
techniques. Ue chose the soft. X-ray because i t
hail a significantly different cross-section from
the argon, and our calculations indicated ic
would give us measurements in the range of uranium
to argon.
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MAGNETOPLASMADYNAMIC THRUSTER APPLICATIONS

E. V. Pawlik
Jet Propulsion Laboratory-

Pasadena, California

Abstract

Advance study activities within NASA indicate
that electric propulsion will be required to make
certain types of potential missions feasible. The
large power levels under consideration make
magnetoplasmadynamic thruster s a good candidate
for these applications since this type of electric
thruster is best suited to operation at high power
levels. This paper examines the status of the mag-
netoplasmadynamic thruster and compares it to
the ion thruster which also la a candidate. The use
of these two types of electric propulsion devices
for orbit raising of a self-powered large satellite
is examined from a cost standpoint. In addition
the use of nuclear electric propulsion is described
for use as both a near-earth space tug and for ail
interplanetary exploration vehicle. These pre-
liminary examinations indicate that the magneto-
plasmadynamic thruster is the lowest cost thruster
and therefore merits serious consideration for
these applications.

Introduction ,

Planning activities at NASA are presently con-
cerned with using electric propulsion for various
applications that range irom multiwatt levels for
satellite station keeping to multi-megawatt levels
for orbit raising of a space power station. Pro-
pellant weight savings over long mission lifetimes
can be obtained by using the high exhaust velocities
t'aat the electric propulsion devices are capable of
achieving. These weight savings can make the use
of electric propulsion economically attractive when
compared to" the use of chemical propulsion for
these missions.

The growing need for high power levels for
electric propulsion is indicated in the Outlook for
Space Studies (Ref. 1) and Ref. 2. Commencing
in the mid-1980's, large payloa'ds such as com-
munications networks and satellite power stations,
are expected to be placed in geosynchronous earth
orbit. The transportation of these large payloada
from shuttle orbit (500 km or 270 nm altitude) to
geosynchronous orbit (35, 806 km or 19, 323 nm
altitude) will require high electrical power levels
for propulsion. In addition, the exploration of the
solar system will also require high power levels
for high energy missions such as sample return
from the outer planets. Power levels in the range
of 400 to 1000 kW are currently being examined.

Presently two thruster types can be considered
for these primary propulsion applications. These
are the ion thruster and the magnetoplasmadynamic
(MPD) thruster. The ion thruster is a highly
developed device having received a high level of

continuous funding for the last 15 yea- s with
several flight tests being conducted. The liisst
advanced ion thruster suitable for primary pro-
pulsion has been developed at Hughes Research
Laboratories (Ref. 3). This ion thruster produces
a 30 cm diameter beam and uses mercury as the
propellant. It requires about 3 kW input power to
its power processor and operates at a specific
impulse near 3000 sec. A near term possible
application for this device is a high energy solar
electric propulsion mission such as an out-of-
ecliptic mission described in Ref. 4. Whereas a
modular approach is visualized when using these
devices, the present module size is much too
small for many of the high power missions cur-
rently being studied. Drawbacks for this thruster
include (1) low thrust density, - large thrust
areas are required for large power levels result-
ing in large thruster modules and a large number
of thruster s, (2) a high degree of complexity, -
the operation of a thruster requires 14 power
supplies and integrate logic built both into the
power processor and into software for the digital
computer required to monitor thruster operation,
(3) high cost, - the ion thruster is labor-intensive,
containing many areas that are extremely sensitive
to changes in geometry and fabrication processes,
(4) limited reliability, - life and flight tests of
this type of thruster have been plagued with prob-
lems that accent the difficulty in obtaining high
reliability.

An attractive alternative to the ion thruster is
the MPD thruster. This thruster typo has never
advanced beyond initial laboratory tests and there-
fore a comparison between the two devices can
only be made in terms of projections of the anti-
cipated MPD thruster that could be developed
against a mature ion thruster technology. Whereas
a long history also exists for the MPD thruster,
a continuous high support level has- been lacking.
Furthermore, a focused system activity such as a
flight demonstration was never initiated. The
advantages of the MPD thruster are the antithesis
of the ion thruster drawbacks. These include
(1) high thrust density, - thrust densities up to
10, 000 times higher than those of the ion thruster
can be obtained resulting in a small number of
reasonable size thruster s for a given application,
(2) simplicity, - thruster operation should require
only a single power supply, (3) low cost, - simple
construction and insensitivity to small dimensional
changes should result in low cost flight units,
and (4) high reliability, simple construction and
minimum number of different power level require-
ments should result in a much more reliable
thruster than the ion thruster.

Performance is an additional area of com-
parison between the two thrusters. The

This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, under Contract NAS 7-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
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performance of the ion thruster when used with
mercury propellant is well known. Relatively-
high efficiency levels kavo been demonstrated.
Earth orbiting applications, however, potentially
require operation with argon as the propellant in
order to minimize environment effects. Although
ion thruster performance with gaseous propellants
can be projected with & high degree of accuracy,
limitations exist at low levels of specific impulse.
The MPD thruster is known to demonstrate its best
efficiency at high power levels of operation. It
has also demonstrated relatively efficient operation
in the low specific impulse region where the ion
tbruster cannot operate on low density gaseous
propellants. Achievable performance levels of a
developed MPD thruster over a range of specific
impulse values can only be approximated by draw-
ing from on-going research activities.

In this paper, areas where the MPD thruster
could find application are identified. Clear advan-
tages exist over chemical propulsion. Demon-
strated advantages over the ion thruster will depend
upon further development of the MFD thruster.

Thruster Description

Brief descriptions of the ion and MPD thrusters
are included in this section. Table I presents pro-
jected performance data for each thruster type.
Additional information for the ion thruster can be
found in Ref. 5.

Ion Bombardment Thruster - This thruster is
highly developed to operate with mercury as a

Table I. Electric Thruster Characteristics

A. 50-cm Ion Thrusters

Exhaust Velocity
(km/8) ,
Efficiency
Power Input .
(kWe)
Thrust (N)
Mass (kg)
Temperature
(•K)
Cost ($K)

60

0.63
40.5

0.85
6.5

900

15

SO

0.75
83

1.55
6.5

950

15

100

0.785
146.5

2.3

6.5

950

15

B. 7. 5 MWe MPD
Exhaust Velocity
(km/a)
Efficiency
Power Input
(kWe)
Thrutit (N)
Masu (kg)
Temperature
(•K)
Cost ($K) '

Thruster
10

.0.5
7500

750

700

1700

100

25

0.5
7500

300
700

1700

100

50

0.5
7500

150
700

1700

100

propellant. Operation on other gases auch as
argon, nitrogen, and xenon have also been reported.
The propellant is metered into an ionization cham-
ber where it is ionized by electron bombardment.
The ionized propellant is accelerated electrostat-
ically by two closely spaced 'iished grids of very
precise geometry. A retarding .potential applied
to the exterior grid prevents exhaust plasma elec-
trons from returning to the thruster. The elec-
trons stripped from the propellant are replenished
by an ancillary electron source labeled a neutral-
izer. Maximum thrust levels are directly pro-
portioral to the accelerator grid area. Thruster
complexity is increased over the simple concept
described above due to multiple propellant source,
electromagnetic field, heater, and keeper electrode
requirements. These are required in order to
achieve high performance and long lifetimes.

MPD Thruster - This thruBter usually consists
simply of a central cylindrical cathode and a con-
centric axisymmetric anode. Anode cooling is
normally required and a high voltage spike is
required to initiate a discharge. Operation at
high-current levels provides self-induced magnetic
fields resulting in a lighter and more efficient
thruster than when electromagnets are used. Two
mechanisms contribute to the plasma acceleration.
These are (1) an aerodynamic force due to heating
and expansion of the propellant and (2) acting of
j x B volume forces formed by ihe discharge cur-
rent and the azimuthal self-magnetic field. A
schematic of a typical thruster experimental test
setup is shown in Fig. 1.

MPD Thruster Status

The MPD thruster was the subject of a large
number of experimental investigations from about
1960 to 1968 whe** this work was severely curtailed
due primarily to a lack of identifiable applications
for high power level thrusters. The ion thruster
appeared at that time to be a more viable candidate
for any near term applications In addition, con-
siderable uncertainties had arisen regarding the
performance obtainable with the MPD thruster.
The most serious problem was entrainment c:'
ambient low pressure gas into the thruster exhaust
plume. An excellent review of this early phase
of the work is described in Ref. 6.

CAPACITOR LINE

T

- A N O D E

POWER
SUPPLY

ARC CHAMBER

Fig. h. Typical quasi-steady MPD
research apparatus.
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During the period described above, the thruster
was ini'cially conceived as an arc jet which imparted
thermal energy to a propeUant flow passing
through an arc. Modifications were introduced
early to utilize j x B forces as the governing thrust
producing mechanism. Several thruster approaches
were explored in mainly an empirical fashion
toward increasingly higher levels of thrust effi-
ciency and specific impulse levels. However,
much of this early performance data is not con-
sidered reliable because of the ectrainment prob-
lem and the possibility of interactions between the
thruster electromagnetic fields and the vacuum
tank walls. Most of theue experimental thrusters
were designed to operate at a power level between
20 to 100 kW. Lifetimes of 50 to 75 hours were
achieved.

Efforts to minimiee test environment inter-
actions with the thruster resulted in a quasi-steady ,
state technique being evolved (Ref. 7). This
quasi-steady state concept requires the application
of a current pulse of sufficient duration and mag-
nitude to allow the arc current and mass flow to
reach a steady state. Stable and diffuse current
patterns can be established in t veral tens of
microseconds in a coaxial configuration (Ref. 8).
These techniques resulted in more realistic values
of thruster performance being obtained. Maxi-
mum thruster efficiencies w.sre found to range
from 10 to 30% and specific impulse values of 3000
sec for the heavy propellants to 400 Bee for the
light propellants. Pulse techniques offer the addi-
tional attraction of being able to operate at the
higher power levels during the pulse while oper-
ating from a low average power level. The effi-
ciency of the MPD thruster, which has been found
to increase with power level (Ref. 9), can there-
fore be maintained at a higher level. In addition,
varying the duty cycle provides power throttling
capabilities without any apparent sacrifices in
overall efficiency allowing the thruster output to
be matched to variations in a power supply during
a mission.

Ba3ic limitations previously appeared to exist,
limiting thruster operation because of coupling
between arc current and accelerated mass flow
rate. As arc currents are increased for a given
propellant flow rate, a point is reached above
which various undesirable effects occur such as
insulator and electrode ablation, mass recircula-
tion, and terminal voltage fluctuations. The onset
of these effects was taken as an upper limitation
on arc current for a given flow rate. Recent
results (Ref. 10) have shown that this limitation is
associated with cathode phenomena. Modification
of the cathode arcj allows these limitations to be
breached. The higher values of arc current asso-
ciate with larger cathode areas implies greater
exhaust velocities based on the fundamental self-
field thrust relation T a Jz.

. The projected performance of this MPD thruster
is shown in Fig. 2. The existing performance and
trend are indicated along with a performance pro-
jection obtained from Ref. l i . Ion thruster
projected performance obtained from Ref. 12 is
also included on the figure for comparison. All
cost comparison made in this paper assume the
use of a 7.5 MW thruster capable of operating
either steady state or in a pulsed mode.
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Fig. 2. electric thruster efficiency
with argon.

Space Power Platforms Applications

With the advent of an operational shuttle vast
opportunities will open up for the use of space.
Near earth applications will require increasing
amounts of electric power for space base support,
space industrialization and manufacture, and
possibly generation of power as an electric utility.
At the present time it is visualized that these plat-
forms will begin on a moderate scale and that
increasingly larger space power platforms will be
required to generate this power, which will be
transmitted to other satellites or to earth by
laser or microwave transmission. Power levels
under consideration range from 100's of kilowatts
in the 1985 to 1995 time period to 100's of mega-
watts after 1995 and eventually growing to 1000'a
of megawatts. The orbit ior these platforms
would be in geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO) at
nearly continuous sunlight and at a fixed position
relative to earth.

Transportation of the building materials for this
power platform from the shuttle low earth orbit
(LEO) to GEO is a major consideration in the
economic viability of this concept. Chemical and
electrical propulsion are both being examined for
this application. The £V required for impulsive
transfer from LEO to GEO is 4300 m/sec. The
electric propulsion option will require a higher
energy spiral orbit and therefore will require 6200
m/sec with an additional 10% gravity gradient
torques. Use of electric propulsion would permit
the platform to be assembled in LEO and then draw
upon its electrical power for vehicle transfer to
the higher orbit. The low thrust levels of electric
propulsion are consistent with this concept since
the low thrust level tnrustera could be distributed
over the lightweight structure, thereby minimizing
further structural requirements during orbit
raising.

A cost analysis of the various transportation
options is described in Ref. 13. The cost for the
chemical delivery of payload to GEO is estimated
at $330/kg. Costs using electric propulsion are
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shown in Fig. 3 for a 4000 M W platform. The
mass to povrer levels are consistent with flight
times that range from 10 to 120 days from LEO to
GEO (Fig. 4). The shorter flight-timeB,occur with
lower exhaust velocities and with smaller mass to
power ratios. In this analysis it is assumed that
the full array power is used for propulsion during
the orbit transfer. The cost advantage that is
evident for the MPD thruster for this application
accrue mainly due to the lower exhaust velocity,
lower power processing mass, and the high thrust
deneity advantage that the MPD thruster can pro-
vide. .Thruster and power processor weights were
used to arrive at comparative costs using the same
cost/kg for each. The cost curves of Fig. 3 in-
crease at lower exhaust velocities due to the
increased propellant consumption. For the same
power available the heavier mass will have a
higher mass to power ratio requiring longer trip

. time and propellant resulting in increased costs.

Based on projected efficiencies and subject to
the cost estimates used, the MPD thruster appears
promising as a candidate for this type of applica-
tion. Further work is required on the MPD
thruster in order to obtain better performance and
cost estimates.

! : i

Nuclear Electric Propulsion i
Applications

Future exploration of the solar system will
require the use of nuclear electric propulsion to
accomplish many of the planned high energy mis-
sions. Work is underway at JPLand ERDA on
the design of a nuclear electric propulsion (NEP)
spacecraft capable of accomplishing these mission!
(Ref. 14). The spacecraft will utilize a fast
nuclear reactor power source, thermionic conver-
sion of heat to electric power, and electric pro-
pulsion for electric power to thrust. High specific
impulse thruster operation will r-e required for
these missions (near 9000 sec). The large exhaust
area that ion thrusters require creates problems
in incorporating these thrusters into a spacecraft.
Recently the operation of an MPD thruster oper-
ating from a thermionic converter matrix has been
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25 50
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Fig. -4. LEO to GEO flight time - self-powered
4000 MWe SEP without solar

degradation (Ref 13)

examined (Ref. 15', for a 400 kW thrust power
level. A system schematic is shown in Fig. 5.
The system weights involved were found to be
comparable with those of an ion thruster system.
Power conversion efficiencies of 90% were cal-
culated. The small MPD thruster size makes inte-
gration into the NEP spacecraft a much less com-
plex task. Higher efficiencies, specific impulse
levels, and lifetimes will, however, be required
of the MPD thruster before it can effectively
compete with the ion thruster for this applicati i .

# Another use of the NEP vehicle could be for
transfer of cargo from LEO to GEO. A drawing
of an NEP vehicle used as a cargo transfer vehicle
is shown in Fig. 6. The cargo would be trans-
ferred in containerized pallets. The container
wouJd be brought up to LEO in a Separate shuttle-
launch with the sequence of operations being as
depicted in Fig. 7. A logistics depot would be
required to maintain separation between the shuttle
and the nuclear spacecraft. Cargo transfer
vehicles of this type would be required to 3upply
materials for manned GEO satellites, space manu-
facturing and also if a space station were to be
assembled in GEO. The economics again deter-
mines the most optimum approach. The cost anal-
ysis from Ref. 13 is shown for this nuclear earth
tug application in Fig. 8. The co3t of this tug
using tne MPD thruster s is much lower than when
using the ion thruster. This is because the orbit

25 50

EXHAUST VELOCITY,

75 100

Fig. 3. LEO to GEO transportation costs -
self-powered 4000 MWe SEP without

solar degradation (Ref. 13)

Fig, 5. Self inductive type of circuit for
coupling a thermionic reactor and a

MPD thruster.
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In light of these potential uses and recent re-
search that has indicated possible thruster improve-
ments, it appears highly desirable to initiate an MPD
thruster development program in the near future.

Fig. 6. Nuclear electric propulsion cargo
transfer vehicle.

transfer time is less w._ the low specific impulse.
In this case a clear optimum is indicated at an
exhaust velocity of about 20 km/s, in the region
where MPD thrusters have recently been operated
(Ref. 16).

Summary

On f*>e basis of :os': comparisons .-irtrt projected
performance, ..pace applications exist for ihe MPD
thruster in both t\e orbit raising of e pov.-ei plat-
form and fjr a rrtclear cargo tug. Performs nee
improverr.ents over those presently projected,cor
this thruster would also make the MPD tlirustey a
candidate (or use on interplanetary exploration
vehicles. An evaluation of the potential for SUCRJ
performance improvement is currently in'
progress. : \

35, 800 km
(19, 323 NM)
SYNEQ ORBIT
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DISCUSSION

J . P. LAYTON: Have you identified the overall
thruster system including i t s feeding, valvliig,
tightening, e tc .? Some delineation of the over-
a l l systen that other people could use when they
are doing enncepting for primary propulsion for
this system would be very useful.

F. V. PAWLIK: Work hasn' t proceeded that far as
yet.
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MINI-CAVITY PLASMA CORE REACTORS FOR DUAL-MODE
SPACE NUCLEAR POWER/PROPULSION SYSTEMS*

Stanley Chow
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey

Abstract

A mini-cavity plasma core reactor is investi-
gated for potential use in a dual-mode space power
and propulsion system. In the propulsive node,
hydrogen propelIant is injected radially inward
through the reactor solid regions and into the
cavity. The propellant is heated by both solid
driver fuel elements surrounding the cavity and
uranium plasma before it is exhausted out the
nozzle. The propellant only removes a fraction
of tha driver power, the remainder is transferred
by a coolant fluid to a power conversion system,
which incorporates a radiator for heat rejection.
In the power generation mode, the plasma and pro-
pellant flows are shut off, and the driver elements
supply thermal power to the power conversion sys-
tem, which generates electricity for primary
electric propulsion purposes. Neutronic feasibi-
lity of dual mode operation and smaller reactor
sizes than those previously investigated are shown
to be possible. A heat transfer analysis of one
such reactor shows that the dual-mode concept is
applicable when power generation mode thermal
power levels are within the same order of magni-
tude as direct thrust mode thermal power levels.
However, adequate uranium plasma retention still
needs to be demonstrated and mission analyses are
required to identify the mission capabilities of
this concept and compare them with alternative
approaches.

1. Introduction

In 1971, Hyland of the NASA Lewis Research
Center offered an alternative to the much larger
coaxial plasma core reactor with his mini-cavity
concept shown in Figure 1. * By surrounding the
cavity with uraniuc carbide fuel elements, a neu-
tronics analysis showed that a substantial reduc-
tion in size is possible from the all-plasma fuel
configuration. Hyland has shown that the reactor
is small enough to be carried in the space shuttle
cargo bay and would be appropriately sized for
automated space missions.

Wark on the mini-cavity reactor concept was
discontinued at the Lewis Research Center follow-
ing the cancellation of the United States nuclear
rocket program in 1973. The present NASA effort
is devoted to the lower cost uranium hexafluoride
program which will contribute enormously to the
basic understanding of all plasma core concepts.

Should interest in the mini-cavity reactor be
revived, an additional benefit of this reactor
configuration should be considered. Hyland has
only analyzed his reactor for propulsion purposes.
By extracting thermal power from the solid fuel
elements, long-term electric power is available

EXAMPLES Of
DR.VER FUEL
jLEHENTS

Figure 1 Mini-Cavity Plasma Core Engine

via a power conversion system. The use of the
reactor for both electric power generation and
propulsion purposes is called dual mode operation.

The idea of a dual-mode space nuclear reactor
system originated with Beveridge 2 for the solid
core NERVA (Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle
Application.-,) and later at Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory for the SNRE (Small Nuclear Rocket
Engine). In each case, an electric power con-
version system was tacked on to the engine by
utilizating its hydrogen-cooled structural elements
Ctie-tubes) as an energy source. Subsequent to
thrust termination, the power system was designed
to deliver long-term power: 10 kWe for the SNRE
and 25 kWe for NERVA.

The power generated by these two systems was
intended for use in payload operations, e.g.,
spacecraft communications, attitude control by
small electric thrusters, etc. However, the real
advantage of the dual-mode concept lies in its
ability to generate sufficiently high electric
power levels (0.1 MWe or greater) for use in
primary electric propulsion. Thus, the high-
thrust nuclear propulsion mode is employed for
planetocentric operations, where high thrust-to-
mass ratios are desired, and the low thrust elec-
tric propulsion node is utilized for heliocentric
operations, where high effective exhaust velocities
are optimum.

It is desirable to see if the mini-cavity plasma
core reactor is capable of dual mode operation in
useful propulsion and electric power ranges. The

This research was performed for a M.S.E. thesis and1 was supported by NASA grant NGR-31-001-328.
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dual mode system is shown in Figure 2, including
the engine and power conversion systems. Either
a dynamic (Brayton or Rankine) or direct (ther-
mionic) power conversion system may be used.
The thermionic system may utilize either in-core
OT out-of-core .diodes. In addition, heat pipes
may be used to remove heat from the driver region'
instead of the usual coolant fluid.

HHM-PIPE BADIftTOB

Figure 2 Nuclear Fission Plasma Core
Dual-Mode System Concept

In the propulsive mode, hydrogen is injected
radially inward through the pressure shell. The
propelIant absorbs a certain amount of driver
power as it passes through the solid regions of
the reactor. It then undergoes further heatii.g
from the fissioning plasma in the cavity region
before being exhausted through a nozzle to produce
thrust. Meanwhile, the excess driver thermal
power which is not absorbed by the propellant is
transported away by the coolant fluid to a radia-
tor where it is dissipated into space.

In the power generation mode, the hydrogen and
plasma flows are shut off and the remaining gases
in the core are exhausted into space. The reac-
tivity of the driver is increased to maintain
reactor cvitXcality and the driver power level is
adjusted as dictated by electric power require-
ments. In this mode, the driver thermal power is
removed solely by the coolant fluid or by heat
pipes.

Figure 3 Spherical Reactor Analytical Model

The analysis is based on the use of the general
energy equation:

pv Vh + V
• 1c + V CD

where p is the fluid density, v is^he fluid
velocity, h is the fluid enthalpy, qc is the
conductive heat flux vector, qr is the radiative
heat flux vector, and S is the internal energy
generation per unit volume.

The source term S is the energy generated
in the plasma core or solid driver region by
nuclear fission. In order to evaluate this term,
the neutron flux through the reactor is calculated.
Again, because of the first-order nature of this
analysis, the simplest one-group diffusion method
is used.

The neutron flux has the general solutions

E cos(Br) E, sin(Br)
A = _i i _±

for the fueled regions and

E4e

(2)

(3)

II. Analysis

A spherical model is adopted to describe the
mini-cavity reactor and is shown.in Figure 3.
Only variations in the radial direction are con-
sidered. The use of a one-dimensional model may
introduce sizable errors, but is appropriate for
this preliminary investigation.

for the remaining regions. E^ are constants
composed of region radii and material properties,
B is the buckling, L is the diffusion length,
and r. is the radial position.

The pressure shell is essentially transparent
to thermal neutrons and therefore the neutron
flux fyj vanishes for this region. Equations
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(2) and (3) are applied to the five remaining
regions along with ten boundary conditions which
require the flux to remain finite at the center,
the flux to vanish at the extrapolated boundary,
and the neutron fluxes and current densities

The source term S can be written as:

S = e (7)

(-p3 to be continuous across the interfaces.

The neutron fluxes are then expressed in terms
of a constant and the driver buckling B4 .

Specifying the driver power will determine
the constant. The driver buckling oust have a
value such that the reactor is critical. This is
accomplished by changing the driver reactivity
until the condition is met.

where <£j is the plasma neutron flux obtained
from the neutronic analysis.

Since the plasma is optically thick, the radia-
tive heat flux can be written as:

16a _3 dT
T -

The total reactor power Q is the sum of
the plasma core power Qc and the driver power
Qd . or

r 2dr

dr]

where e is the average energy released per

fission event, Z is the macroscopic fission
cross section, ijij and <j>4 are the neutron
fluxes through the plasma and driver regions
respectively, r, is the radius of the plasma,
and and are the inner and outer radii
of the driver region respectively.-

Since equation (4) is temperature dependent
through the plasma macro: ̂opic fission cross
section, it must be solved an iterative method.
An initial temperature distribution is assumed
throughout the entire reactor and then the neutron
flux is calculated in each region for a critical
reactor. The neutron flux distribution is then
utilized to calculate a new temperature distribu-
tion by using the heat transfer analysis described
in the following paragraphs. The new distribution
is compared with the old and the entire process
is repeated until the error between successive
distributions is reduced to a specified value.

The heat transfer analysis is applied to the
uranium plasma, propellant, and solid regions.
Starting with the stationary, spherically
symmetric plasma, equation (1) becomes:

(5)

If 0̂ . is assumed to be small compared to
, equation (5) can be readily integrated:

IT = K L '*2 S dr* (6)

where <3 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, aR

is the Rosseland mean absorption coefficient,
and T is the temperature.

Since the heat fl"x vanishes at the center and
the plasma edge tern; ture is found from the
propellant heat tran. analysis, equations (6)
to (8) are used to det.. ne the plasma tempera-
ture distribution.

The radial component of the energy equation (I)
for the propellant region is given by:

„•> in apvr 3F + dF q ) • = 0 (9)

where Vr is the radial velocity component.

Calculation of the true radial velocity
distribution would require the solution of the
two dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. This
is not appropriate for this preliminary analysis,
and therefore a very simple model is used to
describe the radial velocity. It is assumed
that the velocity decreases linearly from the
cavity wall to a value of zero at the propellant/
plasma interface.

The conductive heat flux is simply

= - Kcd?

where K£ is the thermal conductivity.

The radiative heat flux is written as

qr = 2a T 2
4 E3(T) -20 T

4 E 3 M +

20 f r [T E3 ( T ) + E 4 C T ) " l]
(ID

where E = / u e du = exponential integral
n 0

T = /„ a dr = optical depth
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a = absorption coefficient of the seeded
gas

and T 2 = cavity wall temperature.

By specifying T2 and the inlet propellant
velocity at the wall, equations (9) to (11) are
solved for the propellant temperature distribution
in the core.

It is assumed that all heat transfer in the
solid regions is by conduction, and that all
power generated in the driver region is extracted
by the inflowing propellant or by the working
fluid of the power conversion system. Since
solid-gas heat transfer coefficients are unknown,
the temperature distributions in the solid regions
and in the propellant in these regions are assumed
to be identical. Therefore, the Foisson equation
is solved for the driver region and the Laplace
equation for the remaining solid regions (reflec-
tor, moderator, and pressure shell).

(12)

(13)

for the driver region and

T = C + j-

for the remaining regions, a, b, c, and d are
constants evaluated from the boundary conditions
which require temperatures and heat fluxes to
be continuous across interfaces and temperatures
to be specified at the cavity wall and at the outer
wall of the pressure shell.

q<l is an effective power density which is
evaluated in the following manner. Qj t the
driver powur, is distributed between the propellant
and the porfer conversion system working fluid.
The parameter K is defined as the fraction of
the driver power delivered to the power conversion
system. Therefore, (1-K) Qj is absorbed by the
propellant in the driver region, and the total
propellant power (1, is given by:

Qp - Qc (14)

(l-K)<?d/[4/3ir(r4
S.T3

3)].qj is then equal to

K is determined from the fuel element operating
temperature.

The analysis used above describes the propulsive
mode and provides a method to determine reactor
power allocations. Therefore, for given reactor
conditions, the driver power can be varied to obtain
a range of core, total propellant, and heat rejec-
tion powers.

In this mode, the thermal power KQ^ extracted
by the power conversion system working fluid

is rejected into space by the radiator (except
possibly for a small amount nee'sd for housekeeping
purposes). Therefore, the power conversion system
is essentially idle in the propulsive mode.

In the power generation mode, the fuel and pro-
pellant flows are shut off and all the thermal
power produced in the driver region is delivered
to the power conversion system. The first step
in analyzing the power mode is to investigate
reactor criticality. This is accomplished with
the neutronics analysis developed above, with
plasma and propellant densities taken snail enough
to simulate an evacuated cavity. If a reactor is
critical in the power mode, it will also be critical
in the propulsive mode, as the jlasma contributes
only a small positive reactivity.

A heat transfer analysis was not performed for
the reactor operating in the power mode; however,
conclusions drawn from the propulsive mode anlaysis
may be extrapolated to determine the general char-
acteristics of the dual-mode system. As in the
propulsive mode, the thermal power is assumed to
be delivered to the power conversion system via
heat pipes or a working fluid.

If the driver fuel elements were operated at
the same power level for both modes, the total
energy delivered to the power conversion system
would be greater during the power mode, since
there is no propellant flow to draw off a fraction
of the driver pownr. However, the driver power
can and should be operated at a lower power level
in the power mode, since lifetime requirements
(e.g., several years) dictate lower material
temperatures than in the relatively short-term
propulsive mode. Thus the maximum driver power
in the power mode should be KQJ , the same as
is absorbed by the working fluid in the propulsive
mode. Then the temperature constraints imposed
iti ?o';ul >ive mode will not be violated in the
pow mode, Power levels may be further decreased
from KQj as necessary for lifetime needs.

The electric power
is then

generated by the system

where TL is the efficiency of the power
conversion system and Q.' is the driver power
in the power mode.

The engine mass can only be estimated in this
preliminary study. It is the sum of the reactor,
turbupump, nozzle, control, and structural masses.
The total system mass is the sum of the engine
and power conversion systen (including radiator)
masses. All except the reactor mass are calculated
by simple power-dependent scaling.

It should be noted that the radiator mass is
also dependent on radiator sink temperature as
well as the amount of heat to be rejected. It
is difficult to say whether the radiator mass
is greater in the power or propulsive node without
a cycle analysis. The more massive radiator should
be used for both modes.
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III. Discussion of Results

The accuracy of the model used here is checked
against the more sophisticated model used by
Hyland. For a 500-atmosphere reactor with a
driver power of 19.7 megawatts, a core power of
4.95 megawatts is calculated as compared to
Hyland's value of 4.55 megawatts. It is therefore
concluded that this model is accurate enough for
a preliminary survey.

However, this configuration rejects a sizable
amount of thermal power: 17.7 megawatts. It is
clearly desirable to operate at lower driver power
levels. In addition, Hyland fixed his reactor
dimensions to fit in the shuttle bay. Smaller
size reactors should be investigated.

The first step is to estimate the minimum size
reactor which could be critical either with or
without the core. Accurate definition of the true
minimum size reactor, which would require a
detailed parametric study incorporating variable
reactor region dimensions and compositions, is
not considered appropriate for this study.

Hyland's reactor is again used as the reference
reactor and various parameters are perturbed.
Three temperatures must be fixed in the solid
regions for the analysis to proceed: the
maximum solid fuel driver temperature (set at
2000 K), the reactor inlet temperature (set at
293 K], and the cavity wall temperature (1523 K).

A constant a is defined as the dimensii-iless
new reactor radius (a = 1 corresponds to Hyland's
reactor dimensions). The region*sizes of the new
reactor are obtained by multiplying th3 corres-
ponding dimensions of the reference reactor by
a . Therefore, the dimensions of the regions are
always-in-the same proportion as Hyland's reactor
for each reactor examined.

It is assumed that there is no plasma present
in the cavity and K is arbitrarily selected
as 0.5. With K and the temperature constraints
selected, a is a function only of Qj. There-
fore an a is generated for each Qj selected.

However, a must also satisfy the criticality
requirement. For the fuel loading of 20 kg of
233

U in the driver region, the reactor becomes
subcritical below a = 0.708. Table 1 shows the
dimensions and mass of this minimum size reactor
as compared with that of Hyland, indicating a
considerably smaller mass than Hyland's, which
in turn was itself considerably lower than that
of the all-plasma fuel concepts. This suggests
that the dual-mode plasma-core engine could
provide excellent payload performance.

The calculations are then repeated with plasma
in the cavity to determine the core power. Al-
though the driver fuel provides almost all the
reactor's reactivity, the plasma contributed a
small positive reactivity which can be controlled,
by increasing neutron absorption with control
devices in the driver region, to prevent the
reactor from becoming supercritical.
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For this minimum size reactor with K = 0.5,
the driver power was 2.89 megawatts and the core
power 0.206 megawatts - too low for propulsive
mode operation. Therefore, it is of interest
to examine other driver powers for the minimum
size reactor.

In order to satis1"/ the temperature constraints,
(1-K) Qj is kept constant as Qj is varied. The
results are presented in Figure 4, which shows K
plotted against the core/driver ratio Qc/Q<j
for various total powers (sum of the driver and
core powers), Q . This map is then used to
calculate the overall system performance.

Figure 4 Power Level and Distribution Map
for Minimum-Size Plasma Core

Reactor

Table 2 shows the breakdown in power alloca-
tions and masses for two values of 0,,/Qd . The
total propellant power is given by equation (14)
and the electric power by equation (15), with the
power conversion system efficiency taken to be
0.25. The engine mass includes reactor, turbo-
pump, nozzle, control, and structure masses. The
total system mass is obtained by summing the
engine mass and power conversion syste' iss.
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Table 2 Breakdown of Total Systca Mass for
Minimus Reactor Ma»5

Total
Poner,(Q)

MWt

2.2

J.2

4.3

t . 4

10.6

IS.8

Core'
Drivor

O.I

0.4

O.I

0.4

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.88

LSI

2.15

1.02

2 17

1.81

-••.22

4.45

n. ico

D M

(1.600

1.54

S.28

Z.SO

. ,

1 2B4

1 Z'J'I

1 510

1 j l u
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6 ISO

11 100

9 990

• 044

1 610

snou

4 019

5 '76

5 95*

J 60S

9 88 !

7 675

11 (.56

These results are used to plot Figure 5, which
shows the variation of total system mass versus
propellant thermal power and electric power for
various values of Q/Q
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Figure 5 Total Systen Mass vs Electric
and Propellant Thermal Powers

Note that there are two curves f.or the propell-
ant thermal.power, since this quantity is depen-
dent on Qc/Q(j . However, the electric power
curve is quite insensitive to Qc/Qj so that
only one curve is needed to represent all Q /Q,
values. c ^*

From Figure 5, it can be concluded that for
the minimum-sized reactor, dual mode operation
is limited to high electric power requirements
(greater than 1 MWe). This limitation is imposed
by the fact that if interesting levels of propul-
sive power are to be utilized, the reactor must

be operated at high total power. Therefore, a
large amount of driver power must be delivered to
the power conversion system.

For example, if a dual mode system is required
to produce 2.0 MWt of propel lant power at Qc/Q<j =
0.1, Figure 5 can be used to find the electric
power and the system mass. In this case, the
system mass is 8000 kg and the electric power
produced in the power mode is 1.6 MWe.

It is observed from Table 2 that the power
conversion system mass dominates the total system
mass at the higher powers. It is beneficial
to the performance if the power conversion system
mass can bp reduced, suggesting the use of
advanced heat pipe, Brayton cycle, and thermionic
conversion technology.

A full map of possible reactor sizes and power
levels is not explored in the present study;
clearly this needs to be done before the scale,
configuration, or performance specifications for
reactor models can be selected.

IV. Conclusions

The mini-cavity plasma core reactor was found
to be capable of dual-mode operation. A reference
reactor was found to have excess reactivity, and
as a result the reactor size was substantially
reduced (about 30%). The resulting reactor was
smaller than any other plasma core concept pre-
viously investigated. It was critical with or
without plasma present in the cavity and therefore
was neutronically feasible for dual mode operation.

The fraction of driver power removed to the
power conversion system K was plotted against
the ratio of core to driver power Qe/Oj for
several total reactor powers. From this map
propellant thermal powers, electric power:;,
engine mass, power conversion system mass, and
total system mass were calculated and used to
generate a performance map of total system mass
versus electric or propellant thermal power for
various Q C/QJ •

It was observed that this reactor possesses
characteristics for dual-mode applications which
require the driver thermal power level during
the power mode to be of the same order of magnitude
as the nozzle exhaust power level during the prop-
ulsive mode. For example, one dual mode system
produces 2.0 MWt of propellant thermal power in
the propulsive mode, 1.6 MWe of electric power in
the power mode (utilizing a 2S'i efficient power
conversion system), and has a total system mass
of 8000 kg. Such an electric power output can
be used by magnetoplasmadynamic arcJets for
primary electric propulsion.

The analysis is preliminary in nature. Th«
neutronics calculations should be redone using
a multigroup method (diffusion or transport
code). Bstter representation of the heat transfer
.and fluid dynamics processes occurring in the
cavity is needed, A two-dimensional heat transfer
analysis of the driver region is necessary,
particularly in the power mode. Systems analyses
are needed for the power conversion system
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(including radiatorJ and various subsystems such
as the nozzle and turbopump. Finally, a broad
range of reactor sizes and powprs should be
examined.

Aside from this analysis, two critical questions
must be answered. The first is the feasibility •
of uranium plasma retention, which should be
answered by planned reactor experiments. The
second concerns the usefulness of the dual mode
concept. Mission analyses are required to deter- •
mine what missions are appropriate for this concept
and how it compares with alternative methods
such as a chemical-nuclear electric rocket combina-
tion.
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DISCUSSION

F. C. SCHWESK: What kind of /.hrust levels were
you getting?

S. CHCW: 400 Newtons.

F. C. SCHWENK: So when you fcere using the
propulsive mode with the plasma, it was still a
fairly low thrus-t machine.

J. GREY: If you look way back in the early 1960's,
one felt that the ideal rockec would be one that
gave high thrust to mass ratios in the neighbor-
hood of a planet and very high specific Impulse
when not near a planet. So we therefore said we
have been looking at this dual mode thing for a
Icing time in the solid core configuration, and the
solid core system constraints are such that you
get at least an order or two of magnitude ratio
between the direct thrust and the amount of power
available for electric, because you are taking most
of the heat out on direct thrust. This gas core
system uniquely offers an opportunity to have all
those power levels where t'ue electric power is very
high (the same order of magnitude) as direct thrust.
It turned out there were some missions that looked
very nice, with this, but we haven't yet compared
them with missions which might be done the same
way with, say, a chemical rocket plus a nuclear
reactor, and that is a comparison that must be
made.
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Abstract

Analytical and experimental investigations are
being conducted to demonstrate the feasibility of
fissioning uranium plasma core reactors and to
characterize space and terrestrial applications for
such reactors. Uranium hexafluorlde (UFg) fuel is
injected into core ̂ Bvities and confined away from
the surface by argon buffer gas injected tangen-
tially from the peripheral walls. Power, in the
form of thermal radiation emitted from the high-
temperature nuclear fuel, is transmitted through
fused-silica transparent walls to working fluids
which flow in axial channels embedded in ssgments
of the aavity walls.

Radiant heat transfer calculations were
performed for a six-cavity reactor configuration;
each ccvity is approximately 1 m in diameter by
4.35 m in length. Axial working fluid channels are
located along a fraction of each cavity peripheral
wall. The remainder of the cavity wall is con-
structed of highly reflective aluminum which
focuses radiant energy onto the working fluid
channels. Results of calculations for outward-
directed radiant energy fluxes corresponding to
radiating temperatures of 2000 to 5000 K indicate
tote.l operating pressures from 80 to 650 atm,
centerline temperatures from 690O to 30,000 K, and

• total radiated powers from 25 to 2500 Mil,- respec-
tively.

Applications are described for this type of
reactor such as (1) high-thrust, high-specific-
impulse space propulsion, (2) highly efficient sys-
tems "or generation of electricity, and (3) hydro?
gen or synthetic fuel production systems using the
intense radiant energy fluxes.

Introduction

Since 1955, various researchers have
considered the prospects for utilizing nuclear
energy with fissile fuel in the gaseous state,
Most of this work was concentrated on the gaseous
nuclear reactor technology required for high-per-
formance space propulsion systems. The current
research program on gaseous nuclear reactors
includes continued consideration of high-thrust,
high-specific-Impulse space propulsion applications
and, in addition, plasma core reactor (PCH) appli-
cations for meeting terrestrial energy needs.

Extraction of energy from the fission process
with the nuclear fuel in gaseous form allows oper-
ation at much higher temperatures than those of
conventional nuclear reactors with solid fuel
elements. Higher operating temperatures, in
general, lead to more efficient thermodynamic
cycles and, in the case of fissioning uranium
plasma core reactors, result in many possible
applications,employing dire?' transfer of energy in
the form of electromagnetic radiation. The appli-
cations for PCR's require significant research and
technology development, but the benefits in poten-
tial increases of domestic energy resources and
utilization, reductions in environmental impact,
and the development of n«w highly-efficient techni-
ques for extracting energy from the fission process
with nuclear fuel in the gaseous or plasma state
justify an investment to establish the feasibility
of fissioning uranium PCR's as a prime energy
source,,

Possible applications for plasma core reactors

(1) High-thrust, high-specific-impulse space
propulsion.

(2) Advanced closed-cycle gas turbine driven
electrical generators.

(3) MHD power conversion systems for generating
electricity.

CO Photochfemical or thermochemical processes such
aE dissociation of hydrogenous materials to
produce hydrogen.

(5) Thorium—Uranium-233 theriual breeder
reactor with gas turbine driven electrical
generators.

(6) Direct nuclear pumping of lasers by fission
fragment energy deposition in lasing gas
mixtures.

(7) Optical pumping of lasers by thermal and non- •
equilibrium electromagnetic radiation from
fissioning UPg gas and/or fissioning uranium
plasmas.

Cavity reactor, experiments he Oeen conducted

to measure critical masses in ce .'-y reactors to

obtain data for comparison witu theoretical

^Research sponsored by HftSA Langley Research Center, Contract NAS1-13291, Mod. 2.
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calculations at both Los Alamos Scientific
laboratory (LASL) and the national Reactor Testing
Station (NRTS) in Idaho Falls. Critical mass
measurements have been made on both single cavity
and multiple cavity configurations. In general,
nucleonics calculations have corresponded to with-
in a few percent of the experimental measurements.
A review of these experiments is contained in
Ref. 1. These studies provide the basis for selec-
ting additional experiments to demonstrate the
feasibility of the plasma core nuclear reactors.

A program plan for establishing the feasibility
of fissioning UFg gas and uranium plasma reactors
has been formulated by NASA and is described in
Eefs. 2 and 3. Briefly, the series of reactor
tests consists of gaseous nuclear reactor experi-
ments of increasing performance, culminating in an
approximately 5 MJ fissioning uranium plasma reac-
tor experiment. Each reactor experiment in the
series will yield basic physical data on gaseous
fissioning uranium and basic engineering data
required for design of the next experiment. Initial
reactor experiments will consist of low^power,
self-critical cavity reactor configurations employ-
ing undissociated, nonionized UFg fuel at near
minimum temperatures required to maintain the fuel
in gaseous fonn. Power level, operating tempera-
tures, and pressures will be systematically
increased in subsequent experiments to approximate-
ly 100 kW, 1800 K, and 20. atm, respectively. The
final 5 MW reactor experiment will operate with a
fissioning uranium plasma at conditions for which
the injected UFg will be dissociated and ionized
in the active reactor core. A review of the
initial UFg reactor experiments in the planned
series"conducted at LASL is given in the Proceed-
ings of this conference and in Ref. k. Discussions
of experimentally realized nuclear pumped lasers
are also given in the Proceedings of this
conference (Session III) and in Kef. 5.

which indicate the overall features of the applica-
tion systems and the method of integration of the
principal components with the gaseous nuclear
reactor energy source.

Plasma Core Beactor Configurations

The analytical investigations reported herein
were performed to examine potentiality attractive
applications for gaseous nuclear reactors fueled
by UFg and its decomposition products at operating
temperatures of 2000 to 6000 K and pressures of
approximately 100 to 650 atm. Emphasis was placed
on predictions of performance of this class of gas-
eous nuclear reactors (1) as the primary energy
cource for high-thrust, high-specific-impulse space
propulsion applications, (2) as the energy source
for highly efficient systems for generation of
electricity, (3) as the source of high intensity
photon flux for heating seeded working fluid gases
for applications such as hydrogen production and
MHD power extraction, and (h) in a Thorium—Urani-
um-233 nuclear breeding fuel cycle. Configurations
to permit the coupling of the intense radiant
energy fluxes to working fluids are presented.
Energy conversion systems using the gaseous nuclear
reactor as the prime energy source were analyzed to
determine system performance and thermoaynamie
efficiencies. Conceptual designs are presented

In the pT.asma gorer£««e8?rc£8eB$tcoricept a
high-temperature, high-pressure plasma is sustained
via the fission process in a uranium gas injected
as UFg or other uranium compounds. Containment of
the plasma is accomplished fluid-mechanically by
means of an argon-driven vortex which also serves
to thermally isolate the hot fissioning gases from
the surrounding wall. For applications which
employ thermal radiation emitted from the plasma,
an internally-cooled transparent wall can be
employed to isolate the nuclear fuel, fission frag-
ments, and argon in a closed-cycle flow loop and
permit transfer of the radiant energy from the
plasma to an external working fluid. For applica-
tions which employ fission-fragment-induced, short
wavelength, nonequillbrium radiation emitted from
the plasma, the working fluid such as lasing gases
can be either mixed with fissioning gas or injected
into t\\e peripheral buffer gas region such that
there is no blockage of radiation due to the
intrinsic absorption characteristics of transparent
materials at short wavelengths. The FCR configura-
tions discussed belo.. are for applications based on
use of intense thermal radiation transmitted
through transparent walls to working fluids;
closed-loop circulation of gaseous nuclear fuel and
buffer gas is an intrinsic feature of the config-
urations.

Geometry of Unit Cells and Reactor

Concepts for coupling radiant energy from a
fissioning plasma to working fluids are shown in
Fig. 1. The unit cell shown at the top of Fig. 1
is from the nuclear light bulb space propulsion
concept described in Ref. 6. Energy is transferred
by thermal radiation from gaseous uranium fuel
through an internally-cooled transparent wall to
seeded hydrogen prppellant. The fuel is kept away
from the transparent wall by a vortex flow field
created by the tangential injection of buffer' gas
near the inside surface of the transparent wall.
The buffer gas and the entrained gaseous nuclear
fuel pass out through ports located on the center-
line of the endwall of the cavity.

An alternate unit cell configuration is shown
at the lower left of Fig. 1. The fuel and buffer
gas zone is surrounded by a reflective aluminum
liner with axial working fluid channels along-por-
tions of the periphery of the. fuel cell surface.
The reflective liner would be made of aluminum,
for example, which has a reflectivity of approxi-
mately 0.9 for the spectral distribution of .thermal
radiation emitted from the nuclear fuel. The liner
materials which are highly reflective to thermal
radiation reduce heating of the cavity surfaces
and concentrate the thermal radiation onto the
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working fluid channels. The working fluid could
be heated by being passed over graphite fins which
are not surrounded by fased-sllica tubes. Or, the
graphite fins could be replaced by micron-sized
particles or opaque gases to absorb the thermal
-Eradiation from the fissioning plasma.

A working fluid assembly which consists of a
series of uncooled U-tube-shaped fused-silica
coolant passages is shown in the lower right of
Fig. 1. The tubes have vails sufficiently thick to
withstand compressive pressure loadc should it be
desirable to operate the working fluid at a
pressure significantly lower than that In the
fissioning uranium plasma region. Interstitial
zones surrounding the U-tubes are filled with inert
gas (argon or helium) at the same pressure as the
plasma region. Working fluid such as helium passes
through the fused-silica tubes and is heated by
convection from high temperature graphite fins in-
side the fused-silica tubes which absorb thermal
radiation emitted from the plasma. The upper limit
on working fluid outlet temperature imposed by a
limit on the fused silica operating temperature
would be approximately 1200 K.

_ A sketch of a conceptual design of a plasma
core reactor for use in generating electricity is
shown In fig. 2. The reactor consists of /six unit
cells which are imbedded in a beryllium oxide
reflector-moderator and surrounded by a pressure
vessel. Each of the six unit cells ia a separate
cylindrical unit consisting of a fuel region
assembly and an outer Working fluid assembly. The
vuo assemblies can be withdrawn from opposite ends
of the reactor configuration for periodic main-
tenance and inspection. The fuel assembly consists
of a plasma fuel zone with nuclear fuel injected in
the form of UFg. The uranium used' in the UFg can
be either highly enriched U-235 or U-233. Gaseous
nuclear fuel is confined In the central region of
the fuel zone by argon buffer gas. The mixture of
nuclear fuel and argon buffer gas is withdrawn from
one or both endwalls at the axial centerline ..for
separation and recirculatlon.

A cross section of a breeder reactor version •
of a plasma core reactor is shown on the. bottom of
Fig. 2. Results of calculations of breeding
ratios arid doubling times for a plasma core breeder
reactor are described in a subsequent section.

Plasma core reactors which have been discussed
thus far have working fluid channels closely .coupled
neutronically to the reactor. Applications for
plasma core reactors are under consideration for
which It would be more advantageous to locate the
working fluid channels at positions other than
those adjacent to the fuel cavity, so that the
neutron absorbing characteristics of material in
the working fluid channels will be unimportant.
Thus, a transmission cell must be provided so that
thermal radiant energy flaxes can be transmitted
from the nuclear fuel cavity, through the moderator
and perhaps through the pressure vessel, to the

working fluid channels.

A schematic diagram of two possible plasma core
reactor configurations which make use of trans-
mission cells is shown in Fig. 3. The configura-
tion on the left shows an arrangement in which
transmission cells are connected to wciking fluid
channels within the pressure vessel, but outside
of the beryllium oxide reflector-moderator, thuf
minimizing the neutrpnic coupling between the fuel
cavity and working fluid channel. Potential appli-
cations for this configuration are principally
terrestrial. The configuration shown on the right
in Fig. 3 has a single centralized working fluid
channel which receives thermal radiant energy from
each of the surrounding six nuclear fuel cavities,
and which is outside of the innar pressure vessel
wall structure. This particular configuration can
be employed in providing a high temperature gaseous
propellant stream for space propulsion applications
or for terrestrial power conversion applications.
Further, radiant energy deposited in the reflective
liner as well as neutron and gamma energy deposited
in the moderator can be extracted to provide on-
board power for the space vehicle.

The transmission cell' employs series of
fused-silica transparent walls with intermediate
regions of gaseous hydrogen and/or deuterium gaa
to balance pressure between the fuel cavity region
and the transmission cell. The hydrogen and/or
deuterium gas provide a transparent light path for
the thermal radiation emitted from the plasma.
The gas also scatters neutrons effectively and,
therefore, reduces leakage of fast andtthermal
neutrons from the system. Thettransmission cell
supporting structure is cylindrical in shape and
the inner cylindrical wall is lined with a highly
reflective material such as aluminum. The reflec-
tive liner minimizes the loss of radiant energy to
the walls of the transmission cell as it is trans-
mitted from the fuel cavity to the working fluid
channel. The fused-silica walls which are compo-
nents of the transmission cells are not completely
•transparent to thermal radiant energy and
absorption must be included in evaluating the
transmission cell efficiency.

A summary of '- "\nsmisslon cell performance is
given in Table I. These results ar^ calculated for
an outward-directed thermal radiant energy flux
corresponding to a black-body temperature of UOOO K.
One component of transmissivity is related to the
radiant energy absorbed by the fused silica and is
a function of the wall thickness. This component
varies from 0.9^1 tc 0.85 for wall thicknesses of
0.25 and 3«5 cm, respectively. A second component
of transmissivity is related to losses from the
incident beam resulting from multiple wall reflec-
tions within the transmission cell.along the path
to the external working fluid channel. The trans-
missivity of a right circular, cylindrical trans-
mission cell with aluminum reflecting walls was
calculated as a function of the cell length-to-
diameter ratio. Based on the Monte Carlo
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technique developed in Ref. 7 in1 which the trans-
mission or radiation from the diffuse source was
calculated along a specular reflecting cylinder,
the transmissivity at the exit of the cell varied
from 0.92 to O.56 as the length-to-diameter ratio
varied from 0.5 to k.O. The total transmissivity
can be estimated, to a first approximation, by
multiplying the two independent transmissivity
components.

Fresnel reflection losses for fused silica and'
gas interfaces were not considered. The trans-
mission cell must have a jdnimum of two fused-
silica walls and thus four potentially reflecting
surfaces. However, not all of the reflected energy
is lost. Some of the energy will be reflected back
into the fuel region to be reabsorbed and, sub-
sequently, re-radiated by the plasma; some will be
re-reflected within the transmission cell and fird
its way to the working fluid channel. Furthennjre,
reflection losses occurring at the interfaces c
the fused silica can be induced within given wave-
length bands by depositing anti-reflection coatings
on the surfaces. Further analyses or measurements
are required to quantify the effects of interface
reflections on overall transmission cell perfor-
mance.

Criticality and Radiant Heat Transfer

Calculations of critical mass were performed
using the one-dimensional neutron transport theory
computer program, AHISK (Kef. 8), for the non-
breeder reactor configuration shown in Fig. 2.
The volume of each region was transformed into
equivalent-volume spherical zones. A twenty
group neutron'energy structure was used in the
calculation for which neutron cross sections were
obtained from the HRG (Hef. 9), TEMPEST-I1 (Kef. 10),
and SOPHIST-I (Ref. 11) computer progra-ns. A
critical mass of 86.k kg of U-235 was calculated;
Xh.h kg is in epch of the'six unit cells.

iluclear fuel will be injected into the fuel
region of plasma core reactors in the form of
gaseous UFg. Upon entering the plasma zone, the
UFg will dissociate such that at high temperatures
( -8000 K) the total pressure of the mixture will
consist primarily of contributions from uranium
atoms and ions, free fluorine atoms and ions, ihe
corresponding electrons from ionized species, and
some argon.buffer gas which will mix into the
plasma zone. The composition of UFg as a function
of teraperature and pressure were calculated using
a UTRC computer code described in Ref. 12. The
following species were included in the analyses:
UF6, UFj, UFh, UF3, F, F", F2, 0°, U*, V

+s, '.J+3,
and electrons. A composite plot <3f the variation
of the ratio of fluorine to uranium and uranium
fluoride species is shown as a function of tempera-
ture: for several total pressures in Fig. •*. The
abrupt increase in fluorine partial pressure with
temperature occurs with the onset of the dissocia-
tion of UFg. A plasma core reactor must by defini-
tion be an ionized gas. If fueled by UFg, the six

fluorines and electron partial pressures add to
those of the uranium species, resulting in operating
pressures of several hundred atmospheres.

In calculating the temperature distribution
for the fissioning plasma region far a given radiant
heat flux at the plasma edge, the containment
characteristics in the fuel and buffer-gas region
must be considered. A reasonable constraint for
containment is to require that from the edge-of-fuel
location inward, the local density at any station
be less than or equal to the density of the buffer
gas at the edge-of-fuel location. With this con-
straint, and for constant total pressure, there <
exists an upper limit on the amount of uranium
(which has a higher mass number) that can be con-
fined with the fluorine anfi argon at a given local •
temperature. Calculations were performed to deter-
mine the ratios of uranium to fluorine and argon at
4.ocal temperatures in the fuel region sunh that the
total pressure is preserved and the total density
of uranium, fluorine, and argon is equal to or less
than that of the argon at the edge-of-fuel location.
The compositions of fluorine, argon, and uranium
as functions of temperature and pressure, including
the effects of ionization at high temperature-,
were taken from Refs. 13 and lU, and from the UFg
decomposition calculations. By using UFg decomposi-
tion products and argon decomposition products in
conjunction with trs estimated spectral absorption
cross sections, Rosseland mean opacities were cal-
culated for the mixture of argon and UFg decomposi-
tion species in the fuel region. The eEtlmates of
the spectral characteristics of UFg and its dominant
decomposition products over the range of pressure,
temperature, and wavelength important to the plasma
core reactor concept, were reported in Hef. 15.
Results of current research on the experimental
measurement of spectral emission and absorption
characteristics by UFg an<5 its decomposition pro-
ducts is reported in Ref. 16.

These mixture opacities were used in a
radiation diffusion analysis to determine the
temperature distribution required to deliver a ne4

heat flux at radial boundaries, which are located at
110 cm intervals from the centerline of the fuel
zone, equal to the total energy release due to the
fissioning of the nuclear fuel within each boundary
(local argon, fluorine, and uranium densities and
partial pressures were calculated using the program
discussed above). The calculation converges when
the heat flux at the outer boundary corresponds to
the net heat flux at the edge-of-fuel location and
the contained uranium, based on the imposed density
and total pressure constraints, equals the critical

Radiant heat transfer calculations were
performed for the unit cells in the reactor con-
figuration shown in Fig. 2. Temperature distribu-
tions were aaloulated for edge-of-fuel temperatures
of 2000 K, 3000 K, 1*000 K, and 5000 K, and working
channel duet to total cavity surface area ratios of
0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 1.0. The centerline
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temperatures and total cavity pressures which
.iielude the resulting UFg and argon decomposition
product partial pressures are given in Table II.
The critical mass was held constant .for the differ-
ent operating conditions, so that th; characteris-
tic of the'pressure increasing as the centerline
temperature '.nereases is indicative of the degree •
of UFg dlsscoiation. ' '• ~\,-.'-

.,- The reflective aluir'num liner tends to trap
photons in the fuel region. A portion of the
reflected thermal radiation is reabsorbed by the
nuclear fuel in the edge-pf-fuel region which
causes i;he local temperature to rise. The
spectral heat flux incident on the aluminum liner

. was used to calculate an aluminum spectrum-weighted
average reflectivity which at the liner surface was
O.9O9. The effective reflectivity is dtfferent from

. the spectrum-weighted average ref'ectivity of the
aluminum liner because of geometrical factors.
Diffusely reflected radiation from the liner would
have a cosine distribution ebout the inward normal.
Some of the reflected radiation, therefore, would
. not intercept the fuel cloud but would pass by the
cloud and reflect off another portion of the liner.

The equations which describe the effective
reflectivity for a given fuel region and reflective
liner geometry are derived in Eef. 17. A given
steady-state outward-directed heat flux and the
reflected component of the thermal radiation which
is absorbed by the fuel oloud, are related unique1/
when the fuel cloud is assumed to be a.cylindrical,
optically-thick radiating fuel cloud. The radiant
energy which is not reabsorbed by the fuel cloud in
either absorbed by the reflective liner or is
incident on the working channel duct where it .
represents energy available for an energy extrac-
tion cycle. The distribution of radiant energy
absorbed by the working fluid channel and the re-
flective liner as a function of ratio of the area
of the working fluid channel to the total cavity
surface area is shown in Fig. 5. These energy
deposition distributions were used to determine the
radiant thermal powers deposited in the line- i
duct for the parametric series of calculati.
Calculations were also performed to estimatt ,,*
convective removal of energy from the fuel cavity
by the flowing gases as Well as the energy deposi-
ted in the moderator by fission neutrons and gammas.
The model used for the convective energy removal is
similar to that described in Ref. 18. Using the
temperature distributions calculated for each
thermal heat flux condition and with a buffer
gas residence time of 30 s and a ful residence •
time of 60 s, the" total convective energy
removal, QcoNVs was calculated. In addition,
the power deposited ia the moderator, QMQD, was '
oaleulated to be equul to 0.125-times the total
reactor power. The resulting energy balances for
the jases calculated are given in Table III.

For the conditions at which the edge-of-fuel •
temperature is l»0io K and the working channel duet-
to-cavity surface area ratioi is 0.2, the calculated

radial density distributions of the fuel, fluorine,
and argon within the unit cell is shown in Fig. 6.
The temperature variation was assumed to be linear
with radius through the argon buffer region. This
buffer gas region temperature variation and
corresponding density variation was matched to the
temperature and density radial distributions
obtained from the radiation diffusion analysis of
the fuel region. The actual temperature and
density distributions in the buffer gas region are
not as linear as shown in Fig. 6, but this approxi-
mation does indicate the expected steep density
gradient which should result In a strong stable
vortex flow for containing the hot fuel gas within
an outer cool buffer gas layer.

Plasma Core Reactor Applications

The salient feature of the plasma core
reactor applications investigated is the coupling
of power to working fluids by radiant heat trans-
fer. The applications studied include high-jthrust,
high-specific-impulse, space propulsion systems,
electric power generators using closed-cycle helium
gas turbines, an MHD power conversion concept, and
photochemieal/thermochemical processes for the
production of hydrogen. In addition, Thortum-U-233
breeder configurations of plasma core reactors were
analyzed to determine possible ranges of breeding
ratios and doubling times,

High-Thrust. High-Specific-Impulse Space
Propulsion

Historically, research on gaseous nuclear
reactors was focused on high-performance space
propulsion systems. Research was conducted on two
major concepts of gaseous nuclear rockets: the
open-cycle\ coaxial flow concept and the closed-
cycle nuclear light bulb concept. Comprehensive
surveys of the ranges of performance of the open-
cycle and naalear light bulb rocket engines are
discussed in Refs. 19 and 20, respectively. In
addition, a version of the nuclear light bulb
engine with size and critical mass reduced by use
of cold beryllium reflector-moderators (less than
300 K) backed by cold deuterium-compound modei-ator
materials and by, use of axial propellant channels
is described in Ref. 21. Table IV summarizes the
performance characteristics of these propulsion
systems.

The performance studies described beiow --ere
done for closed-cycle gaseous nuclear rocket
engines which employ gaseous UFg nuclear fuel and
its decomposition products with radiating tempera-
tures of 6000 K and lower and total pressures of a
few hundred atmospheres. m e resulting systems
should be considered "first generation" plasma
core reactor thrusters; the higher performance
systems which should follow with technological
improvements and growth having been thoroughly
modeled and analyzed in earlier studies.
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Engine performance characteristics were
calculated for a derivative of the reference
nuclear light bulb engine. Dimensional character-
istics and component veights for this engine are
givt '. in Ref. 6. The assumptions employed to
determine the performance of the engines over a
range of fuel radiating temperatures from 4000 to
6000 K were as follows:

(1) Eropellant exit temperature assumed to be 80$
of fuel radiating temperature.

(2) Heat loads were assumed to be the same fracr-
tion of total powar as those calculated for
the reference nuclear light bulb engine in
Ref. 6. Operating pressure and fuel and
buffer gas heating were based on the calcula-
tions described"in the. preceding section.

(3) Specific impulse was reduced to 81$ of the
ideal value to allow for Incomplete expansion,
friction and recombination losses, nozzle
transpiration coolant flow, and for the flow
of tungsten seeds in the propellant to absorb
thermal radiation.

(ft) The total flow passing through the nozzle exit
wns increased by approximately 16$ to include
tungsten seed flov, and transpiration coolant
flow.

(5) Engine weight was determined by adding the
reference nucleai light bdb moderator weight
to the pressure vessel ---eight calculated using
a weight factor given i,y Z = Wpy/FV = 1.125
kg/atm-m3.

Performance characteristics for the cases
considered are given in Table V. For the deriva-
tive of the nuclear light bulb reference engine
with radiating temperatures from U00O to 6000 K,
the performance characteristics are: engine mass
32,700 to U2,900 kg; operating pressure 3kO to 900
atm; I8p 880 to 1220 s; thrust-to-weight, Q.Xh
to 0.1*7. •

For comparison purposes, preliminary analyses
based on the techniques described in Ref. 22 were
conducted of the performance of the engines des-
cribed in Tables VI and V for a mission requiring a
total V of approximately 853 m/s (i.e., low circu-
lar orbit to escape velocity, applicable to supply
missions to synchronous orbit, for example). Com-
parisons were made in terms of initial mass
required in earth orbit (IMEO) to a chemical rocket
employing H2/Q2 propellant with a specific impulse
of 450 s, a weight of 1135 kg, and a thrust level
of 890,000 U.

The missions comprised minimum energy Hohmann
transfers from' low circular earth orbit (100
nautical miles) tc -ynehronoua orbit and back using
two rocket burns per transfer. Due to relatively •
low accelerations, gravity lots correction factors
were Included. The payload yas assumed to be four

space shuttle payloads, approximately 90,000 kg.
Coojperisons were made for two plasma core reactor
rocket engines! a derivative of the nu&lear light
bulb reference engine with UFg fuel "with an Isp of
1220 a and a thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.1*7 (see
column 3 of Table V) and a small nuclear light bulb
engine with an Isp of 1150 s and a thrust-to -weight
ratio or or.h.

For the ca^es calculated, the IMEO's for the
plasma core rocket engines were about kO to 60
percent of those for the chemical system. The
performance advantage increases with increased pay-
load also. These results indicate that the plasma
core reactor engine with UFg nuclear fuel with
"first generation" performance characteristics
could be a desirable system for ferrying space
shuttle payloads to selected earth orbits and
possibly for other operations in cis-lunar space.
The benefits of performance extension by technology
growth and Improvements to the high-thrust, high-
specific -impulse systems described by the perfor-
mance ranges quoted in Table V from earlier work
are clear.

Closed-Cycle Helium Gas Turbine Electrical
Generators

Basic performance analyses of closed-cycle gas
turbine systems which could effectively utilize the
high temperature capability of plasma core reactors
were performed. The closed-cycle system uses a
helium-driven gas turbine coupled to an electrical
generator with a nominal output of 1000 W e . Heat
from the reactor can be transferred directly to the
closed-cycle helium working fluid or can be trans-
mitted through a secondary heat exchanger. The
cycle under consideration would employ a multistage
turbine connected to compressor spools. The v,ork-
ing fluid leaving the main turbine would enter a
second multistage turbine directly connectf to the
electric generator. Several heat exchangers would
be incorporated in the system (i.e., a regenerator,
preeooler, intereooler) to increase the system
performance. A schematic diagram of the closed
cycle gas turbine system is shown in Fig. 7.
Additional power generation is also possible by
utilizing some of the heat from the working fluid
at the regenerator and intercooler exhaust tempera-
tures to operate supplementary steam or organic
working flUid power systems to increasing the sys*
tem overall efficiency. These additional systems
were not investigated in this study.

The reactor configuration for electrical
power generation was described in the preceding
section. Sketches of the configuration and unit
cells for power extraction are shown in Figs. 1 and
2. The mechanisms for extracting heat from the
reactor can be either the system employing fused-
silica U-tubes with graphite fins within the tubes
to absorb thermal radiation, or the system with
axial working fluid channels in which graphite fine,
absorb the thermal radiation without surrounding
them with fused silica. The fused-silica U-tubes
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permit a pressure differential between the
operating pressure of the reactor and the operating
pressure of the helium gas turbine loop. For
example, fused-silica tubes under a compres:;ive
loading of 500 atm would require a ratio of 0D to
ID of 1.19 for a design point oompresslve stress of
1.36 x 10? N/n£ (20,000 psi). Due to the tempera-
ture limitation on fused silica, the helium outlet
temperature for the U-tube system is limited to
approximately 1200 K. The alternate unit cell con-
figuration with axial graphite fins would operate
at working fluid pressures equal to those in the
reactor fuel region. The working fluid would be
conducted through a secondary heat exchanger across
which a pressure drop could be sustained such that
the helium gas turbine system could be operated at
a desired cycle pressure. Helium outlet tempera-
tures would be limited only by material limits in
other system components. The latter unit cell
would use less fused silica and structure in the
reactor core and would be more adaptable to breeder
reactor configurations where it is necessary to
minimize'parasitic neutron absorbers to maintain a
desirable breeding ratio.

Performance was optimized by determining the
system's overall efficiency, electrical power out-
put divided by the total reactor thermal power, for
a range of pressure ratios across the helium com-
pressors and for three turbine Inlet temperatures
of IO98, 1506, and 1922 K. Efficiencies of the
compressors, turbines and regenerator were assumed
to be 0.9. The generator efficiency was assumed to
be O.98. Fractional pressure drops of AP/P = 0.02
were assumed across all heat exchangers and through
the reactor core. A compressor inlet temperature
of 322 K was selected to permit use of a dry
cooling tower for heat rejection (selection and
evaluation of specific heat rejection systems was
not includei1. in the study, however). Based on the
calculated results, a compressor pressure ratio of
1.75 was selected for case3 with turbine inlet
temperatures of 1089 and 1505 K and a compressor
pressure ratio of 2.0 was selected for *' case
with a turbine inlet temperature of 19; Three
operating pressures were considered, 20, ^j., and
153 atm. The overa]l cycle efficiency *as found to
be relatively insensitive to cycle pressure over
the range from 20 to 1J50 atm. Thus, the principal
impact of pressure selection would be on eq ..• r.ment
size and cost.

The variation of overall cycle efficiency with
turbine inlet temperature is shown in Fig. 8 »ith
inlet temperatures noted for various blade
materials and turbine blade cooling schemes. The
progression of gas turbine technology into the
1980's is discussed in Eef. 23. With the use of
cooled molybdenum alloy (TZM) blades and vanes,
operation with turbine inlet temperatures of about
1900 K might be feasible by the mid 1980's. The
cross-hatched region on the plot at working iiuid
temperatures of the order of 2500 K is indicated
with an MHD label. The description of possible
concepts which could be used for.MHD system is

given in the following section.

MHD Power Conversion Concepts

The high working fluid temperatures available
from plasma core reactors make the use of MHD
power extraction concepts attractive options. A
comprehensive review of MHD power conversion sys-
tems based on gasecus nuclear reactor technology is
given in Ref. 2l*. Plasma core reactors with fuel
region radiating temperatures sufficiently high
(1*000 to 5000 K) to heat MHD working fluids to
desired temperatures of 2000 to 2500 K have oper-

. ating pressures on the order of 500 atm. Conduc-
tivity of MHD working fluid with alkali metal seeds
decreases rapidly with increasing pressure (a?"s
for thermal ionization, aP"^ for nonequilibrium
ionization). Therefore, MHD cycle performance for
a given working fluid temperature tends to favor
operation at a few atmospheres pressure. In the
process of conceiving and evaluating configurations
which might be used to couple MHD power extraction
systems to plasma core reactors, two principal
considerations are dominant; (l) the MHD duct
operating pressure should be a few atmospheres
while the reactor operating pressure is of the
order of 500 atm; and (2) space occupied by MHD
duct magnets and electrodes and parasitic neutron
absorptions by the MHD duct materials should be
small to minimize their impact on reector eritica?-
ity. The transmission cell concepts described in
the preceding section provide a means to satisfy
both constraints.

The configurations shown in Fig.' 3 are both
adaptable for use as MHD systems. In both cases,
the MHD ducts would be located outside the nuclear
fuel and moderator zones and essentially neutronic-
ally isolated. The transmission cells with series
of fused-silica ports under compressive load would
permit operation with the appropriate pressure
differential between the PCR fuel region aid the
MHD duct. Two mode:: of operation would be
possible. The MHD duct could be attached at the
ends of the working fluid channels iwn in Fig. 3.
Power would be extracted after the fxuid was
heated as in most MHD concepts. A second option
could be to install the MHD ducts with magnets and
electrodes in the working fluid channels. Power
would be extracted as the working fluid was
heated, resulting in a very efficient cycle since
the working fluid temperature anJ conductivity
would be constant in the MHD duct. The latter
constant temperature MHD power conversion system
was first suggested in Ref. 25.

Preliminary investigations were made of
possible MHD seeding materials. The most attrac-
tive working fluid and needing materials identi-
fied for a PCR-MHD system were suspensions of
thermionically emitting; particles of barium oxide
or mixed oxides of barium, calcium, and strontium
in argon gas. The main theoretical advantages of
an emitter suspension over an alkali metal seeded
gas are its higher conductivity at temperatures up
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to about 2000 K (especially at press ores of 10 atm
add above) and its relatively small variation in
conductivity with changes in pressure (arP"0-1^).
The latter property permits conceptual designs of
MHD systems with operating pressures up to 50 atm

-with the resulting savings in component size.
Discussions of theoretical and experimental inves-
tigations of the conductivities of gas borne sus-
pensions of thermionic emitters are- given in Refa.
26 and 27. Particle suspensions also tend to be
broadband absorbers of radiant energy, making them
ideally suited as PCR working fluids.

Related analyses of a closed-cycle nuclear
MHD system using dust suspension described in Ref.
28 indicate that overall cycle efficiencies up to
~ 60 percent are theoretically.possible with con-

ventional nuclear realtors. Overall cycle analyses
and identification of system components ihoulc1. be-
performed for a reference PCR-MHD power plant to
evaluate its potential as an efficient power gen-
eration system.

Photodlssoclation of Halogens to Produce Hydrogen

Plasma core reactors have been_proposed as a
high power source of radiant energy »for which
efficient use of high intensity photon fluxes
emitted from the radiating ionized fuel cloud can
be employed in thermochemical and photochemical
employing hydrogen as a fuel is attractive because
it is nonpolluting. Hydrogen may be produced from
energy sources such as nuclear reactors or solar
radiation to the exclusion of production from
fossil fuel sources. However, fcr hydrogen to
become a viable fuel, satisfying significant future
energy requirements, a means of producing vast
quantities in an . sonomic process must be identi-
fied and demonstrated.

Studies viere conducted to evaluate methods for
producing hydrogen using the intense photon fluxes
emitted from plasma core reactors. A relatively
simple concept proposed here for the photolytic
decomposition of water in which the unique radia-
tion emission characteristics of the plasma core
realtor are utilized is shown in Fig; 9. Three
successive working fluid channels are employed in
the process. The first two channels provide a
reaction site for the two-step, closed-cycle photo-
lytic decomposition of water and the third channel
is provided to absorb the residual thermal radia-
tion either by flowing particle laden gases or by
graphite finned rods which transfer the absorbed
energy to a flowing gas stream by convection. The
concept utilizes radiation and the chemical proper-
ties of halogens and hydrogen halides and the uni-
que radiation characteristics w" the plasma core
reactor to circumvent the problems associated with
the direct thermal or photolytic decomposition of
water. The key to the concept depends upon the
ability of ha ogens to react with water to form tbe
corresponding hydrogen halide and oxygen species.

Br2(G) + 2I2(G) +

• 2I2(G) + ̂ Og(G)

In the concept a series of relatively low
temperature thermal or photolytic reactions are
used to effect decomposition of water and to permit
easy separation of reaction products. The combined
overall reaction describing the process may be
expressed as

(1)

Results of composition calculations indicate
that molecular bromine (Brg) does not appreciably
react with water. However, similar composition
calculations with atomic bromine (Br) and water
yield hydrogen bromide (HBr) and oxygen (O2) as the
principal products. Thermal dissociation of the
halogens occurs to an appreciable degree (~ 5" per-
cent) only at temperatures greater than 1500 K. In
the concept, the radiant flux is used to induce
photodissociatlon of the bromine and iodine mole-
cular species and thermal dissociation is used for
the hydrogen iodide and iodine monobromlde species.
Gaseous molecular bromine (BK2) and water (%0) are
allowed to react at approximately ^50 K in the
presence of radiation (365 = X s 535 nm) to yield
gaseous hydrogen bromide and oxygen. Since HBr ie
not appreciably dissociated at temperatures below
approximately 1500 K, HBr is then allowed to react
with i ine (12) at U56 K in the presence of radia-
tion (1*30sx^ 7kO nm) to yield gaseous hydrogen
iodine (Hi) and iodine monobromlde (IBr). Cooling
the reaction mixture below the boiling point of IBr
permits separation of liquid IBr from gaseous HI and
HBr. Iodine (I2) and bromine (Br^) are regenerated
from IBr at a temperature of about 700 K. The HI -
HBr mixture is heated to about 700 K to thermally
decompose HI to hydrogen (H2) and lg. Upon
quenching to a temperature below 456 K, Ig Is
liquefied and separated from the Hg and HBr.
Finally, the solubility of HBr in H20-is utilized
to separate Hg from HBr.

For plasma core reactors with radiating
temperatures between 1*000 K and 6000 K, iodine
absorbs over a larger fraction of the available
spectra than bromine and overlaps portions of the
spectra in which bromine also absorbs. To maximize
bromine photodissoclation to atomic bromine, the
bromine region is positioned to intercept the
incident thermal radiation first and is of suffici-
en^ 'aickness to reduce the spectral flux to less
than one percent of its incident value. The iodine
region is locat"! behind the bromine region in the
thermal radiation path and i s also of sufficient
thickness to absorb all but one percent of the
spectral flux in its photodissociation wavelength
range.

The fractions of radiant energy available to
induce photodissociation of bromine and iodine are
0.25, 0.353, and O.I+38 for black-body radiating
temperatures of l>000 K, 5000 K, and 6000 K,
respectively. The concept process also requires
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two other dissociation reactions namely,(HI and
IBr into H2, I2, and Br2- The dissociation of HI
and IBr can be carried out thermally in a consecu-
tive sequence of separation chambers. By consider-
ing these photodip-oeiation and thermal dissocia-
tion reactions only, and assuming the higher heat-
ing value of water equal to- 68.4 K-Cal/Mole of
hydrogen consumed, a maximum thermal efficiency of
0.5; -as calculated for the case where recombina-
tion and other thermal losses are neglected. The
other thermal energy requirements considered were
those related to heating the initial species of
VgO (liquid), bromine (liquid), and iodine (solid)
from room temperature, to the gaseous state at a
temperature of !»56 K and at which the gaseous
constituents enter the wording fluid channels where
they are exposed to the incident thermal radiant
flux. Thermal efficiencies were calculated for
each spectrum and were approximately O.Ul. The
calculated efficiencies are based on the assumption
that there is no recombination of dissociated
3pecieB and that there is no recovery either of -ihe
heats of reaction for the closed-cycle process or
of the energy devoted to initial heating of the
constituents. Thus in an actual process, the range
of thermal efficiency would be expected to be
between 0.1*1 and 0.55.

Because of the- discriminatory manner by which
the thermal radiant energy spectra are absorbed in
the production of. hydrogen for the photodlssoeiafr
tion reactions of bromine and iodine, the residual
energy in the spectra may be a considerable frac-
tion of the total radiant energy available. This
energy could be utilized for some other energy con-
version system. The actual fraction of residual
energy available depends upon the radiating
temperature of the plasma and the spectral lux
distribution emanating from the fuel region. For
radiating temperatures between UOOO K and 6000 K,
approximately 25 and 1+5 percent, respectively, of
the spectral flux is available for use in bromine
and iodine photodissociation reactions. For a
plasma core reactor operating over this range of
radiating temperature, this hydrogen production
concept could be used as an auxiliary cycle to a
primary energy conversion system such as the
closed-cycle helium gas turbine system described in
a previous section. The advantages of this dual
energy extraction possibility is that the reactor
can be operated at normal power during times when
demand for electric power is not high and hydrogen
may be produced. The hydrogen could be stored for
subsequent usage. It is also possible to operate
in a mode such that hydrogen production and the
helium gas turbine system operate simultaneously.
Here the hydrogen produced could either be con-
sumed in fuel cells to aid In meeting the immediate
power demand or stored for subsequent use.

Thorium—Uranlum-g33 Breeder Reactor

Plasma core reactors have several features
which are of benefit in terrestrial applications
in addition to increased thermodynamic cycle

efficiency resulting from high temperature opera-
tion. One of these features involves use of the
Thorium--U-233 breeding cycle. Studies Here per-
formed to estimate the operating characteristics of
the plasma core reactor configuration shown on the
right of Fig. 2 operating as a thermal breeder
with the ThcDium—U-233 cycle.

Fuel bred in a fertile blanket can be
separated on-site and incorporated directly into
the reactor fuel cycle flowing inventory or stored
for use in other reactors. Such on-site repror
ceasing of the nuclear fuel would eliminate fuel
element fabrication cost' and avoid the necessity
te transport expended fuel elements to remote
locations. A thorough study of the safety of
plasma core reactors has not been conducted;
however, it is expected that the consequences of

. an accident in a plasma core reactor would be
minimal because fission products are separated and
removed continuously in the on-slte reprocessing
facility. The high pressure, power producing core
region contains relatively small amounts of
radioactive materials which potentially could be
released from the reactor in the event of an
accident. The breeder reactor concept could
provide high temperature working fluids for
efficient, closed-cycle gas turbine systems. In
the breeder configuration shown in Fig. 2, struc-
tural neutron poisons are minimized by employing
heavy-water as the reflector-moderator material
and by encasing the working fluid and fuel region
zones in Zircalloy tanks. A graphite-lined,
fertile Thorium breeding blanket surrounds the
heavy-water moderator. The complete assembly is
contained within a pressure vessel. The reactor
configuration consists of six 1-m-dia by 4.35-m-
long cylindrical fuel cavities embedded in the
heavy-water reflector-moderator. The fertile
Thorium blanket Is composed of a molten salt solu-
tion (ThFij-BeFa-LiF with mole fractions of 0.27,
0.02, and 0.71, respectively) similar to that
employed in the molten salt breeder reactor con-
cepts described in Ref. 29. The fissile fiuelear
fuel-is U-233 which allows exploitation of the
Th-232 and U-233 breeding cycle. The technology
required for removing the U-233 produced in the
molten salt fertile thorium solution is well- •
developed and could be employed for a plasma core
breeder reactor configuration. The unit cells of
the breeder configuration are similar to those in
the nonbreeder plasma core reactor configuration.
However, in the breeder the graphite fins could
not be enclosed in fused-silica tubes due to
neutron absorption in the fused silica.

For the breeder reactor configuration des-
cribed above, the breeding ratio was obtained
from absorption rates obtained in one-dimensional
transport theory critical' mass search calculations
using twenty neutron groups. Also, detailed
analysis of the breeding ratio possibly achievable
was performed. The reactor has a calculated
critical mass of 8U.1). kg of U-233, an operating
fuel partial pressure of U98 atm, and a maximum
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calculated breeding ratio of 1.080, assuming that
all ^h-232 absorptions in the fertile breeding
blanket are-concerted to 0-233 atoms. However, in
an operating breeder reactor, the complete conver-
sion and reclaimation of U-231> atoms from the
Th-232 atoms which absorb neutrons is not possible
and, hence, the actual achievable breeding ratio is
somewhat reduced. Included in the model of the
breeding chain, are the processes by which
(l) uranium is reclaimed by fluoridation (UFl̂ +P̂
UFg gas) and removed from the molten fertile breed-
ing blanket, and (2) protactinium ie removed via a
chemical process.

The particular leg of the U-233 production
chain which would maximize the breed'ng ratio is

ZJ.h d

where ^ p is equivalent to x decay constant
describing the removal rato of Fa from the fertile
breeding blanket by chemical processing. In the
presence of a neutron flux' field, the isotopes of
Th, Pa, and U undergo transmutation to other iso-
topes in the chain via (n,7) absorption reactions
or by fission reactions. The only desired neutron
absorption reaction is the transmutation of Th*3£
to Th 33 V i a the (n,7) reaction. All other neutron
absorption reactions and fission reactions are loss
channels which diminish the breeding ratio. A com-
puter program, ISOCRU1JCH (Kef. 30), which solves the
general differential equation describing the pro-
duction and removal of an isotope in a reaction and
decay scheme, has been modified and a procedure has
been implemented to solve the differential equations
which describe the production and removal of the
isotopes in the Th-U-233 breeding cycle chain. The
procedure makes use of the twenty neutron group
flux distributions from one-dimensional spherical
critical mass calculations to determine correspond-
ing fission and absorption rates for each of the
isotopes. The fission and absorption rates are used
as input to the ISOCRUNCH computer program.

Breeding ratio results for the previously
mentioned breeder reactor configuration were calcu-
lated for two different continuous chemical pro-
cessing and fluoridation rates. The independent
chemical processing and fluoridation rates were
assumed to be equal for each of the cases. The
chemical processing and fluoridation halfKives for
the two cases are twelve hours and deven days (the
half-lives are defined as the time required to
remove half of the desired isotopes from the breed-
ing blanket by the chemical or fluoridation proc-
esses). The calculated breeding ratios asymptotic-
ally approach 1.077 and I.067 for the chemical pro-
cessing and fluoridation half-lives of twelve hours
and seven days, respectively. The concentration r?
Th-232 atoms in the breeding blanket was assumed to
be constant with time for these calculations. For

continuous chemical processing and fluoridation
half-lives of twilve hours, the breeding ratio is
greater than 1.06 after approximately seventy days.
Similarly, for continuous chemical processing and
fluoridation half-lives of seven days, the breeding
ratio is not greater than 1.06 until approximately
two years.

It has been calculated that a plasma core
breeder reactor operating at a thermal power level
of 2500 MJ with a constant breeding ratio of 1.06,
will have a doubling time of approximately five
years for a total fuel inventory which includes
fuel in the recirculation system equal to four
times the critical mass. To achieve doubling times
of approximately five years, it is necessary to
have a time-averaged breeding ratio of 1.06,
indiea*._:ig that short chemical processing and
fluoridation half-lives on the order of twelve
hours to sevtn days are necessary to bring the
system to secular equilibrium as quickly as
possible and to minimize U-233 losses frmm the
breeding blanket due to unwanted neutron raections.

Concluding Remarks;

The investigations described above have
indicated that several space and terrestrial
applications for plasma core reactors appear
feasible and offer significant advances in perfor-
mance and therraodynamie cycle efficiency. Progress
reported in the other sessions of this conference
on cavity reactor experiments, nuclear pumped laser
demonstrations, uranium plasma experiments, and
development of UFg handling technology is also very
encouraging. Clearly, as soon as plasma core
reac-ors with capability to provide intense
radiant energy fluxes become available, the
applications described above and many others as '
yet not considered will be coupled to them. In our
judgment, it is most important to press forward
with the planned cavity reaetrr experiments and the
associated development of TJTg nandling technology
and plasma confinement experiments to demonstrate
the feasibility of plasma core reactors as a
viable fission energy source for the 1960's and
beyond.
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QTOT

R

CL

or QL Radiated thermal power to l i ne r ,
Mtf/Cell

Total power, Mtf/Cell

Radius, cm

Aluminum reflectivity, dimensionless

Temperature, deg K

™ or Black-body temperature corresponding
_L to outaard directed radiant flux at
BB. edge-of-fuel location, deg K

Centerline temperature, deg K

Wavelength, microns or nm

Density, g/cnP

TABLE I

TRANSMISSION CELL PERFORMANCE

Spectral Weighted Al R e f l e c t i v i t y « 0.909

'BB'OUT - 4000 K

Cell L/D

0 .5

1.0

2 . 0

4 . 0

Cell
Transmissivity
Without SiO2

0.92
0.83
0.72
0.56

Total
SiO2 Thickness,

0.25
0.50
1.0

2 . 0

3 . 5

Transmiss ivity
of S1O2

0.941
0.923
0.900
0.874
0.850

List of Symbols

R a t i o o f w o r k i nS = h a n n e l

total cavity surface area,
dimensionless

p Pressure, atm

P F / ( P U + P U F Y ) Fluorine to uranium bearing species
pressure ratio, dimensionless

PT0T Total pressure, atm

Convective power removal by fuel and
buffer flows, HW/Cell

Power deposited in moderator,
/

Radiated thermal power, MS/Cell

Radiated thermal power to duct,

MW/Cell

TABLE II

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FOR U76-FUELED GASEOUS KOCLEAR REACTORS

Cylindrical Reactor with Six Unit Cells -- See Fig. 2
Critical Mass . 86.4 kg of 0-235
See Table III for Energy Balance

Black-Body
Temperature .
For Outward

Directed
Radiant Flux,

*Tra'oiir" d e g . K

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
5000
5000
5000
SOOO
SOOD

Duct-To-
Cavity

Area Ratio,
AVCD/AC,

Dltaenaionless

0.0
0 . 1
0.2
0 . 3
1.0
0 .0
0 .1
0.2
0 .3
1.0
0 .0
0 .1
0.2
0 .3
1.0
0 . 0
0 . 1
0.2
0 . 3
1.0

Black-Body
Temperature

For Net
Radiant Flux,

<TBB>NCT' d e 8 *

1170
1385
1520
1620
2000
1760
2075.
2280
2430
3000
2345
2765
3040
3245
4000
2930
3460
3800
4055
5000

Centerllne
Temperature

deg K

5500
6300
6900
7300
8900

10,500
12,500
13,700
14,600
18,000
14,400
17,200
18,800
19,900
24,000
18,200
21,200
22,800
24,300
29,800

Cavity
Freasure

J¥i
110

,. 95
80
85
90

190
230
255
270
330
320
365
395
420
505
400
465
505
530
650

*Equlv«Unt Black-Body Radiating Temperature
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TABLE I I I

ENERGY EALAHCE FOR UFg-FUEIED GASEOUS HUCIEAR BEACTCJiS

See Table I I For A s s o c i a t e d Barometers

Black<-Body
Temperature
For, Outward

Directed
Radiant PIox,

<*|B W D e e K

2000
2O0O
2000
2000

2000

3000
3000
3000
3000
3000

1(000

uooo
1*000
i*ooo
Uooo

5000
5000
5000
5000
5000

Duct-To-
Ctvity,

Area Ratio,

DimsnsionleBS

0 . 0
0 . 1
0 . 2

0.3
1 . 0

0 . 0
0 . 1
0 . 2

0.3
1 .0

0 . 0

0 . 1
0 . 2

0 . 3
1 . 0

0 . 0
0 . 1
0 . 2

0.3
1 . 0

Tota l
Power,

%3T'
Mf/Cell

3.31
1*.71
6.51

• 8.21
I6.;>lt

13 .Zk
20.60
27-29
33-50
6d.7O

30.30'
52.28
72.80
92.03

201.35

gl*.3O
II6.9!.
166.21
212.67
1*79.28

Radiated
Thermal

• power'
To Bttct

%!ADD>
W/Cell

0.00
1.29
2.51
3.66

10.27

0.00
•3.51*

12.72
18.56
52.02

0.00
20.67
1*0.73
58.65

161* ,39

0.00
50.1*5

• 9 8 . l l
11*3.18
fcOl.35

Radiated
Thermal

Power.
To Liner

9RADL>
M?/Cell

1.21
1.06
O.91
0.78
0.00

6.13
5.36
1*.63
3.9^ .
0.00

19.36
16.93
If*. 63
12.1*5
0.00

1*7.26
1*1.32
35.71
30.1*0
0.00

Power
Convected by

Fuel and
Buffer F l o w s ,

QCOUV'
MJ/Cel l

1.69
1.77
2.28
2.71*
U.20

5.1*6
6.13
6.53
6.81
8.09

7.15
8.15
8.89
9.13

11.79

9.00
10.55
11.62
12.51
18.02

Power
Deposited in

Moderator
QMOD>

tW/Cell

0.1*1
0.59
0.8l
1.03
2.07

1.65
2.57
3.1*1
1*.19
8.59

3.7S
6.52
9.10

11.50
25.17

e.oi*
ii(.62
20.77
26.58
59-91

•Equivalent Black-Body Radiating Temperature*

TABLE IV

PlIVntKMKZ CHMtACIERISTlv-S OP GASEWS NUCLEAR. UX3ZT EHGtBVS

C o u l i l Flow, Optn Cycle Farforaanc* from tmt. 19 '
Nuclear LLKht Bulb PcrfoiHiice from ««f. 20 .
G H U Huclur Lithe Bulb P«rlot»«tn:« trem U f . 21

Inglns H J » I , V»

Opmrmttag Pr«»ur», <t»

Sp«elfic Iapul««, a

Thruit*to-W*i$ht

Co«xUl Flcm
Open Cycla

40,000-210,000

490-2ODO

2500-6000

O.0S-Q.20

HUClMt
Ll(he lult>

2^,900-45,300

400*900 '

1100-2500

0.3-1.6

Huclur
Light Buli-
Kcfarcnca
Englna

31,730

300

1670

1.3

S u l l HucUar
Llaht Bulb

15,000-26,000

300-650

923-1550

0.14*0.29 |

FERFOnXUKI XT HUCLEA* L1GKT BULB tDCUX DBIHI
VHTH UUHIUH H D U n U t t l W FOIL

Engln* F i r w u r

Optratlng Pr«uur«, « n

Uruiiua PArctal Pt«liur*t dtn

Po««r, m
rroptlluc Exit T«9tncura, <J«t K
ftl«ity rn^llant W«Hhc rio», Vj/t
Corr«et«d 9p«clflc lapul«0» •
tlmiit, a
Bl(ln>>u», k(
nini,t-u-wi|hc ut io

Tual lUdlatlng TCBParaeurc
4000 K
MO

60

244

3200
5.21'
880

4S.000
32,700
O.U

9000 K

720

SO

S96

4000

9.55

1030

96,300

37,900

0.26

6000 I

900

100

1236

4800

16.61

1220

199,600

42.900

0.47

Transparent wsll-
Thermaf radiation—

Fuel Injection-1 f\

Thru-flow

Space propulsion

Rart*ctiv«
llnar

Particles,
graphite
ftns or opaque

Nuclear fuel
-Buffer gas
Seeded propellent

Transparent tubes
containing graphite

Argon-. Hna7

Argon

r H j pi ycle helium gas turbine

Fig. 1 Concepts for coupling tfaeimal radiation
to working fluids.
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Non*br««d6.*

1.7 5 M Prtaaura
rSafambl, ^ - » " « « '

-BaO

Braadar
Thorium-uranium 233

Doubling tima&6 yaara

Zircalloy
walla
D 2

Unll call
Fartlia-
thorlum
blankat

1.7SM

Fig. 2 Plasma core reactor configurations for
electric power generation.

TBB=4000K

100

=0.909

Fig. 5 Variations of thermal radie/tion power
deposition for plasma core reactor unit
cells with reflecting liners.

Unit call

Transmission^
call

BeO
insmfsslon-' oAlg

auambly

Fig. 3 Transmission cells in plasma core
reactors.

3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000
T-degK

Fig. k Pressure ratios of fluorine to uranium
and uranium fluoride species.

T£ - 4000 K
,100

T-degK

Fig. 6 Density and temperature distributions for
plasma core reactor with edge-of-fuel
temperature of itOOOK.
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TCI-3J2K

f™£2L HP«urt>he,

T-108JK

Fig. 7 Helium closed-cycle gas turbine system
with plasma core reactor heat source.

Cycle
afficltncy

0.2

0.1

\-250D K,

..1400 K, cooled
nickel-base alloy

-1100K, uncooled
nickel-base alloy

o l • 1 1 1 i I 1 I 1 1
1000 1400 1B00 2200 2800 3000

Turblna inlet temperature, deg K

7ig. 8 Calculated cycle efficiency for helium
closed-cycle gas turbine system with
plasma core reactor heat source.

•TrMtpmnt

Fig. 9 Concept for photochemical/thermochemical
hydrogen production using thermal radiation
from plasma core reactor.
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BROADBAND PHOTOEXCITATION OF LASERS

R. V. Hess
NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 2366S

A.1 Javan
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, MA 02139

P. Br"ockman
NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665

Abstract

The purpose of this study is to review exist-
ing techniques and to discuss novel approaches for
broadband photoexcitation of lasers. This subject
is of interest because of the emergence of future,
intense near-equilibrium and blackbody sources,
such as the gas-core reactor, and electric dis-
charge plasma devices, which are the key to the
development of intense broadband radiation sources.
The possible use of radiation from solar concen-
trators in space also fits into this general area.
The varied uses of photoexcitation of lasers are
discussed ranging over direct optical pumping,
photodissociation, and photopreionization. In
addition, the new use of lasers for broadband
photoexcitation of new laser transitions and
chemical reactions is shown. This is accomplished
through multiline operation of high-pressure
tunable lasers which can use the broadband radia-
tion for multiphoton excitation. Acknowledgment
is made of helpful discussions with D. H. Phillips,
R. S. Rogowski, and B. D. Sidney at the Langley
Research Center, and J. Verdeyen (Illinois Univ.),
D. L. Hess (Hughes Research Labs), C. Ifittig
(Southern Cal. Univ.), and T. Cool (Cornell Univ.).

I. Broadband Photoexcitation
with Blackbody Sources

Photoexcitation of lasers requires that the
spectral range of the radiation source overlap the
absorption lines or bands of the laser and that the
power density of the source in this range be suffi-
cient for exceeding the threshold power density for
lasing. For convenient analysis of these criteria
Planck's law for the distribution of power/area/
unit wavelength of blackbody radiation over various
wavelengths is plotted in Figures 1 and 2 for
6000°K, 15,000°K, and 20,000°K vs wavelength.

P ential sources for broadband photoexcita-
tion i the gas-core reactor which will be capable
of radiating at temperatures from 6000°K to over
20,000°K,electric discharges which may even oper-
ate at higher temperatures and the Sun. Use of
solar radiation requires concentration of the
1.4 x lO-iW/cm2 radiation intensity in Earth
orbit. The maximum concentration of radiant energy
is limited by the invariant N/n2 where N is the
radiance in power per unit area per steradian and
n is the local index of refraction. In free
space the maximum possible concentration of black-
body radiation will yield an irradiance equal to
that found at the surface of the blackbody, which
at 6000°K would be fJ7000 Watts/cm2. However, in

a high index of refraction material this concentra-
tion is increased by a factor of n-. The addi-
tional concentration due to the change in index of
refraction does not change the radiation tempera-
ture, since by Planck's law

3v c0
2 e h v / k T - 1

where c. is the velocity of light in free space.
This additional concentration has been used for
enhancement in photon counters behind high n
material. Application to high index of refraction
laser media would require special considerations.
As indicated by the large concentration ratios,
use of large lasing media would require large space
structures. Use of solar concentrators for Nd:YAG
lasers is discussed in references 2 and 3.

Broadband photoexcitation requires a combina-
tion of broadband absorption in the lasing medium
and sufficiently low threshold power density to
match the power density of the blackbody source in
the spectral range of the absorption region. For
example, both the solid-state Nd:YAG laser and the
liquid dye laser absorb in the visible spectrum,
but the Nd:YAG laser has orders of magnitude lower
power density threshold. A threshold of less than
20 W/cm5 is quoted in reference 4 for an Nd:YAG
laser, whereas reference 5 gives a threshold of
20 kW/cm3 for a dye laser. As a result, the
Nd:YAG laser can be excited by 6000°K blackbody
sources (Fig. 1), whereas, a dye laser would re-
quire a blackbody source somewhat in excess of
20,000°K (Fig. 2), to yield sufficient power
density in the visible spectrum. Since a 20,000°K
source has its peak power density in the near UV,
such direct excitation of the dye laser is
inefficient.

Broadband photoexcitation of gas lasers offers
potential advantages over solid and liquid lasers
because material limits are less severe, and large
uniform lasing media are available. Two major
categories of gas lasers are'discussed: photo-
dissociation lasers which have chemical revers-
ibility through regeneration of the initial prod-
ucts, and are suited to continuous photoexcitation;
and other lasers utilizing optical pumping of
molecular vibrational states in the near infrared,
which, when operated at high pressures, permit
broadband pumping because of pressure broadening
and overlapping of laser line.-.
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II. Broadband Photodissoeiation Lasers

. NOC2 and IBr have been used to produce
chemically reversible photodissociation lasers.
For the NQCSL system, lasing occurs on the
vibrational-rotational transitions of NO at
•5.95-6.30 jJtti (Ref. 6). For the IBr photo-
dissociation system electronic excitation of Br
occurs with lasing at-2.714 pm (Ref. 7). Early
flashlamp experiments indicate that the threshold
for the N0C£ system may be low enough to allow
solar pumping, however^ farther studies of NOCS.
and IBr lasers are required. The photo-
dissociation lasers using organic iodides CFjI
and C3F7I (Ref. 8) yield higher gain and power
for analagpus transitions of atomic iodine, I*,
at 1.315 liin. These lasers have a broad absorption
band from 2500-2900 A which matches the peak
intensity region of blackbody radiation at
^20,000°K and could probably be excited by a gas-
core reactor operating at that temperature.

Figure 3 shows a simplified diagram of an
I'lictronic-vibration (E-V) energy transfer
hi -CO2 laser. This type of photodissociation
laser produces electronically excited Br* from
Br2 molecules which have absorption bands from the
near UV through the Visible. T h e excited Br*
atoms are, however, not used directly for lasil'g,
but for near resonant excitation of vibrational
nolecular states, e.g., CO2, which lases in the
infrared (Ref. 9). This type of system may be
very inportant for pumping IR lasers with solar and
othev high-temperature blackbody sources, since
absorption occurs near the peak of the blackbody
spectrum, (Fig. 1), Several molecules can be used
in high efficiency IR lasers. .These molecules
should be investigated/, to determine if their power
density .thresholds are sufficiently low to be pumped
by these; bl'ackbody sources. Communications with
C. Wittig (Southern Cal.. Univ.) suggest that low
thresholds; maybe possible'. Since .the conversion
is from short-to-.long wavelengths, the energy
transfer efficiency is reduced by the ratio of the

, wavelengths..' . . .. ' '

• More efficient transfer could be achieved in _
lasers which radiate at wavelengt% shorter than
the CO2 laser'. One such system has been demon-
strated :for KCN las ing- at 5.85 woi, (Kef. 10). This
laser, however, requires intense, excitation to
maintain a steady-state population inversion due
to the short lifetimes of the excited HCN states.
For efficient E-V photodissociation lasers,
molecular systems operating at short IR wavelengths
and with long-lived excited states, such as CO,
should be investigated.

Figure 4 shows a typical excimer laser;
. excitners, bound excited molecular states, form by
the combining of electxonically excited atoms with
noble gas atoms. Such states have been obtained
for noble gas-halides, noble gas-oxygen, and noble
gas-alkali systems. The repulsive ground states
encourage continuous losing and reversibility.
Broadband photodiss! -tiatipn can play a role, e.g.,
in the (ArO) ; laser-(Ref. 11'); however, the
production of 0* by broadband p;.olodissociation
occurs in the far i(Vi Photoexcltation, in the
visible, of noble gas-alkali excimer lasers is be-
ing studied (Refs. 12 and 13). Recent communica-
tions with J. Verdeyeri (llljuiois UnivO indicate

that the absorption of tunable dye Jaser radiation
by cesium in high-pressure xenon gas occurs over a
broader spectral range than the width of Cs
absorption lines. The lasing threshold was calcu-
lated to be 3.46 kW/cm^. Communications with
L. D. Hess (Hughes Research Labs.) indicate studies
with flashlamp excitation which, however, did not
attain the high efficiencies (up to 10%) theoreti-
cally projected for excimer lasers.

III. Broadband Optical Pumping of
Vibrational Molecular Laser
Transitions in the Infrared

For solar radiation the radiation intensity in
the infrared is much smaller than at peak intensity
(Fig. 1). The existence of many rotational-
vibrational laser lines over r. wide spectral band
in the infrared combined with the broadening and
overlapping of these lines at high pressures allows
broadband absorption of the available radiation.

For the present preliminary study, optical
pumping of thf CO molecule was studied, because
of it> long V-T relax .tion rates, "1.9 x 10"3/sec/
Torr, which facilitate buildup of steady-state
population inversions even at high pressures.
Since the CO molecule has a small anharmonic
energy defect, the energy may shift to higher
vibrational levels unless it is removed. This
removal can take place either by cooling or by
energy transfer to other molecules. The feasibili-
ty for optical pumping of tlu 0 •* 1 CO vibra-
tional-rotational band with subsequent near
resonant V-V energy transfer to r.O2, OCS, NjO,
C2H2 (Fifi- 5) was demonstrated in reference 14
using the second harmonic of the P(24) laser line
of the 9.6 11m C02 band, which falls close to the
CO 0 •*• 1, P(i4) laser transition.

For 60f)0°X blackbody radiation M Watts rer
cm are available over an integrated absorption
bandwidth of -x.2000 A (P«R branch) of tho
5 pm 0 •+ 1 CO transition, corresponding to '"•O.2
watts per cm2 per 100 8 at S pm (Fig. 1). The line
absorption • oefficients in this region are of the

...xirder of 10/cm, thus the total power would be
absorbed over a distance of M0"^ cm, yielding a.
power density of i>40 watts/cm^.

Longer penetration depths may be achieved by '
direct optical pumping of the O •* 2 CO transition
using 2.4 iun radiation.. The absorption coeffi-
cients are *fl x 10"^/cm and at 2.4 pm concentiat-
ed solar radiation provides 4 Watts/cm2/100 8
(Fig. 1), and 24 Watts/cu2 across 600 A integrated
absorption bandwidth..; The power density absorbed
in the lasing medium will be "V.1.7 Watts per cm3.

For transfer of the v = 2, CO vibrational
enoTgy to CO2 and other molecules, V-V transfer
first occurs to the w = 1, CO state. Calcula-
tions indicate that for several torr of CO2 in
atmospheric CO sufficient gain should occur in CC^
•to make this a potentially useful laser. The"
actual power output depends cr: the exact
vibrational-roTational bandwidth available for ab-
sorption, fcre detailed calculations and experi-
ments to determine the efficiency of energy trans- ;
fer are required.
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IV. Use of Mul*-' -j.ne Lasers for Multiphoton
Pumping of Lasers and Chemical Reactions

Two-photon pumped lasers have recently been
demonstrated (Rcf. 15) where simultaneous pumping
with both P(12) and P(14) transitions of a C02

TEA laser were used to obtain lasing in SFg at
15.9 pm (Fig. 6). The desirability of better
temporal and spatial coincidence, and increased
power of the two laser pump lines is stated and the
need for careful tuning is noted. In an article
(Ref. 16) on stimulation of chemical reactions with
laser radiation it is shown that the absorption of
a large number of low-energy quanta rather than one
high-energy quantum facilitates considerable devia-
tion of resonance mode from the average temperature
- and that this is very important for controlled
stimulation of chemical reactions. A laser has
been designed and operated by A. Javan, to achieve
independent simultaneous operation of laser lines
and broadband tunability (Fig. 7). The independent
laser lines are obtained by spatially separating
their production in a laser medium, which operates
at'low power to achieve optimum control of fre-
quency and tunability. This multiline laser radia-
tion passes co-linearly through another lasing
medium which i ,, forced to operate on these injected
lines, thus maintaining the high frequency stabil-
ity at considerably higher powers. Such injection
locking has boen demonstrated in the past for one
injected laser line (e.g., Ref. 17), but is new for
multiline operation. Furthermore, fci- high-
pressure operation controlled continuous tuning
over pre ire broadened overlapping lines could be
achieved. Rapid chirping over a wide spectral
range could approach conditions of an intense
broadband nonequilibrium source, in contrast to
equilibrium blackbody sources.

V. Photopreionization for High Pressure
Laser Plasmas

Photopreionization of high-pressure CO2
electric discharge lasers and other lasers hai. been
extensively studied in. recent years to provide an
alternative to electron beams in the production of
uniforni laTge volume high-pressure lasers, with
highly efficient ind stai-le operation. A novel
technique involves the addition to the lasing
medium of a small quantity of organic seed material
(e.g., tripropyiamine or trimethylamine) having
lower ionization potential than the laser medium.
Since the xasing media do not absorb ai. the wa\ e-
ler.gth-- which preionize the seed and, since the
seeddt iity is low, an increased penerration depth
is achieved. This technique was originally demon-
strated by A. Javan* and J. S. Levine (Ref. 18) and
additional studies have been reported in references
10 and 20. Figure 8 shows a high-pressure COT
photopreiomzed laser operating at the NASA laiigley
Researci: Center. The laser designed by A. Javan
uses flashrodi with open spark gaps, which avoid
contamination,buildup by the seed material such as
might occur when using flashlamps.
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DISCUSSION

F. HOHL: What sort o£ intensities do you need to
pump an excliner laser?

R. V. HESS: It is very unlikely that one can pump
excimer lasers by this inetbad. Verdeyen calculated
a threshold of 3.4 kilowatt per fubic ce for noble
gas-alkali pumping which is too high. That would
need flashlasp pumping. But some of the other
lasers we mentioned - the photo dissociation
lasers, N0C1, Iodine bromide and also the bromine
molecule that has an e.v. transition, and also
the CO which has long lifetimes and therefore low
thresholds are potentials for pumping by this
method.

K. THOM: What do you think about the possibility
of using solar pumping for such lasers?

R. V. HESS: The Nd-Yag laser is being solar
pumped but that is a solid state laser, being
considered for communications. The best candi-
date" for solar pumping seem to be N0C1, bromine
molecules, IBR, and potentially CO because ci:is
displays broadband excitation and has a long
lifetime and a relatively low threshold. We are

looking more at there possibilities right now.
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STATUS OF PHOTOELECTROCHEMICAL PRODUCTION OF HYDROGEN
AND ELECTRICAL ENERGY

Charles E. Byvik and Gilbert H. Walker
NASA Langley Research Center

:V-->nton, Virginia

Abstract

The efficiency for conversion of electromag-
netic energy to chemical and electrical energy
utilizing semiconductor single crystals as photo
ai.odes in electrochemical cells has been investi-
gated. Efficiencies as high as 20 percent have
been achieved for the conversion of 330 nm radia-
tion to chemical energy in the form of hydrogen by
the photoelectrolysis of water in a SrTiO3 based
cell. The SrTiO3 photoanodes have been shown to
be stable in 9.5 M NaOH solutions for periods up
to 48 hours. Efficiencies of 9 percent have been
measured for the conversion of broadband visible
radiation to hydrogen using n-type GaAs crystals
as photoanodes. Crystals of GaAs coated with
500 nm' of gold, silver, or tin for surface passi-
vation showed no significant change in efficiency.
By suppressing the production of hydrogen in a
CdSe-based photogalvanic cell, an efficiency of
9 percent has been obtained n conversion of
633 nm light to electrical energy. A CdS-based
photogalvanic cell produced s. conversion effi-
ciency of 5 percent for 500 nm radiation.

I. Introduction

The utilization of broad band radiation from a
fissioning plasma or of narrow band laser radia-
tion in space! requires transformation, into other
energy forms. Ideally, this energy transformation
should be performed by a device that is (a) effi-
cient, (b) sensitive over a broad wavelength inter-
val, (c) stable both thermally and chemically, and
(d) intensity efficient (especially for the case of
high photon energy densities characteristic of
lasers and plasma reactors). Recent research
has indicated that semiconductors used as photo-
anodes in an electrochemical cell with an aqueous
electrolyte can be used to convert photon energy
to both chemical energy2-8 (in the form of mole-
cular oxygen ana molecular hydrogen) and electri-
cal energy.g>10 . The purpose of this report is to"
present tiie status of recent research in the elec-
trolysis of water and the production of electrical
energy by photoelectrolytic cells and photogalvanic
cells where semiconductors have been used as

. photoelectrodes.

H. Background

Electrochemical cells a. ±n wide use today as
batteries, fuel cells, catalytic reactors and many
other applications. The photoelectrolytic and
photogalvanic ce)ls with semiconductor electrodes
are of particular interest at NASA-Laiigley
Research Center because they are promising tech-
niques for converting photon energy to chemical
and electrical energy.

Early work with semiconductors used as photo-
electrodes, in electrochemical cells indicated that
electrolysis of water could be achieved and elec-
trical energy could bo produced at the expense of
the semiconductor photoelectrode. V- was found
that photon energies greater than the bandgap of

the semiconductor electrode could enhance the dis-
solution of the semiconductor.

Fujishima and Honda3 reported results of a
titanium dioxide-based photoelectrolytic cell which
indicated that the TK>2 photoanode might be stable.
The photocell used by them is shown schematically
in figure 1.

C T T ^ / POWER SUPPLY \ s

Fig. I Schematic of Photoelectrolytic Cell.

The overall reaction proposed to be taking place,
in the cell when light having energy greater than the
bandgap of TiO2 (3.0 eV) was

>—1/2O2+H2 (1)

where the photon energy is converted to chemical
energy stored as the free energy of hydrogen
(68.3 kcal/mole).

A simple extension of this photon assisted elec-
trolysis of water in a semiconductor-based electro-
chemical cell is to suppress the hydrogen and
oxygen production by introducing into the electro-
lyte a suitable redox couple (an ionic couple which
is oxidized at ons electrode and reduced at the
other without changing the composition of the elec-
trolyte) and utilizing the electrical energy produced
by placing a load in the external circuit. This is
the principle of a photogalvanic cell.

The results reported for the TiO2-based photo-
chemical cell indicated that further research was
needed to (1) establish the nature of the photon
induced processes at the semiconductor-electrolyte
interface; (2) determine the energy conversion
efficiency of the semiconductor-based electro-
chemical cells; and (3) explore the use of other
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semiconductors as photoelectrodes in both photo-
galvanic and photoelectrolytic cells. The results
of the NASA sponsored work in this area is the
subject of this paper.

m. Results

Photoelectrolysis Cells

A detailed study of the TiO2-based photoelec-
trolysis cell was made by Wrighton, et al.5 Their
work concluded that, for a cell with a single elec-
trolyte and UV radiation (351 nm, 364 nm):
(1) oxygen is evolved at the photoanode (TiO2) and
hydrogen at the cathode (Ft) in the stochiometric
ratio of two to one in agreement with equation (1);
(2) a minimum external voltage of 0.25 volts is
necessary for the photoelectrolysis to take place;
(3) the photoelectrolysis reaction does not produce
dissolution of the TiO2 anode and is therefore a
catalytic reaction; and (4) optical energy storage
efficiency of the order of 1 percent can be
achieved by the production of hydrogen.

This research was followed by studies of other
semiconductors used as photoanodes in photoelec-
trolytic cells.. Table I gives a listing of the semi-
conductors used as photoanodes in the work to date,
as well as their efficiencies, the photon sources
used, and the need for external power supplies.

Titanium dioxide, antamony doped tin oxide, the
tentalates and strontium titariate have been shown
to be photochemically stable as photoanodes in
electrochemical cells. It should be noted that the
semiconductor photoanodes TiO2, Sb-SnO2, and the
tantalates need external power to electrolyse water
but the strontium titanate- and the gallium
arsenide-based cells do not. Maximum efficiency
for the SrTiO3 -based cell is achieved when

external power is added. This maximum conver-
sion efficiency is measured to be 20 percent for
330 nm photons. The energy storage efficiency for
the SrTiO3 cell as well as the others cited in this
section is determined by the formulr

Efficiency = Enthalpy (H2) - Energy (Power Supply)
Incident photon energy-

Efficiencies lower than 20 percent result when the
power supply is eliminated in the SrTi03-based
cell. .

Experiments with gallium arsenide crystals as
photoanodes have shown that electrolysis pioceeds
with efficiencies as high as 9 percent when a broad-
band light source is focused on the crystal.2 in an
attempt to passivate the surface of the GaAs crys-
tals, a sample with an efficiency of 6 percent to
broadband radiation was coated with a gold layer
approximately 5 nm thick. The efficiency of the
coated sample was not significantly different from
the uncoated sample. Similar coatings of tin and
silver indicated no degradation of efficiency.

The spectral response curve for a GaAs photo-
electrode in a photoelectrolytic cell is shown in
figure 2. This cell has very broad response
through the visible and into the near infra-red. The
long wavelength cut-off corresponds to the bandgap
of GaAs (1.43 eV or 867 nm). This response can
be contrasted to the response of the other semi-
conductor-based cells listed in Table I which are
sensitive to light in the UV only. Gallium Arsenide
is, therefore, a good candidate photoanode material
for sources such as the sun and other visible light
sources.

TABLE I. SEMICONDUCTOR PHOTOANODES USED IN
PHOTOELECTROLYSIS CELLS

PHOTO-ANODE

TiO2

Sb-SnO2

KTaO3

SrTiO3

GaAs

Au
GaAs-Ag

Sn

CHEMICAL STORAGE
EFFICIENCY

1%

1 %

6%
1 4%

20%

9%

6%

PHOTO SOURCE

ARGON ION
LASER (UV)

WATER FILTERED
Xe-LAMP

300 nm LIGHT

WATER FILTERtD
Hg-SOURCE (330 nm)

TUNGSTEN FILAMENT
LAMP

TUNGSTEN FILAMENT
LAMP

EXTERNAL POWER

YES

YES

YES

YES
NO

NO

NO
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Fig. 2 Spectral response of GaAs-based
photoelectrolytic ceil.

Photogalvanic Cells

As was mentioned previously, the addition of a
redox couple into the electrolyte can lead to the
suppression of the photon assisted evolution of
hydrogen and oxygen at the electrodes in the semi-
conductor-based photoelectrolysis cells. In the

- ideal case, only electrical energy is produced
which may be utilized by connecting an electrical
load in the external circuit. This cell is called a
photogalvanic cell or an electrochemical photocell.

A recent paper by Gerischer9 suggested that the
bandgaps of CdS and CdSe lie in an optimum range
(1.1 eV to 2.1 eV) for use as electrodes in solar
energy converters. The principle limitations to
the use of these semiconductors as photoanodes is
the problem of photbdissolution. Recently, how-
ever, Ellis, Kaiser, and Wrightonl° reported that
the addition of Na2S and sulfur to a sodium hydrox-
ide-aqueous electrolyte suppresses the evolution of
hydrogen at the platinum cathode and quenches the
photodecomposition of both the CdS and CdSe elec-
trodes. A schematic of their cell is shown in
figure 3. They report an energy conversion effi-
ciency of 5 percent, for the CdS-based cell at
500 nm and 9 percent for the CdSe-based cell at
633 nm.

LOAD

hv
h?h|/\A/V

r̂ .-TREDOXTT
: ELECTROLYTEM<r^/-

-PHOTO-ANODE
Fig. 3 Schematic of the photocell used in ref. 10.

IV. Conclusions

Titanium dioxide, strontium titanate, antimony
doped tin oxide, and potassium tantalate have been
shown to be chemically stable as photoanodes in
photoelectrolysis cells. Of these, only SrTiC>3 h a s

been shown to photodissociate water without the
addition of electrical energy, but 20 percent energy
conversion efficiencies for 330 nm light have been
achieved with the addition of energy from a power
supply. These semiconductor photoanodes are
effective energy converters for photons in the
ultraviolet. Gallium arsenide photoanodes have
been shown to have a broad spectral response in
the visible to near-IR and experiments with coat-
ings of Au, Ag, and Sn suggests that the passiva-
tion of the surfaces of GaAs crystals can be
achieved without degrading their energy conversion
efficiency. Like SrTiC-3, GaAs-based photoelec-
trolysis cells dissociate water without the need ol •
additional external energy.

Cadmium sulfide and cadmium selenide crystals
used as anodes in photogalvanic cells have been
shown to be photochemicaUy stable with the addi-
tion of Na2S and sulfur to aqueous solution of
NaOH. Energy conversion efficiencies as high as
9 percent for 633 nm light have been measured in
the CdSe-based photogalvanic cells.

A few semiconductors used as photoanodes in
both photoelectrolytic cells and photogalvanic cells
have been shown to be chemically stable and effi-
cient for the conversion of electromagnetic radia-
tion to chemical and electrical energy. Further
research is necessary to determine the ultimate
efficiencies of these two techniques using semi-
conductors as photoelectrodes as well as the
effects of intensity of the incident photon energies
on their performance.
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F. C. SCHWENK: Mr. Tuck from Bell Labs who has
been working with Indium Phosphide, says It has
about the same kind of response as gallum
arsenide, but i t has a lot more stabi l i ty than
galium arsenide: further, he was able to process
It or heat i t to fairly high temperatures without
having i t break down. So i t might be an interesting
lead to look into, and i t is less expensive than
galium arsenide.

J . H . LEE: You have a problem with corrosion of
the anodes. Does the anode have to be Immersed
in water or can It be external to the electrolyte?

C. E. 5YVIK: The only thing you have to have is
an electrical conduction path between the anode
and cathode, whether i t be an aqueous electro-
lyte or solid electrolyte, i t would work. As
long as there i s e lectrical conductivity between
the two electrodes, the circuit would work.

DISCUSSION

ANON: Have you found that surface metal films are
effective over a long period of time or 3hbrt time?

C. BYVIK: This is a short duration experiment. We
are looking into a l i t t l e more detail now on this
metal film idea at Langlsy. .

F. C. SCHWENK: Have you done any analysis as to
what levels of efficiency might be expected - for
say a semiconductor like galium arsenide?

C. BYVIK: We haven't made those estimates. The
literature points out the ultimate efficiency may
be about 28%, but we haven't checked that. That
was a guess made without any analysis.
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Abstract

The concept of allfj fueled gas core breeder
reactor (GCBR) is attractive f"-r electric power
generation. Studies indicate that UF& fueled reac-
tors can be quite versatile with respect to power,
pressure, operating temperatvre, and modes of power
extraction. Possible cycles include Brayton cycles,
Rankine cycles, MHD generators, and thermionic di- -
odes. Another potential application of the gas
core reactor is its use for nuclear waste disposal
by nuclear transmutation.

The reactor concept analyzed is a OTV core
surrounded by a molten salt (Ll'F, BeF2, ThF4)
blanket. Nuclear survey calculations were carried
out for both spherical and cylindrical geometries.
A maximum breeding ratio of 1.22 was found. Fur-
ther neutronic calculations were made to assess
the effect on critical mass, breeding ratio, and
spectrum of substituting a moderator, Be or C, for
part of the molten salt in the blanket.

Therraodynamic cycle calculations were performed
for a variety of Rankine. cycles. Optimization of
G Rankine cycle for a gas core breeder reactor em-
ploying an intermediate heat exchanger gave a max-
imum efficiency of 37%. .

A conceptual design is presented along with, a
system layout for a 1000 MW stationary power plant.
The advantages of the GCBR are as follows:' (1)
high efficiency, (2) simplified on-line reprocess-
ing, (3j inherent safety considerations, (4) high
breeding ratio, (5) possibility of burning all or
most of the long-lived nuclear waste actinides,
and (6) possibility of extrapolating the technology
to higher temperatures and MHD direct conversion.

I. Introduction

For about more than a decade, NASA has supported
research on gas core reactors which consisted of
ca,vity reactor criticality tests, fluid mechanics
tests, investigations of uranium optical emissions
spectra, radiant heat transfer, power plant stu-
dies, and related theoretical investigations.1>2>3

These studies have shown that UFg fueled reactors
can be quite versatile with respect to power, pres-
sure, operating temperature, modes of power extrac-
tion, and the possibility of transmuting actinide
waste products. Possible power conversion systems
include Brayton cycles, Rankine cycles, MHD gener-
ators, and thermionic diodes. Additional research
has shown the possibility of pumping lasers by fis-
sion fragment interactions with a laser gas mixture

which leads to the possibility of power extraction
In. the form of coherent light.*

Gas core reactors have many advantages when com-
pared to conventional solid fuel reactors in current
use. Table 1 lists several advantages oE gas core
reactors.

Table 1 Advantages of gas core reactors

I. Small Fuel Loadings

II. Simplified 9n-Line Fuel Reprocessing

III. Greater Safety due to Small Inventory of
Fission Products

Require Less Structural MaterialIV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

Higher Breeding Ratios and Shorter Doubling
Times

Potential for Higher Neutron Fluxes Which
Hakes Actinide Transmutation Practical

Operates at Higher Temperature with Increased
Power Plant Efficiencies

Possibility of Extrapolating Technology to
Higher Temperefcurea and Use MHP Direct Con-
version

One of the major advantages of VFc reactors for
power generation is the simplified fuel reprocessing
scheme which the gaseous fuel makes possible as
shown in Fig. 1.

WASTE PRODUCTS

Fig. 1 Simplified diagram of UF& breeder
reactor fuel cycle.

This research was supported by NASA Grants
NSG-7068 and NSG-1168.

Part of the OFg can be extracted from the core con-
tinuously and sent to a fuel reprocessing facility
for removal of waste products. The waste product
removaf can be accomplished by fractional distilla-
tion' or cold trapping. After an appropriate waiting
period, the waste products can be reprocessed for
recovering long-lived fission products and actinides
for return back to the reactor for transmutation to
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short-lived isotopes or fissioning or. the actinides. NaBF* and NaF and Is quite compatible with UFg.

An additional advantage of gas core reactors is
that they do not require the core structural ma-
terials that are necessary for solid fuel reactors.
This lack of materials which undergo parasitic neu-
tron capture enables higher breeding ratios for
gas core reactors in comparison to conventional re-
actors. This paper reports a design study per-
formed at Georgia Tech to evaluate the merits of
gas core reactors for use as breeder reactors for
electric power generation.

II. Materials

Mat trials selected for use for the gas core
breeder reactor are listed in Table 2.

Table 2 Materials for UFg gas core breeder
reactor

Core: UF,(U-233)
o

Blanket: Molten Salt—LiF-BeF.-ThF, (71.7-16-12.3
mole%)

Structure: Modified Hastelloy-N

Secondary Coolant: NaBF4(92%) NaF(87.)

Uranium hexafluoride was chosen as the fuel because
it exists in a gaseous state at low temperatur.es.
U 3 3 was selected as the fissionable Isotope of the
fuel because it enables use of the uraniira-thorium
fuel cycle which results in the direct production
of U 2 3 3 from breeding. An additional advantage is
that the U233-Th fuel cycle, does not produce as
great a buildup of actinides as fuel cycles employ-
ing U235-U238 or Pu239-U238.

Several concepts were considered for the reactor
blanket material. It was throught that a fluid
blanket would be desirable so as to capitalize on
the continuous reprocessing which is possible with
th' fluid fuel. The best material for use as the
blanket is a molten salt similar to the type em-
ployed by the molten salt breeder reactor. This
salt has a composition of LiF-BeF2-ThF4 which has a
melting point of 500°C, has a low vapor pressure at
the operating temperature, and is stable in the
proposed range of application (540-970=C). In
order to reduce parasitic neutron capture in lith-
ium, the lithium is enriched to 99.995% in Li7.

A modified Hastelloy-N was selected for the
core liner, reactor pressure vessel, and primary
piping. This material was developed for the molten
salt breeder program and is qu.'.te compatible with
the blanket salt and UFg over operating tempera-
tures less than 900°C. Modified Hastelloy-N is
very similar in composition and other related
physical properties to standard Ilastelloy-N; how-
ever, the modified version is superior because of
its ability to resist helium embritclement under
neutron irradiation.

It was thought that it would be undesirable for
UFg to interface with water which will be used as
the working fluid for the power conversion cycle.
Consequently, an intermediate coolant was selected
for exchanging heat with the UFg. This intermedi-
ate coolant is a molten salt which is composed of

III. Nuclear Analysis

Nuclear calculations were performed using the
MACH-I one-dimensional, diffusion code5 and the
THEHMOS transport code. MACH-I employs 26 energy
groups with the thermal neutron energy being 0.025
eV. Because of the high temperatures of thg UFg
and the blanket, it was thought that more accurate
calculations could be performed by using THERMOS
to supply thermal neutron cross sections.

The MACH-I code was used to calculate breeding
ratios, critical masses, and reactor dimensions for
a variety of reactor concepts. The lithium and
beryllium contained in the blanket salt will act
as a moderator for slowing down fission neutrons
from the core. It was thought that additional mod-
eration might be desirable and, consequently, car-
bon and beryllium were added in varying amounts to
the blanket to evaluate the effects upon reactor
parameters. Tables 3 and 4 show calculated breeding
ratios, critical masses, and reactor dimensions for
various percentages of carbon or beryllium in the
blanket. As shown, additional moderation does in-
crease breeding ratios and it appears that maximum
breeding ratios occur when the blanket volume is
about 25% carbon or beryllium. Additional studies
showed that blanket thicknesses of 100 cm or greater
behaved as though the blanket was of infinite thick-

It is recognized that gas core reactors will un-
doubtcily be built in a cylindrical geometry.
Since MACH-I Is a one-dimensional code it was neces-
sary to perform the survey calculations with a
spherical reactor. In order to assess the effects
of analyzing two-dimensional reactors with a one-
dimensional diffusion code, some of the nuclear cal-
culations were repeated using the EXTERMINATOR?
diffusion code which is capable of doing calcula-
tions in an r-z geometry. The core capacity of the
Georgia Tech CYBER-74 computer would not allow per-
forming EXTERMINATOR calculations with more than 4-
energy groups. Since the MACH-I calculations were
performed with 26-energy groups, it was deemed de-
sirable to collapse the 26-energy groups used in
MACH-I down to 4-energy groups and repeat the MACH-I
calculations. This enabled comparing the effects
of using 4- or 26-energy groups for calculating
breeding ratios, reactor dimensions, and critical
masses. Table 5 illustrates the results of these
calculations and, as seen, there are insignificant
differences in using 4- or 26-energy groups with
the MACH-I code. Therefore, it may be concluded
that computations using 4-energy groups with the
EXTERMINATOR code should yield valid results.

Table 5 also shows the results of the 4-energy
group EXTERMINATOR calculations for a cylindrical
reactor with a core height equal to the core diam-
eter. As seen, the breeding ratio is slightly
higher by going from a spherical geometry to a
cylindrical geometry. This is to be expected be-
cause of the increased neutron leakage from a
cylindrical core because of the increased surface-
to-volume ratio of a cylinder compared to a sphere.
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Percent of Carbon
in Blanket

Breeding Ratio

Critical Radius

Critical Mass
(kg U-233)

0

1

58

379

.183

.6

Table 3 Critical parameters vs Volume percent of carbon in blanket
(blanket thickness =114 cm)

25 50 75 100

1.196 1.190 1.133 0

60-* 62.6 61.4 39.2

386 463 436 114

Table 4 Critical parameters vs volume percent of beryllium in blanket
(blanket thickness = 114 cm)

Percent of Be in 0 25 50 75 100
blanket

Breeding Ratio 1.183 1.223 1.203 1.065 0

Critical Radius 58.6 61.8 61.1 53.4 29.8
(cm)

Critical Mass 379 446 431 287 50
(kg U-233)

Table 5 Comparison of critical parameters

Spherical Core Spherical Core Cylindrical Core
(26 group) (4 group) (4 group)

Breeding Ratio

Critical Radius
(cm)

Critical Core
Volume

Critical Mass
(kg U-233)

Blanket Thickness
(cm)

1

58

8.4 x

379

114

.181

.6

105 cm3

1.179

60.9

9.5 x 105 cm3

426

114

1.219

54.8

1.0 x 106 cm3

496

100
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IV. Heat Transfer

Because of high power densities in gas core re-
actors, it is necessary to analyze the core heat
transfer in order to assure that unacceptably high
temperatures are not achieved in the DFg. This re-
quires solving the energy equation for UFg flowing
through a cylindrical core. Equation 1 gives the
energy equation for the UF(..

where
p = density

c_ = specific heat at constant pressure
U2(r,zJ = axial velocity

T = temperature
ke = k + pcpSH> total conductivity
en = eddy diffusivity for heat transfer

q = volumetric heat generation rate

Equation 1 is extremely complex because UFg
physical properties are highly temperature depend-
ent and the volumetric heat generation term is
strongly spatially dependent due to the variable
UFg density in the core and variable neutron flux
distributions. Equation 1 was solved for two sets
of boundary conditions: (Case 1)—an insulated
liner wall in which no heat crosses the wall and
(Case 2 ) — an insulated liner wall until the wall
temperature reaches 920°rX for the rest of the core
length. Equation 1 was solved numerically by using
finite difference representations for the partial
derivatives and incorporating a MACH-I power dis-
tribution computation for the volumetric heat gen-
eration term. A marching technique was employed
which required iteration at each axial step in order
to incorporate the temperature dependence of the
UFg physical properties. Reference 8 gives a de-
tailed description of the heat transfer modeling
and computational techniques.

It was estimated that 9.7% of the reactor power
would be deposited in the blanket. Consequently,
for a power level of 1000 MWth, 903 MWth would be
generated in the reactor core. The UF6 inlet tem-
perature was specified as 558°K and mass flow rate
at 6320 kg per second: The core geometry was a
right cylinder with a 100 cm radius and 200 cm
length.

Figure 2 illustrates the radial dependence of
UFg temperatures for various axial positions for
the insulated wall boundary condition (Case 1).
Temperatures reach a peak at the wall because the
volumetric heat generation term is a maximum at the
wall and, In particular, the fluid velocity at the
wall is zero which means heat is transferred at
that location only through conduction. Figure 3
illustrates core liner wall Cer.-eratures and UFg
fuel temperatures at the core axis as a function of
core length. As shown by the calculations, after
50 cm down the channel length the liner wall tem-
peratures exceed 920°K, which is considered unac-
ceptably high.

Figure 4 illustrates the radial dependence of
UF6 temperatures for various axial locations for
the boundary conditions that liner wall temperatures
not exceed 920°K (Case 2) . The maximum UF, temper-
ature occurs at the core exit and is 1220°K, which
is far below temperatures required for substantial

ov, ionization. Figure 5 illustrates core liner
wall temperatures and UF, temperatures at the core
1 axi6 as a function of core length.

t

Radial Distance (cm)

Fig. 2 Temperature vs radial distance (Case 1)

Axial Distance (cm)

Fig. 3 Wall temperature vs axial distance (Case 1)

' 60 m
20 en

Fig. 4

Radial Distance (cm)

Temperature vs radial distance (Case 2)
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MlLtOWEPAT <8}°K

Axial Distance (cm)

Fig. 5 Wall temperature vs axial distance (Case 2)

The boundary condition that the liner wall tem-
perature not exceed 92O°K requires wall cooling
after about 40 cm down the core length. Conse-
quently, it is necessary to examine wall heat fluxes
in ordec to determine the extent of the wall cool-
ing. Figure 6 illustrates calculated liner wall
heat fljxes as a function of channel length. The
maximum heat flux occurs at the channel exit and
has a value of 0.205 watt per square centimeter
which 1;> a small heat flux for which it will be
easy to provide wall cooling.

nozzles for flow of UFg into and out of the core.
Figure 7 illustrates the gas core reactor design.
The reactor is a right cylinder with ellipsoidal
heads and height equal to the diameter. It is
easily fabricated and a good geometry to work with
from both a practical and a calculational point of
view.

UFt
INLET

UF6
INLET

UF6

OUTLET

UF6
OUTLET

Axial Distance (cm)

Fig. 6 Hall heat flux vs axial distance
(Case 2)

V, System Analysis

It was thought that.it would be desirable for the
flow through the reactor core to be at a uniform
velocity so as to simplify calculations and maximize
reactor performance. In order to obtain an approxi-
mate uniform veiccity distribution in the core It
is necessary to employ numerous inlet and outlet

Fig. 7- Reactor configuration

The blanke.t will be pressurized to the same
pressure as the core (on the order of 100 bars).
The core liner is designed to withstand a pressure
difference of only 15 bars. The outside pressure
vessel will need to be capable of containing the
100 bar pressure plus a 20% safety ma-gin, or 120
bar total. These pressures are not extreme and can
be easily accommodated. The reactor pressure ves-
sel was designed according to specifications from
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code; Section
Ill—Rules for Construction of Nuclear Power Plant
Components.' The core liner was selected at a
thicknee of 1.3 cm which is adequate for sustain-
ing a 15 bar pressure difference at the reactor
operating temperature for a 30-year lifetime. In
case of a rapid depresscrization of the blanket,
the core liner can withstand a pressure difference
of approximately 90 bars for a period of 6 minutes.

Many schemes were examined for energy conversion
with gas core breeder reactors. The UF, can be
used as a working fluid for either 3i-ayton or Ran-
kine cycles. However, in order to have reasonable
efficiencies, a regenerator is necessary for either
cycle. High efficiencies can be achieved using UFg
in Rankine cycles for the operating temperatures
selected for this study. For turbine inlet temper-
atures of 850°K -nd pressures of the order of 100
bars, Rankine cycie efficiencies will exceed 41%.

In order to reduce the inventory of UFg in the
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power plant system, it is desirable to employ an*
other fluid as the working fluid in the energy con-
version device. Because of the adverse chemical
reaction of UFg with water, in the event of a rup-
ture of a boiler tube, it is not advisable for UFg
to exchange heat directly with water in a boiler.
Consequently, a molten salt NaBF^-NaF was selected
as an intermediate coolant for transferring heat
from UFg to water in a boiler. Ihe power plant
schematic is shown in Fig. 8. The molten salt has
heat transfer characteristics similar to those of
water and an additional desirable feature is that
it contains boron which is a control material used
in conventional reactors and would thus prevent the
possibility of critical!ty inside the intermediate
heat exchanger.

I GATE VALVES
•KWUAU.V OPEN

i
8.F. HJMP

©
CONDENSER

FEEOWATER HEATERS

Fig. 8 UTg breeder power plant system
schematic

The intermediate salt will be used to produce
superheated steam at a temperature of 460°C and a
pressure of 100 bars. The steam will be passed
through high pressure and low pressure turbines for
energy extraction. Three feedwater heaters are
employed for extracting moisture from the turbines
and heating the feedwater before it enters the
boiler. By extracting steam at optimum pressures
for each feedwatef heater stage, the overall cycle
efficiency will be 377..

VI. Conclusions

The design study has shown that it is possible
to construct a gas core breeder reactor with a high
breeding ratio, of the order of 1.2 or higher, and
an overall efficiency of 37%. The plant will not
require excessive temperatures or pressures and
will use much of the technoJogy already developed
for the molten salt breeder reactor program.
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station. The axial c-oniPnT-ient of the ye-
loqity measured in this.v'ay at' a function
of radial position is shown in Pig. 5.
For both currents, the profiles are flat
within experi nisntal error out to 10 cm.
Beyond this radius, the ion saturation
current drawn by the probe drops rapidly
to less than 10?S of its centerline value,
making velocity measurements impossible.

The observed axial and radial profiles
thus indicate that a single measurement of
centerline velocity 25 cm downstream of
the- anode should give a reasonable indica-
tion of trends in the average exhaust
velocity, although any leakage of flow
outside of the measureable 10 cm radius at
lower velocities will clearly reduce the
latter values somewhat.

Before presenting the results of the
velocity vs current survey, it should be
noted that the average exhaust velocity
from an MPD discharge can also be ex-
pressed as the ratio of the total thrust
to the propcllant mass flow rate. The
thrust is actually made up of two compon-
ents, an electromagnetic component, as
discussed in the introduction, and an
electrothermal component derived from the
arc chamber pressure. This electrothermal
component was measured by Cory and found
to be proportional to tlie current to the
1.5 power:t8'

Tefc = cj
1.5 (4)

where c is an experimentally determined
coefficient equal to 5.3 x 10~b N-A"1-5

for argon flow of 6 g/sec. Thusj this
average exhaust velocity may be expressed
in two terms:

(5)

Average exhaust velocities calculated from
this expression, and also from only the
electromagnetic term are both shown in
Figs. 6 and 7 along with the experimen-
tally determined exhaust velocities for
the ?.5 cm and for the 10 cm cathodes,
re spectively.

The data for both cathodes lie above
the calculated values, reflecting the
expected profile loss from outer flow
leakage. As the current is increased,
however, the data and the calculations
converge, implying a significant decrease
in this loss. Indeed, ion saturation
currents measured with the time-of-flight
velocity probe for the 2.5 cm cathode
indicate that as the current increases
from 8 to 25 kA, the outer flow leakage
drops to a.small'fraction of the total
mass flow. For a current of 15.3 kA,
Boyle(5) performed a more detailed experi-
mental analysis of the total exhaust ve-
locity profile and after accounting for
the profile losses, concluded that a good
average value of the full experimental
profile is provided by the velocity cal-
culated from Eq. 5. .To this extent, then.

the discrepancy between the data and the
calculated curve;! of Fiys. 6 ancJ 7 simply
reflects the difference between cent line
and average exhaust velocities of the flow.

Hote also that while the velocity data
for the 10. cm cathode rises CTOOt'nly with
currtnt and gradually meets the calculated
average velocity line, the data for the
2.5 O H cathode display a discernible change
in slope at the known onset current, J* of
16 kA. This fall-off beyond J* is believed
related' to a spurious, increase in mass
flow rate due to ablation, which, for given
thrust lowers the average exhaust velocity
from its pure argon value.I9' Since J*
for the 10 cm cathode lies virtually at
the end of the data line (23 kA), a similar
change in slope is not discernible in this
case.

Additional evidence for increased abla-
tion at the onset current can be seen in
the voltage-current characteristics for
the two cathodes, as shown in Figs. 8 and
9. Here, ths extrapolated value of the
terminal voltage for zero current is taken
to represent the electrode fall voltage
and has been subtracted from the terminal
voltage data shown in the figures. This
quantity, the terminal voltage less the
electrode fall, represents the potential
drop over the discharge plasma body and
is made up of contributions from ohmic
losses, Lorentz terms and others. For an
MPD thruster operating in an ideal electro-
magnetic mode, the Lorentz terms should
dominate the plasma potential drop and
scale with the exhaust velocity times the
magnetic field. The self-magretic field,
in turn, scales with the current, and the
exhaust velocity with the current squared,
so that this component of plasma potential
will be cubieally dependent on the current.
For a thruster operating in a pure electro-
thermal mode, in contrast, ohmic losses
should dominate the plasma potential drop,
which would then scale linearly with
current. Any real thruster has both elec-
tromagnetic and electrothermal components
to its thrust, so that the plasma potential
drop should scale somewhere between a
linear and a cubic dependence on current,
according to the dominant process in any
region. The data in Figs. 8 and 9 show
this is indeed the case, with electromag-
netic processes clearly favored over most
of the regime studied.

The additional evidence for ablation
beyond J* appears in the discernible
change of slope for the 2.5 cm cathode
just above, its onset current of 16 kA.
Since the exhaust velocity is inversely
proportional to the total mass flow rate
for a given thrust, as ablation increases,
the velocity should decrease. This
decrease will be reflected in a drop in
the Lorentz voltage term and hence, in the
terminal voltage. The decay in the
(V-Vo) ys J dependence beyond J* in Fig. 8
thus correlates well with the similar'
decay in the u vs J slope in Fig. 6.
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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH ON THE GAS CORE ACTINlDE
TRANSMUTATION REAGTOR (GCATR)*
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and

• F. Hohl
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The Gas Core Actinide Transmutation Reactor
(GCATR> offers several advantages including (1) the
gaseous state of the fuel nay reduce problems of
processing and recycling fuel and wastes, (2) high
neutron fluxes are achievable, (3) the possibility
of using a molten salt in the blanket may also sim-
plify the reprocessing problem and permit breeding,
(4) the spectrum can be varied from fast to thermal
by increasing the moderation in the blanket so that
the trade-off of critical mass versus actinide and
fission product burnup can be studied for optimiza-
tion, and (5) the U233-Th eycle, which can be used,
appears superior to the U '-Fu cycle in regard to
actinide burnup.

The program at Georgia Tech is a study of die
feasibility, design, and optimization of the GCATR.
The program is designed to take advantage of ini-
tial results and to continue work carried out by
Georgia Tech on the Gas Core Breeder Reactor under
NASA Grant-1168. In addition, Che program will
complement NASA's program of developing UFg-fueled
cavity reactors for power, nuclear pumped lasers,
and other advanced technology applications.

The program comprises:

(lj General Studies — Parametric survey calcu-
lations will be performed to examine the effect of
reactor sp 'Ctrum and flux level on the actinide
transmutation for GCATR conditions. The sensitiv-
ity of the results to neutron cross sections will
be assessed. Specifically, the parametric calcula-
tions of the actinide transmutation will include
thu mass, isotope composition, fission and capture
rates, reactivity effects, and neutron activity of
the recycled actinides.

(2) GCATR Design Studies — This task is a major
thrust of the proposed research program. Several
subtasks are considered: optimization criteria
studies of the blanket and fuel reprocessing, the
actinide Insertion and recirculation system, and
the system integration.

The total cost of the GCATR in a nuclear waste
management system will be evaluated and compared
to the cost of alternate strategies presently being
considered.

This paper presents a brief review of the back-
ground of the-GCATR and ongoing research which has
just been initiated at the Georgia Institute of
Technology.

Research sponsored by N.A.S.A.

I. Introduction

The high level radioactive wastes generated in
the operation of nuclear power plants contain both
fission products and actinide elements produced by
the non-fission capture of fissile and fertile iso-
topes . The fission products, atoms of medium
atonic weight formed by the fission of uranium or
plutonium, consist mainly of short term (3C years
or less half-life) isotopt;, including Sr 9 0 and
Cs 1 3 7. T c " and I 1 2 9 are long-lived fission prod-
ucts. The actinide components of radioactive
wastes, including isotopes of Np, Am, Cm, and Fu
and others are all very toxic and most have ex-
tremely long half-lives. The amount oi long-lived
radioactive material expected to be produced is
substantial. Smith(1) has estimated that In 1977.
150 kg of Am243, 150 kg of Am241, and 15 kg of Cm244

will be produced. The actinides cause waste man-
agement difficulties at two stages in the fuel
cycle. Some are carried over with the fission
products during fuel reprocessing, but also some
dilute plutonium wastes will ap-ear from fuel manu-
facturing plants. Thus at the entrance to the
waste facility are found a mixture of transuranic
actinides combined with shorter-lived and tempor-
arily more hazardous fission products.

The safe disposition of the radioactive wastes
is one of the most pressing problems of the nuclear
industry. Any viable plan must meet the three re-
quirements of

(1) technical soundness
(2) reasonable economics
(3) public acceptance.

II. Background

The strategies which have been suggested for
high-level nuclear waste management encompass

(1) terrestrial disposal (geologic, seabed,
ice sheet)

(2) extraterrestrial disposal, and
(3) nuclear transmutation,

or some combination of these methods, such as ter-
restrial burial of the short-lived fission products
and extraterrestrial disposal or nuclear induced
transmutation of the long-lived actinides. Fapers
discussing all of these methods were presented at
the Haste Management Symposium in December 1974."'
The technical soundness of terrestrial disposal is
a controversial topic, and also public acceptance
is questionable. Extraterrestrial disposal is
costly. Hence, there is increasing interest in
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nuclear transmutation as a potential solution to
the nuclear waste disposal problems, i'igure i sum-
marizes the nuclear waste mansgeraen'.. schemes which
are under consideration.

Fi£. 1 Schematic representation of schemes
for nuclear waste management

The first published suggestion for the use of
neutron-induced transmutation of fission products
was made in 1964 by Steinberg et al.,O who con-
cerned themsulves only with the transmutation of
Kr85, Sr90, and Cs137. Their calculations assumed
that the krypton and cesium fission product wastes
had been enriched to 90% in Kr85 and Cs137. This
was necessary due to the relatively small thermal
neutron cross sections of these two nuclides and
their small concentration with respect to their
stable isotopes found in spent fuel. The Sr ": anal-
ysis was based on the presence of Sr9" and Sr°9

which has a half-life of 53 days. If the strontium
wastes are allowed to decay for one year before
being returned to the reactor, then all the Sr89

portion will decay to Y 8 9 (stable) which can be
chemically separated £rom the Sr90. However, even
with these modifications to the waste isotopJ.c com-
position, Steinberg et al, indicate that a thermal
neutron flux of 1 0 " n/cm -sec is required before
die halving time of Sr90 can be reduced from the
normal half-life of 28.1 years to 1 year. A flux
of 10^7 n/cm^-see was indicated to be necessary be-
fore the halving time could be reduced from the
natural half-life of 33 years to 1 year. The halv-
ing time describe* the "total" time spent in a
reactor for the inventory of a particular isotope
to be reduced to half its value.

ft)
In another work, Steinberg and Gregory con-

sidered the possibility of fission product burnup
(specifically Cs1 7 and Sr90) in a spallation reac-
tor facility. In this scheme a nuclear power reac-
tor is used to "drive" a high-energy proton accel-
erator with the resultant (p,xn) spallation reactions
of the proton beam with the target producing the
extreme fluxes of lo''7 n/cm -sec necesnary for fis-
fion product burnup. However, in addition to
economic disadvantages this concept faces serious
mechanical and material design problems.

Claiborne ' * " was the lirst investigator to
report detailed calculations of actinide recycling
in light water reactors. Claiborne studied actinide
recycling in light water reactors (LWR) operating
on 3.3% uZ35-u238 fuel cycle. He concluded that it
was not practical to burn the fission products, be-
cause' the neutron fluxes were too low and "develop-

ing jpecial burnt - reactors with required neutron
fluxes of 10" n/em^-sec or in thermonuclear nu-
clear reactor blanket 5 is beyond the limits of
current technology."<••>/

For purposes of comparison, Claiborne ex-
pressed radioactive waste hazards in terms of the
total water required to dilute a nuclide or mixture

: of nuclides to its SCG (Radiation Concentration
Guide Value, also known as the Maximum Permissible
Concentration, MPC). Using this criterion, the
waste from a PWR spent-fuel reprocessing plant is
dominated by fission products for about the first
400 years. After the first 400 years the actinides
and their daughters are the dominant factor. The
americium and curium components of the actinide
waste are the main hazards for the first 10,000
years, after which the lci.g-lived Np and its
daughters become the controlling factor. These
data assume that 99.5% of the U and Pu has been re-
moved from the waste.

Claiborne indicates that, if 99.5% of the C and
Pu is extracted, then a significant reduction it:
the waste hazard can be achieved by also removing
99.5% of the other actinides, mainly americium,
curium, and neptunium.

For the purpose of calculations, Claiborne as-
sumes that recycling takes place in a typical PWR
fueled with 3.3% enriched U and operated with a
burnup of 33,000 MWd/metric tonne of uranium. The
bumup was assumed continuous at a specific power
of 30 MW/metric tonne over a three year period.
The calculations also ignored intermittent opera-
tion and control rods and assumed that the neutron
flux was uniform tb-oughcut a region. The recycled
actinides were addeu uniformly to the 3.3% enriched
fuel. The actual calculations were performed by a
modified version of the nuclide generation and de-
pletion code ORIGEN.' ' The calculations are baso^
on three energy groups (thermal, 1/E energy distri-
bution in the resonance region, and a fast group)
with three principal regions in the reactor. Each
region was in the reactor for three years while
being cycled from the outside to the center so that
the innermost region is removed each year.

The "standard" Chat was used for comparing the
effect of the actinide recycle on the actinide
waste hazard was the waste obtained after removing
either 99.5% or 99.9% of the U and Pu at 150 days
after discharge and sending the remaining quanti-
ties to waste along with all the other actinides,
and all actinide daughters generated since discharge
from the reactor. The results of Claiborne's cal-
culations are presented in the form of a hazard
reduction factor which he defines as "the ratio of
the water required for dilution of the waste to the
RCG for the standard case to that required to dilute
the waste after each successive irradiation cycle."

The contributions of the actinides, fission prod-
ucts, and structural materials to the total waste
hazard are shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the ef-
fect of recycling the actinides in terms of the
hazard reduction factor for two cases of actinide
extraction efficiency. Note that the values decrease
asymptotically with increasing recycles. This is
due to the buildup of actinides in the system until
decay and burnup equal production, after about 20
cycles. Figures 2 and 3 compare the effect of re-
cycling in a LWR versus no-recycle for the short
and long time hazards.
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Table 1 Relative contribution of actinides and their daughters to the hazard measure of the waste and
of each actinide and i t s daughters to actinide was-e with 99.5% of U + Pu extracted'5'

Nuclides to
Waste

Actinides
Fission Products
Structural

Atericitni
Curium
Neptunium
J.5% U + 0.5% Pu
Other

io2

0.3
99+
0.04

51
41
0.2

5 x 10"3

Water required
water required

5 x 102

All Components

94
5
1

for dilution to
for the mixture)

104

of Waste :b

94
6
0.2

Actinide Waste:1"

56
37
0.3

1 x W3

24
59
12

5 x 10 - 2

the RCGa (% of total
for decav times (vr)

105

98
2
0.03

8
9

30

of:

106

99

4 x 10"4

8
1
89
1

nil

aUsing CFR RCGs and recommended default values for the unlisted nuclides.
Round-off may cau^d column not to total 100.

Table 2 Effect of recycle of actiaides other than U and Pu ou the hazard
measure of waste from PWR spent fuel processing'-1'

Recycle
Ho.

0
1
2
3
4
5
10
20
30

0
1
2
3
4
5
10
20
30

Water requir&d.' for dilution to RCGa, ratio of standard
to recycle" case (hazard reduction factor) for

io2

9.3
3.2
7.6
7.2
6.8
5.8
'5.1
5.0

58
44
38
36
33
32
27
—
--

103

Actinide

15
12
10
8.4
7.4
6.6
4.7
3.8
3.6

Actinide

73
59
48
40
35
31
22
18
17

iecav times (vr) of:

104

Extraction Efficiency.

18
13
11
9.3
8.3
7.5
5.8
4.9
4.6

Extraction Efficiency,

89
64
52
44
39
36
27
22
21

105

, 99.5%:

28
20
18
17
17
17
17
17
17

, 99.9%:

137
96
87
84
83
33
83
82
82

1C6

52
46
44
43
42
42
42
42
42

256
224
213
210
209
208
207
206
206

(8)Using CFR RCGs and recommended default values for the unlisted nuclides.

Chemical processing assumed at 150 days after reactor discharge; one cycle
represents 3 years of rea.-.tor operation.
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Fig. 2 ' Short-term cumulative hazard of actinide
waste from 60-year-operation of a typical
PWR(5>
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Fig. 3 Long-term cumulative hazard of actinide
waste from 60-year operation of a typical
PWR» ^

For the PWR examined, the decrease in the average
neutron multiplication was only 0.8%. By increasing
the fissile enrichment by only 2% (from 3.3 to 3.4%
enrichment) the loss in reactivity can be compen-
sated for.

The recycling of reactor actinide waste will in-
crease radiation problems associated with chemical
processing and fuel fabrication because of the in-
creased radioactivity of the reactor feed and dis-
charge streams. However, the increased actinide
inventory in a reactor will probably have little
effect on the potential danger in design basis ac-
cidents because the actinides are not volatile and,
therefore, will not be significantly dispersed into
the environment by any credible reactor accident.

Claiborne also states that the recycle of acti-
nides in MFBR's should produce even higher hazard
.reduction factors because of the better fission-to-
capture ratio of the aetinides in the presence of a
fast flux. He also states that the recycling of
actinides is well suited for fluid fuel reactors,
such as the MSBR, because of the on-stream continu-
ous reprocessing.

A technical group at Battelle Northwest Labora-
tories I9' extended Claiborne*s work to provide a
detailed review of the alternative method for long
term radioactive waste management. Section 9 of
their report was devoted to Transmutation Process-
ing and covered four categories: (1) accelerators,
(2) thermonuclear explosives, (3) fission reactors,
and (4) fusion reactors. The study identified re-
cycling in thermal power reactors as a promising
method and went on to state, "consideration should
also be given to evaluating the merit of havi s
special purpose reactors optimized for destroying
actinides."<9)

(10)

(ID
As reported in a review paper by Raman,(

evaluations made by Raman, Nestor, and Dobbs
show that actinide inventories can be reduced fur-
ther by recycling in a U233-Th23z fueled reactor.
This is made possible because neutron captures by
the fertile Th23z produce the fissile U 3. Neutron
caoture by U 2 3 3 results in higher U isotopes until
U " 7 is reached. Plutonium and transplutonium iso-
topes are generated to a far lesser extent in a
U 2 3 3-Th" z reactor than in a uz35-U238 reactor.
Raman also stressed the need for more accurate
cross section measurements.

The recycling of actinides in fast reactors has
also jeen studied.(12,13,14,15) Greater actinide
burnup is achievable in a fast reactor than in a
thermal reactor because the fission-to-c "ture ratio
is generally higher as shown in Table 3, ; i a 1973
review paper in Science, Kubo and Rose^6) suggested
that recycling of actinides in an LMFBR has several
advantages over recycling in a thermal reacfor in-
cluding the possibility that extreme chemirs'j sep-
arations may not be required because fewer acti-
nides are produced in a fast spectrum.

Paternoster, Ohanian, Schneider, Thorn, and
Schwenk(l'»l°>19) have studied tee use of the gas
core reactor for transmutation of fission pro-'u. ts
and actinide wastes. The fuel was UFg enriched to
6% in U"^. The four meter diameter core was sur-
rounded by a reflector-moderator of D2O with a
thickness ot 0.5 meter. The initial mass was 140
kg of XS235F6. Adjustable control rods were located
in the outer graphite reflector and the radioactive
wastes were loaded in target ports. Figure 4 shows'
results of calculations, comparing both actinide
and fission product waste in current tWR's with the
gaseous fuel power reactor. Notice that after 800-
1000 days, the actinide wastes in the gaseous core
reactor are an order of magnitude less than those
in a LHR.

dy sponsored by NASA, Clement, Rust, and
>Z1J analyzed a gas core breeder reactor
-ThZJZ fuel cycle. One- and two-

In a stud'
Williams < "
using a U
dimensional calculations were carried out for a UFB
fueled core surrounded by a molten salt blanket.
Figure 5 shows a diagram of the reactor. The me-
dium fission eueigy in the core was found to be
300 keV, and there was some spectrum softening in
the blanket.
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Table 3 Fission-to-capture ratios of actinides in
fast and thermal reactors v-0)

Isotope Half-Life
Years

Fast
Spectrum

Thermal
Spectrum

Np

Am'

Am

Am'

237

241

242m

243

244

2.14 x 10

433

152

7370

17.9

0.213

0.115

4.85

0.309

1.25

1.26 x 10

4.48 x 10

1.12

4.87 x 10

0.068

I

I

I
s

Fig.

IM 4H <•• IM 1IH U» IM 1IM tlH

DAYS OF REACTOR OPERATION
4 Radioactive waste production of 3425 Mw(t)

fission power reactors^''

mnul

Fig. 5 UFs gas-core reactor

Table 4 is a brief summary of some important
dates in the history of the GCATR. As previously
stated, the buraup of fission products requires
thermal neutron fluxes of the order of 101' nlaar-
sec. In the United States, the two reactors with
the highest neutron fluxes are the ORNL High Flux
Isotope Reactor fHFIR)( > and the SRI. High Flux
Reactor (HFR)^"' uhich have maximum neutron fluxes
of 3 x 10 1 5 and 5 x 10 1 5 u/cm2-sec, respectively.
Both of these reactors employ solid fuels and have
essentially reached the upper limit in neutron
fluxes because of heat transfer limitations. In
addition, when operating at these neutron fluxes
the refueling intervals are of the order of two
weeks. The gas core reactor does not have the in-
core heat transfer limitations posed by solid core
reactors employing a coolant aud, consequently,
higher neutron fluxes should be achievable. In
addition, reactor shutdown for refueling is not
necessary because new fuel can be continuously added
to the UFg during reactor operation. Therefore, a
gas core reactor may be the only practical reactor
for consideration of fission product bumup if such
a scheme of waste disposal is considered desirable.

Table 4 Some dates in the history of GCATR

1960-73 - NASA sponsored research on gas-core
reactor for rocket propulsion

1964 - Steinberg first suggests neutron-induced
transmutation

1972 - Claiborne's studies of actlnide recycling

in LWR's

1973 - documentation of ORIGEN program

1974 - recycling studies in LWR's, UiFBR's,
HTGR's by Croff, Raman, et al.

1974 - suggestion of GCATR by Paternoster,
Ohanian, Schneider (University of
Florida) and Thorn (NASA)

1974-75 - UF, breeder reactor study at Georgia
Tech sponsored by NASA

1976 - GCATR study at Georgia Tech sponsored by
NASA

Table 5 summarizes some of the advantages of the
GCATR which appear to make it an attractive candi-
date for actinide transmutation.

Table 5 Some advantages of the gas-core reactor

(1) The gaseous state of the fuel significantly
reduces problems of processing and recycling
fuel and wastes.

(2) High neutron fluxes are achievable.

(3) The possibility of using a molten salt in the
blanket may also simplify the reprocessing
problem and permit breeding.

(4) The spectrum can be varied from fast to thermal
by increasing the moderation in the blanket so
that the trade-off of critical mass versus ac-
tlnide and, fission product bumup can be studied
for optimization.

233
(5) The U -Th cycle, which can be used, is su-

perior to the U"-"-Pu cycle in regard to acti-
nide burnup.
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III. GCATR Research Program

Ihe overall objective of the NASA sponsored pro-
gram is to study the feasibility, design, and opti-
mization of a GCATR. The program involves three
interrelated and concurrent tasks, as listed in
Table 6.

Table 6 NASA sponsored GCATR research at
Georgia Tech

General Studies.
Update cross-sections
Sensitivity analysis
Parametric survey

Reactor and System Design
Design criteria
Reactor subsystem

(a) 2 3 3UF 6
(b) plasma core

Fuel and actinide insertion and
recycling

Economic Analysis
Comparison of GCATR with other

strategies

TASK 1 General Studies

Ramanv has pointed out the need for more accu-
rate cross section data and the necessity of as-
sessing the sensitivity of the calculational results
to the uncertainties in cross sections. This task
will include the following subtasks:

A. Literature Survey and Cross Section Tabula-
tion—A literature survey will be carried
out and the best available cross sections
of the fission products and actinides will
be tabulated. Improved values will be used
as they become available.

B. Implementation of a Versatile Depletion
Program—ORIGEN^ or a similar computer
code will be implemented or developed. A
depletion code which solves the equations of

. radioactive growth and decay and neutron
transmutation for large numbers of isotopes
is required. ORIGEN has been used previ-
ously for LWR's, LMFBR's, MSBR's, and HTGR's,
and may also be suitable for the GCATR.

C. Parametric Survey Calculations—Parametric
survey calculations will be performed to
examine the effort of reactor spectrum, and
flux level on the actinide transmutation for
GCATR conditions. The sensitivity of the
results to neutron cross sections will be
assessed. These studies will be related to

. the nuclear analysis work of TASK 2. Spe-
cifically, the parametric calculations of
the actinide transmutation will include the
mass, isotope composition, fission and cap-
ture rates, reactivity effects, and neutron
activity of the recycled actinides. Table 7
summarize:: the most important parameters to
te investigated.

Table 7 Most important parameters to be
Investigated

(1) The mass and composition of the actinides
being recycled

(2) The rate at which the recycled actinides are
fissioned and transmuted in the reactor

(3) The effect of the recycled actinides on fission
reactor criticality and reactivity

(4) The effect of the recycled actinides on the
out-of-reactor nuclear fuel cycle (i.e., fab-
rication, shipping, reprocessing, actinide
inventory, etc.)

TASK 2 GCATR Design Studies

This task is a major thrust of the proposed re-
search program. Four subtasks are considered:

A. Optimization Criteria Studies
B. Design Studies of the Reactor Subsystem
C. Design Studies of the Blanket and Fuel Re-

processing and Actinide Insertion and Recir-
culation System

D. System Integration

In subtask A, Optimization Criteria Studies,
consideration will be given to understanding the
trade-offs that are made to achieve a given result.
For example, is the GCATR to be used only for acti-
nide burnup? Should we also include breeding
(U 3-Th) or fission product transmutation? If we
reduce the mean neutron energy to achieve faster
fission product burnup, how much do we sacrifice in
actinide burnup? Should the reactor also be used
to produce power? If so, how much power? What are
the optimization criteria?

In subtask B, Design Studies of the Reactor Sub-
system, a multidisciplinary approach similar to
that in Refs. 20, 21 will be carried out Involving:

(1) Materials
(2) Nuclear Analysis
(3) Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer
(4) Mechanical Design.

Results of this task will be used iteratively with
the parametric study described in TASK 1. In pre-
vious work'20,21) one-dimensionaT and two-dimensional
survey calculations were carrie< out for a UFg-
fueled core surrounded by a molten salt blanket,
and a preliminary mechanical design was developed.
This work will be extended to include the insertion
of fission products and accinides in various loca-
tions in the reactor. The effect of other reactor
component changes such as using different reflector
materials (carbon, beryllium, deuterium oxide) or
modifying the molten salt reflector by the addition
of moderator will also be evaluated. Best available
cross section data from TASK 1 will be utilized.
A preliminary reactor design will be developed
taking into account thermal and mechanical design
consideration*.

In subtask C, a preliminary design of the UFg
and blanket reprocessing system (if molten salt)
will be prepared and performance of the systems
analyzed. Equilibrium fuel and blanket compositions
including fission products and actinides will be
computed. These results will provide necessary
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Information on equilibrium core and blanket compo-
sitions for use in the nuclear analyses.

Subtask D, System Integration, Involves putting
all the sub-components together in a workable sys-
tem taking account of critical!ty, shielding, and
economic, considerations.

TASK 3 Comparison of the GCATR with Othor Nuclear
Haste Management Strategies

The cost of the GCATR shall be evaluated in
terms of mills/kwhre. The cost can be broken down
into the components:

(1) solid and liquid storage
(2) shipping
(3) interim retrievable storage separations
(4) separation
(5) disposal or elimination in GCATR

The total cost of the management system will be
computed and compared to the cost of alternate
strategies presently being considered.

As of June 1976, the research program has been
underway for only two months. Table 8 summarizes
the status of the program at this time.

Table 8 Summary of Georgia Tech GCATR
research program to date

General Studies
1. Actinide cross sections have been updated
2. ORi'CEN has been implemented and modified
3. Some! sensitivity results and parametric

studies have been obtained

Reactor Studies
1. Series of rruclear design codes have been

implemented 233
2. Several configurations of

are being analyzed
OTfi reactor
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APPLICATION OF GASEOUS CORE REACTORS
FOR TRANSMUTATION OF NUCLEAR WASTE

B. G.. Schnitzler, R. R. Paternoster? and R. T. Schneider
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida

Abstract

An acceptable management scheme for
high-level radioactive waste is vital to
the nuclear industry. The hazard potential
of the trans-uranic actinides and of key
fission products is high Jue to their
nuclear activity and/or chemical toxicity.
Of particular concern are the very long-
lived nuclides whose hazard potential
remains high for hundreds of thousands of
years. Neutron induced transmutation
offers a promising technique for the treat-
ment of problem wastes. Transmutation is
unique as a waste management scheme in that
it offers the potential for "destruction"
of the hazardous nuclides by conversion to
non-hazardous or more manageable nuclides.
The transmutation potential of a thermal
spectrum uranium hexafluoride fueled cavity
reactor was examined. Initial studies
focused on a heavy water moderated cavity
reactor fueled with 5% enriched U235 -Fg and
operating with an average thermal flux of
6 x 1014 neutrons/cm2-sec. The isotopes
considered for transmutation were 1-129,
Am-241, Am-242m, Am-243, Cm-243, Cm-244,
i-ai-245, and Cm-246.

Introduction

The proper management of high-level
radioactive waste is an important issue
with which the nuclear community must deal.
In the face of rising serial pressure, the
identification of a satisfactory long-term
management scheme is vital to the health of
the industry.

A number of high-level, long-term
waste management schemes have been pro-
posed; none are entirely satisfactory.
The ultimate standard against which any
proposed management scheme must be judged
is whether or not ic will prevent any
nuclear waste material from ever posing a
threat to man's well-being. Management
schemes are invariably aimed at accom-
plishing this goal by isolation of the
waste material from man and from the
environment for whatever period of time it
remains hazardous. Transmutation is the
only exceptipn to the isolation rationale.
Transmutation is unique in that it offers
the potential of converting hazardous
nuclides into non-hazardous forms by the
same nuclear processes responsible for
their creation.

Waste Characterization

Until recently, spent fuel reproces-
sing had been directed toward recovery of

most of the uranium and plutonium present.
Recovery fractions were governed by trade-
offs between the value of the recovered
metal and sharply increasing costs with
higher recovery fractions. The remaining
high-level waste was treated collectively
by storage until future implementation of
a long-term management scheme. With this
technique, the entire high-level waste
mass must be treated as though it had the
half-life of the longest lived nuclide,
the chemical toxicity of the most toxic
nuclide, etc.

A recenu study1 on waste management
alternatives examined the requirements
and potential benefits of separating the
high-level vraste stream into two fractions
based on half-life. The short-lived
fraction would contain only those nuclides
which would decay to radiologically non-
toxic levels in 1000 years. At the end of
the 1000-year decay period, this fraction
of the high-level waste would require no
more control than that necessary from a
chemical standpoint. The long-lived frac-
tion would contain the actinides and a few
key fission products not meeting the
"short-lived" criteria. Different manage-
ment techniques might then be employed for
the two fractions. Some options, such as
transmutation, might require additional
separation by element or chemical groups
of elements.

Fission Products

The fission products are character-
ized by high specific activity sad
relatively low neutron absorption cross
sections. They are generally short-lived
compared to the actinide elements. They
are neutron rich and decay toward a stable
neutron-proton ratio by successive beta
decays. Typical decay chains are illus-
trated in Figure 1. For thermal fission
of U-235, there is slightly less than 1%
fission yield into the 129 mass chain.
There is negligible direct yield of
xenon-129. The shorter-lived chain mem-
bers rapidly decay into iodide-129 which
has a half-life of 15.9 million years.
Within the fission product group, a few
long-lived nuclides, such as 1-129, control
the long-term waste hazard.

Actinides

The trans-uranic actinides are formed
by those neutron absorption reactions in
the fuel which do not result in fission.
The most common such reaction competing
with fission is radiative capture. The

* Now at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
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newly formed nucltde may then undergo
spontaneous or neutron induced fission,
decay by particle emission, or another
neutron absorption reaction such as radi-
ative capture may take place. In this
manner, higher and higher mass number
trans-uranics are built up in the fuel.

The heavy metals present the most se-
vere long-term management problems. They
are characterized by high chemical toxicity
and very long half-lives. The waste hazard
associated with the heavy metals remains
high for hundreds of thousands of years.
In general, the actinides possess sub-
stantial neutron reaction cross sections.

Transmutation

Transmutation is any process by which
a nuclide is changed into another nuclide.

- The decay of a radioactive nuclide is a
natural transmutation process, but it may
not occur on a sufficiently short time
scale to be useful for waste management.
Transmutation may also be artificially
induced by neutrons, photons, or charged
particles. Of the known methods of arti-
ficially inducing transmutation, only
neutron induced transmutation appears t:o
offer near term technical and economic
feasibility.

Transmutation of the long-lived waste
fraction will involve treatment of the
actinides and some key fission products.
For the fission products, the motivation
for treatment is illustrated by consider-
ing iodine-129. The 1-129 decay bottleneck
illustrated in Figure 1 may be relieved by
irradiation. Radiative capture reactions
in the 1-12? will drive it to 1-130. The
short-lived (12.4 hours) 1-130 will then
beta decay to xenon-130 which is stable and
non-hazardous. The very slowly decaying
nuclides in a particular mass chain are
shifted to a more rapidly decaying chain.

A number of competing reactions may
also occur. The major reaction paths are
indicated in Figure 2. Table 1 contains a
symbol key for the figure. For 1-130,

radiative captures producing 1-131 compete
with the natural beta decay producing Xe-
130. Similar competitive reaction paths
may be readily observed for other nuclides.
In general, the rate at which the trans-
mutation proceeds will be governed by the
magnitude of the neutron flux. The re-
action rate may also be altered, sometimes
substantially, by tailoring the neutron
spectrum to exploit neutron absorption
resonances. Particular reaction paths can
be enhanced by altering the spectrum. The
eventual distribution of nuclides is strongly
dependent on the neutron spectrum.

The final nuclide distribution will
be very significant from a waste management
standpoint. The variety of possible re-
action paths generally precludes prediction
of the final distribution by observation.
The effect of a spectral change must be
evaluated by following the isotopic balance
as a function of time during the irradia-
tion and subsequent decay period. Nuclide
concentrations, transmutation rates, and
the waste hazard may then be calculated.

For the actinides, the transmutation
rationale is different. Contrary to the
fission products, there is little to be
gained by radiative capture reactions in
the actinides. To build even higher acti-
nides from them is of questionable value.
The ultimate objective is to induce
fission. Actinide fission cross sections
generally decrease with increasing energy,
but at a fafter rate for most actinides.
Therefore, fission can be promoted over
radiative capture by the employment of a
harder neutron spectrum. As with the
fission products, the optimum spectrum
cannot be predicted by simple observation
and detailed calculations must be per-
formed.

A number of transmutation schemes
have been proposed for waste management.
Detailed transmutation calculations6 in-
dicate that actinide recycle in currently
operating light water reactors (LWR)
would be effective in reducing the long-
term hazard associated with the actinide
wastes. The liquid metal fast breeder
reactor (LMFBR) may prove even more
effective for actinide recycle.' Transmu-
tation of most fission product wastes is
not feasible for either the LWR or the
LMFBR. Both the attainable fluxes and the
fission product cross sections are too low
for practical application. Neutrons pro-
duced in a CTR device would be most effec-
tive for transmutation of both actinides
and fission products, but near term
implementation is not possible.7

The requirements for very high neutron
fluxes and the desirability of spectrum
tailoring make the cavity reactor ̂ .logical
candidate for transmutation of both fis-
sion product and actinide wastes. A
uranium hexafluaride fueled heavy water
moderated cavity reactor was considered in
initial studies. The reactor was assumed
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to operate at an average thermal flux of
approximately 6.4 x 10T* neutrous/cm2-see
for a five-year period. The assumed fuel
enrichment was 5%. The transmutation
rates of several waste isotopes present
in the discharged fuel from currently
operating light water reactors were
studied using the isotopic generation and
depletion code ORIGEN.2

The isotopes selected for evaluation
of the gas core transmutation potential
were 1-129, Am-241, Am-242m, Am-243, Ctn-243,
Cm-244, Cm-245, and Cm-246. Americium and
curium were chosen since they.control the
actinide waste hazard for very long decay
times. The fission product iodine-129 was

chosen since it is a major contributor to
the long-term waste hazard. The amounts
of the initial waste loading were detPi-
mined by the composition of 20 typical
light water reactor fuel loads stored for
a decay interval of ten years. The waste
quantities employed in the study are there-
fore approximately equivalent to that

55Cs
133

128
54

(Data compiled from
References 2 - S)

FIGURE 2. IODINE-129 TRANSMUTATION REACTION PATHS

TABLE 1: TRANSMUATION FIGURE SYMBOL KEY

El

A

Z

(T¥0

sigth

siSres

element symbol

mass number

atomic number

electron emission

positron emission

excited state half-life

ground state half-life

thermal cross section
for (n,y) absorption

resonance integral for
(n,Y) absorption

(F*) fraction of (n,Y) transitions
to an excited state of the
product, nuclide

(F) fraction of (n,Y) transitions
to a ground state of product
nuclide

[B+] fractional decay by positron
emission

[B~] fractional decay by electron
eraiss ion

[B"*] fractional decay by electron
emission to an excited state of
the product nuclide

NOTE: designates an isomeric transition; the fraction of excited state decays by isomeric
transition is 1 - [B+] - [B~] - [B~*]
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generated in 60 reactor years of operation. C 2 3 8 present in the reactor fuel.

As previously indicated, the transmuta-
tion rates and the final isotopic balances
are strong functions of the neutron spec-
trum. For th .•> study, three reference
spectra were employed. A relatively hard
spectrum typical of that expected in the
core and a thermal spectrum typical of that
present in the heavy water moderator were
used. In addition, an intermediate spec-
trum typical of that found in light water
reactors was used for comparison purposes
It is emphasized that only the spectra is
typical of the LWR; the magnitude of the
flux in the gas -core is substantially
higher than that attainable in the light
water reactor.

Gas Core Transmutation Results

Iodine-129

The initial loading of the 1-129 was
400 kilograms. The mass of 1-129 remain-
ing as a function of irradiation time for
the three reference spectra is shown in
Figure 3. The curve labeled $t corresponds
to irradiation in the core spectra and $1
to irradiation in the moderator spectra.

Americium-

Curves for the transmutation of the
americium isotopes in the spectrum present
in the reflector-moderator are shown in
Figure 4. The initial loadings of the
three americium isotopes considered ere
indicated. The Am-243 concentration
approaches a steady state value after ap-
proximately twe years. This behavior is
due to Am-243 production by successive
radiative captures and beta decays in the

INITIAL LOADING:

I129 - 100 KG

The effect of the neutron spectrum on
the transmutation of Am-243 is illustrated
in Figure 5. The reflector-moderator is
indicated by the subscript 1 and the core
by the subscript 3.

Curium

The curium transmutation calculations
are illustrated in Figure 6. The signifi-
cance of the neutron spectrum employed is
most vividly illustrated in the case of
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curium-244. After an irradiation period
of approximately six months, the Cm-244
waste masses differ by a factor of 30 de-
pending on whether the core or moderator
spectrum is employed.

Higher Actinide Build-Up

Successive radiative captures and beta
decays in both the reactor fuel and the
isotopes to be transmuted can produce sig-
nificant quantities of higher mass number
actinides. The production curves for
significant transmutation by-products are
shown in Figure 7.

rcofte
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Waste Hazard Reduction

The success of a particular transmu-
tation scheme can be judged in terms of
the overall reduction in the waste hazard.
The relative inhalation hazard (RIHH) is
defined as the volume of air (cubic meters)
required to dilute the radioactivity in
the waste to the Radiation Concentration
Guide levels listed in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations.* Similarly,
the relative ingestion hazard (RIGH) is
defined in terms of the volume of water
required for dilution. The primary hazard
associated with long-term waste disposal
is the danger of dissolution in ground
water or dispersal in the atmosphere and
subsequent uptake by man. The quantity of
air or water required to dilute the waste
to a concentration low enough for unre-
stricted use can be used as a crude measure
of the waste hazard.

The relative ingestion hazard associ-
ated with the americium and curium wastes
is illustrated in Figure 8. The top curve
represents the no irradiation case and the
lower three curves, irradiation by the three
reference spectra. The lower curves repre-
sent the hazard measure of the actinides to
be transmuted, the by-products of the
transmutation, and the new wastes generated
by operation of the reactor for five years.

Conclusions

Transmutation of 1-129 by a five-year
exposure to a thermal neutron flux of
6.4 x 1014n/cm2-sec results in nearly
order-of-magnitude reductions in the waste
inventory of this nuclide. A five-year
transmutation of americium and curium
wastes produces order-of-magnitude decreases
in the overall hazard potential of actinide
wastes generated in 60 reactor years of
LUR operation.

For this study, no attempt was made to
optimize transmutation rates. Current
studies are examining the transmutation
potential of a fast spectrum cavity reactor.
Other fuel cycles will be considered and an
attempt made to optimize the irradiation time.
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DISCUSSION

T. S. LATHAM: Have you looked at what the secular
equilibrium buildup of actlnide becomes as a
function of the reprocessing time In the UFg i t -
self? This suggests a class of reactor that m?y
make most of the actinlde problem go away.

B. G. SCHNITZLER: Me did look at the actinide
buildup in a typical l ight water reactor as
opposed to the actinide buildup in the gas .core.
There is very l i t t l e difference In the fission
product buildup, but as for the act inides, they
wil l level out, and we can only assume that the
ent i re UFg mass was reclrculated.
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GAS CORE REACTORS FOR COAL GASIFICATION*

By

Herbert Weinstein
Illinois Institute of Technology

Chicago, IL 60616

Abstract

The use of nuclear process heat for coal gasifi-
cation is a subject of" considerable interest today.
The concepts presently under study employ a process
heat stream limited in temperature by the maximum
allowable temperature of the reactor fuel elements.
Because of this temperature limitation, the rates
of the gasification reactions must be enhanced by
the use of catalysts. The chemical plant associ-
ated with the production of either coal gas or
hydrogen then becomes complex and expensive.

In this paper, the concept of using a gas core
reactor to produce hydrogen directly from coal and
water Is presented. It is shown that the chemical
equilibrium of the process is strongly in favor of
the production of H2 and CO in the reactor cavity,
indicating a 98% conversion of water and coal at
only lSOCK. At lower temperatures in the
moderator-reflector cooling channels the equilib-
rium strongly favors the conversion of CO and
additional B2O to CO2 and H2> Furthermore, it is
shown the H2 obtained per pound of carbon has 23%
greater heating value than the carbon so that some
nuclear energy is also fixed. Finally, a gas core
reactor plant floating in the ocean is concepru-
alized which produces H2, fresh water and sea salts
from coal.

Introduction

It lias become apparent in recent years that the
United States must utilize its coal resources more
effectively to offset the problems caused by dwind-
ling petroleum and natural gas resources. Some of
the more attractive processes proposed for coal
utilization are gasification—the production of
synthetic natural gas—and hydrogen production.
The problems associated with these processes are
being worked on today. These problems include low
efficiency and the complexities brought on by the
use of very large scale catalytic reactors. It has
been projected for gasification processes in which
the coal is also used to generate process heat that
the maximum possible efficiency is 67%, which means
that one-third of the heating value of the coal is
lost in processing and must be disposed of as
waste heat.

The concept of utilizing nuclear energy for coal
gasification can be traced back to the early 196O's.
1.2.3,4 Currently, this concept has seen renewed
interest in Europe. Most of the related research
is directed towards the utilization of process heat
from high temperature gas cooled reactors (HTGCR).
The maximum temperatures reached by the coolant
gas in these reactors is less than 1500°K. Because
of this temperature limitation, the chemical rates
of the gasification reactions must still be
enhanced by the use of catalysts.

* Work supported under NASA Grant NSG7039

It would appear that both coal gasification and
hydrogen production could be done more directly and
more efficiently in a gas core cavity reactor than
in any indirect process heat application. There
are several factors that maka ;his approach seem
promising. In the gas core reactor, the pulverized
coal and steam would flow along together directly
through the thermal radiation field from the fis-
sioning plasma. In fact, the coal would provide
the necessary shielding from thermal radiation re-
quired to protect the cavity walls. The resultant
temperature of the steam-coal mixture can be high
enough for the direct pyrolysis of water. The coal
will combine with the oxygen as the mixture is
cooled after leaving die reactor. However, the
coal-steam mixture need be heated only to 1500°K
to 2000°K at a 500 psi cavity pressure to effect
the production of hydrogen and CO without the use
of catalysts. The temperature of the mixture in
the cavity should in fact be such as to obtain the
most desirable mixture of 113, CO, CO2, H2O and
other organic compounds at the reactor exit.

The most straightforward application of this
concept would be in the production of Hydrogen.
The idea of using hydrogen as a new type of clean
fuel has been gaining acceptance. The potential of
this process as discussed here is for producing
fuel hydrogen in massive quantities. It should be
noted that there also is potential for producing
other valuable organic compounds directly in a gas
core reactor.

The object of this work is to present the con-
cept of using a gas core reactor to produce hydro-
gen from water and coal. The chemical equilibria
is shown to be favorable for this reaction at
modest gas core reactor temperatures. The chemical
kinetics are not discussed because non-catalytic
rate data is not readily available in the litera-
ture. An entire process is conceptualized in order
to point out that the elements of the process
appear feasible. The areas where intensive inves-
tigation is required are pointed out. The partic-
ular scheme chosen is one where the plant is float-
ing in the ocean, using distilled sea water for the
process and the ocean as a waste heat sink. The
hydrogen and fresh water obtained from the waste
heat are piped directly to the mainland. The sea
salts obtained in the process can be returned to
the mainland on the barges that bring coal to the
plant.

Chemistry

The Heating Values of Products.
The resulting products of the water-coal reac-

tions in the gas core reactor can be strongly in-
fluenced by the choice of temperature path for the
reactant stream. The choice of products is based
or. the desirability of the fuel and the amount of
nuclear energy that is chemically fixed in the fuel.
It is desirable to fix as much nuclear energy as
possible not only to increase our energy resources
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(1) W20

(2) c +

(3) 2C

(4) C +

(5) C +

1/2

COfH2

TABLE I

Candidate Chemical Reactions

Reaction Fuel

Lower heating value5
per mole of fuel

K cal
Fixed Nuclear
energy per mole C

Z Increase
in RV of
Coal

CH,

CH.

CO+H,

"7.8

191.8

95.9

125.4

115.6

(a)

(b)

118.8

12.4

41.9

42.6

104%

27.

33%

23%

(a) 191.8/2 (b) 2 x 57.8

but also to minimize the waste heat disposal prob-
lem. Candidate reactions ai-e listed in Table 1
along with the fixed nuclear energy data. The
fixed nuclear energy is expressed in two ways.
First, as.the number of kllocalories fixed per mole
.of carbon and second, as the resultant percentage
increase in the heating value of carbon. The first
two reactions are presented Just to demonstrate
the maximum possible fixed energy yields. Ttie
first of jhese is the pyrolysis of water without
the use of coal to scavenge the oxygen. All of the
cuel- heating value is fixed nuclear energy. The
second reaction is for the production of methane
and oxygen from coal and water. Again coal is not
used to scavenge O2 and the increase in heating
value of the coal is about 100%. However, this
methane formation reaction xs more truly repre-
sented by reaction 3. In this case the amount of
fixed nuclear energy is negligible. Reaction 4
shows the production of a CO+H2 fuel gas. The per-
cent of nuclear energy fixed per pound of carbon
heating value is 33%. While this is a significant
increase, the problems associated with CO as a fuel
make it an unlikely prospect as a final product.
The last reaction is the production of H2 and COj
and is the one ussd in this report because it
represents a reasonable compromise of fuel utility
and fixed nuclear energy. It will, however, occur
as a two step process with reaction 4 being the
first step. This is discussed in the next section.

Chemical Equilibrium Calculations

At elevated temperatures (>1500°K), the princi-
pal products in a C-H-0 system are H2, CO, 003.
Methane formation is suppressed above 1000°K.
Since the effects of nuclear radiation and the
plasma field are neglected, only these products are
considered. The overall reaction is:

I.) AHnO + bC •* cH20 + dC + eH2 + f CO + gCO2 and the
basic reaction steps are:

2) CO + H 2O^±CO 2 + H2

3) C + H2O^±.CO + E 2

The equilibrium equations are:

NCO
K.3

and

K,"2 ~* P P
^ *C0 H20 CO 20

Her<=, a is chemical activity, N is number of moles,
P is pressure and Subscript T stands for total.
The activity of carbon is taken as one.

An H_ balance and an 0 2 balance complete the equa-
tion set

( N ) initial = (N 0 + eq.

(H n) initial (2 N,
C02 eq.

Solving these equations with the K values of
reference 6, and a total pressure of 500 psi yields
the results shown in Figure 1. This value of
pressure should be high enough for criticality and
pressure level only affects in a small way the
temperature at which conversion is completed.
Equilibrium calculations below 900°K were not
carried out because oi the complexity of the calcu-
lations. Without these results it is Impossible to
determine the gas quenching paths required to yield
the maximum value of the product stream. However,
the reaction rates for the reverse reactions which
would return the system to the initial reactant
concentrations are certainly slow enough so that
quenching is possible.

The results are presented for two cases. Figure
la is for equimolar feed and Figure lb is for a
feed ratio of 2 moles H20/mole C. It is seen that
for the equimolar case the equilibrium is such
that conversion to CO and H 2 can be essentially
complete above 1500°K. Chemical reaction rates
at these temperatures are expected to be extremely
large so that this equilibrium concentration should
exist in the reactor cavity. For the case of molar
feed ratio of 2, the coal ia completely converted
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to CO and C02 with about 57% of the water converted
to hydrogen. It can be seen from the equilibrium
constant data that as the percentage excess of
steam is Increased, the fraction of coal converted
to CO2 increases. The trade off becomes then,
either separating large amounts of steam from the
product stream or separating the CO and recycling
it with a second steam feedstrearn. The chemical
equilibrium of the latter case can be investigated:

co ±

ized coal reactanc will be
material. Because coal cc
volatile hydrocarbons, ab
evolved at very iov temps
steam itself will begin tc

very suitable seeding
•' , a large amount of
. £, gasep will, be
es. In fact the
rip some of Mirm if

and the equilibrium equation is:

The results of these calculations are shown in
Figure 2 for molar feed ratios of steam to CO of 1
and 2. The equilibrium for this reaction is
favored by lower temperatures,.however, methane
formation becomes significant below 900°K.
It is apparent from the graph that between 900°K
and 1000°K, conversions of 70S are readily attained.
Again, Increasing the steam-CO ratio favors the
conversion but the same separations problem is in-
volved. This temperature range is compatible with
what would be expected in the moderator-reflector
cooling channels close to the cavity. The second
stage of the conversion process could be effected
in passages next to the cooling channels. This
reaction is exothermic however, and would add to
the heat load on the cooling channels in this
region of the reflector, but the problem should not
be significant.

The Process Concept

The conceptual application of the process is
described in this section. The fissioning plasma
reactor station is fixed in the ocean, off shore
of the continent. The off-shore location is
chosen mainly for safety and environmental pro-
tection reasons. Coal is barged to the facility
and sea water enters directly. The hydrogen and
fresh water are piped directly to shore. Waste
heat is disposed of to the ocean and sea salt
resulting from the desalination is returned to
shore in the barges. See Figure 3.

Figure A is a schematic of the various process
elements which are described below. The choice of
method for accomplishing the transformation in each
element is not an optimal ore but rather the one
most obvious to the author.

Gas Core Reactor
The temperature field required for the chemical

reactions is modest in the context of proposed gas
core reactors. It should be readily achieved in
either an open or closed cycle reactor. Therefore,
both the coaxial flow GCR and the "light bulb" GCR
are compatible concepts. Further, it does not
appear that breeding of fuel or magnetohydrodynamic
pov?er generation are precluded from also being
carried out along with the hydrogen production in
the reactor facility.

The seeding of the working fluii1 in the cavity
to make it opaque to thermal radiation is not an
added complexity in this application. The pulver-

the coal is soft enough. Furthermore, the cnsl in
the large amounts present may have some neutron
moderating effect, decreasing the critical mass
requirements.

Water Supply and Cooling Requirements

no attempt has been made to estimate the energy
generation rate in the GCR. There will, however,
be a large excess of energy generated over that
actually fixed chemically in the fuel. This excess
will come from cooling of the moderator-reflector
as well as the reaction products to suitable tem-
peratures. It is expected that some of this waste
heat will be used to obtain the process steam by
distillation. Distillation is chosen rather than
some less energy-expensive desalination process in
order to keep the reactor cavity as free of salt
as possible. The rest of the waste heat is used
for desalination of sea water by some less expen-
sive process. The final sink for waste heat after
as much useful work as possible has been obtained
is the ocean.

Process Elements

There are many process elements such as heat
exchangers, and physical separations processes
that make up the facility along with the reactor.
They are described briefly according to alphabetic
key on Figure 3. (a) Distillation of seawater for
reactant steam. This should be a multiple dis-
tillation process in order to obtain a reactant
stream which is as salt-free as possible, (b)
Just downstream of the reactor is a heat exchanger
in which fuel, and possibly some coal ash,is con-
densed, (c) A cyclone follows the condenser in
which the spent fuel and coal ash are removed.

(d) The product gases, still relatively hot, are
cooled in a gas turbine. Electrical power for
facility use is generated from the power derived.
(e) The cold gases are filtered to remove any re-
maining solids. (f) The gases are cooled to room
temperature in another heat exchanger and excess
steam is condensed and passed to the :.O stream.
(g) The cool gases are passed through a refriger-
ated charcoal bed tc remove radioactive gases such
as iodine. Two beds, operating in flip-flop
fashion, can be used. One operates in an adsorb-
ing mode while the other is being regenerated.
(h) The hydrogen is removed in a pair of molecular
sieves operating in flip-flop fashion and piped to
the mainland, (i) The CO stream from separator
II meets the condensed water stream from (f) and a
make up steam stream from the distillation ur.it
and is piped to the reactor reflector. The product
stream from the reflector goes to a heat exchanger
•..'here the gases are cooled and excess water con-
densed, (j) The hydrogen in the cooled gases is
removed in separator III. This is another pair of
molecular sieve units operating In flip-flop
fashion. The CO and CO remaining is then vented
to the atmosphere.

Every element is not described in the above
section. The heat removed in the heat exchangers
along with heat removed in the reflector is used
in the distillation column and an ancillary de-
salination plant.
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Closure

The concept described in this paper Is crudely
formulated and presented. However, the basic Idea
Is very sound?>°»9'10 The high temperatures of the
gas core reactor can be used to effect valuable,
endothermic chemical reactions in a non-catalytic
manner. The example used here was chosen because
of its great current Interest. However, many other
reactions for the production of a whole range of
important organic compounds can be carried out
instead of or along w.L'-A the production of
h; irogen.
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Figure 1. Equilibrium Conversion
vs. Temperature for a C-H-0
System at 500 psi.
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DISCUSSION

R. T. SCHNEIDER: In Europe last year, I saw an
open peat lignite mine in Germany which had just
been started.. Forty five percent of German
electricity is generated with lignite. The pits
they have started at this rate will last them
500 years. The mining company was looking into
gas cooled reactors to do what you have just said.
Someone asked the question, "Why do you want to
save 20% of the coal if you have that much?" That
is the question they will want to ask you perhaps.

H. TOINSTEIN: That is not that damning a
question. The environmental impact of burning
peat and low grade coal Is sizeable, and it would
be easy to show that the hazards involved in
large-scale power production around the world
with coal is greater than with nuclear energy.
The whole idea of producing important and
expensive organics can' be treated with a gas core
very nicely. Hydrogen is the easiest thing to
make.
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CONSIDERATIONS TO ACHIEVE DIRECTIONALITY FOR GAMMA RAY LASERS

S. Jha« V. of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH
J. Blue, NASA-Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH

Abstract

This study concerns a method of align-
ment of nuclei for a gamma ray laser and a
means of achieving preferential emission of
radiation along the crystal axis. These
considerations are Important because it
probably Is not possible to achieve re-
flection of gamma radiation in order to
have photons make multiple passes through
an active region. Atomic alignment has
been achieved by materials researchers who
have made composite structures composed of
needle-like single crystals all with the
same orientation and all pointing in the
same direction contained in a matrix of
cobalt or nickel. The proposed method of
preferential emission of radiation along
the aligned needles is to have a symmetric
field gradient at the nucleus and a sequence
of excited levels of spin and parity 2* and
0+. The proposed scheme will reduce the
density of excited states required for
lasing and reduce the linewi&th due to
lnhomogenous broadening. Mossbauer
absorption experiments intended to test
these ideas are outlined.

I. Introduction

Historical Review

Recent review articles have indicated
the substantial difficulties that exist in
achieving a gamma ray laser.1'2 The 3tate
of knowledge of the interactions of the
nucleus and its surroundings was insuf-
ficient to allow those who conceived the
concept of the gamma ray laser to fjresee
many of the problems.'•"

Perhaps the most difficult of the
originally perceived problems, how to obtain
a density of Inverted states sufficient to
have lasing, is still with us. There is,
however, no known fundamental limitation to
achieving high densities and man's con-
tinuing effort to make his power sources
(fission reactors, fusion reactors and
particle accelerators) more powerful may
someday solve the intensity problem.5

An originally unappreciated problem,
that fluctuating nuclear interactions with
the surroundings that broaden nuclear
levels to the extent that resonant absorp-
tion and stimulated emission are unlikely,
is the subject of this paper. The static
interaction of the nuclear quadrupole

moment with an Internal electric field
gradient is considered as a means to
achieve:

1) energy level split Sing
2) desirable directivity of the emitted

gamma radiation
3) a practical physical material with

geometry suitable for a laser.

The conclusion of this paper unfortunately
will not give a solution to all of these
problems but is rather a suggestion as to
what nuclear energy level configuration is
desirable for a gamma ray laser. These
cont'iderations will serve to guide our
future experimental research studies.

General Considerations for Population
Inversion

To achieve population inversion of nueJear
levels is not difficult if one takes ad-
vantage of beta decay and nuclear iso-
merism. This is illustrated with the decay
of n 3 S n .

115d

A freshly separated source of i:L3sn,will
decay into the isomerie level of 11JIn and
population inversion will exist for several
hours; eventually the ground state popu-
lation Increases and exceeds that of the
•isomeric level.

Population inversion can be achieved by
nuclear reactions as shown by the example:

(njf)

_» 50d

79 keV

mm, 72S

""•In

•supported by NASA Grant: NSG 3091
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Energy -Requirements W(e) = 3 (cos2e + 4 cos^e) for Am = 0

The energy of the lsomeric level is a
consideration since the parasitic absorp-
tion by atomic electrons is decreased for
more energetic photons whereas the iross
section for stimulated emission is pro-
portional toX and therefore favors low.
energy transitions. Another consideration
favoring low-energies is that photon
energies must not be decreased by the re-
coil of the emitting nucleus. The so-
called recoilless fraction decreases
exponentially with increasing energy,
becoming negligible above 150 keV. In
this note we are proposing the use of only
certain kinds of nuclear levels because
one can thereby achieve: 1) unidirectional
transmission of gamma rays. 2)by removing
level degeneracy, photons with less spread
. in energy than otherwise and 3) an energy
matching of the phot®n with the levels
that are to undergo stimulated emission.

II. Proposal

Electric Quadrupole Transitions

Gamma radiation emitted between nuclear
levels of spin and parity 2 + and 0 + or 0 +

and 2 + actually involves transitions to or
from sublevels of the 2 + state since that
level splits into m = + 2, + 1 and 0. If
there is an electric field gradient q
which is axially symmetric with respect to
the crystal axis then the sublevels split
as shown in figure 1, and the three
transitions im = + 2, Am = +, 1, and
Am = 0 are shifted in energy as shown.

These radiation patterns are shown in
figure 2.

Am= 11 Am t £•

0*o

4e2qQ

Fig. 1 Energy level sp l i t t ing of 2+ level in a
f ie ld gradient and also showing the three
transitions to a 0+ level.

The angular d i s t r i b u t i o n of the gamma
rad ia t ion with respect t o the symmetry
axis i s given by

W(e) = i (1 - cos % ) for Am = + 2

W(e) = i (1 - 3 cos2e + 4 cos ^d) for

Am = + 1

Fig.2 Electric quadrupole angular distributions
for the three components of a 2*1 eve I.

Combining the information of the two
figures shows that the im = +_ 1 component
is emitted alona the crystal axis with an
energy E g - i/gerqQ . If the energy
of the gamma ray is not too high and the
Debye temperature of the solid is appro-
priate then there may exist a large
fraction of recoilless photons. When one
of these photons interacts with another
nucleus in the isomeric state then stimu-
lated emission will occur. However, only
the &m = + 1 transition will have an
energy match with the incident? photon.
The gamma rays arising from the other two
transitions would emerge perpendicular to
the symmetry axis.

These ideas have been tested by carrying
out Mossbauer absorption experiments for
the 2+-*-0+ transition. The absorption of
the recoilless photon in a WS2 single
crystal (hexagonal close packed) which has
an electric field gradient along the c axis
at each tungsten nucleus gave the results
shown in figure 3a. ° Only a single com-
ponent, Am — +_ 1, is resonantly absorbed
when the incident photon is oriented along
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c ax-li. A similar result is shown in
figure 3b for the photon of the 2+-»-0+

transition in 1'°Hf, which was absorbed
in single crystal of1 hafnium metal.

VELOCITY (mm/ste)

Fig.3a Mossbauer transmission experiment of the
2+-i-0+ transition in WS, for the case
when the incident photon Is aligned with
c axis of the crystal.

Velocity (mm/sec)

Fig.3b Same as 3a except the 2+-t-0+ transition
is transmitted In Hf metal single crystal.

In both cases the results confirmed that
the Am = + 1 transition is absorbed
parallel to the symmetry axis.

Filamentary alignment of the Nuclear
Isomers

It was recognized by the inventors of
the gamma ray laser concept that the
alignment of the active atoms on a single
axis could solve the problem of "the non-
existance of mirrors with which to form a
cavity. Whisker crystals were suggested

as a possible materials configuration.^

The idea of the whisker configuration
can be combined with the anisotroplc
distribution of the Am = + 1 quadrupole
transition. What is required to do this 3s
an electric field gradient along the
whisker filament and the crystal structure
of the filament to be symmetric about the
whisker axis. The concept is shown in
figure k.

Schematic illustration of nuclei In Isomeric
states * * , aligned in filaments and emitting
quadrupote radiation when an electric field
gradient is present and is In the filamentary
direction.

Most of the photons from Am=±2 and Am=0
transitions will be emitted out of the
whisker; those few emitted along the whisker
axis will be shifted in energy from the
Am=±l photons. The axially directed, Am=il
photons will have less energy spread than
would photons from a degenerate 2+ level.

Directlonally Solidified Eutectics (DSE)

Materials scientists are working on the
development of reinforced materials where
the strengthening members are filaments or
lamellae of a precipitated eutectic. The
precipitates are single crystal and
aligned and are often spaced in a rather
regular array In the matrix alloy. Such
a material Is shown in figure 5, a SEM
view of a directionally solidified rod of
nominal composition Co-15 Cr-20 Ni-10.5
Hf ~.7C; prepared by V.G. Kim of NASA's
Lewis Research Center." In this case the
precipitate Is HfC and the matrix material
has been etched away to show the protruding
HfC filaments.
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Additional considerations favor the
0+-*2 sequence, i.e., the isomeric state
should be the 0+ and the lower state 2 +

and both states should be above the ground
state. With this arrangement, there will
be no nuclear absorption of the recoilless
gamma rays and there will be no broadening
of the 0 level due to the stochastic
field gradient or magnetic fields at the
nucleus since a 0 state has no moment.
The only factor then broadening the 0+

level will be the inhomogenous isomer
shift. We prefer the 2 + level to be short-
lived, then its natural width will be
far larger than the isomer- shift, thus an
energy match between the recoilless gamma
ray and the energy difference between
0++2+ is assured and stimulated emission
can occur.

The question as to whether the preferred
nuclear level arrangement exists can only
be answered by research studies in
isomerism. A number of known 0+->-2+ icomers
are given below.

Fig.5 Structure of directionally solidified
TaC-15Cr-20Ni-Co alloy.

1.52J* HeV

The DSE alloys offer an obvious
solution to, the gamma ray laser require-
ment for aligned nuclei. The requirement
of symmetry and an electric field gradient
along the filament can be achieved in
either two ways:

1) the precipitate can have a crystal
structure which has isotropy about a
crystal axis and the crystal axis is
parallel to the filament axis; an example
of such a structure is tungsten disulfide,
a hexagonal close packed crystal, or

2) the precipitate can have an isotropic
structure, e.g., cubic, and be strained
in the filamentary direction by differ-
ential expansion coefficients between the
precipitate and the matrix. The strain
of the crystal would be expected to destroy
the symmetry in the strain direction and
give rise to an electric field gradient.

Mossbauer absorber measurements will
be made using the HfC reinforced composite
as the absorber of the 93keV gamma from
the 2+-*0'; transition in " o H f . If the
HfC has become noncubic, this should be
detectable in the shape of the absorption
line.

Preferred Level Arrangement

As we have indicated, a long-lived
Isofer having a spin sequence of levels
2+->-0+ or 0 + 2 + in a host having an
axially symmetric field gradient will
provide directed gamma radiation.

..937 HeV 22.8ns

.862 HeV

70 G e
2+

,1.2158 MeV 3.6ns

1.0396 HeV

188,'Kg
.82*1 HeV

.A13 HeV

Isomeric states with longer lifetimes
should be sought for the gamms ray laser.
In addition to the traditional islands of
i'omerism, many quasiparticle states,
bandheads of decoupled bands and nuclear
levels with large changes in nuclear shape
may provide the longer-lived isomeric
state of the 0+->-2+ type.
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Conclusion

The rationale for searching for a
nuclear isomer with a 0+ spin and parity
and decaying by means of a 0 -»-2+ t rans i -
tion has been given. At this point no
suitable isomer is known, "he direction-
al i ty of emission which a l£.ser requires
can be achieved in filamentary structures
with symmetry about the filaiTientary axis.
Materials research in directionally
solidified, precipitate reinforced, alloys
should be watched for developments which
may have the symmetry and electric field
gradient required to achieve directional
gamma ray emission.
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DISCUSSION

R. T. SCHNEIDER: I t there such a thing as
stimulated emission in a crystal?

S. JHA: In the nuclear case, stimulated emission
has not been experimentally demonstrated. But
there i& no reason why there should not be
stimulated emission. If the nucleus is so
strongly bound that i t excites without recoiling,
the gamma ray leaves with full energy; if i t now
meets an atom which is so strongly bound that i t
can accept th is gamma ray without recoiling, then
stimulated emission should take place.

J. BLUE: Nuclear resonant absorption has been
observed, and i sn ' t i t probable that spontaneous
emission has happened but not been observed? If
a nucleus is going to resonantly absorb a photon
to an upper level , then we know the fraction of
nuclei excited to that level , that should return
emitting photons.

S. JHA: I t is possible to create conditions,
given appropriate energy and appropriate
materials that wi l l have 100% recoil less emission,
such that a l l the gamma rays wil l be r eco i l l e s i .
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY CONFERENCE ON PARTIALLY IONIZED PLASMAS
Including the THIRD SYMPOSIUM ON URANIUM PLASMAS

June 10, 11, and 12, 1976
WORKSHOP WORKING GROUP SUMMARY REPORT

GROUP I

PLASMA GENERATION AND CONFINEMENT

Chairman: J. S. Kendall
Group Members: J. Blue, P. W. Levy, M. Stoenescu, S. Sutherland, and A. Kazi

Status of the Field:

In the past several years, gas-core uranium
plasma generation and confinement studies have
centered on two major reactor schemes — the
vortex-stabilized uranium hexafluoride (UFg)

plasma contained in an ergon buffer gas, which
is a closed-cycle system, and the coaxi.,1 open-
cycle gas core reactor. Significant progress has
been made on vortex-stibilized confinement of
UF& injected into an argon plasma, Cong-term

(~ 40 min) operation at high uranium particle
densities has produced encouraging results with
respect to the degree of deposition on the fused-
silica walls of the container. However, consi-
derable work remains in this area before a high-
power closed-cycle plasma core reactor experiment
is performed.

The advancement of both open- and closed-
cycle gas core reactor research might be aided
by more complete understanding of the complex
fluid dynamics and its coupling with radiative
transport phenomena in the reactor cavity.

Proposed Goals and Research Directions:

Major directions recommended for the proposed
research on g&; core plasma confinement are: '

(1) The fissioning uranium plasma

<•' (2) Transparent materials research

The Fissioning Plasma

Analytical and experimental research should
be continued to determine the dominant physical
processes relevant to the fluid dynamics and
radiative heat transfer both within and at the
edge of the fissioning plasma region. Development
of a high-pressure vortex-stabilized optically-
thick uranium plasma is a central feature to such
an endeavor.

Priority in future research should be given
to the vortex-stabilized concept over the coaxial
concept for the following reasons:

(a) The virtual nonsxistence of potentially
attractive terrestrial applications for
the coaxial flow concept; the coaxial
concept being better suited to the
design of a nuclear rocket for space
missions requiring high thrust densities
and high specific impulses.

(b) The higher levels of uranium confinement
achieved using the vortex scheme.

(c) The apparent absence of a "restoring
force" in the fuel region of the core
for the coaxial scheme.

Reactor experiments should be complemented
by concurrent experiments aimed at establishing
empirical, values of nonequilibrium transport
coefficients for fissioning plasmas potentially
suited to nuclear punped laser applications.

Transparent Materials Research

Closed-cycle gas core reactors require use
of transparent materials that remain optically-
transparent over a wide spectral region and
retain-meehanical integrity at high temperatures
while subjected to intense nuclear radiation.
Currently most research has focused on very pure
fused silica which appears to be a potentially
attractive confinement material. Two areas of
focus are suggested in future research:

(a) Radiation damage and color center forma-
tion studies should be extended to much
higher temperatures, radiation levels,
and neutron and electron fluxes appro-
priate to the highest power fissioning
plasmas. Such studies should be aimed
at predicting the absorption and mecha-
nical properties of the confining mate-
rial, as well as gauging its lifetime and
reliability.

(b) The possibility of using materials other
than fu.sed silica such as single crystal
beryllium oxide should be investigated.

New Concepts and Directions:

The National Aeronautics and Space Admini-
stration conducts and sponsors considerable
research in fissioning plasma reactors. To cora-
pleaent this research, it is suggested that
accelerator experiments be considered to evaluate
UFg radiation decomposition by fission fragments,

to obtain spectra of emitted radiation and to study
materials problems. Accelerator experiments with
heavy particles bombarding transparent windows
may be useful' for investigation of transparency
under conditions analogous to reactor conditions
where there are significant numbers of displaced
atoms in the window material.
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GROUP II

PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS

Chairman: J. H. Lee
Group Members: C. K. Choi, N. L. Krascella, D. Williams

Status of the Field:

At the present time, the available informa-
tion on UF& and Uranium plasma characteristics

under non-equilibrium conditions is limited
(Ref. H. Helmick, LASL). The analytical investi-
gation of the transport of radiation and the
distribution of energy within reactor systems is
hampered by a lack of accurate knowledge on such
essentials as cross sections and radiative ]"fa-
times for transitions involving electronic,
vibrational and rotational excitation and also
on the dissociation of CUPA) molecules by fission

fragment impact. While some elastic cross
iactions for electron-molecule (UF^) collision

pi jcesses are known [see the paper by S. Trajmar
et. al. in this Proceedings), little work is
done for inelastic cross sections, involving
ionization exitation, etc.

Similarly, although a significant amount of
data exists on spectral emission characteristics
of fissioning uranium plasmas under equilibrium
condition., non-equilibrium radiation effects due
to deposition of large quantities of fission
fragment energy into the fissioning (UFg) plasma

have not been extensively examined on either a
theoretical or an experimental basis. In addi-
tion, it is of paramount", importance that the
Fp.itial and spectral content of radiation emitted
by the fissioning plasma be known to aid the
design of in-reactri- experiments as well as the
design and feasibility assessment of plasma core
reactor applications. The above comments apply
particularly sttongly to. nuclear pumped laser
research, which cannot go forward as rapidly in
the absence of detailed knowledge of non-
equilibrium plasma characteristics.

In particular, more extensive work is
required in the future regarding in-core measure-
ments of density, temperature and neutron fluxes
with both space and time resolution. At the
present tine, there are well established tech-
niques for measuring all of these quantities but
only in a spatially and temporally averaged form.
Density measurements reported so far have tended
to be confined to regions near the axis of the
flowing (UF6) system. Profiles of density do

exist for unenriched (UFg) but it is of some use

to measure such profiles in a reacting system
which includes the effect of a neutron flux on
the density.

In summary, substantial data exists for
low pressure, low temperature (UFg) plasmas.

However, such data lacks certain essential

features of non-equilibrium plasmas and is also
not compiled in a comprehensive manner. It would
be of .great benefit to the plasma core reactor
research community to obtain a comprehensive
compilation of all of the relevant data on (UF6)
plasma characteristics.

For the progress toward the ultimate goal
of U-235 plasma-core reactor, • basic studies on
a metalic U-235 plasma are also necessary. The
emission characteristics of metallic uranium
plasua in UV and soft x-ray ranges have been
reported (see thejpaper by M. D. Williams, et al.
in this Proceedings). However, the effect of
fissioning has no; been observed due to the low
reaction rate in the plasma. A study of metallic
uranium plasma in a high-flux neutron field is
desired.

Proposed Goals and Research Directions:

The proposed research on fissioning UFfi and

uranium plasma characteristics may be divided into
four areas:

a) Measurement of inelastic cross-sections,
vibrational and rotational energy levels,
and dissociation by fission fragments
for both (UF6) and its decomposites.

b) Measurement of the Spectral Emission from
fissioning (UFg) plasmas. Initial Los

Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL)
reactor experiments will probably rot
operate at temperatures sufficient to
produce appreciable emission in the
fissioning (UF&). Therefore, simulation

experiments utilizing the GODrVA-Ballistic
Piston combination should be accelerated
to provide initial (UFg) spectral emission

data in a fissioning gas oysr s. range of
temperatures and pressures as well as
neutron fluxes. These initial experiments
would provide valuable baseline data for
the design of similar subsequent experi-
ments in various cavity reactor programs.
Finally, the ultimate goal of this research
should be to incorporate extensive radia-
tion emission studies in the actual
fissioning gaseous (UF,) experimental
series.

c) To complement the X-ray diagnostic
techniques at United Technologies Research
Center, in-core measurements should be
made of density, temperature and neutron
fluxes with space and time resolution.
These measurements are essential to the
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understanding of reactor start-up
dynamics and to. evaluate the effects on
plasma parameters of neotron coupling.
A good diagnostic would be a pulsed
laser which can be focused down from a
rather large .aperture to spots through-
out the volume of the (UF6) tank. The

back sc ttering of this coherent radia-
tion yields temperatures and densities
of various species throughout the plasma.

* The pulse shape will provide temporal
resolution. Other diagnostics may also
be readily applied to complement the
above.

d) Study on a metallic uranium plasma, as a
long-range program, should be continued.
Especially the non-thermal effect of
fissioning in the uranium plasma should
be determined to obtain a reference
data for reactor development and nuclear
pumping of lasers in the plasma reactor.

e] Assignment of a special task group for
the purpose of compilation and review

of (UF6) and U plssma data. The

group will also conduct revisions
using new data aa It becomes avail-
able. The group may identify and
r jcommend necessary measurements.

New Concepts and Directions:

• The use of tunable dye lasers is suggested
for determination of CU^g) plasma characteristics,

especially under reactor conditions. Elect"
beam probes may also o-nplement the laser
diagnostics.
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GROUP III

NUCLEAR PUMPED LASERS

Chairman: F. Hohl
Group Members: G. Cooper, R. De Young, J. Early, D. Lorents, D. McArthur, S. Suckewer,

P. Thiess, S. Trajmar, H. A. Hassan

Status of the Field:

The potential for achieving high power
density, low wavelength lasers by direct nuclear
pumping has been keeping the area of nuclear
pumping active since about 1961. Several reviews
of the field have appeared recently (Thorn, K; and
Schneider, R. T.: AIAA J. 10, 400 (1972):
Schneider, R. T.; and Thorn, K.: Nuclear Tech. 27̂ ,
34 (1975)). However, it has only been in the
past 2 years that considerable progress has been
made toward achieving high-power direct nuclear-
pumped lasers. Present research uses neutrons
from high flux reactors to induce nuclear reaction

in either U or B laser tube wall coatings,

or in He mixed with the lasing gas (see the
paper by R. De Young, et al. in this Proceedings).

The first two nuclear pumped lasers using

U wall coatings were demonstrated in 1974
by researchers at Sandia Laboratories (McArthur,
D. A.; and Tollefsrud, P. B,: Appl. Phys. Lett.
26, 187 (1975) and at the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory (Helmick, H. H.; Fuller, J.; and
Schneider, R. T.: Appl. Phys. Lett. 26, 327
(1975)). The Sandia group observed lasing of
CO at the 5.24 and 5.6 tin vibrational bonds. At
present they have achieved outputs of 100 watts
at relatively high efficiencies. The Los Alamos
group achieved lasing of a He-Xe laser at 3.5
Urn. The lowest wavelength and lowest neutron
threshold for a nuclear pumped laser has been
achieved by the University of Illinois group
(De Young, R. J.; Wells, W. E.; Miley, G. H.:
and Verdeyen, J. T.: Appl. Phys. Lett. 28,
194 (1976)). They achieved lasing of a Ne-N7

o ft c

system at 8629 A and 9393 A. The first volume
jumped laser was achieved only recently by the
NASA-Langley Group (Jalufka, N. W., DeYoung,
R. J.; Hohl, F.; and Williams, M. D.: Appl. Phys.
Lett. 28, (197S)) who used the He3(n,P)3H vol-
umetric reaction to pump a He -Ar system which
lased at 1.79 um. Table I summarizes the nuclear-
pumped laser results as of June 1976.

In addition to experimental work, consider-
able progress is being made in modelling nuclear
pumping of lasers. Energy deposition, electron
distribution, and excitation of various laser
transitions are being predicted. Details of
that work are given in the Proceedings.

It should be noted that all results achieved
so far demonstrate only "proof of principle."
What must be demonstrated next is that high-
power nuclecr-pumped laser can be competitive
with more conventional lasers.

Proposed Goals and Research Directions:

Broadly speaking, the goals for Nuclear
Pumped Laser Research fall into two categories:

1) To demonstrate the advantages of using
nuclear pumping over other possible
pumping mechanisms;

2) to determine what limitations, if any,
are imposed on the lasing system by the
characteristics of the pumping siurce,
i.e., the fissioning plasma.

More specifically, the research goals may be
summarized as follows:

a) To achieve high efficiency combined with
high power CK laser output;

b) to extend the lasing wavelength range to
shorter wavelengths such as the visible
or ever, ultraviolet region of the spectrum;

c) to investigate the possibility of
volumetric pumping using Uranium Hexa-
fluoride (UFfi) - laser gas mixtures;

d) to investigate the compatibility of laser
' threshold flux requirements with the

actual reactor flux levels.

Special recommendations for research aimed
at achieving the abeve goals are as follows:

1) Identify laser media that are most amen-
able to nuclear pumping.

2) Conduct experiments to establish how
well electron-beam pumping of ;• laser
medium simulates nuclecr pumping.

3) Obtain valuable kinetic data such as on
radiative processes, electron collision
processes and excitation and charge
transfer processes. Use such data to
model candidate laser systems. Analy-
tical modelling should of course run
concurrently with ongoing experimental
research.

4) Investigate the relative merits of self-
critical and externally driven neutron
pumping schemes.

5) Identify the kinetics of the Carbon
Monoxide nuclear pumped laser with a
view to optimising and scaling this
laser to higher powers.
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6) Investigate the advantages of nuclear
pumping of noble gas-excimer laser
media.

7) In a carefully diagnosed nuclear pumped
laser system, compare volumetric versus
surface-coated pumping sources for
different laser media.

8) Conduct further detailed investigations
of the effects of electric fields on
the performance characteristics of
nuclear pumped lasers,

New Concepts and Directions:

Nuclear pumped laser research has made
significant progress in the past two years. The
feasibility of producing a laser pumped by
fission fragments has been clearly demonstrated.
Spurred by these successes, nuclear pumped
laser research may now continue in many poten-
tially fruitful directions. A variety of concepts
and innovative research directions may be
actively pursued.

Whereas it is highly desirable to have a
critical laser-reactor using UF- as a fuel, such

a system is complicated by the love vapor pressure
of UFg at temperatures'appropriate for lasing.
It is therefore of interest to study other
possible fuels such as the transuranic elements
whose nuclei offer much higher fission cross
sections, or liquids which contain the transuranic
elements. Since fusion reactors are potential
sources of neutron and charged particle fluxes,
their application to nuclear pimped lasers
should be investigated.

Nuclear radiation enhancement wf ,i elec-
trically pumped laser has been experimentally
demonstrated. Preliminary studies at Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratories on the effects of an
electric field on a nuclear pumped laser indicate
the potential for. substantial enhancement of the
laser output at a minimal cost of electrical
energy. It is therefore of great interest
to investigate further the physics and economics
of electric field enhancement of nuclear pumped
lasers.

Finally, nuclear pumped flowing gas and
gas dynamic lasers are also worthy of further
research. Kfiile such laser systems do suffer
the inefficiencies of foil excitation, they
do offer the possibility of making very large
lasers for which there are many potential
applications.

Table 1. Summary of Nuclear-Pumped Laser Results

NUCLEAR PUMPED
LASERS

(Hay 1976)

Y-Pumped
HF laser
Los Alamos

r- Pumped
Xe Ampl i f ied

spontaneous
Emission

Livermore

Fission Fragment
CO Laser

Sandia Labs

Fission Fragment
He-Xe Laser

Los Alamos

B1 0(n,d,) L I 7

Ne-Ng Laser
Univ. of I l l inois

He3(n,p)H3

He-Ar Laser
NASA-Langley

H'YRENGm

-1700 8

5.1-5.6 um

3.0-4.2 um

8629 %
and

9393 8

5.79 u

PRESSURE
(TORR)

1.3

5,200
7,800

10,500
13,000
•5,700

100

200

75-400

200-700

ThERMW.
FLUX

THRESHOLD

(n/cmz-sec

- 5 x l O W

3xlO 1 5

i x l O 1 5

1.4xlO 1 6

ENERGY
DEPOSITEE

(J/a>
TIME

PERIOD

• 923
12 nsec

Sxl 03. to
1SxlOJ

17 sec

200
150 usec

50
150 psec

313 to
1000

10 msec

24 to 270
150 us

DURATION
OF

LASER
OUTPUT

12 nsec

31-10 nsec
A.S.E.

50 usec

235 usec

6 srnec

550 usec

PEAK POWER
DEPOSITED

(W/*)

8 x 1010

2.7 X 1011

to „
9 X lO 1 '

1.3 X 106

3.3 X 105

3 x 10*
to 5

1 x 10*

.6 x 105

t 0 «
.8 x 106

PEAK LASER
OUTPUT

TO]
5 x 108

92.3

2 - 6
0.2

> .01
2.8 x 10'5

1.5 x 10"3

2.4 x 10"5

0.05
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GROUP IV

REACTOR CONCEPTS, SYSTEMS, AND APPLICATIONS

Chairman: H. Weinstein
Group Members: T. S. Latham, M. Suo, E. Maceda, S. Chow, H. Helmick

Status of the Field:

Plasma-Core Nuclear Reactor concepts may be
conveniently divided into c sed cycle and open
cycle systems. Open cycle systems are predom-
inantly of the coaxial flow type in which wall
jet injection of propellant keeps the fissioning
plasma in the central region of the cavity sur-
rounded by a moderator-reflector shell and high
pressure buffer gas. Closed cycle systems, such
as the Nuclear Light Bulb, confine the fissioning
fuel by means of a tangentially injected swirl
flow of a buffer gas. In both cases the transfer
of power from the fissioning fuel to the propellant
or buffer gas is by radiative heat transfer.
Obviously, in the coaxial system, such transfer
can go unimpeded, whereas, in the closed cycle
system, limited transparency of the confining
cell limits radiative energy fluxes. On the
other hand, the closed cycle concept offers
complete fuel confinement, while in the coaxial
open flow system, flow mixing can lead to fuel
losses and furthermore, the efflux from the
reactor of radicactive material relegates this
concept to solely space power application with
no realistic terrestrial power applications.

The fuel used in these reactors may be a
pure fissionable fuel, a compound such as
Uranium Hexafluoride (UF6) or perhaps a hybrid

composed of a solid fuel-UFg combination.

At the present time there are few enough
concepts and no well established basis for
ordering them in terms of probability of success.
Consequently, all concepts should be vigorously
investigated. The real basis of priority for a
given concept derives from its applicability
to a particular mission, be it ground-based or
space-based.

The applications for plasma-core nuclear
reactor systems are numerous. They fall into
three major categories:

, a) Space propulsion and power

b) Terrestrial power concepts

c) Indirect applications

Space Propulsion and Power

The gas-core nuclear reactor is rather
versatile in that it can provide (for example
in a coaxial flow configuration) direct propul-
sion for a spacecraft by acceleration of pronell-
ant to high velocities resulting in thrust levels
and specific impulses for exceeding those
attainable by conventional chemical rockets.
Simultaneously the nuclear power plant can also

supply electrical power for the maintenance cf
spacecraft functions. Alternatively, a closed
cycle system may be used to generate electrical
power for use in ion thrusters or magnetopl-isma-
dynamic gas accelerators or even to generate a
high power laser beam which may then be used
either to transmit power to other regions in
space or else to provide thrust via a laser-
heated thrust chamber.

Terrestrial Power Concepts

The closed cycle reactor system is best
suited to ground-based power needs. Gas-core
nuclear reactors offer a new technology for the
use of high temperature (~4000 K) working fluids.
There is also the attractive possibility of
direct -oupling of the radiant energy in the
reacto. to output laser radiation and other direct
conversion schemes. The compactness of feasible
gas-core fissioning reactor systems combined with
their efficient operation at temperatures of
order 4000 K make them viable alternatives to
fusion reactor systems which are necessarily
burdened by mammoth dimensions and plasma

temperatures in excess of 10 K.

Indirect Applications

The gas-cere nuclear reactor system is an
excellent source for indirect power conversion
such as radiochemical, thermochemical, and
photochemical schemes, since it produces radiant
power over a very wide and easily tunable band-
width of the electromagnetic spectrum. Not
necessarily"being restricted to power conversion
schemes, the gas-core reactor is 2lso an excellent
source of high temperature process heat for
metallurigal uses and also for photochemical
production processes.

An Ideal Fis»ion Power Reactor must satisfy

the following requirements: *• '

a) Low Critical Mass ~ 10kg

b) Small Units Possible (MW range)

c) Fuel Circulation and On-Site Processing

d) Burnup of Transuranium Actinides and
Certain Fission Fragments

e) Increased Fuel Utilization

"•MCarlheinz Thorn, "Gaseous Fuel Nuclear Reactor
Research" invited paper at 1976 IEEE
International Conference on Plasma Science,
May 24-26, 1976, held at Austin, Texas.
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f) High Efficiency Power Generation

g] Breeding of U-233 from Thorium

h) Low Fission Fragment Inventory

i) High Temperatures for Process Heat (coai
gasification, steel and hydrogen produc-
tion, etc.)

j) Non-equilibrium Radiation for Photo-
chemistry and Hydrogen Production

k) Nuclear Pumped Lasers

1) Advanced Propulsion in Space

m) Nuclear Safeguards - Non proliferation
of Atomic Weapons

The Gaseous Fuel Reactor is ideally suited
to all of these requirements and is worthy of
considerable attention in the future. Figures 1
and 2 summarize the essential features of
Conventional Nuclear Power Plants and Gaseous
Fuel Reactors and highlight the advantages of
developing Gaseous Fuel Reactors in preference
to present day nuclear power plants.

Proposed Goals and Research Directions:

In planning ? well balanced program of
research into cavi'y reactor systems, the basis
of priority should be on the most suitable
system concept for a particular application.
There are few enough concepts at the present time
and no • —tablished basis for ordering them
in te. jjrobability of success, so that all
concej-^j snould be vigorously investigated. The
priorities for program planning may be classified
as follows:

a) Maintenance of a program of research in
baseline technology such as cavity reactor
experiments, f'uid mechanics, fusl hand-
ling, laser pumping aspects, and plasma
experiments of fundamental nature on, for
example, plasma characteristics etc.

b) Choice of a set of reference systems that
are competitive with other systems for
particular applications.

c) Maintenance of an effort into the develop-
ment of a broad spectrum of innovative
reactor concepts to supplement current
ideas.

d) Maintenance of a program to develop
supporting technology such as in
materials, handling, fuel recycling, etc.

e) Total benefit evaluation of different
•concepts. Such an evaluation must take
into account the following considerations:

(i) minimal environmental impact

(ii) nuclear safeguards

(iii) efficient energy resource utilization

(iv) exploitation of low grade nuclear fuels
and breeding possibilities.

Based on these priorities and program goals,
research should revolve around five key areas
as outlined b^low:

a) Materials

b) Plasma Confinement and Radiative Heat
Transfer

c) Fuel Recycling and Processing

d) System Confinement and Radioactive Material
Separation

e) Integrity of the boundary of the reactor
flow system -- Mechanical Design Features.

Kcrsstve REACTIVITY

Figure 1 Conventional Nuclear Power Plant
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Figure 2 Gaseous IJuel Reactor
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